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Abstract 

This historical geography of Brockpon. New York covers the period 

between the initial settlement of the region in 1806 and the onset of 

industrial decline in 1882. As a study in landscape and community change 

it' links shifting trade networks. ecological foundations, social institut ions 

and life-worlds in a historical narrative. Altcratipns in social structure. 

spatial division and definition, and landscape form and meaning arc 

emphasized. The community is shown to have moved from a state of moral 

community and economic individualism to a state of moral individualism 

and economic community. Some specific topics discussed arc frontier 

migrations, pione-ering, development, mercantilism, the Eric Canal, credit 

and financial panics, social reform movements, 1 industridiution, class 

awareness, post-Civil War cultural changes and village beautification. 

In addition to providing.. an empirical account of one particular 

place, the utility of place as an organizing concept is tested, as is the 

suitability of narrative as a mode of representation. This is intermittently 

presented as an imbedded ironic commentary, and it is offered as one 

possible form for postmodcm cultural and historical geography. Unlike 

the historicaf narrative, wh1ch describes the creation of places 1n the 

landscape, this secondary discourse describes rhetorical, interpretive and 

epistemological d~vices that permit re-creation of places in narrative. 

Place IS unsatisfactory as an organizing principle for h1stoncal 

geographical inquiry if the goal is explanation of some more general 

phenomenon. It ~s. however, excellent for development of individual 
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understanding of a particular place and pe~iod . Although the study of a 

place can be highly rewarding for the neo-Kantian geographer, others 

may find the concept more useful in stud ies of the variation of a 

phenomenon from place to pt'acc. The appeal of either approach will be a 

function of personal. preference for erkliiren or vtrstehen The ironic, 

pos1modem crit ique !mbcdded in the teltl provides a convenient space for 

what would otherwise be neglected commentary on the multiple absences 

and the fabricated presences o f the narrative. It is, however. 

dissimulative. guarding the authority of the text by preempting st~ategic 

cri tical positions and by making the reader an accomplic.e in thei r own 

deception. 
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Pre fac e 

It lib- been said that hhtorians "imagine the past and remember 

the futut ... l The same might· equally well be said for historical 

geographers, allhough the reflexive tricks with which they apprehend 

time and interpret change arc more specifically directed at landscapes. 

places and geographies. both imagined and remembered. Such exercises 

arc. of course, aided (and to some extent hampered) by the existence of 

documents, ,and so to catl Lhis panicular study an imagined past IS not the 

same as to call this a fantasy; but, as I will stress. this is only one of the 

possible constructions Lhat can be placed on the ma4crial. 

This is only one of the possible constructions because thts 

dissenation was created in a sptc•fic historlca.l geographical context. and 

each part embodies the opponunilies and "constramts of the specific time 

an.d place of liS composition. Since these contexts 3re now m the past they 

can only be imagined . . although this 1mag1n1ng is. as in other cases. 

simplified by documentation. When I read my proposal (now a historical 

document) I can not help but to . remember what was. at the ume that 11 

was wriuen. the futu re This renexivity causu di~cre}>aneics to appear 

between that document and the one that IS J>efore you now. At first glance 

these discrepancies seem cause for some chagnn, but lifter further 

reflecuon II becomes clear that a perfect congruence Of prospectUS . and 

r~trospec~ would . warra~t a deeper embarrassment. It would suggest that I 

Lewis B. Namier. Conflicts Studies in Contemporary HIStory, (London· 
Macm1llan. 1942). p 70, quoted 1n David Lowenthal. The Pa.Jt is a 
Fore1gn Country • (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1985). p. 
234 
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Preface 

had s~ ~y t ime adding dnail and color to an outline that I knew from 

the ~eginn1ng 

Deviation from expressed intemion is, trust, an indication or 

personal growth and development, but · it docs not occur in isolation One 

must be exposed to distracting ideas. and one must test the pauenco and 

confidence of those who had faith in a speedy completion of the original 

project. My greatest intellectual debt is to Donald Mein1g and James 

Duncan, both conscientious readers, franlt critics and fait hful supporters. . ./ 

As th is project neared completion John Westc;.rn s teered me c lear of 

several egregious blunders. In the early stages of composition, the 

graduate students o f the Syracuse geo~ raphy department formed an 

agreeable and provocative community:- Richard Schein , Susan Roberts 

and Nuala Johnson deserve particular credit for enduring and, by their 

• 
subsequent comments. improving a multitude of half-baked 1deas. must 

also thank my colleagues at Texas A&M University for the1r fortitude and 

confidence. R1ck Giard1no and Mel Friedman d1splayed sa1nt- hke 

patience, Peter ,Hug1ll . and Clarissa Kimber were .exceed1ngly generouc; 

with their encouragement; Steven Banks and Vatcbe Tchakenan 

furnished a steady and welcome supply of commiseration At variou'l 

crucial po1ots I have a-lso been, heartened by Elizabeth Young, Joel 

MaHarry. Tom Glasc; and .utrilce Marschn1gg. My parents. Delmont and 

Jeannette Smith, deserve all of the customary credit, and a good deal more 

They suffe red endless rambling about Broel:port with . JOOd cheer. and 

they never questioned the delays in compreuing these mto a coherent 

ii 
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text. Thc;r~tso never attempted to dissuade me from the study of the 

village in }which they reside. an act of some courage. It is. therefor. to 

them that this text is dedicated. 
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Workin,g through analogy. we might say that ju<;tification exists for 

detailed factual descriptions of "profoundly unique" cities. but the saJlle 

can ~be said for v1llages .whose uniqueness is only superficial. Th1s 

sort of distinction, between subjects which merit an idiographic 

description and those which may be appropriately employed only as the 

raw material of nomothetic theory formation, has tended to p\)lari,.e 

geography. I However. as Agnew has suggested. there arc reasons .to 

reject "the simple polarity between sameness and • d1ffcrencc or the 

generic and the .specific" as these terms do not necessarily correlate with 

the dualism of theoretical and factual knowledge.2 In fact', as Agnew has 

argued elsewhere. ~the impact of global and national pcocesses has always 

been to creat.e regional distinctiveness rather than to displace it ,N3 

This text IS about the creation. of a c;pccific rcg1on, western New 

York, and certain ~onstituent sub-reg1ons that arc salient to the creation 

or Brockport. Regions and place<; are created. fused, sundered and 

dissolved by historic;,! processes whach work differently on different 

) 

peoples and c:nviro.nments.' These processes are an at least one sense • 

universaL and as such they are open to theoretical formulation. but ... in 

their actualization · these processes are vanable. context-dependent and ao; 

such thear adequate treatment demands a good deal of emptncal 

I) R.J. Johnston, Qerel Gregory and David M Smith, The DICtionary of 
Human ·Geography, 2nd ed., (Oxford· Blaclcwell, 1986), pp 215·217. 

2) John Agnew, ~sameness and Dtfference: Hanshome's The Nature of 
Geography and Geography as Areal. Variation," in Reflecllons on 
Richard Hartshorne's "The Nature of Geography." ed. Nicholas 
Entrikin and Stanley D Brunn (Washington, D C . Association of 
American Geographers, 1989), p 121. : '--' 

3) John Agnew, The Umted States 1n the World Economy: A Reg1onal 
•• Geog;aphy. (Cambndge. Cambndge University Press. 1987). p. 94. 
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description. Since these geographical phenomena arc subject to constant 

change the }::figurations of the past arc constantly altered, obscured 

and obliterated. This means that in a text such as this the author is obliged 

to recreate regions and places. In this case the processes are literary . 

Once again, these may confo rm to theo retical universals, but their 

enactment is always modified by contingencies of the place and moment 

of composition. In th1s work will pursue both themes. Cj(amin1ng the 

hist'orica l c ircums tances of Broc kport 's c reat1on and the litcr3fy 

circumstances o f its re-c reation in this text. 

T have divided the s ituation of this narrative into two pans: a 

subtext and a context. The subtext of this narrative I take to be the bas1c 

assumptions and questions that 1nformed the composi tion of th1s 

document. Its discussion ts meant to JUStify my strategy. The context of 
I 

this narriuive I take to be· that literature w1th whjch the rclauon,hip is 

formal, i.e . other stud1es of sm all and antermediate-.,ilcd towns. Its 

'"- discussion is meant to JUStify my subject The strategy of th1s narratave 

was conceived to answer three general quesuons. First, ~Y what specific 

social processes was this place brought 1nto be1ng. and how are we to 

understand changes in "this place. particularly as these relate to the 

landscape? Second, can places- be properly understood through narrative, 

•. and if so what are some of the J>roblems and · solutions? Third. IS plnce a 

c_lear and coherent concept? The context of th1s study 1s examined in the 

form of a literature review This IS presented an four pans. The . first pan 
'-' 

• assenes the tradition of commun!tY stud1es in the Unated States by 
'i , 

American soc1ologasts and anthropologists·. The second pan lli~cus'les 



~I~:KSuitu~a~t~ioug~th~ewN~ar~rn~t~ivue~:~S~u~b~te~x~t~M~d~C~oan~tc~x~t-----------------------------4 

some liter~ approaches to the -:mall town and the village. The third pan , 

examines J an assonment of local h_istories written by social historians and 

one by a cuhural anthropologist. The founh pan describes the tradi tion 

of locality <; tudies in gt'ography. 

S ubtex t 
' 

Place Creation and Change 

The first subtext of this study is the histoncal geographtcal study of 

communit ies and the . landscapes that they build and to ~hich .,., they 

auribute meanings. These two areas were identified bf Butlin as of 

central importance to what he called the "new social ht ston cal 

geography ." 1 Recent studies in the tconognphy of landscape have taken 

representations of landscape as their subJects Frequently tummg to the 

Jtaintesl world. they have sought to reveal the manner in whtch the 

depicted landscapes have been made to bear mo ral and political 

meaniogs .2 The IConography of the American small town, in 

representations and actuality, has been surveyed by John Jakle.3 

In the case 'or represented landscapes. the landscipe itself i~ given . 

By focusing on images of small towns, Jakie all!o enJoys the benefits of a 

gtven landscape . In this study the landscape bas been gtven • 

begrudgmgly, and tn 1 a ptecemeal fashion . h i'> ;ts if a painting wa~ 

t) R.A. Butlin, "Theory and Methodology in Historical Geography." in 
HistoTi cal Geography Progress and ProsptelS, ed. Mtchael Pactone, 
(London: Croom Helm, 1987), pp. 16-45. '-

2) Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels, The Iconography of Landscape, 
\,. (Cambridge: Cambridge Untverslly Press, 1988). 

··3) John A • Jakie, The American Small Town Twentieth Century Plact 
Images. (Hamdon <;;t Archon Books, 1982). 
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exploded, 

1
~inerating most cf the · frag ments and scattering the 

remainder over a large area. The reconstruction of these fragments is 

cenainly more dHficuh. If not more wonhy, lhan the deconstruction of a 

given image. Reconstruction and description. as Jordan points out. 

precede any attempt at final analysis of a cultural landscape.! but the 

' assembly of these images is informed by various working hypotheses. 

These !\¥potheses describe the presumeC:: processes of change . 
While the landscape images are synchronic. and bear evidence of hav1ng 

./ 

suffered change. the processes arc diachronic. and,. progrc;ssive ly work 

change. This shifts our ~ttention from the Clarkian view of "events in 

change" to \\!hat Alan Baker has -called "event~ of change."2 Ultimately, 

one moves beyond a description of the" processes of change. to an 

exJ?lanation of these processes. Roben<~ hao; proposed four gcnenc form'> 

of change 1n rural settlements. and he ·hao; linked these to three 

explanatory 
'- . 

model! : 

hierarchic models} 

core- per. phery models. d1ffusion models. and 

Although such models are . useful. they tend to ·misrepresent the 

inhabuants of places as v1ctims. or as o;~mple con<~umers of forms and 

attitudes developed elsewhere. As David Ley has pointed out, reli:ince on 

SUCh n10deJS . blindS ~S (0 the fact, that landSCapes are the "aCtiVe 

I) Terry G .• ~ordan, ·"On the NaJure of Seulemcnt Geography: Professional 
Geographer 18, I (1966): 26-27. 

2) Alan Baker. "Rethink lOg Histoncal Geography.~ in Progress ..._,,. 
Historical Geography. ed. Alan Baker, (New York· Wiley. 1972), pp. 
15-17 

.~3) B K Robens. Rural Settlements," in Hmorlcal Geography Progress and 
' Prospet.ts , ed Machael Pacione. (London. Croom Helm, 1987) pp. 277-

302 

.· 
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eonstJ:.,!!_stions of social g roups." I The effort to overcome the 

charJterization of local group~ as passive consumers has been a1ded by 

the import of Giddens' structuration theory. first introduced to geography 

by Gregory in 1911 I. 2 This promtses to retain much of the respect for 

human ag·ency that was gained by the "humanistic geography" of the 

1970's, but to avoid the excessive claims for human freedom that arc made 

by volunteerism. lo Gregory's words. it promises to 'ecover the common 

individual "without collapsing actions into intentions ... 3 
J 

In essence. s tructurat ion argues that. in .the course ·or soc1al hfe. 

individuals are obliged to observe wrnten and unwnuen rules . 

Adherence to these rules of communication and conduct 1s necessary 1f 

the individual is to remain intclligibl~ to his fellows. acceptable to those 

with power over ll1m, and legnimate in the eyes of society generally. 

These rules are inade available by "structures" of signification. 

domination. and legitimation. but, in an important break with 

suucturalism, structuration argues that these structures have no 

existence beyon~ the instances in which they are inyokcd. Th1~ opens up 

the possibility of changes 1n, or perpetuation of. social ,tructures, since 

each instance allow'! possibthties for the rev11uon or the reproduction of 

the original rules. 
. I 

Th~. indivi~uals are the producers rather than the 

. 1) David Ley. "From Urban Structure to Urban Landscape." Urban 
Geograpliy 9 (1988); p.99 

2) D. Gregory. "Human Agency and Human Geography," I 8 G TrantactloM 
6 (1981): 1-18; "Action and Structure 1l'l Historical O~ography," in 
Period and Place, pp, 244-50. eds. A.R.H Baker and M . Bill1ngc 
(Cambndge: Cambridge UP .• 1982). An empmcal example ts D. 

•' Gregory, Regional TratU/ormation and the Industrial Revolution. 
(London: MacMillan, 1982). 

3) Gregory. 1982, p. 245. 

\ 
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~~ucts of their soctal worlds: by their sociol behavior they assist • tn the 

~erpetuation or transformaliOn of social rules. However. most individuals 

regard these social rules as natural laws, and they arc therefor unaware 

or the degree tO which these rules govern thctr behavior and or the 

degree to which their behavior governs these rules. 

This is made somewhat more accessible by Bitlinge a~ he relates 

structures to institutions.! These may be formal, rule governed social 

organizations- such as churches. or informal, but no less rule governed . 
... 

practices such as meals. What Bttlmge obs!=rves, u~ing 'the eltamplc of the: 

Manchuter Literary and Philosophical Soctety, ts that individual~ 

eltploited this institution for the purpose of personal ~octal advancement, 

but that in the process they unwittingly assisted in the social 

reproduction of this institution. 

For obvious reasons. this conte>ttualist approach holds con~idcrablc 

appeal for the social historical geographer: although ito; adoption a' " 
battle standard by a . ristng generation or scholars makes critical . 
evaluallon. diffi~uJt.2 . It promise~ to ~ituaLe events, present them a~ 

happening in place. and yet at the same time retain the eltplanatory 

1) M. Btllinge. "Reconstructing societtes tn the past: the collecttve 
biography of to<:al communities," in Puiod and Place Research 

· Me1hods in Histoncal Geography, eds .. Alan R H. Baker and Mark 
Billtnge, (Cambrldgc. Camblidge University Pres.. 1982), pp.19-32 . 

• 2) See. Mary Beth Pudup. ·Arguments Within Regional Geography," 
Progress tn Human Geography 12 ( 1988): 369-390. Dc~pllc \Uth 
strenuous denunciauons of traditional regional geographers lor It, 
assumptions of pervasive naturai"m· natve empirictsm, and 
methodological indivtduali~m. Wis literature bas so far only 
managed to posit, but not to prove, an alternative ~t of 
assumpuons These arc. needless to say. the pervastve anifice that 
undergirds everyday cxpenence, the cultural condtt iontng of 
perception, and the inhibauons and constratnts of ~octal 5tructure~ 
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'f;::er of global theories. An example of the argument, typical in both 

conceptualizat ion and manner of expression, i~ provided by Jonas when 

he defines a place as the "localized comingent condnions wh1ch might 

account for the spatiall y variable effects of the exercise of a causal 

mech anism."' In other words, things vary according to circum~tunces 

Unfortunately, endorsement of s tructura!ion has proven easier 

than impleiJlentation. This may be due to the fact that complexity, which 

seems to recommend contextualism in the abstract, is• in j'S'ractice difficult 

t{) document and almost impossible to convey if one retains the standards 

of scie'!ce. There is also a problem o( scale, since an cnuty ~uch as a place 

can be ueated both as a ~truct"re within wh1ch 1ndtv1dunl agent~ operate. 

and as an agent operatil'lg within larger national or international 

structures. Together, these problems seem to prohibit ~ystematic u'le of 

structuration tl\eory, either at a uniform scale or at multiple scales, 

although it can be · extremely useful in the analy•us of specific social 

actions. 

In the course of my investigauon of Brockpon, 1denufied three 

interrelated areas of change. These occurred 1n the soctal production of 

society. the social production of spatial organiz;uion, and th'e soc1al 

• 
production of landscape forms. · ,., 

,U 

' I) Andrew Jonas. -A New RegionaJ Geography 'or Localities," A rea 20 
(1988). 101·110 
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The Social Production of Sociery 

J';; the period and place under consideration, social rules were 

changing. Employing its nineteenth century dcfin11ion, liberalism 

provided the dommant ideological strain. After the revivals had 

introduced . antinomianism into the Calvinist churches. the only organized 

group to endorse a conservative solution to social problems was rhe 

Grange. The precise reasons for the dominant ideology of optimistic 
• 

liberalism are probably complex. but it seems reasonable to adopt Potter's 

hypothesis. and attribute it to economic abundance. I As .t have tried to 

illustrate in my interpretation of the fatal escapade of Sam Patch. thiS 

ideology could be st;aken when worsening economic condiuon'l caused 

individuals to doubt that progress was sustainable. ... Sim1lar doubts . 

1ntens1fied by guilt, stimulated the founding members of the Grange to 

advocate a return to frontier frugality. 

The prosperity that provided the material bas1s for this liberal 

ideology was derived from commercial agriculture. and the export of 

agricultural commodities. Thu'l, th1s 1deology can be seen as a product of 

the world economic system. At the same time. the extemuve nature of this 

system generated a Hfe-world' which encouraged individuals to perceive 

themselves the authors of their own prospenty Prospenty seemed · to 

· ratify change. risk and experimcnt;uion. wh1le the incomprehensibility 

of the econom1c system, and the barely perceptibl~ environmental 

.v 

I) David M. Potter. Peoplt of Pltnty Economic Abundance ond the 
American Character (Chicago University of Chicago Pres'l , 1954). 
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destruction on which it was founded, combined to dis tance, in both space 

and ft· the actual source of that prosperity. 

The most significant ch·ange in social organization seems to be in 

large pan auributable to this situation . This change was the transllaon 

from economic individualism and moral interdependence io moral 

independence and economic interdependence. have· adopt~d tflis 

argument from Roben Bellah , and I wall return to at in my discussion of 

the community s tudies literature below. I 
. 

I have disct.~ssed the economac 

transformation in te rms of the incidence of fa res in c~mmerc 1 a l 

structures. This is because I suspect that competitive· credit relauon-;haps 

manifes ted themselves in periodic outbrealcs of arson. and thus left a 

mark of effacement on the landscape. h ;s. also because suspect that the 

ehmmauon of c redit , the building o f larger stores, and the subsequent 

p~rchase of a steam powered pump. represen t the emergence of a 

coordinated busine s community . Thas corn munaty was galvaniLed by 

co mpct all on with Rochc;ster, and wath the anstrument of village 

government, wh1ch 11 dominated, it was able to c reate a new, and far more 

s table, vallage land!\cape. The - move from moral an.terdepcndenee to moro~l 

iodep~ndence affected the landscape insofar as ll provided an ideologacal 

j ustification for the aocr.easing disparity an the quahty of residences and 

cemetery monuments, but it is · much more c; learl y illustrated in the 

ehangang nature of SOCial o rganiLation• such as the churches . 

. \._. 

\ , , I) Robert Bellah et at., HabitS of tht Htart· Individualism and Commitmtnt 
ttt American Lift, (New York Harper and Row, 1985) 

\. 

) 
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The Social Production of Space 
('-

the clearcs1 process in the social produc1ion of space is the 

overwhelming increase in spatial segmentation. This emergence from 

what Berman called the "moving chaos~ of the strte! is evident, even in a 

small village, nearly a century before Berman's "modernist urbaniSIJ1·"' 

As Sack points out, such spaces "manifest intense and minute territorial 

con trot. "2 This control was exercised. in part, by the v,illage government, 

• which grew more .powerful an the second half of the nineteenth century, 

'but the tendency is ~lso evident in spaces that dad not fall ·under public 

jurisdiction. One obvious example is the village streets, which were 

gradually reduced to the sangle funcuon of movement Prior to !his they 

had been samply public property. T~c:,y were used as a public pasture, 

impoverished persons sometimes built houses in them and !hey were 

occisionally clogged by poli1ical demonstrauons. The same tendency is 

evidenl in the schools. First, the religious socie!ies. We 1own govcrnmenl 

and the school separ~ted into separate buildings. Second, the school atself 

separated anto the academy and the common sc~ool. thus 'lpataally 

dividang pupals who later would be socaally differentiated. Thard, the 

building itself was segregated into offices, classroom s · themselves 

segrega!ed by cohort groups· and specaal facihtie1 hke a . chapel and a 
gymnasium. Th•s ~arne tendency is clear in domestic 1pace. First, with the 

construction of· public schools and religious m_eeung hoo1c:s, the pramary 

I) Marshall Berman, All TIUJt u Solid Melts into Air, (New York: Penguin, 
1982). p 168. 

2) Robert Sack, Human Territoriality Its theory and history (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986). p. 169 -

.. 
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institutions ~ social reproductio,.. were removed from domesttc space. 

Second. tbJ place of production wa~ excluded from the house, either by 

removing the office from the house, or by removing the residence from 

over the store Somewhat later, when villagers discontinued their 

practice of keeping livestock, and their interest ~hiftcd 10 ornamental. 

gardenmg. production was removed from the yard. The thard phase of this 

domestic exclusion had only begun at the time this study ends. but 11 as 

clear that the ritanls associated with the major passages in hfe were 
./ 

beginning to be excluded from domestic space. Bin~·s. wed~ings: illness. 

deaths and funerals were, or were about to be. conducted in special spaces. 

Just as obvtC'us is. the increased .segregation wathm the house. wllh the 

prollferauon of rooms exclusively devoted ' to e:uang. ocleepang. washang. 

entenaanang. and relaxmg with one's family. 

In the course of this transition. we move from a system where the 

. society of users defined the space to one where the space derincd the 
'- . 

society of users. This is first evident in the town. If the New England 

town was. as Sack h;t~ wrill!=n. ·a , pansb w11h caval autho.rity grafted on," 

the New York town was a civil unit with the relagaous authority cut away I 

This is obvaous in the fact that membershtp an the community was 

ac~ieved· through proprietOrshtp, and ,after 1822 simply by resade~cy . 

•. This tendency is also evtdent in the religious societies. For eumplc. 10 

early Sweden the meeting ,house was just the liouse . in which the religious 

society happened to be meeting. Once the meeung was adjourned, it went 

·, back to beang an ordinary house. or bam . By the late ntneteenth century 
-..~ 

I) Sti.Ck, p. 140 

) 

oil 
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the situation was practically reversed. Tbe religious society was just the 

gro~at happened to be gathered in the meeting house. The street was 

a pasture. when it was being· used as a pasture. At some other time il 

might be a ball field, or a place to pile some lumber. The meanmg of the 

street was determined by the uses to which that street was being put. 

Later, it was the definition of the s treet as a thoroughfare "that ideQti fied a 

use as in or out of line. 

The Social Production of Landscapes 

The landscape that was seuled on western New York in the first 

three decades of the nineteenth century resembled that of New England. 

There arc samilarities in the place names, the vernacular archatecturc 

and some of the town planning.! However, the migrants dad not replac:uc 

tl!eir native Jandsca~. and by mid-century 11 village an western New York 

appeared to combine features of New England and the American Midwest. 

.._ • As the newspaper editor wrote in 1871, "this village, as concerns liS pubhc 

amprovcmenu, may properly be ranked about half way between the 
. . 

unchangeable custom<~ prevalent half a century ago, and the vam and'· 

enterprise that characteriLc the. new villages an the far West "2 

The sagnafic3ncc ~f this quote lies not so much in what it dcscr~bes 

as it does in the fact that the editor looks to .the built Jandsc:~pe 3'1 an 

I) Thomas Sc.hlereth, · Cul~ural Hmory and Matuial Culture · £11eryday Lif,, 
Landscapes, Mustums . (Ann Arbor: Unaversity of Machigan Press. 
1990). pp 195 ff: · P~:;arce Lewis. "The Nonheast and ~e makmg of 
American geographical habits," in The Making ol the Amulcan 
Lar~dscapt , ed. Michael , P. ConLen (Boston: Unwan Hyman, 1990). pp. 
80-103. . 

· 2) Bror/t.p~rt Republic (bere"after 8 R ), 15:18 l/26nl . 
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indicator of progress. 
,f"'-

This mode. of regard is obviously a continuatiop of 

att~udes developed during the pioneering experience. where landscape 

transfonnat1on was almost invariably welcomed as a sign or improvement 

and stasis was almost invariably deplored as an indicator of retardation or 

relative ·decline. This accords with the liberal ideology that cha~acterized 

the period. and it also contains an echo of the second aspect ' or social 

change that have mentioned. In the official , interpretation or the 

newspaper's proselytism. the landscape became a mirror of collective 

economic well-being even as it was subjected to vandalism and' m1suse by 

those who were no longer morally committed to this economic community . 

Landscape is. obviously. closely related to changes in the 

specificity of spatial segmentation,.., As individual structures and -;paces 

became more closely identified with specific social practices and 

'organization<;, they began to operate as signifiers in an emerging text of 

social organization. An example of th1s identity is found in the transfer of 

the . term 'church' to the p~ys1cal structure Another si milar transfer took 

place when the term 'home' was · applied to t~e phyc;ical hou11e. • In 

aggregate it seems that 'community' came to refer, at least ir. part, to its 

physical structure . In each ca~e the transfer was made from an 

. increasi~gly disorderly and undisciplined social group to an increuingly .. 
orderly arid iconographically speci fie ensemble of architecture. . -. 

.I...J 
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Narrative 

GcCphers have frequently chided one another for the pallor of 

their descriptions. When Lewis called for "accurate. vivid descriptions of 

the surface of the earth," he was not lamenting a lapse in standards of 

exactitude.! More recently. Entrikin has endeavored to recast this durab!c 

debate. Unlike earl ier prcsenta!ions. which endorsed liter3ry e.xcellencc 

because of its powers of evocativ~ communication. Entrilcm favor~ the 

d'escription of places- because he sees in their compositton the basis of 

subjective "idaographic concept formauon . •2 

The same two salients are evident in history. where the u'lc of prose 

for evocative communication is Flassified as narrative, and inquiries into 

the role of writing in imposing order .. on reality arc referred to as 

narrativity.3 As an geography, this has encou raged what may tum out to 
. 

be an unfortunate alliance between humanists and post-structuralists . 

Among hastoraans, the primary authors tn the last group arc Whttc , 

Ricocur and Ankcrsmit. each or whom has in a slaghtly different way 

suggested that hastonans crrate the past.-' "Events." a5 Roth has put it . .. 

I) Pearce Lewi'l, "Beyond Descnption." Amwls of the A.A G 75 (1985). p. 
466. 

2) J. Nicholas Entrikin, "On Understanding Specificity in th~ Study of 
Places and Regaons," an On Narraltve and the New Regional 
Geography. pp. 1-14, ed. James S. Duncan (Syra~use: Department of 
Geography. Syracuse Umversi ty. 1989). 

3) Hans Kellner. "Narrativaty in Hastory· Post-Structuralism and Sance," an 
The Representation of Hiswrical Events, Studies In the Philosophy of 
History, Beilu/l 26, (Middletown. Ct.·Wesleyan University. 1987). pp 
1-29 . "--

4} Hayden Whale, "The Value of Narrativily an the Representation of 
t... Realaty• an On Narrative, ed. W J.T Mitchell (Chicago The Unavcrsaty 

of Chtcago Press, 1980}, pp I 24; P R. Anlcersmit. "Historical i 

Representation.~ Hwory and Theory 27 (1988) 20~-22& 

1/ 
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"arc n~natural entities: thev exist · only under a description." I Entrihn 

is ma~ing precisely the same claim for places. 

A similar debate exists in anthropology.2 By shifting the literature 

under consideration 10 ethnography. and the 1diograph1c concepts being 

formed to eoncepts of culture, this debate is able to raise s lightly different 

questions about the textual construction of authority. Unlike the 

historian, the ethnographer i:; presumed to have dwelt .with her subJects, 

• and thus recreations of the experience of fieldwork are crucial to the 

validation and credibility of the culture the write/ ha'l produced . 
/ 

I am inclined to agree with Entrikin's description of places 3S 

imaginal tvc constructions. but not to concede that they arc as a 

consequence fictiuous. Engaging the same question as 11 penams to the 

imaginative construction of past events. McCullagh has suggested that a 
I 

description is effectively true 1f it i'l a· "fa1r representation. "3 He def1nes 

this quite simply. A fair dcscnption excludes no prominent features; it 

omits no feature that might suggest a conclus1on other than that proposed 

by the author; . and i! pres~~ts the narrauve at . a uniform level of 

generaluy and detail. Observing these guidelines. the author may claam to 

have presented "a true account of the subJeCt as a whole.· What rema10s 

problemati~. of coune. is ihc autbo(s claim that the 5UbJeCt IS a whole 

,I) Paul A. Roth, "Narrative 'Explanations: The Ca'>e of History." Hwory and 
Theory 27 ( 1988)· 1- 13. 

2) James Clifford and George E Marcus (eds.). Wrwng Culture· The Poetics 
and Politics of £rh1W8raphy, (Berkeley:· U01verslly of Callforn1a 
Press. 1986). · -

3) C. Be ban McCullagh. "The Truth of Historical Narrauves: in The 
Representallon of HIStorical Evenrs, Studies 111 the Philosoph) of 
Hit.,rory, Be1he[t 26. (Middletown, Cl. Wesleyan UnJVers•ty. 1987), pp 
30·46 

) 
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The CondlliOIIS of Narrauvuy 
('-

The) essential insight here would seem to be that I have produced a 

past for this village rather than reproduced the past of this v11lage. Th1s 

insight points us toward an examination of the institutions that permit us 

to have the past that we do, and a reflection on the manner 1n wh1ch these 

social facts mold that past. Once again, we encounter a problem that seems 

best conceptualized in the terms of structuration As an au!hor of h1story 

I • was enabled by a variety of structures as I sought to achaeve certain 

goals, among these the most 1mponant being the creataon of-' an 

intelligible .lnd credible document and the fulfillment or an unavoadable 

profcs'!ional requirement; but my efforts were at the same time 

constrained and guided by the rules. con~entions and traditaons of these 

structures. It is probably impossible tq fully last the structures that have 

allowed me to produce this version of the pa'lt . -and which have at the 

same umc: placed thear stamp on the past that I have: produced- or to fully 

appreciate the subtleties .or the1r impact. but 11 may be useful to present a . 
cursory review of what I mean by institutions. The institutions that ' 

permitted the production of this past, and proh1b11ed the production of a 

different 'past, I would davade anto three categories: the an~titutional 
, 

situation of the resources. the production proceo;s, and the ,product 

The lnstituttonal Situation of Hbtoric Resources 

The anstitutional situation of the resources that have permatted me 
'-

~ to say some things. and prohibited me from saying others. can be funher 
•' 

' 

> 
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divided into the institutions that produced these resources and the 

.1'-. h dh tns~tuuons t at preserve 1 esc resources. In the first class we would 

have to place the educational institutions of the nineteenth century, 

which produced the literate popula!ion that wrote and read leuers, diaries 

and newspapers, that drew. reproduced, purchased and consulted maps. 

Each of these printed anifacts is itself an institution that Will> produced for 

spectfic reasons. Leuers permiued the maintenance of social groupe; 

whose members were geographically dispersed Otaries permi11ed 

individuals to record their beh3vior and psychologtcal· states. and 10 

construct a sense of thei r evolving <~elf from thi~ autobiography .I 

Newspapers permtned national political parties to address thetr 

constituents. and they permiued ,merchants to advertise their wJres 

Maps simplified the sale and purchase of land, and they permiued 

~~~angers to traverse unfamiltar territory . Obviously these tnstitullons 

are governed by rules of format, content and eomposiuon If this were 

not •"so, it would be tmpbsstble to dtsungutsh a teller from pages tom from 
. 

a dtary. and the classifications would not ex tst. These rules obviously 

change. For example, the ins.titution of the personal leuer seem'! to evolve 

from a description uf obJects when the correspondent fir~t arnves tn a 

new place to a descriptton of people or subJccttve ~tate, after the reader 

has visued the place or hu b.een adequately fam tltari.ted wuh it~ 

appearance. · Thts h clearly an tDtc:mal dynamtc. b~t there arc also· 

.v 

I) On the popularization of the sense that tndividual autobtographies were 
imponant see. Lowenthal, 1985; pp. 197-200. 
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historical ~nges 

newspaped. whose 

in these in-.titutions.l This is most apparent 10 the 

subJects grew • increasingly local and lurid as the 

nineteenth century advanced . These representations arc then clearly 

partial. In them certain things are present while others arc ab~cnt. For 

the present writer they are, obviously. enabling nod constrammg The 

writer can not sec any past if they are not employed, but their 

employment in many ways determines We past Wat the writer will sec. 

A second institution that produced a ccsource is representative 

government. 
. 

This of course necessitated the decenpial census. a highly 

regulated and rule-bound document which was readtly combined with the 

information technology, positivi~tic methodolog•e~. and populist polittcs 

of the 1960's to spawn the institution t>f social hi'ltory. This SOCtal 

' institution has produced a literary institution. with its own 

methodological rules and obligatory components, among them the 

tabulation of social and geographtcal mobtlity, restdcnual pauerns and 
. ... . 

family structure These arc, 'limply, the son of thing that you find ou t 

when those who ar~ charg~ w11h . producing a past are.. e(lutppcd wuh a 

certain technology (computers), methodology (quanttficatton), . tdeology 

(populism. feminism or Marxism), and hi'ltortcal product (the decennial 

c~nsus), I say this not to discr~dit ~be findings of soctat htstorian'i , but 
I 

rather to illustrate 'how a propuct of the past has been combtned with 

• various products of the present, and how this has in turn made posstblc 

'\ 
· the producuon of one parttcular past. The 'tndividual ~ .who took the 

'•" I) On changes in the institution of the love lcuer, see Ellen K Rothman, 
H~arts a!ld Hands:' A History' of Cournh1p in America, {New York: 
Basic Books. I'J84). pp. 11 ·13 . 

\ 
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cens.r--erc called enumeiators, 'and they produced numbers, and the 

samJ can be said of those who use the census today. Unsurprisingly, a 

document produced as an instrument of representative government is 

itself representat ive, but only of certain u pects of the past. The past this 

has produced In history is the result o r the actions or aggregated 

individuals, but this is 1n large part due to the fact that class1fiablc 

individuals are the piSt that the · census permits us to sec. 

The diffcrcnt1al preservation of historic products that allow me to 

produce a· past IS accomplished by more lnsti•utions .• themselves hl'ltoric 

products. This is, in · part, a mauer of the Sile, stability and durability of 

the soc1al organ ilallon that produced the, product. Thlli gives a dt'lttnct 

advantage to government documents )ike the census and the minutes 01 

the religious societies. It also prefers the personal papers of eli te families 

whose social distinction wa<; denved from their sense o r hastoncal 

continuity and whose relative immobility permillcd the accumulation and 

retenuon of extensive files. As Danae! Boorstin has potnted out. it also 

'lhows a di'ltinct prcf.erence · for unused and anomalous Jhtngs I Chau, , . 

that people hked to 'lit in eventually collapsed. whale thear weird and 

uncomfortable counterparts make it into the museums unscathed by use. • 

The book~ that people rea~ and teread fell apart. whiie the tediou'l tome, 

o r pohucs and thc:ology "remaJOed pristine upon the shelf awaiting future 

transformatiOn 1nto resonant emblems of the era in question. Mo re 

significantly, there are the va1n. and often deranged. tndividual<i who, arc . 
so wildly anomalous that they leave their thoughts to posterity . 

I) Daniel J. Boor..un, H1dden History, (New York :Vinlage, 1989). pp. 3-23 . 
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T he firs t evidence of historical consciousness In Brockport 

a'ppeare) 1856 when a handful of old residents gathered to share 

recollections that were then printed in the newspaper. Such art1cles 
u 

became more common as the century advanced, but other than the deeds. 

the census tbe newspaper, and a few maps. very little documcnt:uion was 

preserved. The local historical societies that were formed in the twentieth 

century are preserving somewhat more, but an exammation of theJr files 

indicates that these records may be found partial by future historians who 

may have lost our present fascination with the events and experiences of 
./ 

everyday life. 

I nstitutiona/ Siluation of tht Production Proc.ess 
... 

Here our attention is shifted to the present day instllutions that 

made for 
I 

this bitVe it possible me to produce Ver'SIOO of the past. Without 

' 
these institutions could not have produced this past, but these 

instituuonc; have also placed their stamp on the past that I have produced 

These can be d1v1ded Into two parts. First there are all of the mstnuuons 

that produced · me as a porenual !icholar Second, there '1s the institution of . · · 

the graduate school. Both of these arc simultaneously cn .. bling and 

constraining. 

l am · ihe author of this text, but who i!J the author of me? • More 

,specific.ally. what were the institutions that I was obliged to enter before I 

could ,produce this version of the past, and how ' has my experience w11h 

these institutions been inscribed into the past that 
..._, 

~ave produced? • 

. 
• • Obv1ous~y this vers1on of the past is a product of my ab•lny to read and 
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write, take notes. keep files compile indices and so fonh . The naws ,in 

this 1:on of the past are a _product or my inability to do these things. 

My abilities and inabilities are the product of state-run educational 

institutions. and they renect the variable success those institutions had in 

their efforts to overcome my natural resistance to instruction. With th1s 

in mind it is possible to see how this document could be read as an 

·equivocal testament to the Brockport Central School. System. wh1ch is 

where the most extended effon was made to teach me these things. This 
./ 

institution had little success in its effons to tea~h me to sJ)ell, manipulate 

numbers or organize my thoughts on an outline. Thus, another subteltt to 

th1s ve(sion of the past is the educauonal ph1losophy that cmphas1tcd 

phoneuc read mg. new math and creativity . Beyond the'ie techn1cal 

abilities and inab1h11es this version t>f the past is informed by soc1al sk1lls 

" I have learned and failed to learn, and by the personal diSCiplines I am 

able and unable to e>.erc1se. If you frighten the archivist, or the archivist 

' 
frightens you, drawers begin to close and the past you produce is altered . 

You must alsq be i,nquisitive, and profoundly JOdi rrcrent 
. 

to 1nstant 

graufication . 

Another InStitution that has made the production of thiS past 

poss1ble . is the Am('rican gradu~te school, specifically the geography 

department ?r Syr~cuse IJniversuy. and much or what di•aioguishes it 

from amateur histories or the village is attnbutable to that institutional 

selling. Through that institution .I gained acce:<rs to . ~~ellent funding, 

advice. equipment and professionaJ training. This was Without que'iuon 

an enebling and constraining suucture (which affected and wh1ch 
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af~d me). lf I had tried to produce this version of the past outs1de of 

thJs institution. which see!Jls unlikely. it would have been a hobby. 

pursued in spare moments and in ignorance of most of 1ts formauvc 

concepts. These financial. technological and intellectual resources were 

supplemented by emotional resources provided by a sympathetic 

community. If I had wnucn thiS as an amateur. my peer group would 

have tempted me to neglect. or enjoined me to abandon. a proJect that 

placed such a toll on my time. Having wriuen this an a professional 
.,/ 

context. my peer group approved of this expenditure. and it would . -
certainly have rallied to prod me onward if my spirits had nagged. 

Jnsmuuonal Suuarion of rht Product 

A h1story can be produced for any number of rea<~ons It can be 

produced to provide a personal refuge. to establish a genealogical chum. to 

illustrate an ideolog1cal poant. o r to JUStify a pohtical maneuver. A h1story 

can be produced . in a vanety or forms. non-literary and literary. h can be 

produced as ;t painti~g. as .a film. as a novel. as a poem. as a narrative, .a., 

an analysis. or even as an equation. Hav1ng been produced in the 

i n~titution of a graduate program. this version or the pao;t IS a byproduct 

.of professional tra1nang. and 11 takes the form of · a di~sertation, another 
. I 

rule-boun.d 's tru cture . •. 

There are codified s tandards of the morphology of the dissertation 

wh1ch oblige the past to exhibit qualitie5 of deslil!:tQrlity (the abstrac t ~; 

identifiability (titles and lteadings); divis1b1lity (chapten and 

subt ections); mutuality (ci tation-.); and intell igibility (declarative and 
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interprcti vc passages). There arc also cu nosities s uch as the 
I 

~owledgemen ts. which are permitted a degree of amb1guity 

unacceptable in c itations; the biography. where simple chronology is 

presumed to suffice; and the dedication, the one place where it is 

permissible to be utterly cryptic and inscrutable. A full analysis of the 

morphology of the dissenation is beyond my present .need and abi luy. 

However, it is necessary to observe that this is the structure of a 

contemporar¥ cultural arufact, which embodies various contemporary 

beliefs about the malleability of knowledge, but which • doe~""' not represent 

th~ structure of the past. In the three curiosities, allusion i ~ made to the 

various institutions and s truc tures I have mentioned in the preceding 

pages. Placing these side by s1de'- a gradual loss of claruy is apparent, and 

through this the product (the dissertation) succeeds in d1<~tanc1ng itself 

from all but the most authority granti.ng of the institutions that have 

permitted us production The acknowledgements list the institutions and 

individuals that have · made the produc t possible, blll, 1n an obligatory 

sentence, releases these institutions and individuals from culpabiltt~ . The 

b1ography suggest the Institutional ~ettings 1n wh1ch the author 

received his langu~ge and the bulk of his assumptions and values. but 1n a 

concentrated form that IS cena1nly d1spropon1oQate when compared to 
I 

the expansive survey of more . recen&, biJt quite pouibly superfictal, 

· innuenees: Finally, the am biguity of · the ded ication announces the 

privacy of the support (emotional? intellectual? financia l? clcncal?) for 
.V 

which it is a register of gratitude . 
• 

• 
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Tbis cursory analysis is meant to suggest a few of the rules 

~aining to the mo'"9hology or the disseflation. and to illustrate how 

}something as simple ~s textual morphology might be related to 

epistemological and social structures. Insofar as ll conforms to this model. 

a dissenation provides an instance of this structure, and it reproduces this 

structure. although reproduction is not liS author's intent1on. 

Rtprtstntation 

By shifling our attention from explicit hypothesis about the central 
• J 

subJect of this text to imphc1t hypothesis. of app!opriate representation. I 

believe that we can see how ambitious. if not necessanly correc t, 

theorizing can occur in . a document that •s. on its surface. descripuve and 

factual. To inven this argumenJ.' a document that i!'l, on its surface, h1ghly 

theoretical, can proceed wJtC\out testing or break1ng a single rule of 

theoretical argument generally. While the first case attempts to produces· 

knowledge 1n a new form, the second ca~c reproduces knowledge in a 

known and sanctiOned form. Thu,, I believe it is quite po~sible to theont.e • 

without er:'gag10g . in theoretical discourse. and it i, equally poss1ble. to 

engage in tbeoreucal d1scourse without theon11ng. 

In order to express some d1sbelief about the implicit hypotheses . of 

scholarly work. it may be ,necessary to adopt 11 pos ition of what Paul 
\ 

Feyerabcnd had called "ep1Stemolog1cal anarch1sm" or riep1Stemolog1cal 

Dl\daism·. " I The reuons are essenually tho,e proposed by Feyerabe_nd : 

.V 

I) Paul Feyera!Jend. Against Mttllod Out lint of an anarchw throry of 
knowltdgt , lNew York· Verso. 1975). pp 20-21. 189-91 
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that both science and scientists are stultified by rules, universal ~tandards 

J:; rigid traditions. Alth_ough I do lay clai m to freedom in my choice of 

words. figures , images and stories, I have not wriuen a text that i::. 

remotely outlandish or experimental. This is no t a retreat from 

epistemological anarchism since the epistemological anarchist is no more 

' com miued to unconventionality (eg. the eucting rigors of avant-garde 

wriling) than he as to conventaonality. FamiLiar devices convey my 

meanings quite adequately, and gaven the opportunity to effectively 
. ./ 

communacate it seems stupid to erect what feyerabcnd h·as called a "wall of 

incomprehension ... based on pretense and the wish to antamadatc." I 

It as difficult, and somewhat embarrassing, to defend one's method 

of presentation. particularly sinGe this presents sLylistic decisions a'l if 

they were made wholly in the world of free choice and con<~cious election . 

Even if we disregard the extent to which writing conform<r to unexamined 

standards o f personal prejudice and taste, 11 as ampossable to adenta fy for . 
the remainder a general or unaform theory of compositaon. Wntang as a ' 

series of . ~mpetu~u, decasaons that tend to ,waver between unfortunate 

ebulliencies and careless tedaum,. But 1 believe that geographers should 

be left free to commit these error and enormuaes, JU,t as the reader 

should be free to toss the bolus on the fire. af only because he might 

succeed tn saymg SOtl)ething rather well, and even af he dtlesn't he wall at 

lei\st have the satisfaction of authoring rt text that H t ms 

Rather than to belabor this point, however. I ~·l!J simply comment on 

I) Paul Feyera~nd. Agai11sl Reaso11, (New York: Verso. 1987). p. 279. 
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l
ilac characteristics 1>f the· narrative that follows 

customarily associated with scholarly geography. 

which are not 

The first of these is my tendency to lapse anto the active voice. 

WheJt it is both possible and <lesirable to dramatize an event, I find the 

tempiatioo difficult to resist. Aside from this personal preference. I 

believe that adoption of the active voice, or dramatic presentation, can 

serve to rescue the reader from the inattentiveness that accompanaes 

ted 1um . I A more salient recommendation of Lhc acuve voice as found 1n . 
the fact that it does not present tndivi<iuals as_ marionettes that lurch 

through life at the behest of unseen forces. Although this may at first 

seem to posit a theory of radical volition. and to dtsregard the h1storacal 

structures and ecological con~iogencies tbat prohibit, constrain and 

encourage cenain acuvuies, 1, believe that it it fact presents these things 
J . 

as the experienced context w1th1n ~ htch these subJeCts ltved , ;:n what 

Collingwood called the Kinsade" of an event.2 

The second char~ctensuc of my 'ltyle that may require explanation . 
is my occ.asional .use of uony, humor and ambigutty. Irony as. essent.ially. 

a means of expressing limited d.isbelief in what my subJects say, or wtth 

.what I say; it is a means of registering the variable validity of both. of 

these commentaries) . My commentary is ironic when my subJect'" 

. . 
I) Wrefo~d Watson, ·The Soul of Geography." Transactions of the I 8 G 

N S 8 (1982): .385-399. 
2) R.G. Collingwood, The Idea of History, (London: Clarendon Press. 1946: 

reprint ed London: Odord Uoiversny Press, 1956), p 213 ' 
3) Michael M.J F1scher, •Ethnacuy and the Post-Modem Ans of Memory," 

in Wnnng Culture, the Poetics and Polrrlcs of Ethnography, eds. 
• James Clifford and Geor&e E. Marcus (Berkeley· University of 

California Press. 1986), pp_. 224·230. 
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description of their behavior, or my own description of that behavior, 

strik,;'r;;c as somehow foolish. fraudulent, futile or fatuous. Each of these 

enduring human foibles can serve as the point of departure fo, 

moralizing, but I doubt my qualifications as a moralist. and I have tned to 

restrain ~Y impulse to judge and condemn. Irony seems to me the best 

means of treating these things as co medy . ' 

Although it is often difficult to discern in most wriuen history. the 

past contains a great deal that IS com1c, as does the prC3ent, and I believe 

thai an ability to laugh without uerision or outrage at thi'l, comic element 

is crucial if we intend to recover the pas~ for reasons other than 

demonstration of our own relative supenonty or debasement Without 

meaning to diminish 1n the slightest the senousness with which I h(lve 

undertaken th1s very work, or my fidelity to the record, I am obliged to 

r~tognize 10 its laborious composition examples of th1s same com1c 

element. If my subjects are examples of what Johan lluwnga called Homo 

Ludens, Wen I am also an. example of Homo Ludtns In order to rec;ogn1te 

the unserious. playful side ' of human nature -the fnvollly wh1ch. "'hen 

controlled, makes. humans bearable company· it IS useful, and perhaps 

more accurate, to be somewhat playful in our narratives Scholar'lhip 

might very well be appended to the brief list of cultural products from 

· which. Chnstopher Lasch suggests, t~e . play element ha'l been excesed . 

The history of culture. as Hu1 tinga showed in his . clauic study of 
play, Homo Ludens, appears from one perspective to con\est of the 
gradual eradicauon of the play element from all cultural forms, 
from religion, from the law, from warfare· above all from 
productive labor. The rauonahzation of these activities leaves little 
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room fo r the spirit of arbitrary invention, or the disposition to ,

1
....._ leave things to c,.an~e.l · 

Obviously, there arc hazar<is implicit in this technique. Irony can 

degenerate to smugness or c:quivocation, humor can become an 

overriding objective and ambiguity can become an excuse for 

incoherence. Nevertheless. I find these huards less intimidating· than 

relentless seriousness or self-certainty. My subJc~ts arc not heroes or 

villains. they _are just people, sometimes enigmatic, sometimes craven. and 

sometimes foohsb , and they deserve to be treated a<; such: 

The third aspect of my narrative style that may require explanation 

is its somewhat d1sjo1nted nature. What became increao;ingly clear as I 

studied Brockport was that the patc:,hy comments that I was assembling fell 

rather easily into stories. bu~ that these •Hories were not so easily 

• arranged into a larger story. [n other words. the story of Brockport, 1f 

such could be wriutn. would be dissimilar. at least ' in 1ts narrative pauern. 

to ' the story of somctti1ng like pol111cal Antimasonry In fact the place 

offered no single story that comprehended the othero; This wlJs the 

technical problem o f chorography, and it suggested to me the error. 

committed at the level of ontology, when we present a place a'! having a 

unitary existence. Brockport was the meeting . place of b1ogra"ph1es, 

histones Of olnSUIUIIOn~. the sequences of events that added up tO popular 

inov~ments. · or even event:., hke the pan1c .of 1837, which were of distani 

origin and intercontinental sign1ficance. · There wa, no unified ,.ory . but 
·'-' 

1) Christopher la.~h . The Culture of NarcisJism American Lift in the age 
of Dimiltishing Expectations, (New Yor1t. W.W. Norton, 1978). pp. 
102-3 
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' 
rather jy stories -the any and all point$ of view of J . K. Wright's 

geosophy; many stories which. 'due to the material of which they were 

constructed, were often incomplete and broken . Sometimes these 

connected, at other times they proceeding with a significant degree of 

autonomy and independence. 

Each of these three techniques embodies assumpuons regarding 

human nature. places and history. and each should be taken as one 

hypothesis of this text. The test of these hypotheses is. of course. the 
./ 

effect of this text on the reader. The extent tO whiclr they succeed in 

transforming the recora •nto an •mage which <;timulate<; further thought 

on these villagers, on the meanmg of pl.aces in the grip of h•stoncal 
... 

processes, and on the open ended problem of writing historical 

, geographies of localities is, I believe, the final register of their merit and 

validity. 

Prts~nce and Absenct 

If we ac~ept McCullagh'~; argument that true· mean'l fair . then I 

believe th1s historical geography •s true But it is is also fictive. I have 

suggested some ~f the etrcumstances by which it wu formed and molded .• 

~ut ·it is also ,fiction in a more obvtous sense since. its subJect , the past, is 

by its very def~nition abse;, . . George Steiner has recently argued that the 

. \. 
Jotcrpretauon of the arts should · be practiced a a performance of 

meaning "which makes sen~e sensible," rather than, if 1: 'ri{ay interpolate, 

• • 
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~ analysis of meaning by which the sensible is made to make s~nse. 1 

/o carry this as close as pOssible to We subject at hand, it is possible that 

the village, which is Lhc product of many imaginations. receives its only 

useful critique in the construction of another village. even if it is only a 

village of the imagination. Thus Lhis presentation may be tho~ght of as 

one possible performance of the meanings that are latent 1n the records 

of Brockpon. one means that I have theorized and enacted to make my 

sense of the place sensible to the reader. In Hayd~n Whi~'s words. 11 

"exploit[s) a certain perspective on the wotld that- does not pretend to 

exhaust dcscnption or analysis of all the data in the entire phcnomcnul 

field. but rather offers uself as one way among many of d1sclosing ccn :un 

aspects of the field . •2 
.. 

In other words. to return to Entrikin'~ pOint, the 

, narrative is an effon to enact 1n the reader's m1nd my concept of the 

place . 

. · 
. Place as a Concept 

This. ' then. i~ a study. of the emergence of ·one particular place. both 

as a geographical phen~menon . and as a product of subJective 

"idiographic concept formation ,• but it is also a practical ~nquir:zo 1nto 

"place· ~ a concept. A!Wough the first ta~k provides the bulk of the text, 

jt is the second task that first stimulated the prOJeCt S1mply put. thi"> 1~ 

the ques11on of whethe'r it is useful to Lhtnk and wnte 10 term1 of places. 

":.,,.. I) George Steiner, Real Presences. -(Ch1cago: University of Chicago Press. 
1989), pp. 1-50. 

2) Hayden Wb11e, Tropics of Ducourse:. Essays 1n Cultural Cm1cum. 
(Baltimore. The Johns HopkinJ Umversity Press, 1978), p. 46 
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and wheWer the geographical "facts" that we call places provide us with a 

clear a.fPowerful concept with which we may make some sense of the 

social and historical life of humans. In chapters two through eleven I 

have attempted to explore the possibilities and limits of writing about . 
concrete, local events. In chapter twelve r turn back on the narrauvc I 

have written and critically assess its merits and ~eficiencies: Although . 

some of these deficiencies are cena_inly attributable to the limitations of 

my own ability, and others are attributable to & paucit) of records, I 

t?elieve that it is possible on We basis of this narrative to asse~-; ho'!!l\ well, 

or how poorly, the concept of place has served me ... It is possible to decide 

whether place IS a concept' that yields claruy or obfuscation. order or 

disorder. or whether it perhaps upsets these 'dualism. In short, it will be 
... 

possible to ask whether place is a useful concept, and if so or if not, why is 

-this ~o. 
I 

Con text 

, The chapters that follow, describe Brockport and ats envnons. but 

they also describe ·a ~ries· of acad~mic codes and convefuaons. The~e codes 

and convenuons are embodied i~ certai!l exemplary works of geography 

and affiliated disciplines. and_.. they have structured my methods and 

-interpretations by .supplying me with que,tions, concepts and , term<~ . 

Before I attempt a . rc-vtew of· ·this literature, and before I altempt to situate 

this s~udy in it, I must. however, dtvtde 11 tnto 'two classes, supplementary 

secondary literature. and secondary literature thar relates to '-I he thesi~ of 

this work . 

\ 

I • 

\ 
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Anyone who undertakes the task of writing about a place w1ll , 

encountef:e serious and immediate problem. A great many things are 

happening, and the concept of place provide-s lillie guidance in the 

selection of the relevant strands. Beyond this problem. the person who . 
undenakes the task of writing about a place will quickly discover that _the 

project runs across the grain of most scholarly literature . The author 

mu.st dip into literatures as diverse as those on ~ank1ng. church 

•government, agricultural history and canal construction, to name but a 

few. This is what I have called the supplementary secondat1' literature. 

and discussion of these sources is limited to the teltt.l 

I have divided the literature review that follows into four secuons. 

The first section reviews a selection Q,f commun11y studies wnucn by 

American sociologists and anthropologists. The second sect1on surveys 

some' literary approaches to the small town and the village. The third 

secuon eumines an assortment of local histories wnuen from the 

perspective of · social history a.nd cultural anthropology. The fourth . 
section outlines the cffons of · geographers· m the genre of local11y studtrs. • 

I) This is unsatisfactory in two re;,pects. F.rst, the author must labor with 
the embarrassing knowledge that he is not fully versed 

1 
1n the 

literature that relates to the subjects on wh1ch he IS, fo'r a page or ' 
so. presuming to write. Second. althou&)l the account the author 1s 

\." auempting to describe may seem to deviate from the accepted . · 
interpretation, it · is hard. ·to challenge this Interpretation on the 
basis of a sample of one. · 

I 

I • 

\ 
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The f"jtjon of Commynjtv Studies 

The term community is generally taken to denote "a ~patially 

delimited set of interacting face-to-face groups. •I The fact that these 
. 

groups share a panicular territory. or place. builds a sense of identity and 

mutual responsibility: the fact that they often fail to share the sam~ ·set of 

values. or ideology, leads to conflict and sometimes to repression. Thus we . 
have the principal benefit and the principal liability of hfe in human 

communities. The central a1m of a communlly study is explication of these . _, 

centripetal and these centrifugal forces . 

The distinction between comm~nit1es of propinquity and 

commu01ties of values suggests the basic- difficulty wh1ch the geographer 

will encounter when us1ng this term. Even cursory examination of a 

pl.•cc: reveals that localities are not necessarily communities and that 

communities are oot necessarily local. With this in m1nd it seems 

advisable to use the te.rm locality rather than the term community 

Although th1s mod1ficauon of our terminology may serve to avo1d some 

con fusion , and 'to escape the cnt1c1sm thJt 1n spcaktng of commun111es or·· 

propinquity we are erroneou$1y suggesung a unanimity of opinion. 

leave the older term with some regret. My misgiv1ng 'Items from .the 

. belief that '!'embers of one community of value. expenence. and. 1n many 

. cases come •to 11pprcciate. the values of other communities primarily at the 

\ 

' local scale. The idea that prGpinquity does constitute a form of 

community. and that propinquity carnes incumbenCieS of responsibility . • . 
can lean to effons to dominate a .subordinate communuy. and to regulate 

I) R.J Johnston (ed.j, 1986. pp 61 -2. 

\ 
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the rnavior of its members; but il can just as readily lead to efforts to 

redress the causes of that community's subordination. For example. th ~: 

Brockport temperance campaigns can be interpreted as an effort, largely 

ineffectual, to impose the values of the evangelical Protestant bourgeoisie 

on members of the Irish Catholic working class. Bu& it can · also be seen as 

evidence of the sense of responsibility that the members of the . 
evangelical Protestant bourgeoisie felt when the body or a fellow villager 

(whatever their values) was found Ooating in the canal, Th1s_, sense of 

local responsibility is also ev1dent in the villager's" charity. As the 

newspaper editor advised in 1859, ·liberally sustain the home poor. and as 

a general rule - give the go-by to stragg1ers And to strangers.•! 
.. 

Much of the literature am about to rev1ew has at its heart a 

persistent amb1valence toward this fundamental moral dilemma. A recent 

book by Robert Bellah, et. at.. documents the historic transition of the 

Unit~d States from a world of econom1c Independence and moral 

community to a world of econom1c interdependence and moral autonomy. 

Although it is possible to quibble over the actual histo ricity of either'· 

situation in its pure form, the , argument of th~se authors i'l persuas1ve. In 

brief, what they de~cribe is a progressive decrease in the Amencan's 

willingne;~ lO have his or her values or respon'jlbllities defined ·bY his or 

··. her situation . . '"· · Ttl is a~sumption of ind1v1dual prerogative IS evident within 

' communities of value, as we shall see in the decreased authoruy of the 

churches in mid-nineteenth century 
'-' 

Brockport, but a more pronounced 

effect IS . found in communities of propinquity, as we shall see 10 the 

I )8 R. 3:32, 5{20/59 See also, 8 R 4:13, 1/5/(:f.) 

' ' .· 

\ 
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increases in the clarity or the boundaries that divide the social classes, in 

the fv;age. 

Primary among academic studies or American communities are the 

two volumes on Middletown, or Muncie, Indiana, issued by Roben and 

Helen Lynd in 1929 and 1937.1 The Lynds' study did not UJ1denake 

verification or a thesis. Rather, employing the techniques or the cultural 

anthropologist, they sought to . describe and tabulate &he "variations upon 

a few maJor lines or [human) activity" as these occurred in the small 

American city. 
. ../ 

The techniques of the cultural anthropologist that the . 
Lynds employed were, in essence, strategies to en,ure dispassionate 

objectivity i~ the1r description and analysis or ordinary group life m this 

(relatively) typical community. A sec.ond aspect or the Lynds' agenda was 

documentation or cultural. technological and econom1c changes. which 

t~ey perce1ved as unprecedented in their impact, quantity and frequency . 

In order to g1uge the magnitude or these changes the Lynds chose 

the "objectively observed' behavior or 1890 .... as the ba'le ·line again'lt ' 

which to prOJe~t the ~ulture or today ( 1929).. Al.though establishment' or .. 

such an arbmary base-line may be a necessary expedient, It neverthele~s 

implies that. prior to · the selected date, the local culture, technology and 

e'onomy were relatively · immutable. In making this ·assumpt1on I believe 
I 

that there was a significant lapse · in the Lynds' otherw1se scrupulous 

fid~lity to ttie principle~ or dispassion-ate observation. Virtually every 

\_. 
I) Robert S Lynd and Helen , Merrell Lynd, Middletown A Study In Modern 

~· Am~rican Culture. (New Yorl: Harcoun Brace and World, 1929), 
Mtddlttown In Tra11.1it/on : A StU{Jy In Cultural ConfllciJ, (New York 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1937). 
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comrlor on life in the modem period is united in this affirmation of 

harrowing changes that have reached a particularly frenzied pitch in the 

commentator's own time. Thus. I am, a prior~, meredulous when I read of 

"this narrow strip of thirty five years (which! comprehends for hundreds 

of American communities the industrial revolution that has descended on 

villages and towns. metamorphosi~g them into a thing of Rotary Clubs, 

central trade councils and Chamber of Commerce conte!:t for 'bagger and 

better' cities." And Wis a pnori doubt is, I believe, amply JUSttficd by the 

material presented 1n my study of Brockport. 

Warner and Lunt also used a self consciously anthropologacal 

approach to the analysts of an American c-ommunity as it responded to the 

bureaucratization of mass society. ! In their enormous Yankee City series, 

• th~ first volume of which was tssued m 1941. the authors were concerned 

wtth the means of "m-aantaining group unity under the overwhelming 

...,_ , burden of the number and, complexity of ~octal relauons and the physacal 

bulle of population" in contemporary ~ociety 2 

Both of i.hese studies served to establtsh an amportant precedent for 

studies of American communities with their assumption that they were 

documenting the emergen~c of a new mdustnalt.ted, burcaucrata1.ed "mas~ 

society.· W.riung under the pseudonym James . West. the anthropologm 

-"· 
Carl Withers ~ade a samilar assumptton in Plainlllllt . U S .A 3 Ba~ed on 

observations in the 1940's, Wtthcr's book . is organited around connacu 

I) W. Lloyd Warner and PauJ S Lunt,7ht Social Lift of a Modern 
\...· Community, (New Haven: Yale Untversi ty Press. 1941) 

2) Warner and Lundt, p. 16. 

3) James We~ot , (Carl Withers). Plalnvlllt , U S.A • (New . York: Columbia 
University Pre-ss, 1945). 

> 
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arising rrthe "too rapid impact with the outside world. of a 'traduional' 

social , religious and technologfcal system . • I A similar project was 

undertaken by Vidich and Bensman in their study of Springdale (possibly 

Candor), New York. 2 Once again the author's subject is a communlly'o; 

response to "mass society" as they "attempt to expl~re the fou'ndations of .... 

social life in a community which lacks the power to control the 

~nstitutions that regulate and determine its existence." Alth'lugh much of 

thjs exhaustive study seeks to demonstrate the gradual los~ of _...local 

initiative and self-dete rmination . and the strategies ·employed by 

residents to find advantages in their posit1on, they do concede the 

reciprocal relauon between villages such • as Springdale and "mass 

society." Anticipating an idea to which geographers have been recently 

attracted. Vid1ch and Bensmen observe that while "mass soc1ety" certaanly 

· shapes village~ such as Springdale, "Springdale, taken a' one of thousand~ 

'- . of similar· communiues, exerts , Itself upon and shapes mas~ soc1ety •J 

The proposition that masS' society _was progressively destroy1ng not 

only traditional communities, but also the poss1bll11y of novel 

communities. was theorited by Robert Nil>bct in 1958. In The Quest for 

Community, Njsbet argued that this quest was the "dominant social • 

tendency •of the twentieth century." He . sugge~ted that the sense of loso; . 
wa'> illtnbutable .to the functional irrelevance of primary a:.~ociative 

areas like kinsb1p, the church and the locality. to the larger political and 
. ...._. 

1) West, p. 220 
"v' 2) AJthur J Vsdsch and Joseph Bensman, Sfii(J/1 Town In Mass Sociery Class 

· Power and Rel1gion 111 a Rural Communiry, (Pranceton. N J .: 
Princeton Univer!ity Press. 1958) 

3) Vsdicb and Bensman. p 107 

> 
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economrrder, and that this decline in their institutionaJ relevance had 

diminished member's allegiance to these groups and occasioned a 

corresponding loss in their symbolic and psychologacal functions and 

benefits. Nisbet lay responsibility for this decline on the State, a sow11 

organization that was in its original guise simply ~ilitary, but which had . 

since the end of the medieval period. progressively usurped the function 

of these intermediate groups and, to some degree, the allegiance of these 

group's member5.1 ' 

Edward Shoncr has made the opposite argument. In Tht M~lcwg of 

tht Modun Family. he claams that tradauonal village communnies were 

not destroyed with the family, 'but by the family .2 Wnh the nse of m1ddle 

class domesticny. Shorter ar&ues, the nuclear family became a pnvate 

· real'!'' of sentiment and affection. As the family came to supply the 

largest ponion of the individual's emouonal requ•remcnts . the individual 

lost their tics to their age, and sex peer groups. At the same time, 

domesticity pulled women out of community life (at least productive life>.,. 

it withd~ew famiiy members from partacipallon in village ritual<;, and it 

removed reproduction from community supervisaon. Domesticity would 

end up. he wrote. "kin_dling a coq fire in the household · and. 

conflagrating .. the community about 'u:3 

. In 1960 Maurice Stein set out to orgaoat.e community studies and, 

using the work of Parks. ·the Lynds and Wa'!'er. to propose ~orne general 

' 1) Roben A. Nisbet, Tht Qut.st for Community. (london· Oxford University 
~ Press, 1953 ). 

2) Edwud Shoner, The Malctng of tht Modern Family, (New York· Basic 
Books, 197S), pp. 227-31. 

3) Shoner. p . 206. -
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theoretical postulates for future community studies.' While admitting 

that r community is. at least in regard to some of its aspects. unique: 

and that every community study will. as a consequence. permit only 

limited gencralu:ations, Stein proposed tQat all studies of American 

communities will be unified by "tJte trend toward 1ncreased 

interdependence and decreased local autonomy. ·1: ' 
This theory of the breakdown of traditional communities. 

particularly in the period after 1920. has been systel\latically crtlicizcd 

by Thomas Bender.3 The nub of Bender's complaint IS that these ...end other 

studies reify the meaning of community as · a local .village. which •s 

simply the form that th1s soc1al organization happened to assume 1n the 

nineteenth century when social scientists ' lite Ferdinand TOnnies and Sir 
... 

Henry Ma1ne first addressed the question of community change 
I 

A14hougb Bender's ttrgument is extremely persuasive, it prompts two 

cautionary remarks . First. 1n defining commun1ty as an cxpenence and 

place ··as a "container" that may or may not prov1dc a setting for this 

experience. Bender fails to 'specify ~hat communny is an expenence .of. 

It is, obviously. tautological to define community as the experience of 

community. The point reiterated by · Nisbet 1s that people do not come 

together simply for the joy of being together. they c~me together to 1Jo 

· something; and th
1
e 'lense of commu~tly denves · from the sa11sfacuon of .. 

I) Maurice Stein, The Eclipse of Community An lnttrpretatlon of 
American. Studlts , (Princeton. N.J : 'Princeton University Pre'>'>. 
1960). 

2) Stein. p. 107. 
3) Tbomu. Bender, Community and Social Change In Amertca (Baltimore : 

' \ 

Johns Hopkins University Press. 1978). 
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coop~ng in the achievewtnt of ' this shared goal. The second remark, 

whic~ serves to endorse the. merits of territorial communities, is that 

every member of society is potentially a member of a community of 

propinquity while large numbers (as · we can see in the cases of homeless 

schirophre'nics) are made social, but not community, prob.lem , when the 

Iauer are organized exclusively along lines of affection. 

Tfle present -.work is not ·• community study, but• its assumptions are 

guided by this · literature. and it makes wbat r believe to be some 
J 

contributions to our understanding of these )ssues. • These relate tn 

particular to Shorter's theory of the effect of domesttcity, and to Ntsbet's 

observuion that the strength of a comm~nity is directly proportionate to 

its instrumental value in the eyes of lts members. 

Shorter's thesis seems to be venfied by events that followed the 

Civil War As we shall see in chapter 10. village rituals like the 

Independence Day celebration felt into decltne. the power of the religious 

communities was restnctcd, and Christmas was adopted a'l an tnstrumcnt 

of famtly bondipg. As. we shall see to chapter II. middle class men 'lecm to 

have retired to thetr houses, and left Main Street to an tncreastngly 

'unruly crowd of working class men. who remained bonded to their peer 

group. In the same chapter we .shall see evidence of the privauzation of. 

mourning . • . 

The fact that a sense of community can result from a collective 

purpose ts evident throughout the work thai follows. ThU takes the rorm 

~ ~ of various campaigns. The• earlit.$1 communities in the town of Sweden 

were ~onded by thetr campaign against nature (chapter 3 and 4). The 

, 
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earliest corities in the village of Brockport were small knots of moral 

reformers who. like their pioneer ·predecessors, sought to 1m pose their 

own vision in the world 10 which they found themselves (chapter 7). At 

the beginning of the Civil War. we will see that the sense of community 

reached an unprecedented pitch, and we will see how this operated to 

encourage the young men of the community to enl1st (chapter 10). W11h 

• 
the disillusionment that followed this collective effort, and the ri'!c of 

doc;~esticity, collective effort shifted from moral to economi.c concyns. 

" Publi c spirit." as e~pressed , 1n the tidy lawns and ornamental 

architet'ture of the village beautification movement, became an e~crc1Sc 

in optimi~m (chapter II). Since th1s was e~prcsscd in appurtenances of 

' modernism. like gas lamps. shade trees and streets free of roam1ng p1g~. 

commur).tty was for the first time inscribed in the landscape. In other 

words, the 1deaJ of community took on a phys1c~tl form It IS this last 

.._ , example o( collect1ve effort that has given us the persistent 1mage of the 

local community that Bender cnttci.ted . 

Together these observauons ··seem to confirm a'ellah's argument. 

There is no critical point, no watershed dividing one view of community 

from another. but there is a perceptible progress1on from a sen~e of 

community derived frdm participation· 1n projects o( soc1al reform and 
, 

moraJ regulation · tQ ·a sens~ of community derived from projects whose 

goals were largely economic. In other words. expreu1ons of 

individualism. and the prerogatives o'f the 
.\... 

fam1ly , moved from the • 

-;.~, economic to the moral spheres of life. while recognition of social 
·, 

interdependence passed ~rom the moral to the economic ,phere . The 
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cont~ion of these traJectories is readily apparent in today's 

newspapers, where pro~choice ·editorials advocating abortion rights <>tand 

beside editorials endorsing formulation of a nat1onal Industrial policy. 

' 
The Small Town as an American Ideal 

The small town has exercised an immense f&-'lcination for the 

American imagination. For many individuals. its institutions and its 
./ 

landscapes continue to delin~ a moral order. . FOr exarrrple. as Mcinig has 

•written. "the New England village is widely assumed to symboli.te for 

many people the best we have known ·of an mumate, fam1ly·ccntcred, 

Godfearing , morally conscious. indu•urious, thnfty. democratiC 

c~mmunuy. " The midwestern Matn Street village, which Brockport more 

closely resembles, is in the minds of m;any individuals "the scat of a 

.._ • businr:ss culture of property-minded. law-abiding. cititens devoted to 

•• 

"free enterprise" and "social morality ." a commun1ty of sober, ~ensible, 

practical peop!'e. • I Indeed, · a : literature ex•sts to advise town governments · · 

on lbe means to preserve tbi, . desir;able image. 2· 

Narrative h1stones of the village. like that of Page Smllh, have 
.. 

. recorded the decl1ne of the v11lage. and its a~company1ng moral order, 

I) D. W. Meinig. "Symbolic Landscapes. Some ldeali.tations..._ of American , 
Communities." to Tilt Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes. ed D.W. ' 
Mc;in1g (New Yorlt Oxford Univer-.uy Pre:os, 1979), pp. 16S, 167 

· 2) Mj((; hael W. Fazio and Peggy Whill!'an Prenshaw, Order and Image ln the 
Amer~can Small Town , (Jackson: University of. Mlssis$ippi Press, 
1981) 
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with diL.I Lingeman's sprJwling history or the American small town I 

follows roughly the same track. end concludes with a discussion of the 

national urge to return to smaJI town life. which first became evident in 

the 1970's.l Many of the individuals harboring this desi re presumably 

shared the sentiments of Donald Connery, who published h1s nQtes on one 

y~r·s cycle of life in a New Hampshire town. Connery described hi <; town 

as an enclave of "genumely civi lized life on a human s'cale" in a ume . 
"when so much of "American lire seems to be out of joint."3 A similar 

opinion was expressed by James and Carolyn Robertson_ in The Small 

Towns Book Show me the way to go home, a perfect mirror of the political 

pessimism of the 1970's "Small commumues.: the Roben~on's wrote, "are 

probably the safest places to Jearn · ~ow to rebuild the ideas and 

~.~stitut1ons that are falling around us.l"4 

This myth of small town life i$ supported by a long literary 

tradition. The most complete account of this is to be round in the two 

volumes by Herron.5 New . England villages have been treated by 

We .'l tbrook .6 (Ailhough Brockpon was home to Mary JW~e Holme~. one of 

I) Page Sm1th. As a City upon tht Hill the Tqwn in Amerrcan Hrstory, (New 
York. Knopf, 1966) 

2) R1chard Lingeman. Small Town Amtrtca, (Boston:. Houghton Miffl in. 
1980) . 

• 3) · Donald S Con~ery. One Amertcan Town. (New York: Simon and 
Schi.ISter. 1972) 

4 ) James Robenson and Carolyn Robenson, The Small Town Book· Show me 
tht way to go home, (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Books. l978). p 204 

5) lma Honaker Herron. The Small Tow11 in Amencan Lrterature. (New 
York: Haskell House. 1971}'; The. Small Town in Amencan Drama. 

. (Dallas· Southern Methodist University Preb. 1969) 
'6) Peny D. Westbrook, The New Englalld Town '" Fact alld Frctton . 

(Rutherford. NJ.< Farleigh Dickinson University ·Press. 1982) 

II 
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the ~ popular novelists of the nineteenth century. 11 has not found a 

place in her novels.) With the striking exception of the movement that 

Hilfer called "Lbe revolt from the village." this literature bas extolled the 

benefits of small town life. ' 
. 

In adduion to no\'els and plays, the small town has been tr~atcd m 

various non-academic fonns of nonfiction. Santmyer's Ohio Town and 

Miller's Town and Country strike me as among tbe more perceptive of 

these 2 Tbe tendency or literate tndividuals to migrate \O th; nauon's 

CitieS from native plaCeS th~t arc, as often IS nOt, smafl tOWn'!, has ttiven 

us tbe distinct genre or accounts of the author's return to old haunts. 

Alo~g with its obligatory nod to Thomas Wolfe's affirmation of the 

impossibility of such a return , the homecom1ng book is usually colored by 

miJd revulsion and n~stalgia. A recent book in this vem 1s Bryson's T II t 

Lost Continent. The author, an expatriated Iowan, returned to the Unued 

.._ , States · in sea reb of "an amalgam of all those towns I bad encountered 1n 

fiction . "3 Needless to say.· despite ~~s d1ligence, he discovered none that 

placed closer than runner-up Perhaps one or the beuer recent examples 

or this IS Ron Powers' Whitt Town Drowsing ln this Powers descnbes his 

return to Hannibal, Mi~souri, and registers the usual surprise at the 

. discovery !hat building'! are somewhat les'l lm.posin& than remembered. 

and. the usual. dismay over the proliferation or tawdry clap trap. ~le 

'> Anthony Channell Hilfer, Tlu Revolt from the Vil/agt. 1.915-1930, 
(Chapel Hill: University of No'rth Carolina Press). .... 

2) Helen Hooven Santmyer, Ohio Town A Porrralt of Xeina , (Oh10 State 
Uni.versuy Press. 1962); Elva E. M1ller, Town and Country, (Chapel 
Hill · University or Nonh Carolina Pre~s. 1928) 

3) Bill Bryson, The f.ost Continent Travtls in Snwll Town America. (New 
York. Harper and Row, 1989), p. 37 
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profCS a fascinating report or the hubris or modem, public-relations· 

firm-managed boostcrism ·as exemplified in the Mark Tw:!tn 

sesquicentennial, but this is not exactly central to the book's purpose. At 

the bean of tbe book is Power's search for his father in the village which 

served as the context to, and as a metaphor for, his father's' life.! ' 

Although little of this ltterature tS scholarly, I make memion of it 

for three reasons. First, nostalgia for small town hfc and its supposed 

virtues immeasurably complicates the task of w~iting about. a ~!])all towns, 

since it plants in the writer the fear that if tie is not actively debunking 

the myth be is rhapsodizing. Second, no hterate person can hope to 

escape the innuence of this fictional 'geography. Fredrick's Tyre and 

Octavius; Westcott's Homeville; Marietta Holly', Jonesville, Frances 

Witcher's Wiggleto~n; Crane's Whilomvllle. these and other fictional 

towns of upstate New York are fixture<; of my tmagtnatton. and they have 

'- • no doubt worked subtle changes on my readings and interpretattons. 

Third, Brockport is my 'home town, and there are, quite possibly , 

unexamtned psychological mottves working through my text. 

The Study of Places in American H!storv 

Unlike th~ community studies, I have not altered the name of the 

village in my. study. It is there, at 43° 12' north 71° S2' west, on any map 

of sufficiently large scale that you may ~hoose to consult. Thts ts one 

benefit of historical work. All of the persons mentaoned here. and all o! 

-
1) Ron Powers. Whut Town Drowsing. (New York: Penguin . 1986) 
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tbef'hildren~ arc presuma-bly dead, and I am spared the need for 

sensitivity to the feelings of individuals. . u 

Histories of specific places in the United States arc numerous. 

probably countless. and they range from multi-volume works authored by 

acclaimed historians and issued by international presses to mimeographed 

leanets authored by untrained amateurs and issued by local historical 

societies. A.~ we move toward the Iauer type the vaf'!lbility in quality i~. 

of course, more · marked, but the best are h1ghly accur~Je aM dcta1lcd. 

Regardless of their length, the sophisticaiion o( their binding. the 

notoriety of their author. or the recognizability of the1r imprimatur. 

these works may be divided into two · clas•es. The first arc the local .. 
chronicles, which arrange events as they happened and tend to include a 

Jot of names. W~en carefully constructed these are very helpful and not 

to be sneered at. but they arc not at 1ssue here. The second son of work 1<; 

._ . the local h1story proper. which originate~ in a chronicle but end up a:; 

something quite different : This IS because the author reduce<~ the 

Importance of chronology as an ordenng pnnc1pal. sorts events 1nto 

stories on the bas1s of themes and Cheories. throws out some ues to events 
. 

in the wider world and sticks in a fair amount of educated speculation ~ 

Deta1led histories of specific Jocahues 11r.e a long stand.ng staple of 

Amencan h1stonography An acknowl~dged classic among these ts Merle· 

Curti's Tumerian interpretation of TremP.ealeau County, W1scon,in. 1 The' 
. '-' 

popularity of such stud1es mcreued in the 1960'•· when quantitati\'e 

1) Merle Cun1, Tht Mak1ng of an Amuican Community A Cau Study of 
Democracy 111 a Fronllu County (Stanfor61· Stanford Unlvtr'>IIY 
Pren, 1959). 
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sources and methodologies were employed in the project of writing a 

co lire 

mobility, 

biography of the faceless masses. Social and geographical 

the increasingly unequal distribution of wealth, the changin{; 

complexion of local political participation and legal definitions all figu red 

promioent!Y in these studies, testament to the powers and limitations of 

their methods. Many of these studies described New ·England town~. 

presumably because of their sup~rior records.! 

Although New 'Yorlc has not been as thoroughly .. cruunized as New 

England, some noteworthy studaes of localities have ~ceo .-produced. 

. -
Studies by Kross and Wnght document colonial towns on Long lsl:tnd, and 

argue that their experience was similar but not identical to that of their 

New England counterparts. the princapaf dasuncuon being the New 
... 

Yorker's larger tolerance of devaance and dissent. 2 

.' Book length ~tudaes of frontier communities an the penod JU~t after 

the America.n Revolution have long been limited to lfowe's 1939 study of 

'- . Homer, Ne~ Yorlt.3 White's study or Beekmantown. published 10 1979. IS . 

unencumbered with the demognaphac statastacs usual in the new sos:ial 

history. yet he succeeds in placing the locaJity in the larger context or '· 

.state politics. and in . demonstrating 'that on the rich forest frontier the 

I) John Mumn. ~New En,l.and Town Studies,'' lliJtory and Theory II 
(1972);. 226-275. 

2) Jessica Kross. The Evolution of an ltmtrlcan Town. Newtown, New York., 
1642-1775. (Pbiladelph1a: Temple University Press. 1983); Langdon 
G. WriJbt, •1n Search of Peace and ltarmony: New Sorlc 
Communities an the Seventeenth Century." Ntw YorA: HIJtory 61 ' 
(1980): 4-2 1 

3) Herbert Barber Howe, ltdtd1ah Barber 1787-1876, (New York: Columbia 
Univer~ity Press. 1939). 
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sources and methodologies were employed in the project of writing a 

co lire 

mobility, 

biography of the faceless masses. Social and geographical 

the increasingly unequal distribution of wealth, the changin{; 

complexion of local political participation and legal definitions all figu red 

promioent!Y in these studies, testament to the powers and limitations of 

their methods. Many of these studies described New ·England town~. 

presumably because of their sup~rior records.! 

Although New 'Yorlc has not been as thoroughly .. cruunized as New 

England, some noteworthy studaes of localities have ~ceo .-produced. 

. -
Studies by Kross and Wnght document colonial towns on Long lsl:tnd, and 

argue that their experience was similar but not identical to that of their 

New England counterparts. the princapaf dasuncuon being the New 
... 

Yorker's larger tolerance of devaance and dissent. 2 

.' Book length ~tudaes of frontier communities an the penod JU~t after 

the America.n Revolution have long been limited to lfowe's 1939 study of 

'- . Homer, Ne~ Yorlt.3 White's study or Beekmantown. published 10 1979. IS . 

unencumbered with the demognaphac statastacs usual in the new sos:ial 

history. yet he succeeds in placing the locaJity in the larger context or '· 

.state politics. and in . demonstrating 'that on the rich forest frontier the 

I) John Mumn. ~New En,l.and Town Studies,'' lliJtory and Theory II 
(1972);. 226-275. 

2) Jessica Kross. The Evolution of an ltmtrlcan Town. Newtown, New York., 
1642-1775. (Pbiladelph1a: Temple University Press. 1983); Langdon 
G. WriJbt, •1n Search of Peace and ltarmony: New Sorlc 
Communities an the Seventeenth Century." Ntw YorA: HIJtory 61 ' 
(1980): 4-2 1 

3) Herbert Barber Howe, ltdtd1ah Barber 1787-1876, (New York: Columbia 
Univer~ity Press. 1939). 
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socij"""eiass and economic resources of senlers actually tended to decline' as 

seulement progressed .! · 

In the period of industrialization. probably !he best known work is 

Stuan 81umin's study of Kingston. New York: 2 AI the bean of Blumm's 

discussion of Kingston is a desire to make generalizations regarding 1he 

effect of the urbanization process on the local meaning of communi:y. 

What he discovers is that the sense of place increased' as the residents of 

urbanizing Kingsto!l become members of new, voluntary organ~zations 

Another imponant study of the expenence of urbani7a!lon an thi'l 

period is Paul Johnson's s tudy of Rochester. New York dunng the revival<: 

of the early 1830's.3 Like Blumin. Johoson wishes to generaliLe from his 

' ... 
sample or one, and llcat the Rochester revivals as a microcosm or 

Jacksonaan Reform . Adopting o Jrkheim's nolion or moral rules a:. "socaal 

facts," Johnson attempts to ground the revival movement in economac sc:lr 

interest. This is to say that he mterprel 'l the perrectaonasm of Charles 

Grandison Finney, whaeh r&:pudiated the tradauonal Protestant nouon or 

human depravity and · predestination, and substituted an etho~ of personal.· 

moral responsabaluy. as a ,strategy. to compel the internallza1ion or 

discaphne by workers in !he emerging industrial society. The dHfic~lty 

we wilt encounter with Johnson's work is that the same th.angs were 

happening in Brotkpon. a village that had almost no industry. 

I) Ptailip L. White. Btdmantown, New YorAc forest frontier to farm 
communlry, (Ausuo: U01versny of Teus Press, lW-9) 

2) Stuan Bluman, The Urban Threshold Growth and Change in a 
Nineteenth Century Amtflcan Community, (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press. 1976). 

3) Paul E. Johnson, A Slwpkeepu's M1lltnmum Society and Rev1vals in 
Rochesttr, N~ York, 1815-1837, (New York ·Hall and Wang, 1978) 
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J Mary· Ryan is explici-t in her claim for the general significance of 

her findings for Oneida County, New York. which she compares to "one . of 

Hegel's World Historical Individuals." I Her project is to plot the rise of 

"domest_icity," and thus her interest is centered at the junction of famil y 

history and women's history. She locates this change at mid-century, 

allbougb this may be innuenced by her heavy reliance on the censuses 

of 1855 and 1865. Although Ryan retained the quant~tative devices of the 

new social history. the task of demonstrating hO\Ioo 1he maddle c las~ 

moulded its panicular adentity around the h•ome and the family obliged 

her to antcrprct various non-numencal sources The anterpreii\C freedom 

which Ryan permits herself seems to pre age a movement, of which Ryan 
... 

appears to be member. whach balls it'IClf as the new cultural ht<~tory 2 

' . Even funh~r removed from the localtty studtes that arc informed 

by the techniques of social history as Hareven and Langenbach's study of 

the milling town of Manchester, New Hampshue.3 Thi'l book consists of 

oral histories collected · from survaving worken at the cno[mou s 

Amoskeag textile mill, photographs, and brief ltnking c'lsays. In one 

sense thas book returns to the •~sues of ~ommunuy st~dies . stncc the 

authors discovered that the common experience of mill workers. both at 

work and · at. leisure. served to create a s tron~ sense of commun11y. And .. 
yet thas is .largely .intimated. since the book pre.~ents no thests and draw~t 

I) Mary P. Ryan, The C~adlt of th.t MuJdlt' Class The FQ!!JiiY 111 Oneido 
County. New York, 1790-1865, (New York· Cambndge Untvcrstly 
Press, 1981 ). p. 17. 

2) Lynn Hunt (ed ) The New Cultural History. (Berkeley University of 
CabTomia Press. 1989) 

3) Tamara K Hareven and Randolph Langenbach, ·Amoskeag Ll/t and 
Work 111 an American Factory-City, (New York: Pantheon. 1918) 

\ 

\. 
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no coiclusioos. If the statistical social histones sought to write the 

collective biographres of the fac~;less masses. ltmosA:eag represents an 

a!lempt to write the collectt:d biographies of a somewhat smaller, but no 

less ordinary group. The advantages and disadvantages of it$ method' are 

clear. We are given a semblance of the heterogeneity of humans and 

their reasons for acting as they do, but as a con~equence of thi~ 

heterogeneity 11 s'cems that we are barred from gcneralizauon or the 

formulation or theories. 

The difficulty of maxing idiographic richness. hospllaluy to 

anomalies. and respect for the decisaveness .of andavaduah with on tncastvc 

theoretical argument is at least panially overcome an Anthony Wallace'" 

• study of the couon milling district that surrounded Rockdale. a town an 

Pennsylvania's Delaware county .I This study allracts Immediate auention 

because his subject was chosen for reasons of personal c:uraosity rather 

than scientific representatt ven~:.s. and also because he sought to apply 

anthropologacal techniques to archival matenal. Tha detaaled, digresstve 

and somewhat disorgana.ted study auempts to anc:orporate the theoreucal 

po,iuon of what Wallace calls "paradigmatiC processes· of cultural 

c;hange. As the name implaes, lhese cultural processes are interpreted 

U!>tng_ a framework quite samllar . to that employed by Thoma, Kuhn an ht, 

anti-gradualist theory of scienufic progress 

.v 

I) Anthony F.C Wallace. Rodu/4/e The Growth of an ltmulcan Vtllage tn 
the early /ndusmal Revolution, (New York Alfred A Knopf. 1980). 

\ 
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Loca!ity("Swdjes jo Geography 

llthough many geographers claim to have been charged with the 

study of places. they have generally taken this to mean the study of 

regions rather than localities. The historical 'geographical literature on 

localities in the United States that does exist is distinguished from_· the 

literature discussed above by a somewhat greater emphasts on lown plan!, 

the built landscape and the meanings auributed to it , and the funcuon of 

the town or c1ty in a_ larger urban system. None of these aspects are the _, 

exclusive province of geographers. however, IHid 11 .rema1ns unclear 

whether there is a distiDctively geographical approach to the study of 

localities 

' Tbe plats of towns an'd· cities may be classified w11h rural registers 

.or hod divtsion and urban planning 1n the general study of settlement 
' 

patterns. which Jordan deseribed as *the study of the form of the cultural 

landscape. •1 Of these three subcategories. cities and rural districts seem 

to have received the most thprough con5ideration Geogravh1cal studies 

of the morphology of· small to intermedi:ate sized towns are, by 

comparison, limited in number. The eacly work of Schofield and the two 

studies by Trewanha stood unsecooded for nearly half a century 2 More 

recently, Wood has returned to the · study of the: morphology of t~e New 

Engla~d v1llage, and 1n a series .or an1eles he has ~ugge~ted the need for 

1) Jordan. 1966 
2) Edna Scofield, •The Origtn of Settlement Patterns in Rurat ' New 

England," Geographrcal Revrew 28 (1938): 652·663; G.T. Trewanha. 
~ .~ ·The UOIDCOrporated Hamlet. One Element or the American 

Settlement Fabric: A.A A G 33 (1943); 31·81; •Types of Rural 
Settlement in Colonial Amenca: Geographrcal Revrew 36 (1946); 
568·596 

\. 

.. 

I. 

\ 
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s igrncant ·reviston in the conventional understanding or the actual 

appearance of the majority of New England villages, and in the procenes 

which created the models for our stereotypical image. Much of this 

litera&ure is addressed in the course of the discusston that follows. 

The typtcal morphology of Pennsylvania towns· has aJso .been 

studied. Noting our "exceedingly scrappy• knowledge of small Amc:ncan 

towns and cities generally, Zelinsky has provided the notes from his 

eJtplorations or towns in Pennsylvania. I Usmg a variety. or ll).Orpbologtc:al 

characteristics tmpressionistically catalogued ~over a series or tran~c:cts, 

he bas auempted to define the Pennsylvanian town. and to dcltmtl chc 

formal region in which it is found. Thts ,tudy in many ways resembles 

!he studies or matenal cuhure conducted by Fred Kntffen· tts onginality 

.ttes in Its effon to map a specific c:olleclton or cultural arttfac:c~. or 

compagr. rather than a single c:uhural form. 2 

Set between these two regions, New York hu received liulc: 

imention. Astde from rather brie~ anacle$ by Bannaster ond McKelvey. 
. . 

the morphology or che villages or New York rcmams unexamaned, much 

less uplatncd or ci;ISsified? A sllldy such as this one. where che ,UbJect ts 

a single vallage. does not permil us 10 ask che obvtou, quescions o( 

clusifieacion. regionalila!ion, transfer and inaovatioo, but il does shed 

I) Wilbur Zelinsky, "The Pc:nnsylvaoaa Town: An Overdue Geographical 
Accounc." Tht Gtographical Rtvitw 61 (1971) 18· 147. 

2) Fred Kniffen. "Folk Hou~iog. Key to Oaffusion : A A A G 55 (1965): 549-
577 

3) T~:rpJn Banntster. "Early Town Planntng an New York Stace," Ntw York 
History 24 (1943): 185-195; Blalte McKelvey, "The Genesee Councry 
Villages in. Early Rochester's Ha)tory,• Rochester Hwory 47 ( 1985): 
1-32 • 

. · 
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some light fOur 

significant point is 

understanding of village planning. Perhaps the most 

the relative timidity of Hcil Bro<:kway's ambitions as 

these were expressed in the orig1nal plan. and the ad hoc additions by 

which that plan ~as augmented. This contrasts rather strikingly with the 

exten~ive and easily enll!ged grids of western towns. It is also significant , 

that typical elements of New England town planning were d1scarded or 

modified. For example. the churches are moved from a ce~:~tral to a 

penpheral location. and the functions formerly accommodated !'n tl).e 

green are div1ded between Ma1n Street and the grounds of t.he Colleg1ate 

Institute . 

The ,literature that penams to the built llfndscapc and its mean1ng 

is expansive, and I can only gesture 1n the darecuon of most of it by 

referting JO the pan.al review by Lewis. I Th1s area i~. needless to say. 

closely affiliated 10 t.he stody of setllement patterns. and 11 1s principally 

'-distinguished . from thi'l by its concern for architectural artifacts. With 

this said. it becomes clear that the study ()f matenal culture is al~o a 

cognate field. The Interpretation of ·built form t'l a standard feature of 

western cultural history. Among the farst Amencan'l credited With this 

form of interpretation is Hen ry Adams. ahhough the more ~agn1ficant 

wellspring is cenamly the large corpus ·of Lewts Mumford. 2 Begtnning 

in 1952, 1 B. Jackson argued that American cultural history was leg1bly 

, registered tn the appcaranc'e of the landscape, and thiny years later he 
' .v 

~IJ Peirce Lewi!>, ~Learning from Look tog." Amutcan Qwmerly 35 ( 1983): 
242-261 

2) Lewis Mumford. Sllcu a_ll.d Stones A Study of Ameflcan. Architecture 
all.d Ci11iltzation. (New York. Dover 1967, c. 1941). 
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to press the point • that the study of "landscape nself' clln 

provide us with "a disciplined way or looking at the physical world ... " 1 

Peirce Lewis has presented similar arguments.2, 

Dell · Upton hu written of the need to regard "mate rial cultur.e u 

primary rather than supporting or reflective evidence for larger 

inquiries." and to aslt how bu1ldings. high style and vernacular. "embody 

• and convey the competing values of groups 1n their material 
,/ 

surroundings. •3 The fundamental insight of this interpretlve approach. 

as Philip Wagner has argued. IS that cultural land,capes panicipate 10 the 

processe11 which they record and facilitate, that they bear meanings. 

intentional and unintentional. whech ~orve to provide a context lendmg 

social definition to the characters anU actions that they conta1n. 4 Nonon. 

consciously follow1ng Wagner's lead. attempts to look at localionc; ac; place" 

to wh1cb people have given a mean1ng, wnhm which they Interact a'! . 
members of a group. and from which they derive the1r sen~e of group 

identity.S . Per~aps the. best empirical demonstration , of this last point in 

the contut or New' York state are those provided by Duncan and Duncan 

1) !.B. Jackson. "What We Want," Landscape I , 3 (19$2): 2-S. Ducovu1ng 
tilt Vernacular Landscape. (New Haven: Yale University Press. 
1984), pp. ix·xii 

2) Peirce Lewis; • Axsoms for Read1ng the Landscape." in The, 
Interpretation of Ordinary lAndscapu. ed. Meenig (New York· 
Oxford Universety Press. 1979). pp. 11-32. 

3) Dell Upton. "The Power of Things Recent Studses in Am'e'flean 
Vernacular Archnecture." Amtflcan Quartuly 3S ( 1983) 262-279 

4.> Phelep ~agner. Environmtnt and Ptop/t , (Englewood Chffs. N J 
Prentice Hall.l972); "Cultural Landscapes and Regeons A,)pecl,) of 
Communication." Gtoscrtnct and Man S (1974),. 

S) William Nonon, "Humans, Land, and Landsc:~pe. A Proposal for Cultural 
Geography." Tlst Canadian Gtograplur 31 (1987) 21-30 
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and by Hugill. I This work combines insights from symbolic 
' 

iny:;;ctionism with theones or elites and hierarchic diffusion to explam 

distinctive anglophile landscapes. and to explore the usc or this 

iconography in strategies or gro~p identificllltion and exclusion 

J'his concern for meaning has raised thorny epistemological issues 

since meaning is. perhaps by its very nature. uncertain &:nd contestable. 

A method based on linguistics and physiolog1cal psychology. wh1ch 
• 

purpons to offer a degree of objectivity. has been proposed by Sitwcll and 

Bilash.2 Although their the1r impressive and highly technical apparatus 

may provide a bas1s for the SCientific verification or mcanmg (which less 

scrupulously positivistic thinkers have seldom questioned). it is poorly 

suited to the discovery o r mterprctation or meaningful ObJects and .. ct1ons .... 
in the landscape. have Ignored the physiology and psychology or 

• perception and cogmuon. The meaning of the landscape. or or the events 

that take place in it. IS ooth1ng more than the response of the person'l 

who look at it. My interest is in what persons think they see. or what I 

think they think they see.' not in whether. 1f. or how they see anything at 

all. Jn particular. have been anx1ous to discover how a person denve'l 

I) J.S. Duncan and N G Duncan. "A Cultural Analys1s of Urban Rts1dcn11al 
Landscapes 1n NorW America· The Case of the Anglophile Eluc;" 10 

Till City lh Cultural Co,ttzt. eds. John Agnew and John Mercer 
(London: Allen and Ulwin. 1984), pp. 25.S..276; P. J. Hug1lf, "The Small 
Town Landscape •as Sustained Gesture on the pan of a Dom1nant 
Social Group, 17~ 1976. Ph.D. diss .• Syracuse University, 1977; "The · 
Landscape as a code for Conduci: Reflections on us role 10 Walter 
Firey's 'Aestheuc · HastoncaJ-GeneaoJogical Complex.· Gtosclenct 
and Man 24 (1984): 21-30; "English Landscape 'J:astes in We United 
States," Ceotraphlcul Revie..., 16 (1986): 409-423 

·"·' 2) O.F.G. Sit well and Ofenka S E. Btlash. ·Analyzing lhe Cultural Landscape 
as a Mean~ of Probing the Non·MateriaJ D1mens1on of Reality: T 11 t 
Canad1an Geographer 30 (1986): 132- 145 
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an ~erstartding of the nature of the world -its orders. hierarchies. 

values and liabilities- and an understanding of their place in that world 

from local experience. I am inspired in this endeavor by the work of the 

social historian Robert Damton and the anthropologist Clifford Gecrtz. 

Darton. for example, describes the procession ginirale ·or Montpellic.r as 

•a statement unfurled in the streets, through wh1ch the c1ty represented 

itself to itselr and "a social order reprcsent(ed) itself to itselrt Clifford 

Geenz. found in the .Balinese cock f1ght "a Dalinese r~a~mg gf Balinese 

experience, a story they t.ell themselves abou( themsc1ves." a . ·,entimental 

Among geographers. perhaps the most ambitious 

undertaking along these lines is Duncan's study of pre-colonial Kandy. Sn 

Lan!ca.3 

/ The last ch~racterisuc of the geographic study of localities that 

mentioned was their attentiOn to the funeuon of thc'le settlement '! in a 

Jaraer system People dQ not come together JUSt to be together. they come 

together, either 1mpellcd by perso~!_al de1ire or compelled by another's 

desire, to do s'ometlting. In the case of Brockport, a.~ in the case of all but 11 

handful of Amencan eump.les. .these re:asons were ecooom1c. Again. 

much of this literature is reviewed in the chapters that follow 

•. 

I) Robert Dam ton, "A Bourgeois PuLS H1s World 10 Order The City as a 
Text" 10 T/u Great Cal Massacre A-nd Otlur £pisode1 In Frtt~ch 
Cultural History (New York: Vintage. 1985), pp ·12o-4. 

2) Clifford Geenz, The Interpretation of Cultures, (New York· Basic Book'l, 
1973). pp. 448-9 

3) Ja!lles S Duncan. The City as Tut The Politics of landscape 
tntupretatton in rite Kandyan ktngdom, (Cambndge C .. mbridge 
Un1versity Press. 1990) 
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J......_ The · geographical stu~y of localities 

Lewis' study of Bellefonte, Pci\Dsylvania, 

must admit of some anomalies 

for example. provides a .rich 

description of the rise and a lament for the decline of one spec• fie 

loca I ity .I In J .B. Jackson's description of the quintessential western town. 

Optimo City, we arc given a description of a place which ranges from the 

chandeliers in the diner to the layout of the streets. 2 One of the more 

notorious geographical studies of a locality IS r}unge's F l r z g era I d , 

published in 1971.3 The boo!G s tudies one square mile of.land...,now situated 

in the city of Detroit. from abonginal seulement to the social revolt~ of 

" the late 1960's The historical secuon. which was added as an 

aftcnhought, is modeled on Whittlesey's sequent occupance, and it add~ 
... 

liulc to our understanding. II is in any case s1mply a prologue to "THE 

LESSON" of the book. a didactic homily on the evih of racism and the 

tyranny of the · mach1ne. The most recent contrabuuon to the literature 

on the small town by a geographer IS Jakie's study of <~mall town 

iconography. Although In some respects cnlightenmg, the sweep of the 

gcncrahzauons tends to obscure the fact that towns vary accord1ng to 

region, period and function 1 and that the iconography also varies. 4 

.. 

I) Peirce Lewis, "Small Town in PennsyiY-ania.• A .A A C 62 (1972)· 323-35 1 
2) J B. Jackson."The Alino$t Perfect Town." in Landscdpu, ed. Ervin H. 

Zube (University of Massachusetts Press, 1970), pp 116-131. First· 
published •n Landscape 2 (1952) 2-8 

3) Wilham Bunge. Fitzgerald· The Geography of a Re'lolutiOII, (Cambndge, 
Ma.: Schenlcman. 1971) 

4 ) Jakie, 1982. 
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The preceding chapter contains three elements. After bneny 

introducing the study it discusses some basic • hastorical processes that 

were at work during the c reation of Brockport. It then describes some 

significant institutional structures that were at work during the re- · 

creation of that place. Finally, it reviews a range of studies of sam ilar 

·subjects. Thus, I have attempted to define two basic theme~ and to sugge~t . 
that I am qualified to develop and illustrate these .themes _in a respon~iblc 

manner. Thas last task: now moves from as~nion 10 demonstrauon as the 

themes become • the central subJeet. I have attempted to solve the 

morphological problem of 1 wo parallel " but in many respects disparate 

!bemes by using two formats. The Tpnger discussion or place creation is 

presented as s tandard text, while the interspersed discussion or text 

creation is presented in italics and in boxes. This as an example . 

Tht lli/lagt llf Brockport is a place w11h a past It is also a 

place with a history, but thtu possessions art 110t Identical Its 

history exists in tlit present, slulptd and selected by tht differing 

durability .of records. by tht rtlatlvt ephemerality of social 

activities, and by tht shlftirrg prioriti~s and prtJUdiCtS of tht 

liv~ng and the dead In contrast to this gnarled. eroded and 

encrusted product, the past of the village IS , at least 111 .tht 1deal. a 

comprehensive and coherent su1es of _actions and consequences, 

ca~Ues and effects · '-

In passing mom~tnts of despalf or Infatuation , the 

histoncal geographer may feel something akin to lusl for this 

comprehensive k110wledgt Fanrasus of time Jravtl, day-dreams 

of voyeuristic eavesdropping and delusions of 1mmtd1att contact 
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wiih subjects long dead art common symp!oms of tlus hankering per laistorical omnisclence.l They also betray epistemological 

envy of tmpir~cal scitnci The past was, they suppose. a sens1blt 

experience, and the trick of knowing the past IS the trick of 

brit[ging the Rulf bttwten Stimulants thfJI have vanished into air 

or .dissipated Into dust and stimulablt, wh1ch is to soy liv1ng. 

receptors Unlike empirical science, which has its own 

in.strumtnts for extending the range of human stns"ibillty into 

the immense. the infinltdimal. and the ordi(larily inunstblt, 

our investigations of the past art transacted through human 

instruments, 5urrogatt w/tnt.fStS Like a blind man l~stenin.J to a 

desuiption of a scent, the historical geagraphu_'s head may fill 

with pictures, but these are pictures composed of his own 

conceptual images, and they art helplessly dependent on a 

witness who may be far from trusnvorthy 

That this comprehensive ~ history occurred at all is little 

mort than a hypothesis, 1 on assumption created from the 

appliCation of. everyday ttmporal experience to various signs of 

the past 2 These signs are things -books, bu1ld111gs. deeds and 

• newspapers· whose state of decay or anachroniSm of style 

' suggest a distant provenance J We have been so thoroughly and 

relentlessly lnculcatid with the orthodoxy of hutory , -'9 

profoundly Impressed with Its /addu-like ceirturies and periods, 

and so beguiled by the eloqutf!Ce and erudition of if1 exposuory 

authonties, that we often fall to recognize ll as one more 

naturalized assumpllor. If we are circumsp~ct and wary of 

Ideological btasts in history, we are rrusti~Jg of history uself, and 

seldom if evu do we ask. ourselves whether history l.f itrelf an 

ideological poSitlf?n .4 If 1deology u_ a totalulng .tytttm wh1ch 

Lowenthal, 1985, p. 23. 
Lowenthal. 1985, pp 188-1.39. 
LowenthaJ, 1985, p. 242 

.v 

Han.l Kellner, LAnguage and Historical Representation Gttting the 
Story Crooktd.- (Mad•son Umversity or WISCODSIO Pre~.\. 1989), P- 21 
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pr~s to . explain a wt,rld, and if history orders the remnants 

of }the past 1nto such an exp_lanation, then I believe that we must 

concede that it is 

Hans Kellner has suggesrtd that the tropology of Hayden 

Whitt, Itself an appropriation of Renausaftce rhetoric , may be 

ordered · into a ·narrativity of mind• in which reprtsentallonal. 

systems are draven forward by the •tropological urge to ~~plain 

themstlvu • He suggests, 111 other words. a progressive scheme 

whereby the institutionalized study of the past, or • history. has 

created lleW meanings out of old I Tl:e four tropes are metaphor. 

metotWmy, synecdoche , and Irony, and I btl1eve that we rt(ay 

discern their progress(on in geographical description In 

laying out rhtse •master. tropes" and their · role 1n the desctlpllon 

and dlscov.uy of tht truth,· Burtt proposed as therr luual 

substitutes the terms perspective. {eduction. representcJt1on. and 

dialectic 2 As Haydtft Whitt described it, "The archetypal plot of 

discursive formations appears to I require that the narrative '/' of 

the discourse mou from an original metaphorical 

charactuiration of a domain of uperience. through metonymrc 

deconstructlons of liS e(ements. to synecdochic representations of 

the relations between irs _superflcral attrrbutts and liS presumed 

essence. to , finally ,. a representation of whattvrr contrasts or 

oppositions can legitimately be discerned In the totalities 

Identified 1n the third phase. of discurllvt representation. ·J 

Metaphor is the first stage ;,. the application of a language 

to the world and It is basttd on a sense of similitude 4 This 

figuration is abundantly present 111 lhe worlc of Romantic ·. 
1) Kellner. 1989. pp 228-240. 

, 2) Kenneth Burke, A Grammar of Motives, (New 'r'ork. Prentice Hall. 1945 
reprint ed Berkeley: Unavc:rsity of California Press, 1969)~ pp. 503· 
511 

\,., 3) Hayden White. 1978. p. S. 
4 ) Hayden White, Mttahmory The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth 

Century Europe, (Baltimore: The Jolms Hopkins University Prc:s~. 
1973). p. 34. Hayden. Wbite, 1978. p. 7. 

\ 

u 
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gtog(llP4ers like Humbolt and Ritter Humbolt. for example. 

wrot} of "tht great enchain"!ent of cause and efftct" when he 

argued that ~no material tJnd no effect may be studied in 

Isolation " I In Tht Erdhndc. Ritter attempted. in his own words. 

to illus,ate the "connecuons of the unified whole {the globt/ 

with man . and his creator w2 

By the tnd of the nineteenth century geographers. had 

begun to write metonymically Whlle descnbes metonomy 1n 

various ways, two of which command atttntion ' First , ht 

describtl it as · tht act of having "dlspened the elements of a 

given domain acrois a time series or a spatial fitld;" stco.nd, JU 

defines it as "the effort to . comprehend that fie1d 1n tirms of the 

laws that 

effect . w) 

diviSIOn 

blfld one phenomenon to another as a cause to an 

The first aspect of metonomy. wluch is essentially the 

of the similitude of me~apllor. IS evadent 1n the 

overnd1ng concern for reg1onalizat1on 1n European and 

American geography from the lote nineteenth century to the 
<' 

mld·twtntitth century The second aspect, tht search for laws, 

which White dtsCTibes as mechanistic, IS apparent 1n the various 

..__ . strauss of envtronmental ,determinism that ran through much of 

rise geography of that periqd Thus . the discipllllt created (or 

appropriated) , signifie;rs like "New England Exsended. • "The 

Pennsylvania Culture Region.· and "The Upland South ," eoch 

essentially metonymic in form The ·rhetorical move was resasted 

in nineteenth-century Germany. where Bucher and Frobel 

castigated the region as an ~nsclenllfic "deformation of the 

truth" to whtch the undisciplined m1nd wa.t ·wont to ascribe 

·mysucal att(lbUit!S," but by the twentieth century Hartshorne 

• • ' ..J 
J) Richard Hanshome, The Nature of Geography. (Lancaster. ' Pa .: 

Associatio~ of American Geographers, 1939). p 67. 
~) George Tath~. "Geography an the Nineteenth Century : an Geography 

111 the [ll>-etmeth Century, ed. GriffiW .Taylor (New York 
Philosophical Labrary. 1951). p 47. 

3) Hayden Whjte. 1978, pp, 6, 73 . . 

u 
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/ 

was content to accept t~at any study of reality •must u.se concepts 

that represent actual deformations of the truth approximate and 

arbitrary deformations of reality • Regions are not, he 

toncluded, true or false, · but only "purposeful and non· 

p urposeful. ·I I might say, it rs obvlou.s tlull New York was settled 

by New Englanders, simply by looking at the houses, churcheJ. 

barns, place names and so forth But this is hardly true. I looked 

at all these things when I was a boy, and the connection was not 

obvio"us to me It did not becoTM obVIOU.S until I was exposed to 

the interpretation Then it was made obv.1ou.s _, 

The effort t.o dulve meaning • from ·these catetfories 

prompted a tuTn co synecdoche, or a signification which "unifies 

the CQnctpt of the whole by attrtbuting to it some essence j"ound 

in the part. • 2 This took. the form· bf interpretations of landscape .. 
symbol1sm such as those iound In works such as Mein~g's 

"Symbolic Landscapes," or 'Lewis' "Small Town tn Pennsylvqma ·J 

Duncan luJs mad~ extenstve u.se · of the concept of synecdoche, and 

htJ.J identified numuou.s instances of tht trope 1n the "text" of the 

landscape of pre·cplonial Kandy, but he has not made the final 

turn of tht tropolog}cal tetrad and begun to "ferret out" the 

synudo~hts in . the "landscape" of hu text 4 

The final turn suggested by tropology Is ~rony, a "staRt of 

consciousness,· in Whitt's words, "in which the problematical 

nature of language Itself has become recogniZed " Irony, he 

C_D(IIInues, "po~nts to the potential foolishness of all lingutstic 

reprtstntallons of reality • 5 Foltowing White, Kellner has 

described lrOfiJ as "the final awareness witlun the series {of 

tropes/ that all of its processes have been relauviz1ng turns •6 

. ..__, 

I) Hartshorne. pp. 285·290. 
2) Kellner. 1989. p. 131. 
3) 0 W. Meinig, 1979: Lewis; 1972. 
4) Duncan, 1990, p. 20·21. 
5) Hayden Wbne. t973, p 37. 

• 6) Kellner. 1989. p 232. 
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The anthropologist James Clifford ha.r referred to irony as "btlltf 

skepticism." and his colleague Michael M.J. Fischer has defined it 

0a self coll.fcious mode of writing, which reflectS and models 

the recognition that all con.ctptuallzatioiiS are limited, that what 

is socially maintained as tr~th is often poetically motivated " I 

Fischer's •poetical motivation· 11, of course. tht tropologlcal urge 

of representational systems to make Stll.ft of themselves. 

In laying this out, I do not mean to .falsify anj particular 

stage in this pyramid of concept formatiofl, or to suggest that 

these concepts have evolved purely on the basis , of an Internal 

logit; thtU has reconstituted the world to suit 11s own predictions 

(and predilections) To matt the nominalistic . ~Ia 1m _., that 

geographers write the world 1nto e:cisrenct• Is simply to reverse 

the inadtquatt positivistic notion that the world writes IISt/f into 

geography, whtlz the geographer serves as 1ts faithful 

amanuensis It sttm.r clear that there has bun some sort of 

reciprocity bttwtttt reading the" landscape (tither Immediately , 

or 111carlously through historic ruts). and wriu'ng geographies 

These acts are mutually Informing Although thiS 

characterization is insufficlttttly preciu. I am Inclined to let it 

stand, at least for the moment Theorus of representation tXI.ft, 

but thty art Procrustean when applied to a lueraturt wuh a 

history of specific probiems and solution.r, and /If own codes of 

representation The tt:ct that follows rs . tn a Stll.ft, stuck between 

the tropts of synecdoche and irt?ny, betwttn an inve.rtigatlon of 

the mea111ng of a landscape and an investigatiOn of IU own role 

tn tht prt>duction of that mtanrng Unable to b11dge the matter • 

one way or the other, I have dec1ded to nJake a Ylftut of thiS 

impaJSt. and to ltavt the tat stud, and as a consequence spill 

I) James Clifford. "On Ethnographic Allegory: · tn Wrwng A!Jturt Tht 
Poetics and Politics of Eihnography, edlJ. James Clifford and George ' 
Marcus (Berkeley: Univer i&y or CDhfomla Press. 1986). p Ill: 
Michltel MJ Fischer, "Ethniclly and the Post-Modem Arts of 
Memory," in Clffford and Marcus. p. 224 

., 
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/ 

nto tht wrltttn it)tuprttatlon of tht landscape and my stlf

conscious reading of this writing ThllS, in what follows thtrt 

art paralltl diJcll.fsiofiS , tht first a discll.fsron of plact making rn 

the past landscape , the second a marginal gloss on place making 

lit tht prt.sent tut.l 

.v 

I) George E. Marcus and M1chael M J. fi'lCher, Anthropology as Cultural 
Critique An Exptrlmtntal Momtnt 1n tht Human Scitnct.s, (Chicago: 
Univers1ty of O.icago Press. 1984). p \01. . 
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Chapter 2 
Oyerture to the. Eurooean Settlement of 

Western New York 

To begin, there is tht inescapable problem of an optnlllg It 

is necessary to find a plausible juncture, a point in time wht(t 

previous events appear to have tapered to a close. and where tht 

hisloflcal actor, having disposed of previous concerns, IS posed 111 a 

rtlativtly unencumbered state to undertalct a new episode. It is 

necessary to jdtntify what Kellnu calls an "initiat~n~ eve~r· f rom 

whiCh tht interesting "state of affa~rs" appears .to flow I As the 

study of places. geography offus a solution to tlus problem It 

simply assumes that the story begins when a people appears on tht 

scene. In the prtmordial approach advocated by Sauer, the 

significant discontinuity occilrred between uninhabited and 

inhabited landscapes. and thus ht proposed that "the datum lint 

/ from whiCh cluJnge IS measured Is the natural condition of the 

landscape • 2 Sauer does, however, suggest beginnings other than 

the primordial These might bt called tht tthmc. or the cultural, 

and they occur when Imperial expansion and nati ve dislocation 

bring a new, "funcrion411y coherent way of ltfe" to an area 3 TltJs 

second 8/scontiituity, • sttm111gly based on the metaphor of 

geological overthrust, u made a~l the more strlktng in tht case at 

hand stnce the European Invaders were luuate. and the testimony 

is abruptly shtfted from archaeologiCal artifacts to historical texts· 

·. 
Western New York wa'l •nvaded · after· the American Revoluuon 

when the Iroquois con fede racy. abandoned by its Briush. •allies. collaps~d. 

I) Kellner. "1989. pp. S9·63. 
2) Sauer, 1963. p. 333. 
3) Sauer, 1963. p. 364: 



....... . 

Betweenr9· wben General Sullivan's campaign of despoliation rocked 

the formerly solid structure of ' Iroquois society. and 1797, when the 

Treaty of Big Tree abrogated the last native claims to sovere1gnty. an 

extensive and relatively fertile tract was opened to agricultural 

colonization. 

Th1s opening establishes a beginning, defines a space and 

spt.ci/ies an inaugural activity Although tht. word Hlnvasion" IS 

1nsertt.d to rt.call rht. first book of Andrt.w Clark, and 'to suggest 

thar I am wlrhholding approval of this evt.nt. rhe mt.taphor of a 

L military mant.uvt.r might st.rvt. Insidiously to t.lt.vatt the 

pit.c~mt.al migration to the lt.vel of epi~ I Tht. period, the place and 

tht. process 

space and 

may easily be divided , Into smaller increments of time . 

social activity, and they may j ust a.r t.asily bt 
I 

~compounded with larger temporal, spatial and social continuums 

but modification of OilY of tht.se boundaries would weakened the 

speclficuy a"d tlte coht.rellce of the event that proVIdes my 

opening note 

The colonist were preponderantly New Englanders, part of the 

great volkt.rwanderung in which more than 800.~ persons left the1r 

eastern homeland between 1790 and . 1820 and spread tliemselve~ acro~s 

the Grcit Lakes basin.2 The movement had besun some decade'l earlier . . . 
I) A .H Clm, The lnva~ion of Net+~ Zealand by Peoplt. . Plants and Animals: 

Tht. South Island, (Ne~ Brunsw1ck. N.J.: Rutgers Univer~IJY Preu, 
1949). . . --

2) Lois K1mball Mathews. The Expansion cf New £,.gland Tht Spread of 
Nt.w England St.trltment and lnstitUtiOIIS to the M1utsstpp1 River, 
1620·/865, (BoSLon: Hougb(on M1ffl in, 1909); St.ewart H. Holbrook, 
The Yanktt Ex.odus: An Account of Migration from. New England, 
(New York : MacMillan, 1950). 

II 
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wilh migrations into Maine aod Vermont. but the persistence of, high 

~ty r~tes and the p~_valence of niggardly soils combined to assure 

the rapid exhaustion of available land in these districts. After 1790 the 

surplu~ of thts burgeoning populatjon exitFd to western New York. their 

numbers augmented by indivtduals seeking to free themselve.s of the 

innation, high taxes and stiff ren ts of their native states I Jn the 

complaint of Ann Grant, a patrician Yorker .• this invasion was 

persomfied in "Obadiah or Zephaniah. from Hampshire or Connecttcut, 

who came m wuhout knocktng. sat down without ceretnony( then talked 

of buying land; and finally. began a discourse on poltllc'! . • 2 Wtth 11 ~ 

comment on the outlandish Puritan onomasucs, us spectficauon of their 

ongins. lls amuement at their i.~ecorous egalitarianism, and us note on 

the factors Lhat d~w these people to New York and drove Lhem from New 

' England. this quote encapsulates the cultural, political and economic 

significance of tll is mtgration. 

The tmpact of ' the migration on the ~octety and landscape ·of 

we:)tem New York was immedullely perceived In 1810. the Yale dtvtne 

Timothy Dwight wa.~ pleased to note that three fifths of. the population of 

the state of New York were New Englanders. ever alert for signs or social 

and religtous degeneracy among his scattenng compatnots. Dwight wrote 

wuh sau•ractton thllt those he observed "retain exten,tvely. and m11ny or 
r. 

'them absolutely their onginal character." And the .chance of c ultura·l 
' 

\... 

I) Neil McNall, An Agricultural History of IM Gtntstt Vallty, 1790· 1860, 
.' (Pbiladelph1a: University of Pennsylvanta Press. 1952), pp. 7·9, 44 

2) Anne Grant, Mtm()irs of an Amtrlcan Lady, 2 vols. , (London· Longman, 
Hu~t. Rccs and Orme, 1809). v'ol 2 . p 232 
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dilr-n seetned slim since, according to Dwight , "the remaining two 

fifths hastened to conform to this model.· It was altogether appropriiltC. 

he wrote, to ~gard the seulements "as a colony from New E.ngland·l Five 

years later an anonymous traveler wrote "nine tenths of the settlers in 

Utica, and for a g~at distance to the westward •. are from 'the Ne..,., Englnnd 

states." They retained a "religious. sober . frugal and industriOUS 

character, although some. be claimed, had- acquir~d an incongruous 

fondness for "sh~w [sic) 1n buildings. equipage and dress: _l 

Th1s ernorescence would eventually frucufy in the gaudy rehgion 

of the Burned Over District. In seeking to expla1n the origins of this 

deviation from sober frugality it may be .unnecessary to look farther than 

the fact tha t at least some of these mierants had exchanged penury for 
I 

relative prosperity. and they were understandably eager to make the most 

of the announcement of their altered c1rcumstances.J Th1s prosperity 

was. however. merely , relative. Ahhou&h New England contnbuted 

generously to the population of western New York, much of the tapual 

) 

originated elsewhere . After the collapse of the undercapllali~e(f 

MaS$achuseus synd1cate of Phelps and Gorham in 1789, the funds for thi~ 

.') Timothy Dwight, Travels · in New England and New. York, 4 vol 
(Cambridge,. Mass· Harvard University Press. 1969). vol. 3. p 372: vol 
l. p. 6o; vol 4, p. 373. vol 3. p 186 · 

2) Anon. "ExtraCts from · an Ejght-Week Trip from Albany to the Westward:. 
collected by Dorothy S Pfeiffer ·Hill, Atkinson Flemm1ng Family 
Pape~ . Cornell Manuscnpt 1629 

3} Th1s s1mple and persuuive thesis is used by Tom Wol[c; to expla1n the 
exuberant creativity of Amencan popular culture · after World War Jl , 

and the basic princsplc seems no less applicable sn earlier inst.tnces 
when "suddenly classes of people · whose style of lsfe hod been 
pracllcally invisible bad the money to butld monuments 10 the1r own 
style.· The Kandy Kolored Tangerine Fl4kt Streamline Baby. (New 
York Noonday, 1964). p. x1i. 
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coloni1"iion began largely to now from Europe, New York City and 

Philadelphia. I This infusion of capital served to make western New York 

a colony in another sense. since New Englanders did not participate in 

much of the large scale planning of the region and they were obliged to 

export much of the profit of their labor as mortgage payments.2 Europe. 

the Hudson Valley and Pennsylvania also contributed colonists. and these 

served in some measure to dilute and modify the character of the region . 

. Having made these udmissions. the fact remains that it was }argety New 

Englanders who accomplished what Zelinsky cafled the "first effective 

settlement" of the region. and thas was "of. crucaal s agna ncance for the 

later social and cultural geography of the <~rea. •3 .. 

litre I have populated my region , nor with many persons but 

with a people Using metonymy, or the practice of referring to the 

contentS by the name of the container, I have created an 

allegorical being, the· culture ugion This beg1ns as a descriptive 

I) Orasmus Turner. Hutory of the Pioneer Settlement of tht Phelps and 
Gorham Purchase and Morris Reserve. (Rochester· Wallaam Allang. 
1851 ; reprint ed., Geneseo. N,. Y · James Bronner. 1976). pp. 136·7. 142 

2) On this large scale planning. see. W111iam Chazanov, Joseph Efllcott and 
the Holland Land Company The Opening of Wtstern New York, 
(Syracuse· Syracu~ Universit) Press. 1970); William H Siles. 
•pioneerin,g the Genesee Coun\ry· Entreprene~rial Strategy and the 
Concept or a Central Pll!Ce." in New OppoftUnitles in a N~w NatiOn 
The Development of New York After the Revolution, ed. Manfred 
Jona~ and ~obea V. Wells (Schenectady. N Y.: Union College Press, 
1982), pp 35-68, W1lhim Wyckoff. The Developer's Frontie,. The 
Making of the Wester11 New York Landsc'lJpe, (New Have.n · Yale 
Universl!y Press. 1988) ·: Richard Schein. • A Historical Geography af 
Central New York:: Pattern' and Processes of Colonatauon on the New 
M1htary Tract, 1782- 1820 • ( Ph D. dissertation Syracuse Un1versuy, 
1989) 

3) Wilbur Zehnsky, The Cultural Geography of the Unlttd Stares , 
(Englewood Cliff~. N.J.: Prenuce-Hall. 1973). p. 13. 
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c~ory. what geograp"urs ha've bun trained to call a formnl 

rJgion. but in presenting D_wight's note on the alacnty of the non

New Englander's acculturation and by backing this up with 

Ztllnslcy's Ndoctrine, N I have imparted cawsal power to thiS 

category. I ha\'t suggested that" it not ot~ly describes, but that it 

also explains Thws, a concept has become an actor, a promot.ion 

that lies at tlu heart of allegory I 

Hav1ng created my beginning and having brought my 

allegorical actor into being, I fed some predictable an.xittin We 

suppose that. rime is continuous; to use a common and telling 

metaphor, we suppose that It flows lilct a r!vu rather .than .-~bursts 

forth filet a geyser My solution ts thor common to historical 

narrators 

uhos. N 2 

foreshadow the event with what Kellner calls "pre

These art a sort of rhetoncal [lash1ng with whtch I 

Otttmpt to patch OVU tht brta/c of my btglflning In 011 effort to 
~ 

suggest that there was m fact no brealc do thts with two mort 

allegories, the first of which ~escribt.r tht defeat of tht lroouois 

with the figure ·of a love triangle, and the second of which 

describes prt-ill'laslon Anglo Saxons as outlaws In so doing I am 

able to affirm the co~tinuity of time by admitting that somtthlflg 

came before my beg1nn~ng. but in prt.rtnttng that whtch came 

before in figures that art trag1cally unstable and. doomed. I have a1 

the same time naturalized my btg1nn1ng and legitimated my break 

In limt 

\ 

From Place to Space· the Initial E&propdauon 

'Jn westefn New York there were two di,tinct. phases or 

impenahsm. distinctive both in the11 brands of encroachment 
·'-

and •n 

their vaews of the place and it~ people. For the Briush it W3) the home of 

'> Kellner, 1989. pp. 285-288. 
2) Kellne!· 1989, p. 63. -

.· 

.. . 
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'I imperaal subjects, the Iroquoi s. who were, despite the1r peraod1c 

recalcit~, members of an :nternational society. For the Americans it ' 

was ju$1 wasted space. This is not to deny that the British assessed western 

New Yoric in tenns of the weaJth that it could produce. It was for them a 

source region . and later a conduit , for furs which they wished to sec 

, assembled at Albany. But for the British the value of the p!acc, whC1hcr 

as an economic hinterland or a military buffer state, could not be 

di·vorced from the aboriginal population. The American innovation wa~ 

• to conceive of. and ultimately to accomplish, productivity without these 

people: it was to envision, and ultimately to achieye, weajth directly from 

&he land itself. 

lro!luoios insubordination . long rankled colonial authorities. The 

necessity of "chastiseing (sic. J the most' obnox1ous and ungrateful Nation 

the Scoecas•l was an obsession w4th Cadwallader Colden, the colonial 

governor. Colden, who was the first student or lhe Iroquois, struggled to 

protect them from the chicaneries of private purchasers. and in 1751 

penned what may have been the first tract calling "for treatment of the 

Ind ian as a man and as a brother,· but h1s altru1sm was decidedly 

paternalistic.l Whale Colden endorsed .a cultivated economic dependence, 

regulated "under the cover or protection of the fonified posts:" this wao; 

mixed wtth a thirst1 for punishment, In his correspondence be repeatedly 

complained of the pride •and pretension of the Six Natto.,s. and 

1) New Yoric Kistorical Soc•ety. Collections, vot ' 9, (New Yor.lo ..... New York 
KistoncaJ Soc1ety, 1876). p 270 

2) Alice Maplesden Keys. Cadwalldtr Colthn A Reprut~ttattve Etghtetnth 
Ctntury .Official. (New Yoric AM S Pres1o, 1967), pp. 5. 60. 80. 251 

.. 
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panicr~ of .the haughty i.•solence· of the Seneca. "No safe and lasting 

peace can be obtained with the ·Savages," he wrote, "til these Senekas [s1c) 

at last be chastened and made an example of to other nations." Even when 

the Senc:cls acceded to assist the · English ' in their war against the 

Delawares on the frontier of Pennsylvania in t~e spring of 1763. Colden 

was unsatisfied, wishing that "the Cheness1oes [Seneca) had received " 

ihorough chastisement." I 

/ 

Erymologtcally, chastue and ' chasufy are ulated 2 The link 

Is a'cane, however. and memory of the connection did not, 

presu~bly, color Colden's wage When I note the ancient relation 

I am attemptlflg to elucidatt Colden's · term , to cast it tn a new ltght, ... 
rather than to explicate Its true htstoncal meanmg This 

erymologi:fing IS an effort atl what Tyler has called •eyoking what 

can not be known discursiuly •J It is meant to evoke a sense of 

metaphorical similitude between the Seneca and a willful mtstrus 

Thi:J metapho~ of the region as a woman , and of regional 

relations as figuratiYe .gender relations. rematn.f potc"t to this day 

The thorough naturalization and abiding 'ltrSatillty of the conceit . . . 
permits us retention through periods of radical histortographiC 

rtYUionism We now acc.epl the proposal that thu was not a Ylfgtn 

. land. In descrrb11tg the impact of Old World pathogens on NatiYe 

J) New York .Historical Society. Coliect•ons, vol 9, (,New York: New York 
Historical Society. 1876.), p. 272-4. '261. 356. 

2) Both cb~ten and chastity are derived from the Latin cas,us Enc 
Paltridge, OrigiflJ A Slum Etymological Dictionary of' Modern 
English. (New York: Greenw1cb, 1983), .P 82; Joseph T. Sh1pley . 
DlCIIonary of Word Ortgins. (New York Philosophital Library, 1945). 
p. 289. ' 

t~~ 3) Stephen A. Tyler. ·Post-Modem Ethnography· From Document of· the 
Occult to Occult Document: in Wrwng Culture The Poetics and 
Politics of Eth~tography. ed James Clifford and Georse E. Marcu~ 
(Berkeley, Univemty of Califom1a Press. 1986). 'p 123. ' 
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{tM4ncans. for uamJ~Ie, C;osby estimates that the smallpox 

}epidemic of 1640 reduced_ the Iroquois population by fifty percent I 

Thus the art hiStorian Vincent Scully writes of the earlier · 

historians of the New World "rewriting history to call it a virgin 

when it was in fact a widowed iand. • 2 Gtopolitical rivalry is often 

construed as a contest for a woman, hence the galaxy of mttap.hors 

from courti11g to spurning, to jealoUJy. 

As Jenmogs illustrates. the· Seneca's period1c 10tractab1hty was due 

to the absence ui the1r minds of any sense of hierarchy or mastery 

"Instead of the chain being a pan of the Bntish. Empm~." he write~ that 

the Seneca believed the "the colonies were 1 pan of the chain. ·3 When 

Brillsh :.uppott was Withdrawn after the. American Revolution, these 

pretensions collapsed. 

The transformation of the froatler. from . I place "where peoples or 

different continental origms did business 'wuh one another,•4 to a 

wilderness of was&ed land came as a result of changes in the 
,• 

configuration of political p~wer.S When the Engh1h ehminated their 

I) Alf~ W. Crosby, Ecological Jmpwalum The Biological ExpanSion of 
Europt , 900-1900 (Cambndge: Cambridge University Press. 1986). p 
202 

'1) Vincent Scully. New World Vutons of HoUJehold Gods (lnd Sacred Places: 
(Boston. Liule, Brown and Co, 1988). p. l 

1) Francis Jenomp, Tilt !tmb1g1UJUJ lroq~UJis Empire. (New York: W. W 
Nonon. 1984). p. 373 ~. · 

4 j Jennings, p S9 
S) Anbur M Schlesinger Jr. writes. • it is always mequality of power that 

is the prsm;uy conduion and uhimate sOurce of im~rahsm." and 

\ 

•the h1storic spnngs of Amencan expaMion were twofold -the 
disparity of power between the red and the white Americans; and the 
determination of whste Amencans to protect national p(>wer against 
Eur~pean rivaJs: first ui North Amenca and later 10 the seas beyond " 
Tht Cyclts of American Hutory, (Boston. Houghton M1f01n. 1986). pp 
155. 142. 

. ' 
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French ~als i~ 1763. they temporarily foiled lhe Iroquois' survival, 

strategy) of desultory allegiance. . Thus. they obtained a monopoly over the 

Iroquois' trade and they became sole arbiters of their economic and 

technological. dependence. In the period that followed. it may be useful to 

think of pre-revolutionary New York as containing two colomal peoples. 

each controlled for the British authorities by the other. ' The coloni~ts and 

the imperfectly colonized Iroquois were both 1mperial ~UbJCCts, but the 

' hostility that they · might have concerted and ·directed across the Atlantic 
. ./ 

was tnstead used to check one another. When this hostility became open . -
aggression. the Iroquois were defeated with astonishing ease. This wa~ 

because. w1thou1 British aid, they did not or could not concentrate power. 

"The League." as Wallace wntes. "':"IS not an organization for more 

efficient warfare. •I Thetr neohthlf technology d1d not harness natural 

' forces or rauonah1e geography for the purpose of miluary power. Thetr 

!'lociety, which remained consensual rather than coercive. did not focu~ 

.· 
political power onto an exalted center. Their economy, which 

diSCOuraged accurpulation! did n?t concentrate economjc power in capital. 

As LeWIS Henry Morgan observed in 190 I. the ab~eoce or destre for 

personal gain was their - rata! deficiency. •l The Euro-Americans were. 

on the other hand, schooled and skilled m the intensifi~auon of power 
. I • 

natural, pohucal and econoouc- and with this in hand the1r SQ(:iety was 

decidedly lethal to those that opposed it. 

.v 

I) Anthony F C. Wallau. Tht D.tath and Rtbirth of tht Stn-tea, (New York: 
Random House, 1969), p41. 

2) Lewi Henry Morgan. Ltagut of tht Ho-Di-no-lau-ntt or IroquoiS, 2 
vol~ . (New York; _Bun Frankhn, 1901), vol. I, pp .. 111-134 

.. 

) 
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This was made evident i!) 1779. when continental troops und~r the 

c~and ·or MaJOr Gene~al John Sullivan attacked the troquo1s and 

devastated the agricultural economy of the Six Nations. I The1r s1ra1egy 

was simple vandalism. The soldiers spent most of t~ir time and energy . 
mutilating orchards, burnint; fields and villages, and destroying 

provisions. Their campaign was, in other words. an exercise 10 

environmental destruction and Nplace annihilation .• ~2 

The Clinton-Sullivan campaign was only one cpi1ode in a 

prolonged effort on the part of various European peuples ..... to exercise 

control over western New York, and to 1ransform It from a place mto a 

space. The high color of marauding and the climactic gore of the Senecas 

disemboweling the ContinentaJ Arm1 s~outs on the fringe of Little 6card's 

Town have, however. g1ven 11 an undeserved prom1nence 10 the record 

The slower process of •place c learing" began. albeit unintcnllonally. With 

the ep1dem1cs of the 1640's, and 1t wots not completed until the s1gnmg of 

the Treaty of Big Trl:e m 1797. In Sack's definition. place clcaung 
, 

1nvolves the substitution of a large. abstract space for a prcclu~tent 

· I) Fredrick Cook. Journals of t/lt Milllary Expcdwoti of MaJor General 
John Sullivan Agauut tht Six Nations of ·Indians 1n 1779. (Auburn, 
N.Y .. J<nap. Peele •nd Thompson. 1887). pp. 98. 160, 217. New York Sune 
DIVISIOn of Archives and History, Tht Sullivan Cl1111on Campaign '" · 
1779 Chronology. and Stlccttd i>ocumtniJ, (Albany Un1versuy of th~ 
State of New York, 1929), p. 163. • 

2) In both obJecuves and results it presaged Lhe area 'i>omb1ng of cJVIhans 
in the twentieth-century Kenneth Hcwill, "PI.tce Ann1h1lat1on. Area 
Bombing and the Fate of Urban Places," Annals of the A A G 73 
(1983): 257-84. 
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geograph~his demands that the preexistent geography be obliterated 

and effaced both materially and conccptually.2 

. 
Foresters on the Skjos of Society 

As every pioneer knew. any delay between cl~aring and· plant in& 

was an invitation to weeds. aggressiv~. heaoy and oppoounistic pl<tnts 

that were, in the . eyes of the one who did the !=leaving. quit.e wonhless. 

~uq~ans with these sR-mc qualities of . rapid disseminatiQn .• rugsed 

endurance and exploitative cunning were, stmtlarl~ . ·the first to inhabit 

the new space that had been ·opened. To the authorities who c·reditcd 

themselves with having done the clearing they were as unwelcome and 

worthless as weeds. Governor Clinton, for example. threatened that 

anyone .who presumed to _PUrchase land l directly from the Iroquois would 

be *driven off and their buildings ... destroyed, by calhng out the military 

< . fo1ces of &h.: State."3 

lc is impossible to estimate 1hc size, deployment or activities of thts 

backwoods frontier. It existed precisely because it llirgely preceded 

anything so orderly. rational and , bureaucratic as a census, property 

maps or deeds. Th~ evidence is, therefore. anecdotal . Stnce the anecdotes 

were . recorded by the soouts of the regulated society thai would follow it is 

invariably uncomplimentary . In 1796. Isaac Weld described the 

., ) Sack. pp. 33 , 127-38. · v 
· 2) Mary-Jo Kline, "The 'New' New York: An Expanding State in the New 
\.- Nation," in New Opportunities in a New Nation · The Development of 

New York ·After the Revolutio'll, ed. Manfred Jonas and Raben V 
Wells (Schenectady, N.Y. : Union College Press. 1982) pp 13-34 

3) 0 . Turner, 1851. pp. Jo6-117 . 

. · .. 

·" 
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popfatioo of western New York as ~men of a morose and savage 

disposition... the very outcasts of society." I Ebenezer ' Indian' Allan, thl; 

murderous bigamist Tory who resided on the Genesee without allegiance 

to England, America or l roquoia, was only the most notonous of the 

outcasts on this marchland of the European "!Orld.2 hi 1804, Timothy 

Dwight described the inhabitants of the farthest fringe of settlement as 

"foresters," footloose, shiftless and vicious. As ~these countries advanced 

toward order and .stabahty.~ Dw1cht was confident that ~th~ roo~ restless. 

idle, roving inhabitants~ · would depart "for places where they ~an mdulge 

their own idle and liceiuious disposuions .. "3 In 1805. at Seamus' Tavern . 
on the road between Hanford and Batavia', the Quaker, Robert Sutcliff. was 

astonished to encounter what he had "often heard of but seldom 1f ever 

SFen. a professed . athe1st who openly advocated his opinlons.'' 4 He 

dismissed the d1ssideni's motive u "a des1re to gam celebnty. even 

'- . through absurdity" but he did not ask himself if thi'i very <;olec1sm m1ght 

... 

have provoked the ostraci'im that drove thl'> man from w1th1n a .... 

community ca'pable of reaulatiog liS member's opimons OUt OntO the'. 

skirts of society. 

This image of the skirt'i of soctety ts important if we are to gta,p 

the fro~'ltier as \ a geographical rather than a. histoncal concept. As 

"· . 
I) Isaac VVeld, 1796, in Myrtle M Handy and Blalce McKelvey. "Bnush 

Travelers to the Genesee Country." Rochuttr Histortcal Socttty 
Publications, 18 (1940), p. 6. \ 

2) Jame:. E. Seaver, Dt·Ht-WA -Mis, or the Narratit~e of the Life · of Mary 
Jemison , (Batavta: Wm. Seaver and Son, I 842), pp 142-IS~ 

3) Dwigh~ vol 1. p. 164, vol 3. p. 373; vol. 4, p. 18 
4) Robert Sutcliff, "ExtractS from Sutclifrs Diary," J80S, Cornell · 

Manuscnp~ jf2SO, p . 9. 
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Bemarr-aai!yo . bas pointed QUI, our view or the fronller is almost' 

invariatily anachronistic. We vic.w it backward over a time line. and see 

it as the btgtnning of a period or progressive improvements in the 

material conditions of life. Viewed geographically. however. the fron11er 

, is at the t n d of a cultural realm and it stands at the bouo.m of a ~ong 

decline in the material conditions of life. Thus it is that Bailyn writes of 

the frontier as ~. petiphery, a ragged outer margin of a• central world, a 

regressive, bacltward-looking diminishment of metropolitan 
. ./ 

accomplishment~ where civilization broke down~ anto tlle pnmllivc.l II 

was populated by indivaduals who shared the scnuments. if not the 

personal rectitude. of Cooper's Natty Bum.po. a legendary forester who 

found it convement to stay one s tep ah'ead of "the troubles and devaltnes 

of the l~w.~ 2 

Having tnsuttd these -prt-tchos." I have mtndtd the rupture of 

my beginning. or rath~r tht btgtmung of tht btgtnmng. stnct 

tht prolo~ut that prtctdts tht apptaranct . of tht vtllagt of 

Brockport wU/ takf many mort pagu As a historian, Ktllnu IS 

sensitive to tht problem of ruptures in time, but ht has not 

constdutd the geographer's aJUlcty with tht creation of rupturtJ 

in SfJ,OCl. Wu time, wt a.uumt that spact is continuous and that ii 

is at flO 
\. 

Wt PO.'"' tmpry art a wart that many boundarlts art 

vague. ·lll!d r.~ar they accord with ltgal and poliucal boundartts flO 

m&rt closely than tht Vtctorian ptrtod accords wilh tht actual 

.v 

I) Bernard Bailyn. Tht Ptopltng of Brttuh North Amulca · An 
Introduction, (New Yortc. Vintage Books. 1988), p 113. 

2) James Fenamore Cooper. Pioneers. p. 369. 

' 
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I 

reign of Victoria./ Thus, before reducing tht scope of my inquiry 

to its ultimate locale it bt~omts ntetssarr to mend the rupture , that 

its conceptual excision has caused in space. Thts is accomplished 

by skttchl{lg in a geographical context. As is usual whtn laying 

out such a context tht narration is g1vtn from a mttaphortcal 

height, a ~btlvtdcrt~ pcrsp~ctivt . The technique IS said ~o have 

onginattd with Victor Hugo's "A Bird's Eye Vuw of Parts ," a 

chapter in Notre Dame de Paris (I 83 I), and l~c much· in tht 

Romantic traditton tht synoptic view makes height and d1stanct a 

metaphor of synthesis 2 Tht metaphors of a~lysls have all to do 

with depth and closeness 

As Darby pointed out, there arc narrative problems for tht 
• J 

geographer who would narrate a panorama 1 All aspects of tht 
~ . 

geographical scent art simultaneously present , whtlt tht 

narrative is ncctssanly presented as a sequence Thts shtft from a 

two dlmtnslonal subject to a on< ,dtmensional rtprcstntatton IS not 

necessarily mort violent, hQwtvcr, than tht shift from volume to 

surface that is t/ftcttd by photography And our knowledge of the 

patterns trac~d by a viewer's garc as it roams across the surface of 

a painting castt doubt on the hypothesis of simultantlt}' No, tht 

real cause uf tht geographer's pause before undertaking the 

narration of a panorama u the lntsLapabillty of 1mput111g tlrt 

scent wuh a plot , •as to usc Harvey's words. "It amount.r to tilt 

building of a theoretical apparatus •4 Tht lint of tht narratlll~ 

becomes after all a JOUrney w1th a beginning, a mtddlt and an tnd, 

I) Dickinson. writes, "there IS common agreement .•. that nature <~eldom. 
presents a sha~ boundary between two regions, and that rtequcntly 
there .is a· belt of rather in'definite character or an area of more 
definite natu(e, but. •ntermed•ati: ' in type " Roben E O.clunson. 
Rtgtona.l Concept Tht Anglo American L.tadcrs. (London Routledge 
i,\nd Kegan Paul. 19?6), p. 149 

2) Kellner. 1989, pp. 107· 119: . 
3) H.C. Darby, "The Problem of Geograpbtcal Ducripuort:-:' Tranractlons of 

the Institute of Brituh Geographers 30 (1962): 1· 14 
\,· 4) David Harvey, The Urban Expcrltncc , (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkin 

Unrvenaty Pre~. 1989), p. 2. · 
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....!!.."d th.e route of tltis verbal journey will by Its very llnea&lty 

appear to proceed lilce a dtscTiptlon of causality. 

A Delimjtatjon of Western New York 

St~ding in Noah Burke on the Quebec border and. sighting· south. 

it is over three hundred miles to Raritan Bay at the southern up of Stolen 

Island. A longitudinal transit of greater length can ' be run in no state 

east of Michigan. In itself the statistic is trivial. but it gams s1gntlicnnce 

when it is placed beside another. Standing u the nwuth of Irondequoit 

Bay near Rochester and Sighting south it is barely c1ghty live miles to the 

Penns) Jvarua· line. Western New York • IS a long. attenuated protrus1on 

from the body of the state; an appertdix, a panhandle better deservmg the 

denommation than that of Texas. ! It is longer than the Texas panhandle, 
J 

only half as wide, and, unlike the abstract geometries of the west, it was 

situated between proven political rivals. When New York State gained 

sovere1gnty over this land a,t the Hanford Convent1on of l786 liS tongue-

j 

like outline was more than an idiomorphic cunosuy 11 was an expo~ed , . 

political promontory. To the nonh l~y the colony of a ho tile emptre, to 

the south a state with half again the populatton or New York. The 

confederation which bound New . York to this southe·m neighbor was an 

untested and quite poSsibly ephemeral expenmut in political and 

territorial amacabillly, and this uncenainty was not wholly removed by 

the ratification of the Conatitutioo· in 1790 Pennsy I v ani a announced liS 

faitb in the durab1Jily of American accord when it purchased the Erie 

Triangle, a guaran'teed corridor to the · Great Lakes, in 1788. 
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)Western' New York's penin'lular quality is reinforced by bold 

physical demarcations. To the· north and west it is framed by g~at lakes. 

inland seas gouged by the glaciers from the soft sandstone and shale of 
, 

the ancient St. Law~nce River Valley. 1'o the south it is bounded by the 

sparsely populated Allegheny Plateau. This .last bounaary •s eas,ly 

overlooked. pan•cularly today when airplanes and •mproved roads hav<: 

exaggerated the propinquity of places like Rochester a~d Pittsburgh, and 
I 

yet it was on this very night lh:ll the physical isolation . of weuern New 

York was most forcefully impressed upon me. ·Barely - forty miles out of 

Rochester the area given over to forests is. perceptibly enlarged. To the 

non~ the woodlots are hllle square island's in a sea of farmland. whereas 

here they are linked by long srnuous arms that cour~e along the ndge 

lif'.les Twenty mile~ farther south the forest begins its encroachment on 

Lhe valley•. By tte Pennsylvania line it is Lhe fields 1hat are httle square 

island~ in an endless sea of woods When the ~·Its of northern 

Pennsylvania were peopled. •it was by a population engaged in pnmary 

) 

. . 
economies such' as lumber (1830's and 1840's). coal. iron (1840's) and 011 • • 

(1870's and 1880's). Many of the labo~rs 1n the lnt boom were Swedish I 

Although t! does not preciotely conform 10 · the state line. this difference . in 

. 
. economy and ethntcity only serves to accentuate Lhe southern boundary 

Ao ea~tern boundary is not immediately discernible. East of 

Cayuga Lake the htlls · steepen , and the .longitudinal orientation of the 

·'-
intervening valleys seems arranged to dtven westward . movement to ' the • 

• 
I) Federal Writers' Program, Ptttnsylvanla · · a Gu1dt et> tht Keystone State . 

(New York. Oxford Univeully Press. 1940). pp. 361·373. 
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Fig. 2.1 'Th1s outline is taken from Samuel Lewis' map. The State of New Yor/c from the best Authorities 
( 1795). The elongation of the appended tern tory is exaggerated on this map. This 1naccuracy was; 
presumably reOect~d 10 the. minds of the ·state authorities, and 11 must have heightened their conc~rn for 
the long-term securit)' or their new posse:.saon. 
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nonh or south, but as a barrie.r these hills were less formidable than the 
I 

~sylva~ia mountains. and, what may be more to the point, they were 

not so easily avoided. Thus. unlike the Pennsylvania mountains. they are 

today covered with vestiges of a populati~n that was once numerous and. 

in instances. prosperous. 

.· 

Defining rtgrons rs a mttonymrcal operation of 

consciousness As Burke puts it, "tAt basic 'strategy' 1n metonymy 

iJ . to convey somt incorporeal or intangible statt 1n terms of the 
I • J corporeal or tangiblt ." As a concept, western Ntw York has been 

~ -
employed to convey stveral incorporeal statts In tile early 

nlfletttnth century western Ntw York was variously perceived as 

a land of opportunity and as • a population with distinct economic 

and political tnteresrs " The need to modify the property 

requirements that encu("btrtd male suffrage was , for example. 

part1cularl7 salttnt to tht large population of heavily indebted 

farmers in the west This population was also given a high degree 

of political unity by theu shared lntertst in Improved 

transporrauon Today, the economic and polillcal lnteresu of tht 

region have been largely absorbed into different geographical 

configurations such as ·upstate• Ntw ·York or tht "rust bt.ll • 

Western New York dots survive as a perceptual reg1on, wtth 

certain vuta.J. for tnt most pan rural . taken as emblematic It also 

displays a dtgrtt of functional cohtrtnct with ntrwod.t uf 

·· idtntit)~. patronage and marketing that stem from Its athletiC 

teams, educational fa cilltltl, mtdla organttauons and marketing 

centers . The hi.ftortcal clrc.umstancu that gave it its original 

coherence have . however. tnti~ely vanuhtd My dtfftculty in 

establuh111g att ta.rttrn boundary is dut ·ttl- tht absence of a 

converuenr polillca4, tthntc or physical d1v1dt . This has made tht 

') •aurJce, p. s06. 
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that I finally ~uggut . mort unctrtain. mort arbitrary. and 

mort cltarly pliant to • anachronistic imprtSSIOIIS 

my conctpt of tht rtgion is. thus, a promtscuous 

rtadily lwusts tht yitld of stvual tmpisttmologlts 

As mttonymy, 

contatntr ltv 

If, of tht four 

boundorits, tht tasttrn apptars initially' as tht ltast satisfactory, 11 

app'tars ultimattly as tht most satisfactory rtprcuntatton of 

rtgional dtlimitation Its shifting unctrtalnty is a mt tonjmy of 

tht shifting uncertainty of its conceptual counttrpart 

Not one of these boundaries was imp~cgnablc. The hills and 

mountains were pervious, permitting access to western New York 

tbrougl\ five maJOr gates and proving in no place absolutely 

insurmountable. When the odium or .. ,nsecurity was lifted from the lake, 

they quickened Wtth 'esse Is of commerce. and thrivang ports were 
. 

founded on thcar sho'res. Before turning to the dascussaon or these route~ 

and the towns that 1Yose at their JUnctions it i,, however, necessllry to 

furnish this frame . with 'the • body, wath the varied topography that so 

firmly guided ~ts later development. 

' An Anllomy of Western New York 

Wtthin these ~oundaries it is possible to discern three divisiOns· 
\ . . 

the high uphands, • Jhe lov. uplands and the lake plain. Diss1milarauu of 

topogra~hy, ciimate and so1l are surlicrent to propose the existence of 
' . 

boundaries, •f not their · prec1se delineations, and these. @ssamilarities arc 
. 

amplified by variability in the use of lhese lands by the froquoss and by 

differe~ces in their :.ituations retauve to other movements and people~ . 

These lathudinal divisions cut . acroh the longitudinal bands formed by 
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thepat bind purchases. but over the long run believe that the 

differences between these provinces did more to shape the human 

geography of western New York than did the differences between the 

New Mi.litacy . Tract, the Phelps and Gorham Purchase (later the Pultney 

'Purcliase), the _Morris Reserve and the Holland Land Pun:ihase. 

The high uplands of westun Ntw YorA: 

The Appai-achian uplands generally descend fro'!l the- southern 

border to the lake shore. The highest ele;ations are found near the 

southwest corner or· the state. where the .Cattaraugus and Alleghany Hills 

exceed two thousand feeL Tbe severity 'of the local relief in the latter of .. 
these is in pan due to the absence of glacial sculpting. but it is enhanced 

I 
by the down-cutting of the large streams. The constant ample now of 

these streams is ensured by the steady and copious orographic 

precipitation that is wrung from the winds that have passed over Lake 

Erie. These same winds littered the eastern shore of Lake Erie with ,dead 

fish and wat~r weeds. and their redolent putrefaction suggested to the· 

Indians the name of Cauaraugus, or ·"stinking beach." a name which now 

desagoaleS the largest Of ·these Streams. The hills Qre drenched with 

twelve more inches of ram than th~ adjacent lands in western New York, 

and their discharge as enlarged by the lower evaporation rates occasioned 

by cooler temperatures and cloudier summers I 

I) Douglas B. Caner. "Climate," in The Geography of New Yorlc State. ed. 
John H. Thol!lpson (Sy racuse: Syracuse Univeuity Preu. 1966), pp. 
14-S. 
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l}.ome years the growin_g season on these hills is two months 

shoner than that on the lake plain to the nonh. While this permitted the 

white pine forests that provided the r_egion's fi~st resource. it hampered 

agriculture and discouraged settlement. When settlers spread south from 

the vicinity of Batavia, for eltample. they found that the upper valleys of 

Oatka and Tonawanda Creeks were subject to early frosts; This problem 

• was cenajoly exac.erbated by cold air dr11nage from the surrounding 

hills, and it provided an effective limit to frutt and wheat cultiv:!tion . l 

Agriculture was also handicapped by poor. acidic soils ~ince this area lny 

too far south of the nonhem limestone escarpments to have benefitted 

from the glacial redistributiOn of li~t;;l As a consequence, Spafford 

wrote 1n 1813, "the ~ems bettef adapted for grass than grain." and 

many farmers took to brded1og Merino sheep. If the que~uonable 
s tatistic cued by Spafford 1s allowed. Allegany County''> per capita 

productio~ of 't\oOOien cloth w'as the h1ghes1 10 the western countiu. 3 . 
The uplands that lie to the nonh 'aDd to the east of the~e hill'> are• 

lower. The 1nferior summits and smoother contou" of this reg1on are the 

resuh of powerful glacial abra.s1on. a detrition made all the more effective 

by t~e great weight of the ice that was channeled bet~A(een the adjacent · 
I 

heights into · an· antecedent depression . . As the 1ce · sheet was pressed up ,._ 

• th~· flanks of the·se low hills it gathered in. the longitud1oal . tream val!eyl> 
\ 

\ ' 

I) Horatio Gates Spafford, A Gazeltetr of rhe Scare of New York (Albany:' 
H C Southwick. 1813). pp 1'25. 324 

.. 2) . David J De Laubenfels. "Vegetauon" 'lnd "So1ls." 1n The Geography of 
New York Srart, ed. John H. Thompson (Syracuse. Syracuse 
Umversuy Press. 1966), p. 108. 

3) Sparro·rd. p. 65 . 

.. 
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Fi&. 2 2 The ph)SIOgraphy of western Ne"" York may be divided anto" three bands. the lake plain, the low 
uplands, and the high uplands (marked H.). The low uplands enJoyed a longer · grow•ng season than the 
h•gh uplands and better dra1nage than the lake plain In addiuon. t~e low uplands benefitted from lime 
that was spread south from tbe escarpments that run along their nonhem border. This map is adapted 
from Vincent Throop, "Physiographic Diagram of New York ." 1935 
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and gougepese toto deep troughs. The Iaten! feeders were not so 

incisively altered. When the ice· rc:ceded approximately ten thousand 

years ago the streams were unable to escape through their former 

soulbem outlets as these were blocked by glac1al debns. Thus. when the 

edggerated valleys had filled with the runoff of their tributaries, which 

now spilt over waterfalls from hanging valleys, they overflowed at their . 
nonhero ends through s treams that eventually united an the Seneca 

River. There are elevc.n of these Finger Lakes. the larges! ?f thsm. 

Seneca Lake, fony miles long. 

Tht. low uplands 

Each of these lakes has its head braced between the precipitous 

slopes of high halls In all but a few cases lhear feet are in a country of a 

wholly dafferent charac ter. "Here the slopes climb much more gently 

_ , from the s~ore. They do not rear up. but rather roll away an. undulauons 

that dot • and dimple the larger wave'i of a, more fundamental topography. 

The t.ndulations are' glaciaf drift: boulder clay. unsoned fragments of 

Canadian granite, the excavated tip of Lake Ontario, and sh'ards of 

limestone plucked from the ob-.tinate brow· of the N.:tgara and Onond11ga 

escarpments. ·The. largler swell<~ are ttie edge of the. Alleghany Plateau. 

chamfered and subdued by the •ilaciers to their final, flush meeting with 
. \ 

the low .lake plain. 

This gentle relief and porous soil combined to facili'tate good 

• · drain~ge 10 th~ regaon between the escarpments and the higher hilh. 

and the limestone enriched soil was more pro~uctive tJ!an that of . the 

\ 

u 
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lands f'he north and south. T~e superiority or this land near the feet of 

the Finger Lakes was recognized by the Iroquois. and it was the site of the 

principal nuclei of the Seneca and tbe Cayug~ tribes . The Iroquois 

practiced extensive burning in this vicinity and they opened Iorge 

prairies across lbe band of the low uplands. This opening added to the 

distinctive appearance or the regton, and it enhanced the regton's 

already considerable agricultural advantages. 

The land between Geneva ~ and the Genesee Rive.; waw to a . 
considerable elttent open grassland when Sullivan's army 'made tis raid in 

1779. and trees were in many places confined to small grove~ of n few 

acres. I In 1799 the town of Bloomfield · west of Canandatgua conuuned 
... 

only a handful or seulers, but they were 'lurrounded by praines ~o r two 

• and/ three hundred a.eres, free from all ti~ber and even bru'lhes ."2 

Passing through the same town six years later. Timothy Biglow noted that 

, this antecedent clearing bad eliminated the need for the violent 

disfiguration of cutting, grubbing and burning, 01nd . the counlry had as .1.1 

coMequence quickly assumed " the appearance or an older ,eulement .~l 

By 1810 Bloomfield was . the most populo'us ' town in Ontano County.4 

From its .headwaters in Pennsylvania. the Genesee River cuu north 
• ~ I 

through the ' center or western New York Ju$1 before it emerges from the 
·. 

high · uplands. and JUSt prior to its termtnatton in Lake Ontario. glacial 

.v 
I) Cook, p 48; McNall, p. 17. 
2) E:B O'Callagban (ed.), Tltt Documuatory History of tltt Stott of New 

York, .4 vols, (Albany: Weed, Parwns and Co. 1849-S l), vol. 4, p . I 132. 
3) Timotlly Biglow, Journal of a Trip to Niagara Falls In tltt Year 1805, 

(Bo:.ton: John Wi!:oon. 1 876), p. 40. 
4) Sp~fford, p. 13S. 
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disJtion or. its channel ft?rced the river to carve QUI <~pectacular 

ravines. but between these stretches it occupies a broad alluvial valley. 

The alluvium auracted the Seneca, who bt.ailt several villages 10 the 

valley. an·d Lhe valley was extens1vely burned over Advancing on. Liule 

Beards Town. the mounted officers of the Sullivan expeduion could 'I-Ce 

nothing but the ups of the shouldered guns as the11 soldiers advanced 

through Lhe tall jFISS. These open Genesee nats were said to cover eighty 

square miles. "ten thousand ac~s not even e~cumbered with :. bu,h." l 

Passing through the valley. Francis Wright wrote. "we often pau<~ed to 

~dmire the g1ant trees. scauered tastefully here and there by the hand of 

nature •2 Prairies were also found ~est of the river. The open land'lcape 

won the approval of one traveler, to whom 11 "resembled more than 

a~ything we had seen an English paa •3 Ar.olher large prame extended 

west from Lhe present site of Batavia Orig10ally styled Big Plains, th1s IS 

today remembered . by the town of Oakfield at the headwaters of Oak 

Orchard Creek. 4 

The low uplands of western New York enJoyed the .region, n che11 

natu~al endowments . Although Timothy Dw1ght grumbled that. ·an 

extensive .sameness '!Heads over it," he admitted that it wu a land to 
\ 

delight the eye of the •. traveler and the farmer u it pre,ented few 

I) O'Callaghan. (ed.). vol 4 , p. 1107. 
2) Printed 10 the Lyons Rtpublican · • 11/16/1821. 
3) Thomas David. 11U6, in Alben Huen WriJht. ()fd Norrhampton 1n 

v• Westtrll N~ York. (Rochester Rochester HIUOrtC41 SOCiety ), pp 292· 
3. John M Kay, 10 Clayton Mau, The Dtvtlopmtnt of Central and 
Wtsttrn N~ York. (Rochester· The Dubois Press. 1944). p 104. 
Emanuel Howell, 1819. in Handy and McKelvey,' p. 27. 

A> O'Callagban (eel), vol 4. p. 1165, B1glow, p. SO; Sut~liff. pp. 9·tO. 
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impedim~ to the passage of the former or the plow of the later. "The 

phrase 1bcautiful . country, as us~d here," he wrote "means appropriately 

and almost only lands suited to the purpose of husbandry ."' To a very 

large degree this practical beauty was due . to 1 c ultural landscape 

appropriated from 1 people whose organic economy was not VQ.'Itly 

dissimilar to that of the euro-Amencans. 2 When New Englanders and . 

Penosylvanaans began to farm the denesee Country they .clustered in this 

• same band of land; and their pnncapal armature. the Genesee and Niagara 
. _, 

Road. linked villages that stood an or near pra1ric:_s that ~he lroquoi<~ had 

created. 

The LAke Plain 

A plain runs along the base \ of l.&ke Ontario below the Niagara 
I 

Escarpment, and a similar feature curve~ aroynd the eastern end of Lake 

Erae 3 In its eastern secuon this plain is d1mpled with drumhn'l. but it i~ 
'- . .· 

•' 

for the most part very nearly level Most of th1s plaan i'l exposed lake 

bottom. which e~erged ~§ the .J~ke receded and the land rebounded from 

the burden of the glacier·~ weight. Nonh of the . escarpment the .oats are 

naturally les'l fenile than those farther south. their relative infertility 

1} Dwight, vol 4, pp. 19-20 
2) Ralph Brown, .Hi.rtortcol Geography of tht UfiJttd Statts, (New York 

Harcoun Brace and World, 1948), p 12·19; Carl Sauer, "The Settlement 
of tbC Humid East," an Stltettd EJ.ray.r, 1963 1975. Carl 0 Sauu. ed Bob 
Callahan (Berkeley, Tu,rtle lslan~ FoundaCaon, 1981). ~It_ 3-15; William 
Cronon, Changes in tht Lolld: lndtans, Colonut:. and tht Ecology of • 
Ntw England, (New York: Hill an~ Wang. 1983), pp. 47-S I 

3) For an evocative de~riptio!' see C.F. Volney, , View of tht Climate and 
Sot/ of the' United Statts of ~mtrica. (London: J. John~oo , 1804J, pp 
99·100. 

: 
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due 10 their rfUre to ·receive the benefit of the pulverized limestone that 

the glaciers spread southward from this· ridge.l 

In the summer the lake pla10 receives more sun than the southern 

uplands. and its growing season may be one or even two months longer 

than that in the highest bill~. but due to its low elevation the region is " 

surprisingly dry, with only thirty two inches of precipitation annually . 2 

This i,s no more than. 1s rece1ved by e~stem Kansas or Central Tc us. and 

the ~egion is spared closer n:semblance to these places only by its ~antic .... 

of winter clouds. Unlike ~he Cattaraugus Hills, where up to half of the 

more abundant rain is chann~led away through the streams, the lake 

plain loses t?nly a quarter of liS rain through \\lrface dra10age. This 
... 

accounts for the desultory performance of the ~trcanu, many of which 

. 
disap~ared. in the summers P.tior to the ir now be10g supplemented from 

the ·Barge Canal. One traveler on the R1dge Road in late Augu,t, 1822. 

~~ported that •. there was in Sandy Creek nno water as 111 appellation 

sjgnifles. •3 ' As we shall see, the paocity of these 'It reams hampered early 

milling and presented the Erie Canal engineer'! with 3 hypsometric 

problem. 

This is surprising, in part because it rains so often here. A~ one 
... 

nineteenth-century Rochestt} climatologi'lt put it, the frequency of ,mall· 
~ 

I') De Laubenfels. p. 106. 
2) McNaJI, p. 4 . 

. '-' 

3) XYZ. (Johnston Verplanck), ·our Travels. Statt111Cal. Geog11phical, 
• Mineorological~ Geological, Hhtorical, Pohllcal and Qu1uical." 

reprinted u. A Knicktrbocktr History of New York State. 1822. ed. 
Louis Leona1d Tucker (_Albany: State Educauon Department, 1968), p. · 
94. 

: 
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rams~ drizzle is "near the ~pex or experience in the Unued States." I It 

is also surprising when we consider the prevalence of swamps and wet 

woodlands on the lake pla1n. The waterlogged state of the land is. 

however. a consequence of poor drainage rather than abundant rainfall . 

Fragipan, a compacted and impermeable ponion of the B · horit.on , of tbe 

so1l , prohiblls percolation. In combination wuh the fine granules or 

lacustrine sediments. the limlled topographi~ relief and \ the d1srupt1on of 

pre-glacial duinage patterns. this has impounded water . O!l or _,. near the 

surface and given rise to swamps. mires ind ma-rshes Promoters 

attempted to temper the discouraging repons that came out of the lake 

pla1,n, or the north woods as it was then' called. One d1sputed the cla1m 

t.bat all the land west of the Genesee was ~. dead level.'' and restricted thi'l 

indictment to only -~ small proponion of 11."2 But the claims were 1n fact 

only too true. and ' when the canal opened in 1825 the lake plain west of 

'-- . the Genesee was reponed as not "much seuled, ~ing too wet and flat.~3 

Malaria and yellow ftver were, transponed from Africa to the ~ew 

World by slave traders and slaves.4 In the trop1cs the effect was 

devao;tating. while les~ virulent varieries of the plasmodium were rapidly 

spread to the anopheline mosquitoes of the temperate woodland<; of ~he 

eastern United States . Their numbers app~rently muhipli·ed when 

. . pioneers arrived and obligingly pocked the land with stump holes. wheel 

I) Orin Parter, 'The Climatology of Rochester,' Procud1n)s of rht 
Rochtsttr A cdd~my of Scitnct 3 ( 1896), p 226 

•' 2) O'Callaghan (ed ). vol. 4 , p. 1172.". · 
· 3) Jo~ph Pickering, 1825, · in' Handy and McKelvey, p. 33. 

4 ) William McNeil. Plagues and Ptop/t , (Oxford· Ba 11 Blackwell, ·1976), p 
211·13 
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ruts afboof prints in which ~tagnant water could accumulate. In the 

uplands of the Genesee Country attention to drainage had reduced the 

incidence of these di&eases between 1801 and 1816. and optimists reported 

that in the fi"'t of these years onJy one 1n two hundred died of bilious 

fever. a malady they attributed to "clearing away the woods from the 

moist and swampy ground." I Always a bit brighter than the rest. Timothy 

Dwight explai,ned that the "miasmata" was exacerbated by the fronuer 

.staples of overwork. ramshackle dwelhngs. wretched food . an.d pujlefying 

millponds.2 

The poorly drained lake plain provided the mosquitoes with an 

ideal habitat, however, and here eradication was retarded until at least 

1828. Well mto the thirties mosquuoes impressed vls1tors wuh rhe.r ~i.re, 

• numj)ers and voracity . . Along the canal, they swarmed so thickly that on 

even the most sultry evenings it was necessary to budd "huge fires of 

'-- . • pme" before the doors of. dwellings "so that the th1clc smoke m1ght 

penetrate the dwelling, and sco\lr the infernal moschetoe'l ls•cJ out of tt."3 

•' 

. 
The population that wb .'ICillered between Black and Sandy Creeks was 

I) Thomas Cooper. Some lnformarion Resptcltng Amertca, (Dub !In 
William Porter, 1794; Reprint ed. New York Augustus M. Kelley. 
1969). pp · 11 -1 6: Henry O'Reilly, Sketches of Rochester wuh 
lfiCidental Notrees of Wuter·n New York, (Rochester William Alling. 
1838). p. 91; Ulysses Prenlis Hednck. · Agricultural History of the 
Stale of New York, (Albany= New Yo~ AgriculturaJ Society, 1933). 
pp. 103-4; Thomas Cooper. 1810. 10 Handy- and McKefve~p 14; 
O'Callaghan, vot. 4, p. 1181. · · 

2) Dwight. vo1 4, pp. 28, 77-8. 
3) Tyrone Power, 1836.' in Mau, p. 343. These efforts 10 exclude the pest 

wer~ handicapped by the · practice of unchinking the loas of cabin!~ 
an summer 10 admit a breath of 11r Frances Wnght, 1819 tn Mau. p. 
228 

: 
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stricken with malaria in 1819, and with yellow fever in 1821.1 The second 

scfr&e was, in the memory of one resident. Mthe greatest amount of 

sickness that I knew in any· locality in the Genesee Country.M When tVo'O 

aspiring millers dammed Sandy Creek at the Ridge. flooding twenty acres 

of timbered land. a quarter of their neighbors promptly died. presumably 

of malaria. At one point, three quarters of the population along the 

Braddock Bay road were arnicted with bilious interment!!. and throughout 

the period of settlement, one Clarkson res1.dent recalled "it was a common 

thing to bring whole families out of the woods on ~x o;l~s."2 The 

pestilence abated when the development of~ the Rochester mill 'I caused 

many local mill ponds to be drained. but perhaps what really made the 

lake plain hab1table was the introducubn of quin1ne after 1823 Oe~pite 

this, malaria remained endemic to the population. recurnng until ot lca~t 

)859.3 

In addiuor1 to the natural peculiaritie~ of its ~ite. the lake plain 1<1 

made distinguishable by . the singularity of 1ts geopoht1cal si tuation The 

belt of land that borders the la_lce's southern shore was an anc1cnt 

frontier. It StOOd between the Upland Villages and pralriCS Of the lrOQUOI'I 

and the bunting ground of tbe Huro·ns and Algonquins to the north of the 

lake. Although the Iroquois controlled the terruory and established aome 

I) Frances Wrigbt, 1819: and Joseph Sibley in Mau. p. 232. 173, 
2) 0 . Turner: 1851. pp. 535-538. S61 ; 
3) Hedrick, p. 19S. A notice of a general outbreak of malaria is found 10 

the B.R. 3.38. 6/30/59 The Brockpori lawyer, Oaqac:Y Holmes, who d1ed 
in 1919, was inc::apacatated by the symptoms of malaria for a few day£ 
each week . A bench was placed tn front o! lhe Baptist Church in the 
village so be inaght rest on his daily walk to the office 8 R 

.. 11/20/ 1952. 
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~llage~ in it. their presence was weak and their imprint wds faint.l 

J Etitnne Bn11t landed on the lake shore somewhere between the Niagara 

and Genesee Rivers in the · autumn of 1615. and recorded our first written 

description. It is brief but unequivocal. The lake plaan was. he satd . an 

unkempt tangle of · wood and brush. marshy . bogs, frightful and 

unfrequented places and wastes. "2 And tbi'l was after passing through 

Canada! After the hecatomb of tbe 1630's and 40's. when smallpox and the 

s 'eaver Wars reduced the native populauon by as much ao; fifty percent, 
_., 

the Iroquois attempted to push th(ir froptier to_ the nonh shore of lakr. 

but their colonies. were withdrawn by 1680 3 After this the lake pl:un 

seems to have revened to its former sutu'l as a hostile frontier It wa<~ on 

the southern boundary of the )alee plain that the Jesuits established thetr 

shon-lived mission at Ooonclaga ( 1656 to 1658) and. after the collap'lc of 

this shaky amtcabilaty, it was ·on thts same boundary th.u Denonville 

(1687) and Frontenac (1696) made their auacks.4 

1) fn what would become western Monroe Coonty, anifaets of lndiarl · 
occupation are scarce Three paths crossed the Gene..ee at the ridge. 
two diver&e southw,est across the present town of Sweden. five camp' 
were s11uated on the streams: but, to our knowledge, there were no 
towns. no fields and no openmgs Harrison C Follett, "Map of Monroe 
County. New York. E"htbtting Known Aboriginal Camp S11es and 
Trails.· P~scoted to · tlie Rochester Ht~torical Society. ~981 A 
negauve pboto,tat ts in the collection of the Rundel Ltbrary Local 
Histol)· Room, BV l. . 

~) Geo;ae B. Selden, • Eutnne Bn11t: Tbe First White· Man in the Genesee 
Country: R H S .P • 4 (1915): 95. . 

3) Vtctor Konrad. -An Iroquois frontier: the nonl) \shore of Lake Ontano 
durin a the late seventeenth century. 1 H G 7 • ( 1981 ): 129- 144, 
Jennings. pp. 89.·102 

4) Orsamu$ H. Turner. "Narrative of the Ellpedition of the Marquts de 
Non ville Against the Seneca in 1687: C olltctlon.J of tht Ntw York 
HiJtoncal Soctery. (1848) p. 186. 
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Inprity reappeared oo the_ lake plain after the American War of 

Independence. The contestability of the zone was demonstrated by the 

British retention of the fons at Niagara and Oswego, and even after the 

posts were transferred to the Americans in 1796 many assessed the 

~ituation as imprudently exposed. In I 801 Charles Williamso"n reponed 

that the region west of the Genesee below Hartford (now Avon) had 

:escaped the general Improvements• as •the idea of exposure to Indian 

depredations on a fro•U•er . tS alway1 sufficient to . prevent th~ miUl of 

tndustry and property from , seuling . ri l Thts" cHcum'lpection was 

vindicated during the war of li I 2 when the. small coastal settlements 

were sul;ljected to sacking and naval bombardinent.2 

The peripheral situation of the Lake Ontario pla•n is remembered 

I 

in the. name of the rivc;r. the Genesee, "!hich now des•gnates the cntsre 

· stream from headwaters to mouth. It was the practice of the lroquot'l to 

name secuon, of the river . in accord with their character, and thus 

Genesee, which means beautiful 'or shining valley. was the Seneca name 

only for the central section. The lower river wu Casconctagon, or nver 

with the falls upon it, anti it was as su~h that it · was introduced to the 

French who came .from the !lOnh.3 Had development been initiated from -

·. 
I) O'Callagban (ed.j, vol. 4, p. 1141. 
2) JPM1ua Marsden, 1812, tn H.andy and McKelvey. p.l8, J H Mather. 

Geography of New York State, (Hanford . Ut. M:uher and. ~o. 1847), p. 
319. Walter Henry Greco, Great Sodus Bay. (Sodus, N.Y .• The Author. 
1947). pp. 92-98, 289-94; Francis ~lark. The Settlement and 
Orgamzation of Monroe County." YutuyearJ, 16, (1973): pp. 185-84. 
34-3S . 

3) Edward R. Foreman. •casconchiagon: The Genesee River." R H S P. .S 
• (1926): 141-145. 



the nort}it is probable tbat this name would today designate the whole 

stream. 

Circulation Systems in Western New York ' 
As was mentioned above. the physical boundaries of western New 

, York arc perfo.rated by five major gates. The first of th~se is the old 

glacial spillway leading to the Mohawk River Valley The . se~ond .JS the 
. 

valley of the Susquehanna River. The thtrd is the valley of the 

AITegheny Rtver. The fourth is ' the western extenSIOn or the lake pl:un 

that nms through Pennsylvania's Erie Strip •into northern Ohto The .. 
fifth is the eastern extension of the lake plain. which wraps around the 

Tug }till Plateau and t~e Adirondack uplands to JOID Vermont through the 

valley of the St. Lawtence Rtver With the pacification or the lakes these 

~- • last portals were enlarged to. include the waten of the lakes them,elves. 

Each or tbe!le portals provided 'access to and from a dtfferent reg•on. and_ . . 
each produced a pivotal city with · appended routes and places. The early 

circulation system of. wes~em New York . was the result or efforts to ltnk 
. 

these routes and .places tnlo a . unified transportation network 

The ~artiest. ~nd ultimately the most important. or these route~ wa~ 
. ·. 

· the Genesee Road." which stretched west from the Mohawk Rtver gap at 

Utica. Thts fir~t terminated at Canandatgua •• but once the Treilty of Btg 

• Tree bad extinguished Iroquois claims to the land west or the Oene~c:e 

.. Rtver it wo.s . cJttended to Ohio ~hrough the western portal of the take plato 

The second route stretched north from · Williamsport. Pennsylvanta. 

. ... 
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climbi~J-,.Jo the divide betwe:n Lyco'ming Creek and the Tioga River :.nd 

continJing to Painted Post on the Chemung River. In 1804 the New York 

and Erie Road was built from Painted Post through Hornell, Wellsville and 

Belvidere. to Olean (formerly Hamilto·n and Joshua's Town) on the banks 

of the Allegheny River. This was the third ponal, with relatively ·easy 

downstream transponation to Pittsburgh and the Ohio Valley. 

In 1792 the foad west of Utica was "little betttr than an Indian 

path," but agitation by western developers and settlers persuadetl the state 

to survey and improve the road tn 1797. Spc~ifically. the crews were 

charged with making the road passable for wagons and sleighs. They 

broadene.t the road, filled or corduroyed tt~ m1res, threw up bridge<~. and 

arranged a ferry at the mouth of Cayuga Lake to bring wagons around the 

Montezuma mar~hes with comparative safety and ease. 
/ 

These Improvements. and the matnten:ince later provided by the 

Seneca .. Turnpike Company, which gaaned control of the thoroughfare in 

1800, expedited the 'COnveyanc~ · of persons and goods. Although countle~<> 

migrants to. western New York · and Ohio passed over ·thas road. it was the 

relative efficiency with which thesr products could be conveyed in the 

opposite direction that explasn.s why the artery ,oon promised to become 

"one continued s~'tlernent from F.on Schuyler to the· Genesee Rsver" I 

Standing beside the · 4:ayuga•.Bridge in the fall of I 80S , Sutcliff wrote that 

in a single day 1.500 sleighs had passed. each of them loaded with produce. 

and all bound for eastern markets.2 ,\_, 

1) O'C¥UadJan (ed.).' vol. 4. pp: 1131&.1142 

2) Sutcliff, p. 6. 
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ywest of 'the Genesee River the road evolved in a similar fashion. As 

wilh the eastern section, a trail. of the Iroquois had been adopted by cattle 

drovers drivmg their stock to the British garrison at Niagara In l795 a 

mounted rider found it "tolerably good. upon the whole, but tn some 

places very mtry.•l A short section of this road crossed land ceded J>y tbc 

Iroquois in 1792. and the state once again sponsored a survey an<.t 

improvements as far as the Lhe Scots settlement at Caledor..a in 1798.2 The 

energy of the state, and the p~1se limits of liS jurisdictjo~ wers clearly 

inscribed on Lhe landscape. As a traveler 10 1198 described It, from the 

Genesee River to Ganson's. a tavern erected on the boundary with the 

territory that rcmamed in the hands of the Seneca. the road was "thirty 
... 

two feet wide" and "cut in a straight line:" but from Ganson's to the west 

• he; wrote, "for twenty_ one miles I went Lhrough the woodll often so dense 

that the foliage COiilplctely overshadowed Lhe earth and I could sometimes 

'- . , scarcely distinguish the way. In many places the road IS detestable, so 

full of mud that you sink to 1he hor .. e's ginb."3 

All of th'is land . west of · the river was purch;sed by Robert Morri, '. 

in 1797, and mo~t of it was immediately resold to the Holland Land " 

Company. Their agent. J~~ph Elhcott. began to plat Batavia in 1801. Tltis 

• l • 
-wu meant to sen-e u the gateway to the Hollaod Land Purchase, an<.t it . 
stood at th'e . point where the old trail forked, its northern tangent 

angling up to Fort Niagara. and its south~m tangent, the Buffalo Roao , 
.V 

1) Duke De La Rouchefoueault Ltancourt. 1795, an Mau, p: 87 
2) Robert Warwick Bingham (ed.) Holland IAftd Compa"y Papers ReportS 
· of. Joseph £1/kon, (Buffalo Buffalo Hastorical Socaety, 1937), pp. 103-4 
3) Le Comtc De Colbert Maulevrier, 'The Genesee Country in 1798.~ R G W. 

Trans. R H S P. 14 (1936): 163-4. 
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headjng -pest to tbe lake shore whe~ it turned south. as the Eric Road. for 

Ohio. I Ellicott fully recognized- that ·sustained growth could be assured 

only by integrating the frontier etonomy with the trading routes and 

commercial markets of the outside world." and he devoted considerable 

energy to the planning and construction of market roads. but" his desires .~ 

we~ only slowly realized 2 

The sec.ond principal entry point to western New York was the 

Susquehanna R1ver Valley. The Chemung River and its trib~tarie}- flow 

east near the southern boundary of western New York. After JOintng the 

Susquehanna at Sayre. Pennsylvania, these waters veer cntward in a 

large bow which returns to tts ong1nal l<'ngtlude near Northumberland. 

the point of liS union With the Susquehanna's western branch The 

·dista{lce added by this deviation wa'l
1 

tocoosiderablc for those who began 

to float goods downsueam to Baltimore after 1800, but tt added enormou1ly 

to the •· hards_blp of those. who labored 1n the oppo1itc direction. 

Anticipating this, the agent for S1r W1lj1am Pultncy. Charles VVilltamson .. 

d1rccted the construction of a road from Wtlltamspon through Patnted 

Post to the new town or VVilliamsburg, at the junction of Cana'lCraga Creek 

and tbe Genesee River, 10 1792.3 

The -migratioo
1
s that followed· this road introduced new peoples to .... 

1'. 

• wt tern New YoJk and to some · degree diluted the New Englanders, who 

I) VVyckoff, p. 81. 
. \_, 

On the coad's actual condition . sec Dw1ght. vol. 4. p 2) VVyckoff, pp. 50·51 . 
3S; Biglow, p. 43 

3) Helen J C~wan, Charles Walliam.ron GtMJtt Promoter, Friend of ltnglo
ltmertcan Rapproflaement, (Rocbeuer Rochester . Historical Soc1ety, 
1941). pp. 58-64 
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bad sculcd along the Genesee Road. between Gene_va and Canandaigua Of!IY 

four ~rs earlier. Gennans were seuled around Williamsburg. but 

Williamson's mismanagement and the New Englander's hostility combined 

to drive ~ost of them 10 Upper Canada. Scots also came over the southern 

road, and . these were settled far to lhe nonh in Caledonia (fonnerly Big 

Springs) directly on the road from New England. Fan ally ~ aft'er 

Williamson penned his prQmotional 1ract in 1799. sou1hem gentlemen 

came nprth ov~r the southern road. Their arrival " filled Agent 

Williamson with pleasure." as it augured well for his design ·of s((ttling 1he 

Genese~ Coun1ry with large. tenanted estates. but for "the New England 

backbone of populaiiO•l." Cowan wrates. their behavior was a source or 

"amazement and sometimes dasaJ?J>rO~al. ~I In addition to luxuru .. nl 

furnishings. ready capi1al and bold plans. 1hese Southerners brough1 

black slaves and servants. 

h is the conOuence of these peoples with the .stream New 

Englanders !hat promp1ed Zelinsky to describe western New York b "the 

firs1 maJor tntra- Ameracan blendang and fusion or reg1onal cultures" 

and as a ·subsidaary cultural hearth" fecund wuh religaous ~nd \OCaal 

ideas 2 Meinig has 1e11erated thas theme, ~tressing the importance of 

migration from Pennsylvanja wbach <Jerved to dalute and modafy the New 

England imprint, . and to • initiate ·an imponant· national , Americaniting, 

process. •3 As Frederick Jackson Turner. put 1l, "a change. had come over 

· , I) Cowan. p. 229. . v 
2) Zelinsky. 1973, pp. 127. 84 . 

..,, 3) D W. Meinig. The Shoptng of America · a Gtographtcal PuspteiiVt on 
SO() Years of History. Vol I. (New Haven Yale Unaversuy Press. 1986) 
pp. 360. 
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the wandererp these new reg1ons. and a modified society and 

psychology had been developed in the · 'New York Yankee.' which made 

l:fim a distinct variety · less Puritan, more adaptable, and more tolerant of 

other types than the Yankee who remained in the land 'or his birth.~ I 

On its surface the foregoing section is a description. but it 

contains a fair amount of explanation In places this IS explicit, in 

• othus implicit since a description of th~ environment is always 

implicitly explanatory. (This is not to say that the explanatioru are.J 

strictly speaking environmental. since I have tn #numerous plac~s 

introduced human factor~ ) In the course of introducing his own 

more magistuial geographical overview. Braude/ writes. 

"Geography in this context is no long~ an end in itself, but a 

means to an end. It helps us to see things in the perspective of the 

.very long term . it helps us to discover the almost tmpercepttble 

movement of history. ·2· 

In order to accompliSh this explanation, and to intimate 

'- . these long term movements, it was necessary to commit a great deal 

of anachronism First hand .accounts (penned for heterngeneous 

reasons) are tncl14ded for their verisimilitude and bectJuse. with a 

relaxation of chronological discipline , they permit me to ger ahead 

of the story and show the stgntficance of these gtographical 

patterns by foreshadowtng future devdopments More strtktngly 

anachronistic are the fragments of. rwentieth·century stience and 

scholarship, and the overall structure, whtch · is based on 

I) frederick Jackson Turner, The United States, I 830-1850 The Nat'!Dn and 
its Stcttons, (New York: Henry Holt. 1935, reprint ed., Gloucester. Ma.: 
Peter Sm1th, 1958), pp. 98·99. 

2) Fe·mand Braude!, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World tn 
the Age of Phtlip /1, 2 vols. trans. Sian Reynolds (New '(ork Harper 
and Row, 1972), p. 23. 
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for example. is a fact that would not be 

produced until 1840, and the full benefit of the soils 1n th · 

northern part of the region was not realized until (and then it was 

strongly exaggerated by) the completion• of the Erie Canal in 1825. 

What this suggests. then. is that knowledge of past plflces is 

both mort and tess than a mimesis of the place as it was The 

numerous omissions and emendations combine, as Loweml.al 

writes. to create an ima1e that is ·more coherent than the past was 

when it happened •2 This creates a dilemma. since to know and 

explain what •really happlned• is to know and exp.lain .both more 

and less than what ·really happened • TillS mim~sis. thtn. ts not of 

western New York at the opening of the nineteenth century, but of 

the k.nowledge that temporarily surrounds that subject at the end 

of the twentieth century Seen in this light the past place would ... 
seem to be an allegoncal figure through which I have. pursuing a 

course of metonymy. embodied that knowledge 

.v 

1) Lowenthal, 1985, pp 217-2 19 
2) Lowenthal, 1985. pp. 234 



Chapter 3 
Pioneering the Triangular Tract 

Pioneering was by its very nature brief and barely documented. lis 

single, urgent object was to attain a sustainable hold on the land. and this 

required a rapid succession of built landscapes and economies.! The 

efficiencies of construction th~tt made a lean-to sheathed in elm bark 

advantageous in the first season became disadvantageous inefficiencies o f 

maintenance as the frail structure fell to ruin in the second. Hunting. 

which was easier than husbandry while the population remained sparse. 

became a time consuming undertaking of uncertain rewards once fields 

had begun to reduce and partition the wJid habitat. These changes were 

effected by steady. exhausting labor. and thus the leisure. and perhaps the 

skills: that would have been necessary to document the pioneer's activities 

were largely absent. As a consequence our narrative accounts arc largely 

the work of two types of outsider. the traveler writing for a foreign 

audience and the o ld man writing his memoirs and recollections for a . 

future audience. These answer, but only in part -and then with notable 

distortions- our questions as to how a sustainable hold was gained on this 

land. 

The reader may question how I gained my hold on a valid 

Impression of this gaining of a hold on. the land. The footnotes 

provide an answer, but only in part -and then wllh notable 

distortions . Hutcheon has categorized footnotes with other 

wporatextual conventions" of historical writing such as 

I) David Lowenthal. WThe Pioneer Landscape: An American Dream," Great 
Plains Quarterly 2 (1982): 20-30. 

. . 
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f uOtarions and antique illustrations. Itt her opinion this archival 

material is inserted to fulfill a Hdocumentary function, H to 

naturalize a text that is otherwise fictive./ Her argument should 

be inverted, since the clearest distortion effected by the footnote 

is its naturalization of the fiction of the document . This 

naturalization is immediately evident in the placement of 

citations, which are set beneath or behind the written page just 

as Hreality" is supposed to exist beneath or behind appearance.2 

This is exposed as fiction when we realize that tht transformation 

of meaning into writing is simply a condition of becoming a 

document while the cause of any particular piece of writing 

becoming a document is to be fo und in its being regarded as such 

by some later reading. 

Writing fulfills the condition of becoming a document 

because it extends the range of communication through 

materialization. In every instance the object of writing 

something down I S to defer, postpone and forestall the moment of 

its ultimate comprehension. It follows that reading is deferred 

comprehension. Th is deferral permits conveyance of the written 

material over distance. Thus, because it may be postponed, the 

moment of comprehension may also be removed. 

can occur both after and away from tlie 

Comprehension 

historical and 

geographical point of expression. Thus, as Stock puts It, "the 

speaker, in authoring a text in a written form, gives birth to an 

autonomous vehicle of exchange. H3 The traveler's accounts and 

memoirs that I have mentioned are examples of such autonomous 

vehicles. In short, meanings are written down so they can be 

"taken"" (o r apprehended) outside of the hislorical and 

geographical context in which the>: were created. Unlike 

I) Linda Hutcheon, The Politicl of Postmodernism, (London : Routledge. 
1989). pp. 82-92. 

2) Kellner, 1989, pp. 13- 16. 
3) Brian Stock, Listeni11g for the Text : On the uses of tlie past. ( Baltimore: 

Johns Hopkins University Press. 1990). p. 45. 

.. 
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immediate verbal communication, every written document is 

"taken" (or apprehended) out of context. 

Although writing opens up the possibility of mobility for 

verbal meaning, the spatial and temporal range of this vehicle is 

nevertheless constrained by boundaries. Outstanding among 

these are linguistic boundaries, both historical and geographical, 

and boundaries of censorship, which are obviously geographical, 

and which have a historical aspect in bowdlerization and 

suppression. 

and neglect. 

No less important are boundaries of indifference 

Again, these have a historic and geographic aspect. 

Texts of local interest have a limited range of dissemination; texts 

of timely interest have a limited range of duration. 

This suggests that whereas a speech act is a point in time

space, written material is bounded in time -space by some thing 

like a shell. Writing gives meaning the possibility of historical 

duration and geographical dimension. The size of this shell can 

vary widely, f rom the stupendous shell of something like The 

Book of Genesis to the infinitesimal (and now terminated) shell of 

the post-it note on the wall before me. While the text is an 

"autonomous vehicle," as with automobiles this autonomy does 

not extend to a determination of the size of the shell within 

which it can operate. Barring those texts that are inscribed in 

stone or platinum, the textual Land Rovers that move onward in 

time or outward in space (witness Voyager II) with a minimum of 

assistance, the size of the time-space shell of a text is determined 

by external factors . 

One important aspect of the time-space shell of a text is the 

increasing cost over time of keeping the shell open. As we move 

away from the transmission source , more and more social energy 

must be channeled into the receivers. For example, the texts of 

dead languages are recovered through the investment of social 

labor that is embodied in the preservationist, the archivist. the 

translator and the scholar, the last of whom provides an 

interpretive preface and annotations that grow increasingly 
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laborious and complex over time. The situation is analogous to 

driving away from a radio station and periodically amplifying 

the energy allocated to the receiver in order to maintain a level 

of intelligibility which is, in any case. deteriorating. 

I have gained a hold on a valid impression of my subject 

through readings -deferred, dislocated and somewhat laborious 

comprehensions of meanings in the process of physical and 

semantic decay. I did not read documents, I read certain pieces of 

mouldering paper as documents. The mouldering sheets were a 

necessary condition of these readings. but the cause of these 

readings was the composition of this dissertation. Thus, since the 

writing of this dissertation caused the form of reading that makes 

old manuscripts into documents, it is possible to conclude that this 

dissertation is the source of its footnotes rather than vice versa 

These deficiencies of the record may be in part overcome by 

examining changes in the landscape. IL is an ax iom of landscape 

interpretation that the appearance o f an ordinary landscape contains 

clues to cultural values and indicators of cultural change. I The division. 

allocation and valuation o f space likewise registers and reinforces the 

social order and hierarchy.2 Similar and related divisions. allocations and 

val uations arc observable in temporal rhythms, with diurnal. 

hebdomadal , menstrual and annual cycles con taining in their shi fting 

patterns clues to changes in the culture that observes them. In order to 

identify and assess these diagnostic features it is necessary to observe our 

subject in greater detail. To accomplish this we will limit our attention to 

1) Lewis. 1979. p. 15. 
2) David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the 

Origins of Cultural Change. (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989). pp. 20 1-
225. 
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the Triangular Tract, a rather ordinary parcel le ft by the fragmentat ion 

of the Morris Reserve. Thi s fragmentation, and the fu rther 

fragmentation into individual farms, were direct, if in some ways 

different, results of the redefinition of this land as a commodity. The most 

simple and profound cultural fact of this landscape being, after all, its 

definition as infinitely divisible private property that could be 

transferred and conven ed into o ther forms of value.' 

Having completed the synopsis of the second chapter it is 

necessary to wheel down f rom the high vantage and begin to 

close on the ultimate subject. The figurative descent of th is 

homing is registered in the increased precision and specificiry of 

the language; in the abandonment of overt allegories and broad 

generalizations; in the strategic use of tedium. which intimates 

exhaustiveness by being simply exhausting. As the rhetoric of 

the text is tightened, its scope is constricted, and thus both form 

and content reinforce the sense of moving closer to the subject. 

This magnification suggests a growing degree of intimacy even if 

the details that it reveals are simply minute rather than, strictly 

speaking, intimate. Thus, homing in on the subject has the 

sophistical advantage of blurring the difference between close 

scrutiny and deep understanding. However, it raises at least one 

problem. The visual metaphor of a zooming camera lens requires 

a stationary subject, in this case a piece of land. The advantages 

1) James T. Lemon, The Best Poor Man's Country: A Geographical Study of 
Early Southeastern Pennsylvania , (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
Press. 1972); "Early Americans and their Social Environment," 
Journal of Historical Geography 6 (1980): 115- 131; C.B. MacPherson, 
The Political Theory of Possessive Individualism, Hobbes to Locke, 
(New York: Oxford Universi ty Press, 1962). 
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of zooming-in are to some degree offset by the cost of being 

forced to write a sort of sequent occupancy study. 

In seventeenth century New England, the individual's access to the 

resource of land was determined by the town, which also served as the 

guarantor of that land's productivity through road construction, fencing 

regulations, the provision of supplemental pasture land, the recruitment 

and subsidy of millers, tanners and blacksmiths, and the elimination o f 

pests. The individual was granted these rights in exchange for his 

assumption of moral and financial responsibilities to the ecclesiastic and 

civil authorities of the town. This method of resource allocation rested on 

the assumption that it was only when organized into towns that persons 

were entitled to take up land. Although never clear of doubt, this 

presumption was finally exploded by the land grants of Charles 11, which 

demonstrated that the towns' c laims to priority in the acquisition of New 

England lands was a defeasible privilege. Augmenting this external 

assault, the cohesive town was corroded from within, once convenient 

markets bad arisen in the Caribbean plantations and the Canadian 

garrisons and individual ambition had been 

commercial agricull ure.t 

quickened by the lure of 

A century later in western New York, land was purchased from 

proprietors rather than granted by towns; and capital or credit, rather 

than the assumption of social responsibilities, was the price of admission 

to the material world. This did not. of course, remove the issue of 

1) Richard L Bushman, From Puritan to Yankee : Character and the Social 
Order in Connecticut, 1690-1765, {Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 1967). 
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of zooming-in are to some degree offsu by the cost of being 

forced to write a sort of sequent occupancy study. 

In seventeenth century New England, the individual's access to the 

resource of land was determined by the town, which also served as the 

guarantor of that land's productivity through road construct ion, fencing 

regulations, the provision of supplemental pas ture land, the rec ruitment 

and subsidy of millers, tanners and blacksmiths, and the elimination of 

pests. The individual was granted these rights in exchange for hi s 

assumption of moral and financial responsibilities to the ecclesiastic and 

c ivil authorities of the town. This method of resource allocation rested on 

the assumption that it was only when organized into towns that persons 

were entitled to take up land. Although never c lear of doubt. this 

presumption was finally exploded by the land grants of Charles II. which 

demonstrated that the towns' claims to priority in the acquisition of New 

England lands was a defeasible privilege. Augmenting this external 

assault, the cohesive town was corroded from within, once convenient 

markets had arisen in the Caribbean plantations and the Canadi an 

garrisons and individual ambition had been 

commercial agriculture.! 

quickened by the lure of 

A century later in western New York, land was purchased from 

proprietors rather than granted by towns; and capital or credit, rather 

than the assumption of social respons ibilities, was the price of admission 

to the material world. This did not. of course, remove the issue of 

1) Richard L Bushman, From Puritan to Yankee: Character and the Social 
Order in Connecticut, 1690-1765. (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 1967). 
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Every aspect of this complex of minimum desires, supcrnuous 

wishes and mordant anxieties was realized in superlati ve examples . 

Modest achievement was the rule; spectacular success and failure were. if 

not to the 11ame degree, exceptional. This differentiation and soning wn~ 

effected by the unequal allotment of resources, by both nature and 

society : ,, partial ity that divened people and places to their several 

destinies as it drew various results from unifoml intentions. Private and 

geographic cl rcum:uances conspired i n this unequal provHlence . 

Industry and diligence were certainly rewarded, although perhaps more 

copiously in the accolades of the community than in cash profits, but a 

sizeable fund of initial capital seems to have been the most crucial 

personal asset. The most advantageous sites and situations were priced in 

accordance with their es timated potential and, whatever sagacity the 

seu!er may have exhibited in his d1v1nntion of fertility from the clues 

provided by native vegeuuion, his chance of procuring a good farm was n 

function of the credibili ty and collateral that stood behind his promise to 

pay for it. The geographical aspects of a given parcel cenninly included 

the environmental factors of soil, precipitution and drainage: but the 

built landscape of roads. mills and markets was at least as decisive in 

determining who among the countless candidates would succeed, and then 

to what degree, while it winnowed away the nameless failures. 

In the Triangular Tract a relatively distinct pioneering phase can 

be identified between the first survey in 1801 and the arrival of the Eric 

Canal in 1823. For some inhabitants deprivation and primitive living 

conditions persisted after the later date, but it nevertheless marks a 
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definite watershed. have so far suggested that this was a dynamic period 

of divergent fortunes for both persons and places. What follows is an 

attempt to describe how one particular place came into being, how it was 

organized, improved and populated. Finally, it is an attempt to describe 

how its several inhabitants, all actuated by similar motives and 

constrained by s imilar natural and economic condintion. diverged along 

different paths. In short, it is an attempt to describe the emergence of 

variety. • 

Fragments of Financial Ruin: The Morris Reserve. 

Meinig has written that, "geographically , the most important 

feature of the New York experience in land disposal was the s ignificant 

variations from place to place in the methods and results." 1 In western 

New York this variation occurred because development was undenaken 

privately and few individuals or syndicates could afford to freeze their 

capital in land for any length of time. The American proprietors in 

particular required what we would now call a rapid roll over on their 

inves tments. Unfortunatel y for the undercapit alized Americans the 

opening of much of Ohio in 1795 glutted the American land market, while 

the heightened naval conflict between Britain and revolutionary France 

after 1797 froze American finance.2 This explains the ease with which 

European capitalists moved in to buy the lion's share of western New 

I) Meinig, 1966, p.l 43. 
2) Robert H. Wiebe, The Opening of American Society: From the Adoption 

of the Constilution to the Eve of Disunion, (New York: Alfred H. 
Knopf, 1984), p. 136. 
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York, and the irony of Americans paying Europeans fo r land they had 

won by war barely a decade earlier. Then as now, capital is no patriot. 

These events have been descri bed in numerous sources and do not 

require extensive recapitulation. I Our only .concern is lhc parcel of land 

that came to be called the Morris Reserve. This was the only significant 

portion of western New York not to fall into European hands, a fact lhat 

was registered in its fu rther fragmentation into several smaller tracts. 

the Triangle among them. 

When Robert Morris purchased the preemption rights to the land 

west of the Genesee from the State of Massachuseus it was in a series of 

five deeds. Of these Morris retained three, while he assigned the 

remaining two to his son, Thomas, with instructions to sell them in 

Europe. Disposal was a · matter of some urgency since Morris was a 

speculator who bought land on credit which he could satisfy only if he 

liq•Jidated most of the purchase before the first payment came due. Wiebe 

has described Morr is' scheme "an essentially spacclcss. placeless quest for 

wealth" in which he "played with huge chunks of territory" much as he 

I ) In 1786 the delegates to the Hartford Convention bisected western New 
York wilh the Preemption Line, drawn north to south just west of 
Seneca Lake. New York retained sovereignty over the land that lay 
to the west of this line, but the legally transferable prerogative of its 
pu rchase from lhe Iroquois was granted to Massachusells. Profits 
from the sale of this prerogative were slated for settlement of that 
state's war debt. In April of 1788 Massachusetts sold its preemption 
rights to a syndicate of New England capitalists for about one million 
dollars in heavily depreciated Massachusetts currency; with the 
assurance of Federal assumption of state debts in June of that year 
lhis currency rose to its face value and the syndicate, with over half 
of its account outstanding, fai led. This syndicate, known by the 
names of its principals, Oliver Phelps and Nathaniel Gorham, was 
succeeded by Robert Morris, the Phi ladelphia financier whose 
unfortunate affairs arc documented in the text. 
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might have "shifted tokens on a game board." 1 Although this had worked 

in his speculation east of the Genesee. which he had quickly and 

profitably transferred to the British syndi cate of Sir William Pultney. 

Morris found his designs for the territory west of the river blocked by an 

int ractable fact of the place. The Iroquois were still there. in full 

possession of their soil rights, and disinclined to move or sel l. He could 

clear th~ space in thought, but not. we might say. in deed. Morris' 

problems with liquidity were evident by 1791. when he mortgaged the 

easternmost parcel to his former client. Sir William ._Pullney, for $100,000. 

In the following spring he presumed to sell two tracts from the mortgated 

parcel. the One Hundred Thousand Acre Trac t and the Triangle. This 

action of course outraged the mortgage holder. who sought and received 

an injunction that prohibited any further sale of the encumbered land 

until 1795. 

With this source of revenue temporarily c losed, Morris averted 

financial collapse with the propitious sale of the two western tracts to a 

consortium of Dutch banking houses. This became the Holland Land 

Company. title being officially transferred to the New York banking 

house of LeRoy, Bayard and McEvers, as the laws of New York State 

forbade the possession of land by aliens. With the profit of this sale 

Morris was prepared to meet his initial obligation 10 Massachusetts. and 

was thus relieved of the immediate need to sell the parcels entrusted to 

his son. Indeed, as his scheme was to sell only so much land as was 

necessary 10 meet pressing obligations. while retaining the remainder 

I )Wiebe, p. 138. 
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lY•elve m1les to the west. h was surveyed by Hugh Muwcll 10 1789. 

Maxwell . author of the erroneous Massachusetts preemption line. once 

again failed to distinauish himself as a surveyor. Runnma the western 

boundary longitudinally rather than the twenty two degrees cast of north 

that would have accorded with the angle of the river. he succeeded in 

grabbing several thousand acres and the valuable mill !ite at Buttermilk 

Falls. a bonus that suggests that this. like his earlier mistake. was n " 

entirely 1nnocent. Augustus Porter corrected this line in 1792. and this 

correction left the gore of 87. 000 acres that became known as the 

Triangul11r Tract . l 

One year later the New York bankers Herman LeRoy and William 

Bayard contracted for the Triangle, estimated at the time to comain 80,000 

acres. for three shillings an acre or about $30.000. The partnership was 

enlarged in 1801. when Charles Mc' Evers and Matthew Clarkson 

purchased undivided quaners.2 All of these men were cronies of the: 

maJOr operators in western New York LeRoy had 'lerved u Coun'lel 

General of Holland, Bayard, an "able capitalist of Anglo-Ameflcan 

leanings: was a friend of Charles Williamson. and their banking house 

was the American representative of the Holland Land Company) It w:.~s 

I) Charles Mumford Robinson. ·The Adventure~ of 
the Genesee Country: Augustu'l Porter,"R 1/.S P 
William F Peck. Lattdmarb of Monrot County. 
Historical Company. 1895). pp 402-3. 

a Surveyor-P•oneer in 
4 (1925): 311-334. 
(Boston: The Boston 

2) Gtttts.tt Counry Rteords. Liber I. p.34. McNall. p. l5, 1ncludes Clarkson 
and McEvers in the orig10al deal: Ruth L Higgms. Expans1on 111 New 
York, (Columbus. Ohio State Un1vers•ty Press, 1931 : reprint cd. 
Philadelphia: Porcup1ne Pre~s . 1976). pp 130-31. 

3) 1Edward LeRoy. "Genealogical Chart and History of the LeRoy Family." 
1933. LeRoy Papers. The LeRoy Historical Society. box 2: Helen I 
Cowan. p. 94. 
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this banldng house that held the Holland Land Purchase for its Dutch 

owners unti l the state prohibition again~t alien landholders was rescanded 

in 1798. The date of the contract makes it appear likely that they received 

the land in consideration of their services to Robert Morns. or that they 

purchased it out right so he maght be spared 5ome financial 

embarrassment. 

The notion that the banking house did not seek out lbe propeny. 

but had it thrust upon them by a land-rich but cash-poor Morris, is 

bolstered by the fact that the parcel was not particul1rly promising as a 

speculative venture. It lay against a hosti le international border, it was 

thickly wooded and it was exceedingly swampy Much of Its soal was 

heavy clay. decomposed Medana shale patched with moraines that stood 

like islands in the stagnant water. l The lakeshore was thackly shaded 

with hemlock: in the acid water of the relic bogs short ash and elm and 

red maple clustered tightly: on the low moraines beech and maple. both 

sugar and silver. stood more widely spaced in an open woods. thear thack 

crowns precluding undergrowth 2 The sun was seldom hot, the skies were 

frequently grey, and the rain, if never copious, seemed c.lose to 

I) Clifton J Sarle, "E<:onomac Geology of Monroe County and Contaguous 
Territory." Annual Report of the State Museum 56 (1902): 75-97 For 
those interested in the stratigraphy beneath Brockport, the results of 
a drilling undertaken by the banker. John Kingsburry, in the 
summer of 1883 are reponed in Charles S. Prosser, "The Thaclcness of 
the Devonian and Silurian Rocks of Western New York: 
Approximately along the Lmes of the Genesee Raver." Proceedings of 
the Rochuter ltcademy of Science, 2 (1892)· 49-104 

2) Royal E Shanks and Racha.rd Goodwin. "Notes on the Flora of Monroe 
County, New York: Proceedings of the Rochester ltcademy of 
Scie1tce, 8 (1943): 299-343. Florence Beclc)lfath, Mary Maculey and 
Joseph 8 Fuller, "Plants of Monroe County and Adjacent Termory," 
Proceedtngs of the Rochester Academy of Sctence, 3 ( 1893) 
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perpetual. 1 h was a damp and dusky place of shadows and stagnant pool<; 

that well deserved its earliest cognomen, the Black Nonh.2 

Despite these discouraging prospects the reluctant proprietors 

undertook sale of their property in 1801, enlisting Joseph Ellicou. 

Resident Agent of their clients. The Holland Land Company, to appoint a 

surveyor. In 180 I Ellicou delegated .responsibility for the tract to his 

surveyor and confidant. Richard Stoddard . Recognizing the detrimental 

effect that a band of unimproved wilderness would have on the value of 

the land that lay to the west, Etlicot took some interest in the development 

of the tract and he advised Stoddard closely. The resulting imprint of land 

division and roads was a frugal version of practices already implemented 

by Ellicou in his own domain, the Holland Land Purchase. 

The plan was designed to be nexible and 'limple. "to suit every 

description of fair purchaser," and to insure that "no Pretexts for 

Litigation in relatlon thereto should arise."3 At Ellicou's suggestion, only 

18.000 acres in the • Angular Point" at the far south was divided mto farm 

lots of one hundred and twenty acres and offered for sale to "selllers on 

I) Orin Parker, 1896, pp. 221 -230. 
2) The designation "black norlh" is probably related to the designation 

"black swamp" which Emmanuel Howell (1819) used to describe the 
Tonawanda Swamp. Handy and McKelvey, p. 27. On the other hand, 
it might describe the hemlock/ northern hardwood association that 
was common on the Ontario littoral . Shanks and Goodwin, pp. 299-
343. 

3) Frank H Severance (ed.), ·Joseph Ellicott's Letter Books," Buffalo 
HiJtor~cal Society Publications, 26 (1937), pp. 94-96. 104-112. The 
couoterpan of the rectangular survey is the printed contract , 
which, like the survey system, was fairly uniform throughout 
Genesee country . Both the grid and the printed contract arc 
.necessary when sales are small , frequent and numerous. McNall. p 
34. 
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credi1.· Tbi represenled about lwenly percent of the lOIII acreaie, DOd 
~ . . . 

included the land in township one and two, or 1ha1 pan- of the . Trt mglc 

thll would eventually ·,.ay . withen Oent3ee · County. Wi1hin tht!l t\ naular 

Poinl, a favc hundred acrt: block. "1o be laid out equally on eiiCh. ~ide of the 

State ·Road 10 enclude the Mill Scat. at Buucnnillr. Fall " ~aJ re'erved for 

, le 10 a sin le purchucr at live dolla" an acre. The ; proceed' from 1h1 . .. 
pl~•ch became the village of LeRoy, patd fur 1hc 1urv.ey uf the 

remainder. DisJnchned to Stnlr. . ~ny money rn lhc lr Cl, lhc proprtctor 

attached some lfl.'ponance to 1h11 economy. 

h wu; somewhat fondly hoped 1hat the land of the noutrcrn 

townsh P' (3, 4 •!id S) could be sold to ~pecul JIID ;.Purchaser " tlllhcr 

lhln to •seulcrs on· crcd•t:'' Townshtps, scctjon (1440 res), half ecuons 

{720 acrcl) , or at 1he very lci\1 qu:ancr sectldn~ (J60 ere!!), were. io be 

lhc .unhs . of ale. These units ·were: urveycd, bl11ed, nd con~pi uou•ly 

numbered, and the ttl. outhnes . were rceorded on scncral m•p. o lhat · 

alei .. could be mad~·. by thf prop.rae.lor·, agen_t!....,.bov~7nc:ur 0 den .. in 

Cana'tuUi&w. Al ibc same lime. -in conformity wuh ellicou's 1e:uecJ y tc:.rie. 

Stoddard was in :tructc~ to .cia ~ify ~lhc evcral DC!!Ctlpl on!! ~r th~ L ni.J." I 
I r 

Tbc mma tnkans ch r.a~tcri uc. of thas tr 1 1 1h t 11 ull w s· cventu tll y 
. . 

planed fn Jon lou of 120 acres, a 1cchnique that Elllc:ou h 1.1 u c1J to 

eoD}biae • parcels of large acrea&e with 1hc minimum .length M ro tl 
I 

nc«s ry to 'glvc . cess lO e b parc;el ;z 

.. 

• pp lQ--41. ,Stoddar ' urvcy aQt.es hnc n 11 come 10 

hgbt ·. · h as pot 1ble lhiat· they rc in ~ Lc:'R.oy f'o~pc'rs of 1be New 
· YOtt fhstontil (AUQC.ation ln. 'cw Vo'fk City 
,~ rr. a pp ' 13 -141 . 
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Stoddard and his brother-in-law, Dudley Saltonstall, acquired the 

five hundred acre "Mill Seat" an ~180J.I Since this was valued at shghtly 

more than double the surveyor's fee, it is likely that Stoddard's shAre came 

in payment for his service as ·surveyor. Although Ogden was to have 

served as resident agent, Stoddard almost immediately assumed the role 

Th~ land office · was relocated from Canaodaagua, probably first to 

Ganson's Tavern, and later to a structure bllah by Stoddard beside has 

desultory milling epera~n Allen's (later Oatka) Creek. 2 

The proprietors were eager to dispose of this property with a 
. r 

minimum of development. and . their only fun her contribution wu a roid 

bisecting the tract from nonh to ,outh. In this, as in most else, they 

follOwed the advice of Ellicott. who felt that of all the necessities "to in!lurc 

ihe spee~y 1 .1e and seulement ·of a tract of · country there is not one of 

more imponaace that that of opening road'! ... 3 In Augwll of 180 I Stoddard 
. . 

liispatcbed a crew of ~•x .men to ope~ a road four rods wide from LeRoy on 

the State Road an the south to the shore :.of Lake Ontario twenty five miles 
, . I 

to the. nonh. If the practice followed those ·or Elhcou. the actual cut . • ~ac; . 
~ . -

probably one rod wide (ihe' breadth. · incidentally, of a yoke. of oxen) with 

all trees under one foot in diameter cut close to the ground.4 ~egaling the 
/ 

men at his tave~ in LeRoy before their depanure. he is saad to have 

'> 0 . Tu~er, 18SO, p. 518. 
2) 0 Turner, 1850. pp. ~74, 3~7. 488. For additional biographi,caJ 

information on Ganson · and on Stoddard's land office, see F. W Beers. 
Ga.zettur afiiJ .B.lographjcal Record ··of Gtnt.fU CoiJnty, (Syracuse~ J.W 
Vose, I 890). pp: 450-452, 458-459. As late as J 803 Ellicou reponed that 

. the mill was . _not fully employed. even though Hs ·nearelt comperi1or · 
lay twe~ily miles to the .west. Bingham (ed.). p 207 

3) Bingham (ed.), pp. 330-331. "-, 
4) .Bingl'l~ (ed.). p. 27J. 
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Fig. 3.2 This is taken from the map filed with the Genesee County Clerk in 
1804. The rectangular lots of approximately one hundred and twenty 
acres are arranged with their shon faces to the roads. Although this 
amount of land was necessary to provide a family with a sufficient wood 
supply, most of these lots were further subdivided. 
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given the si mple instructions to "bear cast and find a ford through Black 

Creek, cut out the underbrush and logs, and make a road that a wagon 

could go down and blaze trees, so if a man wants to locate land he can find 

his way back." 

Apparently the c rew was furnished with no funher details. After 

four days of energetic and intemperate chopping, they emerged from the 

forest at Sandy Creek Harbor on the Ontario shore. The whitecaps were 

"as preuy a sight at a human could wish to sec," one of them later told an 

interlocutor, if only because they were driven before a wind that also 

dispelled the c louds of insatiable mosquitoes. Behind the crew lay a 

crooked and provisional swath, staggering north, like its engineers, who 

had circumvented the most formidable quagmires and trees, and regained 

their bearings with sightings- t;;ien, one later recalled, "through the 

bottom of a bottle." 1 

Hard liquor and hard drinking were , by all accounts , 

pervasive on the American frontier, and only prigs will omit 

reference to the rather unsteady StJUJS of the westward advance. 

When included, accounts of dipsomania generally assume 

one of two forms: censure or burlesque. Apparently this triad of 

censorship, censure and burlesque is fundamental to our 

1) Murrion Peters. "History of the Laying Out of the Lake Road from LeRoy 
to the Lake," 1850's manuscript in the miscellaneous collection of the 
LeRoy Historical Society. This account purports to be a transcription 
of the recollections of Mr. Demmings, one of the members of the 
original party. The raconteur and his scribe are both more 
interested in humor than history, and the tale is something of an 
exercise in drollery. 



Fig. 3.3 The Lake Road was laid out through the middle of the Triangular 
Tract. It was a branch of the Niagara Road. which it joined at the south. 
and it was meant to provide access to a shipping point on the shores of 
Lake Ontario. 



treatment of certain, deeply troublin8 subjects, most notably 

sexuality 

The last leg of tht triad, burlesque, makes a momentary 

apptarance tn the foregoing account of the survey of the Lake 

Road This Is a conventional approach to the narration of 

intoxication, intimately related to mort didactic treatments and 

suggested by the historical document Burlesque can bt classified 

as a subset of Comedy, which White called "the mythos of 

Synecdoche," and Its relation to the didactic treatments Is made 

clear in White 's definition Ht describes comedy as "the 

apprehension of a world in which all struggle, strife , and 

conflict art diSsolved In the realization of a perfect harmony. in 

tht attatnmtnt of a condltton in which all crime. viet and folly 

art revealed as the IZI.!..IU1..t to tht establishment of the soc10l order 

whiCh ls finally achieved at the end of tht play •I IndiVIduals 

often apprehend tllelr personal biographies as a comedy of 

errors and untowardntss which time has revealed as necessary 

and benevolent steps toward their final. stlf-satlsfied maturlry 

White defines comedy as a mode of interpretation that 

resolves apparent disorder and tnllstr Its various mantfestations 

In a unified progression I have used the ~ord burlesqut because 

it Introduces the tronte modes of ovtrstatemtnt and 

understatement Burlesque is, basically, an aggrandizallon and 

soltmnlficatlon of an incollslderablt or trifling subject. or a 

trivialllatlon and travuty of a subject commonly rega,ded as 

serious and grave In tither case tht lnconRrulry of the 

trtatmtnt and the subject provtdtS a humorous reltast of 

personal or soetal tension In scholarship burlesque IS seldom 

Intended It Is frt.qutntly rtcogniztd , however, as pedantry. or 

an Insistence on rigorous standards In inappropnatt settings In 

the cast of this text, as the scale of the subject was reduced I 

began to feel anxious about the fltlltsS of tht trt.atmenr- I began 

I) Hayden White, 1973. p. 190. 
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to suspect myself guilry of anriquarianism. To show that I was 

conscious of the possibiliry that the entire work might be read as 

a burlesque, as perhaps aggrandi zing trivial events or 

trivializing grand ideas, it seemed periodically advisable to 

exaggerate the incongruiry between treatment and subject and to 

parody thereby the unconfirmed but suspected unsuitabiliry of 

the mode of analysis and description. 

Surveyed and made the responsibi lity of the Town of Nonhampton 

in 1803, this became the Lake Road, and it structured all later development 

in the tract. Predictably, Stoddard repl icated the practice of Ellicotl and 

used the road to divide lots where it did not follow lot lines. I This practice, 

and that of abutling long lots to the road on their short ends, muimized 

the number of parcels into whose price the benefit of the road might be 

computed. Although it was unden aken so purchasers could get into the 

Triangle and see what they were buying and then get out and sign the 

contract for it, or in other words " to facilitate the speedy sales of land," 

the road had one further economic function. It facilitated and 

encouraged the cultivation, movement and sale of comme~cial c rops so 

that the mao who signed the contract might pay it off with similar 

a lacri ty.2 

'> Alben Hazen Wright, pp. 363-4; Wyckoff, p. 141. 
2) Because the ultimate purchaser was frequently close to destitute it 

behoved the proprietor to facilitate at least marginal economic 
success. Although the extravagance and cost of Williamson's "hotbed 
technique" eventually exasperated his employers and discouraged 
anything similarly ambitious being attempted elsewhere. his 
innovations served as a model. Beyond the concrete examples of 
financial support. infrastructure, progressive agriculture and 
education, he redefined the land company so that it's policies began 
to resemble the paternalism of the patroon or patent holder. He 
demonstrated that successful seulement from the point of view of his 
capitalist masters required successful setllement from the point of 
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Situated at the souiDern end of the Lake Road was Stoddard's mill. to . 
which Stoddard understandably wished to direct local produce, and beyond 

this, along the State Road, lay the Canandaigua and Go._neva markets. At 

the northern terminus provision had been ~ade, at least on the maps, for 

an embarkation point called Port Bayard, from which goods might be 

shipped to Montreat.! The name probably dates from the time when the 

northern part of the Triangle and the One Hundred Thousand Acre Tract 

were organized as the town of Bayard, and it registers the hope, never 

fully realized. that this would be the entrepOt of the region. When Thomas 

opened his mill above Sandy Creek harbor in 1820. Port Bayard contained 

view of his humble clients. Ellicott policies were, more modest, 
pragmatic and, ultimately, more successful. 

The agent's interest were also dependent on the settler's success, as 
he received his commission, typically 2.5% of the established price 
and 50% of any excess, only as payment was made. Preferably, 
payment would be made in cash, and this lead the agent to encourage, 
and in some casss to facil itate production. particularly o f wheat, for 
the market economy. On a modest scale potash kettles might be 
provided, as this both encouraged clearing, which would raise the 
land's value if the settler failed , and produced a marketable product. 
which reduced the like lihood of this disaster. 

Because land was abundant, evictions were uncommon, goods were 
grudgingly accepted in payment, and settlers were often allowed to 
work off their debt constructing roads at innated wages, but "ffench 
leave," or abandonment of a fvm on which payment could not be 
made, was a common response to an unbearable economic burden. In 
addition to the payment of interest, agents encouraged prompt 
occupation and improvement, sometimes imposing cash penalties for 
dereliction. Clearing and buildings provided a forfeit in the event of 
"french leave;" and cultivated lot~ raised the value of adjoimng lots. 
McNall, pp. 20-1. 28-30, 34-9; Cowan p. 290. 

I) The name, Pon Bayard, appears on a map prepared for the proprietors 
in 1821. LeRoy Historical Society Miscellaneous Collection. Since 
James Me Evers had died in 1.817, and Murray Four Comers had been 
renamed Clarkson in 1820, all the living proprietors had the 
gratification of being memorialized in the landscape of their 
possession. Port Bayard is brieny mentioned in Hastings, pp. 22-3; 
and in 0 . Turner, 1851, p. 561. 

r 
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Fig.3.4 By 1821 the road pa11cm had grown more complex. The Ridge Road 
furnished a connection ro the cast, where a good harbor existed at 
Rochester. Port Bayard had been purchased, but the remainder of the 
lake shore had failed to auract purch:~scrs. 
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a few abandoned shacks. In 1833 E. B. Holmes wrote to his brother that the 

settlement was "new round Thomas' and so to the lake" but that "from 

Brockport to Thomas' the country is well improved -good farms." With 

this development, shipments from the port became feasible. It was 

further recommended by the fact that shipment from this point evaded 

the odious Merchants and Miller's Coalition which had been organ ized. to 

the furor of the farmers, in the canal towns.I 

Peopling the Triangle 

The visible impact of Stoddard's labors was slight. but they had 

profoundly altered the nature of the Triangle by converting it into a 

commodity that could be liquidated to "every description of fair 

purchasers." To do this he had, first of all, blanketed the tract with 

geometrical designs and numerical signs. He had taken an undivided 

expanse, measured and apportioned it, and placed an index number on 

each of the newly c reated parcels. From their carefully measured and 

recorded dimensions he had calculated the precise area of each; and with 

reference to his own evaluation he had quantified their quality in the 

figure of a price. Using geometry, numbers and arithmetic he had 

transformed nature into land. a transformation that necessarily 

I) E. B. Holmes to Joseph Holmes, July 14. 1S33, Holmes Papers. On the 
Merchants and Miller's Coalition see BFP&MD. 2:52, 9!26/32; 3:3, 
10/17132; 3:22, 2!27/33. For confirmation of its existence, sec the 
entry of August 28, 1839 in the Journal of the miller, lyman A 
Spalding. Spalding Family George Arents Research library, 
Syracuse University. Syracuse, New York, MS . 33. 
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preceeded conversion of the Triangle back into IDe pecuniary form of the 

banker's original thirty thousand dollar investment. What remained was 

the considerable challange of finding clients willing to convert their 

dollars, either actual or anticipated, into a piece of the Triangle. 

The speculators to whom it was hoped the northern townships 

would appeal fai led to appear. With their intitial plan fru strated, the 

proprietors were forced to shift their hopes to seulers -a revision of 

strategy which raised numerous problems, but which, once begun. 

precluded a return to the former plan. The wild tangles of speculative 

holdings discouraged prospective seulers and thus depressed the value of 

adjacent land. They also hampered the economic performance of those 

who did settle. When farms were interspersed with unoccupied parcels. 

roads were longer to travel and more costly to maintain. The uncleared 

brush served as a shelter to predators that fed on livestock and a haven 

for the birds, squirrels and deer that devoured seeds and crops. 

Even settlers on credit were shy. One recalled arriving at Ganson's 

Seu!ement in 1806 only to be advised "not to buy land down in the north 

woods" as it would "always be sickly there and the region will never be 

settled."! Despite these detractors, Stoddard managed to lure weary 

migrants from the State Road with low prices, liberal credit, and the 

rather compelling observation that those who chose to settle here would 

not be obliged to travel another mile. It was this last argument that 

persuaded a group from Killingworth, Connecticut to abandon their trek 

to the distant Western Reserve and begin seulement north of LeRoy in 

I) 0. Turner, 1850, pp. 552-3. 
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1803 .I Scots spreading out from Caledonia sell led at Fon Hill by 1805. 

Stoddard also ran advenisements in the Geneva newspapers from 1806 to 

1810, by which time the population of the land to the non h. o rganized as 

lhe Town of Murray, had reached 1166.2 Stoddard liked to refer to lhis 

population as "his children down in the Nonh Woods," and toward IDem 

he appears to have acted as a lenient , if not altogether helpful. father.3 

The first inhabitants were poor. attracted to the Triangle by land 

offered "on the most reasonable tcrms.''4 Offered for two to two dollars 

and fifty cents an acre in 1802, this land was thiny per cent cheaper than 

similar property cast of the river. where improvements -clearing. fences. 

a house, a barn- raised the price to anywhere from six to twenty dollars 

an acre.S And some exceptionally cheap land was available. with several 

farms selling for less than two dollars an acre. Furthermore. the 

newspaper advenisemonts announced that "there will be but a small pan 

of lhe purchase money required in hand, and a long credit given for the 

residue." In practice the first requirement was frequently remi!!ed. and 

I) Mary McCulley (ed.). History of Genesee County New York, 1790-1982. 
( Interlaken. N.Y.: Hcan of the Lakes Publishing, 1985). p. 204. 

2) The first advenisement appears in the (Geneva) Expositor, 10119/06; 
lhe last adveniscment appears in the Geneva Gazette. 5/2/10. 

3) McPherson. 
4) Advertisement placed by Richard Stoddard in the (Geneva) Expositor. 

Nov. 10. 1806. This advertisement, which announced "upwards of 
80,000 acres of land" ran until the time of Stoddard's death in 1810, 
when the available land was fisted at 50.000 acres. Subsequent agents 
did not advenise in !his newspaper. 

S) O'Callaghan (ed.). vol 4, p. 1182; McNall, p. 39. By 1830. an improved 
farm near Pittsford was billed at $35 an acre • ..nd the word was $25 
would be refused The minimum capital for successful settlement was 
$2000. Adam Furgusoo. 1831. in Handy Md McKelvey. p. 51. 
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Fig. 3.5 This adveniscmen! for land in the Triangular Tract first appeared 
in the Geneva £xposi1or on November 6. 1806. Similar adds were run in 
the Geneva Gazelle until the time of Richard Stoddard's death in 1810. 
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some mortgages were st retched over ten years.l Furthermore, tiny 

parcels were available. Deeds delivered by 1836 reveal an average 

purchase of sixty acres, and farms of less than thirty acres were not 

uncommon. 

In the Triangle, township 3 was the last to be occupied. The coveted 

title o f first seule£ was claimed by Calvin Freeman, son of Moody Freeman, 

bearer of the same title for township 4. It was 1803, Calvin claimed, when 

he raised his log house on the Lake Road in section 8. and the spring of 

I 804 when he put his occupation beyond doubt with a three acre clearing 

and a crop of com and potatoes. It was only because a debilitating attack 

of Genesee Fever forced him to retreat to his father's house that his farm 

was abandoned, he said. Unfortunately for Freeman, during his 

convalescence others arrived. and clouds of disputation will forever 

surround his claim to primacy. Squallers are said to have arrived in I 805. 

but the settlement really inaugurated in 1807.2 This commenced the first 

stage of settlement, which continued for just over a decade. It was a time 

of considerable hardship and suffering during which Freeman's 

experience was probably typical. Each family built a shack. cleared a few 

acres, and sowed com in mounds among the stumps while the mosquitoes 

I) B.R. 20:41, 7/6n6. Although the seller often provided credit without any 
down payment, he seldom retained the- mortgage. These were 
frequently sold to one of the "hundreds of individuals who took one 
or perhaps two mortgages in a lifetime. • Robert W. Silsby, "Mortgage 
Credit in the Phelps and Gorham Purchase," New York History, 41 
(1960): 3-34. 

2) Mary E. Smith and Shirley Cox Husted, We Remember Brockport: 
Reminiscences of 19th Century Village History, (Rochester: 
Rochester Historical Society, 1979), p. 7. 
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made merry on their necks, arms and faces.! Then, through the long 

summer, while· wildlife browsed on the scraggly field, perhaps half of the 

family would roll around the dark and airless confines of the cabin in a 

feverish delirium. Needless to say, since "fever and 
._ 

ague was the common 

lot of all," advancement was dilatory.2 

For most members of the first wave of settlement the gradual 

enhancement of the value of their property was the only sure source of 

profit. This took two forms . If they managed to purcha§e the property 

they could resell it at a higher price; if they could not they could default 

on the mortgage and sell their improvements to someone else. Isaac Weld 

wrote of such an inhabitant: "i f he has built a comfortable house for 

himself, he readily quits it as soon as finished for money and goes to live 

in a mean hovel in the woods till be gets time to build another:·3 Between 

1814, when the Canadian border was pacified, and 1818, when the last good 

land in the Holland Purchase was taken. migrants averse to distant 

destinations in the far west began to reappraise backwaters like Sweden. 

For the rough and ready there was still somewhere else to go, but for those 

with more money than hardihood there were (ewer places to choose 

I) This pauern of pioneering seems to have originated in the Delaware 
Valley, although it had spread to New England by the late eighteenth 
century. See, Terry G. Jordan and Matti Kaups, The American 
Backwoods Frontier: an Ethnic and Ecological Interpretation , 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989). With the 
exception of John Parks, a Pennsylvanian backwoodsman who settled 
his parents in Sweden, there is no means of establishing the number 
of actual PeMsylvanians in the Triangle. See, 0 . Turner, 1851, pp. 
412, 419; Helen Hastings and Mary M. Smith, "Triangle Towns: An 
Unfinished History of the ~estern Monroe County Towns of the 
Triangular Tract,~ Unpublished Manuscript, 1930-40. 

2) B.R. 20:41, 116n6. 
3) quoted in Dwight, vol. 4, p. 160. 
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Fig. 3.6. The town of Northampton was formed with Genesee County in 1802. It included the present towns 
of Kendall, Murray, Clarendon, Hamlin, Clarkson, Sweden, Parma, Ogden, Riga, Greece, Gates and Chili. In 
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between. In combination this raised the price of land, and encouraged a 

population shift. Second and third generation seulcrs arrived with cash, 

for which their impecunious predecessors willingly exchanged their 

mortgages and limited improvements. Compensated with this sntall 

emolument, many removed to Ohio. As an early resident of the town of 

Sweden recalled, "the farmer who had only cleared and improved his land 

found himself possessed of a valuable property, though the original 

purchase price remained unpaid." Those who had nothing to show for 

their tenure, and consequently nothing to sell, decamped, or to usc the 

contemporary phrase they took "french leave," but with the conclusion of 

the war in 1814 the more industrious began to sell their contracts and 

their improvements to "a more thrifty and enterprising population."! 

In Sweden it appears that this older, wealthier population arrived 

between 1814 and 1820. Overall the popolation gcew from eight hundred 

and nineteen to two thousand eight hundred and five. a leap of two 

hundred and forty-two per cent; but the most impressive gains were made 

by individuals who were under ten and or over forty-five years of agc.2 

In these groups the increase was nearly twice the average. The growth of 

the younger cohort indicates that young families, who comprised the 

bulk of the initial wave of settlement. had reached their full complement 

of members. The average family numbered six. Of the households, ninety 

per cent sheltered children under fifteen years of age, the average 

number being three or four with ! modal figure of two. The second 

I) Smith and Husted, pp. 5-6. 
2) The census of Nov. 25, 1814 is recorded in the Swtdtn Town Book, vol I. 

p. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 7 Demographic profiles of Sweden over the first thirty-five years of its existence reveal a pallem 
common to the frontier. Since the cohort groups of the censuses varied some interpolation was necessary 
to bring them into conformity. The profile for 1814 shows a young population with a slight male bias. The 
tremendous population growth between 1814 and 1820 (from 819 to 2,805) is particularly evident in the 
population of children and older persons. By 1830 the rural population had begun to decline. The dense 
population of the previous decade was founded on the high fertility of virgin soi l, and the culling of virgin 
timber for the export of potash. Reduced fertility and deforestation drove many families west or into the 
emerging cities and vi llages. By 1840 the aging of the original population is evident in the constricting 
base of children. 

.f>. 
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increase I take as an indication that older migrants were arriving. 

presumably wilh some savings, to buy out partially improved land. 

The · brothers. Dudley. William. Aaron and Able Root arrived from 

Hebron. Connecticut, via Saratoga County. in 1818. and took up land in the 

southeast comer of Lhe town. They found trees Standing in the roads. 

Among thei r neighbors. only one of whom held title to his .land. they 

found "no framed houses and but one barn," but they were able 

immediately to ·purchase about four hundred acres for about fifteen 

hundred dollars. Their sons became the towns largest hlndowners. Robert 

Staples. an Anti-Mason. who would serve as Town Supervisor. Justice of 

the Peace and State Legislator. arrived from Branford. Connecticut. via 

Vermont, in 1816 and purchased a farm "previously articled" in the town's 

soulhwestem com er. Levi Pond , another Anti-Masonic State Legislator. 

and a member of the Brockport Banic Formation Committee. arrived in 

1817. The brothers. James. John and Chester White came from Madison 

County in 1820 and paid for Lheir large farms on the Beech Ridge in six to 

eight years. These residents. who were "of a more substantial class. and 

better off," left their marie on the landscape in a number of large houses. 

some of which were constructed in a vernacular Georgian style of local 

brick and fieldstone, a form that made a claim to social status in a fabric 

proclaiming that they. unlike their predecessors. intended to remain . ! 

And. indeed. many of them did. 

I) The quotes are drawn from the recollect ions collected by Fuller. B R 
1:34, 6/5/57. On the Roots see Peele. vol. 3, pp. 45. 57; see also 
Triangular Tract Dud Boo/c. vol. 1. pp. 37. 54, 55. On Robert Staples. 
see Peele, vol. 3. p. 13 and.BFP , 1:36. On Levi Pond see Evens and 
Ensign, and Everets. Hisrory of Monroe County, New York, (New York: 
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The wealthier farmers did stay p_ut, and when the time 

came later in the U{ltury to assemble ruolkaions it was they 

who furnished the material. When county histories came into 

vog.u even laur in the century the ~eirs of these farmers .!paid to 

have the biographies of their eminent forbears inserud, ofun 

beside an · illustration of that farm that they had purchased, 

•previously articled: a half century earlier. This would sum in 

no small part to account for tht sanguine and s~tisfied tone of 

these documents. They projected the experience of rhelr 

contributors and subscribers onto a population whose fortunes 

were far more diverse 

Taken together, rhe biographies assembled in a county 

history resemble the ·polyvocal" accounts rhar have ruently 

received the endorsement of some anrhrqpologisrs. However, i 

thq illu.strare the difficulties and liabilities of collaborations 

which give •equal rhetorical weight to diveru renditions of 

tradition . •I Any such text must define a "representative" group , 

and tach contributor must then deer a "representative" 

rendition from their quiver of opinions • In the nineteenth 

century county histories the "representative" men are Simply 

those who were willing and ablt ro . purchase a peculiar type of 

immortality, and they lafgely representtd ~~~mselves as persons 

who deserved this memorlalirarion This worts its distortions, but 

it is not evident that they are greater than those found 1n 

assembled tales of misery It is nor evtn clear that they are 

Evens. Ensign and Everts, 1817), p. 158; and BFP , 1:62. On the White 
brolhers see Peck. vol. 3, pp. 15, 74,75, and Tnangular Traer Deed 
Book, vol. 1, p. 258; vol. 2, pp. 45, 59,151; vo1 3, p. 88. 

I) James Clifford. "IOiroductiori: Partial Truths," in Writing Culture: The 
Poetics and Politics of Ethnography, ed. James Clifford and George E. 
Marcus (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1986), p. 15 

, 
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greater that the distortions implicit in a combination of ·all 

points of view, • which suggest the possibility of synthesizing 

lives that are idiosyncratic and singular. 

These biographies are in fact assembled interpretations of 

lives, they are connotations ascribed to names; we might say that 

they are myths with which humans attempted to explicate the 

mysterie~ of personality, character and individuality. Lowenthal 

has suggested the relative 'recency of the habit of thinking of 

one's identity as something that is developed through an 

"interconnective narrative" of autobiography, and he places its 

origins som ewhere in the eighteenth century.' The 

autobiographies of the county histories are simply a vernacular 

version of Wordsworth's "Prelude." This suggests that these texts 

are the product of a religious crisis. Having, at least to .some 

degree, evacuated the house of religion, identities sought a new 

home in history, and some found a heaven of sorts in local 

histories. Don't they, after all, offer a release from absolute 

annonymity and oblivion? Writing bears the meaningful code of 

personality beyond the grave. In their very expression the 

accompanying portraits seem to say "I know that am dead." 

If autobiographies are connoted lives. the denoted lives are 

found in the manuscript census. That which was taken for the 

town of Sweden in 1820 indicates rwo thousand eight hundred and 

five individuals: four hundred and fifty nine male heads of 

families by name, the remainder by numbers. These simply state 

that this one, or that someone, lived -not who they were, or how 

they lived, or with what cause. Where the autobiographies put 

somebody behind the name, these individuals exist in history as 

nobodies. as signifiers with nothing signified. Means have been 

devised to elicit inferences from these lists, to connote these 

signifiers with "collective biographies,· to give the nobodies the 

surrogate corporeality of "society" and the surrogate life of social 

I) Lowenthal, 1985, pp. 197-200. 
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history. Such efforts to amend the inadequacies of the record 

lose sight of another venerable form of history, the memento 

mori of the utterly inpenetrable silence of the individuality 

behind these names. The cavernous silence of the unwritten may 

contain the deepest truth of history, not in what it with.olds but in 

what it says with,. its eternal reticence. Behind the voluble 

history of development there is a silent history of envelopment 

and oblivion. 

A number of the original settlers sold thsir improvements and went 

west, first tc;> Ohio, and later to Michigan and Wisconsin. Perhaps even 

more flit from farm to farm within a rather limited area.l Although some 

may have accumulated some capital for their trouble it is likely that more 

sunk into poverty.2 In township 3 this relatively impoverished class is 

registered in the large number of land contracts for parcels of small 

acreage. The smallest of these, for one third of an acre. carried a price of 

fou r dollars. h was sold to Hyram Brace, a relation, perhaps, of Nathaniel 

Brace, whose account at the Seymour store in Clarkson was settled with 

the notation "too poor to live." 

I) Some recent scholarship seems to indicate that the population was 
considerably more stable than was formerly supposed, sec Donald H. 
Parkerson, "The Structure of New York Society: Basic Themes in 19th 
Century Social History," New York History 65 (1984): 157-87. The 
frequency of partially legible entries in the manuscript census 
foiled my efforts to calculate the exact rate of turnover, and this 
experience causes me to suspect the assertions of those who claim to 
have overcome this handicap. 

2) Henry Conklin, Through "Poverty's Vale :" A Hardscrabble Boyhood in 
Upstate New York, ed. Wendell Tripp (Syracuse: Syracuse University 
Press, 1974). pp. 13-14. 
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variety 

The Triangular Tract was brought into e xis tence by the vagaries of 

eighteenth century finance and the chicane ries of su rveying. 

Speculation, bankruptcy and the white man's habit of c utting himself 

extra-generous slices o f land were all common enough to suggest the 

possibil ity of theorization. However common the circumstances, it is 

imponant to note the contingency of their outcomes. It is not an accident 

that parcels like the Triangle came into being in western New York, but 

the appearance of the Triangle itself is an accident or a coincidence. The 

benefactors of this accident ins tituted ccnain policies which appear to 

have attracted relatively poor farm families and to have senled them on 

farms which were often too small to suppon them fo r any length of time. 

It is difficult to prove. but I suspect that many of these persons become 

those cheap laborers that allowed the later consolidated farms to prosper. 

Many of them also became the laborers of Brockport. tbe Canal shipping 

point for the produce of these farms . Thus it is that contingencies create 

the circumstances for the realizat ion o f later contingencies and s ubtle 

regional variation yie lds variations that arc more marked. 

Individuals with similar intentions are also subject to variation. 

Here the contingency is the accident of inherited wealth. On July 4, 1876. 

F.P. Root stood at the podium of the chapel of the Normal School and tested 

the endurance of his audience with a di ligent history of Sweden and 

Brockpon. The aging farmer had arrived in the town of Sweden as a boy 

of four in I 8 I 8. and over the intervening decades he had inheri ted and 

amassed the town's most extensive holdings. Despite this personal s uccess. 
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he spoke with a cenain nostalgia. "No people were more cheerful and 

jolly," he recalled, "than the toilers in clearing away our forests;" and as 

if to explain this happy, if burdensome, state, he went on: "society was 

open to all who conducted -themselves with propriety; there was no class 

society, no aristocracy, for all were equally respected who were equally 

worthy." 1 There is no reason to doubt the good cheer of these pioneers, or 
' 

the pleasure of cutting farms in the virgin forest, or even the esteem that 

was to be earned by simple integrity. On these points witnesses arc very 

nearly unanimous. But classes were at least latent by the time Root's 

rather wealthy family arrived. 

This was fully developed by 1848, when sixteen year old Elisha 

Carpenter sought an appointment for the winter term as a district school 

teacher in the town of Sweden. Armed with book learning acquired at the 

Brockport Collegiate Institute, he set out in a buggy, his immaturity 

imperfectly disguised by his father's stovepipe hat. This was invariably 

removed by the low doorways of the cabins where be made his inquiries. 

He located a country school about five miles out of Brockport, and passed 

an interview before two trustees who were sitting in a field husking corn. 

The stipend was small, but it included boarding in the houses of his pupils. 

Displaying a villager's inclination toward comfort, he first boarded in the 

district's large houses, of which there were five, all of them painted 

white. Later, with some regret, he accepted the hospitality of the owners 

the brown houses. Last of all he turned to the log· cabins. In the course of 

this circulation he began unwittingly to prolong his stays in white 

I) B.R. 20:41 1/6n6. 
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houses, and to abbreviate his stays in the brown and log houses, the 

homes, incidentally, of the majority of his pupils. His discriminat ion lead 

to a distinct unpopularity among the poorer residents, who felt s lighted, 

and the wealthier residents. who felt imposed upon. 

His prejudice is l.lnderstandable. In the larger white houses, which 

were home to few children, he might enjoy a private room, whereas in 

one "brown house," which he depicted as representative, there were only 

two rooms. The schoolmaster's bed, shared with the son. stood in the 

comer opposite that where the parents slept with their daughter. Even 

this was relative luxury. In one log house, of a single room and a loft. his 

host, a farmer, dwelt with seven sons ranging in age fl'bm nine to twenty, 

and three daughters. The schoolmaster slept with the boys in the loft 

under a communal blanket. Amid the grunts and snores of his pupils. 

Carpenter lay on his back, watching the stars through the roars 

numerous apertures and calculating the minimum duration before he 

might reasonably return to the comfon of one of the white houses. I 

His estimations were inaccurate, and the insulted cabin dwellers 

began to withdraw their children from his classes. By spring his school 

had been abandoned entirely. Taking to heart this lesson in the 

sensitivity of persons to imputations of social class. he engaged a second 

school in the following winter. This was the cobblestone school located on 

the Ridge Road one half mile west of Redman. Four Comers, a collection of 

taverns, which served the Rochester to Niagara Falls stage. and "brown 

houses, collages and cabins." This hamlet, which had arisen dS the voting 

I) B.R. 26:28. 4/6/82. 
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place for the town of Murray prior to its division in 1813, had been 

christened "Fuddleton" by Carpenter's pedagogic predecessor. 

Immediately to the west of the school there were several large farms, with 

houses fre shly painted white, inhabited by "intelligent and cultivated 

families." 

"There is the same thing right over again," Carpenter remembered 

having said to himself, "painted houses against brown and log houses." 

The residents of Redman Four Comers were persuaded that their children 

were more severely disciplined and more carelessly tuutred than those of 

the more prosperous farmers to the west. To avoid the problem of the 

previous winter Carpenter boarded first in each of the taverns and log 

houses, cunningly reserving for the depths of winter his stay in the 

"painted and cobblestone houses." I 

I) B.R. 26:30, 4/20/82. .. 



Chapter 4 
Commuojty. Ecology and Economy in Early Sweden 

Increasingly distinc t variations within the social fabric and across 

the cultural landscape were, simultaneously, che marks and the means or 

regional development. When millers and merchants arrived. adding a 

new echelon to the social eli te, it was a consequence of greater 

productivity, but it became at once a cause. The diversification of the 

landscape into woodlots, fields· and towns, the multiplication and . 
specialization of buildings. and the increasingly intricate web of roads 

produced a changing landscape that was. likewise. both an index and an 

instrument of a deepening environmental transformation. The energy 

that drove this escalating complexity in the social order was derived from 

natural ecosystems, which were progressively dismantled. As one British 

traveler ruefully observed, in America improvement did not imply what 

he could consider "making things bei ter," but only a senseless 

"augmentation in the number of houses and people, and above all in the 

amount of cleared land." I 

The paradox of complexity appearing as both the product and the 

producer of complexity may serve to suggest the dynamic of development, 

a dynamic fueled by energy preempted from nature; but this does not 

satisfy the need to identify a primary cause. English industrialization and 

population growth must be placed at the bottom of 'this. Malthus's Essay on 

the Principles of Population Growth had been published a year after the 

Treaty of Big Tree was signed, and it was less than a decade old when the 

I) Basil Hall, 1827. in Handy and McKelvey. pp. 34-35. 
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fringe of the European agricultural hinterland first c rept over the 

boundaries of township three. As causes go, even this is proximate rather 

than primary -a phenomenon with its own, only panly excavated, causal 

foundations- but it seems we must content ourselves with proximate 

causes, only deliberating over how immediate or remote these should be. 

To say that the forest were fel!ed because individuals wished to clear them 

away is only to accept the most immediate cause. To say ihat British 

woolen mills required the ash of the incinerated trunks to scrub gum 

from the fleeces of sheep is simply to set things at a greater. but not at the 

greatest possible. distance. A comprehensive explanation would require 

greater historical reach. However discouraging, this notion of remote 

origins docs direct our auention to linkages. in this case the tangible tics 

of geography, with distant sources of exogenous change. 

We have sun how historical beginnings and geographical 

boundaries are very often literary creations imposed on things 

that we presume continuous . The problems and solutions of 

writing a break in time or space are also found in the writing of a 

break in the continuum of causality . Objections to over 

determination, philosophical libertarianism and the belief in 

"emergent properties" are. at least on one level, simply efforts to 

discard this problem. 

It is, obviously. debatable whether development is a process of 

making things better. For several species it is a process of making 

mailers infinitely worse. Even among humans there will be dissenters. 

Whether or not they were aware of the change. women lost economic 
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power when the development of regular markets destroyed the home 

industry of cloth production. Admitting its equivocality, it remains 

possible to reason through the analogy of biological organisms and define 

development as a progression from Jesser to greater degrees of social and 

spatial complexity. Explanations of development are always more pr less 

proximate, but they can be understood with the triad of the specialization 

in the function of persons and places, the dismantling of nat.ural systems, 

and an increase in the size. appetite or accessibility of a market. These 

are the processes desc ribed in more famili ar and homely terms by F.P. 

Root when he wrote: "during the first decade most of the land was cleared 

of timber, neat and comfortable farm buildings were erected, lands 

fenced, orchards planted, roads made and societies organized ·I 

Social and Geographical Organizations 

The social and geographical organization of society was guided by 

mild legislation, and by cultural habits or somewhat greater potency, but 

it was governed by no total or comprehensive plan. In fact, the 

population was conceived less as a society that as a collection of societies. 

These were the volun tary "societies" mentioned by Root. The town was 

pan of a larger political geography. but it served as something more like 

a compartment than a department. It was a means of grouping persons 

into units through which they could collectively provide their own 

collective goods, most notably roads, rather than an instrument through 

which these persons could be governed from afar. • The church was. 

I) B.R. 20: 41, 7/6n6. 
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likewise, part of a larger ecclesiastical geography, but it lacked the 

terri torial powers to place claims on the heans or the purses of those who 

chose not to join. Settlements were· also unregulated, and unplanned in 

both layout and distribution. They seem usually to have centered on an 

extended family of some imponance, and to included the families of their 

hired help 

The Town of Sweden 

By I 8 I 3 the population of township three sufficed to warrant 

formation of a political town. In company with a sizeable but thinly 

populated portion of the One Hundred Thousand Acre Tract (by then 

known as the Connecticut Tract) to the west. it was panitioned from 

Murray by an act of formation which passed the legislature on April 2, 

1813. The first meeting was delayed, however. since at the time of the 

town's formation "very little of the land had been deeded. and it was with 

great difficulty, and not without some shifts that freeholders enough 

could be found or made to fill the town offices for some time after. "I "It 

was no uncommon thing," F.P. Root later recalled, "for a man to get some 

small amount deeded to enable them to hold office. "2 Thus it was that one 

I) B.R. I :34, 6/5/57. 
2) B.R. 20:4 I. 7 /6n6. The original state constitution restricted suffrage. 

Small freeholders, with holdings valued at less than twenty pounds. 
and renters with tenancies of at least fony shillings a year were 
entitled to vote for the assembly, while none but fre.eholders with 
propeny valued at 100 pounds above all indebtedness could vote for 
senators or the governor. It was the conviction of the document's 
author, John Jay. that those that owned the state should rule the state, 
and this conviction endured as law for nearly fifty years. At the 
constitutional convention of I 82 I the delegates were preponderantly 
Bucktails, and as a pan of the general overhaul of state government 
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year after formation the first meeting convened at the tavern of Johnson 

Beadle in Sweden Center. The electors conscientiously voted to acquire 

two volumes of the statutes of the State, to survey and clear the boundaries 

of the town, and to undertake various parochial projects for their mutual 

co nvenience. I The final partition of Sweden was begun in 1819, when it 

was unanimously carried that the town be divided on the west line of the 

triangle. In 1821 notice was given of an intention to petition the 

legislature for the creation of Orleans County, to include nthat part of 

Sweden that lies west of the Triangle line in the County of Genesee.''2 

Later in that same year, at the schoolhouse in Clarendon, the accounts 

were divided, and the Town's property, an assortment of books and boxes. 

was sold for fourteen dollars and forty eight cents.3 This reduced the 

town to approximately twelve square miles, a size that left few persons 

more than three miles distant from the town center, the radius, as Okada 

has described it, o f a typical farmer's circle of friends and 

acquaintances. 4 

Since 1664 the political geography of New York had been organized 

as a hierarchic system of towns and counties, a design which 

simultaneously preserved centralized authority and distributed the power 

to address local concerns. This territorial structure mixed the patrician 

ideals of the Hudson River Valley and the pragmatic needs of humbler 

ci tizens. It was at the request of such citizens that towns were erected. 

I) Sweden Town Book, vol. I, pp. 2-10. 
2) Albany Argus , 9: 836, 1{}.6{}.1. 
3) Sweden Town Book, vol. I, p. 123; vol. 2, p. I. 
4) Yasuo Okada, "The Economic World of a Seneca County Farmer," New 

York History 66 (1985): 5-28. 
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"Whenever a sufficient number of persons have planted themselves on a 

given tract," Timothy Dwight wrote, "of such extent that they can act 

without inconvenience in the proper business of a township, such a tract 

is incorporated for this purpose." I Writing in 1813, Spafford sought to 

define this ent ity and to identify the various aspects of this "proper 

business." He wrote: "Town, is s trictly, and even by our laws, a civil or 

communal district -Township, a terri torial." He continued: 2 

"They are not cities, nor even villages! What are they? 
They arc organized for town purposes, elect town 
officials, pay Town, County and State Taxes, and some 
of them even have Town-houses where the public 
business is transacted -Civilly, they are Towns; 
territorially , Townships, what-ever their form or 
area." 

"Town purposes" are hardly elucidated by this passage, but a clue to 

their composition and limits is lodged in the phrase "civil or communal 

district." Unlike their New England counterparts, which Sack describes as 

"a parish with civil authority grafted on," the New York town filled no 

ecclesiastical function. The word communal is misleading, since the town 

was not an organic entity and it had no power to restrict membership, 

exclude paupers. or to regulate the sale of land.3 It was simply a district 

defini ng a group of accidental neighbors and a political instrument 

th rough which neighbors could seck collectively to minimize the 

inconveniences posed by nature and one another. 

The multiple contingencies that conspi red to assemble these 

accidental neighbors are reflected in the fortuitous pragmatism that 

I) Dwight, vol. 4, p. 14. 
2) Spafford, pp. 27-28. 
3) Sack, pp. 140-144. 
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suggested the Town's name. Like most of the place names in western New 

York, there is little to suggest that "Sweden" was the product of long 

thought or deep feeling. I The inspiration for the name "Sweden" is 

uncertain, and Flick is content to catcgoritc it with other "namesakes of 

the Old World which added a certain glamor to the dreary frontier 

scltlements. n2 It may memoriaiite Sweden's rather negligible 

contribution to Napoleon's defeat at Leipzig in 1813, and be therefore 

affiliated with names like Parma. Warsaw and Moscow. Another 

possibility is the settlers' perception of a similarity between descriptions 

of the Scandinavian forests and their own bog pocked. snowy and heavily 

wooded home. This hypothesis is recommended by the Baltic navor of 

neighboring towns like Bergen and Riga, or the more distant Livonia. 

Whatever the inspiration , the significance of the Town's name is its lack 

of significance. Like the boundaries of the town, the name presumed no 

particular contents; the one was simply a container, and the other was 

simply a tag, prepared to hold and signify anything that occupied this 

space. As a terri torial category the town resembles other social categories 

defined by heredity, function or class. and like these it is potentially an 

I) Harold W. Thompson, Body, Boots and Britches , (Philadelphia: J.P. 
Lippincott, 1940), pp. 447-480. 

2) Admiral Franklin Hanford, "On the Origin of the Names of Places in 
Monroe County," Scottsville Literary Sociery 115, (Scottsville. · N. Y.: 
Scottsville Literary Society, 1911). This is reproduced as "Origins of 
the Names of Places in Monroe County, New York," Rochester 
Historical Sociery Publications 5 (1926): 49-77. Sec also. Alexander C. 
Aick, History of the State of New York, (New York: Ira J. Friedman, 
1962), vol 10, p. 319. For a time, it seems to have been called 
Brookfield. Hastings and Smith, p. 30. This is probably a transfer, 
either from Connecticut or Massachusetts. and not a description of 
local topography. 
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object or personal identification. Unsurprisingly there is linle to suggest 

that this patriotism (in the strict sense .or local allegiance) existed. 

Certain parallels exist in this text. It is populated with 

words that can be classified by grammatical function or 

etymological affiliation but which at the same time inhabit a 

particular place within the space of these pages. Like 

geographic space, this is divid~d into territories. In fact. the 

sections, chapters and sub-headings are in some respe~ts the 

analogue of the state. the county and the town. The entire work 

might be described as a federation of sections, while paragraphs 

might be likened to communities and sentences might be likened 

to households. 

This metaphor can be pushed, if only slightly, in order to 

ask about the "political structure" of the dissertation. To what 

extent are the sentences, paragraphs, sub-headings and so forth 

autonomous? Is the centralized meaning of a thesis pervasive, 

intermittent or nonexistent? To oppose types that are, perhaps, 

ideal, we can recognize the possibility on the one hand of a 

totalitarian text which prohibits wlocal" autonomy. On the other 

we can envision a simple collection , a literary "community of 

convenience" in which there are assembled autarkic meanings. 

Thomas Aquinas has probably provided the best example of the 

first of these; the writing of Jean Baudrillard may provide the 

best example of the second.l 

This metaphor might be pushed to explicate the "patriotic" 

affinity of the sentence. Is its primary identity deriv.ed from its 

place between its neighbors. or from its role in the service of the 

whole? If the first is true we will call it a digression; if the 

second is true we will say that it furthers the plot. With this is 

I)' Jean Baudrillard, America, trans. Chris Turner (New York:Verso. 1988); 
Cool Memories, trans. Chris Turner (New York: Verso, 1990). 
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mind it is possible to see that a conventional dissertation, or an 

ordinary monograph, is an • uercise of authorial absolutism. 

Every space in the text is organized in a hierarchy that supports 

the thesis . Digressions. which are a concession to the needs and 

desires of a particular moment during composition and a '--

particular place in the text, are contemned with totalitarian 

disgust as Hdisorderly, H "undisciplined" and "un controlled." 

Curiously, these same words are used by the lovers of centralized 

p lanning to describe democratic politics and free market 

economics. Whether there is reason to have faitlt in some 

literary equivalent of the invisible hand or the public will is a 

matter that is far from clear, but it does seem odd that the great 

American dissertation production industry should so happily 

reproduce the form of this profoundly Germanic prototype. 

Although the town had no say in the mauer of souls, and it made 

scant claims on indi vidual sentiments. it was valued as a' practical 

instrument for the accomplishment of profane and prosaic tasks. 

Foremost among these was road construction, and between 1814 and 1816 

the more populous eastern section received almost all the roads that it has 

today. This system improved a haphazard network of trails that had been 

"imperfectly cut out" during the first decade, and which had remained "in 

many places corduroyed with logs and timbers, and everywhere hardly 

passable." t ln each of the firs t three years two hundred and fifty dollars 

was 14ised to improve the roads of the town; in 1817, when road building 

was superseded by road maintenance, no funds were allocated . 

I) B.R. I :34, 6!5/51. 
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Fig. 4.2. The road system of 1819 has been augmented, but the larger farms of 1ater years did not require 
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For mainte nance the town relied exclusively on co rv~e labo r, 

determined in proportion to the value o f a man's property. The average 

assessment was for five days, while that of the own's wealthiest ci ti7.en, 

John Reed, was for cightccn . l The impressed laborers were noto rious for 

dawdling and slippin g away curly, during what became kno wn us u 

"shrinking day" of work. Furmers viewed It us u respite' from their 

routine labor. and roadwork frequently degene rated in to horseplay and 

fraternal insobr iety. As late as mid-century, the Rural Nt. w Yorkrr 

described the typical town road as an "ingenious contrivance for c reating 

mud ." 2 The product of these perfunctory e ffort s was what J .B. Jackson 

has called a "vernacular road sys tem, " a ne twork thnt was " fl ex ible. 

without o verall plan, us ually without maintenance, nnd the hunc uf lon~ -

range travelers and of a government wanting to expedite mil itary or 

commercial traffic ... 3 

The layout of individual roads was no t fl ex ible, since each nlmo:> t 

invariably followed the blazes of the lot lines of the original survey. but 

the overall plan was n e xible. with each road created d ter an individual 

deci sion based on particular ci rcumstance~ . Although rectil inear 111 

form, the road pattern was not uniform in coverage. It wn~ (and remains) 

most densely concentrated in those areas where llmall fnrn1s clustered in 

the 1820's. As one his torian of Connecticut put it , they were "the 

e mbodiment of the right of each property owner to get free acces~ to h1s 

1) Sweden Town Book, vol. I. pp. 7, 13-14, 75. 
2) The Rural New Yorker 4 (1853): ISO. 350; Tilt. lllgilwuy Manual of tile 

State of New York, (Albany: B. Lyon, 1893), p. 322. 
3) J.B. Jackson, Discovering tile Vernacular Landscape. (New llaven: Yale 

University Press. 1984. p. 23-24. 
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property." 1 They were not public propeny. but rather public rights of 

access, easements over land which remained in the possession of the 

owner of the adjacent land.2 This seems to explain why they were not 

depicted on early maps of the county, and why they were given no names. 
I "-

but only appear in the town records with deoominalioos such as: comer 

by Seth Spooner's east to the "Old East Road." ·This is now Sh~mway Road. 

The Old East Road (now called Sweden Walker Road) was a public 

thoroughfare built on land donated by the proprietors, '\nd it thus had a 

name and it appeared on the county maps. 

Travelers in the Genesee country were prone to comment on the 

number of wheeled conveyances. One who passed through Avon in 1828 

wrote that "such a thing as a human being walking anywhere on · the 

public roads out of the villages is rarely seen: J Five years later another . 
concurred: "the trutb is people never think of walking; they get out a 

team, as they call it, and away they go, though they have not half a mile to 

ride. You will rarely meet anyone walking on a road."4 Is seem, however. 

that this was the rule only on the thoroughfares frequented by travelers. 

On the local roads walking was much the most common means of traveJ.S 

• 

I) N.B. Garvan, Architecture and Town Planning in Coloma/ Connecticut, 
, ~ New Haven: Yale University Press. 1951, pp. 42, 54. 
2) The Highway Manual of the State of New York, (Albany: B. Lyon, 1893). 

pp. 225. 218, 228-234. . 
·3) James Stuart, 1828, in Mau. p. 284. 
4) Isabella Hope Wilson, 1833. in Pat M. Ryan (ed.) MRochester Recollected . 

A Miscellany of Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century Descriptions." 
Rochester History. 41 (1979): 38. 

5) Hedrick, p. 184. 
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By 1825, when the numbers had presumably risen, only one family in 

four owned a team.! 

Although the roads permitted periodic trips to market a more 

important daily function was to give livestock access to forage. While 

clearings remained limited, fields were too valuable to devote to grazing. 

The roads themselves were cleuings, scars in the forest canopy, and their 

margins supported herbaceous pl ants and grasses. ~urthermore, for 

animals such as pigs, which subsisted on roots and mast, ro ads gave access 

to unpurchased woodlots. This led to the town's second important task, the 

regulation of livestock whose privilege it was to roam these roads. This is 

why it kept a registry o f each resident's earmark and policed the 

commons, which is to say the roads, fo r strays. Because animals were 

prone to stray, and while strayi ng to trample and chew, o r to 

indiscrimin ately inseminate; and because fences were rickety and 

neglected; and because the browsing and carousing of these fugi tive 

beasts was a provocati ve affront to the privacy of private property, 

expensive fines were charged to the hapless owners of wayward caule. At 

the fi rst meeting of the town it was voted that pigs "not be free 

commoners," and Reuben Stickney of Sweden Center was appointed pound 

keeper and commanded to "furnish a yard sufficient .for a pound." Hogs 

were sometimes granted winter liberty, but otherwise the victim of their 

rooting and grubbing was awarded twenty five cents. After 1819, when 

breeding apparently became a concern, male animals were the specified 

I) According to the State Census of 1825 there were 383 horses in Sweden, 
which amounts to .16 horses per capita. The average family 
numbered 6. 
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subjects of injunctions, and the fines rose dramatically. For a boar of 

more than four months, the forfei t was one dollar; for a roving ram. 

between August 12 and November 12, the owner was charged two dollars, 

and later five dollars; for a stud horse of more than two years, the penalty 

was ten dollars. Ultimately it was .• decided that all fences be four and a half 

feet high and "laid out in a workmanlike manner of logs rails', boards or of 

stone wall." 

The tasks with which the town was charged were not exacting, and 

their accomplishment was never more than panial, but the uniformity of 

the population's livelihood and their consequent mutuality of interest 

made these tasks relevant to every resident. Frontier agriculture was 

simply impossible without this primary association. Thi s functional 

relevance made the town a community in Nisbet 's sense of the word. a 

necessary mediation between the famil y and the larger economic and 

political order.l It is possible to identify a simple social structure in this 

community, exclusively male to be sure, and headed by persons of relative 

wealth, but otherwise egalitarian and practical in composition. The town 

officers, who were numerous, had duties that extended "to all objects of 

com munal welfare. "2 In spite of this noble description, apathy 

frequently made it necessary to impose a substant ial forfeit on nominees 

who declined the office offered by their peers. Among these officers, the 

most notable was the supervisor.3 As Kathy Kutolowski has shown in her 

study of Genesee County politics in this period, this post was filled in 

I) Nisbet, 1958. 
2) Spafford. p. 28. 
3) For a list of Supervisors of the Town of Sweden, see Peck, 1895, p. 405. 
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conformity with the "traditional deferential patterns" of New England. 

She attributes this to the fact that political problems were perceived as 

business problems, and thus it was only natural to select individuals with 

a demonstrated knowledge of the alchemy of wealth. If they derived 

personal advantage from their political position this was accepted because 

their personal assets were in the locality and personal advantage was 

inseparable from local advantage.! 

Over Sweden's first half century the post was filled by many men. 

Few remained in office for more than a few successive one year terms, 

although many were returned to the position after an absence. For the 

first five years the Town Supervisor was John Reed, owner of the town's 

largest holdings. He was replaced in 1821 by Silas Judson. a miller who 

was acquainted, we may guess. with everyone. Three years later James 

Seymour, a storekeeper, assumed the position brieny. only to leave it 

before completion of his term to become sheri ff of Monroe County. He 

was succeeded by Joseph Randall , another miller. Riding on the crest of 

Anti-Masonry, the farmer Robert Staples was returned to office five times 

before the office was yielded, once again, to millers. Until the 1870's the 

position alternated between millers and the owners of large farms, and 

many names recur. The only exceptions are the owner of a 

slaughterhouse and two lumber merchants in the village of Brockport, 

who held the office at various times after 1865. What unites all of these 

individuals is their visibility. 

I) Kathy Kutolowski, "Political Legitimation and Institutionalized 
Charisma on the Frontier," paper presented to the advanced history 
seminar, Syracuse University, 1988. 
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As its last task, the town assumed responsibil ity for the poor. 

Although the poor fund was not large -with an emergency supplement 

raised at the summer's end it came to two hundred and fifty dollars in the 

first year- it showed a notable commitment to communal responsibility. 

Recipients were referred to possessively as the "town's poor." 

Unfortunately, the record is both sparse and spare in its comments on the 

town's poor, but I suspect they were widows, orphans and elqerly people 

struggling to survive without the assistance of children. The contract to 

care for these individuals was sold to the lowest bidder.! What this 

suggests is that the town saw itself as a collective whose responsibility it 

was to compensate in those cases where the family unit was destroyed. 

Early Religious Communities as an "Island of Holiness" 

Missing from the catalogue of town duties that we have described 

are the ecclesiastical entanglements and moral incumbencies of the towns 

of New England. Needless to say, this stemmed from the 

disestablishmentarian state constitution of 1788.2 The role of the church. 

and of the meetinghouse as a pivot of local, geographical organization , 

was diminished by this separation of church and state, although the 

prevalence of religious apathy might, in any event, have achieved the 

same result. In western New York, "the Sabbath ... was not visibly 

distinguished even as a day of relaxation," and the period of settlement 

was later remembered for "gross acts of wickedness, especially open and 

I) Sweden Town Book, vol. 1, 123, 150-51; vol. 2, p. 1. 
2) David Ellis, "The Yankee Invasion of New Yorlc," New York History 3 2 

(1951): 3-17. 
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bold desecration of the Sabbath, such as traveling away on business or 

pleasure, or deer bunting." This religious apathy was arrested by the 

general religious revival which swept the area between 1815 and 1817. 1 

These years embrace the infamous year without a summer: and chiliastic 

anticipation quite possibly provoked the upwelling of spiritual 

enthusiasm that brought the First Congregational Cb~rch of Sweden into 

being in the Fall of 1816. 

On September fifth the sixteen original members gathered before 

the pastor of the church in nearby Riga and a representative of the 

Youth's Missionary Society of Utica to undergo examination "as tb their 

religious experience and doctrinal belief:•2 The congregation organized 

under fifteen art ieles of faith.3 Accepting these truths. and "denying all 

I) James H. Hotchkins, A History of the Purchase and Settlement of 
Western New York, and of tht Rise, Progress and Present Statt of the 
Presbyterian Church in that Stet/on ( New York: M.W. Dodd, 1848), p. 
131; Dwight, vol. 4, p. 70; McPherson. 

2) "Session Minutes of the Chur'b in Sweden, September 5 1816- January 
2, 1857." Seymour Library, Brockport, N.Y. 

3) God was reverenced as the "creator, preserver and governor of the 
Universe," and the "unchangeable fountain of all good." The Trinity. 
united in one godhead. and "in all divine aspects equal," was 
aclcnowledged, and the scriptures were affirmed to contain "a 
complete and harmonious system of Divine truth." God, reigning 
omnipotent and omnipresent, dispensed a government that was 
"holy, just and good;" yet because of Adam's "first apostasy" it was 
agreed that "the bean of man in his natural state is enmity against 
God," and is not subject to his law. Between .the justice and goodness 
of God's law and the perversions of men, Jesus was the only mediator. 
And yet this "infinite atonement" was frequently declined. 
"Whosoever will may take the water of life freely," article nine reads. 
"yet sinners, from their love of sin will not come to Jesus Christ 
except that they are made willing by the- special regenerating 
influence of the spirit of God." Predestination is made explicit in the 
dispensation of the tenth anicle, which affirmed that "for those who 
are ordained to eternal life, who alone will believe on Jest•s Christ, 
there is no condemnation." As a U&n. of this belief, it was agreed that 
the friends of Jesus Christ would "enter into explicit covenants with 
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ungodliness and worldly lust" the coven ant promised that, God willing. 

they would live "soberly, righteously and godly" all the days of their lives. 

They publicly eschewed "the habitual use of ardent spirits," forswore 

visit ing friends on the Sabbath, and renounced vain amusements, but 

recognizing individual weakness they subscribed to the discipline of 

Mauhew 18, and prayed for the grace "to watch over each other." The 

precaution was not entirely otiose. One member, Thomas Balch. was 

charged with the use of "indecent or lascivious words and actions in 

sundry times and places," and, although witnesses to the actions were not 

forthcoming, be was, for the verbal indiscretion. denied holy communion 

for three months time. The same penalty was levied on Abigale Beadle for 

habitual dri nking and yisiting friends on the Sabbath. 

In the winter of 1819 the clerk of the church, the miller Silas 

Judson, was dispatched to Ogden "to place this church under the watch of 

the Presbytery," and in that year it was received into the Ontario 

Presbytery on the "accommodation plan." One year la ter the 

congregation built "a wooden structure possessing no particular beauty . 

form or comeliness. wi thout paint inside or outside, with neither s teeple 

o r belfry, and but liule to distinguish it from an ordinary bam.· ! In other 

words. it was a perfectly typiaal Puritan meeting bouse. Perhaps with the 

each other," and that, with the exception of "works of necessity and 
mercy," they would devote the first day of the week to God. Within 
this covenant, in all decisions that came to a vote "the pastor and 
each member in point" were determined "perfectly equal." 

1) B.R. 20:41. 20/6n6: Smith and Husted, p. 6. The first reference to the 
"usual place of worship" appears in the on the en,ry for June 3, 1820 
in the Session Book, the first explicit reference to "the 
meetinghouse" appears in the entry of July 26. 1824. 

, 
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hope that piety would promote some sober diligence in their debtors, the 

proprietors donated . the two acre site and granted, in addi tion, one 

hundred acres to be sold for "the support only of the gospel ministry." I 

Ministers were not numerous in the region,2 and the church did not 

resolve to seek a permanent pastor unti l 1829, one year after it was 

"resolved that a church of our fa ith and order be es tablished at 

Brockport." 

The society clearly grew, from sixteen original communicants, of 

whom ten of were women, in 1816, to thirty three in 1822 and eighty 

seven in 1827. Attendance was perhaps double this figure. but the fact 

remains that the visible saints were never more than about four per cent 

of the adult population in the immediate area. The communicants tended 

to be prominent citizens. Silas Judson. for example. was clerk of the 

church and Town Supervisor, but they were by no means representative 

citizens. This may be due to a popular indifference to religion. but it is 

more clearly attributable to the highly exclusive nature of the society as 

outlined in the articles of faith. Even if we include the Methodist society, 

which established two rural churches (in West Sweden in 1836 and in 

Sweden Center in 1856) and the Baptist, who established two rural 

churches (in East Sweden in 1830 and in West Sweden in 1836) we do not 

begin to include a majority of the population.3 This Christian community 

I) Triangular Tract Deed Book • vol. I, p. 193. 
2) O'Callaghan, vol. 4, p. 11 84. 
3) B.R. 20:41, 7/6n6; "Sweden Baptist Church Record Book. 1830-1895." 

Seymour Library, Brockport, N.Y. 

r 
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was, as Curtis Johnson has shown the case to be elsewhere in rural New 

York, a small "isl~d of holiness" in a sea of latitudinarianism.l 

The town records of Sweden that cover the years 1814 to 

1821 are in a leather-bound volume that is presently lodged in a 

metal file drawer in the town office building. Upon request a 

polite public servant will retrieve the volume, and pass it across 

the counter with a sympathetic smile that she apparently 

reserves for antiquarians. The researcher is then directed to a 

quiet room, out of the way of the business of licensing dogs and 

settling parking tickets. What is first apparent upon opening the 

volume is the anachronism of its style: the solecisms of 

orthography, the crude penmanship, the listing lines, the 

irregularity or absence of headings. Some fundamental 

differences (other than sex) distinguish the clerk of 1815 from 

his brisk and orderly successor. The same apparent disorder, the 

same vexing illegibility, the same scrappy appearance, 

characterizes the contemporary church records. 

What I find interesting in both cases is the manner in 

which I set out in my notes to tidy up the record, the alacrity with 

which I set about rectifying deficiencies like the absent index, 

page numbers and annually recurrent sections with clear 

headings. Had I paused I might have formed a good question. 

Rather than asking what the record contained, I might have 

asked why the record was made? Evidently it was not made to 

provide a convenient reference source. Admittedly, the absent 

amenities permit expedient extraction of information, they allow 

a reader to quickly penetrate an unfamiliar text much as street 

signs and road maps allow a driver to penetrate an unfamiliar 

I ) Curtis D. Johnson, Islands of Holiness: Rural Religion in Upstate New 
York , 1790-1860, (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1989). pp. 
13-30. 
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city, and the authors of this record may not have resented the 

time they spent hunting down an entry or they may have known 

its idiosyncratic design well enough to dispense with standardized 

guide posts, but this does not seem to have been the case. In fact, 

one wonders whether the record was used at all. With the 

exception of the log of earmar~ by which stray beasts could be 

identified, and the damage they caused charged to their owner's 

account, it seems doubtful that people would forget the things 

that they wrote down. It also seems noteworthy that the lists of 

landowners and their annual assessment of road work cariu no 

indication of their fulfillment or neglect of these duties. 

The town and the churches were enduring corporate 

entities. Of the two, the town was more deeply inscribed in the 

landscape , but the churches also had structures and, more 

enduringly, burying grounds, that registered their existence. As 

institutions expected to span several generations they also wrote, 

and today preserve, records, literary relics. This has quite 

possibly exaggerated the importance of these institutions and 

given them an unwarranted prominence in the retrospective 

vista. Beyond this possible problem of overestimation there is, 

however, a deeper problem of reading and rewriting historical 

documents . Anachronisms abound! But they are not 

anachronisms of writing so much as they are anachronisms of 

my reading. To use Lowenthal's term, they exist in the modern 

"interpretive apparatus, H the tangled nest of public and private 

institutions, physical settings, and literary uchnologits that 

have radically altered the context and quite possibly done 

violence to the content of a simple, crudely compiled, leather

bound volume. 1 

I) Lowenthal, 1985, p. 273. 
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Centers and Settlements 

Between the individual families and the town there existed a more 

intimate level of association in the rows of houses that clustered along the 

roads. Sweden Centers was, first of all, a voting place and equal access to 

this privilege determined its location. It can be seen as the functi onal and 

symbolic expression of democratic political organization ,in a rural 

society. The second form of clustering was the "set!lement," a term 

imported from New England, and virtually synonymous with 

neighborhood. Various set!lements came to be recognized in the town of 

Sweden. Among these the Root and Bethlehem set!lements in the town's 

southeastern corner and the Moon set!lement on the East Lake (now 

Sweden Walker) Road, are recorded. Some decades later. in the village of 

Brockport, neighborhoods, particularly ethnic neighborhoods, were 

referred to as settlements.! Since the names of two of the rural 

settlements denote extended fam ilios. and since such clusters of fathers 

and sons were relatively common. it is possible that additional settlements 

were recognized. The population of these seulements was almost certainly 

augmented by the families of hired laborers. They are the representation 

in the landscape of a patriarchal family structure. Similar to seulements 

were comers, or important crossroads, such as Wilkie's Comers, Barlow's 

Comers or Reed's Comers. 

I) For example, a fire was reported in "the new set!lement a shon distance 
south of the railroad." in 1861. This neighborhood was largely Irish. 
The housing provided for workers, also for the most pan Irish. north 
of the canal ncar the harvester works, was called the "Carpenter 
Seulement.~ The name commemorated its developer. See, B.R. 5:31, 
5/9/61; II :52; 9/6/67. 
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The Town of Swrden us Surveyed 

Fig. 4.3. A reconstruction or the first farms based on the original deeds indicates that the original survey 
was immediately altered. Only a few or these farms occupied an entire 120 acre lot, and several comprised 
less that 40 acres. By 1821 contracts had been taken out on all of the land in Sweden, but even fifteen years 
later only about half of the land had been paid for (the unshaded area). This may indicates the low 
profitability of many farms. Far from yielding a significant marketable surplus. some of the smaller farms 
were inadequate to provide sustainable subsistence in basic necessities like firewood and grazing land. 
What this pattern suggests is that the owners of many of these smaller farms must have derived their cash 
income from seasonal labor on the large farms. The large blocks in the top center of the map embrace the 
strategic intersection of the Erie Canal ( 1821) and the Lake Road, and they ~epresent the speculative 
holdings of the developers of Brockport. 
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All o f these settlement were linear. a village form that prevailed in 

early wes tern New York. Describing the Genesee Country in 1804, Robert 

Munro noted the settler's "prevailing· practice of building adjoining the 

public roads, and cultivating lands nearest them.'' I As Timothy Dwighl 

described it, "the settlements arc either villages. hamlets, or long 

continued lines of farmhouses distant from each other an eighth, a 

fourth, a half and sometimes three fourths of a mile. The villages arc few; 

the hamlets arc more numerous: but the extent is chiefly occupied by 
' 

these lines of farm houses.·2 The village of LeRoy was described in 1833 

as extending two miles with "but a single street and th\lt the public old 

Jlighway. •3 

This linear village was common to New England and, at a further 

remove, East Ang!ia.4 Joseph Wood has documented Lhe prevalence of this 

linear form in New England, thereby significantly retouch:ng our 

picture of the New England norm.5 The conventional understanding is 

that New England farmers lived in villages and worked in the 

surrounding fields, the motives for their clustering being a utopian social 

scheme and a recalcitrant native population. As this impulsion and this 

I) O'Callaghan, vol. 4, pp. 1172, 1176. 
2) Dwight, vol. 4, p. 20. 
3) Julia Hull Winner, "A Journey Across New York State in 1833," New 

York History, 63 (1965): 66. The long lots of Lhe linear village are 
well 5bown on the map in S.N. and D.G. Beers et. al .. New 
Top'ographical Atlas of Genesee and Wyoming Counties, N.Y., 
(Philadelphia: Stone and Stewart, 1866), p. 33. 

4) David Hackett Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British Folkways in North 
America, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988). pp. 181-188. 

S) Joseph S. Wood, "Village and Community in Early Colonial New 
England," in Material Life in America: 1600-1860. e4. Robert Blair St. 
George (Boston: Northeast University Press, 1988), pp. 159-169. 

, 
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compulsion to dwell together dWindled ncar the end of the eighteenth 

century, and as l>oth were replaced by the profil motive of commercial 

agriculture, farmers a re said to have abandoned their village houses to 

take up residence on their land. I This is the scenario that Wood 

challenges when he argues that, from the early seventeenth century, 

scattered farmsteads and linear villages, or street villages such as those of 

northern Germ any, consti tuted the common landscape of rural New 

England. Nucleation recurred in the Federal period when a markci 

oriented economy brought an "increased demand for central goods:·2 

Sweden Center was what Wood calls an auxiliary central place. Its 

services, the tavern ( 1811 ), the post office (18 19), the meeting house 

( 1820) and the district school, were those found in the typical eighteenth 

century New England town center.3 Other services were dispersed. as no 

I) Edna Schofield, "The Origin of Seulement Paucms in Rural New 
England," Geographical Review, 28 (1938): 652-663; G.T. Trcwanha, 
"The Unincorporated Hamlet, One Element of the American 
Settlement Fabric," Annals of tht Association of American 
Geographers, 33 (1943): 31-81; G.T. Trewanha, "Types of Rural 
Settlement in Colonial America," Geographical Review, 36 (1946): 568-
596. 

2) J.S. Wood, "Elaboration of a Seulement System: The New England Village 
in the Federal Period." J.H.G. 10 (1984): 331-356. Sec also Conrad M. 
Arcnsburg, "American Communities" American Anrhropologisr 57 
(1955):1143-60. Springfield, Massachuseus was laid out on a "lineal 
plan" as early as 1636, and it did not begin to nucleate around a 
counhouse square until 1821. Michael H. Frisch, Town inro City: 
Springfield, Massachuserts, and rhe Meaning of Community, /840-
1880, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972), pp. 9-31. Wood's 
thesis has not met with universal approval. Sec Jordan and Kaups. p. 
125. 

3) The postmaster was Calvin Gibbs (1819-1821). Sweden Center remained 
an office until 1859, when it became a branch of the Brockpon 
office. It was discontinued in 1875. John L. Kay and Chester Smith, 
New Yorlc Posral Hisrory: The Posr Offices and First Post Masters From 
1775-1980, (State College Pa. : American Philatelic Society, 1982). p. 
177. The mail was routed through Bergen, sec 0 . Turner. 1851. p. 556. 
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resident could engage in a full time non-agricultural activity. As was 

reported elsewhere in the Genesee Country. even professional men had 

" their principal supply from Lhcir farms, and usc their calling 

principally as a rccrcation.''l The Ralcighs, for example, who lived just 

south of what would become BJockport, were hatters as well as farmers . 

Their shop was located on the farm. Likewise. the town's first physician, 

John B. Elliott, owned a forty-acre farm on the Beech Ridge. It is poss ible 

that this served as a means to overcome his patients' lack of cash, as 

physicians were said to purchase wild land in order that their patients 

could work off their debts by c learing it.2 Other home industries, such as 

weaving, were widely pursued, particularly by women. Many of these 

products found a showcase at the crossroad's store in Clarkson. Goods were 

frequently bartered, as were services, in a transaction called "changing 

work."3 

Although visitors to western New York noted that "every man is a 

farmer and a proprietor" and "few therefore can be procured for hire," 

comparison of a list of Sweden I and holders and the census of 1820 

indicates that the majority did not possess land.4 If they were regularly 

employed by one land owner, they presumably dwelt on or adjacent to his 

land. If they were day laborers they would, presumably, choose to dwell 

near the town center where farmers would go to seek recruits. 

For information regarding the school bouse, see the deed for the 
adjoining tract of Mark Femre, Triangular Tract • Deed Book, vol. 2, p. 
112. 

I) John Melish, 1811, in Handy and McKelvey. p. 6. 
2) Tht Country Gtnrlt17UJn, I (1853): 60. 
3) Hedrick, p. 205. 
4) Mau, p. 229. 
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Djsmaotlina N11urc 

The settlers or Sweden wert. members or an oraanac society. Tbe 

fibers in their cloth, the fertility in their soil and the fuel in their 

fireplace was extracted from the world of bioloaical oraanisms. The 

oricinal source was the solar radiation that struck the canh from year to 

year. Not for another thiny years would these people bcain to tap the 

tncient sunlight that wu fomli1cd an the bowel~ or the eanh . 

The resource base or thiS ocaety WI therefor. II lehl potentially. 

renewable, a word that may provoke admirallon, or even envy. in the 

breut of a modem human . Such a response would be founded on a 

marked O\-erestimation or the bcnaanity of oraanic Aotietles such as thi1 

one. Aariculturc can only occur ~hen .orne prcnistina ccosy•tem i' 11 

least partially dismantled and it£ encray flow~ arc rechanneled 10 the 

dc~ited ~pecie and mechanical devices. 'l'has actaon has consequcncu 

that arc immediate and manifest: but, due to the complelity of the natural 

syt>tem and ih arcane fccdbacl.;s, this action al o hu consequench that 

arc microscopic, Jlobal, dcla)'ed or otherwase htdden from view. A second 

2'pec1 of thi• ~ociety that should checl any nostal&tc adm~r~uaon ·~ the 

fact that , h practiced. th li\elihood was not su tainablc. 

Cltar1111 tlu. Fortsts 

Cutting down trees accompli hed three things. First. b)' buminr. 

the ~ood and allowina its ash to mil with the soil. the sellle!'1 tool 

po~sehion of the )Oiar energy or previous centuries. This. and the 
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absence of weeds and vermin in the first couple of years, gave them the 

spectacular but short- lived returns of twenty fi ve bushels of wheat per 

acre that were reported as average in the .first years. I It was fortunate 

that this bonus existed, since a family of fi ve required from twenty to 

thirty bushels of wheat for its own subsistence. 2 

For individuals who could hire laborers to help with clearing 

subsistence was never in doubt. In event of emergency the same funds 

could be used to purchase food. But this prerogative was uncommon, and 

in most cases the family provided all of the energy that was available to 

dismantle the forest and assemble the farm . Sanguine promoters like 

Charles Williamson assured settlers of profits in the first year, but he 

assumed that hired labor would clear the land and sow the wheat.3 For the 

majori ty who could not command this labor, progress was s low and profits 

were delayed. We arc told that two husky professionals showing off could 

fell a tree four feet in ci rcumference in just over three minutes, but, 

adjus ting to more sustained exertion, the sedulous farmer could be proud 

to clear ten acres in a year. In those frequent cases where the seuler or 

his wife was incapacitated w ith fever, this might be reduced to a 

mi serable four. 4 Russell has suggested that even this modest figure is a 

high "pioneer rate," which would fall Co a bare acre and a half once 

farming was underway, weeds and vermin had begun to nourish. and the 

I) O'Callaghan, vol. 4, p. 1174 
2) Individuals were said to require four to six bushels of wheat a year, 

although the figure could be lowered to three bushels if alternative 
grains were also consumed. The Country Gentleman, 7 (1856), p. 365. 

3) O'Callaghan, vol. 4, p. 1148. 
'> Handy and McKelvey, p. 38; Mau, p. 174, 149; Hedrick, p. 110. 
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settler's energies were divened to o ther tasks. 1 And this was not 

immediately available c ropland. *rrees felled in June, which was the 

typical month for -;!caring, were not nammable until August. when eJICh 

acre demanded an addi tional day to skid the unconsumed remains of the 

larger trunks and boughs. 2 

In 1819. a visi tor to Riga described. the area as "a swampy 

wilderness" where the residents were "sh iv~ring with ague and wasted 

with long continued fevers.·J As late as 1822, a resi dent of the 

neighboring town of Ogden recalled, "a large portion of the present 

Monroe County, west of the Genesee River, was a dense forest, consisting 

of heavy timber. with here and there an opening." Between the Ridge 

and Buffalo Roads, Lyell Road extended a mere four miles west of 

Rochester, and "from there to Ogden Center, most of the' way, the 

pedestrian was guided by blazes through the trackless woods."4 In 1835, 

standing on the escarpment over Lewiston and looking nonh toward the 

Lake, a travele r saw "a perfect sea of wood, an immense level forest. 

which extended for fony or fifty miles in length and twenty or thiny in 

breadth. "5 

I) Peter A, Russell, "Forest into Farmland: Upper Canadian Clearing Rates: 
1822· 1839," Agricultural History 51 (1983): 326-339, 

2) L6uis C. Jones, (ed.),Growing Up in Cooper Country . (Syracuse. Syracuse 
University Press, 1965), pp. 43-5, 153-4. 

3) Pat M. Ryan (ed.) "Rochester Recollected : a Miscellany of Eighteenth 
and Nineteenth Century Descriptions." Rochester History, 41 (1979). 
p. 10. 

4) Jesse W. Hatch, "Memories of Village Days." R.H.S.P . • 4 (1925), pp. 236-
238. 

5) J.S. Buckjngham. America, Historical, Statistic and Descriptive. 3 vols. 
(London·: Fischer and Sons. 1841). vol. 2. p. 527. 

r 
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Nearly two decades after the fi rs t settlers had arrived in the 

nonhero townships of the Triangle the imprint of their labor remained 

fain t. In the most densely settled section on the Beech Ridge felling and 

burning continued. In 1829, a traveler on the Ridge Road commented that 

the untamed landscape was much as that along the Niagara Road must 

have been three decades earlier.! Ten years later, and thirty years after 

settlement, Frcdrica Sophia Broke traveled the same road and "passed 

several fires where the trees were burning as they stood or their trunks 

and branches piled up and blazing."2 Patrick Shirreff described the same 

landscape as "more recently settled than any [he had] yet seen, the fields 

being thickly covered with black stumps overtopping the wheat crop: and 

the felling and burning of trecs ... going on in all directions:·3 

The chronology of these quotes suggests that clearing was a 

stretched over several decades, and that the pace of deforestation may 

have increased once the Eric Canal brought money into more common 

circulation, thus permitting the employment o f laborers. Somewhat less 

than half of Sweden was deforested in 1825. Over the next decade the 

figure rose to sixty seven per cent. Under the constraints of the low 

wheat prices that followed the panic of 1837 the farms actually lost some 

ground to the forests, which had reclaimed thirty-seven acres by 1845. As 

wheat prices rose back toward two dollars a bushel in the 1850's the forest 

I) [Michael Hutchinson Jenks). 1829. "A Traveler's View of New York 
State," York State Tradition, 22 (Fall 1968): pp. 15-19. 

2) Frcdrica Sophia Broke "Memorandum During Tour in• the United States," 
( 1834 ), Rush Rces Library manuscript. 

3) Patrick Shirreff, A Tour of North America ... As Adapted for Agricultural 
Emigration , Edinburgh. Oliver and Boyd, 1835: p. 87 

-
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was further reduced, to a minimum of about twenty per cent of the land in 

Sweden. Each expansion renewed the burst of fert il ity that came from 

cutt ing and burning the native vegetation, although pests like the 

Hessian Fly were immediately propagated from the neighboring fields. 

The declining productivi ty that prompted. the alarms of the 1850's was a 

comb ination o f the ineradicable pests, weeds and vermin that 

accompanied agriculture and the inability of farmers to keep production 

up with fu rther expansions onto virgin land. 

The second reason for cutting the trees was, as Jones puts it. to 

remove the climax vegetation and replace it wirh "a syncretic ecosystem 

arrested long before the climax stage of forest and accordingly tinder 

severe ecological strai n ."! Jones phrases it in this manner to draw 

attention to the fact that, unlike the homeostatic climax, the fields were an 

unstable ecotone in which material forces struggled to restore an energy 

balance. In fact, it was the constant need to arrest these forces that 

explains the declining rate of clearing. Each acre that was cleared 

required an annual investment of additional labor to keep it clear of the 

forests that would swiftly recolonize it, and of the pests that were 

<;Onstantly competing with the settlers for the products of their fields. 

One settler in the region remembered that "as the wolves grew 

scarce, the deer became plenty.''2 This was almost certainly true, but it 

fails to ask bow the wolves became plenty, a muLtiplication that was almost 

certainly due to increased numbers of deer foraging in the fields and 

I) E.L. Jones, "Creative Disruptions in American Agriculture: 1620-1820," 
Agricultural History 48 (1974), p. 513. 

2) 0. Turner, 1850, p. 315. 
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c learings created by the settlers. E.L. Jones has summarized the 

situation: I 

The early European pioneers in American woodlands 
provided more and more "edge" -the ecotone so 
important for biological variety- and concluded that 
the edible mammals and birds along the margins of 
the forest, among the second growth saplings and in 
the Indian clearings had been the original forest 
dwellers. "Actually these animals were a crop." the 
Milnes have written, "raised inadvertently." 

The wolves, whose howl one settler in the Triangle remembered as "the 

most dismal and frightful, mournful" of sounds, was one of the 

inadvertent "livestock" of the fann. The same was true of bears. which 

would "prowl about the cabin in the night scavenging the bones of 

squirrels and pigeons" discarded by the slovenly inhabitants. 2 Following 

the fie lds into the wilderness as undesired, but nevertheless integral. 

members of the agricultural colonization were crows, grey squirrels, 

quails and opossum.3 

Measures were taken to control some of these inadvertent 

consequences of agriculture. At its first meeting, it was resolved that "the 

Town of Sweden pay ten dollars for every Wolf scalp that is ketched [sic. ] 

and killed by an inhabitant of the town.''4 In the same year, settlers in 

Sweden and neighboring towns organized a general wolf hunt. 

Beginning at the town line, a circle of men and boys slowly and raucously 

constricted their line, thereby driving the carnivores to a point ncar the 

1) Jones, p. 514 
2) McPherson; Robert Anderson, "When Wolves Roamed New York State," 

New York Tradition, 26, (1972): 16-20. 
3) Joseph Sibley and George Hosmer. in Mau, pp. 91, I 76. 
4) Sweden Town Book, vol. I, p. 7. For a description of t.he method, see B .R. 

15:39 6/22/71. 
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town center where they were• slaughtered.! The extirpation must have 

succeeded, as fifteen years later wolves were sufficiently exotic to be 

displayed beside camels and panthers in a touring circus. Although this 

spared the settler's livestock, it removed the check on the number of deer 

and opened their crops to redoubled depredations. A simil ar unforeseen 

feedback can be surmised from the ~xtirpation of rattlesnakes. The 

audible relish with which these were eaten by foraging hogs was counted 

as a blessing, and this was undiluted by renections on the effect their 

removal would have on the population o f ravenous rodents.2 The 

disruption of the forest cover also opened a vast habitat to weeds. 

aggressive plants that were under normal conditions limited to the scars 

that were left by landslides and forest fires. By 1819 the Town of Sweden 

found it necessary to fine those slovenly farmers that let Canada Thistle 

go to seed on their land. 

The third reason for clearing the land was to secure wood. 

Obviously, it was used as a building material, and, due to its apparent 

plentifulness it was prodigally wasted. Sophia Broke commented that in 

the Genesee country "the very barbers' poles. of which there arc 

numbers in each town, have enough timber in one of them to satisfy all 

the barbers in any moderate town in the United · Kingdom ... 3 Wooden 

buildings, fences and implements were seldom painted. and they 

there fore rotted and demanded frequent replacement. Vast amounts of 

I) B.R. 15:36, 6/1/71. 
2) John Maude, 1800, in Mau, p. 110; Francis Hall , 1816, in Handy and 

McKelvey, p. 19. 
3) Broke, 1834. 
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wood were also consumed as fuel. Depending on the hardness of the wood 

burned, one corespondent to The Country Gen tleman claimed thaL 

individual farmsteads bad consumed fifty to one hundred acres of 

woodland for fuel in the first half century.! 

Perhaps the greatest excise pl'aced on the woodlands came as a 

result of the potash trade. Potash. wheat, pork and oak butt staves for 

barrels in which to ship these commodities, were the principal 

commercial products of the region, and of these potash was undoubtedly 

the most important. Looking back, one settler questioned ~bow they could 

have got along without it."2 The temporary fertility of the accumulated 

forest mold rendered superfluous its use as a fertilizer, and among pioneer 

farm ers "all of them who could raise a five pail kettle, or club with their 

neighbors and get a cauldron, commenced the manufacture of the new 

article of commerce. •3 One Clarkson merchant remembered that "many 

times when a new settler was under the necessity of raising some money, 

or s tood in need of store trade, be would go into the forest , chop down 

maple and elm trees, roll them together and bum them. for the ashes 

alone, without reference to clearing. •4 Thr relation of this new article of 

CO']l'merce to the British woolen industry serves to illustrate the 

connection between activities seemingly disparate, in both character and 

location, as the felling and burning of trees on the shore of Lake Ontario 

I) The Country Gentleman, 15 (1860}. p. 45. 
2) 0. Tumer,1851, p. 563. 
3) E. Hart, a settle r near Gaines on the Ridge, in 0 . Turner 1850, p. 555 
4} 0. Turner, 1851. p. 563. 
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and the building of mills in the Pennines of England.! To employ the 

tenns of world systems theory, it exemplifies the manner in which the 

economic deve lopment o f the periphery is directed and driven by the 

economic development of the core. 

By 1865 Sweden was twenty per cent forested. If the fanners had 

invested time in woodlot management they could b ave just subsisted on 

the renewable energy resource that remained. But the village population. 

the several steam engines of its factories and, most insatiably. the 

rail road, were placing new demands on the forest. Sweden had passed the 

point of s us tainable energy self sufficiency some years earlier, and bad 

begun to impon coal. This exploitation of the lithosphere had a 

counterpart in the use of inorganic gypsum as a fenilizer in place of 

organic ashes. Lumber was impon ed from Canada and Michigan. 

These novel solutions to the local scarc ity of forest products 

obviated careful management. and there is little to suggest that careful 

husbandry replaced gross exploitation in the dwindling woodlots. There 

were, however. signs of a decline in the value of open land which 

contrast markedly with pract ices when open land was scarce. This is 

evident in the town's population of horses, which doubled per capita 

between 1825 and 1865. For the earliest settlers oxen were the preferred 

draught animal. Unlike horses, bull calves were a byproduct of another 

pan of 1he fann ecology, dairying. In ,addition. the oxen's st rength was 

undiminished by a diet of hay and pasture. while a horse required oats. 

I) Henry M. Paynter, "The First U.S. Patent," American Heritage of Science 
and Technology. 6 (Fall 1990): 18-21. 
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This was appreciated when both labor and plowland were limited. A yoke 

was far Jess expensive than a harness. One last economy offered by the ox 

was the coincidence 1hat, upon its demise, it's owner was not restrained by 

dietary scruples or inhibitions. I 

Schools 

This may seem an odd place for a discussion of schools, but the fact 

is they belong at the boundary of this society's organization of labor and 

the energy system of its regional environment. Children were 

laborers, and even the smallest could be put to work scaring away crows. 

Through the first part of the nineteenth century, as F.P. Root put it, 

"parents owned and educated their own children."2 Defeasance of the 

parent's claim on thei r child's labor was undertaken by the State in the 

1870's, after the majority had lost any reason to defend this traditional 

liberty. In this northern climate there was relatively little to do through 

the long winter months, and like any pool of idle labor children were, 

presumably, disposed to behave in an obnoxious and inconveniencing 

manner. Candice Beach taught in a district school just south of Sweden in 

1815. In her diary she wrote that her class was comprised of "27 as big 

Rogues as ever lived," strong lads accustomed to work. The reason for 

their idleness is suggested in a subsequent line. "It is so uncomfortable 

I) Jared Van Wagencn Jr., The . Golden Age of Homespun, (New York 
Historical Association, 1953: reprint edition, New York: Hill and 
Wang, 1963), pp. 39-48; Percy Wells Bidwell and John A. Falconer, 
History of Agriculture in the Northern United States, 1620-1860, 
(Washington: The Carnegie Insti tution, 1925), pp. I 11-12, 231; 
Hedrick, p. 356. 

2) B.R. 20:41, 1!6n6 
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for myself and Scholars;" Beach wrote, "the greater part of them have no 

shoes nor stockings, and ' it is too cold for them." 1 To insure a modicum of 

comfort for teachers and pupils in the eleven district schools in Sweden. 

parents were assessed a week's board for the teacher and one cord of 

wood.2 

John Stilgoc has wrillcn that such district schools "objectified the 

American comm itmcnt to education for democracy but their locations 

objectified democratic difficulties.''J Whate ver its applicability 

elsewhere, the second assertion, based on the claim that schoolhouses 

were often inconveniently situated on the district's most worthless parcel. 

is not born out in Sweden. Here every schoolhouse was optimally located 

at the crossroads of greatest centrality. We must approach the first 

assertion with similar ci rcumspection. The most plausible explanation of 

the Northern schoolhouse, and the North's historic support of education. 

is the fact that winters were long and cold, houses were small and 

crowded, and there was nothing much to do until spring. 

Mills 

Through the first few years of sculcmcnt, while population and 

productivity remained tow, mills were scarce. From 1804 to 1810 the 

inhabitants of the northern townships took what wheat they had to 

Stoddard's mill on Oatka Creek. Since the journey, out and back, was a two-

I) Candice Beach Diary. Miscellaneous CollccJion, box 3. LeRoy Historical 
Society. 

2) Peck, 1895, p. 407. 
3) John Stilgoc, Common Landscape of North America. 1850-1845, (New 

Haven: Yale University Press. 1982). p. 244. 
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day haul for farmers • from remote quaners like Sweden and its nonhern 

neighbor, Clarkson, the mill had been, since 1801. adjoined by three 

taverns offering overnight accommodations.! Unfortunately. the 

northern townships contained no superior mill sites like that at LeRoy. 

which might entice private capitalists in advance of a supponing 

population and serve as a stimulus for settlement. This deficiency. Dwight 

noted, prevailed from Manlius to Buffalo Creek. 2 A southerly dip of the 

underlying strata divens the runoff from the southern uplands into a 

series of lateral depressions by which it is channeled into the Genesee 

River, and, as a result the streams in the nonh are small and intermiuent. 

In addition, precipitation aiGOg the lake is surprisingly slight. 

August the largest local stream. Sandy Creek, was often dry) 

By late 

Without any advantageous sites the area was compelled to wait 

through six years of slowly increasing population before anyone would 

venture to invest the thousand or so dollars required for a small saw and 

grist mill.4 Elsewhere proprietors subsidized mills. but there is no 

indication that this was done in the Triangle.S Deeds indicate that the 

millers that eventually located in Sweden paid a premium rate for their 

mill sites.6 By 1810, milling was done at Churchville on Black Creek, 

I) Calvin Freeman, in Smith and Husted. p. 7; 0 . Turner. 185 I. pp. 543, 548. 
2) Dwight. vol. 4, p. 84. 
3) XYZ, [Johnston Verplanckj. p. 94. 
4) O'Callaghan, vol. 4, p. 1151. Note, this investment is about four times that 

of a farm. 
S) William Wyckoff. "Frontier Milling in• Western New York," 

Geographical Review 76 (I 986): 73-93. 
6) The land for the sawmill raised by Roswell Burrows in 1815 was 

purchased for $6.58 an acre, about 40% more than •he average price 
of farmland. Triangle Tract Deed Book, vol. I. p. 227. 

, 
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which flows year round. and at Clarendon, where Sandy Creek drops with 

seasonal vigor over the Niagara escarpment. I Grist and saw mills were 

constructed along the Ridge in the vicinity of Clarkson after 1811, and 

between 1813 and 1815 both a gristmill and a sawmill appeared at Hog's , 
Mouth, east of Sweden Center, where Salmon Creek breaks through the 

Beech Ridge. 2 

The proliferation of local mills came with the second, wave of 

settlers and the inflated wheat prices of 1812·18. It was terminated by 

what was rather sententiously called the "hydraulic privilege" of the 

Genesee Falls. in Rochester. In 1812, Hamlet Scranton wrote from the site 

of the futu re city that hfs envi rons were "in a state of nature at present , 

but the prospect is very promising for business in case tbe difficulties are 

set"'ed between the B'ritish and American nations." The bridge over the 

Genesee was nearing completion. farms were selling for anywhere from 

five to fifteen dollars an acre. and. most critically. forested village lots of a 

quaner acre were se1Ting for fifty dollars.3 By 1830 eleven "flouring 

mills"4 (a local term. typically expressing the active process rather than 

I) Hastings and Smith, p. 33. 
2) A.L. Bugbee, "Map of Monroe County: 1822, Runde! Library Map 

Collection, Bill I. The course of Salmon Creek is inaccurately 
depicted. however we can sec thrj:e flouring mills, owned by Judson. 
Davis and Randall , and four saw mills. None of these men are listed as 
a full time miller on the Census of 1820. Although he is not identified 
on the Bugbee map, Keen Burrows owns a plol on Salmon Creek 
where N.T. Hall will operate the only remaining mill in 1852. On the 
N.T. Hall Mill. sec the Map by P.J. Brown. "Monroe County." Addison. 
N.Y.: A.G. Gillett. 1852. On the ~ills near Clarkson on the Ridge Road, 
sec Peck, pp. 254·259. 

3) Jane Marsh Parker, Rochesru: A Srory Hlsrorical , (Rochester: 
Scrantom, Wetmore and Co. 1884), p. 77. 

4) James Boardman, 1829, in Handy and McKelvey. p. 40. 

I 
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the static product) tumed fifty -three runs of stones with a capacity to 

grind twelve thousand bushels of wheal daily.! By 1833, Rochester's 

sawmills turned out nine million board feet of lumber. 2 By this time the 

Eric Canal had. of course, augmented this hydraulic p rivilege, as it 

el iminated the scaucred local mill's advantage of propinquity and brought 

a larger area in to Rochester's ambit. 

Conclusion 

Traveling over westem New York in 1796, Isaac Weld found much 

to abhor. In panicular, he deplored the evident fac t that seulers were 

"totally dead to the beauties of nature" and seemed to admire nothing but 

the promise of personal enrichment.3 Some years later a similar dismay 

overcame visitors to the falls at Rochester, where the diversion of water 

into the millraces had so diminished the river's volume that gusts of wind . 
flapped the "thin gauze veil," and sometimes blew the piddling sheet up 

into the air.4 "No point can be found," Trollopc wrote of the falls in 1832, 

"where its voice and its movement are not mixed and confounded with 

those of the admirable machinery of this flourishing cily:·S Some years 

earlier John Howison had expressed similar sentiments. He wrote: "the 

rauling of mills, and the smoke of iron foundries ... neither harmonize 

I) John Fowler, 1830, in Handy and McKelvey, p. 46. 
2) Stephen Davis, 1833, in Handy and McKelvey, p. 60. 
3) Isaac Weld, 1796, in Handy and McKelvey, p. 7. 
4) Fanny Kemble (Francis Anne Butler), The Journal of Frances Anne 

Butler, (London : John Murray, 1835; reprint edition, New York: 
Benjamin BJorn, 1970). p. 275; Buckingham, vol 5, p. 63. 

5) Trollope, p. 333. 
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well with the wildness of uncultivated nature, nor give any additional 

interest to a scene where they are so manifestly out of place.•! 

It is doubtful whether all geographers could be brought 

voluntarily to subscribe to a single definition of their field, no 

matter how generous or non-binding its terms. The source of 

this fractious nature is unknown. Perhaps there is a selection 

for temperaments that find the regulation of a community 

uncongenial and who have, therefore, at some point drifted into 

the initiatory habit of idling and fantasizing over maps. Perhaps , 

as the positivists would argue, it a muzzy term, as yet unidentified, 

in our discourse. Whatever its source, this partisan spirit can be 

pacified by the shibboleth of human relations with the 

environment, perhaps the closest thing we have to a universally 

accepted card of membership in the discipline . 

The politics of this study are hardly clear, since it is as apt 

to appeal io misanthropists as it is to humanitarians. But the 

appeal of the rhetoric is more readily discerned. Human 

relations with the environment are almost invariably written out 

(as they are here) in terms of what Burke called a "dialectic of 

tragedy . "2 Human action elicits an environmental reaction. 

Humans then passively suffer the consequences of this reaction 

and transcend their former state with an acquirement of new 

knowledge, or what Burke calls "tragic vision." Ralph Brown, for 

example, described the Mormon failure to grow oranges in San 

Bernardino in terms of such a dialectic, which he called "the 

practical test of putting people on the land. •3 For Brown "tragic 

I) Howison, p. 286. 
2) Burke, 1969, pp. 38-41. 
3) Brown, 1948, p. 523. 

• 
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vision" was attained once speculative beliefs were exchanged for 

hard-won, "actual knowledge" of the land./ 

It seems that the great power of stories with an ecological 

plot resides in their didactic function . They are instructive, and 

they also illustrate the nature of instruction, or the acquisition of 

knowledge. Curiously, this is represents nature as a character 

which speaks to humans in a dialggue. Writing this dialogue 

®wn creates a new object and begins a new dialogue. Once again 

the result should be heightened knowledge. It should also result , 

as Burke argued, in a catharsis or a purging of guilt through 

verbal symbolism. 2 

Reaching for the Outside 

Those who ... arrived after 1812 may have · been, as their descendents 

later claimed, more assiduous than their predecessors, but the 

development of the the northern townships of the Triangle was the fruit 

not so much of their superior industry as it was of a new mercantile 

geography. After the cessation of hostilities a swelling volume of Genesee 

Country produce was directed toward the Rochester mill site and the 

Genesee harbor for preliminary processing and shipment to Montreal 

down the St. Lawrence River, a channel which Dwight described as "the 

cheapest. safest and most unembarrassed passage for the produce of all 

the countries that surround the great American Lakes."3 This bad been 

I) Brown, 1948. p. iii. 
2) William H. Rueckert, Kenneth Burke and the Drama of Human 

Relations, 2nd ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press. 19~2) , 
pp. 208-224. 

3) Dwight, vol. 4, p. 86. 
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legal since the ratification of Jay's Treaty in 1795, and it had been 

vigorously promoted by Charles Williamson, the proprietor's agent for 

the huge Pultncy Purchase to the easL. as an exercise in Anglo-American 

rap proc h ement. I Jefferson's embargo ( 1807-9), which caused a glut in 

eastern markets, stimulated this trade, but it was not until the end of the 

war in 1814 Lhat it nourished. 

Under the provision in Jay's Treaty, duty free expo7t of American 

staples to Canada began in 1795, and it continued until the Canada Trade 

Act of 1822. Bulky commodities like wheat, lumber and potash were 

shipped over Lake Ontario and down the St Lawrence River to the 

Canadian entrcpot. At the same time New York City merchants were 

using the partiaUy improved Mohawk River to convey manufactured 

goods to western New York and upper Canada. Like the trade in produce. 

this trade in goods was also a result of Jay's Treaty, which secured for 

American manufactured goods and European goods imported by American 

mercantilists a duty at the Canadian border that was no higher than that 

which was levied at Canada's ·seaboard ports. This, with the export of raw 

materials caused a trade imbalance as the Americans , desirous of no 

Canadian products, would take only cash in payment.2 

William Hencher, a fugitive partisan of Shay's Rebellion. 

established a post at the mouth of the G.::nesee River in 1792, and built a 

boat which he used to trade with Canada. In 1796, when the British 

surrendered the forts at Oswego and Niagara, "there was a great change ... 

1) Cowan, pp. 153-4. 
2) Chilton Williamson, "New York's Impact on the Canadian Economy." 

New York History 24 (1943): 24-38. 
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navigation on the lake was brisk," and "surveyors and emigrants on their 

way to New Connecticut [Ohio] often put into the mouth of the river.•! 

With the Canadian markets opened by the treaty, nour at the lake ports 

brought twice the price that it did at Geneva, and the trade in cattle was 

similarly profitable.2 Since the establishment of the first ashcry at T ryon 

Town on lrondequo~: Bay in 1799, pearl ash had become an important 

export, with one hundred and eight barrels being shipped to Montreal at a 

shilling a bushcJ.3 The English- woolen industry. which used the ash to 

clean nceces of the gummy secretions known as the yoke, was insatiable 

in its demand for this article.4 

This embarkation point rose to dominance since larger vessels 

could not negotiate the sand bar at the mouth of Irondequoit Bay, and by 

1810, when it was called Latta's and boasted twelve shanties, it was the 

principal coastal settlement between Oswego and Lewiston. As such 11 

mer-ited l'tlc bombardment that was launched from the ships of the British 

commander, Admiral Yeo, in 1814. Retreating from this exposed position 

after the war, the docks clustered at Carthage Landing and Hanford's 

Landing on the cast and west banks of the river at the head of navigation. 

Ships were pulled to the landings by men hauling towlines along the 

1) 0. Turner, 1851. pp. 410-13; 1850 p. 320. 
2) Lc Comte De Colbert Mau!cvrier, "The Genesee Country in 1798." R.G.W. 

Trans. R.H.S.P. 14 (1936), p. 160. 
3) Blake McKelvey. "Lumber and Wood Processing in Rochester's History," 

Rochester History 40 (1978): 1-24. The store opened in Tryon Town 
in 1799 is said to have been the first in Monroe County. The 
settlement persisted until 1813. 0. Turner, 1851, 427-430. William F. 
Peele, History of Rochester and Monroe County, New York (New York: 
Pioneer Publishing, 1908, p. 47. 

4) Van Wagencn, pp. 164-65. 
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shore. By mid-summer 1810, "1,000 barrels each of flour, pork and potash. 

and 100,000 s taves had already been shipped to Montreal" from the 

Genesee Port.' Navigation on the lake increased dramatically after 1816. 

1n 181 7 the first steamboat, the "Ontario." touched at Rochester. By 1818 

there were sixty vessels on the lake; by 1821 there were one hundred and 

fifty. Throughout these years, until it was stemmed by the Canadian Trade 

Act of 1822, and staggered by completion of the canal, about 400,000 

dollars wonh of goods were annually exponed through the facility.2 

Inland, an extensive system of collection points and transponation 

links developed, and these were increasingly oriented toward the Genesee 

harbor. At the landing, goods such as salt were hoisted up the banks of 

the Genesee River gorge on an inclined plane, counterbalanced by 

descending expons. At the crest of the hill a portage, improved at an 

early date with ..a horse drawn tram, ran to the head of the rapids above 

Rochester. Here it connected with durham boats that could travel up the 

Genesee to warehouses at Scottsville, Avon, York. Genesco, Moscow (now 

Leicester) and Mount Morris. At Gardcau on the Genesee, and at Dansville 

I) Blake McKelvey, Rochester the Water Powered City, (Cambridge, Ma.: 
Harvard University Press, 1945). p. 35; Dorothy S. Truesdale, 
"American Travel Accounts of Early Rochester," Rochester History 
16.2 (1954): 1-20. 

2) George H. Harris, "Early Shipping on the Lower Genesee River: 
Reminiscences of Captain Hosea Rogers." R.H.S.P. 9 (1930): 91-111; 
Joan SuJlivan "George Clinton Latta, Merchant at the Pon of 
Charlotte." Rochester History 45 (1983): 3-24; • Blake McKelvey, "The 
Pon of Rochester: A History of Its Lake Trade." Rochester History, 
16.4 (1954): 1-24. 
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on Canaseraga Creek, po11ages to Po.nagevil!c on the upper Genesee and 

Arkpon on Canisteo Creek gave access to the remote interior. 1 

At the same time overland transport, which had formerly 

channeled produce south onto the Niagara Road, was reoriented toward 

the lower Genesee. To the west the Ridge Road, which intersected the 

river at Hanfo rd's Landing, served as the major anery. This had been 

discovered in 1798 by the aspiring trader Eli Granger, who was foraging 

the woods for oak with which to construct his sloop. the Jeremiah. In the 

course of his search he stumbled upon the Ridge. a fossil beach that ran 

like a great artificial causeway through the swamps westward to Lewiston 

on the Niagara River. In the following year this was cleared from King's 

Landing (later Hanford 's Landing) on the Genesee to the road that ran 

nonh from Cana,wagus (Avon) to Braddoe<k Bay through the bean of West 

Pultney. 2 Under the guidance of Charles Williamson it was pushed to a 

point twelve miles west of the river. probably to the Lake Road. by at least 

1804, which is when James Sayers purchased the four comers.J 

In 1805 Joseph Ellicou e11:p1ored the western section, and endorsed 

its immediate improvement. but his plans were only slowly realized. and 

for some years the Ridge Road crossed the Lake Road only to dwindled to a 

faint and inconvenient path. By 1807 it was opened as the North State 

I) Josiah Bissell, "Reminiscences of Early Rochester." R.H.S.P. 6 (1927). p. 
238. Parker, p. 11 7. 

2) Augustus Porter, "Letter," R.H.S.P. 4 (1925). p. 333; Helen Edson Slocum. 
King's Landing: A History of the First White Settlement West of the 
Genesee River in the State of New York, 1797 (Rofhester: Rochester 
Historical Society, 1948); Ann Olmstead Peet, "The Ridge Road" 
R.H.S.P. 9 (1930): 263-273; Nellie Doty Buns, "Through Nonhero 
Waters to Grecian Shores," R.H.S P. 9 ( 1930): 195-6. 

3) Peck, 1895, pp. 254-9. 
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Principal Thoroughfares 
West of the Genesee River 

1814 

Fig. 4.4. The Niagara Road provided the 
primary axis for the overland trans
ponatJon system that developed west of 
the Genesee River. Three principal 
tributaries were extended north, their 
placement determined by the holdings 
of the land companies and harbor 
fac ilities on Lake Ontario. As the Ridge 
Road was pushed west from the Genesee 
River between I 799 and 1804 market
ing centers arose at the crossroads. 
Produce that had been directed south to 
the Canandaigua market was increas-
ingly directed nonh to the Port of the 
Genesee and the Montreal Market. 
Unlike Caledonia, LeRoy and Batavia, 
which existed on sizeable streams and 
therefore possessed significant milling 
faci l ities, Par ma, Murray (later 
Clarkson) and Gaines were situated on 
in termiuem streams whose headwaters 
had been captured by Black Creek. 
There role was simply to forward grain 
to the Rochester mills. a reduced 
function which explains their failure 
to rival the size of their southern 
counterparts. 
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Road to the western boundary of the Triangle, and Ellicott's c rews were 

active to the west. but the section running over tlte intervening One 

Hundred Thousand Acre Tract (Connecticut Tract) remained primitive.• 

The worlc appears to have progressed slowly, as the army of Jacob Brown, 

which was bound from Sackeus Harbor to the Battle of Lundy's Lane in 

1814, tu rned back west of Clarkson, repulsed by mud, unbridged streams 

and tangled undergrowth.2 

Until 1815 the absence of bridges hampered travel on the Ridge, but 

as the minor streams were spanned it came into competition with the State 

Road to the south.J Its use as a route for western migration was promoted 

in 1812 wh~n the Genesee was bridged at Roehesterville, and advanced in 

1819 when Canandaigua merchants, in an attempt to outflank that village, 

threw their stupendous bridge over the Genesee gorge at Carthage.4 

Spanning the gorge on a prodigious WQDden arch, with a chord of three 

hundred feet, this bridge stood for nearly two years before the center 

began to buckle under the weight of the leaning and overmassed timbers 

of the sides. Despite a shoring of logs. and tons of stones set on the center 

as a counterweight, it snapped upwards in 1820. and with it collapsed the 

dream of fixing Carthage as the nexus of western transport. Of course the 

merchants at Murray Four Comers (Clarkson) were anxious to sec the 

I) Bingham (ed.), pp. 273-4 and 313. The Ridge to the western boundary 
of the Triangle was a road district by 1806. A.H. Wright, pp. 384-5. 

2) Peck, 1895, p. 404. 
3) 0. Turner, 1850, p. 562. 
4) McKelvey, 1945, pp. 83-4; James M. Angle "Early Genesee River Bridges 

in Rochester," R.H.S.P. 9 (1930): 223-241; Joseph W. Barnes, "Bridging 
the Lower Falls," Rochester History 36 ( 1974): 1-24. Carthage was 
pronounced "cathridge" by the inhabitants. Poner Farley. 
"Rochester in the Forties," R.H.S .P. 4 (1925): 249-271. 
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Ridge become a major thoroughfare, and so in the same year that the 

Carthage Bridge was constructed, Willer Steward, Gustavius Clark, James 

Seymour and Able Baldwin petitioned the State legislature to authorize the 

supervisors of Genesee County to raise one thousand dollars to bridge 

Sandy Creek on the Ridge Road west of their hamlet. I 

By 1818 two stages provided daily service between Canandaigua and 

Lewiston, the Old Line, which carried the mail, and the Sabbatarian 

Pioneer Line.2 Ten years later one traveler pronounced the road 

"perhaps the best in America;" a few years subsequent another, who had 

been elsewhere badly rauled, wrote that he should "die in the belief that it 

is the very best in the United States." He took up a book and ventured to 

read, so smooth was the roadbed and so steady the ride.J Only the grousing 

John Fowler found reason to complain. With his head swaddled in 

kerchiefs against the billowing dust he sulked along bored by "the most 

uninteresting eighty miles of ground I have ever passed over."4 

Although Fowler found scant distraction in the scene, there were 

by 1818 various sights that might rouse a less etiolated curiosity. Several 

little villages were strung along this road at the points where it 

intersected the major north-south routes, like the Lake Road, which had 

been laid out from the south fifteen years earlier. By the 1820's "all, or 

I) Albany Argus, 1, 2/26/1819. 
2) Richard F. Palmer, "The Pioneer Line," Yesteryears 16 #61& #62 ( 1972): 

39-44, 95-10 I. 
3) William Lyon Mackenzie, 1829; T. Hamilton, 1833, in Handy and 

McKelvey, p. 41&57. 
4) Jolm Fowler, 1830, in Mau, p. 315. 
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nearly all o f them appeared to be nourishing." I Of these, Clarlcson was 

the principal "caravansery" between Rochester and Gaines, and one 

traveler described it as "a cheerful-looking village with a neat church."2 

Although it boasted an impressive brick tavern 15y 1817. its function as a 

way station for western travelers was minor. Almost everyone spent the 

night in Rochester, and Clarkson, which lay only an hour br so beyond 

that place, was at best a breakfast stop. 

In addition to being, like Sweden Center, an auxiliary central place 

with a . meet ina house and tavern, its principal function was to collect 

country produce and ship this over the Ridge to the Rochester Mills and 

Hanford's Landing. It was, in other words. a merchant's outpost. Unlike 

Sweden Center it was a point of aniculation with the regional economy; it 

maintained regional linkages and atiracted a diffe rent son of individual. 

Lnitially, mills might serve as the site for exchange, but as milling began 

to concentrate at the most advantageous sites, and the distance from farm 

to mill si te increased. stores operated by independent entrepreneurs. but 

linked to these mills, began to appear. On the other hand, asheries. which 

had no signifi cant power demands, but which reduced the bulle of the 

commodity to be transported, did not concentrate in a single place but 

remained scattered. Thus the combination mill and store that Williamson 

had envisioned did not come to be the rule. although most stores ran their 

own ashery. 

I) Thomas L. McKenney, 1826, in "Western New York in 1826." York Start 
Tradition, 23 (Spring 1969): 39-41. 

2) Charles Daubney M.D .. 1837, in Handy and McKelvey, p. 67 
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Henry McCall and Joshua Field were the first to accept ash a~ their 

s tores in Clarkson, the former Opening his doors in 1810. Here tile raw 

ash was convened to potash or pearl ash. loaded into four hundred pound 

barrels and forwarded to the Genesee port, where, as early ~s 1800, it 

fetched thirty-six cents a bushet.l JGmes Seymour moved to Clarkson in 

1817. A Connecticut native, he had acquired some e:tpericnce and capital 

working in the store of his uncle, Henry Seymour, in Pompey, New York. 

Arriving in 'Jarkson he immediately rented a wing of the new brick 

tavern, buill in the previous year by Hei! Brockway. and began running 

a sto rc .2 ' A short time later be moved across the Lake Road to the store 

and ashery of Joshua Field, which he subsequently purchased.3 Hen: he 

remained for about five years uruil, in anticipation' of the canal, be 

relocated in Brockport. a mile to the south. The traffic in ashes was 

... 
considerable, and two branch asheries seem to have processed ashes for 

Seymour's store;. Cussick's "down north," and Amos S'hckncy's an Sweden 

Center. 

This store and ashery was the focus to two economies. The first of 

these was local. Individuals who found themselves with a few extra eggs 

or a superfluous do9rknob or an unnecessary pitchfork would exchange 

these items for credit at Seymour's store. Likewise, home industries like 

hat making and weaving, which were numerous. used this place as a 

'> John Maude, 1800, in Handy and McKelvey, p.IO. 
2) Donald Lines Jacobus, A History of the Seymbur Family , (New Haven, Ct: 

George Dudley Seymour, 1939), p. 256. 
3) This, and much of what follows on the Seymour store and ashery. is 

drawn from Mary E. Smith, "The Seymour Store and Ashery and 
'Murray Four Comers' Town of <;Jarksoo, Monroe County, New York," 
Manuscript, Onondaga Public Library, LN48Cs61 s. 
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showcase for their wares. At the same time the store was a collection 

point for commercial products which it directed to a larger market. 

Because of this connection it was one of the few sotHccs of cash. which 

farmers needed to pay their mongages and taxes. This was disbursed for 

market produce. for work at the ashcry. or for hauling goods to the river. 

although it appears that produce and work were more frequently 

exchanged for goods and credit. Farmers could exchange a days work at 

the ashery for a dollar's credit at the store and they could haul , produce to 

the landing for three dollar's credit. The reliance on barter succeeded in 

preventing the dislocation of the points of sale and purchase. and this was 

much to Seymour's advantage, but Seymour was himself similarly 

constrained' by the absence of cash. He sold wheat to the four local 

distilleries for whiskey of equivalent wonh, he sold rags to a Rochester 

paper mill for an equivalent wonh of paper products.! 

Because it was the locus of £.wo economics. Clarkson might be 

described as a point of semi-aniculation. As Bayle has shown in her study 

of St. Mary's County. Maryland, this early stage of incorporation into the 

market economy is quite beneficial. However. as articulation advances 

and a spatial division of labor intensifies the locality is deskillcd. As long 

as the economy remains vigorous this loss is well wonh the rewards of 

enhanced productivity, bu1 in times of economic slump the locality is 

unable to fall back on local produc1ion.2 When Hedrick wrote that in his 

I) This baner economy would persist into the 1850's in the less accessible 
comers of the region, see Okada. 1985. 

2) Ellen Marks Bayle. "Rural Responses to Urban Penetration," Journal of 
Historical Geography 8 (1982): 113-126. 
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opinion rural New York society reached it's zenith in the 1840's he was 

describing what I have called semi-articulation. At that time the fann was 

certainly dependent on a market to consume its produce. but it was not yet 

dependent on the market to produce the means of product ion. The fann 

produced its own material and energy -the tools, the fertilizer, the seed, 

the food and the fuel thai was necessary 10 produce the surplus that was 

taken to market. 

A perceptible quickening of pace is evident in this section. 

The apparent acceleration of the tempo of change is warranred 

by events. b •H its transfer to the language of the text was 

unwitting. It is attributable to the sudden increase in the 

number of [acts and to some fairly precise dates , which permitted 

an ordering of these facts into a sequence. The increase in the 

number of facts resulted from the temporary expansion of the 

geographical horizon of the study. • Enlarging the boundaries of 

the inquiry was necessary in order to explain the integration of 

Sweden into the regional economy, but it had a literary 

consequence. The unprecedented quantity and quality of 

available material made it possible to write a narrative of causes 

and consequences. This is distinguished from preceding 

narratives by its apparent transparency, by the suggestion that 

the facts are speaking far themselves. Interpretation of their 

significance is accomplished with a minimum of theory , a furm 

of verbal economy by which the text is streamlined and 

accelerated. 

In the period covered by the pages that follow the volume 

of written material generated by the locality expanded greatly. 

This shift from a relative scarcity to a relative abundance of 

documents fundamentally alters the problem of interpretation. 

Rather than using virtually everything and making the most 
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that is possible out of it, the problem has become one of selection, 

culling and elimination. This process becomes more conspicuous 

and overwhelming as we advance toward the final chapters. The 

most salient feature of the selection process is its preference for 

events that appear connected to previous events by some sort of 

plot. The text that is constructed from the selected features is 

however somewhat devious . To the reader the facts suggest the 

plot whereas for the researcher and writer it was the plot that 

suggested the facts. This is why we can never accept the 

proposition that the facts are speaking for themselves. 

J<• 



Chapter S 
The Erje Canal and the Yillage of Brockport: 

Questions of Authorship 

On October 23, 1819, the Chief Engineer, a boat sixty-four feet in 

length and eight in breadth, laden with nearly a hundred of Utica's most 

wonhy citizens, lefl that village for Rome. A single horse drew the craft 

without conspicuous exertion. The band that was wedged between the 

passengers struck up a medley of patriotic airs. and the village church 

bells respondeq. At the prow, on a stiff. hand painted nag. the American 

eagle rose over the image of a long low boat. Beneath it's keel were the 

words "inland navigation;" over the eagle's head were the words "Eric 

Canal." The first passage on that waterway had begun. The film of water, 

two and one half feet deep, stretehelt eighteen placid miles to Rome; but to 

the west the dirt was flying, and ninety-six additional miles would be 

navigable within a month.! 

Thus began an epoch of singular importance to the human 

geography of eastern North America. The full extent of the Erie Canal's 

impact can be debated, but our purpose is far more modest. 2 Our view is 

restricted to one impact, the siting of the village of Brockport in the Town 

of Sweden. Although- the subject is limited the inquiry permits us to probe 

the deeper question of the role of individuals in the creation of ordinary 

landscapes. Speaking generally it is possible to say that the canal caused 

the village, but it is clear that this is shorthand for a more coQlplex 

I) This account is adapted from that which appeared in the American 
Journal (Ithaca), 11/10/1819. 

2) Ronald E. Shaw, "Canals in the Early Republic: A Review of the Recent 
Literature," Journal of the Early Republic 4 (1984): 117-142. 
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process. Villages are built by humans and human actions arc not exactly 

caused. Motivated is a better term. The canal provided a motive for 

building the village, but only cenain individuals could perceive o r 

respond to this motivation. Motives yield no results without individuals 

who are prepared to be motivated. 

James C. Malin made this point in defense of local history when he 

wrote of four clements that arc invariably joined in the history of human 

activity: the individual, the family, the time, and the place. Each of these 

is "unique in an absolute sense," he writes, and together they constitute 

"the individual in local space," an agent and a scale that Malin called "the 

fountainhead" and "the solid foundation" of the historian's craft.l 

"':farwyn S. Samuels called the study of individuals working within such a 

context a "biography" of landscape, with attributions, in this case 

multiple, of authorship.2 What we find is something quite different from 

the will of a single individual, or the simple structures of economic, 

environmental or geopolitical necessity. What we find, in fact, is 

individuals motivated by the circumstances of a specific historical 

moment, local space, consanguineous context and personal psyche, all o f 

which in varying degrees stem from the works, imaginative and material, 

of other authors. 

I) James C. Marin, "On the Nature of Local History," Wisco11sin Magazint of 
History (Summer, 1957): 227. 

2) Marwyn S. Samuels, "The Biography of Landscape, Cause and 
Culpability," in Tht /nterprttation of Ordinary l.Andscapu: 
Gtographical Essays, ed. D.W. Meinig (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1979), pp. 51-88. 

r 
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Hypsomctry and Politics 

To begin, we must recover some semblance of the context of canal 

construction. A partial list of these modifying circumstances reveals the 

necessary environmental preconditions of topography. hydrography and, 

to a smaller extent, climate; the propitious political agendas of individual 

political careerists, regional constituencies and geopolitical entities; the 

mercantile goals of coastal exporters and inland producers; and the 

inventory of plans and projects. actualized and otherwise, that preceded 

construction. Each of these contributed to the construction of a rationale 

for the canal. a undertaking of equal importance, and perhaps greater 

difficulty, than that of excavation or the construction of aqueducts and 

locks. 

The Mohawk Corridor stands as one of the most venerable examples 

employed by those who wo'tlld discover geographic determinants behind 

the course of historic events. Alben Perry Brigham called it the "The 

Eastern Gateway of the United States," and hung a good deal of American 

history on what was, in his final analysis, a geologic freak.l Ellen 

Churchill Semple also looked to topography for an explanation of the 

canal 2 Even James Vance is compelled to acknowledge as significant the 

fact that, at four hundred and twenty feet above sea level, the Rome 

I) Alben Perry Brigham, Geographic Influences in American History, 
(Boston: Ginn and Co., 1903), p. 4. 

2) "Here was everything needful for a cross-country waterway of three 
hundred and sixty-three miles; a deep river leading northward from 
one of the finest ports in the land, a tributary stream from the west 
flowing down from a broad low mountain gap, lake feeders- on the 
summit, and a terminus on a line of inland seas." Ellen Churchill 
Semple and Clarence Fielden Jones, American History and its 
Geographic Conditions, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1933), p. 270. 
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summit is one quarter that of the Great Valley route in Virginia; and he 

aur ibutcs its success over the Pennsylvania Mainline to the obvious 

superiority of the route. But, he adds, 

The historical geography of canal transportation is 
not a ll hypsomctry. In the United States it is 
compounded of equal parts of urban and state 
mercantilism, and political geography .I 

If the environment were indeed determining, one might expect that it 

would veto so northerly a waterway, where traffic was halted for twenty

one weeks of every year.2 

The ~meric11n canal system elaborated and refined what Vance 

called the "mercant ile model of sc!llement" or "a geographical pattern 

that would be logical for the c reation of mercantile links between the 

newly developing North American colonies and the homelands in 

Europe.''3 In other words, each canal represented an effort on the pan of 

the exporters of one coastal c ity to capture the inland trade and to enjoy 

the profits to be derived from buying cheap and selling dear.4 Prior to 

the American Revolution staple goods were drawn to the coastal ports, or 

entrepots, from agricultural hinterlands that were accessible to navigable 

rivers. As Vance points out, most of these colonial cntrcp6ts had been 

1) James E. Vance, Capturing the Horizon: The Historical Geography of 
Transportation since the Sixteenth Century, (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1986; reprint edition, Baltimore; The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1990), p. 122. 

2) Christopher T. Bacr, Canals and Railroads of the Mid-Atlantic States, 
1800-1860, (Wilmington, Del.: Regional Economic History Research 
Center, Eleutherian Mills-Higley Foundation, 1981), p. 4. 

3) Vance, 1986, p. 102. 
4) R.J. Johnston, The American Urban System: A Geographical 

Perspective , (New Yorlc: St. Manin's Press, 1982), pp. 53-78. 
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injudic iously planted at the mouths of small rivers, and they rather 

quickly exploited the e xport potent ial of the rest ricted hinterlands of 

these limited watersheds. This "timidly conceived expression of national 

mercantilism" is most strikingly demonstrated by the posi tion of Bos ton 

on the Char les River, o r Charleston on the Ashley-Cooper River. 

Geographical ignorance c reated a second problem, since the colonial 

c harters had disposed of the new world territory in abstract slices that 

ran westward from the coast, in disregard of the major watercourses, 

which are longi tudinal. Thus the headwaters of the Merrimack , the 

Blackstone, the Connecticut, the Delaware and the Susquehanna Rivers 

lay in a different state than did their mouths. As the mercantilists of the 

coastal c ities turned their allention inland, thei r.. ambitions were seldom 

aided by natural assets. 

New York City had none of the immediate problems of its rivals. It 

lay at the mouth of a major river, the Hudson with its Mohawk tributary, 

and this drained a territory entirely within the state of which it was the 

economic cap ital. Its merchants were not . therefore. immediately 

hampered by political o r physical obstacles. They were, however, faced 

with a larger incongruity between pol itical and physical geography 

which threatened to fru strate the mercantile design of channeling 

western produce th rough American coastal entrepots. The natural 

emporiums for the staples produced in western New York and the old 

northwest were Montreal and New Orleans. As we have seen, from the 

time of earliest seulement, a sizeable part of the commerce of western New 

York found its market in the Canadian port . The Cumberland Road, which 
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reached Wheeling in 1818, and the Pillsburgh Pike, which touched the 

Ohio in 1820, attempted to stem the hemorrhage of trade, but it was the 

Erie Canal, completed in 1825. which finally stanched this loss. 

American canal builders were inspired by the French canal of 

Languedoc, undenaken at the behest of Louis XIV. and by the dense 

network or privately constructed British canals: but as models of 

development both examples were deficient. The technical problems of 

g reater distances, more form idable obstacles and more severe weather 

were compounded by inadequate financ ial instruments and inadequate 

engineering exp~rtise. In most cases the territory the canals were to 

cross was scarcely settled, prohibiting a quick return on the investment. 

Wi th the scarcity of capital this demanded that the projects be public 

undertakings, and canals t hus became one of the earliest examples of 

government sponsored development, and the trie Canal became one of the 

first and most successful examples "of centralized long-range planning in 

a democracy," 1 

First recommended for artificial improvements in Cadwa!dcr 

Colden's Memorial of 1724, the Mohawk Valley was. from the time of the 

Dutch, valued as a route to diven goods that would otherwise pass down the 

St. Lawrence to Montreal. Connict delayed further consideration until 

1768, but this petition, and a second, lodged in 1784, were quashed by a 

frugal legislature. Ignoring a petition by the New York City Chamber of 

Commerce, the lawmakers deemed it inexpedient to undertake 

I) Julius Rubin, "An Innovating Public Improvement: The Erie Canal," in 
Canals and American Economic Development., ed. Carter Goodrich 
(New York: Columbia University Press. 1961), p. 16. 
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improvement of the river at government expense. A third pe tition, 

organized by Governor George Clinton in 1791, persu~ded the legislature 

to fund a survey, and this, in combination with the private survey of 

Elkanah Watson, resulted in the incorporation of the Western and 

Northern Inl and Lock Navigation Companies in 1792. The fi rst 

corporation was charged with making improvements on the Mohawk 

River, Wood Creek. the Oneida River and the Seneca River to allow 

navigation as far inland as Seneca Lake. The second was charged with 

opening navigation north to Lake Champlain. 

With investors remaining shy, and costs doubling. the s tate was 

obliged 10 a'Ssist the company with g ifts, investments and loans. By 1796. 

artificial waterways were completed at Little Falls, German Flats and Rome, 

and the cost of transport from Seneca Falls to Schenectady was reduced to 

one third that of overland transport. J2espite this apparent advantage, in 

1803. with $400,000 spent on construction, traffic remained slight; and in 

1808 the failing company resigned its rights west of Lake Oneida. The 

project was undercapitalized, its works were makeshift. shoddy and 

unreliable and its to lls were high, but it did provide one lasting service. 

Its failure "helped to pry some men loose from their accustomed 

preference for the simplest and cheapest possible modification of 

nature." I 

A more radical and enduring · modification or nature was evidently 

required, but the immediate costs were enormous and the eventual 

re turns uncertain. The financial capacity of private capital, which had 

I) Rubin, p. 25. 
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not been equal to the modest requirements of the Western Inland Lock 

and Navigation Company, was all the more inadequate when it came to so 

bold an adventure. Following its old habit of frugality the state legislature 

remained non-commiual until it s members were stirred to action by a 

vague promises of Federal assistance. Anticipating Federal disbursements, 

intimated by Jefferson in 1805, and explicitly propounded in the Gallatin 

Report of 1808, Joshua Foreman, assemblyman from Onondaga County, 

introduced the Eric Canal legi slation that was passed in 1808. This 

authorized James Geddes to survey both an interior and an Ontario route 

in 1809. In 18.0 a second bill was passed. Initiated by Senator Joseph 

Platt, it was supported by the majority leader, De Witt Clinton, who led a 

second survey in the summer of that year. Jefferson's timorous 

circumspection, the looming war with Britain and an implacable sectional 

rivalry combined to scu11le the national project of internal improve ment, 

but in New York state the canal project had gained its own momentum. 

The State began to consider funding the project itself, and in 1812 it was 

determined that loans totaling five-million dollars were obtainable in 

Europe. 

As the prospect of federal funding receded the canal project 

temporarily languished, a grand but extravagant fancy. Had it not been 

adopted as a political syll}bol by De Witt Clinton, a new form of charismatic 

politician, it is likely that delays and reservations would have hindered 

the plan until it was superannuated by the railroad .! Although history 

identifies the canal with Clinton , be was not an early proponent of t~e 

I) Rubin, p. 52. 
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scheme, and he did not become one until 1810, when, as majority leader of 

the State Senate, he supported the bipartisan resolution that established 

the canal commission. By 1815, harboring gubernatorial aspirations, 

Clinton adopted the canal as a campaign issue 

De Witt Clinton had embarked on a political career at twenty-one 

when he was employed as a private secretary by his uncle, George 

Clinton, the long-serving anti-federalist governor of the state. When the 

old gentleman withdrew from public life four years later, his image 

somewhat sullied, it was his young nephew, in company with Aaron Burr, 

who took up the Republican banner. Exploiting his position on the 

Council of Appointment. Clinton maneuvered to secure dominance in the 

party through political patronage. Burr was eliminated as a rival when he • 

shot Hamilton in the tragic duel ... that ended his political caree r. Clinton's 

fortunes vacillated through divers alliances and feuds , which put him at 

various times in and out of the offices of State Senator, U.S. Senator, 

Mayor of New York City and Lieutenant Governor. In 1813 his party, 

which was increasingly dominated by Martin Van Buren's Bucktails, 

refused to nominate Clinton as Lieutenant Governor, and in 1815 an 

alliance of ardent Republicans removed him as Mayor of New York City. 

Driven to the skirts of political oblivion, Clinton sprang back into the 

limelight brandishing one issue, the canal project. "The New York 

Memorial," which he penned in 1815, revived the scheme which had laid 

dormant since 1812; what was perhaps more to the point, it revived 

Clinton's beleaguered career. He was immediately appointed to head the 

Canal Commission, and in 1817, the year in which construction was 
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authorized, he was carried into the office of Governor on a tide of Canal 

enthusiasm. Recognizing the futility of opposition, Martin Van Buren 

brought his Bucktails behind the project. 

The Eric Versus. the Ontario Route. 

The economic, environmental and political contexts of New York's 

Grand Canal project assured the initiat ion of ambitious improvements 

along the route ineffectively developed by the Western Inland Lock 

Navigation Company. Beyond the Seneca River, however, the context was 

di'ffcrent. Here the immediate economic returns were uncertain.! Also, 

the perpendicular alignment of the rivers and the relatively level 

topography made it difficult to replenish the canal water that was lost to 

percolation and evaporation. Finally, political opposition emerged in 

those regions that foresaw western competition and falling farm prices as 

the only tangible outcome of an Eric route. Like Peter Plowshare, a 

pamphleteer from Jefferson County, the inhabitants of these regions 

asked "why I should be taxed to effect a plan, which, if effected, places the 

farmer at the bead of Lake Michigan in a better situation than myself. "2 

Flushed with visionary optimism, Gouverneur Morris had suggested 

an Eric route to Simeon De Witt in 1801, but until the western terminus 

was assured in I 82 I there was no guaranty that the Grand Canal would be 

I) Baer, p. 6. 
2) Peter Plowshare, "Considerations Against Continuing the Great Canal 

West of the Seneca," to the legislature, July 20, 1819, quoted in Elizur 
Wright, Myron Holley and what he did for Liberty and True Religion 
(Boston: The Author, 1882), p. 89. 
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Fig. 5.1. Some early proposals called for the canal 10 descend to Lake Ontario at Oswego. Here goods would be 
transferred to sloops for conveyance to a second · canal which would climb to Lake Erie from a point near 
Lewiston. Although this plan would have reduced construction costs. it was rejected. The international 
boundary was perceived as a hazard, as were lake storms. but the greatest detraction was the probable loss 
of trade to Canada. 
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in fact an Erie Canal. In his rcpon of I ~09 Geddes recommended the Eric 

Route, primarily on military grounds. Other arguments fo r the inland 

route were that it avoided down lockage to Lake Ontario and eliminated 

break of bulk points at Oswego and Lewiston. The Hercules Papers, 

published in a Canandaigua newspaper by the bankrupt flour merchartt 

Jesse Hawley in l 808, endorsed the inland route and stirred the western 

population to insist on this alternative. The Erie route received its first 

official sanction in the Canal Commission report of 18 I I, although the 

suggestion that the waters be channeled over a continuous inclined plane 

invited ridicule. When De Witt Clinton presented his New York: Memorial 

in 1815 it was once again with the recomme(ldation that the canal be 

carried to the upper lake. Eager to court the western constitu~ncy. 

Clinton appended to its list of merits the. development of the State's 

western section. 

Opposition to the Erie connection continued until 182 I ; but the 

initiation of digging west of the Seneca River, and later west of the 

Genesee, had served by that time to disorganize detractors. The reasons 

for an inland route were multiple. After the fiasco of 1812 the persistence 

of the hostile international boundary seemed assured; navigation on the 

lake, impossi~le for canal craft, was also subject to natural hazards; and 
~ 

the descent to the lake along the Oswego River · did entail redundant 

lockage at Lewiston, assuming that the Mountain Ridge could be breached 

at that place. More significantly the inland route promised to diven 

traffic that might otherwise descend to Montreal. This mercantile 

cntrcpot rivalry was clearly primary among the decisive factors. In the 
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repon to the legislature of 1808 the call was for "a canal between the tide 

waters of the Hudson River and Lake Erie, through which the wealth and 

trade of that large portion of the Union, bordering on the upper lakes, 

would forever now into our great commercial emporium. " 1 The Erie route 

was "obstinately insisted upon" not only because it was "free from the 

uncertainties of winds and waves," and "safe in the event of a war with 

Great Britain," but because it was also, if not primarily, 

bad policy in the United States. to open a 
communication for sloops between Erie and Ontario, as 
the produce of all the upper Jakes wouJd on their 
passage to t.he ocean, and when there, the lockage to 
the tide in the St Lawrence being only 206 feet, while 
it is 574 feet to the tide in the Hudson, there would be 
danger of the whole lake trade being diverted to a port 
in the terri tory of another nation.2 

In I 817 the Joint Committee of Canals warned that, "stimulated by the 

energetic impulse of private emolument ," the ci tizens of the western 

counties were 

making new roads and emproving [sic.] the old, 
erecting storehouses and wharves [sic.], building 
vessels of every description calculated to facili tate 
transport , and at various places extending into the 
country, by artificial constr uction a nd the 
improvement of natural streams, navigable 
communication with the northern waters. It bas 
heretofore added to the wealth of the state, while it bas 
enriched themselves. And unless it is directed into 
new channels, it will hereafter lavish the productions 

I) State of New York. Laws of the State of Nt!W York in Rt!lation to the Erie 
and Champlain Canals, Together with the Annual Reports of the 
Canal Commissioners and Other Documents Requisite for a Compltte 
Official History of Those Works , 2 vols .• (Albany: State of New Yorlc, 
1825), v. I, p. 7. 

2) Laws. vol.l, p. 31. 
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of our soil, 10 the amount of several millions a year, 
upon our northern neighbors.! 

Under anack by the Plowshare Movement and other sect ional detractors 

who sought to terminate cons truction west of the Seneca River in 1819, 

the Canal Commission reiterated the mercantilist argument. 

The sooner the canal is extended from the Seneca 
River to Lake Erie, the sooner will be will be those 
CO!Jlmcrcial connexions, [sic.] which have been or arc 
about 10 be formed, between our western cit izens and 
Montreal. be destroyed, or prevented... and Lhc sooner 
will the full tide of western commerce set toward the 
commercial metropolis of this stale.2 

The Nonhern Route 

The canal was opened from Lhe Hudson to the Genesee in the fall of 

1821. the year Lhat Monroe County was formed; but it was delayed at this 

point unti l 1823, awaiting completion of the famous stone aqueduct. Wes t 

of the Genesee it was acknowledged that "much of the route of Lhc canal 

will pass through woods, or iand newly cleared." The cost of the necessary 

grubbing and clearing, along with Lhe unusual amount of rock near the 

surface between Rochester and Lockport, was predicted to raise the cost of 

construction to a thousand dollars a mile.3 

Hoping to direct the canal through the most populous section of the 

Holland Land Purchase, Joseph Ellicou wrote to Simeon De Win in 1808 and 

extolled a southerly route which would pass between the Onondaga and 

I) Laws, vol.t, p. 275. 
2) Laws, vol.l, p. 425. 
3)Laws, vol. I. p. 205: vol 2, p. 163. 
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Proposed Canal Routes 
West or the Genesee River 

Fig. 5.2. Three routes were surveyed west of the Genesee River. The first of these ran along the top of the 
Niagara Escarpment. Although this would have avoided the need to ascend the escarpment in one great set 
of locks it would have required numerous embankments and cuts. The second route ran to the south 
through a more populous region. Unfonunately it" climbed to a low summit and would have required a 
constant supply of water at the summit in orde r to fill the locks. Although feeders were planned to draw 
water from Black Creek and Tonawanda Creek the supply was ultimately judged inadequate. The route that 
was chosen ran at the foot of the Niagara Escarpment. This minimized embankments and cuts and its 
summit was Lake Eric, an inexhaustible source of water. 
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the Niagara escarpments. He described the "distric t between these two 

terraces" as level and free of rock ledges: indeed, he continued, "it may be 

considered a valley :·I Were it so situated, the canal would veer south after 

crossing the Genesee River at Rochester. Turning west near the mouth of 

Black Creek, it would follow the shallow valley of that lethargic stream to 

the swamp in which it rose. From here the canal would drop, a mere 

thirty feet Ellicott reported to Surveyor Geddes in 1809, down Tonawanda 

Creek to join Lake Erie near Buffalo.2 Writing to his wife from Batavia in 

18 16, the canal commissioner Myron Holley reported that he and his 

fellow commissioners would that morning "start into the woods" with the 

"hope to demonsltate the practicality of making a canal" over "the ridge 

of land that divides the Tonawanda Swamp from Black Creek." The 

previous evening he had been given tea by Andrew El licott. who 

presumably used the occasion to boost the southern route.3 This 

reconnaissance did not, apparently. rule out the southern route, although 

the commissioners left the scene troubled by doubts of the adequacy of 

local sLreams. Seeking to calm their fears, Joseph Ellicott gauged their 

flows, and wrote that fall to Samuel Young with the assurance that 

Tonawanda Creek alone would suffice to daily lift 148 boats through the 

necessary lockage. 4 Later, in his report to the Canal Commission, Ellicott 

I) Joseph Ellicou to Simeon De Will, July 30, 1808. in The Holland Land 
Company and Canal Construction on Western New York, ed. Frank H. 
Severance, (Buffalo: Buffalo Historical Society Publications, I 91 0), 
pp. 9-14. 

2) Laws, vol. 1, p. 28. 
3) Myron to Sally Holley, June 16, 1816, Myron Holley Papers. New York • 

State Library Archive. 
4) Joseph Ellicou to Samuel Young, October 24, 1816, in Severance (ed.), 

1910, pp. 74-77. 
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included the n ow of ten additional streams, which, he wrote, in dry 

seasons sufficed to fill 673 locks daily.! 

Ellicott's labors were unavailing. When Geddes had made his 

survey in 1809, he bad been charged to invesn gate not only the Resideot 

Agent's route, but also "to ascenain the place where the important 

passage might be made from the Tonawanda Creek through the ridge 

which bounds it on the nonh, whence the country is on a continual 

descent to the Genesee River. •2 Like the southern route, this route lacked 

sufficient feeders, but because its entire course lay below the . level of 

Lake E~ it could be supplied from that perpetual source. For this reason, 

the link between Lockpon and the Genesee was constructed in accord 

with the earliest plans, as an inclined plain with a ' grade of one to two 

inches to the mile rather than as a slack water system. The final decision 

in favor o f this nonhern route was made in 1821. Admitting that " t.he 

most southerly of these passages had the advantage, of a location more 

through the center of our western settlement -of being several miles 

shoner- and of requiring less expenditure," the Commissioners found it 

nevertheless necessary to · reject the proposal because the fear of 

inadequate feeders was "but too well grounded." It was therefore to the 

northern route, they wrote, that "during the last year our auen11on has 

been specially 'd'irected. •3 

I) Laws, vo! 1. p. 202. 
2) Lener of Simeon De Witt, 1822, in Laws, vo! 1, p. 40. 
3) Annual Repon of the Canal Commission, March 12, 1821 , in Laws, vol. 2. 

p. 7-9. 
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Brockport Comes into Bejng 

Deciding on the northern route, for reasons that were evidently 

hydrological, the canal commissioners had e lected to push the project 

through a region that was relatively backward. Thus, it was in this 

wes tern stretch that the immediate impact of the canal was most striking. 

By reducing the cost of transportation from Buffalo to Albany by nearly 

ninety per cent, from one hundred to twelve dollars a ton, it served as an 

instrument of striking environmental modificat ion. This was noted by a 

historipn of Orleans County when he wrote: 

The lumber of the country found a ready market and 
floated away. Wheat was worth four times as much as 
the price for which it had previously been selling. 
Prosperi ty came in on every hand; the mud dried up. 
the mosquitoes and the ague, and the fever, and the 
bears left the country.! 

A traveler on the Ridge Road gave a similar description, and the same 

imputation of the cause. 

A very few years have complete ly changed the 
appearance of this section of the State, and in a few 
years hence, those who pass through it will scarcely 
know it. The numerous thriving vi llages along the 
road, show the progress of internal improvements, 
and the well cu ltivated farms prove the beneficial 
effects of the Canal Policy.2 

These "numerous thriving villages" represent the second aspect of 

landscape change effected by the canal. Nathaniel Hawthorne, who 

despised the Erie's s tygian appearance, nevertheless admired canal water 

I) Quoted in Nobel E Whitford, "The Effects of the Erie Canal on New York 
History," The Quarterly Journal of the New York Historical 
Association 7 (1926): 91. 

2) Monroe Republican, Sep. 13, 1825. 

-
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as ~the most fenilizing of all fluids," and he envisioned the day when "the 

wondrous stream may flow between two continuous lines of buildings . 

through one thronged street from Buffalo to Albany."' Indeed, such was 

very nearly the case.2 As a passenger of 1835 described it, "the banks of 

the canal appear like a continual viliage [sic.) , but occasionally you come 

to a place more thickly sci! led and distinguished by a name ... 3 

Brockpon is one such village, situated at the point where the Eric 

Canal, following the nonhcrn route to its terminus on Lake Eric, c rossed 

the Lake Road. Each of the decisions adumbrated in this chapter, and some 

of those described in earlier chapters, arc, therefore, essential to the 

creation and the lpcation of this village. And the maucr docs not end 

here. More ambitions, appraisals, schemes, chicaneries and actions were 

necessary before this village could, as we all too glibly say, "spring up" at 

this crossroads. But before I attempt to suggest these complexities. let me 

present, in skeleton form , the record. 

In August of 1821, four months after the Canal Commission had 

announced in favor or the northern route, the syndicate o f James 

Seymour, Able Baldwin and Myron Holley purchased 247.5 acres from 

John and Clarinda Leach of Cazenovia for $1742.50, o r $7.04 per acre. The 

couple had purchased lots founecn and fifteen in township three (277.44 

acres) from the proprietors in 1820 for $416.60.4 His original acreage was 

1) Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Sketches from Memory: the Canal Boat," in 
Mosses from the Old Manse (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1854) p. 485. 

2) Blake McKelvey, "The Eric Canal: Mother of Cities," New York Historical 
Society Quarterly 35 (1951): 54-71. 

3) Clarissa Burroughs, "Erie Canal Journal , 1835" Cornell Manuscripts and 
Archives, #3802. 

4) Triangular Tract Deed Book vol. I, p. 95. 
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Fig. 5.3 . Villages arose in those places where the Canal crossed the major nonh-south roads. These were 
situated just south of the string of villages that had grown up with the Ridge Road a decade earlier and their 
appearance permanently cunailed the growth of the older villages. Unlike the route of the railroad, which 
had the flexibility to link preexisting towns, the route of the canal was governed by topographical 
considerations, and it thus gave rise to new village~. 
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diminished by the sale of thirty acres to Rufus Hammond. a fanner whose 

garden was bisected by the canal. Even without this, Leach realized a four 

hundred per cent return on his investment. There is also a suggestion 

that P. Noyes had Jots surveyed, and a map drawn, for the land farther to 

the east.l 

The second, and ultimately more significant, actor in the creation 

of the village was Heil Brockway, who had begun his acquisition of land 

in 1817.2 He purchased half of lot seven in what would become the 

southwest corner of the. villagt. and dwelt there with his large family, 

farming and worki;;g as a contractor. In the fall of 1821, six months after 

the canal commissioners had announced in favor of the northern route, 

he purchased lot sixteen in the northeast corner, and in the spring of the 

followi ng year he closed the deal on lots eight. nine, and ten. This last 

parcel, conveyed in April of 1822, comprised 438.66 acres. and he 

purchased it for $2, 399.39, or $5.46 an acre.3 

The syndicate of Seymour, Baldwin and Holley selected the parcel 

east of the Lake Road because it had been cleared, an improvement which 

also explains the higher price of their purchase.4 Nevertheless. they 

were deprived of the opportuni ty to profit from their superior acquisition 

by legal troubles. and by 1827 its various members, or their receivers, 

were obliged to sell their land to Brockway. 

I) This map is referred to in a notice on the survey for Washington Street. 
Sweden Town Book, vol. 2, p. 106. 

2) Charles T. Bush, Heil Brockway: Founder of Brockport, (Brockport, N.Y.: 
The Western Monroe County Historical Society, 1976), pp. 13-14. 

3) Triangular Tract Deed Book vol. I, p. 131. 
4) B.R. 17:47, 9/11/73. 
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Fig. 5.4. This map of the intersection of the Lake R0ad and the Canlll is taken fro m the Geddes atlas of 18 17. 
It illustrates how the canal engineers contrived to follow the five hundred foot level with a minimum of 
cutting and filling. DevelQpment of the lots to the cast of the Lake Road was delayed by Myron Holley's legal 
difficulties. To the wes t Brockway's si te was hemmed in by a swamp, which remained wooded into the 
1820's. This was eventually fi lled by leveling the small moraines. 
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Myron Holley's Peculation 

In the far northwest comer of Connecticut, on the s lopes of Mount 

Riga, four sons were born to Luther and Sarah Holley. Luther, a 

woodchopper who labored to stoke the iron furnaces o f Salisbury, was a 

stern and aspiring man. Ambitious for himself and for his sons, he 

exchanged his axe for a merchant's ledger and, in 1793, enrolled his 

second and third sons, Myron and Horace. in Williams College. Although 

Luther was said to "despise no church," he equally "belonged to none." ' 

At the command of Sarah, who had been born to a stem Baptist preacher. 

he observed the Sabbath, but once settled in the pew he was wont to lapse 

into deep repose. 

With difficulty Myron sought to blend his parents' virtues of 

worldly ambition and spiritu al grace. By inclination timorous, he 

identi fi ed himself as one of those individuals who arc forever "reflecting 

on the gloomy side of things and creating for themselves im aginary 

miseries." Against this malaise he knew only "one effective remedy," that 

of "keeping the mind cons tantly and assiduously employed."2 After a 

brief period of adolescent restlessness and rebellion it seems that he fully 

embraced this stringent discipline) In 1801 he was apprenticed to Judge 

Chauncy of New Haven, under whose guidance he read law until 1804. 

when he moved to Albany, and shortly thereafter to Canandaigua.4 

I) Elizur Wright, p. 17. 
2) Myron to Luther Holley, Jan. 3, 1799, Holley Papers. 
3) Myron to Luther Holley, Jan. 12, 1799, Holley Papers. 
4) Myron to Luther Holley, Feb. 15, 1801 and Oct. 27, 1804, Holley Papers. 

Wright claims that his apprenticeship was served under Judge Kent 
of Cooperstown, N.Y. Wright, pp. 24-25. 
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He married Sally House with in the year. The union was impetuous 

for a young, untested lawyer, and for the next five years or so the couple 

struggled, boarding "in a small room, almost filled up with a bed". cradle. 

chairs and tables and surrounded by a noisy family ." They subsisted on an 

annual salary of four-hundred dollars and the produce of their garden.! 

Holly's legal career was shon , terminated voluntari ly, he later claimed, 

when he scrupled to defend a guilly murderer. Operating a book s tore. 

acting as land agent for his father' s numerous small specu lations in 

western New York and. after I 807. holding clerical positions in the county 

government, Myron scraped ahead in an economy "a good deal injured by 

the embargo." It was alopg this last avenue o_f politics that Holley's 

arrested career finally advanced. By 18 10 he was county clerk and in five 

years, with an annual salary of fi fteen hundred dollars, and a house 

valued at five thousand dollars, he anticipated the none too distant day 

when he would be free of debt.2 

With his New England inheritance Holley had acquired a deep 

regard for federal ism. He was. as a later critic put it , a "high toned 

Federalist" who sought, in his own words, "to redeem the s tate authorities 

from the powers of democracy ... 3 But as a citizen of the west he found 

himself increasingly estranged from the anglophile pany of the seaboard 

states. "Indignant at the Bri tish squad now on our coast," he organized a 

company of militia in 1805; and in 1807 he repon ed that "many of the 

I) Myron to Sarah Holley, May 21, 1808, Holley Papers. 
2) Myron to Luther Holley, Feb. 10, 1814, Holley Papers. 
3) This criticism appeared when Holley ran for County Clerk in Wayne 

County. Western Argus, 10/31/1833. 
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young men of the western district are willing to engage in an expedit!on 

against Canada, nay they desire it." Thiny years later, still coveting 

Upper Canada, he cheered from the banks as his son, Roben. panicipated 

in an assault on Navy Island in the Niagara River.l 

In 1816, at the age of thirty-seven, be was sent to the Assembly as a 

Federalist. but by 1820 his suppon lay predominantly with the Bucktails. 2 

In the same year that he was sent to the legislature he was appointed as 

treasurer to the canal eommission.3 The salary for this position was two 

thousand dollars. a sum, he later argued. incommensurate with the 

responsibilities and hazards of his position. but one to which he was at the 

time· rather bashfully resigned. As he told the assembly, "a majority of 

that [canal] board are so si tuated as to render preferring such a claim to 

them for decision, indelicate." He was a poor man among patricians. 

In his work on the canal commission Holley found the perfect task 

to keep his mind constantly and assiduously employed. He blamed the 

canal business for a "distraction of mind" that delayed his correspondence 

and, as his zealotry kindled. drove his exasperated wife back to 

Connecticut. He was forced to confess that his "companionable qualities 

[had) fallen a little into decay."4 He justified his obsession by claiming 

I) Leiter to Joshua R. Birch, Aug. 4, 1805; Lcuer to George Newbold, Aug. 
20, 1807, Rush Rees Library Manuscripts. Myron to Luther Holley, 
July 23. 1807; Myron Holley to Caroline Chapin, Dec. 26. 1837, Holley 
Papers. 

2) Myron to Orville Holley. Oct. 30, 1820, Holley Papers. 
3) Repon to the Legislature, Feb. 17. 1817. Holley Papers. 
4) Myron to Luther Holley, Dec. 12, 1817; June 20, 1821. Holley Papers. 
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that it was rooted in "fears of foul management," although as it turns out 

his management was among the foulest.! 

Holley's intrigue was centered in nonhero Ontario County, where 

he wished to form a new county with Lyons, a vi llage in which, as he 

wrote to his father, "I am very much interested," as its seat.2 This scheme 

explains his de termination to extended the canal beyond the Seneca River; 

and it was this scheme that brought him to blows with Peter Plowshare. 

Holley was also criticized for his use of canal contracts as an instruments 

of personal political patronage, but his ambition to form and lead a new 

party to replace "the old, respectable and ever venerable federalism" 

prompted him to distribute these contracts without regard for party 

affiliation.3 The final charge, which crippled Holley's speculative 

enterprise, coded his political career, and propelled him imo the· role of 

social reformer, was that he embezzled s tate fund s to finance speculative 

village creation . 

In 1821 Holley wrote to hi s brother Milton , encouraging him to 

come west and reap the windfall of village creation. 

Every prospect of the fut ure connected with the 
present condition of the country, th rough which the 
canal passes west of Utica, gives the mos t undoubtable 
assurance of rapid and extensive encrease [sic]. And 

I) Myron to Luther Holley, June, 1820, Holley Papers. 
2) Myron to Orville Holley, Jan. 23, 1822. On June 16, 1823 Holley wrote to 

his father that his plan for a county centered on Lyons might elicit 
attacks and even his remdval from the Canal Commission. 

3) Hall's attack appeared in the Rochester Gazette, 9/10/1820. Holley's 
rejoinder appeared in the Ontario Repository, 10/17/1820 and the 
Northern Whig, 11/21, 1820. Holley comments on the attaclc, and on 
his third pany ambitions are registered in a leuer to his brother, 
Orville, Oct. 30, 1820, Holley Papers. 
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wherever population, business and capital are sure to 
be brought and made stationary there is the proper 
field for enterprise and skill to eltert themselves in.• l 

Myron elterted his enterprise and skill in three places where population. 

business and capital were sure to be brought and made stationary. The 

first was Lyons, where be and his partners owned about three hundred 

acres of land. The second was a small parcel near Rochester. The third 

was one third of 247 acres in the village of Brockpon.2 

Holley's embarrassment does not demand much eltplanation. Ln 

1817 be negotiated a bank loan for the State. This was for S400,000, and it 

was given at low interest on the condition that the funds be distributed to 

contractors in small bills, rather than through the more common practice 

of State vouchers. Presumably the issuing banks did this with the 

eltpectation that some portion of the large number of far nung bills would 

never be redeemed for specie. · Through stupidity or cupidity, Holley 

issued the small contractors vouchers 1ather than cash, and then 

submiued their receipt to the s tate for reimbursement. He made his 

money in other words. "by giving his notes as Treasurer of the Canal 

Commission, and taking receipts, as for cash advanced, and having these 

receipts passed to his credit on the Comptroller's books. •3 By April of 

1824. when he resigned as a commissioner, Holley had lost or pocketed 

something between eighteen and thirty thousand dollars . 

I) Myron to Luther H911ey, November I I . 1821. Holley Papers. 
2) Auomey General's Report , April 9, 1825. printed tn Laws. vol. 2. pp. 

560-570. For a very benevolent treatment of ... the affair. see Wright. p. 
91. 

3) Westtrtl Argus, 10/3 1/ 1833. 
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Both Holley and the state Comptroller, were aware of a shonfall by 

1821, and in an attempt to keep the embarrassmeQt from the assembly 

Holley later reported, 

I have sold my house and lot in Canandaigua, where I 
lived, and with the avails of that , and with Canal 
money, I have bought property on the canal line. 
since it was located, which has increased, and is 
increasing rapidly in value; so that, in my judgement, 
with good management, it will be sufficient to meet 
my deficit. ... and with perfect conviction, that, in 
many places along the canal line, real estate would 
rise rapidly in value, I made the purchases alluded to; 
and have contributed a portion of the expendi'ture 
necessary to place them in a situation for profitable 
sale. These purchases have been made, in all cases, 
after the canal line was established, and where no 
dispute about its location, or the manner of its 
construction, was involved. I 

Since the low interest of the original bank loan had saved the state eighty 

thousand dollars, some Assembly members were inclined to overlook the 

discrepancy, but others. who resented the premium that he had granted 

himself, moved to strip him of his propeny. Ultimately Holley was fo rced 

to surrender all his property except his personal residence in Lyons. 2 

Politically Holley was ruined, and it was probably this ruin rather than 

any fine sense of probity that propelled him into his subsequent career as 

an Anti-Mason and a social reformer. 

I ) Reponed in Assembly, Feb. 25, 1824. The full transcript appears in the 
Lyons Advertiser, 4/16/1824. 

2) Lyons Advertiser, 4/13/1825. A bill for the relief of Myron Holley 
passed the senate, but failed to pass the legislature, although both 
houses passed a resolution allowing him to use his house in Lyons for 
one year. Lyons Advertiser, 3:1, 4/25/ 1827. 
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Heil Brockway's Journey 

At the age of twenty-five, in or around 1802, Heil Brockway 

depaned Lyme, Connecticut and joined his Uncle, Beman. in CatskitJ.l His 

uncle had arrived thineen years earlier, and had worked as a grocer, a 

tavern keeper and a contractor on the Susquehanna Turnpike. 2 Hei l's 

sojourn in Catskill was brief, although perhaps long enough to impress 

the young man with the profits to be made in a market town. In 1803 he 

was buying land in Ontario County, and by 1805 he had taken a farm 

beside his father, Gamaliel Brockway, on the Seneca Turnpike west of 

Geneva.3 Gamaliel had dwelt in the town of Seneca since 1800. although it 

is unclear whether he was among the twenty New Englanders who 

purchased the township from Oliver Phelps in 1789.4 

Gamaliel died in 1809, leaving his propeny to his four children; his 

wife, Azubah, lingered for four years.S Selling out to his brother, George, 

who purchased Gamaliel's farm, Heil moved a few miles nonh to the town 

of Phelps, and commenced investment in the mill scat on Flint Creek that 

became the hamlet of Orleans.6 Here he worked as a blacksmith and 

I) Bush, pp. 5-6. 
2) This is surmised from the fact that in that year he was granted a license 

to sell spirituous liquors. but not an innkeepers license. J.B. Beers, 
History of Greene County, New York, (New York: J.B. Beers, 1884), 
pp.121. 41; J.V.V. Vedder. Historic Catskill, (Catskill: n.p., 1922), p. 69. 

3) Brockway's first land purchase is recorded in Ontario County Deeds, 
Liner 9, p. 360. These farms lay to either side of present day Post Road, 
just south of Rt. 20. The Sand Hill Cemetery, where numerous 
Brockways are interred, is on land that once belonged to Gamaliel. 
See the Minute Book of the Town of Seneca, 1805, p. 172. 

4) Lewis Cass Aldrich and George S. Conover. History of Ontario County, 
New York, Syracuse: D. Mason, 1893, Pp. 414-415. 

5) Geneva Gazette, Aug. 23. 1809; April 14, 1813. 
6) Ontario County Deeds, Libcr 14, p. 352; Liber 43, p. 482. 
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speculated extensively in fanns and commercial property. It was this 

second interest that came to dominate his attention after 1815, when he 

began to sell small parcels in Orleans, sometimes for more that five 

hundred dollars an acre.I 

These speculations in Ontario County gave Brockway the means to 

undenakc the more ambitious project of the village that would ultimately 

bear his name. He had gained first hand knowledge of the profitability of 

such an undertaking of v illage foundation in Orleans. It was also in 

Orleans that he learned to combine speculation with development, as he 

was also a builder who frequen tly constructed houses and stores for those 

who purchased his property. Beyond this, and the material found in 

Bush's admirable biographical pamphlet, very liulc can be discovered 

about the man. 

Brockway's contribution to the village plan of Brockport is limited 

to his earliest purchases, which lay to the west of the Lake Road and to the 

east of the Lake Road north of Water Street. The remainder of the streets 

cast of Main Street, on the land of the failed syndicate, were laid out by the 

Town of Sweden , for the most part after 1828.2 Thus the the village 

initially lay to the west of the Lake Road within a block bounded by Utica 

Strcrt, Holley Street, the Lake Road and the CanaJ. There are three 

unusual aspects to the design within this rectangle. The building lots are 

smaller than those of a later date, pedestrian alleys provide access to the 

I) Ontario County Deeds, Liber 30, p. 196. 
2) What is now State Street was laid out in 1822. Market and South Streets 

were laid out in 1828, and Union Street was laid out in 1830. See the 
Sweden Town Book, vol. 2, pp. 90, 104, 106, 108. 
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Plaltd ror Brockway 
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Fig. 5.5. Ibis is based in the original map drawn for Heil Brockway by 
Zenas Case, surveyor for the Town of Sweden. in the late 1820's. Very few 
if any of the lots south of Holley Street were purchased at this time, and 
Jones Street was never built. 
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canal docks. and at least some of the houses were built directly on the 

street. This compactness seems odd when we consider that the population 

in 1826 was only three hundred, and that beyond what is now Utica Street 

the land was virgin forest. What it probably represems is Brockway's 

sanguine expectations for growth and his efforts to make the most of the 

developable land, of which he held the monopoly. 

Acknowledgement of Brockway's authorship of the village is. 

obviously, registered in its name, Brockport. an abbreviation of 

Brockway's Port. This was adopted, with deference to Brockway's 

expressed wish. on November 15, 1822 at "a numerous and respectable 

meeting of the inhabitant& of the towns of Sweden and Clarkson." I Like 

the man it honored, this appellation may have lacked universal approval, 

as other denominations do appear in the record; but the contention 

obviously faded with the forgouen animosity.2 The suffix of port, on the 

other hand, was without detractors. No resident could regret 

advertisement of the village as an entry way, or portal, through which 

goods were transported since, were it not fo r the transactions 

surrounding import, export and, until the locks at Lockport were 

completed, overland portage, there would have been no residents. It was 

I ) David G. Hale, Village of Brockport Sesquicentennial (Brockport: 
Sesquicentennial Commiuee, 1979), p. 6. 

2) Brickport, reported in 1825, may very well represent a 
misapprehension of the nat o of upstate pronunciation. but it 
concurs with the Seneca name of Gwe-te-te-a-ne-te-car-do-oh, 
which means, roughly translated, Red Village. Duke of Saxe-Weimar 
Eisennach, 1825, in Truesdale, p. 67. As late as 1840 a traveler wrote 
in his journal that the "very preuy village" near Clarkson was 
known by some as Brookfield and by others as Sweden. A.M. Maxwell. 
1840, in Handy and McKelvey. p. 73. 
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the business of haulage, baoer and shipment not.ed in the second syllable, . 
rather tban the author memorialized in the first syllable, which gave the 

village what we might call its distinctive dcponmcnt and demeanor. 

When Trollope described Poo Byron as "a whiskey store and a warehouse" 

she described the essential character of the canal village perhaps better 

than she knew. l 

Myron Holley's biography is the most thorough to appear 

in this dissertation, an allocation of space that can be judged 

disproportionate to th~ significance of the man. Without Holley's 

presence it is doubtful that the course of events would have been 

greatly altered. The same mighl be said for Brockway. A village 

very similar to Brockport would in all likelihood exist on the site 

presently occupied by Brockport if Brockway had contented 

himself with the development of Orleans. This presents a 

problem for the role of biography in historical geography. 

Ordinary landscapes are produced by ordinary persons pursuing 

what appear to be ordinary, unimaginative goals. Mercantile 

economics and transportation technology explain a village like 

Brockport quite adequately, and it is therefore easy to see 

individuals such as Holley and Brockway as simple agents of these 

forces. However, the fact remains that it was these. not other, 

individuals who carried out the task. These individuals had come 

by rather complex means to possess the skills, information, 

motivations and financial resources that were necessary in order 

to make a grab at this opportunity. Thus the role of biography in 

historical geographic explanation would seem to be less a matter 

of explaining the singular effects of individuals in the process of 

geographical change than it is a matter of explaining the 

1) Troll ope, p. 333. 
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singular effect on individuals of the process of geographioal 

change. 

Like ordinary landscapes, ordinary biographies are 

difficult to reconstruct. The traces that individuals leave on the 

historical record are very often faint and, as we can see in the 

cases of these two men, legacies differ. Brockway has left the 

more common sort of record, a bare collection of behavioral facts. 

We can follow his movements, reconstruct his business 

transactions and research the composition of his household, but 

when it comes to his motivations we can do little more than 

attribute to him a simple and somewhat crude profit motive. 

Psychologically, socially and professionally, Holley was a 

different sort of person, and this difference is communicated in 

the form as well as the content of the record. He exists for us as a 

personality far more singular than Brockway and far more 

complex in the sources of his frustrated ambition. Recognition of 

this dlf!erence serves to reinforce a sense that historical 

explanation is governed by the subject's historical, social and 

personal attitudes about the proper place of writing. It is very 

difficult, for example, to write plausible psychological 

explanations of the behavior of individuals who did not find their 

own psychological states noteworthy. 

Authored Landscapes and Local Legends 

As a student in lhc Brockport Gcntral School I was instructed in 

local history. I recall two items of local lore. The first is that Clarkson 

merchants influenced the course of the canal; the second is that a 

disagreement between the founders Heil Brockway and James Seymour 

resulted in the disjuncture o f streets abuuing their property line, which 

ran down the center of Lake Road . Informal conversations with local 
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residents suggest that these two items arc perhaps the elemental core of • 

the folk knowledge of local history. People who know nothing else are 

apt to recite these items; people who do not know these items are unlikely 

to know anything at all. As the foregoing account suggests. both stories 

arc spurious. 

The story of the feud between Brockway and Seymour has been 

discredited in the more recent village histories, where the misalignment 

of the streets bas been attributed to mundane considerations of drainage. 

The explanation is probably correct, b, H, as the laying out of the village 

was an undocumented task, absolute verification is impossible. A second 

theory, propounded by an otherwise excellent history teacher. was that 

the jogs in the streets represented an effort to discourage speeding. But 

in 1820 speeders were not, of course, a menace. This anachronism alerts 

us to the need for caution. The point to be noted is that th is legend is 

rooted in a perceived oddity or anomaly of the landscape. and that it is 

explained by something correspondingly odd and anomalous in a 

personality. Quirky streets arc put down to quirky people. 

The connection that is being drawn, it seems to me, is between the 

idiosyncrasies of place and personality. One can make better stories of 

malice than one can of mud because malic,e is human, individual and 

passionate; and these are motives that the folk lore of place making 

emphasizes. These are motives that ordinary people understand. To 

understand the story of the feud, one must be intimate with the motive of 

spite; to believe the story of the feud, one must be persuaded of the force 

of spite; to recount the story of the feud on nothing more than hearsay 
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one must want to say something, not about streets, but about a mythology 

of motives in which spite is a large and legitimate factor. 

ln the second item of local lore we once again find ~ersons, this 

time with motives of personal gain, treated as agents of history. The claim 

that the merchants of Clarkson sought to bring the canal through their 

village and succeeded in drawing the canal north to cross the Lake Road at 

a point just south of that village is again based on nothing more than a 

small irregularity in the course of the canal. In other words, the 

landscape once again provides the crack where the seed of legend can 

take root and nourish. The story is made credible by the fact that the 

uncle and business partner of James Seymour, Henry Seymour, was a 

member of the canal commission, as was Myron Holley.! The evidence is 

enti rely circumstantial, and the story is not, in any case true. From 

Rochester to Lockport the canal follows the five hundred foot level, and 

no man could call it from that course. This is made clear in a letter 

received at the Clarkson tavern by David Thomas. the section engineer. 

The Chief Engineer, Benjamin Wright, wrote "always... conform to the 

natural obstacles so as to have persons of judgement sec after the Canal is 

formed why curves and sinuosities were made.''2 The significance of the 

erroneous legend is patent. It makes it seem that the village was willed 

I) Henry Seymour and Horace Meech were panners in the Eric Canal 
Transportation Company, as were James Seymour and Rufus Meech. 
It was a boat of the company of Meech and Seymour that brought the 
first freight to Brockport when the canal was opened in 1824, and 
this freight was destined for James Seymour's Store 

2) Benjamin Wright to David Thomas, 6/20/1820, David Thomas Papers. 
New York State Library. 
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into being by local persons rather than c reated in a complex context of 

accidents, coincidences and providential decisions made far away . 

This last section is an example of .,..hat Clive calls an 

"autobiographical intrusion. "I There are various uses for 1he 

personal pronoun in each of its cases. "I think ... ," "it strikes 

me ... ," "in my opinion ... " each serve as an indispensable qualifier 

for those who are not convinced of the infallibility of their 

understanding or the universality of their mode of reasoning. 

The autobiographical intrusion ventures somewhat further into 

the questionable territory of self-reference as i t attempts to 

provide some context for the questions that have been posed. 

This implies a relativism that has in some cases led to institutional 

prohibitions against self-reference, although restrictions are 

sometimes eased for senior scholars and special licence is 

ordinarily granted in the preface and footno tes. In other words 

the acceptability of self-reference depends on its location in the 

text and, curiously enough, on biographical considerations. 

Reference to my own childhood in this place and at this time is 

therefore unconventional, and it requires explanation. Its 

purpose is to indicate the beginning of my curiosity about 

Brockport and to show how this was st imulated by the 

unsatisfying solutions proposed by other curious persons. My 

curiosity, that of my seniors, their solution and my dissatisfaction 

with their solution are all social and biographical facts . The same 

is true of this text. The purpose of the autobiographical intrusion 

is not, therefore , to point oru the relativism of my answers; its 

purpose is to denaturalize and historicize my questions. 

I) John Clive, Not By Fact Alone: Essays on the Writing and Reading of 
History, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1989), pp. 25-33. 



Chapter 6 
The Hazards of New Fortunes 

New Village- A new village called Brockpon is now 
erecting at the place where the Grand Canal intersects 
the main road leading from Clarkson to LeRoy. ! 

On October 17, 1823, slightly less than a year after this 

announcement appeared in the Rochester Telegraph • navigation west of 

the Genesee was inaugurated by the packet boat William C. Bouck. The 

depth of water was irregular, and in places insufficient, but with 

redoubled exertions the mul'es succeeded in bringing the boat to 

Brockpo n.2 Among the passengers attempting to dine as the keel bumped 

and scraped over the submerged boulders and bars were the canal 

commissioner, Myron Holley, and the engineer, Judge Bates. With spirits 

undamped by the celebri ties' tardy arrival, the citizens of Brockport 

caroused on the canal bank in the glare of a great bonfire. When the 

packet was finally drawn into the light three guns were fired and nine 

cheers were raised. 

Disembarked, the notables were at once swept up in a procession 

that fell in behind Captain Wilkie of the militia and marched up Main 

Street to Alvord's hotel where a feast awaited. When the cloth had been 

removed the villagers began a round of of boisterous toasts. To the Erie 

Canal: "While, from the seaboard it moves through the country, the 

country is moved to the sea." To the militia: "They will defend the soil they 

cultivate." To the big ditch: "After having overcome the big Root, it has 

I) Rochester Telegraph, I l/19/22, . This notice also appeared in The 
Palladian (Geneva), 11/27/22. 

2) Rochester Telegraph, 10/21/23. 
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conquered 10,000 little ones with perfect case." (The big Root was, 

presumably, Erastus Root, the radical Republican opponent of De Will 

Clinton.) To the presidential election: "Before the state of New York is 

prepared to elect, let the people elect the electors." To the state of New 

York: "The vanguard of internal navigation. Other states forward march. " 

To the United States: "Cutting canals while Europe is cutting off heads." To 

Brockport: "The present head of canal navigation: may she maintain her 

rights and do justice to the country." To the Canal Fund : "When they fail 

we have credit. " To the Canal Commissioners: "Tried and found faith ful." 

To the Canal Engineers : "fraught with gentle discernment and 

perseverance." To the ladies of New York : "May they imitate their 

mothers in the production of sons friendly to internal improvement." 

Seven days later, an Albany correspondent wrote excitedly of 

seeing "a boat from beyond the Genesee Rivcr." l The season for 

navigation was close to over but, beginning in late April of 1824, one 

packet departed Rochester for Brockport daily.2 And on May 7th the first 

boat from Albany, a freighter of Dows, Meech and Company, arrived in 

Brockport with a fu ll cargo assigned to Meech, Seymour and Company) 

The canal terminated at Brockport because the Sandy Creek embankment, 

which was at seventy-six feet the highest on the canal, remained 

uncomplctcd .4 In March of 1824 the "Eric Canal Transponation Company" 

advertised fo11r daily lines of "good covered boats" which traveled fifty 

I ) Rochester Republican, 10/24/23. 
2) Rochester Telegraph, 4/27/24. 
3) Monroe Republican, 5/11/24. 
4) Laws, vol. 2, pp. 163-164. 

-
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miles a day behind relays of horses, frpm Albany to Brockport, and they 

assured c ustomers that "every facil ity for transporting property from 

Brockport to Buffalo will be afforded." I The section linking Brockport to 

Lockport was O(>Cned on September 6, 1824, supplied with water .from Oak 

Orchard and Tonawanda Creeks, and, a porous bottom notwithstanding, 

navigation to hockport was possible at that time. Brockport remained the 

preferred terminus. however, because the road from Lockport to the west 

was impassable.2 

Brockport served 'as the point to which grain, principally, wheat, 

was gathered for shipment by canal to the Rochester mills. In the brief 

season of navigation that came in the fall of 1823, Goold and Roby. one of 

six firms in the village, shipped six hundred barrels of wheat.3 By 1835, 

451,000 bushels, thiny-seven days work for the Rochester mtl•s. were 

collected here . 4 Admiring "the city-like bustle appar~nt in her 

[Brockport's] streets," the Rochester Daily Democrat "could not doubt the 

striking fact communicated to us by one of her merchant~. that hts retail 

trade, during much of the past spring and summer, has averaged three 

hundred dollars a day!" The ~e_.ditor continued, 

"The traffic of the place is principally produce. If a 
farmer within the cin;umference of fifty miles. has a 
load of wheat to sell, he knows where he can always 
get the highest price and the best bargains . . for the 

I) Geneva Palladian, 3/ 31/24. Rufus Meech and James Seymour are listed 
as owners (2 of 20) in Brockport. Oliver Phelps is the bead. Henry 
Seymour and a Horace Meech 8.fe on the lisL 

2) Annual Report of the Canal Commission, March 4, 1825, in Laws, vol. 2, 
pp 243-9. 

3) Hastings, p. 41 
4) John W. Barber, Historical Col/ection.s of the State of N~ Yorl .. • (New 

York: The Author, 1851), p. 115. 

J 
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frank and accommodating manner of her merchants 
ha s made Broc kport a favorite with the 
agriculturalists of Monroe, Genesee and Orleans. 
Hence, immense quantities of wheat, corn etc. arc 
daily sold there, for [thatl which the proceeds of his 
rich crops so liberally enable him to partakc."l 

The agriculturalist partook, though perhaps not so liberally as he 

may have wished, of goods, which it was Brockport 's role to provide. 

Deliverance from the penury of the preceding decades was sudden and 

startling. A newspaper editor in the village of Lyons wrote that 

"among the agreeable and convenient results of the opening 
of the Eric Canal, is the trade in shell fish. fruits and small 
wares etc., which though they do not form a very great item 
in the account current of of internal trade. yet do in fact 
mightily contribute to the comfort and s imple luxury of 
life .... Ciams, oysters and lobsters arc finding their way, on 
the canal, to the remotest interior ... 2 

Indeed, in 1824 one editor commented that the high price of wheat would 

enable farmers "to pay for 'merchandise,' besides treat ing themselves to 

some oysters and clams.''3 This outlandish food. which incidentally 

alleviated the iodine deficiency that had caused myxedema, proved 

surprisingly popular. The outlandish ideas that came over the canal 

received a mixed reception. By 1830 the tailors that occupied the second 

s tory apartments over the Main Street stores were busily sti tching "the 

latest fashions from New York." 4 If this was taken as a sign of progress, 

thc~e were equivocal indicators. For example. villagers opened their 

newspapers in 1833 to discovered an advertisement addressed to "to the 

unfortunate sufferers of gonorreah [sic] and syphilis.'' With striking 

I ) Rochester Daily Democrat , 9/16/36. 
2) Lyons Advertiser, 12/5/29. 
3) Lyons Advertiser, 1/2/24, 
4) B.F.P., 1:1. 10/6/30; 1:2, 10/13/30; 1:9, 12/1/30; 1:35, 6/1/31. 
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nonchalance, the local druggist, John B. Elliott, explained that the . 
antidotes of gonorrhea medicine and "anti-syphilitic lozenges;· were 

worry free and thoroughly tested by some unmentioned segment of Paris 

society. ! 

Although the village purveyed the fashions and nostrums of New 

York and Paris, its real concern lay in the surrounding farms. As the 

first banker of the village, Joseph Roby. confided to his father-in-law 

during the blighted summer of 1839: "One can not be in a community like 

this where everything depends on the success of one crop without feeling 

a good deal of anxiety:•2 This remained, after all, a market town in which 

the best indicator of prosperity, next to a long list of wedding 

announcements, was "the large number of farmers' teams daily crowding 

the streets ... 3 

The Raw Vjllaee 

Despite this lively trade and this approving notice, the village did 

not present a pleasant face. In 1825 its environs were described as "not 

much settled being too wet and nat,"4 and in 1829 it was still engulfed by 

"forests yet standing in their native maturity and vigor." One approached 

it on the canal through shadows of "the towering pines. the lofty wide 

spreading elms, the gigantic maples. whitewoods and sycamores of the 

I) B.F.P. and M. D., 3:50, 9/4(33. 
2) Joseph Roby, (Brockpon) to Samuel Sidney Breese. July 31, 1839, Breese. 

Stevens, Roby Papers, (hereafter B.S.R.P.), Rush Rees Library, 
University of Rochester, Rochester, New York. 

3) B.R. 3:13, ln/59. 
4) Joseph Pickering, 1825, in Handy and McKelvey, p. 33. 

.. 
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Fig. 6.1. This receipt for toll was given by the Collector's office in 
Brockpon in 1829. The Adriana was carrying merchandise, hops, oysters 
and passengers to Brockport. Lockpon and Buffalo. (Collection of the 
author.) 
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Fig. 6.2. This receipt for toll was given by the Collector's office in 
Brockpon in 1831. The C onuus was carrying merchandise, apples and 
vinegar to Brockport, Knowlesville. Medina and Lockport. (Collection of 
the author.) 
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west." Emerging from lhc forest into the clearing of lhe village this same 

traveler noted: "Brockpon. a goodly-sized and flourishing village twenty 

miles west of Rochester. This village is well built and appears to be the 

center of some considerable trade. " Somewhat later he remarked of 

Albion: 

It much resembles its sister v11lage of Broekpon. save 
il is not quite so large.. .. the country is rich and 
beautiful. But here, as in most if not all of lhe villages 
which have sprung into existence with the canal, 
everything looks raw and naked. In most of them not 
a shade tree is to be seen.... according to the present 
practice, people only think of shade trees after they 
are gone.1 · 

As Francis Wright had written, "in general, the settler cuts to right and 

left with unsparing fury, anxious only to clear the giant weeds which 

obstruct the light and choke his respirat ion." And "although all will 

agree it is in very bad taste... as the human eye is prone to rest with 

pleasure on what is uncommon, an American usually considers an open 

plain as nature's most beautiful feature . "2 

To one canalling humorist, this raw appearance s uggested 

Brockpon as a likely place to recount that "two buxom country lasses got 

on board ." Inquiring os to their destinatjon, he was informed that they 

intended to work out for a few weeks. Curious as to their suitability as New 

York City chambermaids. be asks for a r~um~ of their sul!s. "0 a heap of 

things." he claims to have been told by one of the homespun hoydens. "I 

I) William Leete Stone, 'i~ Severance (ed.), 1910, pp. 234-6. Jessie. Hatch 
remembered that west of Rochester "for miles on either side [of the 
canal] there was a heavy growth of timber." Severance, 1910, p. 242. 

2) Lyons Republican , 11/16/21. 
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can milk cows, feed pigs, hatchet nalt, shell com, spin, chum butter, bake 

bread make cheese and slch things." It makes little difference• whether 

the author actually met a woman with these qualifications embarking on 

a career of domestic service. What is telling is that such a woman 

pursuing this plan with these talents was considered likely to board a 

packet in Brockport. The story is plausible because the agent and the 

scene were, to use Kenneth Burke's term, syncchdochic. This is to say that 

the qualities made eltplicit in the character of the "young lass" were 

implicit in the appearance of the budding village. To make sense of this 

bit of humor it is necessary to refer to stereotypes, or ideological 

categories that arc not unlike those used by the author and his audience to 

anticipate the nature of real scenes and individuals.! 

Small mitigations of this raw, naked and rustic appearance were, 

however, increasingly apparent as the 1820's drew to a close. In 1829 the 

villagers furnished the village with sidewalks. In addition, a Rochester 

paper noted. the village was a good deal healthier, "the diseases usually 

prevalent at this season having scarcely made their appearance here. "2 

The pious may have been disposed to attribute this sudden salubrity 

to the recent recruitment of religious societies. The Congregationalists 

and the Methodist had formed in 1827, and the Baptists, whose numbers 

were swiftly augmented, organized in the following year.3 Although they 

were the last to organize. the Baptist were the first to build a meeting 

I) Rochester Telegraph , 6/28/25. 
2) Rochester Daily Advertiser and Telegraph, 9/1/29. 
3) Histories of these denominations arc given in B.R. 20:42. 7/13/76; 20:45, 

8/3/76; 20:47. 8/17/76. 
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house. h was a small brick building. forty-five by sixty feet. and topped 

with a oval framed belfry, which stood some distance back from Main 

Street, north of the point where it was intersected by Holley Street, on a 

site formerly occupied by a school house. l Although it aruJ the village 

burying ground, which lay hard by, stood on a sizeable mound of glacial 

debris, and thus escaped the damp to which other subterranean 

excavations were subject, the church's basement, which housed the 

lecture room. was above ground level. This elevation compounded the 

hill, itself described as ste~p. The climb up the wooden stairs to the 

audience room door was arduous and perilous, and the chance of slipping 

and falling were ever present dangers. Another ascent, equally 

strenuous and treacherous. was. however. uppermost in the minds o( 

those who gathered for the dedication sermon. Under the supervision of 

the three protestant ministers, the service was "appropriate and solemn" .2 

A contemporaneous development, indicative, like the churches. of 

the profits of the grain trade, were merchant's houses. An anonymous 

writer of 1815, traveling westward from Utica, observed that nine tenths 

of the seulers were New Englanders. "religious, sober, frugal and 

industrious" in character, but curiously fond of "shew in buildings, 

equipage and dress.· James Fenimore Cooper noted their penchant for 

ostcntitious dwelling houses, and attributed it to the insecurity of status in 

the New Englander's "radically democratic society."3 In the village, as in 

the countryside, housing was a powerful testament of inequality. A boy in 

I) B.R. 25:33, 5!12/81. 
2) Rochester Daily Advertiser and Telegraph, 9!26!29. 
3) Anon, 1815. Cornell Manuscript. Cooper,l962, p. 141. 

.. 
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Brockport in the I 830's remembered encountering bis schoolmate, 

Dwight, on a village street. To the puzzled amusement of his friend, 

Dwight seemed delirious with delight. He was waving his arms, beaming 

and repeatedly babbling "Oh good times, good times." Inquiry disclosed the 

source of his ecstasy. His father, with whom he dwelt "in a humble 

cottage:" had been appointed caretaker to the house of Colonel Wilkie. He 

and his son were to occupy the Colonel's mansion, which stood to the 

north of the village, and "it was the thought of living in that large white 

house, with lawn and shade trees, and a large garden with a grape arbor 

and all kinds of fruit trees 'and everything' that caused Dwight's joyful 

exclamation, good times, good times." I 

Like their counterparts in New England, the moguls of the inland 

trade preferred Adamesque-Federal architecture. The style was of English 

derivation, homage, perhaps, to the merchant's ultimate clientele. More 

significantly, however, as Alan Gowans has pointed out, adoption of the 

Adamesque-Federal style announced "pretensions to becoming the new 

republic's permanent aristocracy. ·2 In the village, at least six 

"baltlement house" were buill of unpainted brick or stone between I 825 

and 1830. Three stood on State Street, one stood on Market Street, and it is 

possible that the two Brockway houses on Main Street were executed in 

this style.3 Regreltably, all have been demolished or remodeled beyond 

I) B.R. 25:37, 6/9/81. 
2) Alan Gowans, Images of American Living: Four Centuries of 

Architecture and Furniture as Cultural Expression. (Philadelphia: J.P. 
Lippineolt, 1964), p. 171. 208 William H. Pierson. American Buildings 
and Their Architects: The Colonial and Neo-Classical Styles , (New 
York: Oxford University Press. 1970). pp. 215-17. 

3) Hastings, pp. 53-58b; supplement, p. I. 
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recognition. The battlement house had pitched roofs with eaves that ran 

parallel with the street. Their distinctive mark was the .top of their side 

walls, which rose to the ridgepole in a large step rather than along a 

straight incline. The wall that supported the center level was flanked by 

tall, straight chimneys, and it was sometimes pierced by an elliptical 

window. The term battlement house is a reference to this crenelated 

profile. This parapet was typically pierced by an elliptical window, a 

distinctly Adamesque shape which has given us. among other things. the 

Oval Office of the President of the United States. This shape was partially 

reproduced in the front door transom. or "fanlight". which together with 

the narrow windows, or "sidelights," served to admit light into the entry 

hall and to contribute an appearance of lightness to the doorway itself. 

The interior woodwork, often carved, was, with the exception of the 

doorways, painted white in conformity with the wallpaper. which 1 as 

William Seymour remembered it, had a pattern of satiny stripes on a no 

gloss ground. 

Unlike the vernacular Georgian houses popular among the 

farmers, the battlement house was square. with the door set to one side. 

and in this respect their form was distinctly urban. At the same time they 

were set to one side of their lot, with just enough room for a driveway to 

the carriage house on the narrow side. This asymmetry, Hastings claims. 

accommodated a new desire for a side yard devoted to box bordered flower 

garden, spread below a side porch. I The urban house type and the 

ornamental yards set these residences apart from their counterparts in 

I) Hastings, pp. 51-55. 
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Fig. 6.3. The last "battlement house" left standing in a relatively unaltered 
state stood on State Street beside the Presbyterian Church. This drawing is 
based on a postcard from the first pan of this century. The porch is 
almost certainly an addition, but the basic form of the house remains 
intact. The e lliptical attic window is a characteri stic signature of 
Federalist architecture . 

....... ----------~--
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the country and the large cities. The cultivation of ornamental gardens 

was common among the wealthier citizens by the 1830's, when we find the 

vilJage banker, Joseph Roby, working in his garden. "selling out trees and 

shrubs -transplanting, mending fence & in short a lillie of everything: 

roses, honeysuckle, daffodils, hyacinths, mums, cherry blossoms:·I The 

working yard, with its bam, chicken house, fruit trees, current bushes, 

vegetable garden. "lattice enclosed drying yard." garbage heap and privy. 

was moved to the rear. Here they were inconspicuous. and linked to the 

cellar kitchen which, with brick floor, accommodated the rougher. 

heavier tasks of food preparation. 

These and other signs bore testimony to the rapid transformation of 

village society. Religion, whose fonunes and misfonunes will be 

examined more closely in the following chapter, was a clear beneficiary 

of the discretionary income generated by the canal trade. This trade also 

introduced a sizeable merchant class with distinctive political preferences 

and landscape tastes. At the same time, however, the canal gave rise to a 

much larger class of rootless watermen who were insensitive to the 

traditional instruments of community censure and discipline. These 

watermen posed a challenge for the churches, both as a field of 

missionary endeavor and as bearers of corrupting examples. Although 

they were employed by merchants, they also posed a recalcitrant problem 

for this class. since they moved beyond the limits of supervision and were 

free to annoy the merchants of other villages with relative impunity. 

I) Joseph Roby (Brockpon) to Samuel Sidney Breese. May I, 1836. B.S.R.P. 
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The Eyjl Canal 

In Moby Dick , lshmaial described the Erie Canal as "one continual 

stream of Venetianally corrupt and awful lawless life." Although hts 

intention was hyperbolae he was not far from the truth. Some travelers 

were pleased to discover boatmen who were "civil and even respectable," 

but most were dismayed and d isgusted by this S\lrly, sensual crew.1 

Working with "vicious associates" on the water and wallowing in 

"libidinous associations" on the shore, the waterman's life was a moralist's 

nightmare. Insulated from the ~gulating innuence of public opinion, 

these men were feared as potential desperadoes. One had only to cast an 

anxious glance into one of "those dens of pollution that have been aptly 

described as the very 'nostrils of Hell'" in which they congregated, or to 

consider the "vagabonds and sharpers" that made the canal villages their 

"general rendezvous,'" to glimpse an appalling future.2 

Dispatched as a "missionary among the waterman" by the 

American Bethel Society, Dea(con) M. Eaton found that the prevailing 

creed among the boatmen was Universalism. or the belief in impartial 

salvation. A more dire infidelity was evident in those like the erudite 

steersman who had read "Tom Paane. Hume. Voltaire and Bolingbroke, and 

by degrees had strayed from the path of •inue and become a very wicked 

man:•3 

I) Joseph Pickering, 1825, in Handy and McKelvey, p. 33. 
2) J. S. Buckingham, vol 3, pp. 19-22. 
3) Dea(con) M. Eaton, Five Years on tht. Erie Canal, (Utica: Bennett, Backus 

and Hawley, 1845), pp. 100, 136,152. 
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Of panicular concern were the boys who drove the horse~ . In 

Brockpon, to be4:ome a packet driver "was the highest ambition of the 

average boy and young man, • and each spring it was the source of 

considerable juvenile delight when the horses were accustomed to their 

harnesses by dragging logs through the village streets.! Eaton wrote that 

half of the drivers were orphans. Like Edward Noyes Westcott's David 

Harum, many others were runaways who had fled a truculent father and 

an overpopulated farmstead. where "nuthn' c'd afford to be eat that c'd be 

sold, an ev'rythin' that couldn't be sold had to be eat.· Harum. who • lit out 

with what duds [he) c'd git together, and as much grub;s [he) could pack •n 

[a] tin pail" remembered the "old ditch" as "better to me than the place I 

was borned in. ·2 Nevenheless contemporary witnesses could ima~inc no 

domestic situation more vile than the horse stations. Dotted at intervals of 

ten or fifteen miles along the canal. here drivers and horses were 

changed, and boys were initiated into the secrets of sin.3 One Brockpon 

resident remembered the horse stations a<~ "the most debasing ~ens of 

iniquity to be found in the county." his evidence most likely being Bill 

Bailey's, whic;h lay just less than a mile west of the village. Routinely 

beaten and defrauded by their masters, the boys degenerated into "saucy" 
/ 

wise-acres and liars with a premature taste for liquor, tobacco, theft and 

gambling. Although Eaton a !tested that behavior had · much improved 

since the beginning, when "ther~ was not a place in America where there 

1) George H. Lee, in Smith and Husted, p Jg; B.R. 23:31, 4/28/81. 
2) Edward Noyes Westcott, Daoid Harum, (New York: D. Appleton and Co. 

1899), pp. 231, f~3 
3) Thomas L. McKenney. in Mau p. 261. 
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was more wickedness of every kind than on the canal," the boys remained 

"a very degraded class:·! If they returned home it was "seldom with the 

same innocence" but with what was "most always [a) degenerated, if not a 

ruined charactcr:•2 

It was, presumably, apprehension of this very sort of character 

which impelled Samuel Breese, a land owner from Vernon, New York, to 

caut ion his son, Sidney Breese, who was serving as an apprentice in the 

dry goods store of his brother-in-law's brother, Thomas Roby. "The place 

you arc in is, I am informed, much larger than Vernon," the elder Breese 

began, " it will, therefore, I presume, contain some bad, unprincipled 

young men, with such I warn you to have no communication ." He 

asseverated in his next leiter: "Beware wicked unprincipled 

companions:·3 Sidney's mother, who claimed to dcsuc nothing so much as 

his maturation into a respected merchant, advised him to shun his peers, 

seek the esteem o f his employers, and devote his free time to church 

meetings and the study of scripture.4 It was by such injunctions and 

proscriptions that the social lines dividing future merchants from future 

watcrmen were drawn and maintained. 

Drunkenness, pugilism, gambling, whoremongering and a 

generally insolent attitude comprise the basic list of the boatmen's 

indiscretions. Disapproval of these iniquities caused villagers to hold the 

watermcn and thei r emulators at a social, and to some extent spatial, 

I) Eaton, pp. 32,45&31. 
2) George H. Lee, in Smith and Husted, p 18. 
3) Samuel Sidney Breese to Sidney G. Breese, April 3, 1836; April 27. 1836. 

B.S.R.P. 
4) Helen Breese to Sidney G. Breese, April 3, 1836; April 23, 1836. B.S.R.P. 
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distance. Nevertheless. organized efforts were made to effect their 

refonn. The Brockport Recorder and Clarkson Advertiser wrote, Lhe 

"Citizens... were !audibly (sic) engaged in divising [sic) measures to 

promote the comfort and moralize the Boatmen employed on the canal." I 

Identifying what they felt was the root of the watcnnan's misbehavior in 

1830, the Young Men's Temperance Society resolved that five hundred 

tracts be purchased "for gratuitous distributi on in this village and 

vicinity, and to persons employed on Lhc canal. "2 As late as 1861 a Bethel 

Missionary, Deacon Stark, was laboring on the village wharves to place 

Bibles in the hands of "sinful boatmen," and street preaching was 

conducted each Sunday on Main Street ncar the canal.3 

Ordinarily, it was possible to confine the boatmen to the vicinity of 

the docks. Exceptions occurred when the men were immobilized by a 

break in the canal, or by a sunken boat, "which put the boatmen into 

trouble. to drown which they added worse to bad." As the number of idle 

boatmen in the village mounted fights and incidents of vandalism grew 

more frequent. The unsavory population was also augmented by a trickle 

of migratory prostitutes.4 

This novel transportation system opened to the boatmen new 

avenues of debauchery, but this was not the limit of its influence. It also 

confronted the merchants with new pressures and temptations. As we 

I) Smith and Husted, p. 30. 
2) B.F.P., 1:1, 10/6/30. 
3) B.R. 5:48, 9/5/61; 6:42, 7/24/62; 6:50. 7/12/62. 
4) B.R. 11 :41, 7/11/67; 15:34, 5/18nt. 
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shall sec in the following section, their powers of resistance were not 

appreciably greater. 

The canal presented a moral threat to the established 

society because it offered dissatisfied individuals a life and a 

livelihood unregulated by the inst itutions of community and 

fam ily. The f ree thinkers whose uncomplimentary descriptions 

are encountered serve as symbols of this escape, as do the sad but 

sympathetic descriptions of runaways. The folly of escape from 

traditional instruments of au thority is illustrateti in the 

descriptions of the new masters, cruel and unprincipled fiends or 

degrading dissipa tions. The anxiety of eroding authority is 

evident in the Breese leiters. These wriuen enjoinments and 

exhortations reinforced the surrogate authority of the extended 

family and shamed whatever urge Sidney may have felt to depart 

this institution for the hazardous companionship of his peers. It 

will be seen that the same authority was exercised to stifle 

Sidney's urge to shed the dull discipline of an apprenticeship for 

the alluring freedom promised by a life as a speculator in 

western land. 

As a mental image constructed of divers impressions the 

canal was equivocal. This is not to say that consideration of the 

image necessarily yielded feelings of ambivalence. The benefits 

were so very desirable while the ills were presumed in some 

measure remediable. The equivocality of the image was masked, 

and the ambivalent reading remained inaccessible, so long as 

families and communities believed that escape from local 

economic controls need not necessarily entail an escape from 

local social controls. Possessing hindsight and lacking this 

confidence, my image of the canal is equivocal. My desire is to 

provoke in the reader a sense of ambivalence, a mingled sense of 

loss and gain, but to hide this desire behind a simple chronicle of 
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quotations and innocuous linking sentences. Much of my 

strategy through the remainder of this, and through most of the 

following, chapter encourages this ambivalent reading by 

criticizing the confidence which these people felt in their ability 

to restrict and channel social change. Like the images of the past 

this historical image is potentially equivocal, and it is potentially 

subject to ambivalent readings. My role is to permit alternative 

readings by presenting the whole historical image, but to at the 

same time discourage readings other than my own. 

Credit and Arson 

Brockport assumed the form, shortly ubiquitous throughout the 

agricultural, commodity exporting interior, of a "main street village." l h 

functioned as a meeting place between a trade network that was, in its 

countless ramifications, global, and an interior of parochial experience 

and prejudice. In both function and form the maio street village must be 

categorized under the general heading of market towns; but because it 

was an iostru!lleot for "the economic development of wastelands" which 

stood at the head of a long series of exchanges that directed crops to a 

distant market, a somewhat more specific heading would be the bastide 

town.2 It had not been initiated by political or ecclesiastical fiat and 

therefore. aside from the street names that honored political figu res and 

1) Stilgoe, pp. 256-262. 
2) James Vance, This Scene of Man: The Role and Structure of the City in 

the Geography of Western Civilization, (New York : Harper and Row, 
1977). pp. 28, 256. 
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military heros. conventional authority was not inscribed in the 

landscape. 1 

Main Street, which was the functional and symbolic core of the 

town, began at its point of attachment to the canal. Brockway expected 

Clinton Street, which runs parallel to the canal on land that he owned, to 

serve as the center of t.rade.2 The waterway was a poor spectacle, its ·only 

impressive dimension being its length, but it was the site of considerable 

animation. In addition to goods the canal was a conduit for people and 

information. People were served by the hotels, which were first grouped 

to the north of the bridge, and saloons, which evaded the regulations of 

the excise board with the euphemistic title of canal groceries. On the west 

side of Main Street the Canal Pavilion, was rendered "emphatically the 

'stranger's home'" by the most judicious interior decoration) This was 

later renamed "The Jumping Off Place." To passengers stultified by the 

uneventful routine of packet boat travel, this title served as an invitation 

to spring for the towpath and imbibe one of the expeditious stimulants 

offered at the hotel bar.4 Adjoining the hotel to the north was a house 

"convenient for a large family," but devoted to the sale of liquor. 5 Facing 

this from the cast side of Main Street was an identical pair, The Eastern 

I) Even this faint imprint was. in part. effaced when the street named for 
Admiral Lawrence was rechristened Market Street. 

2) This is noted in the obituary of Isaac Barnes, sec B.R. 16:3 I0/12nt. 
3) B.F .P., 1:4, 10/27/30; 1:21, 2/23/31. Mrs. Pierce sold this to Wickes and 

Howells in 1831. 
4) Hastings, p. 41, This was owned and operated by A.W. Cary and Augustus 

Brainard . 
5) B.F.P .• 1:26, 3130/31; 1:33, 5/18/31. 
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Hotel and Plumb's Grocery, above which the penurious cobbler Fri sbee 

awaited the business of "those who wish to supply their own leather." 

Hcil Brockway launched the Red Bird line of packets in 1828. 

Distinguished by their crimson window blinds. a few of these long white 

boats s huttled from Roches ter to Buffalo. ! More important for the village 

was the daily service to Rochester by smaller boats like the Sir Henry, the 

Siamese Twins, the Red Bird and the Jenny Lind. Even a boy growing up 

in Rochester remembered, 

It was very pretty to sec the packet Red Bird with its 
gleaming white s ides and its crimson window-blinds , 
go by every afternoon taking home to Brockport and 
other villages passengers who had been visiting or 
transacting business in Rochester. It was drawn by 
three horses tandem, always going at a round trot. ... at 
her p row the packet carried a sharp iron, curved like 
a s ickle, and if any careless driver had not stopped his 
horses and dropped his towline, it would have been cut 
in two.2 

The line boats, which passed through the village at mid-day, 

provided a spectacle with their brass bands and sun dazed passengers, but 

it was in the evening, when the Sir Henry returned from Rocheste r, that 

men ' and boys gathered on the bridge and in the downtown groceries in 

anticipation o t current news and market reports. This allraction was 

conside rably enhanced after Brockway's partner and son-in -law, Elias B. 

I) In April of 1832, He il Brockway launched two new packets, R ochester 
and Buffalo, which, as their names advertised, were to ply the canal 
from Rochester to Buffalo. The two bOats shuttled back and forth on 
alternate days, one leaving Rocheste r at 8:00 A.M., and arriving in 
Buffalo at 7:00 the fo llowing morning, the other departed Buffalo at 
9:00 A.M. and arrived at Rochester at 6:00 the following morning. 
B .F .P., 2:28, 4/11/32. Rochester was commanded by Captain Hull, 
while Buffalo was commanded by E.P. Brockway. B.F.P., 2:30, 4/25/32. 

2) Dr Rossiter Johnson. "The Grandest Playground in the World," R.H.S.P. 7 
(1928): 76. 
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Holmes ran afoul of the older man and formed the Opposition Line. the 

Siamese twin, as the name of his boat put it, of the Red Bird Line. What 

ensued was not only a war of prices, which pushed fares for the Buffalo 

trip below fifty cents, but a war of the watermen as well. Every evening 

Holmes' Siamese Twins and Brockway's Sir Henry raced home from 

Rochester. Preceded by the blast of Captain Tyler's hom the boats would 

round the final bend. their horses lashed to a full gallop. their wakes 

aboil, and their crews. if all was well, enraged by the other's unprincipled 

navigation. If, as the assembled villagers hoped. insult had been given 

and taken, or even only taken, each crewman grabbed a blunt weapon, 

lunged from his boat and began to cudgel his competitor in an amusing 

eruption of bloody turmoil. During this "very squally t ime" Brockway 

himself was seen to swing a brickbat in one of these donnybrooks. 

Whether he did it to defend his property, or just for the gusto, we can not, 

of course, be sure; but, as every boy knew, Brockway was "a man tc be 

feared. "1 

1) Daniel Preston and Elisha Carpenter, in Smith and Husted, pp. 14&19. 
Brockway's reputation as a hard man is difficult to confirm. Its 
legacy is a lingering myth that explains the misalignment of the 
vi llage cross streets as the consequence of a disagreement between 
Brockway and Seymour. If a disagreeable disposition is in any way 
congenital, then the curious and tragic incident that terminated the 
life of Heil's brother George would seem to substanti"ate this 
reputation. George, a resident of Ontario County. was butchering 
hogs with Stephen Beadon when Beadon suddenly new at him in an 
explosive rage and plunged the butchering knife into Brockway's 
abdomen. Brockway died. When tbe conspicuously remorseful 
Beadon was brought to trial numerous eyewitnesses testified that 
Brockway had repeatedly insulted the defendant, and had actually 
delivered an unprovoked blow. In their opinion Brockway's 
contumely had exceeded forbearance, and the jury agreed. Beadon's 
charge was reduced to manslaughter, and his sentence was a mere 
seven years' imprisonment. (Geneva) Palladian. l/10/27, 

-
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Below street level to either side on the berm (south) bank were 

arranged the basins. docks and warehouses of the vi llage merchants. "the 

most imponant place in town" where "the heft of business was done. "I 

Large warehouses were necessary because the merchants, who took crops 

in trade for manufactured goods, were periodically inundated with 

"country produce" that was "brought in much fas ter than it could be 

shipped by the small boats then in use.''2 It is because of the linkage of 

s tores, which had to be on Main Street, and warehouses, which had to 

have facilities for direct loading onto boats, and basins. which could only 

be cut in the bank opposite the towpath (north), that Brockport grew 

southward, away from rather than toward its parent and closest neighbor. 

Clarkson . 

Starting beside the "large and commodious building" of the 

forwarding merchant Horace Brace. who was prepared "at all times to 

receive propeny to sell, or to forward to all pans of the United States or 

Canada." Merchant's Street ran west to its terminus at Brockway's brick 

and boat y'\rd. 3 This gave access to a series of warehouses, wagon shops, 

liveries and the like, which stretched for a quaner mile toward the boat 

yard. When it traveled by canal, the circus performed here in a lot beside 

Barnes' wagon shop. Until the boat yard fell victim to arson in 1850. two 

to fi ve boats in various stages of construction were constantly "in the 

I ) Priam B. Hill and James P. Comes in Smith and Husted, p. 2. 
2) Daniel Preston, in Smith and Husted, p. 14. 
3) B.F.P., 1:46, 8/17/31. 



Fig. 6.4. The basic layout of Brockport was determined by the relation of stores, warehouses and the canal 
docks. Since the towpath ran along the canal's northern bllnk, basins were cut in the the southern berm 
bank. The need for easy access between the stores and their warehouses seems to have encouraged store 
owners to locate to the south of the canal (although wet ground provided an additional detraction to the 
north). This is based on a map made by the state when the canal was enlarged in 1834. The original map 
shows only those buildings potentially affected by the enlargement. I have added bui ldings that arc ·~ 
referred to in the text. a.. 
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stocks." Here also were the dry docks in wbicb canal boats, particularly 

the packets of Brockway's Red Bird Line, were refitted and repaired.! 

On the other side of Main Street south of the canal the Green Store, 

a wooden, bam-like structure built as a grocery in 1824, occupied what 

was long considered the best commercial situation in the villagc.2 

Running east behind this were the customs house. where canal tolls were 

collected, and two basins with their attendant warehouses, the Seymour's 

actually bridging the water, loading being accomplished through trap 

doors in the floor. 

South of the docks higher rent costs had excluded non-commercial 

funct ions from several hundred yards of Main Street. Preexisting 

structures like Anson Hammond's bam and Brockway 's house were 

convened to commercial uses. and a cont4nuous line of storefronts, many 

of them makeshift wooden structures, rapidly filled the intervening 

spaces. The frequent movement of businesses suggests that much of this 

was rental propeny. The proximity of clay beds on the lake plain in 

Clarkson and limestone quarries on the escarpment in Sweden permitted 

immediate construction of at least four brick blocks.3 Initially brick was 

used for dry goods stores, and it probably represented a precaution 

undertaken to protect their large, valuable inventories from unwanted 

I) Priam B. Hill, Elisha Carpenter, in Smith and Husted, pp. 2& 19:· B.R. 25:3 1, 
4/28/81. This was, in fact, a rather small boat building operation. 1n 
1836 six yards in Roches1er were producing around 100 boats a year. 
By 1848, 13 yards were producing over 200. McKelvey, 1978, p. 1-24. 

2) B.R. I 1:26, 3/28/67 
3) Local stone for "fire places or any pan of housct building" was supplied 

in 1832 by P. Fenton and brothers, from the farm, formerly owned by 
Thomas Fenton, three and one half miles south of the village. 8 .F .P .• 
2:38. 6/20/32. 
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fire and burglary. Burning, which we will examine more closely in a 

moment, removed most of the wooden structures by the late 1830's, and 

their replacements were brick. Only a few of these buildings survived the 

compulsive ornamentation of the second half of the century, and no 

depictions exist. but it seems fair to guess that they were of two stories 

with pitched roofs, eves to the street, and simple lintels of local limestone. 

They were examples of a vernacular neo-classical style adapted from the 

versatile London row house, which entered the American architectural 

vocabulary in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. l 

This is the arrangement described by Thomas Roby in the fall of 

1823. when he wrote that the village had "four stores most of them Brick" 

The store he had engaged was, he wrote, "in one end of a neat brick 

building well finished and I may say well filled- with a good chamber 

over it which we have not had the pleasure of occupying as it is newly 

plastered .... the store house I spoke of in a former letter is situated about 20 

Rods distant on the canal." 2 Three years later Roby and Goold built their 

own store. Constructed at a cost they found it painful to recall, it was "one 

of the best, if not the best in the County." Made of brick, it stood two 

s tories tall, covered twenty-four feet of street front, and stretched sixty 

feet back onto its lot. The dry goods store of Seymour and Ganson, which 

was the first in the village to be built of brick, was of similar dimensions.3 

I) Christopher Tunnard and Henry Hope Reed, American Skyline, (New 
York: Houghton Mifflin, 1953; New York; Mentor Books, 1956), pp. 58-
61. 

2) Hastings, p. 41 
3) Evens. Ensign and Evens, p. I 58. 
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Fig. 6.5. The two smaller stores probably date from the 1830's and they 
may be taken as typical of early Main Street arehiteclUre. This sketch 
illustrates their present condition. Their large, ornate neighbors were 
built after the Civil War. The size of the later buildings is a testament to 
the relatively large amount of cash in circulation after the war; their 
ornament is the standardized product of centralized industries. Effons to 
preserve the larger buildings often fail to recognize them as examples of 
redevelopment. In some cases it appears that the pitched roof of the 
earlier store was removed. addition stories were added. and the whole was 
topped with an ornamental ltalianate cornice. Curiously, these additions 
are prized by preservationists. 
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Maio Street was, of course, unpaved. Mixed and pulverized by 

hooves and wagon wheels, it alternated from mud to dust, until it was 

cobbled some time in the 1830's. The impermeable surface obliged 

merchants to agree to gather the horse dung, but their ministrations were 

lax and infrequent. Sidewalks. where they were laid, were of wood and 

these were sheltered by wooden awnings. I 

The tedious job of reconstructing the location of businesses in 

order to detect any incipient segregation of services has its difficulty 

compounded by the absence o f building numbers and the extreme 

instability of business ventures. The difficulty can be surmounted but the 

exercise is not particularly rewarding as. for reasons I will discuss 

shortly , no pattern penained for more than a season. Nevenheless. three 

features do deserve mention. First of all, most shops. which is to say most 

places where things were made, were excluded from the business district. 

The exceptions were tailors, to whom we will return, and shoe and harness 

makers. The wagon and sleigh shop of Silas Hardy stood at the end of Main 

Street; beyond this stood the original iron furnace of Bachus and Ganson; 

and beyond this s tood Roben McCulloch's cabinet shop where "house 

carvings [were) done on short notice:·2 Animal rendering and tanning 

were also excluded as they required paddocks and generated objectionable 

stinks. Darius Evans ran a considerable business in animal products nonh 

of the canal, slaughtering several thousand sheep at a time, buying skins 

I) Unless otherwise indicated the description of Main Street, 1829 is 
adapted from a account penned by Lorenzo Beach, in B.R. 24:30, 
4f29n9; 24:31, 5/8/79. Animal waste on the street and the unsatisfied 
desire that it should be removed arc mentioned in B.R. 15:33. 5/11/71. 

2) B.F.P., 1:12, 12(22/30. 
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and rendering lard into soap.l Evans' successor, Thomas Comes, moved 

the operation to the abandoned cocoonery, a vestige of the silk worm 

mania, whicb stood east and downwind of town. Here it remained until 

1870, when some sensitive neighbors burned it down "on account of its 

effluvium." 2 

The other aspects of segregation are not horizontal , but rather 

vertical. As soon as they could afford a separate house the merchants 

abandoned their second story apartments to professional offi ces and 

tai lor's shops, which, like the portrait studios and dagucrrcan rooms that 

would shortly join them, required s trong light. Newspaper offices, lodge 

halls, and concen halls later made usc of this elevated space. When they 

were rented, cellars housed groceries, oyster houses and saloons. This 

subterranean position was principally due to the low return from these 

easily undertaken and therefore intensely competitive ventures, but tbe 

low esteem in which their clients risked being held by public opinion 

may have been among the factors that drove them underground. 

Partnerships were frequently dissolved, their stores passing into 

other hands or out of existence. The ephemerality of these ventures was 

due to excessive competition, which granted few stores a trade sufficient 

to support two partners. In many cases the trade was insufficient to 

support one. The traffic arriving in the village was considerable, but it 

was unequal to the number of candidates who presented themselves to 

receive that traffic. The transitory nature of village businesses has a 

I) B.F.P., 1:2, 10/13/30; 1:38, 6!22/31. Takes Thomas Comes as a partner, 
I :57, 11/2/31. 

2> B.R. 14:48, &!2sno 
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four pan explanation. To be a merchant was. first of all, to be a village 

wonhy and to enjoy a social status equivalent to that of ministers, 

lawyers and the most prosperous farmers. ! Undoubtedly, when compared 

with the lot of most farmers, the work was less arduous, the environment 

more congenial and the hours more agreeable. The attraction of this 

apparent high road to success was, as a second fa ctor, considerably 

enhanced by the large mercantile houses of New York City, which sold 

goods to aspiring merchants on terms that were difficult to decline, even 

without their burnished promises of speedy prosperity. All across New 

York this gulling mercantilism served to oversupply villages with stores, 

and to overstock stores wit!{ goods.2 P. and J.W . Sweet operated one such 

venture from a room in the Collins Block near the canal, where they sold 

West India Goods and Groceries, "as low as can be purchased west of Utica, 

Rochester not excepted."3 After two years of business a cash shonage 

forced their landlord, who operated two adjacent stores under an 

arrangements that were probably not dissimilar, to close.4 Thirdly, as a 

further consequence of the desirability of a position as a village 

merchant, and of aggressive mercantilism, and of the period's belief that 

any man was equal to any task, there were briefly established behind the 

counters of innumerable stores refinished farmers who were, in a word. 

incompetent. They were, obviously, incapable of estimating their 

I) Howe, p 55. 
2) Carol, Halpen Schwanz. "Retail Trade Development in New York State in 

the Nineteenth Century, with Special Reference to the Country 
Store," Columbia University Ph.D. Dissenation, 1963, p. 81. 

3) Originally Sweat and Sanborn B.F.P., I :5, 11/3/30; I :34. 5/5/31. 
4) B.F.P., I :5, II/ 3/30; I :22, 3/2/31; 1:35, 6/1/31. Cash shonage closed the 

store in 1832. B.F.P., 1:79, 4/4/32. 
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probable market share, and it seems unlikely that they exhibited greater 

prudence or circumspection when required to estimate the creditableness 

of farmers or the future receipts from which the loans extended by the 

mercantile houses would be paid. 

The reckless credi t policies of many merchants provided the founh 

cause of commercial instability. The temptation to overextend credit was 

rooted in three facts. First, as we have said, competition was fi erce and a 

liberal credit policy attracted customers. Second, the income of the 

debtors was seasonal. Unfortunately, as the after-harvest rash of 

dunning notices attests, settlement of debts was not. Finally. cash was 

scarce, and a local source was not available until the Bank of Brockpon 

was founded in 1838. Thi s necessitated an economy that was largely 

transacted through baner, and it meant that the only way a fa rmer could 

save one year's surplus was to have it registered as a line of credit in a 

merchant's ledger. When the price of a particular commodity was high 

merchants solicited it from the farmers with offers of cash. Some even 

ran "cash stores," which meant that they offered cash for produce, not 

that they demanded cash for their goods. Agricultural products were the 

common medium of exchange, and even a cabinet maker advertised 

himself as, "taking most kinds of lumber and produce in payment. .. J 

The most striking outcome of incompetence and the failure that 

ensued was arson. Fire insurance policies, which were available at an 

early date, seem in many cases to have served as a precaution against 

business failure. Once ignited fires were seldom extinguished. In 1832. 

I) B.F.P .• 1: I, 10/6/31. 
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after the hapless bucket brigade had failed to save the "yellow boarding 

bouse" on State Street, the Trustees spent 450 dollars. eighty per cent of 

that year's budget, on a fire engine and the first fire company. Water 

Witch Engine Co. no.l, was formed.! But this engine proved "very hard to 

pump. • The excessively democratic company was frequently disconcerted 

by panic and countervailing orders, and "gradually the whole of Main 

Street was bumed.''2 One wonders at the coincidence of the largest of 

these fires. which destroyed most of the stores on the west side of Main 

Street in the ' spring of 1837, and the deepening financial panic.3 This was 

probably arson, but another contributing factor was the heedless 

grouping of innammable and inflammatory uses. One blaze, extinguished 

by the fire company in 1833, began when the sparks from a blacksmith's 

forge sculed on the sawdust and shavings of a joiner's shop located 

overhcad.4 

Through the 1850's fires were fought with the accustomed 

incordpctcncc and the accompanying lack of success. In living memory. 

Conqueror II , a "wheezy dilapidated apology of a thing called a fire 

engine: had not provided notable assistance in extinguishing a blaze. and 

the antiquated machine was regarded by many villagers as "an expensiv-e 

machine kept almost exclusively for the gratification of the juveniles." 

This is to say that it was periodically hauled to the canal dock for the spon 

I) James Roby. in Smith and Husted. p. 16; Hale. p. 14. The meeting to 
consider this maucr was held at Wales Coffee House in December 
1831. B.F .P . . 1:12, 12/22/31. 

2) James Roby. in Smilh and Husted. p. 16. 
3) Rochester Republican, l/24/37; I :5, 3/28/37. 
4) B.F.P & M .D . 3:49, 8/28/33. 
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of activating its feeble hand pump and provocatively dousing the passing 

boatmen. With hearty exe~ion the firemen could attain a range of only 

sixty feet, and this only brieOy as the hoses were rotten and prone to 

rupture. Bursting hoses foiled efforts to save the Ostrom block, which 

burned in 1860, and yet a large majority continued to reject all proposals 

to furnish the fire company with new gear. 

Described as "an old brick building in very poor condition and of 

little value," the Ostrom block, and the merchandise of the three street 

level stores, was generously insured. A similar precaution had not been 

taken by "several families living above the stores who were turned into 

the streets, and whose loss, comparatively speaking. may h~ve been far 

greater." Meanwhile, the building's owner, J . Minot, set aboul replacing 

the ruin with "a good substantial building, " and in five months he 

resumed business in "a plain, neat and substantial structure." Fire also 

proved convenient for Fredrick Belden and A.L. Cady, who operated the 

stone nour mill at the comer of Market and Mechanic Streets. Built in 

1858 at a cost of ten thousand dollars. the mill had proven "a very 

unfortunate enterprize," and by IS60 it was seven thousand dollars in 

debt. On the night before the fire insurance policy was to expire. the mill 

was 1 gutted by a devastating fire. Ironically , this fire also damaged the 

annexed fire p ••mp factory of A.L. Pease. The village that could not put out 

a fire was also the home of Cary and Brainard, manufacturers of the steam 

rotary pump preferred by the New York City Fire Department, but the,se 

admirable devices were employed only when a neighboring connagration 

imperiled the property of their manufacturer. 
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Most fires, like that which destroyed the stock of the lumber yard 

near the gas works in 1860. were recognized to be of "incendiary origin" 

but the accusation was rarely placed at the feet of the owners. In 1862 a 

huge fire, mysteriously kindled in the store rooms of John Smith's 

furnitu re factory, des troyed sixteen large buildings on Main Street. Smith 

took his insurance. sold his land, and rebuilt on a site with water power 

north of the canal. All his neighbors were pleased with their new, 

enlarged stores. Six years later "that old nuisance" Conqueror 11 had 

deteriorated to a state of completely ineffectuality and, conceding the 

futility of their efforts, the village fire company disbanded.! 

Residents were not concerned with the inefficiency of the fire 

engine. It drew water from the canal, and this limited the range of its 

operation to the docks and Main Street.2 This was not a great concern 

since houses, wooden for the most part and full of stoves and lamps, 

seldom burned. Popular support for a fire engine did not emerge until 

1) Criticism of the fi re engine is frequently featured in the press. This 
discussion is drawn from passages in B.R. 3:30. 5/6/59; 4:32. 5/17/60; 
5:8, 11/29/60; 5:11. 12/20/60. The rejection of proposals to purchase a 
new fire engine are recorded in B .R. 4:26, 4/5/60. The Ostrom Block 
fire is reponed in the B.R. 5:8, 11/29/60. The three merchants were J. 
Minot, the building's owner; W.S. Arnold; and E.G. Wood. Minot's 
plans for a new building are recorded in the B.R. 5:9, 12/6/60; its 
completion in the B .R . 5:39, 7/4/61. The fire at the Belden and Cady 
Flour Mill is reported in the B.R. 4:21, 3/1/60. On the employment of 
Cary and Brainard's Rotary Pump see the B .R. 4:29, 4/26/60. On 
lumber yard fires see, B .R . 5: II , 12/20/60. The fire engine is repaired 
rather than replaced. B .R. 5:32, 5/16/61. On the large fire of 1862, see 
B.R. 6:33, 5/22/62. On disbanding the fire company. see B.R. 11:42, 
7/18/67; II :43, 7/25/67. 

2) The distance to the canal, and the lack of water in the vicinity. is given 
as the cause for the loss of a bouse on Erie Street. B.R. 3:15. l/21/59; 
the absence of public water is suggested as the cause of public apathy 
toward fire engines in B.R. 15:48 8/24/71. 
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public water and a regular system of hydrants was installed in the 1880's. 

But stores, brick for the most pan, burned all the time, and the merchants 

never once protested. They didn't even fight the fires . Over one hundred 

men were enrolled in the fire company, but "as a class," the newspaper 

editor noted, they had "but little propeny of their own to protect. " I In a 

mercantile economy based on unstable commodity prices and bound 

together by credit obligations that tended to grow onerous the class that 

did have property to protect understood that their best defense against 

ruin did not take the form of a fire engine. 

Lax standards for credit approval served to maintain the 

tradi tionally high rate of business failure until mid-century. Of the 

viable concerns advertised in a surviving newspaper of 1851', only one, 

the pharmacy of T&A Frye, survived until 1860. Reponing on the dry 

goods trade in 1860, the newspaper stated that "within the past four years 

every firm has changed" due to imprudent credit. With the institution of 

a cash-only policy this volatility was markedly reduced, and in 1861 it was 

possible to report that the village had not seen a business failure in three 

years. Although the newspaper editor, Horatio Beech, had campaigned 

most vigorously against credit, he was among the last to discontinue the 

practice in 1870. 2 The incidence of fire decreased, and the creation of 

I) On the fire company, sec B.R. 1:31, 4/15/57; 1:32, 4/22/57. 
2) The report of businesses advertising in The Watchman of 1851 appears 

in 8. R. 6:17, 1/30/62. The report on the dry goods trade appears in 
8 .R . 4:30, 513/60. The report of an increase in the stability of 
businesses with the withdrawal of credit appears in 8 .R . 5:27, 
4/1 1/61. Beech's announces his discontinuation of credit for 
newspaper subscriptions in 8 .R. 14: 16, 1/13/70. 
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most of today's Main Street landscape came about with the elimination of 

credit in the 1860's. 

A considerable part of this embedded commentary has dealt 

with the irretrievability of the past and the varying degrees of 

anonymity that pertain to different types of individuals and 

places. Absence is the rule, some deeply modified form of 

presence the exception. Because the earth's surface is finite this 

is particularly true for landscapes. In present landscapes every 

presence entails the absence of that by whiCh it was preceded: 

the act of creation is intrinsically an act of demolition. The 

manifest places of the present landscape have all replaced 

elements of a landscape that is largely or wholly absent. Every 

place is also a displacement. 

In the Brockport of the early nineteenth century the 

process of displacement was working with considerable speed, 

much to my consternation and annoyance. What I wished to 

discover or create was a map or a drawing, a visual image that 

would make the place present. What I found and ultimately 

represented was a verbal image of the displacement that made the 

place absent. This written image has advantages of dynamism 

and explanatory power, recommendations which permitted me to 

guiltlessly abandon my search for a visual image. but its primary 

recommendation was that it was possible. The visual image was 

impossible because it would have made claims to a knowledge of 

details that I did not possess. The abstract verbal image was 

possible because it shifted responsibility for imagined details 

onto the reader. This presents the reader not with the place that 

has cnme to exist in my imagination , but with its displacement. 
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Cholera: Problems of Concentrated Deye!oomcnt 

Endemic diseases l ike malaria were no sooner brought under 

control than epidemic diseases appeared and spread with horri fying 

swiftness over the new transportation system. In 1832 the cholera 

epidemic, whose depredations in Europe readers had followed with 

macabre interest, suddenly bridged the Atlantic. It seems to have entered 

North America at Montreal, carried thence from Paris, and from Montreal 

it spread with alarming speed down the Champlain Valley.! When 

confirmed eases were reported at Platlsburgh and Mechanicville the 

vi llage convened in a panic, and appointed a tommiuce "to adopt 

precautionary measures relative to the Cholera ." 

The actions of the committee were twofold. First they sought to 

"promote the cleanliness of the village" and the "removing of nuisances. " 

Second, they "unanimously recommended that Friday of this week be set 

aside as a day of Fasting and Prayer," with an interdenominational 

service of supplication to be held at the Presbyterian Church .2 The first 

measure is of interest as the records of those charged with its 

enforcement allow a gl impse of the prevailing standards of sanitation. 

The second measure serves as a reminder of what some might consider 

pre-modem beliefs. This was a society, after all, in which soup made from 

a half grown chicken was regarded as "a simple remedy, which has never 

I) See G.F. Pyle, "The Diffusion of Cholera in the United States in the 
United States in the Nineteenth Century," Gtographical Analysis, 
(1969): 59-65. 

2) B.F.P., 2:39, 6n.7/32. 
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yet been known to fail of complete success in the cure of cholera 

morbis. " 1 

As the Montreal death rate climbed to one in thirty in early July, it 

was noted with uneasy relief that no deaths had as of yet occurred in the 

United States. The fact that members of the Montreal Temperance Society 

had, by and large, escaped the affliction, was reported with satisfaction. 

There was, of course, no recognition of the fact that the class of citizen 

disposed to join a temperance society was not the class of citizen who drew 

their water from polluted communal wells. In Brockport, a few suspicious 

cases had appeared. 2 

Issuing directives under the title of the Brockport Board of Health, 

the committee adopted the following regulations on July 3, 1832. 1) Cellars 

swamped with water or packed with putrid vegetables were to be drained 

and cleaned; 2) back houses and privies that secreted "noxious effluvia" 

were to receive a dousing of lime; 3) streets, lanes, alleys and gutters were 

to be "cleared from filth" and sprinkled with lime by their immediate 

neighbors; 4) carcasses, vegetables and rubbish were not to be dumped in 

streets, alleys, lanes, the tow path or the canal; 5) manure was to be c.artcd 

to a safe distance and covered with lime and dirt. T hese regulations give 

some indication of prevailing squalor in the village, where a population 

whose experience was primarily rural had continued farmstead behavior 

in a semi-urban environment. 

I) Lyons Republican 8/17/21. 
2) B.F.P., ,2:40, 7/4/32. 
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Additionally, John Palmer was appointed as Health Commissioner, 

and charged with enforcement of these regulations. His duties also 

included inspection of transients suspected of carrying Asiatick [sic) 

Cholera, and expulsion from the village of those found infected. He was to 

follow all cases reported among village residents, ensure care at public 

expense for poor residents, remove rubbish from and c leanse the 

buildings of negligent owners and sec that these owners were charged for 

the expense. Finally. all doctors and citizens were charged with reponing 

to the Board of Health all cases of small pox, cholera or any other 

malignant diseases. Reprinting from the original village chaner (which 

is otherwise lost) the Brockporr Fret Press. reminded residents that to 

violate Health Board rules was to risk a maximum penalty of two years in 

jail and a one thousand dollar fine. ! 

Although by August Rochester had fifty-two cases of cholera, and 

nineteen deaths, the health officer, D. Carpenter, having traveled to the 

city to observe the symptoms. returned with the assurance that. despite 

rumors, Brockport remained free of "malignant cholera." This 

dispensation came despite a general neglect of the board's regul ations. 

George Allen, the village president, regretted that "many places remain as 

they were," which is to say that the village remained squalid and its 

residents remained slovenly.2 The board reiterated that "all experience, 

I) B.F.P., 2:40, 7/4/32. 
2) Note, Asa Perry, bad advenised a bathing house, with separate rooms 

for ladies and gentlemen, with warm baths available on Wednesday, 
Saturday and Monday, and "refreshing showery baths" available 
dai ly in August of 1830, but advenisement did not continue, and it is 
possible that the venture failed . See B.F.P., I: I, 10/6/30. 
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both in Europe and America, indicates the utility of general and personal 

cleanliness, o f temperate and regular habits, both of body and mind. •1 

Quoting from The Ithaca Journal the paper pronounced that "cholera is 

not contagious" but is "received from the atmosphere." Some felt that this 

theory was ratified by the subdued orange and red of the sunsets, and by a 

general darkness similar to that which might precede a "great eclipse:·2 

Cholera came to Brockport in the person of Abraham Voorhees, a 

migrating carpenter en route from New York City to Batavia. After 

spending three weeks in Rochester, Vooc\lees arrived at the Canal 

Pavilion on August 2. Here he began to suffer from "diarrhoea," and by 

I :00 A.M. on the founh he was dead. All village physicians were charged 

to repon to the Board of Health all cases of spasmodick or malignant 

cholera within three hours.3 

Brockpon escaped the depredations of the epidemic. When the 

disease abated in the fall , Voorhees remained the sole fatality. This 

exemption was due, no doubt, the the absence of crowded neighborhoods 

like those hardest hit in Rochester and, perhaps , the second measure 

invoked by the village government, for the first was a distinct failure. 

There was to be no immunity to a second son of catastrophe, financial 

panic, which also originated in Europe and spread over the territory 

served by the new economic system. 

I) B.F.P., 2:44, 8/1/32. 
2) B.F.P., 2:45, 8/8/32. 
3) B.F.P., 2:45, 8/8/32. 

, 
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Pistrcss: the Panic of !837 

Brockport began as a boom town and, despite the handicaps of 

inadequate water power and an increasingly dominant neighbor, its 

promoters sought to make it a city. Through the first decade their efforts 

were rewarded with reasonable progress. If this was never comparable 

with that of Rochester, it was nevertheless sufficient to nouris'h 

continued expectations of growth and prosperity. The , merchant Thomas 

Roby wrote of the village in 1826, "the business of the pljtce is conducted 

in a different way from Back East -one has to exert oneself more and use' 

more push. We arc making money fast, but to do so means Goodbye 

Leisure! " ! 

Writing in 1833 to his younger brother, who was barely coping on 

the family. farm in Fairfax, Vermont, E. B. Holmes, a young lawyer who 

had arrived in the village two years earlier, advised his sibling to convert 

everything into liquid assets and get to the boom town wi_th all possible 

'\ haste. He admonashcd him to "get your trash into as good property as' 

horses; 500d, fair horses," and to tell Levi, another scraping Vermont 

farmer. that "he can· make more in two years by taking a farm than he 

can on his in ten." "Sell his farm for half price if he can, if not l)sve him 

let it go for what rent any man is willing to pay." With as little as three 

hundred dollars. he wrote, "there's no mistake about it, come." Holmes 

continued: 

Why even if he (Levi) should be obliged to look 
through the broken light of a log house here. the idea 

1) Hastings, p. 41. 
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(that] the avails of the wheat which he would see 
peeping thro' the soil would build him a beuer one 
would be far more consoling than the prospect of 
arising from a good house and Lhc rough idea of a Oint 
farm in Vermont.... The longer he stays the poorer 
he'll grow, (and even] if he could not buy a farm (ncar 
Brockport) he could do altogether beller right here in 
Lhc village with a team than he can do in Vermont. "1 

The village did not fail to meet Lhe expectations of the older Holmes. 

At Lhe time of his death in 1866, his estate of over $300,000 "was Lhc largest 

in the vicinity to be probated at that timc.''2 For Joseph, on the other 

hand, the village yielded lillie more than a job as captain of one of his 

brother's packet boats.3 

In October of 1830, under the heading "Hard Times," Heil Brockway 

announced that, because of the "scarcity of money and the many pressing 

demands against the subscriber," he was anxious to disposed of one 

hundred village lots, a number of houses, and "a new and very 

commodious tavemhouse situated in the center of the business part of the 

village, and near the canal." 4 Three months later the landowner wrote, 

The subscriber hopes that the exertions which he has 
made toward having the college located here will 
induce some of his good friends, who arc desirous of 
doubling their property, to purchase of him a 
quantity of village lots."5 

1) E.B. Holmes to Joseph Holmes, July 14, 1833; Nov. 8, 1833, Holmes Papers 
(hereafter H.P). Rush Rees Library, University of Rochester, 
Rochester, New York. 

2) Will of E.B. Holmes, H.P.; Obituary of E.B. Holmes, 8. R. , 7/31/66. 
3) Canal Collector's Office Account Book. Brockport, 1840-41. Rush Rees 

Library, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York. 
4) B.F.P., 1;1, 10/6/30. 
5) B.F.P., 1:17, 1/26/31. 
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He added that he thought that "it would be of his interest to say to those 

indebted to him, 'Please hand over."' One year later the solicitation grew 

more urgent. 

For sale, All the property in the village of Brockport, 
belonging to Heil Brockway ... consisting of about 400 
acres of land, together with a number of buildings 
suitable for stores, groceries or dwellings. 

Of this, be wrote, a "great part will be leased if not sold soon.'' I Two weeks 

later the forwarding merchant, S.L. King, offered for sale the brick store 

opposite the post office, a house on the comer of Utica and King Streets, 

his own dwelling place on Main Street, a farm with a blacksmith's shop 

one mile south of the village and "a number of vacant lots on Mechanic, 

Utica and South Streets.2 Two weeks later George Allen, one of the first six 

merchants in the village, advertised a warehouse. a lot on on the canal 

west of Main Street, and lots on Market and Main Streets.3 

At the end of January. Brockway's crisis became acute, as he 

advenised "all the packet boat stock belonging to the subscriber." This 

included three boats, forty horses and thirteen harnesses. In May, E.B. 

Holmes, who was now Brockway's son-in-law, offered a small dwelling 

house, twenty acres in a high and commanding position. several small 

lots. half of a joiners shop, and a slip in the Presbyterian Church.4 Dr. 

Carpenter, Brockway's second son-in-law, advertised two dwellings, one 

on Main Street, the other on Erie Street, and lots on Union and Market 

I) B.F.P & M.D . • 3:12, 12/19/32. 
2) B.F.P & M.D. , 3:13, 12n6/32. 
3) B.F.P & M.D . • 3:15, 1/9/33. 
4)B.F.P & M .D., 3:31 , 5/1/33. 

' 
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Streets. In the same week Brockway announced that it was his intention 

to dispose of his remaining property within ten days. This included four 

dwelling houses; a large lot on Brockport Creek, with a " thirteen foot 

head and fall," ncar the canal; numerous lots with stone quarries, 

building lots in front of the College grounds; assorted wood lots; and the 

house he lived in. Brockway concluded this last announcement with the 

griuy declaration. "self preservation is the first law of nature." I 

By the spring of 1837. Brockport's banker, Joseph Roby, wrote with 

sad bewilderment: "what a terrible state the whole commercial community 

seems to be reduced to -it's horrible- when or where will it end?"2 His 

young brother-in-law, the store clerk, Sidney Breese, wrote to his mother, 

"if one should hear our people (whigs) talk.. .. he would think the world 

was coming to an end very rapidly, for they exaggerate greatly, and scare 

the farmers almost to death, so much that they are willing to pay three 

per cent for specie." As a consequence of the panic, Sidney continued, 

"there is several of our merchants issuing S 1.00. .50. .25 Bills [as) a 

substitute for specie." His employers had "not got to that pitch yet," but 

they were, he reponed, "considerably cramped for the hard stuff," and as 

a consequence trying to curtail business as much as possible) 

In 1838, Roby reponed that winter sleighing had not brought its 

usual activity and bustle. "Everything seem to be at a stand. The only 

I) B.F.P & M.D., 3:32, 5/8/33. 
2) Joseph Roby to Samuel Sidney Breese, May 19, 1837, B.S.R.P. Evens, 

Ensign and Evens claim that the Bank was founded in 1838. but I 
suspect some financial institution existed earlier. Roby's bank was 
sold to John Nichols in 1841, who moved it to E.B. Holmes' building, 96 
Main St. 

3) Sidney Breese to Samuel Sidney Breese, May 24 [ 1837). B.S.R.P. 
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currency or nearly the only currency is that of unknown Banks o r 

shinplasters of the citizens of whom five o r six manufacture them and of 

which everyone is justly afraid." "When," he rhetorically queried, "shall 

we get back to the state of prosperity from which we have so wildly 

diverged? Or is the dest roying angel yet hoping to hop over this fair 

por tion of the world?" I In the summer of that year, a band of 

counterfeiters was apprehended in the village. Equipped wi th dyes and 

presses. they were "making all sons of silver coin of every app~rance." 

Sidney wrote of the coinage. "there is a great deal of it afloat, and it is 

very difficult to detect it." So desperate had the cash shonage grown. 

however, that some villagers maintained that the forgers "ought not to be 

punished but (were) j ustified in the act of endeavoring to make specie 

more plenty (sic). n2 

lo 1840, Roby was still complaining that "the State of our country (I 

means hereabouts) is very deplorable. The want of a circulating medium 

has caused universal povcny, the very wealth of the count ry creates 

poverty -many who have fine farms arc sadly troubled for much an 

interest o r installment on a bond, with ample means on hand they could 

be converted into cash."3 

This panic of 1836- 1839 was transatlantic. It consternated investors 

from Chicago to Leipzig, and c ramped the market for silk from Lyons. 

France just as it crippled the market for wheat from Lyons, New York. 

The pr incipal cause of the crisis was manic speculat ion, particularly in 

I) Joseph Roby to Samuel Sidney Breese, Feb. 5, 1838. B.S.R.P. 
2) Sidney Breese to Helen Breese. Aug. 9. ( 1838). B.S.R.P. 
3) Joseph Roby to Samuel Sidney Breese, March 22, 1840. B.S.R.P. 
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the cotton lands of the American south, followed by a souring, revulsion. 

and loss of confidence, which prompted frantic divestment and a general 

rush for financial liquidity.! The panic was widely felt because the 

interdependence of the Atlantic economy had increased, and the distress • 

of a distant creditor was readily transmitted through an extensive and 

many-layered network of lenders and debtors. At the local level a scarcity 
I 

of credit was called "Hard Times." a phrase which, in the words of an 

Ithaca editor, "means, in its true definition. nothing more nor less than 

pay-day ."2 Now it is obvious that when the largest creditors in the w6rld 

began to plead "Hard Times" and to call their debts due. a similar plea and a 

similar recall would be communicated down · the entire financial 

hierarchy. A Europ.ean banking house called due the debt of a New York 

City wholesaler; they in tum called due the debt of their distnbutors. 

among them a Brockport dry goods merchant; he in tum called due the 

debt Of)his customers with dunning notices in the newspaper. 

Although _LI"tese crises supply the most spectacular evidence of the 

pervasive importance of credit, they were not the sole source of bard 

times. Indeed, by their very sweep they tended to obscure the local / 

idiosyncrasies and rhythms that ordinarily give credit a spatial 

complex ion and a temporal variety. In the Brockport newspaper of the . 
1830's dunning notices multiplied in the ' fall, as merchants and 

professionals reminded their indebted clients that it was "after harvest." 

Joseph Roby wrote that "one can not be in a community like this where 

l) Charles P. Kindleberg, Manias, Panics and Crashes · A His tor)' of 
Financial Crises , (New York: Basic Books. 1978), pp. 125-6. 

'2) American Journal , !Ithaca, N.Y.) 8/16(20. 
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everything depends on the success of one c rop without feeling a good deal 

of anxiety," because when the wheat crop was very light, as it was in 1838 

and 1839, defaulting on loans for goods al ready purchased was common.! 

Although the liquidity crisis was exacerbated by the fin ancial 

panic, it began with shifts in the local economy. What I believe this rash 

of adve rtisements represents is an attempt to liquidate real property 

ho ldings in Brockport in the hope of more profi table reinvestment 

elsewhere. In the cases of Brockway and Holmes it was ,canal 

trans portat ion that offered a more appealing opportunity than village 

real estate. For the others it is very likely that the superior investment 

was perceived to lay in the far west. In 1830 the Brockport Bookstor~ 

listed two maps in its inventory, one of New York and the other of 

Michigan. In the words of Lyman Spaulding, a Lockport Miller. "Business 

is very dull. No curre.nt money to be had. Michigan is all the circulation 

our needy do."2 As E.B. Holmes had wri11en to his brother in Vermont. 

when you arc preparing to move you must be careful that you "don't put 

off cattle or cash property without reali7,ing cash or something 

equivalent thereto." In other words, in anticipation of their move 

migrants hoarded I iquid assets. 

In 1836 Samuel Sidney Breese wrote to his son. an apprentice clerk / 

in the dry goods store of Roby and Goold who seems to have grown restless 

clerking in a poky town. The elder Breese wrote from Buffalo. where he 

had just seen his his elder son, Samuel, and his son-in-law, Joseph Roby. 

I) Joseph Roby to Samuel Sidney Breese, July 31, 1839, B.S.R.P. 
2) Lyman Spaulding Journal, entry of Jan. 25. t 8~8. Spaulding Family 

Papers. 
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depan for Michigan. "All here would appear to be emigrating to or 

visiting the distant regions of the west." he reponed. "they appear to have 

taken the Michigan fe~-e;." Apparently young Sidney displayed some 

symptoms of the innammation. as his father continued in a sterner vein: 

It will answer well enough for young men who have 
arrived at Maturity, and have a thorough knowledge 
of their professions, to think and talk of going to the 
far west · -but young lads of yOur age who have a 
profession to learn. and are busy about .their 
acquisition of such ktJowJedge -ought not, and I trust 
will not think much about ihe western country .... 
There will be time enough for · you to think of western 
speculation, when you have acqui red a surplus capif\1 
by your talents and industry as a merchant- to make 
money · in western lands a young man must have 
money to purchase th.em with.! I 

Evidently there were plenty of young men who did have money to 

purchase them. As Joseph Roby wrote from Chicago: "instead of being 

surrounded by poor emigrants. almost all we ~an see count their hundreds 
' 

of thousands." . In s triking contrast to the impoverished conditions 

' prevailing through the early seulem~nt or western New York, an Chicago 

1the church, though .small, was ·well . filled, and the ladies th~re were "so . 

.richly ~ressed and 'all appeared Genteel (sic). •2 In the _fony years si~ce 
• 

western New York had been the scene of speculation. the class of potenual 

speculato rs had grown. · The "spaceless. placeless quest for we111'1 that 

had been the prcrogati11e of Roben Morris and has ilk was open to a vastly 

enlarged population. Samuel. Breese Jr "and Joseph R?by had set out "into 

the woods to e1amine the unsold lands Jso as · to make a safe purchase of 

'> Samuel. Sidney Breese to Sidney G. Breese; May 18, 1836. B.S.R P • . 
. 2) Joseph Roby to Slll)uel Sidn\Y Breese. June 12. 1836. B S R P 
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ob}eftlonable voyeurism becomes biographical scholarship. 

Despite these 'ocial sanctions the guilt and pleasures of peeping 

are not entirely lost. The excitement of being an unintended 

audience is notably diminished in published correspondence. the 

act and the format of publication obscuring the Intention of 

privacy that remains manifest in the original. 

Reading historical letters is further altered by the fact that 

letters are assembled. This omits the irregular intervals of time 

that divided the original readings into several discrete events 

Gathered in a folder the letters loose their individuality and 

become the longer manuscript of a correspondence Once again 

the excitement of reading hiStorical letters res1des 1n thetr being 

read out of their original conte:ct. A life is · collapsed into an 

afternoon's reading. Although the reminisctnce achieves a 

similar collapse, it differs from the collected let{!rS in that it 

records the resolution of a life. Each . letter Is. conversely, , 

an:ciolis, fearful and uncertain of the outcome. Read'f'g collected 

letters combines thi excitement of material conctived in an:c1ery 

with the promise of immediate resolution 

Although the words on th"! · page are not altered when 

letters are transformed into his torr cal documents the new 

inslitutional setting changes the manner 1n which _I hey are read. 

This is in essence a change in the spatial and temporal character 

of the letter. The surface of the page has become public space 

(rules resemble those .constraining visitors to national parks). 

and the reading has been collapsed into a singlt event With 

_privacy and periodte1ry removed one can read these amfacts as 

documents but. one can not read them as what we recogntze as 

lellerS. 

. .. 

·• 

I 



Chapter 7 
T he Ouest for a Perfect Society 
and some of jts Impediments 

The complaints of the I 830's were, largely, the perennial ones. lt is 

doubtful that society had grown more disagreeable, but, in spite o f every 

advantage of enlightened government, human perversity d isplayed an 

undeniable durability. One querulous writer deplored the penchants of 

his fe ll ow villagers for quarrelsomeness, slander, flattery, Sabbath 

breaking by both the inattent ive and the nonattenders, sloth, 

bumptiousness, immodesty among young women, meddlesomeness, 

boorishness, cattiness and vanity.! Another writer decried the villager's 

propensity for "envy" and backbiti ng, and, invoking the great 

instrument of virtue, s uggested that others "array public opinion 

against" this "infernal spirit."2 

Crime was not outrageous, but it was persistent. With prosperity 

had come a proliferation of covetable, not to mention portable, objects. As 

these were concentrated in the stores and houses of the village, Brockport 

became a magnet for the nimble fi ngered and sly. A "gang" operating out 

of a house in the woods along the canal east of the village was implicated 

io a series of burglaries of stores and boats when missing goods and cash 

were discovered buried in pits and stuffed into hollow logs.3 No sooner 

were these miscreants apprehended than Seymour's store w~s robbed of 

eleven hundred dollars in a Sunday night break in.4 Richard O'Neal, an 

I ) B.F .P., 2:16, 1/18/32. 
2) B.F .P., 2:46 8/15/32. 
3) Rochester Daily Advertiser, 12/19/29. 
4) Rochester Observer, 6/18/30. 
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Irishman idling at the bar of lhe Canal Pavilion, had lhe misfonune to be 

discovered with another man's watch in his pocket. Although his 

intention was mere ly to borcow, his imprudence earned him twenty days 

in the county jail. 

In addition to the temptations raised by affluence, and the 

partiality of its distribution, the community confronted strains that ' 

derived from the increased number of transients in its midst. As we have 

seen, the habit of fleeing fro~ obligations, debts and punishments was 

not new, but in the teeming throng of strangers that populated the 

villages and cities along the canal the opponunities to disappear were 

greatly enlarged. while the pe~alties for doing so were propottionately 

reduced. The grip of the master on his apprentice was weakened. We 

have seen how Sidney Breese grew restive. and was only restrained by 

stern parental ·authority. Others of a more impetuous stripe reneged on 

!heir contracts and ~efrauded their masters. Tht Brockport Recordtr, for 

example. warned the printers of neighboring villages against the vicious 

an~ villainous apprentice Sam~el Thomas. He is "a drunkard and a thief," 

it warned , who "wore a blue coat; tow cloth panterloons (sic) he wore a 

black hat with a low . crown, and generally walks with a cane." 

Apparently a new alias was more easily acquired than a new outfit.! ) 
Mobility enabled men to escape community pressure to fulfill the 

commitments that were assumed implicit in counship. The theme is 

evi'dent in some of the work of Silena, an 1 anonymous local poet, author 

and contributor to the news~aper, who seems panicularly to have 

I) B_ .F.P., 1:1. 10/6/30. 
.. 
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relished eas1iga1ion of selfish men who would not w'ed. and scamps 
\r 

scalawags who left a trail of broken beans. . This 11 ' treated wnb unspann& 

bathos In "The Maniac," 1 &lOry of the death by &rief of the f"her,. "'ilose . 

daughter. dud of brokenheanednesa, bad been betrayed by . "the . 

unfeeling hean of one base man." Silena did DOl ipprove. o( smale men,' tf 

onfy because she wu by ~tnue of her anonymity oblige~ 10 endure the ' 

·~coffs and sneers of every old Bache-lor tn tbe nei&hborbood: u they 

pt.ssed JUdgement on her c:ffortt I 

It is, of course. Impossible 10 ~lablish rate' of · betrayal_. but • II docs 
·I 

seem 10 'have come as a consequence of the areate.r frced0111 of men. In 

1830 youn~ men in lhe vtllaae outnumbered thetr ftmal~ coh<?ns by more. 

than 1wo to one: ten years !ater, wnen opponun11te1> ,lay 10 . the v.e51 or tn 
I . 

the Clites, yoong women v.erc present tn a three· to one rniJOnty. Nenber . .. . 
arr~ngemen1 was 'conducive to s'Uccen 11 th~ deftned · tuk of youni· 

women, who had b~en "brouaht up tri a fitne s for tbc1r cODJuial • duucs • 

ifne soctely made 'orne efforu 10 protect wom·cn· from 11H; ec~noml • 

hirdshtps '01 abandonment. In Buffalo, for cumpk, a handful of •omen . . 
trapped in mtsalt'iancci wtth " recrunt" and "quondam• hnbandl were 

, • 0 J 

legally "unmamed." But "-omen, for "'hom the .option of abando~1tf1 a 

mate and mo~•~l elsewhere · barely. ~lit ted , \l<Crc not JIHn the ll'le.ans to 

intllate a di~s.oluuon of thea mamaac. For the •reiMll\oCiy . im111obile 
I 

woman the tridtllonal device~ of . c:o'!'mllnity ccpsure •ere •ull 

tmpresstve. A man chokci! to pccclilc anci, btl iaacr torment 

~•splayed on 

I ~ "Tbe Maniac• tn 8 F P ,· 1.10, 12/w.O ·B F P ,' 2 .~3 •. 317!32 
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newspaper office one day tov enter a public announcement. "Whereas my 

wife has left my bed and board," he wrote "without any just cause of 

complaint I do therefore forbid all persons harboring or trusting her on 

my. account." Rallying to the cause of male solidarity, and .perhaps 

innucnccd by the justice of the man's grievance. the editor added his 

recommendation that "all persons let the recreant dame gG without: 'no 

bed and board' until she shall return to the 'bed and board' which she has 

so ungraciously lcfl."l 

Perhaps every place has at various times distinctive neuroses. 
I 

particular anxieties. compulsions, obsessions and phobias that mark a-:td 

tnould it's citizens. Reconstructions of this_ psychological context arc 

invariably imp4:rfect, being limited for 'the most part · to a description of 

responses. What can we say,, for example, of William S. Gregory,. a clerk in 

Collins' Store. who complained of "a sickness of · the heart that medicine 

can not reach" and, having read a few passages of Byron's Childt Harold, 

sho1 himself through that elusive organ in a lonesome woods near 

Lindcn72 -As a community Brockporters seem seldom to have 'doubted that 

social sickness was remediable. altho~gh thtre was disagreement as to !he 

appropriate antidote. / 

I) The "task" of young women is taken from an essay by Mrs. Cary. who 
kept the Canal Pavilion. It appears in 8 F P .• 2:8. 11(23/3 I. The 
Buffalo divorces are reported in 8 .F .P .• 2 :34. 5(23/32. 'Notice of !he 
divorce appears in 8 .F P., 2:36, 6/6/32. Perbaps it is !his epiS<>de that · 
is concluded with tb.e' annouQcement of the dissolution of the 
marriage of James and Lucy Hayward of Clarkson, 11nnounced an the 
8 .F.P., 2:42. 7/18/32. 

2> 8 .F.P . 2:34. smm. 
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Independence Day 

Independence day served as a feas1 day in !he quasi-religion of 

na!ionalism, although in !he 1830's !he line !hal divided religion and 

poliJics was indisLinc! and readily 1ransgressed. I For many villagers. who 

eschewed ChrisLmas and seem 10 have forgouen Thanksgiving, il was !he 

only holiday.2 As was the case elsewhere in !he S!a!e, il seems almos1 

cenain !hat it was !he only holiday 1ha1 was celebra!ed eolleclively.3 

This image of a collec1ive celebration elides the fact !hat, at least so far as 

the formal observances were concerned, the even! was was directed by 

!he local elite. Thus, in 1824 when we find Dr. Baldwin raising his glass 

"in a bowery fined up for the occasion" to 1oas1 revolutionary Greece, "!he 

native country of genius, arts and science," we must no! assume !hal 

every !iba!ion was preceded by !he expression of sentimen!s !hat were 

equally high minded. 4 

Seven years later in Brockport Independence Day was marked by a 

procession, a form of social self represen!ation which Mary Ryan has 

called "the charac!eris!ic genre of nine!een!h-ceO!ury civic ceremony. •5 

I) Wilbur Zelinsky, Nation into State: Tile Shifting Symbolic Foundations 
of American Nationalism, (Chapel Hill: Universily of Nonh Carolina 
Press. 1988). pp. 70-75. 

2) On lhe cycle of secular holidays see Jack Larkin. The Reshaping of 
Everyday Life, 1790-1840. (New York: Harper and Row, 1988), pp. 271-
275; Lewis Alhenon. Main Street on the Middle Border, 
(Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1954; reprin! ed., New York: 
Quadrangle, 1975), pp. 192-206. 

3) Blumin, 1976, pp. 32-3. 
4) Rochester Telegraph , ?n.On.4. This celeb,aJion took place in Clarkson. 
5) Mary Ryan, "The American Parade: Represen!a!ions of lhe Nineteen!h-

CeD!ury Social Order," in The New Cultural History, ed. Lynn Hu01 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989). p. 132. 

I 
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Unlike the parades surveyed by Ryan, however, a ll of which occurred in 

large American cities, the Brockport parade was not an expression of 

cultural pluralism. It was. on the contrary. an affirmation of the 

assumptions and aspirations of evangelical Protestantism. 

To begin with the procession of 1831, the marchers ,convened at 

Wales Coffee House, a temperance establishment, and marched to the 

Presbyterian Church. where the Declaration of Independence was read, 

and an address was delivered by the young lawyer, E.B. Holmes. In accord 

with prior agreement, the celebration observed the principles of 

temperance and, after the crowd of two hundred and fifty had •epaired to 

Wales for a sober meal, they returned to the Methodist Church 10 enjoy 
I 

and address on "The Cold Water Celebration." Another group of one 

hundred, equally temperate, audited addresses at the Baptist Church and 

dined at Brow~t's.l 

At least ' for the respectable portion of local society, l11dependence 

Day l832 was once again celebrated with diligence and sobriety. At 9 :00 

A.M. the children enrolled in the recently formed Sabbath schools of the 

"se~eral societies" of the village assembled at the Presbyterian Church. 

They proved so numerous that .1ome were com:;~elled to re.sort to the • 

Methodist Church. From these asse~bly points the schools. each bearing 

a banner "with an appropriate motto," were led in procession by J6ttn 

Palmer, the recentl)' appointed health commissioner. to the Baptist 

Church, where they were conifonably accommodated. ' Here they were 
I 

c.xhoned by the Reverend Manly Tooker on the "rare and happy talent" of 

I) B.F P , I :40 . . 7/6(31. 
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blending "simplicity of style with sublimity of thought" and "grande~;r of 

conception." Thus edified. the proce~s•on repaired to :"the grove ~est of 
I 

the coffee house" to a..Ya'u the afternoon lecture. At 3.00 P.M. they 

reassembled in the Baptist Church, which had grown distraclingly hot, to ' 

bear the Reverend Charles E. Funnan of Clarkson speak 'on the need for 

manumission and colonization of slaves. His .argument, presented with s 

force that some! found remarkable, preitded a colleciion Cor the Ameneap 

ColoniLation Society I 

No doubt this austere obs~rvance Occurred In the midst of 

celebrations that were I ) . d eU organ1u and restr110ed, the, 

newspaper editor was barred by hu prohibitionist pr~udiec from 

reporting . on these. Whatever its pan1ahty, how~ver.· this official 'display 

served to place • definite stamp on the fiohday. it assembled ~ seriu of. 

symbols t~at referred to 
1
the cau es of te~peranee, ' abolilionism. education 

and religious SOCieties:. and it _proposed these four causes IS the prop<r . . 
in51ruments of the Revolution's p_!:rpetuation. Before turning to these 

~ causes, however. we must e'.;plorc '!' obscure political sub·telt . . . 
on f.ptjmuoo• 

Rec-all .that the _fugitive _apprentice. Samuel· Tnoma~. wu dc<cnbed 

as walking whh a cane . A lim!' is no.t mentioned. This ca' wa , 
. . . 

presumably. a symbol of the aristocracy that the ungovernable ) OIIDJ 

man had affected. althouah · h-: had rc\atned . hu to~ clotb pantaloon to 

'- check any su picion · thll he rcaarded b m elr a better than other\. The 

I . 
) 8 F P . 2:41. 7/ ll/l2. \ 

I 
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garb and accessories of young Thomas serve as reminders of the period's 

~ somewhat ambivalent :u:nult . on privilege, ~ 11 poliucal. econom1~ or 

social. which woriced itself out lis demands for equal rights of access. be 11 

to political decision maker~. economic markets. credit or walking sticks . •' 

If Thomas $eems ·in these respects 10 embody cen110 Jacksonian attitudes, 

his decision 10 break hi1 indenture . and to sc~ out on hi• ·· own (wuh the 

security o f 1 sm1ll defalcation) represen11 a ~realcdown in soc:i1l order 

that was th1s period's centrll pollucal aJuiety Farmers and mechanica, 

who looked upon tliemselves as the productive claues. demanded the n~ht 

to walking "icks, bank loans and poliucal cllampions; but they insisted 

that these amenities be procurable only through the legitimate means o~ 

productive labor. They w~re caught, in other words, between .t~e ghoS~ of · 

I dead. f"ederaliSI aristocracy tnd the sp_ect~r b( I riSin&· CIUS ; Of me~hanl 

~apitali st~ . l 
Both n111onal• parties exploited. tl\is 1nxiety With 1 · ak•llful 

combi natiOn or Oallery fo r the coinmon ~··n ... and vilificat ion for the 
~ 

£hi ftless gentlc:nun. A 1ypic11 . 1n1madv~rsion 1n . the Brockport 

newsp1per. described the hfe of the IIIIer. . 

I 

He gets up lehurely, breakfasts · comfon_ly ['ic:i , read• 
the paper reaula rly. dresses fashionably, lounacs 
fasudiously. c111. 1 11n gravely, !Ilks in~ipidly, ·dines .. 
consid-erabl y. drinh superfluousry · ktl!s. umc 
1nd•ffe rently, sup:. elegantly, goe~t to bed stupidly aftd 
iivcs useles~ly .2 

1) Douglas T Miller, Jocuonia~ ArwocroC) : Closs and Dt~rocy ·.,,. ~'t>~> 
York, 1830-1860, (New York Oxford · Univenir~ Press. 1961), pp. 1·29 

2) 8 F P . 2:4, 10/26/31 · I 
. ·. 

I. 
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The rhetorical similitude of the two panics makes it difficult to discern 

ideological reasons for panisan loyalty. In western New York it is clear 

that political divisions did not result from general differences in ideology 

so much as they emerged from local historical developments. 

Brockport never supported Andrew Jackson, a repudiation that is 

somewhat obscured by the fact that its newspaper at the time, the 

Brockport Fru. Press. was a virulent organ of the Democratic pany. The 

editor of this newspaper, Thomas Hyatt, was evidently dispatched to the 

village by the Albany Regency in an effon to convcn its citizens from 

their errant allegiance to the Antimasonic party and the National 

Republicans, and to secure the village in the presidential election of 

1832.1 The Brockport Free Press is replete with examples of the vigorous 

and vivid language of what Meyers had called the Jacksonian persuasion, 

but it is not original. being largely derived from sources like the A I ba ny 

Argus , and there is little to be learned from extensive extracts or 

abridgements. In general. Hyatt persevered on two standard themes: the 

absolute sovereignty of the people and, to use Meyers' terms. the vinue of 

those who worked in "the real world of solid goods honestly exchanged.''2 

Although his editorials combined zest, zeal, venom and all of the 

I) After serving his apprenticeship as editor' of the Brockport Free Press 
Hyatt purchased the daily Rochester Advertiser and Telegraph and 
the Weekly Rochester Republican in 1840. He served as editor to 
these papers until 1842, when he retired to a farm in Monroe County, 
where he dabbled in agricultural improvement and acted as editor of 
the New York Daily Globe. Fredrick Follett, History of the Press in 
Western New York , (New York: Charles Hanman, 1920; Harrison, 
N.Y.: Harbor Hill Books, 1973), pp. 9&15. 

2) Marvin Meyers, The Jacksonian Persuasion: Pnlitics and Belief, 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1957), p. 26. 
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appropriate symbols, Hyatt's mission failed. E:tplanatlon of Lhe resistance 

of this electorate to Hyau's appeal is cfifficuh, since our only record o f 

events is Lhe appeal itself, but it is hardly incautious to suggest that it had 

three major parts: Lhe legacy of the Morgan affair, a desire to see the state 

canal system completed, and an ingrained regard for both property and 

propriety . 

The first part of our e:tplanation of local resistance to Hyau's 

Jacksonian advocacy is the Morgan affair. an outrage that has never been 

verified. The actual fate of Mo rgan docs not in any case mancr as much as 

the highly successful c:tploitation of th is uncertainty. and the latcnl 

an:ticties that it tapped, by Thurlow Weed. Thus. it makes sense to give ' 

Weed's version of the story. I 

• 
This c :tc itement was initiated by the abduction and murder, in I 826, 

of William Morgan, a Mason driven by disaffection to auempt publication 

of the secrets o f the society. He had been inducted into the society in 

LeRoy. a nest of freemas~nry. fou r years . earlier ; · but as a result of 

~quarre l s with Masons in Batavia he repudiated ~he o rder and began 

secretly to compile . a manuscript describing its rites and practices. When 

word of Morgan's projected e:tpose reached his forme r affiliates they 

immediately undc~ook suppression of the te:tt: first by acquisition of the 

manuscript; this fai l ing, ~by incineration of tile shop of its appointed 

I ) This description is drawn from Thurlow Weed, Autobiography of 
Thurlow Weed . 2 vols. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1883), vol. I. pp. 
208-354. For a review of the present scllolarship, . set Ronald P 
Fo rmisano and Kathlee~ Smith Kutolowski , • Antimas6nry and 
Masonry: The Genesis of Prot~t. 1826-1821." American Quarterly 2~ 
(1977); 139- t 65. I 

·• 
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printer; and, this failing , by exile to the most remote quaner or western 

Canada of hs author. Appar.ently the Masons of Upper Canada refused to 
( 

V ' 
convey Morgan from the frontier, where he was secretly imp'nsoned an 

I 

the maguine o r the disused ronress II Naagara, . to the prccancts or the Far ·. 
•' 

West Fur Company, where he wu to have been asolated and silenced . 

Fearing the rescue of Morgan and tbear own arrest, not the' menliQn the 
. . , .. 

promised revelations, whose popularity their . intrigues had so soundly 

ensured. h is cafJtors conceived a dastardly ' solution. - Th~y . rowed Mor1an 

to the river's mouth. bound him wath a stout cord arci~ted to two ponderous 
) 

weaghts and, ofc er pausang . to bandage a thumb · which the inc'reastngly 

desperate Morga.n managed, to amputate· wath hi a teeth , dumped 

overboard 

, ·I 
him 

The uprcssion or outrage was: im~edlate. . It wa~ most ~rono~nced 

among farmers in the ,towns immediately west or Rochester. farmers 

whose IT!Irket villages ·Starforii. LeRoy, Cinandaiaua, RocbeMer. Clarlr.; on 

and Oaancs· had provaded the prin~ipal conspirators in Morc•n· • 

abduction f'Pese villages formed ' the core . .'of. v.bal came I~ be called <he 

"anfected dastrict, • an, :acorrigable knot of political Antimi;SOnry. 

Initially the farmers denounced the exiM~ncc of. e~clu ive lav.s, 
I 

lake th~e wadcly bcheved to have dlct~ted ·Moreen's ~execution . Their 

opposit!on to Freemuonry was· slrcnathened. hov.cvcr, b) tbc . 
cquavoeation' and cvasaoris .of the Mi~on.ac witncues who were, <:a.llcd 

before the . Morgan Committee. 
. l . 

Although the abcJuc~ion WI the W<?lk or 

1ealo ts. and most Maso~s deplor~d its traaa_c conclu~ioo, the c:irdi:r. wn 

sohdifaed by the ancre'uangly hostile clamor. 
\ 

TGo_ eonsiuueneies, one 

/ 

I. / 

. . 
/ 
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largely composed of rural farmers and the other of village merchants, 

took defi nite form. T his autoc;htbonous polarization, tr iggered by an 

idiosyncratic event that seemed to embody the sense, formerly vague. of 

unequal prosperity, was quickly exploited by the political panics. 1 The 

Antimasons followed their champions. the Morgan Commiuee. into the 

Nat ional Republican Camp. Masons. which is as much as to say merchants. 

rall ied just as quickly to the cause of Jackson. 

Several Brockport s tore owners supported Jackson. and it was the 

fees received for their adven i sements that supported the newspaper 

which bas given us a disproportionate record of their views 2 An 

opposit ion newspaper. the Mon roe Republican. operated brienY.. in 1832. 

however it fo lded for lack oJ revenue. Sttll. there was much for 

merchants in a canal village · to mistrust. in the Democratic party • 
./ 
particularly its very cautious auitudc toward completion of the state canal 

system and enlargement of the Erie Canal. Thus, whatever their relation 

to the Masorlic Orler. those merchants directly involved in canal 

transport ha~ reason to welcome the farm ers as allies. 

When Jackson supporters congregated to o~pose tltc "speckled 

coalition" they were warned that they "must expect to bear the taunts and 

ribald jests of those whose only weapons are vulgar abuse and low. 

contemptible scurrility." The identity of these hecklers is difficult to ' 
I 

determine since they arc only identified by derisory nicknames; however. 

I) Robcn 0 Rupp. "Panics and the Public Qood: Political Antimasonry in 
New York Reconsidered,'' Journal of rhe Early Republic 8 ( 198&): 253-
279. 

2) For a list of Jacksonians sec, B.F .P., 2:49, 9/5/32. 

., 
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) 
it docs seem to conform to the proposed coalition of successful farmers and 

shippers. Thus "Squire S __ • is Joseph Staples, Antimasonic supervisor 

of the Town of Sweden, and "brother Roben" is Roben Staples. Elias B. 

Holmes,, "a young sprig of the law: was also the owner of the Opposition 

Line, and he had named one of his boats the Siamese Twins. a term that 

was used to describe the coalition of Antimasons and National 

. Republicans. The coalition also contained representatives of the 

weakenin~ elite. like "the sham-general." who I take to be Fredrick ) 

Wilkie, commander of the Miliua. (Although this. may have been Roben 
' 

Staples. Captain of the Light Infantry of Sweden, an independent 

company formed in 1830.)1 Finally, the coalition attracted prbfessionai 

men such as • Aesculapis... a renowned 4octor... in this town." presumably 

Dr. Davis Carpenter.2 

Political power was, therefore, wield(\.d by a local elite tbat was 

centered on the Brockway clan, since Holmes, Wilkie, and 'carpenter were 

' all sons-in-law of the proprietor. This tends t? bear out Hyau's clatm that 

"in most villages of any considerable magnitude . there is to be found, a 

social aristocracyr . whose pretenston "is the vice of weak minds 

intoxicated with good fonune · or innated by · family distinction. • This 

group manipulated issues to create local constituencies and to maintain 

local political power. Describtng politics in the to"':"· a "thorough going 

Clay man" wrote "the Anti-masonick Junto ts quite coquettish ." " I( I could 

see why Jackson and Clay politicks had any thing (1ic) to dp wtth our Town 

I) Thts is· noted m the obituary notice of Robett Stapl~ B.R. lS:SO •. 9nn1. 
2> sF P , 2:43, 1n3n2: 2:2s. 3nif32 

·• 
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Meeting," he continued, "perhaps I should think differently: but. as it is 

this transposition or national issues to the local stage seems quite 

wrongheaded and contrived. I 

-.r Democratic politics generates a lot of print, p~nicularly in ovenly 

panisan newspapers. The effusions of editors do not. ,however·, renect the ' 
. . . 

content or the magnitude of political thinking by ordinary cuizens. 

Brockway's alignment is difficult to discover, btlt he may expreh tbe 

preyailing sentiment in the verse appended to an advenisement· for his 

new cedar packet boats. 

(. 

The Cbecr!ess Sleiah Bade 

Jackson m{n we like 
And also m~n of Clay, 
Pioneers its all the same 
If we only got our pay. 

Masops -we· wont refuse 
To carry them up and down, 
Tis hopes tlley'll soon revi.ve 
~nd wear tbear honored crown 

If Antis wish 10 ride. 
We call it· all our gain . 
MONEY is wh111 we want 
By Jing its all the ,ame.2 

In a<!dition to be ina a thief, Samuel Thomu . was an alleged 

dru!lkard. · In the hght of the umes at as bard to say whether the S«Ond 
/ 

. vic:: was considered · as supplemental or explanatory. A letter !O the· 

editor, · possibly penned by Silena, the locai bard of broken . heans, called 

I) B F P , 2:26; 3n8132. 
2) B F P. 2:28, 4/11132. 

\ 
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women to the this "last great crusade" with the assurance that ~murders. 

robberies. I arcenics -these are but another name for intemperance." I 

Whatever we may think of the primacy of inebriation in this list, no 

dispute surrounds chat fact that by che 1820's custoo:. an overproduccion 

of unmarketable grain, a bland and unwholeso~e diet, and pervasave 

anxiety had combined to make America a desperately alcoholic. republic. 2 
~ . 

The stupefying rate of consumption, never since equaled, elicited a 

sudden and vigorous response, parcicularly in New England and wescem 

. 
New York where cuscom perJ!li!led the communicy to auempc co save the 

individual from his own depravicy.3 

The panacea of temperan~ arrived in Brockporc in March of 1829 

with the formati on of the Young Men's 'Temperance Society. an 
I 

at>stemipus association. The ten original members confronted a daunung 
. I 

task. "Old rye" was sold for eighteen cents a ·gallon. or one, qua.rter of the 

~aily wages of a common laborer, and vendors and buyers were 

everyw~ere .4 Botb groups resented efforts to suppress the custom, and 

"for a while" the T~mperance Society "had to brave the opposition of •its -J ,... 
secrec and avowed enemies." Initial- growth was slow, but 11 rose with the 

religious revivals, and by 1832 the society claimed. about four hundred 

members. This represented a · peak, as enlhusiasm waned, but never 

wholly died, after 1833.s . 

I) 8 F .P., 2:9, 1113"0/31 . 
1-) W .J. Rorabaugh. The Mcoholtc Republic (New York: Oxford Unsvcrsity 

. Press. 19'79). 
3) Larkin, pp. tBS-6, . 295-7. 
4) 8 R. 20:44, 7{27n6. 
S) Rochester Observer, 1/8/30. 8 F P & MD , 3·29, 4/17/33 

I 
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The great achievement of the temperance movement was to create a 

new .social boundary between the increasingl)' distinctive lifestyles of the 
....... 

middle class an\:1 the laborers.! It also served to distinguish the emerging 

middle class from the traditional elites who. unlike the w«?rkers with their 

novel practice of bingeing, continued the traditional praciice of steady 

t ippl ing.2 Brockpon's small elite ·apparently capiiulated to n~iddle·c.lass 

censure and conformed. albeit reluctantly, to middle-class norms . 

Adoption of the new discipline was not necess~rily easy, as Joseph Roby. 

the village banker, confided to his father an . law: 

. 

' I understand that you have nne sleighin1. but 
sleighing is after all cold pleasure, and now wjlen it is 
out of fashion to not only to take a gulp at tbc tavern 
tO warm up and enliven the spirits, but .when 1he 
cordial old habit of greeting and calling and cheerin1 
the ~pirits with a glass o( .Cherry (sic) arc considered 
as if not sinful -w~olly amproper. the mauer of sleigh 
riding is rather cold, rather cheerless) 

Despite the s~nfice, Roby conformed. Two years later the .banker. who 

had been a melancholy widower for · nearly a decade, complarned that he 

was "living without -end or aim ," and yet "we are drinkinl . Congress 

Water... we thank 11 very conducive to health.-4 • h as'·not clear whit. if 

tllly, public J?laces Roby haunted once he no longer stopped to ·•tue I culp 

at the tavern.~ but it .seems doubtful thit they contai6ed the same CrOli.S· 

/ 
section of the com munrty. Once such men of unampcachable probity 

. . 
I) Stu an M. Blumin, T/le Emug,itce of the Middle Cldss Social £xpemlltt 

in the Ammcan Ciry, 1760-1900 .(Camt~r•dae : Cambrid&e University 
Press, 1989), p. 204. 

2) Rorabaugh, pp '149-183 
.3) Joseph Roby (Brock:pon) to Samuel Sidney Breese, No,. 9.· 1837, ·.B.S.R.P. 
4) Joseph Roby. (B~kpon) to ·samuel Sidney Breese. July 31. 18~9 B.S,R P. 

\ 
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ceased to frequent taverns the places fell into disrepute. At least for the 

middle class temperance advocates, what had been until quite recently a 

valuable social amenity was transformed into a nefarious nostril of Hell. 

Although the temperance society su_!:ceeded in changing the 

meaning of taverns, and the imputation of their patrons, they apparently 

failed to reduce the numbers of either. The society claimed that as a result 
, 

of its witness "the use of ardent spirits bas been diminished very 

perceptible," and that numerous village: groceries no longer sold whiskey 

or used it to ply customers. but, they adrq,itted, "we could wish to say better 

things for our village and town." If one "respectable"' grocery bad been 
I 

established in the village in that season "without being consecrated to 

Rum and the destruction of mankind," it remained an ~biding 

disooura_gement "that at no less. than twenty places, poisOn is dealt out to 

the community." The local · distillery bad been convened in that year to "a 

manufactory of pot ash." and this boosted the hope that " it may be in our 

power to stay the impending deluge of jntemperance." but defeat of this 

monster "that would destroy the deuest hopes of th'e p.atriot and the 

Christian" was hardly assured as grog·shops and taverns prospered, even 

under the direction of the purponedly pious.! 

At a meeting in the Baptist meeting hOuil . opened wiV! an anthem 

led· by Mr Cavemo and a prayer by the R~verend Manly Tooker, tbe 

Reverend· Mr Meyers, after congratulating. the assembled vigilantes for 
I 

their perseverance and energy. expressed his astonished dismay with the 

fact that· "twenty venders [sicJ of . ardent spirits infest our community.· 

I 58 F.P., 2.:5, 11/2/3 I. 

. . 
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As, in the Reverend's opinion, "no real Christian could be a real tippler, " 

and as by resolution the Congregationalists had enjoined all members to 

"abstain from the traffic or use of distilled liquor," it was shocking to 

discover that some of these miscreant vendors professed to be "washed in 

the blood of Christ." Two congregationalists charged with vending ardent 

spirits had in fact refused to reform or repent, preferring to forego 

communion rather than to forego the lucrative liquor trade. Faced with 

this deplorable license. and aided by no legislation "to restrain the vender 

or the drinker" it was consoling to drink's deriders to know that "we have 

a much stronger law that will ere long suppress it. That law is PUBLIC 
' 

OPINION." I 

Temperance advocates touched a nerve when they identified 

insobriety as an impediment to salvation. The)" rounded out their 

program of exploiting anxiety by identifying insobriety as an impediment 

to material gain.2 Even if one w·as so misguided as to see a divergence of 

interest between business and society, both were certain to prosper under 

a beneficent regimen of strict temperance. Enjoining merchants to 

"leave off selli ng" the crusaders made nine compelling points. The 

merchant would accomplish now what must be accomplished eventually; 

he would improve the appearance and atmosphere of his store so as to 

attract "better. customers;" he would reduce the load of bad debts held 

against irresponsible reptobates; he would be relieved of tl)_e necessity to 
; 

keep a late fire and a light for his dissolute patrons; he would encourage 

I) B.F .P .. 2:3. 10/19/31. Session Books of the First Congregational Society of 
Brockport. 

2) Rorabaugh. p. 202. 

I 
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personal industry, and expand personal consumption. he would save the 

young; h'e would ,"diminish writs, sales, poverty and paupensm. which 
. 

would be hardly known if there was no rum,· he would lessen crime·. 

seven eighths of wh1ch was sa1d to be rum mduced; and be would promote 

morality a!'ld pea~. t . To the drinkers or the village the society explained 

that "ibe man who '!Yndentood a useful trade, if blessed with health, nec!d 
• I . 

never want food or clothmg or shelter" unless _be is ~mpovc~~ed ~y the 
•' 

· usele s. pernicious. wasting, destroying practice o r dfl~kl~g . ·2 

Apparently neither group · found these ar1umen" . overwhelmiflt: 

The failure of pub!ic c~nsure or rational argument dro~o~: 

, temperance forces to se-ek · legal redreu. Special e,fforts .. were· mad~ to 

enforce the exc1se law and to re~trict the ~ •le or . licences. By" law. only 
. ) 

taverns could sell liquor by the drink . Since these were . antended ·for 

travelers. applicants w; re- supposed to provide ' beds •. ro&J. stables, and 

pastu~age. 

overlooked. 

Needless to say, these requ•rements v.ere rreq!lently 

Groceriei, which v.ere r~s-tricted to th!= ule or trquor lor 
: . ( . 

home consumption, frequently obtained ta.vem keepers l!t;enc~s . Those 
• 

who did not· sold crackers and gave the liquor away, or allo~ed · drinlung 

outside the bad; door. or openly defied the law.J In. 11156 tempcr~~.nce 

advocates succeeded in 'introduqng the requuement lhat. eve~y applicant 

for , r tavern · k~eper's 
. . 
licence .. hould produce a voucher no&arizcd b) 

• 
twenty freeholders 'an the vallage ~hicl'i auuted ta his good moral 

I 

character. The sudden need for freeholder timulated the ~ly f gra-.e · 

I . . .• 
) B.F P., 2:8, 11/23/31. 

2) B.F ? .; 2'27, 4/3/33. 
3) 8 F .P • .- 3:29, 4/17133 

·. 

I 

/ 
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sites in the village burying ground, since this fulfilled the property 

requirement, and every application, whether on " formal - filled up 

business fo rms" or of "unbusinesslike scrawls that appeared to have been 

long carried on greasy heads," was granted.' 

Temperance remained a cause through the nineteenth century, but 

it was for the most part limited to efforts to shield youngsters from evil 

innuences. In 1856 the newspaper editor was once again at the head of 

the crusade. "Abstain" was the word, he wrote, "to be engraven on the 

minds of youth;" and he advised instruction in sacred music as an antidote 

to the boys' pernicious habit of loitering in the saloons.2 Although 

various temperance socie ties were formed their members were neither 

reformed or prospective drunks. The societies were social clubs for 

middle class youngsters for whom the prospects of a dissolute life were 

remote. Thus the "Sons and Daughters of Temperance" evolved into a 

literary and debating society, as did the Y .M.C.A., which was formed for 

young men of the three evangelical protestan t churches in 1859.3 

One final crusade did, however, occur in 1874. Organized by 

women, many of them the wives of manufacturers, the Women's 

Temperance League was the first truly prohibitionist group in the village. 

The league succeeded in persuading the Excise Board to grant no licences. 

but were subsequently appalled to sec the liquor trade continue unabated. 

When they au empted to bring suit against the violators, the men in 

I) 8 .R .• I :28, 3/27/57; I :33, 4/29/57. 
2) B.R., 1:7, 1:28/56 
3) On the Sons and Daughters of Temperance, sec B.R. 3:29, 4/29/59. On the 

Y.M.C.A., see B.R. 4:10. 12/15/59; 4: 15, 1/19/60; 5:7, 11{12/60; 5:9, 
12/6/60. 
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charge of the village government, who had until that point smiled at the 

women's draconian demands, intentionally bungled the paperwork. As a 

consequence, the newspaper reponed, "the ladies have wholly discarded 

the gentlemen in the matter." The Brockpon Liquor Suits, as these came 

to be known, attracted considerable attent ion, but they did not succeed. 

Only slightly more successful was the reading room, which was opened by 

the league on the third noor of the old bank in 1874. Fifteen to twenty 

boys frequ ented the place and, to the trepidation of the surcrintcnding 

lady, went "a little wild" without the aid of spirits. The oldest was reponed 
I 

to be eighteen years old. Meanwhile, one witness claims to have seen 

fony intoxicated men on Maio Street prior to 8:00 A.M.l 

Schools 

The fom1al education of village youth was originally carried out by 

means that were identical to those employed in the rural district schools. 

By \ he close of the first decade, however, vi llage pedagogy had diversified. 

Several varieties of instruction were available, and selected scholars 

received an education suited to thei r projcrted place in society. At the 

same time, education was provided for students who were both older O~d 

younger than those typically in attendance at the rural district schools, 

and various institutions of adult education came into being. These 
I 

developments in the basic cultural altitude of favoring education 

I) On the form~tion of the W.T.L .. sec B.R. 18:32. 5!2n4: 18:33, 5nn4: lg:39, 
6/18n4. On the Broclcport Liquor Suits, sec 19:22, 2f25n5: 19:25, 
3/18n5: 19:26, 3f25n's: 19:27, 4/1n5: 19:32, 516n5. On -~he reading 
room. see B.R. 19:9. 11/26n4: 19:15, 1nn5. On the !tlOmiog drunks. 
see B.R. 6/24/75. 
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represent a response to the more exacting standards for book learning 
'v 

that were placed on merchants and clerics, and to the higher social and 

economio ambitions which village parents held for ,. thear children. In 

addition, these developments represent an effon on behalf o f social 

perfectionisa:n. The changes being wrought by the new economy were 

pe rce ived in their full equivocality, and its capacity to engender 

consequences that were both blessings and curses was manifest. Thus. 

one aspect of the enthusiasm for education was ce~ainly a desire to 

introduce · into the somewhat inscrutable workings of society a bias in 
I 

favor o f those consequences that might be counted. by !hose who 

endorsed the cause of education, as bl_e~sings . 

• The first schoqt was situated in the pllth of lhe canal, and it was 

demolished. Tempprary accommodations were found ~est of Main Street 

nonh of the canal, ~nd later in the basement of a house on State Sueet, 

until an all purpose st.ruc1ure was constructed of briclc on what would 

later serve as the site of the 'Baptist meeting house. ! Like the meeung· 

house in Sweden Center. the land was d?nated by lhe propraetor. •n thas 

case Broc~way, and . like tha~ strucu .. re this also housed lhc meetings of the· 

various religious societies. 

When the Baptists constructed their meeting bouse in .J829 it was 

said to be •connected with an academy.•2 The buildin-g was leased to 
1 • 

pnvat~ operat~?r~. the first on record beang ' the partnersh!P of J . 

Carpel)ter and J .M. Davis, · a printer a.nd booksto re owner, which conLiQI!ed 

---------------------------------~ 
I) Daniel Preston, in Smith and Huued, p. 13. 
2) Rochwu Daily Adverti;t; alld Telttraph , 9/26{29. 

.. 
\ 
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until March of 183 I. when Davis withdrew. ln addition to offering a 

denominational education, the academy also provided a vill age library, 

whose collection was subject, l ike that of today's library, to shrinkage. 

Although the Brockport Ac ademy appears to have been vigorous. 

publishing eight octavo pages of local literary efforts every other week 

in ~The Token and Student's Literary Repository,~ in the spring of 183 I. 

following announcement of the villager's success in securi ng the Baptist 

college, the library books were recalled and the doors were closed. l 

As a private academy, this institution wouJij have provided both 

college preparatory courses and a terminal cducati"-, for those whose . 
needs elCceeded the basi c curriculum of the common school. Like the 

I 

academy, the fi rst common school was located at the edge of the village, on 

the comer of Erie and Perry Streets. There were l imits to Brockway's 

gene~os i ty. Similarly peripheral parcels were donated for the east and 

north · district schoolhouses when these were built i~ the 1830's. Like 

thei r rural counterpan s. these district schools combined the dual roles of 

elementary education and juvenile supervision . In · the west district 

school, older stude nts were seated on an elevated plat form whicl\ 

en<:i rcled the room. Their faces were turned toward the wall as thcjr level 

of study had supposedJy advanced beyond that of the younger pupil s. 

seated on a lower platform facing the teacher, who stood besde the stove 

at the center of the room. The elaborate engravings that are. said to have 

1) B.F .P . .' 1:24. 3/1613 1. Davis requests the return of overdue library books 
in the B.F J> .• 1:16. 1/ 19/31. Carpenter and Davis probably hired the 
building to run a private academy. See notices in B.F .P . . 1:5, 1113/30; 
1: 16, 1/19/31, and 1;24, 3/14131. On the "Token" see 1:1, 10/6/30. 
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marked the higher desk suggest the degree of the older student's 

application. as docs the studding of spit wads that a re said to have 

decorated the ceiling. Indeed, one woman later recalled the instructors' 
v 

heavy reliance .on corporal inducements to learning. A particularly 

qual ified teacher, Aaron Budlong, was "famous equally for physical 

str~n gth and mathematical knowledge. " Boys were routinely . beaten. 

especially the winter, when the older boys attended. Others were made tO 

"hold down a nail," which is to say hung from the wall by their collar, 

unt il they were sedated by the onset of asphyxiation.! 

The Baptis t College opened in the Academy building in 1832. 

Brockpon had outbid its rivals, Warsaw and LeRoy. with a large donation. 
I 

Brockway himself contributed the . six acres site and $3.000.2 The. v1llagers 

displayed some resilience in securing this insti!ution, as it had been only 

a matter of mpnths since they· had been disappointed ·by the rejection of 

their bid for a' Methodist :Seminary, which elected the greate.r centrality 

of Lima. New York over Brockport's larger cash inducement.3 The sill 

acres lay in the far southeastern .comer of the village su rrounded by 

emp1y building lots. Construction began· on this s ite in. 1834. The red 

I ) This description is based on remm1sccnces of the west district school 
wh1ch appear in B.R. 25:34, 5/19/81 ; 26:39, 4/22/82.. • 

2) Unless otherwise indicated, what follows is extracted from the excelle)!J 
ins titutional history of the State University of New York College at 
Brockpon. W. Wayne . De~ man, Cherishing This Heritage · The 
Centennial History of the State University College at Brockport, New 
York, (New York: Appleton, Century, Crofts, 1969). W. Wayne 
Dedman, Cherishing This Heritage · Chapter Seventurl, (B rockport: 
n.p .• 1984). Seer also 8 R 20:51, 9/14/76; 1W:52. ·9/21/76. 25:35. S/26/81. 

Nancy Elizabeth Beadie, "Defining the Public: Congregatton. Commerce 
and Social Economy •in the formation of the Educational System. 1790-
1840." Unpublished Ph.D. dissenation, Syracuse Universiiy. 1989 pp. 
206-210. . . 0 

.. . . 



sandstone walls had been raised to their full height of five stories and the 

first classes were being conducted in the rooms on the lower n oors when 

the Baptis t's fi nances were desiccated by the worsening financial panic. 

The Baptist Association of Western New York, the local Baptist Church and. 

of course, their college. failed in 1836. After serving for some years as a 

rather magnificent stable, a local s tock company purchased the building 

from the Association's c reditors in 1841. This group of villagers completed 

the interio r. landscaped accumulated . the g rounds, ca rted away the 

evidence of the building's interim occupants, and opened the private 

Brockport Collegiate Institute in 1842. 

This building burned in May of 1854. Explanations vary, a lthougJ{ I 

am drawn to that of the student concocting candy on the s tove in his room 

who neglec ted his nammable confection. Despite ihe chronic insolvency 

of the institution, a. new and enlarged stone edifice. costing over thirty 

thousand dollars, was immediately raised on the si te of the old. The 

building stood with its back to a woods atop ris ing ground at what 

remained1 the vi llage outski rts. The grounds were graded and ".adorned 

with numerous shacle trees," the to tal effect being "retired and in every 

respect attractive and beautiful." This tranquility was not compromised by 

the adj acent track of the: Rochester and Niagara Falls Rai lroad, which 

formed the Institute's sou thern boundary; indeed it was a recommendation 

that "the cars, as they whirl along, may be seen from every room in the 

edifice." 

It is unreasonably cynical to regard the collegiate institute as 

nothing more than a gesture of crude commercialism. Like most 

, 
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Fig. 7.1. . The first bualdme of the .. Brocl.p<in ~ollegi~te ' Institute WI a .large 
square ·structure buill .of local red · sandstone and topped. ~ith a large 
cupola. It was buah 10 1830 and at burned an 1854 
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Ftg~ 7 2. When the setond 'buiidin& or. the Brodpon .• Colle,llte ln5t11Ute 
opened tn 1857 us l>emag was described ·.as "retired ancl in e"CrY rcs~ct 
attractive an..d beauttful . This ' plan of the &rounds. taken from Horace 
Thayer's map of 1861. show• the build• OJ secluded . behind tree~ on a lar&e 
lot. The bucolic fl!ldsc;'aptng 1>ignified withdrawal .from the cveryda) 
would of practical .business, . This type or landscaping e\lciuually s-prtad LO 
the vtllage burying ground and restdcnual lou. Althouah aesthet}i 
dtCtllCd the design or I pan or the &round) half .Of the campus WIS devoted 
to the practical bus mess of' growin& food for · the tudent'' . subsuaenc:e. h 
ts notewonhy. th,at . this pracucaJ t_\u.,ineh WJS conducted behand a scteen 
or trees 
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collective projects, it was the result of complex impulses which the crucial 

actors may not have troubled themselves to analyze. The $25,000 which 

students were said annually to spend in the community was not 

inconsiderable when a renewed call for subscriptions obliged village 

merchants to assess the merits of continued fund ing, but the figure, as 

they were positioned to realize, was almost certainly inflated. We arc 

reminded of the limited revenue of these scholars, and the limited 

opportunities for provisioning the college larder, by the fact that students 

could pay up to half of the cost of their board with produce from their 

parent's farms. They were credited at the market price. The college also 

appears to have raised its own vegetables. Yet, in the words of the 

newspaper, the interest of every citizen was believed "affected by the 

success of the institution." While this interest included commercial 

opportunities, it also exceeded commercial opportunities. No one, the 

editor continued, with "one atom of love for the wealth and prosperity of 

our village" could view the institute and fail to "behold there the 

munificent emblem of the intelligence, liberality and public spirit of our 

community." I 

By drawing our attention to the emblematic quality of the college 

this quote suggests a meaning for the word boosterism which has a 

richness that generations raised on Sinclair Lewis find difficult to 

appreciate. The college was simultaneously a sign of urban aspiration and 

a collective project which served to strengthen and unify the 

I) B.R. 1:1, 10/17/56: 1:11, 12!26/56; 1:20, 2!27/57; 1:39, 7/3/57. 
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community.! Not everyone benefitted from the opportunities. and not 

everyone contributed to its maintenance or influenced its direction. but 

this seems in no way to have lessened the sense that the college was a 

public good. The closing recitation of the Collegiate Institute was an event 

of community amusement and edification, and the grounds of the institute 

became the selling for community events like the fourth of July oration. 

To understand the di ffcrence between this arrangement and that of the 

present day we have only 10 consider that the Collegiate Institute was of 

Brockport, while the present State University College is by its very name 

simply at Brockport. 

A series of private, or select, schools came into c~tistence in the 

vil lage between the closing of the academy and the ope~ing of the 

collegiate institute. Like bo.th of these inslitutions, · the select schools 

\ ? rovidcd an alternative and :r supplement. to the common schools. and 

they served to give 1.\ distinctive polish to the children of the middle class. 

This splintering and specialization of education sce~s 10 have come as the 

result, at least in ~an, of entrepreneurial educators. In September of 1831, 

Sullivan Cavemo, a graduate of Dartmouth Collegt", opened a select school 

"in which will be taught all branches commonly taught in academies.· 

Confident of success after a few trial weeks in the district school house, he 

leased a room over the store of D.&P. Beldcn.2 Another select school 

operated under the tutelage of Mrs. Washbum.3 · Mr Cavemo extended his 
I 

I) Daniel Boorstin, The Americans: the National ·Experience, 
Vintage, 196S). pp. 152-16-1; Beadie, pp. 236-239. 

2) B.F.P., 1:51, 9n.Jf31. 
3) 8 F.P., 2:3, 10/1'9131. 

I, 

.. 

(New York: 
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instruction to adults when he opened to the members of all denominations . 
"a course of instruction in the rudiments of sacred Musick," to be held on 

Saturday evening ,.a t early candle lighting." I Since 1829, Mrs Andcos 

announced that advanced s tudents at her select school could receive 

lessons in painting and watercolor without charge, and instruction in 

French and the rudiments of Latin were available for a· small additional 

fee. 2 In 1832 J.J. Treat opened a select school. "for young ladies and 

gentlemen who wish to auend the various branches of literature," in a . 
room above the Collins Block. and in the following year he expanded. 

engaging Miss Holmes to teach an impressive range of subjects in the 

female departmcnt.3 It was the common practice to lequire students to 

allend church, although the denomination was optional. 

The select schools commodiFied traditional upper-class cult11ral . 
knowl~gc and sold it to members of the rising middle class. Since Harriet 

Martineau it has ·been observed that the 'classless society' was avid for 

vestments of distinction. Pushing this commodification of culture were 

'i the numerous young men and women possessed of these acquirements. 

but driven by scanty means to transform them into acquisitions. The 

"good behavior"· that the select schools promised to impan was both 

pursued and promulgated 'because the society was democr"'ic, neither 

possessing or supponing a leisure class. 

Among the sure signs that this comm,unity placed considerable 

reliance on intellectual developmerh as a means to social improvement 

I) 8 .F.P., 2:8, 11/23/31. . 
2) B.F .P., 1:26, 3/3013 1 
3) B.F.P., 3:2, IU4!32; 3:1. 10/3/32; 3:32, 5/8/33 . 

. . 

, I 
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were the elCtension of schooling to new age groups, and the use of 

pedagogic techn iques in the incu lcation of moral knowledge. Thus. 
. . 
In 

March of 1831 an "en l ightened" committee convened t O· discuss 

establ ishment of an infant school, and in August of that same year this 

opened under the direction of Miss Prentice in rooms that had been filled 

up over a Main Street . s tore. I This also explains t.he formation of 'the 

Sweden Sunday School Union in April of 1832.2 

Like the Temperance Society. the Brockpon ~yceum was the 

creation of · Thomas Hyall.3 At weekly meetings a question framed at the 
I 

previous meeting was debated by volunteers. After the debate. essays 

might be read and "facts. experiments, observations or conjectures 

voiced." In the inaugural debate the queSJion "Are Literature and 

Science, •upon the whole, benef!cial to Mankind" was undenaken. Later 

issues were "The American Tariff? " and "Has intemperance been 

productive of more evil in the world than war?" This Pickwickian society 

~ first assembled at the Brockpon · Hotel on February tl, 1831. At thiS 

meetm~ twenty dollars was allocated to purchase periodicals so that 

discussants might be better informed.4 . ~ 

I) 8 .F .P., I :22. 3/ 2/31; l :26, 3130131: ! :46, 8/1713 t. 2 . 
) B.F.P., 2:29, 4/18/32. 

3) The lyceum was a mutual improvefllent associauoo of loclll men which 
flourished in the 30's and 40'!1. and fell into decline after mid-century 

' · when the podium was surrendered to lecturers. ' many of them second 
rate, traversin·g a national circuit. Alaxander: C. Flick (ed.) History of 
the· State of New York , 10 vol. (Pon· Washington. N.Y.: Ira J · Friedmao; 
1962), vol 9, p~ 78-84: Carle Bode, The American Lyceum: Town 
Meeting of tht Mind \ (Carbondale: Southern lllin!)is Universlly Press. 
1968). p. 61. 

4 ) 8 F.P. , 1·19, 2/4/31: 1:22. 3/2131: 1:23. 3/9/31. 

... 
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Two conclusions arc prompted by this record. First, education was 

sufficiently valued for an impressive range o f opportunities to be 

provided by local initiative and funding. Education was seen as (and was) 

a positive, constructive response to the challenges and anxieties of the 

new commercial society. This sets it apan from negative responses like 

arson, Antimasonic paranoia and alcoholism, while it at the same time 

integrates these features into a larger cultural transformation. The 

second conclusion is that. after 1830, this community contained a fairly 

large literate population. This change is well registered in the gradual 

improvement of the penmanship and grammar of the records of the town 

and the' rel igious societies (although the former is in pan amibutable to 

superior pens and the Iauer was never poor). This produced the letter

writ ing, account-keeping businessman and the piano-playing, poetry

reading wife that have become stereotypes of the provincial bourgeoisie, 

no mean or contemptible achievement when we consider their parents 

cramped and constrained circumstances. It also produced a progressive 

and inventive population that managed to run, and · improve, its own 

affairs without massive external encouragement or aid. Comparing the 

resources and the results of this system of education from our own 

vantage we must, I believe, concede that a sense of superiority is out of 

place. 

To haye the cause of Religion eyjl Spoken of 

The temperance society presented its program of abstinence as a 

solution to two widespread anxieties. It promised those who abjured 
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alcohol a significant increase in their chances of material success and 

spiritual salvation. The first argument, which remain s resonant to this 

day, is that inebriation is cconom ically inefficient. It causes errors, 

accidents and absenteeism while it wastes resources on unproductive and 

ephe meral pleasures. By eliminating these luxuries an individual could 

overcome the economic mediocrity and frustration that had driven them 

to drink in the first place. We may find it far more difficult to sympathize 

with the second argument, since it exploited a latent apprehension o f 

eternal torment to which many of us arc insensi tive, but this docs not 

mean that the argument is in any sense surprising. Reforms must 

promise to resolve the anxieties of the day. Pau l Jo hnson has shown 

that the religious anxiety that gripped Rochester in the 1830's was , 
experienced most acutely by the owu::rs of shops, men who, in pursuit of 

greater pro fit s and domestic privacy, had relinquished control over their 

employees. They knew that they were responsible for destroying the 

traditional relation of craftsman and journeyman that had served as an 

instrument of social cont rol, and consideration of the consequences filled 

them with guilt. It was the guilt of the men responsibility for the change, 

r~ther than the anomie of the workers affected by the c hange, which 

caused relig ious anxie ty. Enthusiastic religioll absolved these men of 

guilt by making goodness and evil matters of individual choice; it served 

as an ideology that erased the el ite's sense of moral responsibility fbr the 

community they had created but could no longer control. The spread of 

enthusiastic religion to the working class was, in Johnson's argument, 
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!argely a mauer of workers conforming to the ideals and expectations of 

their masters. 

Johnson's thesis can DOl 1expJain tbe entire phenomenon of 
'v 

r~tigious anxiety or enthusiastic religion, since this preceded the 

Rochester revivals and it was often found in regions untouched ,.by the' 

factory . system. When revivals came to Brockpon in 1831 they ~ere 

clearly inspired by the example of Rochester. but the absence. of factor~es 

makes it dopbtful that emulation was prompted by the same ·anxieties . 

Unlike Rochester. where the ideology of enthusiiSIIC rehgion 'justified 

dissolution of the moral community. the Brockpon revivals were i~ended 

to expand 1he moral community. .The organazers were not animated by 
·I 

guilt at what they had done, but by guilt 111 what they had so far failed 10 

do. 

The experieoce of the First Congre'gational Church of Brockpon 

with enthusiastiC religion the , early 1830's IllUStrates three Slg~HfiCinl 

assucs. First, it serves to show t~at the meaning of rev-ivalism was specifk 

to the kind of place in which it wa~ p_racuced In Brockpon 11 wa'S not 

slimulatld by industnah711110n and 11 was ·not, as it was el ewbere, 

enlivened by divergence of opi'!ion oo tbe Chnstian obligation to 'ocaal 

reform .I Second. at provides examples of the r.leans employed to rcJUiate 

social behavior in a small village . Finally. it provi~cs one ease from the 
. . -

I) Glen C. Altschuler and Jan' M. Salt1gaber, RtviwJiism SoClal Conscuiau 
·alld CommuiUtY, in the Burntd 0'11tr · Dwnct The Tr1al of RhOda 
Btmtnt, (hhica. Cornell l,lniverslly Press. 1983): 

I 
.. ··• 

l. 
/ 
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many thl! contributed to the decline of Congregationalism from first to 

ronh in size among Ame rican denominations between 1780 and 18SO.I 

In 1828 'the First Congregational" Soc1ety of Sweden "resolved that a 
\r' 

church or our faith and order be established in Brockport. • The ne~ 
'I 

society was immediate ly placed under lhc adm1nistrat1ve ,,supervision and 

financial nunure o r. the Rochester Presbytery. but liS own go11emment 

was s trictly congregational. This arrangement wa~ uncuoned by the 
. 

Plan of Un1on that had been adopted by the Prubyterian General 

Assembly and the Congregational G~neral Association of Connecticut in 

1801 as an ins trument fo r planung Qhurches in the n'ew sb4.,tlements.2 By 

1830 the plan· had been ratiricd by the Congregational A\SOCIIIIon of the 
·I 

remaining New England states. and 11 in thiS year n· was (Of"!TTIIIy a~opted 

by the Brockport church. 

This cooperation -appeared·. logical. Congregau onalists and 

Presbyterians were the~logical k1Q, sharing ihe Westminster Codfenion 

·· at;~d Catechism of 1642. _and, since the Saybrook Programme of 1708. the 

d1fference between presbyt~ri~l and congrega11onal form1 of ,church 

\overnmcnt had ~arrowed). Under the provis1on~ of the ·plan; seuler 

W1ll iarn Warren Sweet, The Story of RtlltJOfl 1" AMtfiCo, (~ew Yon.: • 
Harper and Brothers. 1930). p 221. 
related ' pllll was the· ~ccomlll1XIauon Plan or 
Congregationalist association to be received 
of a Presbyterian . sy~od .while 1ts churches 
Congregationalist name and practice~ · 

1808, "o~.bich tllo-;,_.ed I 

.as a consutuent Maneb 
retained the 

This wa most true for the churche • of Connecticut, wh1ch the 
Sar.brook Programme or'ganltcd 1nto ,;:onsociattons. ·The · . 
Pre.sbytenan church is orran11ed b~ S)n()dical and preGbylenal 
pnnc1pals or government . Each church is supcrviled by I COOSiliOt) 
or se s1on. the 'Jater term bc1ng drawn from th.e Scomsh " Ku·l · 
Session." a body comprised ·of the pastor and lay elder'\, at thll ume 
men · who served fC?r life. Thr« nr more pa ton With IS many 'lay . 

\ 
I 
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from both denominations were allowed to join together and form a single 

congregntion. The members were then free to call a pastor of either • 

denomination. and, without regard to this man's ordination, t.o . govern 

themselves in the pa11ern customary to the majority. ! This nexibility was 

reiterated in the Accommodation Plan of 1808, under which 

Congregational Associations became const ituent branches of •o 

Presbyterian synod while their churches retained the, Congregationalist 

name and practices. 

From the name and the constitution of the Brockport church it is 

clear that the majority of · its members were Congregational1sts and that 

it 's government was congregational. Their motive for uniting with the 

presbytery was financial expedieJlc.e since they were funded through the· 

first two ,years of their existence by the General Assembly's ~oard of 

Missions and in· the third year by the American Home Missionary Society. 

The second organization. created in 1826, was "the instrument through 

'j which the Plan of Union largely functioned" as it "supported weak· 

church~s in every section of the country." 2 

. . 
elders are collected into a presbytery. and three or more presbyteries 
form a synod. The General Assembly presides over all of the. synods. 
Congregationalists churches are in theory autonomous and self 
governing. In government their kin . are the Biptists. a .denomination 
with whis;b cooperative missionary' work might have been agreeable 
were it not for their irregular ordination procedures 

I ) In the event of disagreement between the congregation and the 
mini~ter, the ma11er Wllo taken to th~ presbytery ci r the asso~iation 
Appcnls were made to the presb11tery if the minister was a 
Presbyterian, and 'to the ~ale members of the church if be was a 
congregationalist. Sweet, p. 211 

2) Sweet, pp. 250·61. . 
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The church acquired its first permanent pastor in February of 

I 83 I. when Joseph Meyers. who had served as moderator. assumed the 

position. In 1830 William Seymour donated a building si te on State Street, 

and a "small brick church" measuring fony by fifty feet was erected in 

that year.l Of its internal arrangement we can say very little with 

cenainty. There was. apparently. a choir toft in the rear. The pews were 

contained in boxes. which could be bought and sold; and it is unlikely that 

they were divided by an aisle since weddings were not performed in the 

church and processionals of any kind were anathema in the strictly 

protestant ethos. Apparently the place of worship had a degree of 

sancti ty. however. since the basement was finished and used for secular 

asscm b I es. 2 Although the church was. in the form of its house and the 

form of its govemmcm. Congregational. the society of the canal village 

was in significant ways different from that in which the 

Congregationalist institution had arisen and nourished. Notably the 

architecture of the building was more appealing than that of its parent 

church in Sweden Center, which was indistinguishable from a bam. 

The vigor with which this appeal should be pursued was a mauer of 

considerable controversy. Reverend Meyers was. evidently. chary of 

enthusiastic religion; and although it was he who solicited the aid of 

Charles Grandison Finney. he seems to have looked upon the flood of 

I ) The first mention of a meeting house in the church r~ords is dated 
January 19, 1832. 

2) The choir loft is noted by Elisha Carpenter. B.R. 25:33. 5/12/81. The 
finished basement is noted in an announcement of the display o f a 
painting by William Dunlap. B.F.P., 1:1, 10/6/30. 
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convens that issued from the revivals with slcepticism. l Roben Love. the 

Sunday school superintend~nt, ~as, on the , contrary, an avid revivalist 

" .and later a t~peraocc advocate. 2 In I 829 Love be can tO pester Mey.ers, . . 
arid on at least twenty subsequent oeeastons he p~rsented the ·pa~t~~ with 

the demand that he . not only enliven his semio'ns, bin. that· the cbur~h · 

assume sponsorship of VISiting revival,isu. Brother Love' was coun~led to , •.• ... 

restra!n his 7eal!>try; a~d. in .. I 830, he wu ordered to ~esi\t imponuntna, 

the pastor and •,!'!''!in& the conJreJatiop, Re would not be o easily 

d1ssuaded , 

In June . of 1831 Love's effons were re ... arded wiih a four day 

protracted meeting. Mr Fmney and Mr ChedeiJ)In preached morn_i nc. 

afternoon and niJht , an'd u a result or the.r labors seventeen souls v.ere 

· recetved 1010 the church on prC?~s.sion of faith . · Nevcnhel~n th.e Sunday ' 

·school supenntorident was ·unutisned. · .He wu c.onv1oced that Mr Finney . . . 
and Mr Cbeescma~ would have tayed longer ·if Mr Mc:yc;n• had bceo 

awa~e and had·. requested it,"l Au$hed wllb ri&hte.ous 1rc, L.o,ve. convened 

1 praye'r meellnJ 11 his house on the COI1)Cr or Erie and •Milo Street$, and 
~ ' . . . . . 

there represented Meye~ ·i~ •the Achan -1n this tburc.h: a · ·sludcf tbat 
. . . . . ;' 

·WIS l ~ter j~dged a ··high, offcn c : 4 . For th1s indtstrction L.o"c! v.as h~ulcd 

before the Trustees apd temporarily barred from conimuo on 

/ 

I) David G 11 ~1~. • 'Ach&n to the Church': Rev. Jo~rh M)erJ an Brod.pon; 
· • 1828·32: Wurtrn ·Monrot Hutorical SMitty Mvsual lttpcm , (19&0· 

82) 1· 1:4. . • . . . . 
2) He opened the first tempcrarlcc house in the Vtllaic io 1833. $« 8 J; I' & 

MD. 3: 36. 6/S/33 ·. ' 
'3) "First Congrcaational Soc1ci)~ of Broclqlon, ~u&. 23, 11::!7: Much t~. 

1828.~ M•croCirm copy. Se)'mour Ubrary, Broe .. pon. ·e,. York. 
· ·_. ) For the Biblical isnific~nce of · this imputatioa, see Joshtia' 7.1 

I 

/ 
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June of the followin g year. As for Love, he left some time later for 

Wisconsin. 1 ~ 

Meyers' exi t c leared the way for a series of revivals over !be next . 
three or four years. The largest of these, in 1834, gathered ninety-nine 

new sou ls, a harvest of repenters tha t nearly doubled church 

membership. By 1836 the membership roster ran to some 209 names, an 

increase of 156 per cent from the time the revivals began. In 'the same . 
period the population of the village increased by only twenty-eight per 

cent. Whereas formerly one out of every ten vi llagers had .been a 

communicant now two out of every len were ackno·~!ledged members of 

the church. As Meyers had feared, the haste wi th which members were 

-herded into the fold prohibited any preliminary extraction of the- goats 

that were mingled with the sheep. For the new communicants. 

conversion had not included the prolonged vastation and melancholy thlt 

was formerly thought indispensable to the conversion experience. 2 

Rather than being a wicket gate, their route of ac.;ess to the churclt was a 

, v•ide and teeming boulevard. 

Recidivrsm was instantly a problem. As Hotchkin wrote in a note 

on the Brockpon Church, "the hasty admission of such/ numbers was 

auended with disastrous consequences. •3 This carefree return to worldly 

I) B.R. 24: 37, 6/12/79. I 

2 ). Joh~ Owen King Ill , The Iron of Melancholy: Suucture of Spiraual 
ConverJjon in !tmerica f rom Puritan Conversion to Victor/all 
Neurosis, (Middletown, a.: Wesleyan University Press. 1983). 

3) · James H. Hqtchkins, A His(ory of the Purchase and Settiemtnt ~f 
Western New Yorlc, and of the rise, Progress and Present State of the 
Presbyterian Churt h in that Section , (New Y6r\:: M.W. Dodd. '!848), 
pp. 496-7 
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pleasures by its neophyte members was a source of acute embarrassment 

to a church that expected its members to compon themselves as visible 

saints. John M. Brown absconded. to the loss of his creditors. The 

Vangilder brothers forsook worship one Sunday morning in January to 

tipple at the tavern of Mr. Alvord in the village. Theopolis Byington, 

possibly a relation of the presiding pastor, had the indiscretion to drink 

brandy in Mr Muon's grocery until he succumbed to an irresistible need 

to recline on a bench in the back room of the establishment. Although 

Byington disputed any connccu on between his unfortunate dizzy spell 

and the brandy. which he imbibed "as medicine," his infraction was 

indisputably asseverated by the fact that, on the Sabbath of a few weeks 

previous, the luckless farmer bad been apprehended in his fi elds casting 

wheat and oats while visibly "disgusted with liquor." 

It had been the practice among Congregationalists to follow the 

prescription of Matthew 18, and "labor" with such wayward sou ls, 

bringing them by strenuous prayer and exhortation to full and appalling 

knowledge of their sinfulness. The unregenerate were, of course. 

excommunicated: but this extreme solution was seldom necessary. In 

Brockport, however, backsliding became frequent, brazen and 

remorseless. The efficiency with which the revivals had packed the 

church with converts demanded an instrument of equal efficiency to 

police the libertines that now comprised a growing fringe of members. It 

was with such an end in mind that the Board of Elders, a Presbyterian 

instrument of discipline, was formed on October 8, 1834. 



, ( 

The Board of Elders presided over the Session, a b<?dy that 

adjudicated initial trials of discipline. As we have seen in the trial of 

Roben Love, appeal from thei r decision could be made to the Presbytery 

in Rochester, or to the church body. The session operated for six and one 

half years. chastening tbe intemperate and summarily ucommunicating 

the . few whose transgressions violated c ivil law. It was this .body that 

attempted to punish the · sin of vending ardent spirits* by temporarily or 

.permanent ly excommunicating offending merchants. Regular absence . 
from worship, neglect of family prayers and Sabbath breaking 

frequently. appear in the Session minutes. Quondam couples that had 

quietly separated were commt~nded to reunite. A_ boy with the frivolity to 

take dancing lessons was told that h·is conversion was evidently 
'-

infredible. A young man, who *did play upon a musical instrument- for a 

dance he ld at th.e village hotel was sternly, if ineffectually, rebuked. Two 

members with Universalist leanings. and perhaps. a sympathetic exposure 

to the F~x sisters. on separate occa.sions pronounced *spiritu~ rapping ... 

supe rior or at least equal in ~ity to the scriptures* and wete strongly 

, censured. 

If it remain~~ the pracuce to labor with these backsliders, th1s shps 

from the record. The session was swayed by consbicuous contrition, b~t • 
in those frequent cases where the individual was so irredeemably lost as 

to ' thumb their nose. at the Elders. , official excommumcation was swift and 

summary. The Session seemed less concerned with the soul that teetered 

betweeo salvation and damnation thlln it did with guarding the reputation 

of the church against the discreditable- behavior of .her affili_ates. 

•. 

> 
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This circumspection is mad.el explic11 in the t;rial of William Alvord. 

owner of the village's first Hotel. In January of 1836 Alvord confessed to 

the session that he had been "inebriated for two weeks." The erstwhile 

hosteler was temporarily barred from communion. but ~fter much "plain 

dealing and hard labor," he was readmitted to the fold. The Sess10n was 

not, apparently, unmindful of Christian forgiveness. But, a$ the long: . 
departed Reverend Meyers might have observed, repentance is no 

guaranty of regener'ation. .J 

Shortly after hi s reprieve, brother Alvord drove )lis... buggy home 
./ . . ( . 
fr~m the nearby village of AJbion inebriited "to that de~," he· was later 

informed, · "th;u . you could not walk straight forwar.d:" Attention wa~ 

drawn tO this impairment b.y a minor COlliSIOn with I second buggy that 

wes parked near the canal docks on Water Street. The alened onlookers 

scrutilfiu:d Alvord's movements. His frame, they, later testified. seemed to. 

s way; and he undeniably wobbled and b~ h1mself at the head of the • 

stairs th at led down to Hopkins' cellar grocery . Escapmg· ,mto the 

seclu~:ion of the subterranean -11lwp. Alvord ordered a plate of oysters: To 
. i 

his chagriOt the proprietor readily perce.ived that he was "the worse for 

liquor" and refused .to serve him. 
• • I 

Hopk ins bad the . . Furthermore, 

' 
indiscretian to talc!? h1s tesllmuny before the ~es~ion, · 

After interviewing numerous witnesses lhe Elders found · that 

Alvotd was not "So drunk as to be' incap'able 'of. transacting business: the . . . 
ability to order a plate o f oysters be1ng ·'a noteworthy compete{JCe; but he 

I 

was beyond doubt "in · a relig1ous senSe of th.e term. 1ntoa.•cated ." ln . an 

interesting and uncharacteristic uiiie they sp~dfu;d tli~ir meanin&: . 

\ 
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Alvord "was so far under the influence of intoxicating liquor." they ruled, 

"as to malce it apparent to those who saw his deponment, and thereby to 

have the cause of religion evil spoken of." 

The session was created by the conservative members of the 

church as an instrumenf. to control new church members. Their job was · 

to carry ou.t the second pan of the dictum of Matthew 18. to sever the 

hands, so to speak, that offended the church. After six years of struggling 

Moses Nash to control theCembers, the session was formally challenged. 

was called before the session in March of 1841 and charged with co-v~nant 

breaking . . or fai ling to pa'nake of communion for two years. Nash denied 

the c harge and. in a written rejoin.der transcribed into the Session 

minutes. added that in setting themselves up as a Board of Elders the 
. 

Session had effected a transit'ion to a Presbyterian form of church 

government that was in no way sanctioned by the~inal Anicles o f 

Association. They had sought to "change the church relations of a 
I 

member" by usurping the power of excommunication that should rest 'i. 

with the congregation. ' In so changing the church relations of a member. 

Nash continued, the Session had• made "an attempt to con1rol his 

conscience;" and as this "right of conscience is inalienable," Nash wrote, 

and as God wi11 hold every individual personally 
responsible. for its exe~c ise , it would be. improper for 
an individual to surrender it to the control of others 
or by covena~t to subject it to such an exercise as. 
might be imposed by the voice of others." 

One could hardly ask for a beuer example of what Schaff c:itled 

"Pelagi3Jl Utilitarianism," a liberal doctrine that had originated at the 

~ 
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Yale Divinity SchooJ.I This led many strict Presbyterians to fear the 

influence of the "congregationalized" churches and, in 1837. these· 

conservatives. organized as the Old School , excised all the churches 

established by the the ecumenical Hom~ Missionary Society. contending 

that these "Presbygationalists" were lax in discipline, lacked presbyterial 

organization, and espoused heretical doctrines. An anxiety on which they 

si lent was the growing abolitionist 
~ 

s-.numents in these rmaioed 

chu rc hes.2 The "excinded" synods were Utica. Geneva, Gen~see and the 

Western R~serve. together representing somewhat less than half of the 

Presbyterians in the country. These synods formed the New School 

Presbyterian Church. which functioned as a separate denomination until 

1870 when they severed their ties with the Congregationalis ts and 

reunited with the Presbyterian church ~he nonh.3 

The Nash case s plit the church. Almost half of th'e members 

disappeared from the regiSt~r entirely, while the fractio~s remainder 

split ana reformed in .a series or · obscure squabbles. Ul!imately the 

conservatives triumphed: even to the point of repudiating tile New School. . . 
The reconstitut~d Session wrote a leuer •· or protest to the Rochester 

Presbytery pointing out its "alarming doctrinal errors." fo remost among 
, 

which was "perfectionism as taught at Oberl in and · disseminated by lhe 

Oberlin Evangelist." that is to say Charles Grandison Finney: Membership 

I) Philip Schaff. America · •a Sketch of its Political, Social and Religious 
Character. ed. Perry Miller. (New York. Scribner, 1855: Cambridge, 

. Mass; Harvard University Press, 1961). p. 109 
2) Sweet, pp. 259-6 1. 
3) Andrew Landale Drummond, Story of American Protestantism, 

(Edinburgh: Oliver and ·soyd. 1949). p. 252. I 
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did not regain the level of 1840 until 1853, the year, significantly, that the 

new meeting house was completed. This growth came as a result of 

furth er revivals in 1848, 1849 and 1853, and it had a predictable issue. In 

1857 the church once again broke with the Rochester Presbytery and 

became an "independent society." ' 

What we have seen is an effort on the part of a relative minority to 

regulate community behavior by attempting to expand to a point where it 

was coterminous with the community. Partially effected, this expansion 

, brought embarrassments of unseem ly comportment which necessitated 

the session, an instrument of discipline which caused the society to 

splinter and shrir.k. The solution, further revivals, renewed the cycle. 

Anxiety and the Dramatic Demise of Sam Patch 

If places may be thought of as having characteristic neuroses, or 

dreads, those which we have seen in 6rockport -secret societies. liquor, 

ignorance. religious antinomianism- were common to villages of the time, 

particularly in the North. Dread is, however, a counterpart of hope, since 

undesirable outcomes assume prefe rence for another course. Through 

the 1820's and the 1830's Brockporr and its precincts enjoyed 

unprecedented growth and p rosperity, undeniable benefits of political, 

social and economic changes, but their residents had also discerned costs 

in this transformation. Progress was, as I have said. equivocal. For their 

ideal I think we can quote Charles Beard, who called this progress 

c ivi lization, 

I) B.R. 1:35; 6/12/57. 
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This idea of civilization, in a composite formulation , 
embraces a conception of history as a s truggle of 
human 'beings in the world for individual and social 
perfection -for the good, the true, the beautiful
against ignorance, disease, the harshness of physical 
nature, the fo rces of barbarism in individuals and 
soci~ty .I 

The reforms were an altempt to influence the outcome of this struggle. 

Complaisant confiden'ce in the beneficence of progress was not. as Arthur 

Schlesinger jr. has described it, common until the mid-nineteenth 

century. when prosperity seemed to ratify optimism. People were acutely 

aware of the historical examples of failure.2 

With this anxiety in mind it may be interesting to conclude with an 

account of an event. itself both trivial and tragic, which was taken as a 

divination of the undiminished probability of catastrophic failure. On 

November 19, 1829 the upper falls of th~esee served as the site of the 

last leap of the daredevil showman Sam Patch, a stunt that •McKelvey 

called "a cli max to the someth'nes reckless pageantry of the boom town:•3 
~ 

Prior to this fatal finale Patch had achieved considerable notoriety for 

jumping from high places into water, leaping from the brink of Trenton 

Falls, Niagara Falls, and assoned masts, rocks and bridges in the nonheasL 

In Rochester his stylized heroism took place at the waterfalls because the 

incompetent sedimentary rock of the region remains vertical and free of 

talus only where the forces of erosion have been recently active and 

I) Charles A Beard and Mary Beard, The American Spirit, A Study of tht! 
Idea of Civilization in tht! Unilt!d Staus, (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1942), pp. 672-73. 

2) Schlesinger jr., p. 17. 
3) McKelvey, 1945: p. 148. Elsewhere, McKelvey places the date as Friday. 

Nov. 13. 
I, 

\ 
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because the plunge pool provided a depth of water unavailable in the 

otherwise shallow river. 

As a staged spectacle for which Patch expected to be paid, the 

plunge requi red an audience with leisure, disposable income and an 

ability to congregate. Canal prosperity had created such an audience. In 

fact the assembled had traveled from as far away as Canada. Presumably, 

in addition to the spectacle needing the audience, the audience needed the 

spectac~. To attract an audience this exhibition o f supernuous bravery 

must have satisfied some need. The thrill o f watching fate taunted and 

denied its victim was a drama that must have seemed to say something 

important about lhe re lation between individuals and a dangerous world. 

The need, I would guess, was to see luck wasted. It was the need to sec 

something that was feared to be scarce consumed wi th extravagance. 

Such pronigacy suggested that luck was not limited but abundant, and this 

no doubt gave heart to those whose undiminished o ptimism was crucial to 

the economic boom of Rochester. 

Patch survived his early leaps because of his ability to control his 

plummeting body and strike the water at the proper angle. As 

commentators recognized, his success depended on technical proficiency 

rather than the dispensation of individual grace. Yet, for all his skill, and 

the aplomb of his famous thesis that "some things can be done as well as 

others," Patc h evidently required sizeable doses of liquid courage before 

he could spring into the abyss. Whiskey gave Patch the illusion that his 

luck was limitless, and his harrowing plunge merely magnified and 

communicated this euphoria. 
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Before jumping the falls of the Genesee Patch fortified himself 

with a larger than accustomed dose. Climbing to the platform that was 

pent 120 feet over the river he wobbled perceptibly. From the moment he 

left the platform it was clear to all the assembled that the stunt was 

botched. Fall ing with his arms flailing, he hit the water on his side, 

probably snapped his spine, and sunk out of sight. 

di.scovered downstream sometime later . 
• 

His corpse was 

The community was sobered by this tragedy to a greater degree 

than it would have been elated had Patch surfaced triumphant. In the 

hands of clerical interpreters Patch and those who had encouraged him 

had concocted a disgraceful affront to God. It was not difficult for them to 

reinterpret the drama as signi fying something elemental about the 

reasons for the city's worsening economic slump, and, in the opinion of 

one historian, it was civic guilt felt over the "foolhardy leap of Sam Patch 

which touched off the emotional powder keg" of revivalism.l 

The misfortune of Sam Patch is one of those small things that 

Clifford Gccnz might say speaks to larger issues. It is important to note 

that it was made to speak by groups with certain interests -individuals 

who wanted to believe that they were lucky, clerics who wanted 

individuals to believe that life was perilous- but it is perhaps more 

important to note that it was able to take on the significance that it did 

because of cenain facts of the text and context. Patch did die, the economy 

was worsening. What lies at the bean of the interpretations, and what 

makes this an aspect of culture, is the fact that these events were made 

I) Me Kelvey, 1945. p. 188. 
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into divinations, or myths illustrating the nature of the relations between 

this people and their world. They were made into representations of 

something else. 

Each episode described in this chapter Is familiar. The 

various salients of evangelical Protestantism and social reform 

are prominent fixtures in every interpretation of the Jacksonian 

period. Given my reliance on the accounts of Thomas Hyatt. my 

interpretation of events in Brockport is in fact an interpretation 

of an interpretation. And the matter does not end here. Hyatt 

was interpreting events that were themselves interpretations. 

The lfldependence Day celebration interpreted the American 

Revolution in terms of Jacksonian reform. The Antimasonic 

hysteria interpreted the abduction of Morgan in terms of a 

paranoia of hidden obstacles to individual advancement. The 

temperance movement interpreted alcohol and its consequences 

in terms of anxieties about the practical competence and moral 

stability of society. Evangelical religion interpreted various 

forms of f rivolity as visible contradictions of conversion. 

The plunge of Sam Patch was also an interpretation, one 

possible reading of a topographical feature that is, without such 

interpretations, quite meaningless. It said that cliffs are to be 

fallen from. It then became an interpretation of falling, a text 

(potentially) on the means of surviving catastrophe, a metaphor 

(potentially) for the Fall of Man or a drop in the price of wheat. 

Th e mills that made use of the same feature were also 

interpretations. They said that nature (and with it human 

naturt!) is to be channeled, harnessed and put to work. The 

European travelers who gazed at the falls (deploring the mills 

and the folly of Patch) gave a third interpretation. They said 

nature is to be viewed. When Sam Patch died interpreters did not 

regret the event of his death, they regretted the nature of his 
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Interpretation . My interpretation, which exists at several 

removes, could have turned the preceding interpretations in 

various directions. Had the reading bun dtconstructive . for 

example , I might have dwelt on the name Patch without any 

pretense of seriousness or truthfulness.l I might observe that 

Shakespeare used the word patch to describe a fool .2 How 

curious, I might note, that a mon called Patch should hove served 

as a patch when confidence in luck began to wear thin 

Digressions on patch as a generic toponym des~ribing the site ,.pf 

a modest agricultural venture might procttd to a discussion of 

the cultivation and harvest of the discourse that was Sam Patch 

mighJ as well hove pulled apart his peculiar motto "Some things 

f not all things/ c.an be iUJne {not should or mu.,;t be done/ as well 

as fin addition to, or to the same standMds as'} others. • Within 

my academic context, <however. this sort of indettrml'iUne reading 

is unacceptable. \_ _ 

This is meant to illustrate the proposition that scholars art 
I 

engaged in tre interpretation of Interpretations that art 

themselves interpretations. It is also meant to suggest the 

lnstltuti'Jnal setting that regulates these Interpretations The 

various social movements described in this c#laptu are not so 

much the brute facts of hlscory a~ they are testamentS to the 

ability of a community of readers to ~rol the interpretations of 

its members 3 Although the sections of tht c'haptu • are 

conventional there are .e..ojnts where the text may ttmpt tht 

reader to move in unsanctioned directions Why, for tx~e. do 

I mentton Mqrgan's biting the thumb of one of hiS captors' Why 

do I describe tht oddity of hanging )oung schoolboys from narls' 

I) Terry Eagleton, LNtrary Theory An Introduction. (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press. 1983). p. 145. 

2) Jvor H. Evans, Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable , {New York: 
Harper and Row, 1959). p. 809. 

3) Stanley Fish, Is There a Text rn This Class? The Authoriiy of 
Interpretive_ Communities. (Cambnd&e. Mass. Haoard Un.~ersity 
Press. 1980), pp. 338-355: Kellner, 1989, p.329. 

·-

( 
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·. 
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Why do ask the reader to imagine the drunken Alvord 

quivering at the top of the stairs to Hopkin's grocery? Each is 

meaningless enough. But, it seems to me that such idiosyncratic 

images furnish the reader 's imagination with points of potential 

departure from the course of my own interpretation. This is true 

not only because they can serve as the basis for amusing 

reflections, but also because they announce the fact that my 

interpretation does not exhaust the potential of the historical 

scene. To use the words of Jonathan Z. Smith, they are meant to 

underscore the fact that, for all its apparent color, this "map" of 

village life is a partial abstraction that should not be mistaken for 

the "territory" of the past.' 

I) Jonathan Z Smith, Map is not Territory, (Leidcn; E.J Brill, 1978). 

) 
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Chapter 8 
Or ality. Literacy 

and the Represept iltion of Eyeryday vmaee life 

Like periods and places, projects are afflicted wiih 

characteristic anxieties. Since" the Romantics first placed a 

premium on originality potts have been gripped by what Bloom 

calls the "anxiety of influence. ~1 W~iters on historical subjects 

harbor different anxieties. Insofar as it is synonymous with 

being informed, or with an inductive methodology, influence is · 

something to be demonstrated, even exaggerated. A few 

qu~lifiers and 1ubtle discrimlnatiops._ suffice to avoid the label of 

derivativeness . This anxiety · pver tltt · possibility of combining 

fidelity to thl record (filial·friety) and personal initiative is 

evident in the popularity of the word "fresh" as an adjective 

des,criblng praiseworthy interpretive efforu. The word Instantly 

dispels stale, musty, putrid, and other verbal cognates of things 

that art old The purity of fresh water is called to mind Mort 

important, however, is the suggestion 

resuscitate, sine¥ the fresh inurprttation 

existing, if otht~ torpid, body. 

of ittvigoration an4 · 

breat~ life Into an 

For schblars writing on the past ihe anxiety of 1naccuracy 

is j'iir-J more 1 persistt~t than the anxiety of influtn(e Its 

inculcation is a. Significant aspect of t~t:ir training, and for many 

individuals this internalized disciplin't is qr. ;r of the more 

tnduring legacies of the ·institution in which they wtre 

socialized Certam disciplines impart an anxiety • of . imprecisi~n . 

which their disciples attempt to assubge with hair-splitting 

figures and. moun{oino~ tobulotio~; others import an otUitty of 

ignorance, which their disciples attempt to assu:Jgt with heroic 

bouts of reading Readers with OIUiellts of abndgemtnt are 

welcome to complete this list. 

I) Harold Bloom, The Ringers in the Tower Studies in R~manttc Trad(tlon 
(Chicago: Untvcasity of Chic-ago Press, 1_971). \ 

> 

) 

. ' 
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For mt tht ai'IXittits of numerical imprecision is chronic, 

although it is spaetd by fairly 'wide intervai.J When it struck I 
v 

would tabulate figurts from t~t census; when it passed my results 

struck me ' as tither so predictable as UJ be without interest or so 

spurious as to bt without merit. In the chapters that follow I 

have relied greptly on the village newspaper, a source no less 

liable co yttld predictable or spunous results, but one which f ftlt 

far mort able . to . monitor criticC11/y This· became tJ huge and 

unwitldy task bua~s~ I succumbed to a mo~~ P.ersistent ai'IXitty, 

the /tar ofrmisslng or failing to note a critical bit of tnformatcon 

The frstils and follies of this fanaticDI quou-grubbing provide 
\. . . 

the sometimes rugged highs and lows of tht folfowing pages 

This chapter situatts m} matercal and suggests a genua/ 

inurpretive' frame 

\ In 1977 Raymond W11liams suggested ;he f~eed for scholarly texts 

~would combine tbe Lraditiono; of ethnography and . political economy. 

' Such "combinatory texts" might, he argued, escape the . 1m perfect and · 

limited . vantages of bfth pan1eipant obseJVation ind · structuralism, and 

they might also yield. some understandjng .or the interaction between 

private experience :lnd public institutions. I · Wifliam's •concept of the . . 
"structure of feeling" has ~tlmulated. some pohucal eeonomists 10 give 

. 
greater regard to experience; and it bas encoura,.ed . some anthlopalosists 

to situate their' ethnographieS in I ~ system that i!oo :both wider and far le s . . 
per$onal than the ethnographic locale,l The ideal as · exemplified in ·Pa:ul 

,_ 
• 

l) Raymon~ Williams, 
Press. 1977). 

~arxum ana Lueraturt '(Lond~'t Oxford · University 

I 
2) Marcus and Fischer, pp. 7?·110. . ··. 

I. 

'· 

•' 

' 
I 

. . 
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Willis' Learning to Labor is to describe the creation of cultural fonns as 

acts of "resistance and accommodation to capitalist institutions." I 

In the case at band this pennits me to propose a simple thesis. Electronic 

infonnation that is produced by this technology is one such experience. 

Information technology is one such structure; reading th e 

telegraphy and its child the press association gave large city newspapers 

a distinct advantage in the collection and dissemination of national and 

international news. In an effort to retain subscribers, newspapers of 

more modest circulation appropriated local events and transformed these 

into "copy." 
This not only converted local gossip into a saleable 

commodity; it also converted an important component of social 

infonnatioo from an oral to a li terary fonn. 

Newspapers and the Telegraph 

In 1862 the Englishman, Edward Dicey, wrote "the American might 

be defined as a newspaper reading an;mal," and he went on, with 

reservations, to pronounce the American press "a vast engine of national 

ed ucation. "2 The content of this education was various, and it grew more 

so through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Some of this was the 

product of editorial invention, but the newspaper's reputation for 

trustworthiness required that some portion of the news be honestly 

I) George E. Marcus, "Contemporary Problems o f Ethnography in the 
Modem World System," in Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of 
Ethnography, eds. James Clifford and George Marcus (Berkeley: 
University of California Press. 1986), p. 177. 

2) Edward Dicey, Spectator of America, ed. Herbert Mitgang (Chicago: 
Quadrangle, 197 1}, pp. 29, 33. 
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collected. The standard practice was plagiarism from other newspapers, 

with auribution included or omiued according to convenience and 

circumstance. Under this system newspapers in the coastal cities had the 

prerogative in culling European newspapers but none of the inland 

newspapers enjoyed any particular advantage. 

Technological solutions to the problem of transmitting infonnation 

have a long history. Drums, smoke signals, runner and rider relays, 

carrier pigeons and fla g signals were all used, and sometimes by 

newspapers. Between 1794 and 1825, France was furnished lines of 

semaphoric posts bearing adjustable arms. Expertly operated, these 

devises could convey a brief message at about ten miles a minute. It is 

from these mechanisms that we derive the term telegraph, or writing 

from a distance.• In 1837 Morse simply accomplished the same task 

electrically. When the electrical telegraph was first used to report news 

in 1844 the New York Tribune heralded the "miracle of the annihilation 

of space," although as we shall sec the miracle of the distortion of space 

would have been closer to the truth.2 

When Rochester, New York was linked to the seaboard lines in 1846 

it was the work of a newspaper editor, Henry O'Reilly. Now partaking of 

what the Baltimore Sun called the "mystic band" the city dailies began 

immediately to feature "by telegraph" columns.3 Although the O'Reilly 

I) Robert W. Desmond, The Information Process: World News Reporting to 
the Twentieth Century , (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1978), 
pp. 103-4. 

2) Quoted in Desmond, p. 107. 
3) Blake McKelvey, Rochester on the Genesee: The Growth of a City, 

(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1973), p. 62. 
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• 
line failed, it was replaced by a line financed by a consonium of 

Rochester capitalists and Morse's former engin~r. Ezra Corne'n. This was 
. \r' 

the nucleus of Western Union, formed in 1856. I 

Press associations precede.d the telegraph. the first having · 

appeared in New Yqrk City in 1827. This associallon was formed to 

eliminate the expense of competing to be the first newspaper to secure 

the European mail bag, and it was natural that 11 should evolve into the 

New Yorlc Assodated Press with the innovation of the the telegraph.2 

Through a ~op(cial arra.ngement with Wes tern Union, the seven members 
\..._ . 

of the N.Y.A.P. maintained a "virtual' monopoly of. "'ire news." which they 

sold under contract to outside papers.3 
I 

As was the .case in England. where Reuters was organized m 1851. 

the telc:;graph and the press association was o· bpon to prov•nc•al papers.• • 

~ever, the high cost of telegraph se~ices. .which , was .not reduced until 

the 1880's,S an'd the , high rates ' Of the pre~S ISSOCIIIJOn, hmlled the 

benefits of the new technology to the . newspape~ o.f inland citit;s. and 

: served to set these alan from thew impecun1oas country counterparts. 

.. ~ 
i) M~Kelvey. p 64: Desmond. p. 106, •. 

· 2) Lucy. Maynard Salmon, The N~spapu and the Histonan, (New Yot1c: • · 
Oxford Universuy· Pre~s. 1923: 'reprint ed. New Yot1c OctagQlll · Booklo, 
1976), p. 119. . ' . 

3) Frank Luther ~ton .. Amtrican Jour110fism, ·.A History: }690-!960.. · 3rd' 
edition. (New York. M~cMillan. 1962), pp. 387 · 

4) Anthony Smitli, Tht Newspaptf An lntunattonal History, (Londoo: 
Thames and Hudsqn, 1979), pp. 126-27. Q6omond. \_PP 109-10. 

·S) Desmond, p. 123. . • ·. 1 . 
.. 

I. 

" 
\ .. 

• I 

.. 

' 
·I 
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Responses of the Village Newspaper 

In the first part of the 18th century, country newspapers were 

small-scale imitations o f the big city newspapers.! Their audience 

consisted of businessmen and their content was largely information of 

mercantile interest with a generous supplement of political propaganda. 

The promulgation of local news was left in the hands of its traditional 

vendors, the village gossips.2 The columns that began to appear under a 

hometown header at t he close of the eighteenth century were little more 

than exercises in editorial expatiation, and through the first half of the 

nineteenth century none but the most spectacular of local events made it 

into print.3 Presumably it was necessary to dispel the mi sdirected 

s uspicion that surrounded fires. robberies, bank failures and murders, 

and to provide an authoritative version of the event and its 

ci rcum stances. 

The newspaper in the village of Brockport enlarged its control over 

local news in 1857, when it expanded its former role of simply policing 

rumor and began to peddle local trivia. In doing so it followed the lead of 

a city paper, the Syracuse Journal, which inaugurated the nation's first 

local news column in 1846,4 but the shift ultimately moved the Brockport 

paper farther from the model of the metropolitan newspaper, and began 

its evolution into the distinctive format and content of the "country 

I) Moll, p. 136. 
2) Mott, pp. 51-2 . 
3) Mott, pp. 101-2, 197-8. 
4) Salmon, p. II . 
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press." I In the editor's announcement, the newspaper woulst endeavor to 

supply its readers "with a supply of well washed and seasoned food from 

the home garden ."2 In 1858 Beach began to place the local items in a 

separate column, where they were apparently perused with interest as 

they multiplied within a shon time to fill an entire page. This was pan of 

a national trend among weekly papers which, as Lewis Atherton put it, 

"dignified the lives of commou people by assuming lhat their activities 

were important. .. 3 It also recognized the profitability of gratifying Lhe 

common person's vanity. As Sherwood Anderson described the village 

newspaper in Winesburg, Ohio ( 1919): it "bad one policy. It strove to 

mention by name in each issue as many as possible of the inhabitants of 

the village."4 
I 

Consequences of Writing Local News 

have so far suggested that printed local news was a cultural form 
~ 

created as an act of "resistance and accommodation to capitalist 

institutions." Admittedly, the village newspaper was itself a capitalist 

institution, and its survival in the face of metropolitan competition was a 

necessity for other capitalist institutions, Lhc Main Street merchants wbo 

were just beginning to suffer losses to their own me tropolitan 

competitors; but this admission docs not mitigate the claim that this was an 1 

I) Salmon, pp. 485-6. 
2) On Lhc attention to local news, sec B.R. 1:40, 7/17/57; 3:12 12/31/58. 
3) Lewis Athenon. Main Street on the Middle Border, (Bloomington: 

Indiana University Press, 1,954; reprint cd., New York: Quadrangle, 
1975), p. 166. 

4) Sherwood Andcrson,Winesburg, Ohio. (B.W. Hucbschc, 1919; reprint ed. 
New York: The Viking Press. 1966), p. 134 . 

' 
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act of "resistance and accommodation" on the part o f local capitalist 

institutions that were faced with capitalist institutions that were vastly 

large r both in scale and financial resources. believe that the practice of 

writing local news had a signifi cant impact on the locality's experience of 

itself because it textualized what had been an oral discourse. The impact 

had three aspects: the aspect of literacy itself, which served to objectify 

the meaning of local social activity; the aspect of literary convention, 

which served to differentiate the meanings of local social activities; and 

the aspect o f literary content, which served to script future social action. 

While the newspaper restricted itself to authoritative versions of 

potentially controversial events , its impact on local social information 

was slight. It served principally to constrain those speech acts, or 

rumors, that the village elite considered irresponsible by objectifying 

the event in print and thus adding a large number of vicarious witnesses 

to the handful who actually saw the event. By expanding its purview to 

include the most trivial events the newspaper made its readers vicarious 

I 
witnesses to an objectification of their own collective social life. The 

difference may be expressed in an example. If a party was given and 

described orally, the description would have been of a particular subject's 

experience of that party as this was best calculated to provoke the 

adm iration or envy of a particular listener. If a party was given and 

described in the newspaper. however. the description would have been of 

an objective event rather than a subjective expcticncc, and, being 

presented as common property, it would have lacked the custom tailoring 

characteristic of oral accounts. Thus, as Stock writes, the text was freed 
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from "the o rbit o f mental intention:" and from "the sphere of situational 

reference. " I I would add that this entailed a concomitant shi ft from 

subjective experience of local social life to a subject's experience of local 

'v 
social life as a series of objects. 

The differentiation of social life seems to have occurred in the 

disparate use of lite rary conventions. Most local notices fall into one of 

two forms. The first consists o f the straight notice of the business of the 

village government and the comings and goings of the respectable middle 

class. Over twenty years after its first use, Beach clarified' the scoured . ,._ 

vegetable metaphor witlr which he had introduced local news. 
\ 

"The 

people would be surprised," he wrote, "if they, knew how much news is 

kept out of a well regulated newspaper. •2 As the fictional ed itor in in 

William White's In Our Town put it "in our little newspaper office we are 

all reponers. and we know many int imate things about our people that we 

do not p~nt. •3 Excepting perpetrators o f c;rimes, interested panics were 

free to re~ deletion of. repons that might compromise the reputation 

of them,selves or the ir families. That was if they had a reputation that 

could be compromised. 

The second form of local notice , .... as reserved for the actions of 

. those whose reputation was already conlpromised. ' This' was the hull\Qfous 

deprecation known as the faceitz.4 This last form began in the 

metropolitan papers. Its prototype was the factitious · Bow Street Court 

I) Stock, p. 130. 
2) On the deletions to which local news is subject, •See B R 24:37, 7{1.9/80. 
3) William Allen White, In {!)ut Town, (New York: McClure, Philips and Co., 

1907), pp 3-4. 
4) Dicey, p. 30. 

\ 
I 

I. 

' 
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reports of the • London Morning Herald which lampooned the 

"tragicomody of drunkenness. theft, assault and streetwalking." 
1 

This 

' 
technique was rapidly copied by the American p~nny press, particularly 

the reports of George Wisner in the New York Sun.! From here the style 

of domestic tragicomody apparently diffused to village newspapers. In 

the pages of the Brockport Republic all of the iniquities of Bow Street 

became rather suddenly risible. As David Lowenthal has pointed out, the 

same scenes o.f ruin and squalor _Jhat arc objectionable in fact become, 

when transformed to print, · picturesque and even romant;c. 2 Behind 
\. 

these literary techniques there lay, however, a powerful instrument of 

c lass awareness. As the editor opined after relaling a working class 

donnybrook: "We shall certainly not commend fighting as an amusement, 

but rhat there are many persons so constituted t?at they had rat~er fight . 

than engage in ~ is deemed unexceptionable behavior, we believe. •3 

The final aspect of textuali1.ation has to do with explicit content, and 

it is here tpat the normative and hortatory messages received their 
..,l 

clearest expression . Of particular 1nterest to the geographer is the 

newspaper's concem ~ with the appearance of -the village. In Brockport 

the l}cwspaper led the campaigns to terminate traditional folk practices 

such as grazing animals in the village ·s treets. It loudly deplored the 

CUStOmary dilapidation Of the · burying ground, and II SUCCeeded in. 

changing it into a cemetery in both name and appearance. It ridiculed 

folk bouse types, and functional dooryards, and championed everything, 

1) •Mott, pp. 215-224. 
2) Lowenthal, 1985, p. 165. 
3) B.R. 13:44, 7!29/69. \ 

I. 

I 

'· 
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from street lamps to sidewalks, that would enhance the modern 

appearance of the village. 

Problems for the Reproduction of the Past 

Local news is a cultural product conceived at a particular time in 

response to particular circumstances. As a written text it did not simply 

represent the local reality; it also transformed that reality both as a 

mental concept and as a physical presence. As a written text it also 

survived, so that local news has become a rich deposit of local history. But 

experiencing the past through a reading of this text is thin and 

incomplete as an exercise in historical geographical sensibility if we fail 

to register the historical geographical processes that brought the text into 

being or the historical geographical processes brought into being by the 

text. 



. · 
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Chapter 9 
Market Town to Factory Town 

From the panic of 1837-42 t~ the panic of 1857-60 the history of 

Brockport is obseure. Few of the numerous short-lived newspapers have 

• 1 survived, and the rare correspondence · of village residents is increasingly 

l.imited to puson11l concems.1 ;I!!,e population doubled, from 1249 in 1840 
. .[ 

to 2143 in i-855, but neith<l( the scope or the scale of· business wu) 

I • 

proportionately enlarged. In 1842 ihere were ·seventeen stores and 

&,roceries. a furnace, a cardang · machane · and a chaar and cabinet· factory, 

all powered by steam. In 1860 there were perhap$ twenty stores, over half 

of them groceries.2 Only the industrial ca_pacity showed .sagn1ficant f . 

g row th . ~ 

Over the next fifteen year&· ~he vill age grew steadily, adCSing . . 
anmJ:!sr one /thousand 'souls to its roll of residents by t~e time of the neJti 

national depre.ssion i~ 1873. There ~were signs of .economic 'recovery by· . 

1859, but merchants encountered period1c -"l1ard sledding" until 186l . . . 
whe:1 prices . once ~gain rose, and *an increased, number of teams in the 

streets and farme rs in the stores· were· tak~.n as en~ouraging •mdicauons . 
. . . 

. . . 
I>. The Brockport newspapers pnor to the estibli~meot of the Brockport 

Rtpubhc an 1857 ~ere the Recbrder (1828-30): the .Fru' Prtss 0831 · · 
32), lhe Western Star (1832), lhe Morntng Chron1cle and Brockport 
Advertiser (1·833), Tht Atfas (1835), the· Watchman (.J844-c 1851 ), 

. lhe Brockport Weekly Jour.nal (1852), and the Brockport Gaitttt, 
1853 (lasting 3 months ). This. list appears .an the B R 5 Is. l/!7/61 . 
There is . also reference to one issue of the ·Truth Teller·. from 1836 
EJtcerpts . from sofne p.a~rs published in the 40's and =so·s ~\liven 
in, B R 14:5, 10128/69 . · I 

2) !Orville Holley.) Gazttteer q_/ tlu S~te . of'Ne.,. ~or~ . (o p .: The Author; 
' 1842), p. 87: The New ~ork Mercantile Unton Bu'sintss Dtrtctory, 

(New Yon.: S French, 1850), pp: 19. 26, 58, 64, 67. 93. 169 210 .. B.R 
4·26, 14/S/60 . 

.. ' ' 
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of a reliable character." Business not only revived, it increased rapidly, 

particularly after the war was underway. By 1862 the newspaper editor, 

Horatio Beach, could rejoice that "money is plenty."! Retail space that 

had s tood empty was occupied, and the demand for new stores was 

unsatisfied by steady building. "Above," which is to say south of the 

newspaper office, which s tood on land that was considered a foolhardy 

commercial location in 1853 "because it was so far up town," two neat 

brick s tores replaced buildings of "a dilapidated and distasteful 

appcara~tcc. "2 

Brockport continued to serve as the place where its rural 

hinterland met the larger world. It continued to collect and export 

agricultural products and to import and distribute manufactured goods. 

This rotc was, however, increasingly circumscribed by railroads, which 

partitioned its hi nterland and conveyed its former customers to 

Rochester. Village merchants t ried to arrest this loosening of the bond 

that had tied- res idents of the surrounding dist ricts to Main Street. but they 

were themselves, to an unprecedented if stilt small degree, increasingly 

detached from the ecology and 1 economy of the countryside. This is 

evident in their increased reliance on fuel and building materials drawn 

from distant sou rces and on the growing importance of the village's 

industrial workers as a retail market. 

I) On the beginnings of economic recovery, ~e B.R. 3:12, 2/18/52. On the 
failure of two major dry goods merchants, see B.R. 5:47, 8n.9/6 J. On 
the signs of real recovery, see B.R. 6:22, 4/24/62; 5:51. 9n.6/6 l ; 7:3, 
10/23/62. 

2) On the shortage of retail space. see B.R. 3:24, 3n.5/52; 7:25, 3n.6/63. On 
building to the south of the old retail center, sec B.R. 3:47, 9/l/59 
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This shift is usually referred to as industrialization, but the term is 

descriptive rather than explanatory. and it can only be understood with 

reference to changes in the geographical con text of the village. 

Ecologically and spatially it was no longer on the frontier of the world 

economy. With e ighty per cent of the surrounding woodlands cleared 

very liule virgin soil was available and the local supply of fuel and 

building material was in danger of exhaustion. Taken alone this would 

have been disastrous for the local economy. since a falling quantity of 

expons would have needed to pay for an enlarged bundle of imports. The 

village escaped the consequences of this ecological bind due to changes in 

its spatial relations. Railroads perrniued the creation of a new frontier in 

regions of the west that did not border the continent's natural and 

artificial waterways. and it was this new frontier, rather than the eastern 

ci ties and Europe, which provided Brockport with its new market. At some 

point around 1870 the canal boats that went west from the village loaded 

with reapers destined for rural customers became more important than 

that canal boats that went east loaded with foodstuffs destined fo r urban 

customers. This was a clear sign of the fundamental change in the 

location of Brockport within the spatial context of the world economy. 

The Market Town 

Brockport remained an important market town for farmers in 

western Monroe County, eastern Orleans County and parts of northern 

Genesee County. Its merchants were attuned to rural customers, 

anticipating thei r "splurge" fo r the village on Saturdays or during spells 
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of bad weather. Conforming to the fanners' schedule, clerks opened the 

stores at 6:00 A.M. In the immediate vicinity, the newspaper ac,surately 

averred in I 857, there was "a population of over 20,000 whose natural 

business center is Brockpon." Although this number began slowly to 

decline after I 860, their patronage remained an imponant pan of the 

village economy and the n.ewspaper never tired of describing . their 

convergence in lumber wagons, gigs. buggies. democrat wagons and 

coaches. "until th'e streets were litffilly crammed with people and their 

various conveyances." After a good Saturday the merchants counted their 

receipts, calculated their profits and on the following morning "passed to 

church... with a 'pile' of worldly wealth in their left pocket.· To round out 

this happy image Beach claimed that "the contribution box when passed 

around was found to be about as full as our streets were on Saturday.·· "So 

much," he concludVor a good day's business." 1 

This rustic image obscures some of the real antagonism that divided 

fanners .ind merchants. 2 Although the village was ostensibly a mar.kct 
1 

containing several vendors who were competing for the fanner's trade, 

coJJusion between merchants was . easy. This is evident in the ~ollapse of 

the Broclcpon Exchange Bank in I 861. When the wheat prices drppped in . 

1857 a number of merchants defaulted on their loans. Secretly apprised of 

the difficulty the remaining merchants withdrew thei{ funds. but lhe 

bank continued to circulate notes, and the merchants continued to honor 

1) The quotes are drawn from 8 .R . I: I. I 0/17/56: I :6, .I l/21/56. The notice 
on the stores opening hours is in B .R. 4:50, , 9/20/60. 

2) Thomstein Veblin.. "The Country Town: in The Portable Vtblln , ed. \ 
Max Lerner (New York: The viking Press. 1948). pp. 407-430. 

1. 
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these notes until the insolvency of the institution. was made public. "The 

losses, by the bank failure, will fall c.hieny on the" fanners." the 

newspaper reported, as "but a trining sum. comparatively. of the deposits 

in the bank belonged to the village merchants." 

reimbursed at. ten cents ·on the dollar. 

The Fail,.re o( Urban Outreach 

:rhe farmers were 

Village 

,..._ 
merchants (:ere able to get away with . th1s son of 

highhanded ch1canery as long as they monOJ?Oiized occess to markets, 

and this prompted various projects designed to reinforce the 1mponance 

of Brockpon's strategiC po:;1110n on the Clllll. From 1823 to 182S the 

position of the villa~e 1 1 the canal terminus was extre._nely advantaJeous 

f 
since this \made it the sole canal marlce_t for. the entire reg1on west of the 

Genesee RW After comRieuo~ of the locks at Lockport 1rl 182S this 

advanta~c was ,drasucally dlminish~d. but Brocl.;port continued to 
-..J 

• • command , the trade of an exte'fslve southern hinterland .' Through. the 

1830's farmers and teamsters hauled whea! \IP the Lake Road' from as far 

away as Wyoming Cou11iy One teamster who convc:)'ed' flour from LeRoy · 
I 

remembered "taverns every mile or . t~.o· for the convenience of· rarched 

dnve.rs.2 .Jn 18.34 the hea~y traffic obli&ed the tow~ of·Sweden ~o reclaim 

the shoulder or the · road: which bad been encro'acbed upon by fences •3 • 

I) On the fail~re. see 8 R. S:'\4: 8/8/61. S:46, 8122161: 6 ·4~. 8/14/62. 7: 19, 
2/12/63. See also the Obl!uary or James ·s Thomu. B R 2.1 :2& 4/Sfl1 • . 
On the sale of Thomas· propeny. see B R 6:23. 3/13/62; 6 :2, · 10/17/61: 
6:29. 4/24/62 • . . . . 

2) Munion Peters. "tljstory of the.LayJDg Out of the Lak'"'Road 1\rom. LcRoy 
to !lie Lal.e · Miscellaneou~ Collection, LeRoy Historical S~iet) . / 3 . . . 

) Sweden Town Book, vol. 2. p. 288 . . . . . 
I . J. 
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In 1831 village merchants launched a more ambitious plan to 

capture the southern market. A meeting was convened at the house of Dr. 

Ralph Gillet to "consider the expedience of petitioning the Legislature to 

grant an act for constructing a Rail Road from the Erie Canal at the 

village of Brockport, running through Batavia and Attica to Olean." A 

concurrent meetings was held in Batavia, and the aid of the village of 

Byron was solicited. When the citizens of Albion gave notice of their 

intention to submit a similar application to the Legislature, the Brockport 

interests were stimulated to formali ze their initiative, and a committee of 

five prominent business men was appointed to draft the petition. The 

route they proposed passed south from Brockport through Byron, Batavia, 

Aleunder and Attica, this being specified to solicit the support of these 

communities. I 

This project sought to emphasize the canal as a trunk line by a 

constructing railroad tributaries that paralleled the existing overland 

route. With its terminal on the Allegheny River the Brockport to Olean 

railroad would have permitted village merchants to act as wholesale 

dist ributor to the Ohio valley. Unfortunately Rot.hester interests were 

simultaneously bent on bold plans to capture the western market. Their 

railroad, completed to Batavia in 1837, and to Buffalo in 1844, put an end to 

the ambitious mercantile aspirations of Brockpon and Albion.2 "So it 

seems," Hyatt wrote, "that Rochester is disposed, with one 'fell swoop' to 

nullify the Canal. .. that majcstick [sicJ improvement which has given to 

I) B.F .P. 2:3, 10/12/31; 2:4, 10/26/31. 
2) McKelvey, 1245, p. 207. 
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Rochester all the 'pomp and ci rcumstance' of which she boasts.H Despite 

these protests against the profligacy of destroying "a costly improvement 

before any benefit commensurate with the expenditure has been realized" 

both Brockport and Albion made unsuccessful attempts to organize 

companies to run rail roads to Tonawanda.! 

A less ambitious project was undertaken in 1848, when Brockport 

succumbed to the epidemic of "plank road fever," and built a wooden 

causeway twelve miles north to the lake shore. The northern sections 

proved unprofitable and were soon abandoned. but the segment linking 

Brockport to the Ridge Road a t Clarkson continued to operate until the 

planks rotted and the company was dissolved in 1868.2 

A more abstract plan to modify geography in order to secure trade 

was engineered by the newspaper editor, Horatio Beach, in 1859, when he 

set out to create a new county with Brockport as its seal. The geographical 

framework for this new county was set the year before by another 

institution, also originated by Beach, the Brockport Union Agricultural 

Society. Like the county courthouse, the Society's fair promised to draw 

large crowds to the village and to establish patterns of interaction that 

would increase patronage of the village stores, not to mention the village 

newspaper. 

The original B.U.A.S. survived for ten years, and then collapsed in 

the apathy that followed the Civil War. During these years it maintained a 

sizeable fairground beyond the railroad tracks south of town. Its 

1) B.F.P. 1:52, 9/28/31; 1:65, 12/28/31; 2:27, 4/4/32. Me Kclvey, 1945, pp. 
177, 167. 

2) B.R. 11:49, 9/5/67; 12:27, 4/2/68; 16:41 7/4/72. 
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existence is remembered by Fair Street, the lane that led to the grounds. A 

grandstand overlooked a half mile track designed for horse races and 

mule trials. Domestic arts were displayed in the Floral Hall, a large 

wooden building, which served as the temporary barrack of the Brockport 

Company before their final muster in 1861. Fences, paddocks and sheds. 

all constructed for about one thousand dollars by village merchants, 

covered the fifteen acre site. The first fair was a resounding success. as 

evidenced by the gate receipts and the tills of the storekeepers, and no 

one among the fifteen thousand who reportedly attended left with 

anytlling to regret (unless it was the young man of intemperate habits 

whose crossing of the adjacent railroad tracks coincided with the passing 

of a train). The next summer "people from all the country around were on 

hand in their best bib and tucker." Two years later, in the midst of war, 

the directors hesitated, questioning the propriety of public amusements 

during a time of tragedy and gloom, but a plebiscite dispelled their 

scruples and the fair commenced, trimmed to a single day in anticipation 

of the lost receipts of the enlisted mcn.l 
I 

The first notice of a desire to secede from Monroe county came in 

January of 1857, ju~t after the presidential election in which Rochester's 

Democratic majority had so shocked Sweden Republicans, and within a 

month universal support was reported for "a new county with Brockport 

I) On the formation of the B.U.A.S. in September, 1858. see B.R. 3:13, 
tn/59: 3:15. 1/21/59. On the selection and improvement of the si te, 
sec B.R. 3:15, 1/21/59: 3:34, 613/59: 3:44. 8/11/59: 4:1, 10/13/59: 4:50. 
9/20/60: 4:51. 9/27/60. For the quote describing the dress of those 
in attendance, see B.R. 4:52, 10/4/60. On its celebration during Lhe 
Civil War, see 8 .R . 6:50. 9/18/62. On its dissolution and the sale of its 
buildings, sec B.R. 13:1. 10/l/68; 14:13, 12/23/69. 

I 
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for its shi re." The proposed county matched the district of the 

Agricultural Society, which was almost certainly conceived a:; a 

complemenlary scheme.! Had the plan been enacted certain advantages 

would have eccrued to the village. II woulc,t have become home to county 

·employees; and farmers, who were periodically compelled to visit the 

courthouse to register deeds and serve on juries. would take the 
,..._ 

oJ(ortuni ty to secure provisions. This plan took advantage of a rural 

reaction to urban growth, which had caused an alarming shift in political 
I 

power. for political and economic reasons Beach, a Republican. 

emphasized the disagreeable evils of the ci ty and "the many schemes on 

the part of Rochestarians 10 build up and maintain their ci ty at the 

expense of the County." Related moyments were afoot in the rural 

townships of eastern and southern Monrdc:,-county. Al!hough the plans 

eventually died, discussion spu11ered for several years. 
I 

The CrippliPtg Eff~ct of the Railroad 
' 't 

The fair and the new county movement were undertaken as effons 

to keep farmers f(Om shopping in Rochester, a disloyally to which they 

were increasingly prone as the importance of personal credit decreased 

and 'after the railroad had connected Broc-kporl 1~ its metropolitan 

neighbor. Railroads reduced t.he advantage of Brockport's position at the 

inteiSection of the Lake Road and the canal as they • cut across its 

hinterland to the north and south . Produce that had. converged o~ . 

'- Brockport was increa~ngly divened thr~ugh alternate shipping points 

-
I) for the earliest references to the new county movemen\· see 8 R 

lln/56; 1:15. 1{2.3/57: i :20. 2{27/57. 
1:4, 

.. 
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fl& 9 I When the Tonawanda Ra1lroad was constru<;tcd between Rochester and ·Batavia io 1837 11 began to 
capture crafnc that had moved n'onh over roads co canal pons like Brockpon and Alb~on . Afce·r 1844, when 
th1s was JOined with lines chat linked Buffalo and Albany. passenger traffic on the canaf was cuna1led. Th1s 
competit ion s timulated· capitalists 1n the oanal villages 10 extend · the bid · l ockpon and Niagara Falls Railroad 
cue co Rotllescc:r. The last maJOr chs.lenge to the old mercantile geography that had caused goods to 
as':lc:mble along the trunk line o( the canol came io 11!75: when the lake Ontario Shore Rai lroad was· 
(.'0:\Str\JCied CapitjlliSIS In the canal villages attempted tO diven tbe hJlC south so that farmers would 
COnt inue tO travel 10 their StOrtS, .but their effons, were unavailing and a new St ring Of COmpet itive 
marketplaces eme rged co the nonh or the canal ~ ., . 
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like Hamlin and Bergen. The railroad altered the retai l fun ctio n of the 

village as well, since it permitted the centralization of higher order goods 

and services in Rochester. and began to push village retailing down to a 

lower level in the central place hierarchy. One final effec t o f the 

rai lroad was to draw the village away from the canal. Hotels and. later. 

factories moved the half mile south to what had been the village outskirts. 

and ostentatious domestic architecture was arnycd along Lake Road from 

Tbc business district to the depot. With its attendant hotels and saloons. 

the depot wu a stimulating public place. a second cynosure to rival, if not 

outshine. the business district. Heavy, dirty articles like lumber and coal 

still arrived over the canal docks, now a son of bock door or tradesman's 

e ntrance to the village, while visitors. news and mail en te red and 

departed through the depot, which was the new front door. 1 

The Rochester. Lockport and Niagara Falls Railroad was 

incorporated in I 850. and the first train passed through Brockport on 

June 30,. I 852.2 West of Lockport a twenty-three mite branch line. the 

Lockport and Niagara Falls Railroad. had been in existence. at least on 

paper, since I 834. Apparently in operation by I 838, th is provided 

connect ions to Upper Canada and, like the Mohawk and Hudson at the 

Canal's eastern terminus, c irc umvented the delays of lockage. A similar 

branch line, the Tonawanda Railroad, was built from Rochester to Batavia 

and its productive environs in 1837. By 1844 this had been linked to 

railroads that reached west to Buffalo and cast to Albany. 

I) John Stilgoe, Metropolitan Corridor: Railroads and the American Scene, 
(New Haven: Yale University Press. 1983), pp. 193-218: Stilgoe, p. 18. 

2) B.R. 26:41, 7/6/82. 
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It was, presumably, a desire to connect with this newly forged 

concatenation of lines which prompted the directors of the Lockport and 

Niagara f alls Railroad to propose construction of the fifty-four mile 

extension to Rochester in 1844. Inadequate fi nancing delayed initi ation 

of these plans for sh: years, however, and it was only after reorganization 

that construction of the road was begun in 1850. Of the nine member 

board at least four were from Brockport, and E.B. Holmes served as a 

director unti l its incorporation into the New York Central System. Most of 

these board members were also involved in the Lockport and Buffalo 

Railroad, a twenty-five mile line with connections to a terminus on Lake 

Eric. I 

Thi s was, obviously, detrimental to certain aspects of village 

retailing, although it was not without precedent. From its inception the 

village had been served by two or more packet boats with daily service to 

Rochester. The Jenny Lind, namesake of the beloved songstress, was the 

last of these, running "to Rochester in the morning and back at night" 

until the cars came and it was sold to a line not yet vitiated by railroad 

service. Unusual goods and services were purchased from Roc.tcster 

emporia, but the trip by canal took two and a half hours each way, and the 

interval between the II :30 arrival and the 3:30 departure was too hurried 

for unnecessary errands. By train the trip was accomplished in an hour, 

and six or seven trains made the trip daily. 

I) Frank Walker Stevens, The Beginnings of the New York Central 
Railroad, (New York: G.P. Putnam, 1926), pp. 230-237. B.R. 8/31/66: 
14:8, 11/18/69. 
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' With this and other Jines enlarging its market area, Rochester's 

business grew. In 1860 two Rochester newspapers carried their ' first full 

page adds. but it was lower prices rather than larger advertisements 

which lured villagers to city stores. In that anonymous market. credit had 

been withdrawn, and its auendant expenses eli!flioated, while Brockport 

merchants continued to log arrears in their leather bound ledgers. I The 

Brockport depot wu the busiest on the Niagara FaHs line. By 1870 one 

hundred tickets to Rochester were sold ev~ day. "That 's what 's the 

mauer," the newspaper editor wrote in res~onse to the quenes of anxious 

1o;hopkcepers. In 1873 more tickets wer~ . slipped through the window of 

the Brockport .ticket office than io any, located in a · village of equivalent 

size, in America.2 

ln addi t ion to changes in retailing. the railroad .changed the 

village laodseape. This wa\/t striking i'n the case oT lodging ~acilities. 

since. with the exception of a short-lived steam·pqwered excursion boat. 

passengers gladty._j"orsook 1 canal boats in the 1850's. North of the canal 

't 

, bridge on Main Street the. Eastern Hotel and ;h;i- former Canal Paviiion, • 

both artifacts of the packet boat trade. fell into decay.' Although the 
• I 

Eastern Hotel wu enlarged in I ~57. for ·several years the location north of 
' . 

the canal had "not been deemed an eligible one for a hotel ." and 10 1861 

the old hotel, "a large three ' story frame burtding." burned under none too 

I) The quote referring to ·the Jenny Lind ap~rs in 8 R 3:29. 4/29/59. 
The schedule of the daily packets is taken from · The · Watchman, · 
5/4/48, and is reprinted in B.R 18:48, 8127n4. On Rochester credit, 
see B.R.' 11 :36. 6/6/67. · 

2) On the business of tl•e Brockport depot, see B.R.4 52, 10/4/60; 14 46. 
8111no: 16:29. 4/lln2:· 18:4. tOI23n3. · 

I. 
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mysterious c ircumstances. A coopers shop was raised on its site. The old 

Canal Pavilion, operated by Cary and Brainard , had c losed in 1858, when it 

became a bowling saloon. South of the canal the American Hotel 

continued to operate by running a free omnibus to the railroad station in 

1856 and by off~ring to "convey citizens or strangers to Clarkson or any 

part of the county with dispatch." It also diversified its services, opening 

its top floor the Concert Hall, venue of edifying lectures, diverting 

amuscntnts, charitable oyster suppers and bellicose political rallies. The 

American Hotel continued to provide lodgings for another hundred years, 

' but it was proximity to !'!lain Street rather than the canal which ensured 

its survivat.l 

A new cluster of at least four hotels emerged in the vicinity of the 

ra i lroad depot. These "drummers hotels" :-vere built to accommodate 

traveling salesmen, and they served as the s~gthg point for new, more 

aggressive techniques of wholesale marketing. In the 1830's Brockport 

retailers went to New York City, purchased their goods from whol~alcrs. 

and brought them back by boat. By the 1870's the representatives of 

wholesalers were coming to the vi llage. 

T he capacity and speed of freight transport had been increased 

with the use of steamboats, which became a common sight after 1859. The 

I) On the excursion boat, sec B.R. 3:48, 9/8/59; 4:40, 7/12/60. On the 
Eastern Hotel enlargement, B.R 1:50, 9n.5!51; fire, B.R. 5:27, 
4/11/61; replacement, B.R. 5:28, 4/18/61: 5:48. 9/5/61; 8:12. 2n.4/63 . 
(From 1858 until 1861 the Eastern Hotel was called the Butler's 
American Hotel.) On the Canal Pavilion: obituary of its proprietress, 
Caroline Cary, B.R. 17:35, 6/19n3; closing, B.R. 3:2, tOn.2/58; damage 
by fire, B.R. 7:38, 6n.5/63; usc as a bowling alley, B.R. 8:20. 2/18/64: 
11 :25, 3n.l/67. On the American Hotel omnibus and livery, B.R. 1:1 , 
10/17/56. 

r 
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Fig. 9.2. After 1850 the area around the depot began 10 assume many of the functions, and some of the 
character, of the canal docks. In a sense the depot became the front door of the village, while the docks 
became the back door through which heavy, diny commodities like wood and iron entered. Lodgings were 
the first facilities to move from the docks to the depot since the railroad almost immediately captured the 
passenger trade. After 1850 the.. more ostentatious dwellings were built along Main Street between the 
business district and the depot, a significant shift from their old concentration on Stale S treet and Erie 
Street. Presumably this represents their owner's effons to maximize the audience for their architectural 
display of wealth. The depot area seems to have been a symbolic threshold, not wholly in or of the village. 
Frequented by strangers, and occasionally the site of strange activities, it was clearly perceived as a d istinct 
and special place in the landscape. 
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Rochester boat yards turned out some enormous craft , which approached 

a hundred feet in length, but with their deep drafts they were prone to 

ground on the irregular canal bottom, and their modest speed of e ight 

miles per hour paled beside the thiny miles per hour clip of the railroad. 

When steam tug boats were employed they cut only two days from the ten 

day trip that horse drawn craft had made from Buffalo to Troy.l The 

newspaper ridiculed these attempts to revive an obsolete technology, and 

by I 860 it was able to report that "probably nearly as large amount of 

merchandise is received and shipped by railroad as by canal." 

Nevertheless. the Cfnal continued to carry freight in s ignificant 

quantities until at least 1882. when the State removed the tolls. When the 

lower Mississippi was closed by the Confederacy, through traffic from the 

midwestern states surged, and levels remained high for the remainder of 

the economic boom. But traffic was increasingly limited to the weightier 

exports, such as apples and mechanical harvesters, and bulkier imports, 

such as lumber, iron and coal. By 1869. the bulk of the beans and grain 

were moved by raiJ.2 

The canal side was increasingly devoted to lumberyards, coal yards 

and the industrial consumers of iron. Some of the old wheat warehouses 

were moved while others succumbed to gravity and collapsed. The larger 

I ) For the first notice of steam power on the canal, sec B.R. 3:30, 5/6/59. 
On the large steamers. sec B.R. 3:50, 9/22/59; 3:52, 10/6/59; 4:24, 
3/22/60; 5:31, 5/9/61; 6:31, 5/8/62; 4:29, 4/26/60. On the attainment 
of 60 m.p.h. by the tram from Rochester to Brockpon, see 8 .R . 4:6, 
11/17/59 

2) B.R. 5:10, 12/13/60. The note on apples and coal appears in B.R. 14:14, 
12/30/69; 16:10, ll/30n I. Some figures on bean shipments appear 
in B.R. 18:52, 9!24n4. 
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warehouses that took their place, like the three story structure put up by 

Thomas Comes in 1860, included facilities for wheat, but they were also 

prepared to store and ship apples, beans and wool. In d isplacements that 

symbolized the essential changes in the village, Seymour and Morgan tore 

down the "old landmark" of the Walker Warehouse to enlarge their 

harvester factory, and the "agricultural buildings" of S. Goff were 

convened into a set of tenement dwellings. 

The last major blow fiat railroads inOicted on the village came with 

the construction of the Lake Ontario Shore Railroad in 1875. T he road, 
I 

which began at Oswego and boasted connecti.:ms to Boston, reached the 

Genesee River in 1870. Alarmed by the prospect of loosing their nonhem 

hinterland, the canal villages between Rochester and Buffalo sought to -
raise s ubscriptions sufficient to draw the line south. Anxious to 1 prevent 

"a divers ion of the northern trade to Rochester," Brockport m~di'3nts 
encouraged one another to offer the road an inducement greater than 

that offered by the farmers of Hamlin, and !hey sanguinely surveyed a 

route which passed through the village only a few rods north of the 

canal. Euphoric predictions, that " in less than ten years a village should 

be built up solid" between Brockport and Clarkson," mixed with "gloomy 

forebodings concerning the future welfare of Brockport." Ultimate!y 

outbid by their former customers. the village merchants grimly watched 

, 
On the changes in warehouses see, 8.R. 1:1, 10/17/56: 1:20, 2n7/57: 1:42, 

7/31/57. O_n the new warehouses, see 8 .R. 4:20, 2n3/60: 4:44, 
6/9/60. On the warehouses displaced by industrial uses, see 8 . R . 
13:45, 8/5/69; 13:46, 8/12/69. 

I. 
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as the railroad was built some eight miles to the nonh. It reached Hamlin 

in 1875, and the some of the pessimistic predictions were vindicated.! 

Agricultural Change 

from 1823, when the canal opened, until 1855, when the weevil or 

midge made its first local appearance, wheat was the crop "to which the 

farmers were giving their almost exclusive attention." "Western fever" 

had, of course, followed the blight, and the rural districts suffered slight 

depopulation, but most farmers stayed put and diversified. Summer fallow 

• 
was discontinued in favor of fallow crOJ?S. such as beans and heavily 

manured corn, and mixed farming, dairy farming and grazing began 

slowly to displace wheat. After prices had recovered from the panic of 

1857, and the practice of manuring had caused wheat yields to panially 

recouped, merchants were relieved to hear the threat of "going west" 

lapse from the everyday parlance of farmers.2 

Wheat never returned to its former dominance, although winter 

wheat remained the most widely sown crop in Sweden, and throughout 

Monroe County, in 1865 when the loss of labor to the war effon had 

boosted prices to three dollars a bushel. The price abruptly declined from 

this pinnacle, and by 1872 the flood of western wheat had depressed the 

price to ninety cents a bushel, its price at the Brockport market fifty 

I) B.R. 12:43, 70.3/68; 16:22, 2!22n2; 16:25 3/I4n2; 16:27 3!28n2; 16:27 
3!2Sn2: 16:22 4/IIn2: 16:30 4/I8n2: 16:37 6!6n2: 12:48. 8/5n5: 
12:50. 9!9n5. 

2) B.R. 4:32. 7/5/60; 4:46, 8/23/60; 3:13, ln/59; Percy Wells Bidwell and 
John I falconer, History of Agriculture in the Northern United 
States: 1620-1860, (Washington: The Carnegie Institution, 1225). pp. 
333-335. 
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years earlier. The village. which had forwarded 451.000 bushels in 1835, 

was shipping less than a tenth that quantity in 1871. The reduction of its 

hinterland explains pan of this drop, but it is principally due to soil 

exhaustion and blight, which halved yields to seventeen bushels an acre 

(still double the national average), and to western competition. I 

Despite twenty year's decline in wool production for the state as a 

whole, Brockport continued to handle a substantial volume of the 

commodity until 1860, when well over 100.000 pounds were shipped by 

villagt' merchants. Flocks had been driven west from farms in Vermont 

• 
and the Hudson River valley since the 1840's, when the swelling volume 

of western wo61 began 10 depress prices and enhance the relative 

profitability of devoting those pastures to dairy ca11le. In the vicinity of 

Brockpon, and throughout the Genesee Valley, sheep husbandry persisted 

as a complement to wheat. In fact, flocks were enlarged as the problem of 

soil exhaustion grew more acute, and the service of sheep in reducing 

stubble and straw stacks to manure was additionally valued. Despite the 

temporary loss of southern fi bers during the Civil War, wool production 

seems to have declined through the decade of the 1860's, although 

available figures do not allow responsible speculation as to the magnitude 

of this drop.2 

The war necessitated numerous other changes in local agriculture. 

With the loss of southern suppliers the price of subtropical commodities 

I) The figure for 1835 is cited in Hale. p.8. The fi gure for 1871 is given in 
s.R. 15:49, 8!3Jm: t5:5o, 9nnt: 16:4, I0/19nL 

2) B.R. 4:39, 7/5/60; 4:47, 8!30/60; 7:23, 3/12/63; 8:4, 10/29/63; 15:46, 
8/1 On I; Bidwell and Falconer, pp. 416-418; Hedrick, 372, 
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rose. Tobacco was widely sown, particularly in Clarkson where the lake 

delayed frosts. When the supply of preferred Virginia leaf was restored in 

1867 it abruptly disappeared. Flax rose in price as the supply of couon 

dwindled, and by 1863 local production was sufficient to warrant erection 

of a fl ax mill in Brockpon (whether the product was oil or fiber we can 

not be sure). It too do~s not appear to have outlasted the war.l 

Temporary changes were the result of the loss. itself temporary, of 

southern commodities; permanent -changes were hastened by the loss. also 

temporary, of northern labor. By the . spring of 1862 it was noted that 

"farm labor i{ a little scarce on account of the large number of persons 

drawn away by the war1" When hops were harvested that September. 

defi ciencies in the quantity of available young men were filled by female 

proxies. This shortage and the consequent high cost of harvest labor. 

dramatically boosted the sale of reapers, produced in Brockpon since 1848. 

I 
In the countryside it appears to have had an e~ that is seldom 

recognized.2 

Until 1861, wood was the common fuel . By that time much of it was 

supplied by farms that lay some seven or eight miles to the north, in 'i 
Hamlin, near the lake, where se11lement had been retarded by 

exceptionally heavy timber and, a high incijence of malarii'. Suddenly, in 

the summer of 1861, with their workers gone to war, these suppliers 

failed. In the village the steam engine of the sash and blind works, · and 

1) Tobacco production increased immediately. although it must have failed 
to meet the demand as the price continued to rise. See, 8 R 5:48. 
9/5/61; 7:22, 3/5/63; 8:41, 7/14/64; 12:3, 10/17/67. On the flu crop 
and the flu mill, see 8 .R . 7:20, 2/\9/63; 7:24, 3/19/63. 

2) On shortages of fann labor, see 8 R. 6:32, 5/15/62; 6:51, 9/25/62. 

"-

I. 
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that of the pump factory. were idled for want of fuel. With the greatest 

possible celerity their owners adapted the fireboxes to the combustion of . 

coal. The newspaper editor predicted that " the prospective scarcity of 

burning wood will induce many persons to go to burning coal next 

winter." Apparently it did, since coal was by the following October 

reponed as very expensive. 

The high cost of fuel restored the profit margin to the employment 

of woodsmen, even at wanime wages, and firewood was once again 

available, 9ut the price continued to rise. A face cord, which had cost 

fifty cents in 1829, and three dollars in 1860, cost five dollars in 1865 and 

six dollars in 1870. At this price the villagers found it economical to warm 

the village hall with fragments or the benches with which it had been 

furnished. Alarmed by the sudden increase in the price of firewood. the 

village trustees auempted to appoint an inspector of wood, wi th power to 

fix the price and control the quality of wood delivered to the village. They 

were swiftly admonished that interference in the market lay beyond the 

powers granted by the chaner. In I 864, a Rochester company organized 

to supply poorer customers with peat, mined at Pine Hill in Orleans 

county, and possibly elsewhere. The business docs not sec to have 

nourished, however, as it was in the "old peat house" near the harvester 

works on Clark street that Charles McKinley raped a girl, age eleven, in 

1872. I 

I ) On the source of wood, sec 8 .R. 5:15, l/17/61. A history of the scttJcmcnt 
of Hamlin, which went by the name of Union until I 86 I, appears in 
B.R. 21:2, 10/5/76. On the shonage, sec B.R. 5:34, 5/30/61; 5:35, 
6/6/61; 7:4, 10/30/62. On the use or public furniture for fuel. sec 
B.R. 15:28, 4/6!71. On the cffons to establish an inspector of wood, 
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Over the same period the price of coal also rose, from five 10 seven 

dollars a ton. Since the heat of a cord of wood (4'X4'X8') rou~hly equals 

!hat of a too of coal (6.5 million kilogram calories), and !he price of a face 

cord (2'X4'X8') matched that of a ton of coal, the cost of heating by wood 

was approximatcJy double !hat of heating by coat. I When !he price . of coal 

began to declined after 1870, its economy was further enhanced. 

The railroad continued to bum wood cut in the Tonawanda Swamp 

until 1869, but farmers and vill.agers converted to coal. As a c.Qnscquence 

woodl!s became dispensable. In 1868 the newspaper reported that ."many 

of the farmers· bcJicvc that it is more profitable to clear all the timber off 

their land and cultivate it, and then buy coal for fuel. than it is to keep 

timber land for that purpose. The increased coal consumption by farmers 

is very grtat." With this last round of clearing the supply of saw logs to 

the village increased. Subjected to the in~s of lathes and carving 

machines, now- powered by coal, these became the cornices, gewgaws, and 

picket fences of the beautification movement. By 1871. the newspaper 

wryly noted, "reany more loads of coal have this fall been cl'lrried clt into 

the country than there have been loads of wood brought into the village. ' . 
Surely times have c~angcd." P-erhaps as the ,consequence of clearing 

efforts gone awry, numerous local forest fires. coevals of those at Chicago 

and Peshtigo, deforested several hundred acres in· the immediate vicinity 

see B.R. 8:20, 2/18/64. On the harvest of the peat bogs, see B .R 8:42, 
7/21/64: 8:46, 8/18/64: t6:2o 218n2. 

I) This calculation is based on figures in Hans Thirring, Energy. for Man : 
Windmills to Nuclear Powu, Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1958, p. 26. This was the conventional wisdom among New 
York farmers. see Van Wagenen, p. 160. • · 

.. 
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in the summer of I 871. An additional. possible consequence of 

deforestation loi(IS the increase in th~ number of wells reponed a,s going 

dry in late summer.! 

Predictably, the. introduction of coal, the higb price of wheat. and 

later of .beans. and the increased productivity or mecham1MI . farmers, all 

combined to encourage destruciion of the woodlots. The timing of the 

~onversion (as prop:tious, and the ~:.rcumstances' were happier .thatr-lhey. 

might have been, si nce local consumpuon or fir~ wood had, since \_!!.SO or 

so, exceeded the sustail\abte yields of local woodlands If it had· not been 

for the import of coal, local energy· supplies would have been exhausted 

well before the end of the century 2 

Inexpensive coal made ·it 'possible to enlarge fann houses without 

sacrificing comfort. Rural · depopulation, f~ consol idat~on, an 

expansion onto th'e virgin soil of the removed woodlots and' hi&h • 

commodity prices gave the most 'ilreeessfuf farmers the means to 

1 
undenake these dorflesuc . rmprovements. D11ving nonh from ~rockport 

I) On 'the railroad. see' B. R I i :4 i; 1tll/61; 13:47. 8/19/69 On the farmer•. 
see 8 R. t2~r7. 1/23/6~; 16:2 10/.Snt: 16:28; 4/4n2, On !hi: forest 
fires, see 8 R 16:5. I0/26nt 

2) By 1877 BrockpOrt imported seven thousand tons or coli for domes'tic 
use alol)c 8 R. 21:2~. 3!29n7. Thi~ probably, rncl~d~s coal . 
eventually exponed 10 the rural population rn Clarkson ~d 
Sweden. This puts consumpuon at about . onr. ton per· capua. 
Assuming sustainable yields of one ton of wood per 'acre, · ~hicll is. 
typical for unmanaged W'?odiOlS, one and, one h'alf ICrC Of 
woodlind per caprta (10.000 ac,res, or 2.5~ or the .land .t~ J!leso. · . 
towns) would be necessary to maintain · this level of energy 
consumption The towns were •2,S76 acres shon rn 186.S. and ,.the 

~ difference was met by wood cut rn Hamlin,' v.breh bad· a low 
population, and generated ~surplus. For thc; ·_-local area 

- consumption of firev.ood cxceede4 replacement b) somethi!'l on 
the order of one hundred acres 1 year, without includin& indu~trial · 
consumption . 1. 

_,.! , . 
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in 1869, the newspaper editor approvingly noted, "new houses and barns 

have been erected in the modem style, and old ones have been remodeled 

and fitted up as good as new. Old fences have given way to new, and a 

liberal application of paint to buildings and fences have vast ly changed 

and improved them." As a further benefit of this afnucnce, farmers were 

apparently buying more, as signs painted on farmyard fen ces had 

"become an established way of advertising busines~." 

"fence artists" made their living at this tradc.l 

In Brockport two 

As the farmers prospered, their Jives grew ~asier. The newspaper 

editor wrote that "those whose experience in agriculture ceased twenty or 

twenty-five years ago, by going out among the farmers now while they 

are in the midst of their harvests, will be struck by the evidence of how 

much more they are able to accomplish now than then." "It is not 

necessary," he continued, "that farmers and their families should labor as 

hard as they did years ago, and as a rule they do not." It was a sign of 

changing times to sec a farmer riding the harrow. rather than. as of old. 

sparing the horse and "footing it." The uncomfortable chore of bean 

pulling was relegated to German immigrants or temporary labor secured 

in Rochester until a machine was contrived in 1874. The tedious chore of 

bean sorting became a charity for the village poor.2 Work bees. in which 

recreation and productivity had mingled, grew less common, and an 

evening of unmitigated pleasure, with croquet and possibly supper on the 

1) B.R. 13:41, 7/8/69. On fence artists and their works, sec B.R. 15:36, 
6/1/71; 15:39. 6/22171. 

2) B.R . 12:43, 7/23/68; 16:34, 5/16/72. The first usc of a bean pulling 
machine is reponed in B.R. 18:5 1, 9/17/74. 
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recently tidied lawn, became the "new social entertainment" among the 

people of Sweden. Indeed. croquet enjoyed instant eclat, as its frequent 

depict ion in the commissioned farmstead portraits of county histories 

attests. It was "nearly as healthful 11n exercise," the newspaper somewhat 

sarcastically reported, "as sawing wood or mopping noors," and there was 

no question but that it was "much more fashionable. • I 

It was this rural landscape, rid of reminders of destitution and 

squalor, whkh stood behind the images popularized by the county 

histories. It was this landscape that provided the visual metaphor for the 

farmer and his farm as a moral unit.2 Unfortunately the price of c rops 

began to slide in 1873. and by 1874 the farmers of Sweden were 

sufficiently nervous to form a Grange. Addressing this body three years 

later the owner of the town's largest farm, F.P. Root, attributed their 

worsening condition to the weak European market and the expense of 

their greatly elaborated tools. With frequent quotes from Benjamin 

Franklin, Root urged a return to frugality. Farmers might "be obliged to I 

return to old time economy," he said, "and dispense with their luxurics:·3 

Factory Town 

In the 1830's old Pat Draper was a common sight on the streets of 

the village. His occupation. wood sawyer, was announced by the buck saw 

on his shoulder and the permanent stoop of his back. This was so 

I) On croquet, sec B.R. 14:47 .. 8/ISno. 
2) David Rossell. "Tended Images: Verbal and Visual Idolatry of Rural Life 

in America, 1800-1850," New York History 69 (1988): 425-440. 
3) On the formation of the Grange, sec B.R. 18:20 215n4; 18:21 2/12n4. 

The text of Root's address appears in B.R. 21:19, 211n1. 
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pronounced that be could not raise his face when he answered the village 

boys, who. having been assigned the same task, inquired · as to the means 

of· sawing with the greatest ease and efficiency. After explaining the 

purpose of oil and file old Pat would conclude. to the disappointment of his 

audience, ·.that "hard work is not easily d~ne."' 

Thlny years later. standing in Luther Gordon's planing mill, a 

large three story building east of the village, the newsp!pe·r editor -(emarked "there are in 'this room several ingcm~u~ (machine~ dr1ven by 

s team and all of them leaving apparently but lillie '-manual . labor to be 

done." 
I 

That same year, John Smith began to bu1ld h1s fumuure f.actory 

nonb of the canal. This ' was to be powered by a water turb1ne turned by 

canal overspill In the summer, and by a steam engine: in the winter. 

Looking at its jig saws. rip . saws. buzz 

machines, planing machines. lathes, ~s 
siws. ctrcular saws. sanding 

and JOin,ting machines, t~e 

newspaper editor remarked, "very much is accomphshcd' by fewer 

-..J I 
laborers . and gene~lly the: work is a lillie belter done."2 

i • Searching for the. key to the Amencan people: '$ "tenctency toward 

progress, a~d their dmnclination to routine:." a Spanish v1 itor to we · tc:m . . . 
New York mar-Veled 11 the: number of •v'ery. s1mple mechan1sms" wh1ch 

they had devised to save tabor. The farmer. he: concluded . did not work 

s tupidly. but ~thinks and contrives" as he . plows and · c'ultivatet.3· 

Brockport panool tn th1s pervasi~e penchant for mechanical 

·-
I) For the story of old Pat. Draper, sec: 8 R 25 .32. S/S/81. 
2) For the description of the pfanmg m1ll, s.ee 8 R 7:43, 7/30/63 On John 

Smith's furniture factory, see B R. 7:39. 7fl/63: 8/31, 5/5/64; 8:41. 
7/14/64. t5:3 1.-4/27ns :IS:42. 81nn1. · · 

3) Ramort de Ia Sagra. in Stewart, p. 116. 

I. 
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contraptions. from the fantast cobbler Burroughs, who for years 

struggled with the problem of perpetual motion. to A.W. Cary, whose 

award-winning rotary pump sluiced away hillsides in the mining districts 

of Michigan and ealifomia. the village was populated with thinkers and 

contrivers. I 

Tht Har ester Works 

Agricultural implement manufacturing came to dominate the 
I 

village economy between 18SO and 1882. The laborers gathered by these 

factories. whose numbers rose from 113 in 1855 to 691 in 1875, constituted 

a new clientele for village merchants. Although a "great many" of them 

were foreign. and some ponion was dissipatedt they .:...ere welcomed for 

the ten thousand dollar monthly payroll which ~ theirs 10 disburse to . 
village merchants. In an a11empt to console those who looked on these 

strangers with suspicion, the newspaper editor wrote, "every addit,nal 

manufactory, every additional shop that increases the industrial pursuit, 

increases the busine<ss of merchants and must inevitably ·enhance the 

value of boded propeny.~·2 

Although this sort of growth is generally referred to as 

industrialization, it was pan of a larger trend toward speciahzation and 

I the enjoyment of economies of scale which effected a simultan'eous 

deindustrialization . In 1873. for example, an older resident noted that in 

I ) B.R. 25:32, 5/5/81; Hastings. p. 96. The pumps of- A.W. Cary. who cante to 
the viiJage as a tavern keeper in 1832, also enjoyed notable success 
on steam powered fi re engines. 8 .R. I :7. 11/28/56; 6:48. 9/4/62. 

2) B.R. 1:35, 6/12/57. 1 

.. 
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Fig 9.4. The llarvester Works of Seymour and Morgan occupied a pan of the old canal docks east of Main 
Street. Although some merchants continued to ship on the canal . more turned to the railroad. The 
warehouse of A.B. Ramond and Sons' can be seen behind the stores that front Main Street. The 
manufacturers imported Iron. coal and wood on the canql, .and they shipped their product in canal boats . 
Many of the unskilled workers lived in shacks and shanties across the canal from the Harvester Works. .The 
ln,ger Johnson Har¥Cster Company · lay just out o f th is picture to the lower · righ t hand side 
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1826, when the village had three hundred residents, or one tenth of , its 

present population, there were three times as many journeymen, tailors, 

shoe makers, hat makers and other artisans. In 1855, fifty-three women 

and fourteen men, with respective monthly wages of ten and twenty-five 

dollars, sewed coats vests and pantaloons for four merchant tailoring 

firms. Four boot and shoe manufacturers employed twenty-two men and 

five women. Their respective wages: thirty and six dollars a month. The 

local demand for hats and caps was satisfied by two workers, one man and 

one woman, who earned for their labors twenty-five and fourteen dollars · 

respectively. If we add the carriage makers, tanners, sash and shingle 

makers, harness makers, blacksmiths. tinsmiths. and marble workers we 

find that the total e1111>loyment in manuraclUring outside of agricultural 

machinery was 102 men and 53 women. The combined figure of 155 

exceeds the number at the agric1.1llural implement factories. Their gross 

production, figured in dollars, was only slightly below that of the larger 

factories. Most of this1 disappeared over the course of .the next three 

decades.! V 
The first "real" factory in Brockport, which is to say the first 

enterprise to hire laborers in significant nuntbers. was Silas Hardy's 

carriage shop, located on Main Street. and opened in 182,2 In addition to 

supplying local farmers with the mearis to convey their produce to ·the 

village, this maintained the vehicles that carried the through traffic io 

1 )• The figures on laborers are taken from the State Census of 1855 and the 
B.R. 18:53, tO/ln4: 19:49, 2n.ns. They include only the employees 
of the three agricultural implement manufacturers. The estimated 
payroll is taken from tbe B .R. 17:36, 6n.6n3. The notice of the 
decline in artisans appears in B.R. 17:47, 9/lln3. 

> 
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Tonawanda Creek umil the locks were completed at Lockpon in 1825. The 

shops. located on the Lake Road sotpc distance uptown from the business 

district, were purchased by John Smith in 1839. and convened into the 

furniture factory .I 

The second, and ultimately more significant. industry produced 

agricultural implements. first among these was the forge of Backus and 

'(Janson. firs t located south of ~ardy's carriage shop, but moved two years 

later to a site twenty-five rods nonh of the canal on Brockpon Creek. 

which provided "water power for turning their machinery." The men 

were jobbers, rurning wood and metal to order; blacksmiths, producing 

general hardware; and periodic manufacturers, turning out a handful of 

st,tionary threshing machines in the summc~ months. Ha~ing sold fifty 

"-

machines in 1831. they had seventy machine~ on hand In 1832, which 

they proposed to sell for from twenty to fifty dollars apiccc.2 At least 

three threshing machine companies were coeval in the village. but the 

competitors to what was n~alled Balc,h, Webster and Co.. were · · 

ephemeral ope rat ions. 3 
......_, . 

The panncrshtp that owned this oversized flacksmith shop. like 

' those that o~ncd the mercantile houses. pass~d through various 

permutations . ' with various partners buying and selling shares of the . . 
capital; and it would have maintained irs unspectacular career had it not 

1) Hastings. p. 42: Man in, 45-6. 
2) B.F P ., 2:39. 6n.7/32. 
3) Cephas Banleston and E. H. Graves .announced the dissolution of their 

· threshing machine business in March 20, 1832.' At about the same 
time, Cross and Steward advenised for ten good men to work in 
thei r thrashing machine factory. I mile south of the village. 8 F P .·., 
2:25, 3n.tf32. 

I 
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been for a · singular event. In 1844 it oontractcd to built the reaper that 

Cyrus McCormick had patented ten years earlier. Unfortunately. the 

foundry was unequal to the fabrication, and unsatisfied customers 

returned most of the machines. In 1846 the village merchants. William 

Seymour and Thomas Roby, established the Globe Iron Works. which, in 

addition to manufacturing stoves, succeeded in producing one hundred of 

McCormick's machines. These were the first reapers to be mass produced 

in the United States. 

With the death of McCormick's father in 1846, the inventor 

..l!_Cquircd the capital which he had until that point lacked, and with these 

funds in hand he was able to combine with Chicago capitalists and begin 

production in that city in 1850. He left l'lis plans. which were far from 

perfected, with the Globe Iron Works with the understanding that for 

every machine they produced McCormick would received a patent fcc of 

thirty dollars. slightly less than half of the realized profit. Minor 

modifications, drafted by George Barnett, a former employee of 

McCormick who now served as superintendent of the Globe Iron Works, 

sought to evade the patent; but McCormick brought suit a~ainst the 

Brockport manufacturers in 1850. ci ting tl1etr derivation from the 

original design. The lower couns awarded damages to McCormick, but the 

decision was not upheld by the Supreme Coun. which tried the case in 

1853.1 

I) John F. Steward, The Reaper: A History of the Efforts of Those who 
Justly may be said to have made Bread Cheap .. (New York: 
Greenburg, 1931). pp. 138-41. 201-208. 350; Cyrus McCormick. The 
Century of the Reaper. (Boston: Houghton Mifnin . . 1931 ). p. 26. 

I 
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The fine was hardly a deterrent since it reduced by only twenty per 

cent profits that were running to two hundred per cent of the capital 

investment. Although the older furnace, now owned by Ganson and 

Huntley, was larger. the inferiority of its reaper and its diversification 

into less profitable lines of product ion limited annual profits to just less 

than equal the capital investment. Manufacturers of ordinary objects, 

like Chappell. Whiteside and Barnell, which spun off from Seymour and 

' Morgan in 1850 10 make a variety of simple agricultural tools. or Isaac 

Barnes, the carriage maker who filled the vacancy left by Silas Hardy, 

operated with profits in the relatively modest range of twenty-five per 

cent. I 

The reaper manufactory of Seymour. Morgan and Allen was located 

on the canal to facilitate the direct off loading of coal, iron and lumber. 

and the convenient shipment of the finished machines 10 points as distant 

as California and South America. With a capital of just less that fifty 

thousa.nd dollars, the works employed seventy workers. and produced six 

hundred reapers in 1856. The entire operation was rationalized. with a 

casting room. machine shop and wood department set in an orderly 

arrangement around the central engine room. Unlike the village. the 

factory had purchased one of Mr Cary's superior pumps and auached it to 

I) New York State Census, 1855. The capital investment in these industries 
is, of course, an approximation. It is computed by adding the cost of 
the real estate to the cost of the equipment and the annual 
operating costs. This figure falls slightly short of the estimate that 
appears in the B.R. 1:13. l/9/57, but this may very well represent 
growth. 
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their sizeable steam engine Two hundred feet of serviceable hose brought 

the output of this combination to any point in the factory.! 

Ganson and Huntly's mowing machine company was located in a 

two story stone building north of the canal on Brockport Creek. Seventy· 

five employees, retained for ten months of the year, produced annually 

five hundred reaping machines and three hundred mowing auachments 

for Aaron Palmer, whose patented reaper was also produced in Illinois and 

Can:tda. It was a point worthy of comment that all the departments were 
I 

"systematically arranged;" this presaging of later organization of the 

automobile industry reinforced by the four acres o f finished machines 

"on the circus lot."2 

With the improved economy of 1860, sales of Brockport machinery 

in western states rose, and the rate of payment improved. In 1861 

production was reponed as three times the level of th ree years previous. 

Both firms enjoyed substantially increased sales during the war due to the 

labor shortages in western states that resulted from mass enlistment. The 

news from the front was grim, but, the newspaper reponed, "all our 

village manufacturing establishments arc doing a brisk business." By 

1863 output had risen to one thousand reapers annually. and the demand 

for labor was strong. In 1864. Seymour and Morgan manufactured fifteen 

hundred reapers, and to the west the editor of the Lockport Bee "noticed 

the decks of several boats to be covered with the separated parts of 

I) B.R. 1:13. 1/9/57 
2) B.R. 1:30. 4/8/57 
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reaping machines... manufactured at Brockport." for the first time the 

factories continued to produce through the summer months.! 

Demand was not abated by the armistice. In 1866 the editor wrote, 

"the manufacturers arc all busy, which makes money plenty with 

mechanics and laboring men generally." The working day was 

lengthened to thineen hours, and in I 875 a night shift was introduced. 

The scale of manufacturing was enlarged in I 868 when Samuel Johnson, 

formerly of Syracuse, purchased the plant of Ganson and Huntley, and 

relocated his business in Brockpon "because it is an excellent spot to 

conduct their business under a mollerate expense." Jcrhnson enlarged the 

old plant. and after 1870 an increasing ponion of his output was sold in 

Europe. • In I 872 one hundred machines were sent to the wheat frontier of 

Russia, with twelve of these machines, destined for the estate of the Czar, 

adapted to be drawn by camels. By 1877 the Johnson Harvester Company 

was producing four thousand machines annually, while the Morgan 

Harvester Company maintained its output at fifteen hundred machines a 

year.2 

Class 'tlwareness 

Between 1860 and I 870 the population of Brockpon rose from about 

2,000 to 2,829. This augmentation was was almost entirely amibutable to 

the expansion of manufacturing. Many laborers were drawn from the 

1) B.R 5:1, I 1(22/60; 5:18, 2/1/61; 7:12, 12(25/62; 7:24, 3/19/63: 7:51, 
9/24/63; 8:32, 5/12/64: 8:38, 6/23/64: 

2) B.R. 11:1. 10/4/66: I 1:38, 6(20/67: 12:17, 2(20/68; 14:45, 8/4nO: 16:16, 
l/tln2: t9:33. stBns. 
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adjacent farming district, where machines had made them dispensable. 

Others were drawn from Europe. most notably from Ireland and Germany. 

In 1867 Beach noted the "unusually large number of persons from 

abroad... seeking to establish homes here." The village's small population 

of blacks was augmented with new arrivals from the south.l Ethnic 

diversity was new to the village and assimilation was slow. The 

newcomers were segregated into poor neighborhoods, :tnd the Irish and 

Germans were ipsulatcd in their own churches. Blacks suffered 

harassment from those with whom they were in competition for jobs. "It 

is alleged by some of our colored citizens," the editor wrote in 1870, "that 

they can not walk the streets without being insulted because of their race 

and color." Although he censured their antagonists he was some months 

later sadly obliged to record "a disturbance in the cast pan of the village 

nonh of the canal between black folks and white folks, in which blows 

were given and returned. "2 

At the same time that the ethnic complexion of the village was 

diversifying. the income of its residents was growing increasingly 

disparate. E.B. Holmes, Brockway's son-in-law, who made his money in 

canal boats and real estate during the fonies and fifties. died in 1866 

leaving an estate of $325.000, the largest to be probated in the vicinity up 

to that time.3 In that same year the annual income of D.S. Morgan was 

I) At least one Black family is said to have arrived from the South "in a 
dilapidated four wheeled conveyance drawn by an ,aged looking 
pony," B.R. 21:5 1. 9/6/77. 

2) B.R. II: 25, 3/21/67. On Black immigrants to Brockpon after the Civil 
War. see B.R. 14: 36. 6!2no: 15:6, 1 l/3nO: 15:41, 7/6nl. 

3) Holmes obituary appeared in the B.R. 7/31/66. His will is in the Holmes 
papers. 
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$25,445, and in the succeeding year it was $34.436. Morgan was the 

wealthiest man in the village, but his panner, William Seymour, enjoyed 

an equally sudden prosperity, his income climbing from $9,096 in )866 to 

$18,049 in 1867. George Allen, another industrialist, was the only other 

member of this rare 'stratum. Well below this sph,ere were the village 

lawyers, dry goods merchants and bankers, whose incomes of two or three 

thousand dollars a year were roughly equivalen~ to those of the mos t 

prosperous ~rarmers. l 
' ' 

Needless to say, laborers did not enjoy equivalent benefits. In the 
I 

1830's they had earned between sixty-two and seventy-five cents a day. 

By the 1870's their wages ranged between one dollar and Gne dollar and 

fifty cents for an thineen hour day. In other words. the earnings of a 

factory 

income. 

worker were just less than one per cc;nt of Morgan's annual 

The only objections that seem to have t>\Ofl"raised came during 

the panic of 1873, when wages at the harvester works were reduced by 

twenty-five per cent. Two employees. distressed by the cut, drew a pistoJ 

on their manager. Only the employees were fired .2 

Some misgiving • accompanied this increase in financial · disparity . 

' It was remembered. not altogether accurately. that io the past ""society 

was open to all who conducted themselves with propri~ty; there was no 

class society. no aristocracy. for all were equally respected who were 

equally wonhy." The newspaper editor found reason to ask whether 

prosperity had "erected barriers against the familiar social inte rcourse 

~ Citizens with incomes greater than S 1.000 in 1866 and 1867 were listed . 
in B.R. 11 :33 5/16/67; 12:32. 517/68. 

2> s.R. 20:44. 1121n6: 1s:s. t1 / 13n 3: 18:13. 1211sn3. 

I. 
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which begot and maintained a · spirit of kind_!less an~ friendship m· all 

neighborhoods.·. In faCt, · env_r, avarice and ·a growin& distaste · for 

manual labor" were taken to explain why there were, "about rive hundred 

per cent more profeuional men than there ahould be for the &ood o f o~r 
• 

country." And the tc,mptauon of ,speedy afnuence ·explained why ~qu1e1 

c itizens must lock and bolt the'lf doora at -.flight to secure themselves and 

their propeny against the ravaaes of .these men 100 ... l11y to ,;..ork ' r--. 

· Th~ !anu·scripi census lists ei(hty·fo~r · sctf . described ta'4,rcrs in· 
• - 0 

the v11lage m 186S. · Pf~dictably. nearly two th1rd1 of t~em were . Jnsh, and 

all but a handful of the remainina Irish held menial JObs. but the 

rema1nder v.:crc a hctcrogeneou~ lot Blum1n has quc~uoncd wbclher 

villages like Brockport cont·ained an emc:ra•.n& middl~ tla , wh1ch 

followed the pattern_ or' ~he~r· . urban . cou~terpuvnd arew w elr· 

8WQfC:neSS by ~teelnf worker$ U a different l)'Pf' Of J'Cr With ptcuhar 

t~clinat ions 2 The question 1 difficuft-..~to an\twer, r:mcc the coaspiC\o .I\ 

.. 1 
prc~ondera~~c of the lmh piobably_ fum"hed preJUdice wnh a rc.~y -

made cat~gory . Ev_c~ thi~ ·~ difficult to dl!>tem 1n i new)paper whtch .. , . . 
could not afford "' offend ~~~ lmh rcsilcr. . Dtffcrcnal,euon ~oei however 

appear' til ihc treatmentll, in Lhe absc'!cc or ' 'hock, for eumple, when. a 

drunken lnshman drowns In' the canal tlr I embroiled IIi I fi bt 0 h \\IS .· 
' t: • . 0 • • • 

alSO found DCCC\ ary .10 place these. charaCICfllr lO cnlaT e UI)OD .thc,ll 

tllmCS with' lidded information:" the If OC-tupatiob, nCIJhbortloOd Or •!'IIIVC . . . . . .. 
land This ~uucm a ~carer of anon)'~ll). but 11 al~ 5frHd to ~).plain 

"'----- .....:-r 
1)8#? 20.41 1/6{76! 1149 .. 9/S/67, 13:18"1/2gj68 
2) Btumin: 1989. pp: 298·)10. 

.......J , . I. . · . 
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Bro ck port 
1858 

Fig. 9.5. By 1858 hotels had begun to cluster around the depot (a), and the 
hotels on the canal (b) were falling into decay. Huntey and Bowman's 
harvester factory (c) had initially located on Brockpon Creek to take 
advantage of water power. The Globe Iron Works. which became Seymour 
and Morgan, (d) was established after stream power was common, and it 
therefore located on the canal. Both firms employed laborers who lived in 
new neighborhoods at the edge of the village. A sizeable number of these 
houses were shacks valued at less than 300 dollars. Many of their 
occupants were Irish. and they were particularly concentrated in the 
area around North Street (c), Clark Street (f) and Liberty Street (g). 
Workers were also housed in developments like Carpentervillc (h) Berry 
Street (i) and along the canal. 
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and contain the event. "We shall certainly not commend fighting as an 

amusement," the editor wrote, "but that there arc many persons so 

constituted that they had rather fight than engage in what is deemed 

unexceptionable behavior, we believe. • I 

The newspaper made a small trade out of noting amateur fights. and 

the shock of reading about them was apparently pleasurable enough to 

grow quite popular; but the newspaper was always careful to in some way 

disown the miscreants. to note that they were from Rochester, or canal 

men, or laborers. They in no way resembled its subscribers! Whatever 

effect the newspaper treatments may have had, they were paralleled in 

the landscape. 

The first published map of Brockport appeared in 1852 as 

an inset to P.J. Browne's "Map of Monroe County.''2 An enlarged 

and updated version again appeared as an inset when a new 

edition of the Browne map was released in 1858.3 The first 

published map solely devoted to Brockport was the George Stevens 

map, published in 1861 4 Each of these maps was clearly a part of 

the county landownership map vogue that flourished between 

I 850 and 1876. The Stevens map is in fact a landownership map 

executed at an unusually large scale. But, neither practical 

necessity, or the new lithograph technology. entirely explain the 

appearance of these maps. The plan of Brockport was, after all, 

hardly bewildering in its complexity, and for strangers who 

l)B.R. 13:44, 7/29/69. 
2) P.J. Browne, "Map of Monroe County," (Addison, New York: A.G. 

Gillct[c], 1852). 
3) P.J. Browne, "Map of Monroe County," (Philadelphia: Gillct[c], Stone, ct. 

at., 1858). 
4) Gcorgc.Stevens, "Map of Brockport." (New York: Horace Thayer, 1861). 
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wished to locale a particular residence, the village directories, 
. . 

available after /864. were more comprehensive and accurate as a 

guide. Conzen begins to suggest a closer reading of such maps. 

and the county atlases by which · they were folt~wed. when he 

describes them as ~mass marketed novelty ,item{sj purveying 

personal symbols of pioneer pride in agrarian progress and 

Individual ach/. evement ~1 But the symbolism of such mops can 

bt• further analyzed 

From the perspective of iconolo~y. or ~the s.ymbo/ic 

dimension of the act of sending or rece1v1ng a message,· the 

maps were commemorative They announced that in the min<h . /"':-. 
of at least some residents. the village had become the rort of plact 

that deserved ca~:tographic 'represelltatio~ .iLA.r tht . same tl~e 
that

1 
traditionally anonymous individuals were Jayueg claim to the . . 

right to crude portraits and standard1u:d blog_raplties, 

geographical collectives l1/ce counties. towns and villages · insiSted 

on the fitness of. their verbal and 111sual rtpnsentatlon ·In 

printed his(oties, mcps and birds-eye vi4ws It IS difficult tt? 

establtsh the tdentlly ·of th f res1dents whose subscriptions. 

supported the symboliC act of r~entlng tht ,village on a map~ 

but the case of Broclcport provides one possiblt ~lut. • Tht stnKie 

survlvl11g copy of .lh_eJ Sttvttu map ~h1ch han1j 111 the vttlage 

museum, is . on loan [rom a d.esctndent of F P. Root~ tht town's 

' largest ·landowner . at tht time of the mop's publicatiOn . 
, 

These ' !7l9PS represent, and they no ~oubt encouraged, a 

populari~ation of carto-littt:acy, . a.. pecultar style of th1nk1n~ 

about space, at the local or topographical · St'ale J . Earlttr 

published mops were for thl most part small scale state f114Ps : ·and 

they wert evidt.ntly inttndtd 10 dtinci tht .r~iatl~t lo~allon . of . .. . 
I) Michael P. Con len. "The county', Landownen.h•p Map in. America: Its 
commercial development . and ~ocial transformation, 1814-1939: . Imag o 
Mundt 36 (1984). 20. 
2) Harley. p. 279. 
3) Harley, p. 278 . 

\t 
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places, or to serve as aids to route finding. Even here it seems 

that their use was not widespread, since scant mention of map 

consultation is found in the published journals of the literate 

travelers. Unfamiliar territory was more often comprehended 

through periodic verbal exchanges with natives. At the local 

scale the habit of thinking about space in cartographic terms 

seems to have been restricted to surveyors and speculators. In 

the Sweden Town Book the various ear marks were depicted, but 

the road network and the school districts were represented in 

verbal descriptions . 

Harley argues that, despite the "cultural mythology" that 

they represent facts without favor, maps bear a hidden political 

message in their silences and omissions./ Thus, the significance 

of their appearance may exceed their utility as a welcome 

scholarly aid. Although there are no unreasonable effacements 

on the Brockport maps, it is clear that their cartographic 

accuracy obscures a deeper distortion in their representation of 

the community. As maps, they represent adjacent spaces as 

connected places, and they depict boundaries as joints or seams in 

the fabric of the landscape. On the map, propinquity becomes a 

' metaphor for neighborliness, while distance becomes a metaphor 

for difference.2 Distributions in physical space are represented 

as distributions in social space, whatever the actual situation on 

the ground. 

It is possible, therefor, to read maps as distortions of the 

functioning units of society (whose members were, by 1870, only 

sometimes in propinquity), and as representations that obliterate 

the true geography of social distance . The coincidence of their 

I ) J.B. Harley, "Maps, knowledge and power," in The Iconography of 
Landscape, ed. Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Universi ty Press, 1988), pp. 287. 290. 
2) Roland Barthes. "Semiology and the Urban," in The City and the Sign: 

An Introduction to Urban Semiotics, ed. M. Gottdiener and 
Alexandros Ph. Lagopoulos (New York: Columbia University Press. 
1981). p. 92. 
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grtalt!st popularity and the period in which Bender has 

discovered a bifurcation of locality and community is, therefor, 

signijicant.l Viewed obliqutly through the representation of a 

map, places displayed an order and a unity that was increasingly 

belied by events on the ground. This depiction did not, however, 

arrest the social change. lndud, in the argument of Sharpe and 

Wallock, such spatial (diagrammaric) images ultimately 

conu·ibuud to the overthrow of the organic concept of the 

cotmunity that I have claimed they were intended to perpetuate, 

since they changed the image of the village from that of a vital 
' population to that of tt field open to individual action.2 

Housing for workers 

In 1856 a dozen dwellings were raised, bl\t double the number. "of a 

class 10 rent from one hundred to one hundred \and' fifty dollars a year," 
. 

were desired. In 1857 houses with annual rents of seventy five to one 

hundred and twenty five dollars were in "great demand," and by 1159. 

much to the benefit of those who took in boarders. the housing deficit had 

climbed to fifty hottscs. With the doubling of factory output in 1863, 

laborers multiplied. and "despite the building of new houses." Beach 

wrote. "every dwelling is occupied." "The increase of manufacturing in 

this village has drawn here a great many persons. all of wh'om must of 

I) Bender. p. 108. 
2) William Sharpe and Leonard Wallock, "From 'Great Town' to 'Nonplace 

Urban Realm': Reading the Modem City," in Visions of t4tt Modern 
City , cd. William Sharpe and Leonard Walloclc, (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press. 1987), ,pp. 1-50. · 
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necessity live somewhere. And, although many dwelling houses have 

been recently erected, the present supply is inadequate to the demand." 1 

Exercising his usual prejudice against folk forms, Beach pleaded 

"don't build another story and a llalf housc ... as we have in our village at 

the present time just enough of that style of dwellings." The house that 

would suit his taste was of two stories. set two rods back from, rather than 

directly on, the road, with a front yard and a porch. Various vernacular 

solutions • to the housing shortage were attempted. Dislocated farm 

laborers sometimes brought their simple dwellings with them from the 

countryside At least one destitute family inhabited a disused canal boat. 

The most innovative and amusing, of these solutions may have been the 

"mud castle," a sort o f rammed earth structure erected by George Brooks 

near the new gas works on the western fringe of the village. The walls of 

this house, made of earth bound with lime, were impressively 

impenetrable to drafts and noise. They proved less resistant to rain, 

however, and Brooks was not emulatcd.2 

References to ordinary domestic arrangements are sparse, and 

conclusions must be to some extent inferential. 
"-

Initially many of the 

factory workers were housed in shacks. Some of these were made of 

boards. some were framed . Their assessed value was between two and four 

1) For references to the persistent housing shortage sec B.R. I : I, 10/17/56; 
1:21, 3/6/57; 3:24, 3!25/59; 7:25. 3!26/63; 7:51, 9/24/63; 8:5. 11/4/63; 
8:20, 2/18/64. 

2) Beach's criticism of the traditional New England folk design appears in 
B.R. 1:21, 3/6/57. Notices on houses being moved from the country 
appear in B.R. 12:7, 11/14/67; 13:36, 6/3/69. The fan1ily living on a 
canal boat is noted in B.R. 16:24, 3nn2. The mud castle is reported 
in B .R. 4:23. 3/15/60; 7:48, 9/3/63. 
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hundred dollars, and they were frequently inhabited by Irish families of 

five to eight members. Beach printed a rather cheery description of these 

industrial shanty towns in 1859. 

It is a pleasure to chronicle the marks of sobriety, 
thrift and prosperity that characterize a majority of 
the adopted citizens resident in this village and 
immediat~: vicinity. Up beyond the railroad, down 
over the canal and on the outskins of the corporation, 
many of them have purchased small plots of ground 
and erected thereon com fonable dwellings. Many of 
these dwellings arc erected in good taste, and being 
surrounded by well cultivated g31dens, present a --.. 

fthecrful and pleasant appearance. In many instances 
~their lillie homes arc entirely paid for. in many 

others nearly so. It illustrates h.ow, by industry, 
sobriety apd frugality. the heany sons of toil may 
surround themselves and families by the comfons. if 
not the luxuries, of life. It should prove an incentive 
to others of the class named, who dishonor by their 
dissolute habits, and abject poveny both the countries 
of their birth and adoption. ! 

I For many workers these accommodations wVcmporary, and the thrift 

and perseverance of a signifi cant number was demonstrated by, the 

erection. in the 1870's and 1880~. of a a series of plain, but markedly 

superior neigpborhoods. ~ 

Luther Gordon arrived in Brockpon from Rushford in Allegany ' 

County in 1858, and established a large lumber Y,ard and plaining m1ll on 

the side of the canal at the eastern edge of the village. He drew his 

supplies from Allegany County and propeny near 'Saginaw, Michigan. He 

moved the lumber from Allegany County down the Genesee Valley ~anal, a 

feeder which joined the Erie in Rochester, and in order to (acili tate this 

movement he revived the boat .building trade in the village. In 1864 he 

1) B.R. 3:35. 6/9/59. 

I. 

·• 
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purchased a sizeable parcel of land adjacent to his lumber yard from 

Roswell Smith, another lumber merchant, who had begun development of \, 

Spring Street. Here he laid out Gordon Street, the first subdivision in the 

village. I 

Horatio Beach, who established the village's first real estate agency, 

opened his own development in- 1867. He pushed Eric Street beyond Perry 

Street and, like Gordon, opened :t street which bore his own name. Not . ..... 
being a lumber merchant, he did not offer to undenake construction. but 

he did sell lots for two hundred dollars apiece. He c laimed that this 

purchns~ rcnected his confidence in the State Normal School. created out 

of the old Collegiate Institute in 1867. Similar expectations of profits from 

Normal School employees and student boarders prompted the opening of 

Union Avenue (now Kenyon S treet) in 1869. In 1872 the newspaper · editor 

sold a lot on Beach Street to Luciusy. Underhill. a lumberman with a yard 

and a sash and blind factory on the canal in the village's western section. 

Underhi ll opened Eric Street to its present terminu~ and undertook 

construction of several houscs.2 

I) for a shon biography of Gordon, see Peck. vol. 3, p.3. On Gordon's 
lumber yard, sec 8 .R. 6:27, 4/10/62; on his land in Michigan. see 
8 .R . 8:40, 7/4/64; on his connections to Allegany County and his 
line of lumber boats, see 8 .R. I I :37. 6/13/67; 12:39, 6/25/68; 12:52, 
9/24/68; 17:32, 5!29n3: 17:35. 6/19n3. Roswell Smith is noted in 
Manin, p. 18. On the development of Gordon Street. sec 8 .R. 8:29. 
4/21/64; 8:34. 5/26/64 

2) Beach's real estate agency is noted in B.R. 11 :19, 2h /67. On Beach's 
development, sec 8 .R. 11:51 , 9/19/67; 12:27. 4/2/68; 13:17. 1/21/69; 
14:18, 1121no. ' on Kenyon Stree&. see 8 .R. 13:33. 5/13/69: 14:35; 
5!26no; 15:34, 5118n t. On L.T. Underhill, see Peck. vol. 3. p. 224. 
On his Erie Street developments. see 8 .R. 16:36. 5!30n2; 19:9. 
11/26/74. 

\ 
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In 1872, the manufacturer George Allen moved to Kansas. He sold 

his share of the old Globe Iron Works to his partner Dayton Morgan, and 

he sold his fine State Street mansion (later demolished) to his competitor 

Samu~l Jo hnson. Unfortunately for Allen, his arrival in the west 

coincided with the onset of the panic of 1873, and he was obliged to 

return to Brockport with his resources somewhat diminished. As a part of 

this liquidation of his property, Allen sold building lQ_ts on Allen Street, 

just over the village's southern corporate line. Across the Lake Road, now 
\ 

being b).lih up as South Main Street, Humphrey Palmer. who had leased 

Lhe land to the B.U.A.S., was developing Fair Street and South Avenue.! 

Extensive use has been made of the reminiscences of Elisha 

Carpenter. h was his father, Cyril. who undertook development of . more 

modest housing stock on land nort1~ the canal beside the viiJage • cow 

pasture (see chapter 10). Describing this developme!lt, known as 

Carpentervillc, the newspaper • editor wrote. "the selllement is not 

aristQcratic, its residents reptesenting all nation~ and colors.~ 

Carpenterville has not survived, but a good example of the limited means 

of these' residents north of the canal can be seen on Barry and Slaughter 

Streets, presented to the village in 1868. The open land between 

Carpenterville and Slaughter Street, long known as the Circus Lot, and 

long serving as Lhe village cow pasture. was divided int~ building lots by 

itS owner, Edgar Holmes, after he lost his fortune in the Chicago fire . Most 

1) On George Allen. see Peek, vol. 3, p. 15. On the sale of his house, see 8 .R 
17:43. 3n.1n3. On the sale of the Allen Street lots, ·see 15:49, 
8/3lnl; 15:50. 9/ln I. On Humphrey Palmer's developmentS, see 
17:5. 10n.4n2. 

I. 
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of the houses built in this vicinity were small, and the neighborhood was 

r~cognized as poor. By popular reputation its school was ~the most 
. . 

ungovernable in Brockpon: with 114 students who were ~naturally wild, 

disorderly :and uncontrolable. ~ This concentration of the poorest workers 

persisted fo r some t ime. In the 1920's an old resident of the village 

rememb,~red that. unlike the rest of the village. the election disu1ct nonh 

or the canal always went • Democrat. I 

This uncoordinated · and somewb•t haphazard development that 
\._ 

grew up around Brockway's original street plan has left a ,legacy of 
I 

chronit. t raffic problems in the village. The rate ~f village growth, and 

the level of capital investment. did not warrant the development of laq~e 

tracts or the plauing of orderly gri~s. Bombastic boostelism may ha\ e 

been wri11en in the n'wspaper, but the timid projec~ions of ' the 

residential developers has ~!!en a cle•rer message of doubt· in the 

landscape. 

Conc!usjon 
• I 

The industrialiution or Brockpon brought subtle changes• to the 

tempo and the tone or vtllage life. The wrc:nchtng and sometimes violen"t 

cha,nges common to . larger. citie.s were ab~ent, but experience was being··. 

I) On the Carpenter SettJement·, sec Hastinp, pp 42-3; 8 R II S2, · 9n6/61: 
14:48 •. 812Sno. On Barry . and Slaughtet. Streets, sec 8 R 12 38, . . 
6/18/68. On Edgar Holmes, sec 8 R 16:13. 12121nt. 16·23. 2!29n2. 
For notices· on the concentration of "1mall houses~ north of the 
canal, sec 8 R 13:31. 4/29/69: 14:4. 10/21/69. On the north ·distnc1. 
school. sec 8 R 18:39. 4/16n~. On politiC$ ·of the dtsirict, see 
Barbara Kc:win. "Interview with Francis Luskie. July 2. 1986." 

.. 

Seymour Library Oral History ProJeCt . ··. 
I . 

. ' 
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nonetheless reordered as new patterns were stamped into the fabric of 

everyday life. The industrial village ordered its time differently. The 

annual cycle was increasingly detached from the agricultural calendar. 

During harvest time, the editor had reported, "our streets, at mid-day, 

wear a Sabbath appearance." When day labor was farm labor, winter was 

"that time of year when men who live by thei r daily labor. find but 

limited employment, and that at scant wages." Until the canal opened in 

mid April, winter was the season for charity. Indeed, Earle and Hoffman 

have suggested that this period of inactivity and low wages explains the 

early profitability of manufacturing in northern regions dominated by 

wheat. 1 The h'lrvester works inverted this cycle in order to make usc of 

this inexpensive idle labor. Work began in early winter and orders were 

filled before the winter wheat harvest began in mid-summer. As demand 

increased the product ion process invaded this time and removed the 

seasonal variations of working life. This penetration of the "frontier" of 

time is also seen in the introduction of night shifts, an extension of 

productive capacity permitted by the construction of tbc village gas 

works in 1859. 

As time was being made more uniform, it was being divided with 

greater accuracy and precision. In 1831 Sullivan Calvcmo's lessons in 

sacred music began "at early candle lighting;" in 1859 the Epi scopal 

Church changed its evening service to 6:00 P.M. "railroad time." The 

I) Carville Earle and Ronald Hoffman, "The Foundation of the Modem 
Economy: Agriculture and the Cost of Labor in the United States and 
England, 1800-60," American Historical Review 85 ( 1980): 1055-
1096. 
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morning services of all the churches, which had begun with bells being 

rung until the congregation assembled, were brought into conformity at a 

precise time, 10:30 A.M.. by 1861. The transition was not sudden, for 

example the factory whistle of Seymour, Morgan and Allen, which served 

as the village alarm clock, was still synchronized with the sun in 1867, 

placing it twenty minutes before railroad time. But the vi llagers grew 

accustomed to this precision, and missed it when the factory closed in the 

sur mer. After enough trains had been missed solar time was abandoned. 

It was the thrice daily arrival of the mail train, and not the evening 

re turn of the RochesJer packet, that punctuated the day; and unlike those 

canal days. when a merchant could write of "the additional supplies which 

he will received til rhe close of navigation ," goods. persons and 

information arrived in the village at an unregulated rate.l 

As old Pat Draper would have noted, life was more comfortable and 

easier, but just as the technology of the buck say had been inscribed in 

the stoop of his back the technology of the buzz saw was being inscribed 

on the bodies of his successors. The assault on nesh and bone by powered 

s teel intensified after the war; death and dismemberment by buzz saw, 

threshing machine, mower and the deadly wheels of railroad cars made 

bloodshed as frequent in the five years following the war as they had 

been during the war, when the hazards were hostile cannon balls and 

I) For the quotes on the annual cycles of agriculture, sec 8 .R . 3:25, 4/1/59; 
4:46, 8/23/60; 5:10, 12/13/60. The information on church times and 
"railroad time" are drawn from, B.R. 3:34 6/3/59; 4:18. 2/9/60; 5:13, 
1/3/61. On factory time, see B.R. I I :28, 4/ll/67; 13:20, 2/11/69; 15:45, 
S/3n I. The quote from a merchant in the 1830's is taken from 
B.F.P. I :5, 11/3/30. 
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bullets. Mechanized farming was nearly as dangerous as mechanized 

warfare, which was remarkable only because of the concentrat ion of the 

carnage. Canal boatmen had drowned with astonishing frequency and 

ease, as swimming was a rare skill, but their dripping corpse had an 

integrity lacking in the mangled remains of unfortunate brakemen. The 

bridges that spanned the tracks between Brockport and Holley toppled two 

or three a year from their position atop• the cars. They fell and were 

chopped into bits. In the span of a decade accideptal amputations. 

gruesome maaglings and even decapitations had become a part of 

ordinary news.l 

In this chapter I have attempted to illustrate several points 

but have not wholly succeeded. I The reason is that when I 

assembled this material I was fasci~Mta by my subject. That is 

fascinated in the sense of beguiled. In fact I had lost sight 'of my 

opening passage from l'olanyi on the nature of profoundly 

unique subjects and had developed a hearty interest in 'ftearning 

about the village for its own sake. I began to amass trivia with. 

the enthusiasm (but not the structure) of a baseball fan . Without 

recognizing the metamorphosis, I grew into a buff. 

Insofar as this led to a concern for surface appearance and 

a neglect of deeper realities (particular/~ demographics) it seems 

fair to describe the condition as infatuation. The experience IS, of 

course, evanescent, but it is not altogether uninteresting This 

sort of intellectual infatuation is after all a f orm of knowledge 

acquisition, and being a form it must have a structure. First we 

should note the unerring eye for cuu and pathetic images like 

old Pat Draper or the mangled brakemen or S. Goffs a~ricultural 

I) For an account of one such accident, see B.R 15: 15 1/5(71 

\ 
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building's conversion into tenement housing. These images (and 

a host of others) are good e110ugh in themselves, but the criu of 

the matter is that they are used hue in a manner that exploits 

their int fi rasic sentimentality. 

The issue is not sentimentality itself, since this is, I 

suspect, simply a word for unfas.hionable emotions. but the 

verbdl images that lend themselves to sentimental 

interpretations. This sqrt of image manages to bt perfectly 
~ 

concrete , almost tangible, while remaining highly unspecific. 

Take, for example, my quote on the figh t between blacks and 

whites in the village. Very little imagination is required · to 

conjure up an image of the altercation. Meanwhile any number 

of associations come crowding in. unpolictd, but mort or less 

predicted by me. This is because they art the same associations 

that made mt salvage the quote in the first place. The quote itself 

is banal, ambiguous. pkactically empty unless the rtade.r has 

bun educated in tht pro~.rresponses. 
This reliance on conditioned emotional re'sponses explains 

the rapid aging, of ttits that employ sentimental imagery The 

novels of Mary Jane Holmes, for example. w14ich she wrote in 

Brockport through the second half of tilt 19Jh cent!-''1· have 

weaThered very poorly for this very reason. They strike me as 

emyty because I am empty of the responses they require of me 

The structure of intellectual infatuation i:f then identical to the 

structure of romantic infatuation since it is based on a projection , . . 
of . the ideals of one's self (however soc-ialized these may be) onto 

some other that seems for the moment to eft]body these ideals 

However, as I find. on · each ref'tading, these images dre 

promiscuous. receptive to numerous responses. and thus they do 

not invariably cohere. 

-· 
I. • • 

I 

""' 

... 
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Chanter 10 
Cultural Changes 1850-1880 

After mid-century it grows easier to sympathize with the villagers. 

Their expressions grow genial, thei r actions seem legible. their figures 

become familiar. Their appeti te~, pleasures and vices resemble our own. 

If th is past remains what L.P. ' Hartley has charaCterized as a foreign 

country, it is a neighboring country with just enough similarities to 

I 
support our delusion of perfect comprehension.! Our sense of affinity 

with these subjects is deceptive. The new local news that spread over the 

third page of the Brockport Republic after 1857 gives a sense of 

immediacy and intimacy, though its subjects are still distant and 

somewhat st range.2 This chnng~the record, the written image of the 

communi ty, both for its inhabitants and for us. Gossip (hat was verbal, 

c liquish and ephemeral was suddenly printed, publi~ and permanent. 

There is a danger of mistaking this change in the means of 

represe~ tation for a change in the represented . reality. 

Apparent familiarity makes this period a favorite 

dest fnation for what Lowenthal calls "n?stalgia lourists ." The 

natives are amusing without being frightening , and for many 

the world they are imagined to have inhabited is perceived as "a. 
real and vivid alternative" to the stresses and uncertainty of life 

in the present.3 It is difficult to write about a period that has 

been embraced by popular nostalgia. The danger lies in 

overcompensation, historical muckraking , debunking This 

I) Lowenthal, 1985, p. xvi. 
2) On Horatio Beach and his newspaper, see B.R 23:43, 8/ t4n9. 
3) Lowenthal, 1985. pp. 4, 24 

\ 
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reaction to nostalgia simply inverts the original perception by 

making the past something that we are grateful to have escaped 

from. rather than something we should be grateful to escape to. 

I first thought of this chapter as mildly debunking and 

set out to write a set of realistic, sometimes slightly seamy stories 

about certain "events." Reading these stories I came to realize 

that even if I had possessed the material for a scorching exposi I 

would have succumbed to nostalgia. Whatever their content. 

stories satisfy a nostalgic desire for an imaginary form. As 

Hayden White puts it, the urge to narrate "arises out of a desire to 

have real events display the coherence, integrity. fullness and 

closure of an image of life that is and can only be imaginary . .. J 

Each story is an imaginary mega-event, a sort of monster made 

from the sewn-together bits of real events. This is evident in the 

heading to the first chapter, with its two abstract nouns serving 

as imaginary characters. 

Although I have called these events fabrications. we can 

equally well think of them as collective abridgements. Even in 

the present consciousness is possible because we can abridge 

sensations. The past is different only in the severity and the 

finality of its abridgement. The abridgement of village life 

began in the village itself with the editorial judgements of the 

editor. My initial notes were a furlher abridgement. This draft 

takes the reduction farther. The reader's note provides the 

ultimate abridgement. 

In each case meaning is created by the destruction of 

meaning .2 The editor chose to leave the great majority of events 

to the dissolution of time and faulty memory. I passed over the 

bulk of that he chose to record, and I have made use of only a 

portion of my notes. Likewise, the reader will make sense of this 

chapter only by forgetting most of it. 

1) Hayden White. 1980. p. 23. 
2) Kellner, 1989, pp. 33-40. 

J 
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The Military Spirit and iJs Abeyance 

By all accounts routine boredom was the only enemy the mili'ha 

could be trusted to deter. Annual "general training." which convened in a 

field north of the village near Blodgeu's mill. combined the altractions of 

camp meetings. circuses aqd Independence Day, but 11 did lillie to further 

the martial ans. At one such event, perhaps Brockport's, as · the traveler 

reponing it was on tire Ridge Road, it was saic1 that the commands were 
.-. 

posed as requests "for lbere is no C9lllmanding in this land of hbeny.~ l 

Drums were pounded, uniforms -and ~iis with abundant plumage- were 

wor<~. drills were imperfectly executed. It was a chance for local , 

politicians to be splendidly conspicuous; and for local farm folk to be 

splend idly entertained. "The screeching fifes. and ra111ing tenor and 

booming base drums." the drilling banalions, the mounted officers ln 

lbeir "cocked bats, epa~. buckskin , gloves and red sashes.~ comb'ined 

to form a splendid and bean-stirring display. As alternative occastons for 
~ 

political display and ~pular amusement bcc*f'IC more common. bowe"er, ·. 

' the militia fell into decline. It lapsed enurcly between ] ~41 and 1862 2 

Following the stirring celebratiOn or the Forth of July 10 185-7. an 

anempt was made tO perpet~atc the fervor of the awakened patriollsm' by 

forming a fully uniformed military company. It was grallfytng. Lhe 

I) Edward Allen Talbot, Five Yt.ars Rt.sidt.nct. in' tht. Canadils , ' 2 vol. 
(London: Longman et. al., 1824; Toro.nto: Social Science' Research 
Council of Canada. 1968), vol 2. p. 3t6. 

2) On the , local "general trai01ng" see Daniel Preston, 1n Smith and Husted, 
p. IS. See also the letter of Elisha Carpenter tn 8 R '25;32, S/S/81 
On the last mut~er of the militia in Brockport. see 8 R 20 38, \. 
6/1 S/76. 

I . 
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newspaper editor wrote, "to see Brockport up to the times in anything so 

desirable." Three years later, in the months preceding the presidential 

election, the martial note was once again sounded with the organization of 

a local "Wide Awake Ballalion." About one hundred Republicans enrolled 

in this club, and every night of the week they assembled in full dress to 

drill under their commander, Dr. Davis Carpenter, the local congressman 

who was later described as "ultra partisan" in his views. As the election 

approached, the Ballalion was deployed on the village streets in clamorous 

torchlight parades that impressed curb side spec tators with their 

"military proficiency." The hasty formation of a Democrat equivalent, the 

Lillie Giants, atlests to the popularity and efficacy of these processions, as 

docs the mobilization of the village boys, as Rail Splillers and the Douglas 

Guard, on the eve of the election. This vivid pageantry was given a 

s tunning aural compliment by a three thousand pound field piece, dubbed 

Garibaldi, which tfi'e political organizations of the village jointly 

purchased and alternately employed to rouse their constituents and 

enliven their assemblies. The Republicata editor happily, and correctly, 

predicted that this discipline and spirit would out:ive the election season 

as "a fine vi llage military company:! 

I) On the military company that was formed in 1857, see B.R. 1:41, 7{24/57. 
On the formation of the Wide Awake Ballalion, see B.R. 4:45. 8/16/60: 
4:46, 8{23/60; 4:47, 8/30/60. Dr. Davis Carpenter went to Congress in 
1858, his views are described in B.R. 20:46 8/IOn6. On their 
parades, sec B.R. 4:48, 9/6/60; 4:49, 9/13/60; 5:1, 10/11/60. On the 
mobiliution of the boys, sec 8 .R. 5:4, I l/8/60. On the cannon. see 
B.R. 4:36. 6/14/60; 4:37, 6{21/60: 4:37, 6/21/60. For Beach's 
prediction and the notice of its fulfillment. sec B .R. 4:50, 9/20/60: 
5:28. 4/18/61. 

' 

.......... ------------~---
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As issues of politieaJ dispute, the future ,of slavery, and of free _labor 

in the western states, were sufficiently divisive; but t~e dramatic means 

employed to rally and 'sway the citizens succeeded in upseuing a more 

general docility and in provoking a small rupture with free labor at 

home. On Sunday October 7th, following tbe Democratic Meeting 1n the 

Concen · Hall of the! Holmes House, Peter Duffy. a young· Irish blacksml!h 

possessing a notoriously quarrelsome disposition, and George Braman. a 
,....__ 

R~publican of unrecor.ch~d pugnacity, argued and eventually boxed 1n the 

center of Main Street_\ Seeking a more discree1 selling in which 10 

conclude their contesl, t~e combatants, accompanied by a small. inciung 

crowd, retired to the grocery of Hutchinson and Comes on the canal dock 

east of Main Street. Drink, which had not been absent at 1he Democra1ic 

meeting\ was again produced and the ahercation 

warning \oofry scrambled through a window ·to the . 

( 
resumed. W11hout 

meat market that 

occupied the 'ame cellar as the grocery and which, like the grocery • 
.. ~ I 

opened .onto the docks He S8fured a formidable knife and . . retum~ng v1a 

the doors. slashed at Braman. slicing t~e other man's thumb. This ~udden 

aggravation of the cor\test prompted Oscar Nobles •. a :•wenty-Lhree year old 

carpenter. to mtervene. Braman escaped: Nobles was .bludaeoned. The 

yo~ng ca_rpent~r wheeled, wandered absently up the .stone steps 10 Maio 

street, turned onto Waier street and collapsed. · He died that . e'<'enina in ' the 

American Hotel. To aven what may have been. perce1ved as tbe possibilh~ 

of a dangerous inflammauon of the rivalr)' bel ween ·. the Wide Awakes and 

\ 
I 

. ··• 
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the !araely Irish Little Giants, II was deemc4 poliuY 10 announce the 

strona condemnation or. the slay1na by the Cathohc pnest.l 

The new1p1per did not documef\t the verbal elthlnJe, but 11 11 

doubtful that the i>oi~ts were · re.:nirk.ab!e. What . 11 d1d describe, tbe 

unleasbina of l~t·hal emotionJ, was . Poh.tical llltaaonism . blCS ' been 
" .. 

ele1111ed to a d~cerous pitch. ~ The entliu~ta m for ' thnlli •11h 1llusory 

~rill ·:wu elsewhen: .c.~. \ ~• 'lllle can see 10 the. funambuhsm c~a1e o~ 
. . '\.:~:: . / 

18S.9. Shonly dter. the Frenc~ IIJhtropc, • alkcr, Blon<hn. made b1s 
. . 

acclaimed traver•e of th.e Niaia~a Oorgc, t.he Brockpon butch~r, Thoma 

Cornea. suspeodl:d a rope o..,cr the. e"~Dal between .b 1 me.at mark.c:t and the · .. 
Eastern Hotel:· A crowd of several thousand Jllhcred to l*~tch hi~ . 

r' 
'iC,Impct over the • Wire. Throuahout. lleMs:rn Sell . Yort tD the: ummer o( 

18S9 thVed1 play• beCaq~c ~ :maru1 It · wu. 'reponc4 that 'every boy wu 

"wal~ma a. rope where ooe 11 CD ~ fOWid: and in' Rocbwcr 11 kast t•o 

Juvenile acrob111 fracture: ~11car rms 
. . 

quickly as h had arisc:a ~Wb ... n· tt.( Albrori collap ~d undct 

the wctJht of 1 r.ut .~ c'mbly Cif .,-...tatot~,' and ·,;,hteen pc1 s ·~~ 
• • \ f 

drowned. 2 

T.hcsc: .cmoaion1 ~c:n: 'hen an adequate an. :on··thc ·n1 1 of Apn,l 

. 20, . lli6L I v.~~ ·aft~~ I~ out~~ ·Of' em( ~n~ II ro~ ~~r: A~~ · 

of people: : cro .. ded Into . the Co~ en Hall, M'iln ~erect ... , lhrotl~, ha,s . · . . . . 
·. 

1 > On the iuuc of '61avtf)··v,· free labOt. ~ lJ R S.l. 1111160 ·. Oa die · 
mu~r or 'oscal 'oblcs •. KC BIt ·,:1, 10/11160 . Duff) • chMlCd 
~ ~th sccCUid decree- ~anslau:hter : . and be "'"~ . "semen~. to ~Ctl 
years 111 pnSOII. B R 5 2 , 4JJ 61' · . / 

2) On the pcrformiiKe of Mr OOmcsr KC . B.R 3 43, 4/S. , 3 45;·: I ' 9 
. Qa'lhc. ensutn& 1!11~ta, see B.lt 3 .' 6.-' A'S9: 3.47, '9/11S9 Oci the 

lr~}' tn A!biOft, ~e ·B R 3 1, 9n. 159 

... 
\ 

.. 
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were flying, and Garibaldi was crumping in the street. The garbled 

jingoism of the numerous speeches and resolutions was tempered by a 

single remark of E.B. Holmes, who looked out over the sea of ardent faces 

and publicly worried, "these men know nothing about the use of fire 

arms; they do not feel self reliant." Thirty-nine men expressed their 

disagreement by signing a pet ition endorsing the formation of a military 

company. Of these enthusiasts only seventeen elected to join. all of them. 

the editor noted. "men without property who have nothing but their 

persons to defend." "This." he rightly observed, "is wrong." Still, the Glee 

Club was singing the Star Spangled Banner, and "the marching band, with 

its warlike music. s tirred up the multitude to a great degree of 

excitement." The list of volunteers was enlarged to fony-one. 

The passionate assembly, steadily augmented by latecomers from 

the country. eventually exceeding the capacity of the Concert Hall and 

was adjourned to the Presbyterian Church, the largest auditorium in the 

village. "No church has worn a more martial aspect than this one," the 

editor wrote. "Martial drums were beaten by the altar." people were led in 

patriotic songs by the hastily assembled choir, "and upon the altar men 

were enrolled as volunteers to serve their country." E.B. Holmes. 

uncharacteristically aroused, discarded his earlier apprehension and 

offered to color his hair and pass for less than forty -five if the younger 

men hadn't the heart. He was. in fact, fifty-four. "I don't believe he has 

any intention of going," Mary Jane Holmes later confided in a letter, "but 

he works like a Trojan to stir people up" -he and Garibaldi, which was 

booming ferociously just beyond the church door. 
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Led by their Lieutenant, E. P. Fuller, who would later die from 

deprivations suffered at Andersonville prison, "the volunteers were 

marched back to the village hall, and the audience went to their homes." 

The later had subscribed somewhat over five thousand dollars to sustain 

the families of the former, now seventy-seven in number and "composed 

of men embracing nearly all the various occupations -a larger portion 

being men accustomed to hard labor." 1 

Initial enthusiasm was immense. "War is the great, prominent and 

all absorbing topic," the editor wrote, and the demand for nags exceeded 

the supply. The vol unteers were comfortably billeted in the largest 

structure on the fairgrounds, Floral Hall, where they basked in public 

praise and admiration. Women gathered to sew uniforms and kits, which 

they presented to the volunteers in a jubilant and cheerful ceremony. The 

gaiety of the event was blemished only by the "p rofane and brutal 

lan guage of the orderly sergeant." Through exuberance or 

incompetence, both of which were plenttful, the volunteers overloaded 

Garibaldi, and exploded the fieldpi ece during mornil.g drill. 

In the village only half a dozen secessionists publicized th eir 

dissent. One, named Cook, who had the temerity to own such an opinion, 

· was promptly "knocked down and beaten" until he escaped beneath a 

shower of malicious stones and eggs. Secessionists were expelled from 

stores and denied trade. One was beaten by an avid volunteer who was 

heard to say, as he peeled off his coat, "I enlis ted today to lick just such 

I) The first war meeting is described in B.R . 5:29, 4{25/61. See also the 
leiter of M.J. Holmes, which is reproduced in Smith and Husted, p. 
25. 
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fellows as you are, and I'm going to do it." "A person can hardly say what 

they think," Mary Jane Holmes confided in a lcuer. "I can easily 

understand how the people of Paris grew to be such monsters in the 

R~volution. We shall come to it yct."l 

The passion infected boys, who donned the uniforms of the Rail 

Splitters and the Douglas Guard, and marehcd in the streets. To the editor 

this was a sourco of pride. "'The military spirit on the pan of the juveniles 

is very commendable." he wrote, "and should be encouraged. It was truly 

remarked at the patriotic meeting held in this village that the military 

spirit had been allowed to die out, and that the young men had not the self 

reliance that they should possess." After this decline it was gratifying to 

see that "the military spiri t, like the rope walking mania, is catching 

on ... "2 

Thus one northern village rallied for war. • Infatuated by the 

prospect of an adventure, with eventualities unknown to persons of such 

1 
pacific experience, its citizens began rounds of fanciful posturing and 

fabulous play acting. Scant reference was ~adc to the actualities of camp 

life or -combat. Crapehangers were violently silenced. The company was 

put at the center of a fantasy world where their needs became a 

community concern and their act ions beca(Tlc a community fascination . 

CI!Stomary lines of deference were inverted, as young ladies and old men 

'>On enthusiasm, see B .R. 5:29, 4{25/61. On the women, see B.R. 5:30, 
5(2/61; 5:31, 5/9/61 On the soldiers, and the destruction or' 
Garabaldi, see B.R. 5:30, 5{2/61; 5:30, 5!2/61. On the secessionists, 
see B.R . 5:29, 4{25/61; 5:38. 6{21/61. See also ' the letter by Mary Jane 
Holmes op. cit. 

2) B.R. 5:33, 5!23/61; 5:33, 5{23/61 

.. 
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came to call at the the Floral Hall barracks with veneration in thejr voices 

and admiration in th.eir eyes. Customary injunctions against , immoderate 

behavi-or were relaxed, as the din of the drums and war chants became a 

source of pride t!lther than irritation. 

The volunteers were shonly disabused. 

In early May the company was transponed to Camp Washington in 

Elmira.~· Despite . the ponentous · administra~ivc bungling that. aceompanied 

mobilization. riotous good spiri tt persisted. Lacking uq,iforms. · the 

volunteers drilled wearing the capes in which they had, as Wide Awakes 

and Lillie Giants. paraded through the village streets in the days 

preceding the election of the previous fall. Their only earnest protest was 

raised against the rations; which were "not only unpalatable. but most 

unclean. • It was a shame, one wrote, that the~ots should ·be sustained 

on "worse than ' convict's fare. • 

Despite these discontents, iii'-1late A~ril the Brockpon volunteers 

l 
were mustered iltto service as Company K in the 13th Reg•ment of New 

York Volunteers. They took up their first position on Arhrgton Heights. 

across the Potomac River from Georgetown; and one quaner of the men 

immediately succumbed 10 colds, measles and rheumatism. By the end of 

June, advanced to an c'x.posed position at· Ball's. Crossroad, t~osC: who had 

enlisted with their minds full of the romance of the march beg.an to 

perceive that "the soldiers life is one of ha~dship and privation." Y 

r) For leuers describing conditions at Camp Washington. see 8 R 5:31. 
5/9/fsl: 5:32, 5/16/61: ~:33, 5n3/61: 5:34~ .5/30/61. on the•r 
deployment prior to the First Baltic of Bull Run, see 8 R 5:36. 
6/13/61: 5:37, 6n0/61: 5:38. 6n7/61. Some apparently entered 
Captain Smith's Rifle Guarps.· or Company G. 18th Regun~ot. 

" 
.. 
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As the prospect of hostile engagements drew closer, the New York 

regiments remained munitioned with the antiquated muskets issued at 

Elmira. One soldier of Brockport recommended adoption of a more 

appropriate State motto: "Excelsior should be blotted out," he wrote. "and 

Corruption substituted." Rines shortly arrive for both companies "and a 

great many who, a week ago, talked loudly of going home at the expiration 

of the three months. are now willing to stay."l 

Crouched in a woods to the east of Bull Run. "the balls falling hot 

and thick around us," Captain Fuller described his men as "not showing 

the least sign of fear." Their smug assurance of rebel poverty and 

cowardice was corrected on the slopes of Henry Hill. After the battle. 

Lieutenant Fuller wrote, "God forbid that I should ever be compelled to see 

another scene like the one of Sunday last." 

Indeed, as their three month enlistment approached its expiration 

in August. few saw reason that they should. By the first weeks of that 

month one correspondent from Company K reported that " 'Home sweet 

home' has been the sole topic of conversation for the past few days. "2 

These expectations were rudely dashed. The three month volunteers had 

their enlistment involuntarily extended to two years, an arrogation by the 

government in which editor Beach detected "a semblance of injustice." 

This wasn't like the old militia. where the commanders made requests. 

"The men took it hardly," and initially six of the ten companies in the 

1) B.R. 5:38, 6/27/61; 5:41, 7/18/61 
2) On the expectation of returning home by both the 18th and the 13th 

regiment, on Beach's response. and on the brief mutiny in the 13th 
Regiment see B.R. 5:42, 7/25/61; 5:44, 8/8/61; 5:46, 8/22/61 
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regiment resisted. Certain individuals rebelled, among them Charles 

Morgan, a canal boatman of Brockport; but when the Brockport company 

saw the recalcitrant troops exiled to the island of Tortugas, they resigned 

themselves to compliance. 

So much for being volunteers! The second Brockport company, 

which organized only a week after the first, was. by its own constitution," 

an independent ri ne company." Its members elected to remain "entirely 

independent of state and government authorities." The company reserved 

the right to "determine its own actions as to entering into the service of 
• 

the government," and in this determination they resolved "to be governed 

by a will of the majority." The intentions of Company K arc not recorded. 

but it seems probable that they made similar claims to autonomy. The 

involuntary extension of their enlistment had invalidated this claim, and 

demonstrated the indefeasibility of the federal government's claims on its 

citizens, whatever their preferences or inclinations. 

Perhaps the soldiers took some consolation in the fact that they 

were, at least, among friends. This last vestige of the heady days when the 

men were sleeping at the Floral Hall and drilling before familiar eyes was 

erased in the Fall of 1861. Colonel Pickell, commander of the 13th 

regiment, provoked resentment when he replaced the regimental 

minister, a popular Calvinist (possibly of Brockport). with an 

Episcopalian. The objections of the Brockport companies seem to have 

been particularly strenuous as both were, by Pickell's orders, dissolved. 

The Brockport men were distributed among the remaining companies. 

The mutinous rumblings elicited by this action gave way to dejection. 
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From this moment until the war's end, local men fought , and in more lhw 

a few cases died, not as they had desired. as representatives o f a 

community, but as they wcrC< commanded, as individuals in the Grwd 

Army of the Republic, a great, blundering, but ultimately irrepressible. 

bureaucracy of death and destruetil)n. I . 
News of this army's ponderous inefficiencies was cold water on the 

jingoism at home, but the Ciercs: determination revived wt.cn Fort 

Donaldson was captur~d in February: a bonfire o f em{>tY kerosene barrels 
. -

and discarded c r(cs was kiodled on Main Street; chur<;h bells were rung; 
\. 

nags purchased the previous spring were returned to their poles. But the 
I 

government was demanding more than moral supp1 :~.2 

Through the summer of 1862 frequent war meetings sou~ht to 

stimulate dormant patriotism. As t~c newspaper editor wrote, "there is a 

great pressure upon every able bodied man to ·enlist c has no good 

excuse for remaining at ~orne." Throughout western New York dotens of 

new companies were formed, but the numbers were not s.sfficient tO 
...:1 

, 

forestall rumors of a draft. 
I 

It was only postponed. some said. for want of 

sufficient arms. At the same time the militia was revived. with all men 

between eighteen and fony-five under compulsion to join. Commanded 

by Captain . Hobbie. a man whose previous experience wu limited to the 

fabrication of wooden water pjpes. the local company numbered 180 

When they convened t.t the fairground few bore the stipulate!! weapon 

Indeed. as the editor described it. " few possessed .any Other arms than 

, I) Ort the formation of Company I. see 8 R S:30. Sn./61 . On the dissolution. 
· l of companies I & K, see 8 R 6:5, lln/61. 

2) 8.'R-: 6:20. 2/20/62 · 

I. 

, . 
y 
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those provided by nature." In the face of th_!;se unofficial pressures . and 

thes~ official c?mpulsions· some took . advantage of imperfect natal .records 

and obtained re fuge in premature senescence. In the town enrollment 

books the proponion of. men over forty-five seemed to be growing.! 

Escorted by the Martial Band and the village firemen, two 

companies, half of their mem&ers drawn !rom the village. marched up 

Main Street to the railroad station in. August of N162. The dust hid-not 

. I d h ( . d . h . '. ·~ be . sett e w e n t wo new capt aiDs move 1nto t e recru111ng ten! an\: _ gan · 

w ringing out two inor~ companies, one of cavalry the other. ·~nfantry . 

They were aided in thei r effons by bounties offered to recruits at the ume 

of their enlistment. Comb1ning funds contributed by the federal, ~late 

and cou nty governments. the total prem1um was 254 doll,rs: a sum that 

surficed to lure Canadians 'into local compani~s form~ll fall. 2 ·, 

Villagers paid• the national tax, imposed in 1863, Without excess1ve , 

complaint or widespread delinquency. bU{.J few ~:ere willing to accept the 

draft. which came iA the . summer of that year . .' At a senes uf towJ 

meetings held in August of 1863-. i~ was resolved that funds ra1sed, by . the 

' 
town for the suppon of t~ families of drafted men ·.would . be used to 

secure · siibsiitutes, · available in Buffalo for 200 dollars. and in Roctie:.ter 

for 250 to 300' dollars a he'ad. As onr town' official laier wrote "men of 

families and men of business :.hrank from the duties of· a soldier . an.d 

I) On the war meetings. and fea~ of a· draft. sec 8 R 6 44, sn/62, 6 4S: 
8/14/62: 6:48, 9/4/62 On the revtved m11itia, :.ec 8 R 6 31. 6/19/62; 

t · 6:38, 6126/62; 6:48; 9/4/62 On the apparent increase 10 the '45 ·and 
""'- over cohQrt, see 8 R 6:47, 8128/62. . 

, . 
2) The enlistments of the summer Of 1862 an: described 10 8 R 6:47, 

8128/62. ·Bounties and the Canadians who responded to ·them' 'are 
mentioned in ·8 R 6:49, 9/11/62. 

I I. 
--..) 

'. 
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sought for substitutes to represent them in the field." By 1864, when a 

new round of the draft set Sweden's quota at ninety-four men, the cost of 

Canadian substitutes had skyrocketed. Testing the depths of the 

businessmen's pus illanimity, substitutes were asking, and receiving, up to 

two thousand dollars. The local supervisors were relieved to find a jobber 

who promised to fill the town's quota with Canadians for $1,200 a piece. 

The supervisors hoped to fund this with the state bounty, now risen to six 

hundred dollars, and the proceeds raised in a bond issue by the county 

supervisors. In the same autumn local copperheads, whose existence the 

newspaper h:td routinely denied, organized as a McClellan Club with H.J. 

Thomas, the erstwhile banker, as its prcsidcn1. Delays in the 

disbursement of governmen t funds made it necessary for some of 

Sweden's more substantial citizens to secure personal loans, variously 

reponed as $36,000 and $20,000, with which to employ substitutes. This 

bold maneuver, "by which some were terribly frightened ," combined with 

other war expenses to make taxes "enormously large.''! 

Of course the war had another expense, death. One hundred and 

sixty-eight citizens of the town of Sweden fought in the Civil War. Thirty-

five were killed, a mortality rate of two in ten, a fraction above the 

national average. Almost half of these were returned for local burial. 

I) On the national tax, for which the village was assessed $14,000, see B.R . 
7:16, 1/22/63. On the decision to employ substitutes at public 
expense, see 8 .R. 7:45, 8/13/63; 7:46, 8/20/63; 8:48; 9/1/64; 8:51, 
9/22/64. One or the more complete descriptions of this transaction 
appears in the recollections of F.P. Root, 8 .R. 20:46 8!10n6. Partial 
records of these transactions appear in the Town of Sweden Record 
Book, vol. 3, 1837- 1879. On the formation of a McClellan Club, see 
B.R. 8:52 9/29/64. 
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Survivors returned with a new knowledge of horrors. George H Allen, a 

young man of thi rty-four when he advanced on Richmond in June of 

1864, wrote " I have seen human beings torn and mangled in every 

conceivable manner -sights that none but one who had become by 

degrees hardened could gaze upon." I 

Unfonunatcly the newspapers in which the war's end was reported 

have not survived, and it is impossible to recover the expressions of joy or 

relief with which the news was welcomed, but every indication suggests 

that the war left the villagers sick at heart. It temporarily dulled their 

appetite for collective enthusiasm, and it prepared them to turn to the 

. ' pursul! of private pleasures. 

Private Lcjsure and the Pl.;asures of Njl)urc. 

The village continued its support of the Republican pany after the 

war, but the ardor of its residents' political sentiments had clearly abated. 

The cost of the war, in lives and taxes. had vastly exceeded the most 

dolorous predictions, and the people seemed chary of collective 

enthusiasm. Beyond these oven tolls. the war had placed a heavy excise 

on political naivety. The federal government had revealed its abilitt for 

overweening control of the fates and fonuncs of its citizens, and the 

people seem to have recoiled from this presage of future arrogations into 

the private pursuit of pleasure. "Many of our citizens with becoming good 

judgement and good taste arc devoting a portion of their time to 

rccrcat ion aod amusement." the newspape r editor wrote in 1872. 

I ) Allen's quote appears in 8 .R. 26:13, 12/22/8 1. 
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Picnicking, driving, hunting and fishing became pursu its of 

unprecedented popularity.! 

The most striking change was the neglect of the fourth of July. 

Prior' to the war the themes of religion and reform' bad yielded to 

bombastic nationalism. while an increasingly gaudy spectacle of parades. 

speeches and fireworks was enacted to draw potential customers into the 

village. There was nuster of banners and cannons; "a general drumming 

up." and the village streets were thront;ed. Where the processions of the 

---lfO's had walked from the Presbyterian 10 the Baplist Church, the large. 

bois terous, and largely secular procession of the 1850'} passed. from the 

I • 
Concert Hall on Mail\ Street via a circuitous route to the College grouods. 

Where the old procession had contained the Sunday schools of the several 

societies o f the village, the new procession was headed by a band, the 

Committee of Arrangements, the .orator and the individual charged with 

reading tho Declaration of lndependenc~Well back in the line. the . 
village clergy marched just ahead of the fraternal organizations, the 

.J 

working class fire company -both "app~opriately dressed in '1iform and 

' tegalia"- and the mob of unaffiliated ci ti zens. Their orator was a 

clergyman . · t~e Presby terian Reverend Kimball. bitt his nationalistic 

discourse, one hour of spellbinding "eloquence, logic and life-like and 

blood-stirring portraiture" of the forefather's battle for freedom, stands 

in contrast to the . equivalent discourse of Rev. Manly Tooker, delivered 

thirty five years earlier, on the "rare and happy talent" of blending 

"simplicity of s tyle" with "sublimity of thought and grandeur of 

~ I ) Th_e quote appears in 8 R 16.39 6/20n2. 

: 

.. 
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conception." Of these qualities only grandeur seems to have survived, 

particularly in the innovation of a cannon, providing "the full 

inspiration of its patriotic thunder," and the fireworks. for which 

hundreds "filled the streets, windows and housetops." Needless to say. 

"merchants who sold 'eatables and drinkables' had a rush of customers all 

day.• l 

Despite these profits the succeeding celebrations were on a less 

lavish scale. The oration. delivered in the Methodist Church, titled "God 

and America," retained the militant theme, and informal observances 

followed the familiar pattern. About midnight, young men "built a huge 

bonfire on Main Street out of the empty barrels and boxes that have for 

some time encumbered Main Street," and, firing guns, entered the 

Presbyterian Church and set its bell to tolling. In 1860 the secular trend 

continued. Under lowering clouds the church bells were rung very early; 

guns were fired and reveille was played. The procession, headed by the 

Committee of Arrangements, Marshall Bowman astride a charger, and the 

standard wonhics. Next came the orator, Joseph D. Hubbard, with a sheaf 

of "brilliant patriotic thoughts" in his breast pocket; special guests; the 

cannon, named that day ''Garibaldi"; the fire departmcnt,with its recently 

refurbished engine; the musical association, assisted by the Bergen Band; 

and a long tail of miscellaneous citizens on foot. As this last segment was 

large, the procession extended from college street to the canal bridge. 

Main street was festooned with American Flags. While the sky brightened, 

1) On the earlier celebrations, sec B.F.P. , 2:41 , 7/11/32. On the revived 
celebration, sec B.R. 1:36, 6/19/57; 1:39, 7/ 10/1857. 
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Rev. Kimball prayed. J.H. Thomas read the Declaration of Independence; 

the orator, J.D. Hubbard, expounded his "great truths and principles in a 

new and improved form;" and the musical association sang two national 

odes. At about I :00. with the rain resuming, the procession reformed and 

marched to the American Hotel where "several hundred" were served." 

Their meal was described as "a scene of the utmost hilarity. tempered by 

refined and social amenities, and elevated by wit, sentiment and speech." 

It was rolowed by toasts. thirteen regular. and several voluntary . 

Regreuably, a torrential downpour prevented ignition of the fireworks. 
' 

and the day ended. as usual, with the lock-up full of the drunk and 

disorderly, who were detained until morning, but freed without charge. I 

Understandably, the cclcbr:nion languished during the war. Ana it 

was not immediately revived. The Main Street bonfire was tolerated, and 

roisterers did not miss the opportunity for sanctioned revelry, but 

increasing numbers of the citizens left the village on the founh, often to 

picnic at Troutburg on Lake Ontario. Although Albion and RochestCil' 

hosted celebrations, to the tangible en richment of their merchants, 

Brockpon closed down. Interest in an "old fashioned celebration" had 

clearly died. In 1870 the editor wrote: "Of late years the manner of 

observance has degenera~ed somewhat, and horse races, steamboat 

excursions and other like amusements have to a considerable extent been 

substi tuted for the original method of observing the day." The holiday 

1 )B.R. 3:39. 1nt59; 4:39. 7/5/60; 4:40, 7/12/60; 4:40, 7/12/60. 
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remained , "except for the midnight demonstration,, very dull." 

the constable even foiled the plans or the y.Oung pyromaniacs. ' 

In 1875 

During these apalheuc yea.rs, some villagers took the . tratn to 

Al~ion or Rochester for the traditional rites and festivities, bur a &rowing 

number devoted the!. day IQ the pursuit of the private pleas.ure~ of their . 
fumilic~. Increasingly, the famil y took. its ease out of doo~. The picnic '. 

. ' 
wu not under ordinary circumstances pursued in soluuae Reltgious 

socieues rd . Sunday school~ seem to hav~ ':aken unusua~ . . ple'ilur\ ~n 

eating a/ fresco. Famtlies preferred , to swarm ,jn designated polhke the 

grove of fruit tree~ 1-hat surrounded the Ontario H<?u e at Troutt;urg on the 

shore of Lake Ontario. This may have been in part a matter or' . 

convenience. A well had been dug, a house erected for tbo'<~e who' chose 

to cook, and ·sailing boats were · available for hire. Prior to the war there 

bad even been an _excun;~on boat , the 'teamer ~ l..ta/: lmp~ssed by 

the federal govem'mcnt, she WIS tOrpedoed off Of the Florida coast. Quite 
• I . I • 

btyond these Ulllllles. however, thC"plcnic arounds mu~t have been a 
- . ' . . . 'f. 

place in which !certau~ relaxed . behavior was pumiued and certaan 
' . 

infor:mal socIal r.elation~hips '(a~ilitated . Whatever the exact . appeal, 1t . . 
mu I have been popular, .,,nee the: farmer~ Of HanNtn : cleared 1 5C:COnd 

. 
p1cntc ground~ at the mouth of Sandy CreeL. They generou ly offered the 

key tO the house and th~ boat tO anyone Of re ~ctabl~ iappciii~C·t.2 

I } The hol1day is reponed nealected ror the last four-. or five . )UI'S in. 8 .'R 
II 36, 6nt61 Th!t arile )C:Ir it was reponed ~hat 2,000 indt\-lduals 
went to Troutburg Sec:, 8 R.' 7/1 1/67. · A )ear later J :OOO 110tnl. See, · 
8 R 12 41, 7/9/68 The quotes pn the degeneration or· the holiday 
appear 10 8 R 13:40, 7/1/69: 14:40 6130nO: 14:41, 1ftnO.' · 

2) Information on the Ontario lfouse crounds is d~~v.n from ·8 .R. 3:34, . · 
6/3/59; 15:31. 4(J.7nJ ; 17·42. 8/3n3. ~o11ces on the MaiM leaf . . . 

I . I. 

. ' 
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A second aspect of this tum toward the outdoors is app11rent in the 

increased popularity of hunting among those who had no need to 

supplement their diet or to eradicate vermin. Utilitarian hunting is not 

always easi ly distinguished from sportsmanship, but evidence does point 

to an enlargement in the number of recreational hunters. The panther 

shot in the Tonawanda Swamp in 1859 was likely stalked in order to 

terminate its predation on domestic animals. The large eagle, shot on the 

lake shore in that same year was infamous among local shepherds. By 

1871 , however, tbe shooters and the quarry seem to have changed. That 

' hunting had become, at least for some, a pursuit of leisure hours is made 

c lear by its hcbdomidal recurrence. synchronized with the weekly cycle 

o f commerce. Violations of the state game law's prohibition against 

hunting on the Sabbath were reported on the increase. Men and boys 

who could ignore public censure were even observed making their way to 

the village outskirts with a gun on their arm as the church bells were 

ri ng i ng.! 

The centennial fourth was observed with the usual midnight 

cacophony and mid-day parade. The Iauer was distinguished from those 

o f former days by the prominence given to the police squad, which 

headed the procession; the carriage that conveyed the most ancien t 

citizens o f the village, perhaps a reminder of the day's hi s torical 

appear in B.R. 5:39, 7/4/61; 8:28, 4/14/64. Information on the 
Sandy Creek picnic grounds is drawn from B .R. 15:1, 9129nO; 15:41, 
7/6/71. 

I) For lhe notices on the panther and the eagle, sec B.R. 3:32, 5/20/59; 
3:50, 5/22/59. For notices of hunting on the Sabbath, see B.R. 15:42, 
7/13nt; 17:21. 11 /2 1172. 
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significance; and the wagons bearing the manufactured products of 

village industries. The procession moved, as formerly, up Main Street to 

College. where it turned toward the Normal School grounds. Dispensing 

with a benediction, the speeches began. only to be interrupted by a 

downpour which necessitated adjournment to the Normal School chapel. 

Here. as the centerpiece of the observances. the wealthy farmer F.P. Root 

read a protracted local history to an audience that made a visible struggle 

to remain at lentive.l 

If we compare the Independence Day celebrations if 1832. 1857 and 

1876. we find three somewhat different holidays. The earliest celebration 

was exclusive. largely limited to religious reformers and the promotion of 

their causes. The celebration of 1857 was political. and distinctly 

militaristic. The last celebration was distinctive in the absence. or at least 

the subduing, of religious and political themes. ~;J.insky has described 

the various observances of the Centennial fourth as "the last frantic 

effort" of communities "to revive a patriotic holiday that had outlived its 
'1 

usefulness," and this ~laim seems to be fully born out by the experience of 

B ro ckport.2 After almost fourteen years of neglect the holiday had 

reemerged as a celebration of history and industry. retrospects and 

prospects witl1 lillie about them of the overtly doctrinaire. 

I} The Centennial fourth is reported in B.R .• 20:41, 1nn6. Root's 
invaluable history was printed in nine installments, the precise 
references for which will be found elsewhere. 

2) Zelinsky. 1988. p. 73. 
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Modem Churches , 

After mid-century ' the membership rosters of village ch\lrches 

grew. Convens continued to be won through revivals and camp meetings. 

Their contributions to church coffers funded new, more imposing. 

bui ldings _for the Baptists and Methodists. Despite their enlarged 

memberships and their more conspicuous edifices. however, tht: power of 

th~se churche.( wa.s not necessarily in . ascendance. • Religious factionalism 

had broken the monopoly of the onhodox churches, with Frelt Will 

Baptists, Second Advertlists and Free Methodists providing spiritual 

alternatives. Catholicism had arrived · with the reaper industry and the 

railroad in I 348. Eprscopalians, first organized in 1838, had struggled 

until the early 18'50's, but by 1856 they had a church on Main· Street. and 

they were a pan of the religious community. V same ti~e the 

Protestant churches 'begnn to relinquish supervision of conduct ' and · 

spiritual health to the more lenient ilnd for{.ving rule of personal 

conscience. Disciplinary . actions diminished 'precipitously as the 

churches withdrew from adjudic~t~on of their member's secular and 

spiri tu al shortcomings. This . religious fanh remained s\I CficieQtly seraous 

to yield comfon. consolation and a sense of personal direction; but it was 

no longer so serious as to provoke dark doubts ·and m'orbid. obsessio!Js.l 

~ 

The time of worship was regularized 1n 1861, with all. 

denominations but the Catholics conforr!Jing to a 10:30 stan. In the ~aine 

1)-.0n the history- of the Brockpon Episcopalians, see B.ft . 25:41, Sn/8 1. 
Interesting notes on the religious life of a young girl in 
CanandaiguA can be found in Caroline Cowles Richards, Vtllagt Lift 
in Amuica, 1852-1872, (New Y~rlc :. Henry Holt. 1913). 1. 

, . 
. . 
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year the Presbyterians and the Methodists di scontinued their afternoon 

services, which formerly had served as a supplement to the morning's 

sermon. In 1876 F.P. Root recalled the church of the first 

Congregationalists in Sweden. "TO sit in this church" he wrote, "and listen 

to two long sermons on a Sunday, and usually on theology, required a zeal 

and endurance not common in the present day ." "Rc.tigious ly," he 

continued, "men were Cftore zealous, more emotional, more tenacious. more 

sectarian; but whether more Christ-like we will not auempt to say." Zeal , 
was soon so shon as to necessitate abbreviation of the morning message. 

Other sources of discomfon were removed. Those who joined the Baptist 

congregation were no longer obliged to suffer immersion, as had their 

predecessors, in the canal or Blodgeu's mill pond, while the party 

assembled on the bank encouragingly sang "Oh how happy a~..A'Iiose who 

their Savior obey." The ritual ablution was performed in a re,servoir 
.-....) 

constructed beneath the pulpit. Men no longer stood to allo~ ladies access 

to the warm inner seats of the boxes. In 1871 the Presbyterians installed a 

furnace in their church.! 

Religious services were more easily endured not only because o f a 

heightened concern for brevity and physical comfort, but also because 

the message was less ominous. Doctor Maire, "a grand old Scotchman" who 

presided over the Presbyterians from 1845-1847, "used to pound the putpit 

, I ) On the former irregularity of services, sec. 8 .~ . 4:18. 8/11/59. For a 
schedule ' indicating their conformity, sec 8 .R . 5:13, l/3/61. The 
elimination of the IJist of the afternoon services is noted in 8 .R 
6:11 , 12/19/61. The note from which t infer a reduced duration of 
sermons is in 8 .R . 6:36, 6/12/62. The Baptist's new baptismal font is 
described in 8 .R. 4:22, 3/8/60. The previou.s method is described in 
8 R. 25:33 5/12/81. 

.. 

•. 
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when P,reaching the doct rine of election." By I 863 Josep.h Kimball was 

compelled to resign the same post because he was "rather too 'old school' 

in his views. to please the 'Congregat ioltal' ponion of his . society.· 

Ministers were expected to be complimentary. amusing and, within 

reason, edifying . t .B. Fairchild. the Episcopalian pastor. was 

recorcnded by the fact that he. as the t:ditor put it, "excels... in that too 

rare. yet exceedingly imponant faculty. of filling the relig~n of the Bible 

to the everyday business of life." Writing to secure .a· replacement for 

Fairchild in 1857. E. B. Holmes summarized the qualifications that would 

shortly become common: 

"if your friend is a cross. cynical old bachelor. 
that never was afnictecJ wit~he 'lust of the 
eye' etc.. you know the rest, su se. don't for 
the old Harry's sake let him con e -but if, on the 

' contrary. he is a proper nice son of a man. oni 
whom the old ladies and y,oung maidens would 
think suitable, juS'i'-Jtell him that Brockpon is 
just the place for him. • ~ 

I 

A proper nice son of man ·skilled in the ingrattation of old lad tell an~ 
I 

young maidens •was a creature of a rather different stripe from the first 

Presbyterian. Joseph Meyers. who voiced his belief that his congregation 

was "actuated by the; devtl ." I 

Not everyone' welcomed this moderation or religions tone and 

temperament. Disogreement over the "mode of worship and ~rfection 10 

the worldly life" induced B.T. RobertS. the former Methodist minister. 10 

I} The quote on Dr. Maire m in Elisha Carpenter's reminiSGenccs, · 8 R 
25:33, 5/12/81 and Smith and Husted. p.21. The notes on Rev Joseph 
Kimball appear in 8 .R 1:11, 1/29/63; B.R. 13;2, 10/8468. The note oo 

,._,) E. B. Fairchild appears i'o 8 R. 1·6, 11/2'1/56. (E B.?) Holmet to Sidney 
? , 10/30/57. Holmes Papers 

·~ 
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withdraw to the church of the Free Will Baptist in December of 1856. His 

followers. s tyled Nazarites, complained that members of the forsaken 

congregation had endeavored "to throw cold water upon their zeal," an 

unseemly and primitive enthusiasm through which the .Nazarites sought 

re turn "to the purity, practices and modes of early Methodism." The sect 

contained "some of the oldest, most pious members of the church,'' and 

they disavowed the imputation of secessionists, preferring to style 

themselves exiles "driven out by the high handed powers invested in the 

other portion." I 

C.S. Baker, recently appointed to the Methodist pulpit by the Bishop. 

triggered this exodus with an unorthodox presrJJtation of "the old and -senled doct~nes o f the church." This was not, of cou rse, the whole matter, 

as Aaron Palmer, the reaper manufacturer, labored to reveal. There: was. 

he wrote, a Nazarite U~ion, a "secret society" of disaffected Metho.dists lead 

by twelve preachers. and bent on a "secret stratagem,'' all of which was 

revealed in a pamphlet printed by McCreary and Kendall in Brockport . 

The village 

being issued 

remained cent ral to the Nazari te Union, its public 
I 

as the "Brockport Quanerly Conferenc~£solutions." 
• 

manifesto 

and B.T 

Roberts being formally charged with "unchristian and immoral conduct" 

by the Genesee Conference.2 

The Nazaritcs sought return to "the old 'backwoods' style of 

shouting Methodism," and they officially severed their . ties · with the 

I) B.R. 1:10, 12/19/56: 1:11 , 12/26/56: 1:12. 1/2/57 
2) On Baker's investiture. inaugural sermon and the Nazarite reaction, see 

B .R. 1:15, 1/23/57. Aaron Palmer's denunciatibn of the Nazarite 
Union appear in B.R. I ~ 16, 1/30/57; I :17, 1/30/57; I :24, 3/27/57; 1:49, 
9/18/57 . 

·~ 

• 
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Methodists in December of 1858. In liebruary the sect undertook a 

recrui tment campaign through revivals, reported as heavily attended, in 

the Free Will Baptist Church. The following June they sought to funher 

swell the ranks of religious fundamen talism wi th a one week meeting at 

the grounds of the Camp Ground Association, located just over Lhe town 

line in Bergen. O~er one hundred families spent the week camped . in 

tents, and fifteen hundred, many of them admittedly spectators. gathered 

on Sunday.! 

The J-1ethodists struck back. wi th thei r ' own camp meetiltg in 

October. ' With thei r superior financia l resources, they h.ired the 

professional evangelisv J. H. Purdy, who furnished his own pllvilion, a 

gigantic tent with a capacity for several thousand. This was raised in an 

encampment with several smaller tents in a field cast of the Lake Road 

j ust north of ·the village. Eight thousand persons were drawn to the 

pavilion, and "a deep solemnity pervaded the ~e mass of human 

beings." Coincident ' with this revival the annual session of Lhe Genesee • 

Conference convened in the cnormous-...Genesee' Conference Tabernacle. a 
1 

temporary structure. with seating for three thousand. e rected on a lot 

directly behind the Brockport Baptist Church. The business of .the session 

was largely devoted to the condemnation and expulsion of the Nazarite 

I) On the preferences of the Nazarites, see B.R. 3:4, 11/5/58. On theit 
official secession. see B.R. 3:9 12/10/58. On the spring revivals. see 

·~ 
B.R. 3:17, 2/4/59: 3:18. 2/11/59: ' 3:30, 5/6/59. On Lhe summer 
revivals. see B.R. 3:37, 6n.3/59: 3:38, 6/30/59. 

, . 
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ministers, many of whom managed to ventilate their opinions on the 

grounds of the revival just up the road. I 

FoJJowing the schism, the Nazarite sects formed the Free Methodist 

Church. first. in the foJJowing spring, at Albion just to the west. The 

Brockport congregation leased the Free WiJJ Baptist Church on King 

Street. It was the renegade S tockport preacher, B.T. Roberts who founded 

the Free Methodist "holiness" Seminary. now Roberts Wesleyan CoJJege, in 

1867.2 

The d ilision of the Me thodist body was the source of pain and 

lingering acrimony. The Free Methodist had lo5t the church building. 

Some had witnessed its ~onstruction in 1828. and many more had labored 

in succeeding decades to retire the nagging debt that this incurred. They 

had also purchased the Bergen Camp Meeting Grounds. "an area of 

twenty-five acres, aJJ covered by heavy timber, principally beech." In 
I 

the summer of I 86 I they occupied the grounds. raisi~sixty-rivc tents in . 
a circle around the rows of plank benches that centered on the preacher's 

stand. Cooking was done over campfires and. as one visitor reported. all 

"the regular attendants at the camp appeared to be· enjoying the occasion 

very much." For those inclined toward less Spartan living "speculating 

farmers" in the vicini ty offered lodgings and provisions. There were 

rumors that the Methodist, who held title to the land, would seJJ the 

I) Reports of the Methodis t camp appear in 8 .R. 3:39. ?n/59; 3:48. 9/8/59: 
3:51.9/29/59; 3:52. 10/6/59; 4:1. 10/!3/59 

2) The formation of the Albion Free Methodist church is reponed in 8 .R 
4:3 I. 5/10/60. For notices regarding the Brockport Nazarites. see 
B.R. 5:13. 1/3/61: B.R. 6:5. lln/61. for a notice on B.T. Robens and 

' "-. his seminary, sec 8 .R. 12:8. 11/21/67. 

I. 
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campground to evict the schismatics, but tJ1is did not occur. Both shared 

custody of tlle propeny until 1870 when it seems to have been abandoned 

for more distant and populous outdoor convocations I 

Churches grew in this period. Bul whrle the number of church 

members rose, the number of claims made on those members by their 

churches fell. Increasi ngly members insisted . on their right to panicipatc 

in a wider cuhure and to bring the fruit s of their exploration~ back into 

the church. This is di,~ayed in tlle ca reer o f Christmas. an observance 

which fi rst appeared in the village in the 1840's with the establishment of 
I 

the Catholic and Episcopal churches. 

Christmas entered the ch urches through the Sabbath schools. 

where the custom of Christmas trees hung "full of valuable presents for 

the Sunday School teachers and pupils" was found to marked~y enlarged 

attendance. Despite these inro~ds. permitted for the sake o~venile 
evangelism, the day was s low to gather religious s ignificance, and in 1856 

observance remained sufficiently anomalous to necessitate apology for 

the delayed appearance of the vi llage newspaper. postponed. the editor 

explained, "as the printers keep Chris tmas." Within two years, however, 

the ed itor was pcomoting the holiday in a lengthy article, thereafter 

annual, in which the gift selections offered by the principal stores were 

c atalogued and appraised. Pa; ents were also reminded that gratification 

of the material desires of their ofrspring could only strengthen natural 

affection and family allegiance. This was the argument that sold the , 

I ) A descriptRln of the campground in 1861 apJX:ars in B .R. 5:38, 6/27/61. 
Notices of Methodist meetings in later years, 8 .R. 6:36. 6/12/62: 7:25. 
3/26/63. The continued wrangling is noted in B .R. 13:38. 6/17/69. 

·C 

•. 

I. 
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holiday, since Christmas shoppers appeared on Main Street some years 

before Christmas stories appeared in Protestant sermons. 

The most conservative congregation, the Presbyterians. held out 

for some time. They first allempted to push the celebration of 

consumption on to New Years Day with panicipation limited to children, 

but by 1874 Christmas had overcome resistance and entered the adult 

service. It is strange how we have come to deplore the commercialization 

of Christmas since. at least for Protestants. commerce was the harbinger. 

By the 1880's the newspaper reponed "an immense throng of people in 

town maki g Christmas purchases."! 

Frivolous Entertainment 

Although the "true blue" Presbyterian was satirized by early 

commentators as never strayi ng beyond the 8 i b I e and The Seven 

Champions of Christendom. Thomas Cooper remarked that back country 

reading was a strange "intermixture of religion and novels." On the 

pioneer's shelves he found the Assembly Catechism and Watt's P sa I ms 

propped beside Mauhew Gregory Lewis' Monk and August von Kotzebue's 

"stupid plays:·2 The first diversion was one of the earliest Gothic novels, 

sensational tales devoid of didacticism and devoted to the irrational: the 

second, over a dozen of which were translated by Washington Irving's 

I) B.R. 1:11, 12!26/56: 3:11. 12/24/58: BR 3:12,12/31/58. The Presbyterians 
had Christmas Eve services for children by 1860, but the first clear 
indication of a morning adult service in in 8 .R. 18:15, l/tn4. On 
the altitude of older Congregationalists toward Christmas. see 
Caroline Richards, p. 92. The concluding quote is drawn from 8 .R . 
33:15, 12/ 27/88. 

2) XYZ [Johnson Verplanck], p. 45: Thomas Cooper, 1809, in Mau, p. 171. 
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mentor, the New York theater manager William Dunlap, were 

melodramatic, sensational and sentimental. Both characterizations of this 

populat ion's taste in amusements arc probably correct when applied to 

distinctive groups. What we sec over the course of the next sixty or 

seventy years is a progressive blurring of the line that divided those who 

did from those who did not patronize frivolous entertainments. 

When Brockport was first established, the village trustees reserved 

to themselves the right to pass laws "to the prevention of theaters. billiard 

• 
tables, or theat rical or other performances. and the exhibition of wax 

figures, wild animals, mountebanks, and all other shows exhibited by 

common showmen." I Apparently the prerogative was not exercised. As 

early as 1831 a rhinoceros. a tiger, a camel, a leopard, and assorted 

panthers, wolves and monkeys were displayed ncar Wales Coffee House, 

presumably in what is referred to elsewhere as the grovc.2 In August of 

1833. another menagerie brought not only an elephant, polar bear, 

Bengal tiger and white camel, but also a band, a "Mechanical Organ and 

Grand Musical Machine," and, best of all, the "Gmnd Cosmorama." This last 

attraction brought together forty-eight paintings depictin~ "scenes 

which would cost hundreds of dollars to sec by traveling." To give each 

painting not only the dimensions "but the same animating effect as if the 

objects represented were in full being before the eye" each scene was 

viewed through a fixed magnifying glass. There was, apparently. 

t) Hale, p. 13. 
2) B.F.P. 1:43, 6n7/31. The ci rcus was first held beside the canal in a lot 

beside Barnes' wagon shop. 
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considerable demand for this exotic entertainment, as a second zoological 

extravaganza visited the village two weeks later.1 

Significantly, these entertainments might be construed by the most 

generous interpretation as edifying. and this served to di sarm 

conservative c ritics. Hedrick, for example, described the circus as an 

instrument of vernacular education.2 But the line dividing opportunities 

for personal improvement from superfluous fripperies was clear. as were 

this line's transgressors. Writing in her diary in 1857, Caroline Richards, 
• 

a young girl of Canandaigua. confided that her grandmother might have 

let her auend the circus if she had not seen the hand bills. "It was all 

right to look at the creatures God had made," her homilist grandmother 

said, "but she did not think that He ever intended that women should go 

only half dressed and stand up and ride on horses bare back, or jump 

through hoops in the air ... 3 Over the next thirty years Brockport would be 

inundated with stunt men. comics. prestidigitators and humbugs that 

deviated even more wildly from the mark of God's intentions. 

Some entertainers retained the pretense and the titles of educators. 

Doctor E.P. Howland pitched his tent on the Collegiate Institute grounds. in 

1859 and delivered six lectures enlivened by "brilliant experiments." 

Being no less athletic than polymathic, the doctor and his nimble 

assis tants concluded each discourse with a gymnastic exhibition. The 

I) B.F.P. 3:45, 8n/33; 3:48, 8/21/33. The Grand Cosmorama was 
entertainment in the vein of the moving panoramas like John 
Banvard's Mississippi River and the clockwork dioramas like "The 
Burning of Moscow", both of which visited Rochester. Sec. Rositcr 
Johnson, 1928. 

2) Hedrick, p. 211. 
3) Caroline Richards, p. 88. 
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panoramas w~re also, broadly , speaking, educeuonal. Vtllagers and 

flfl!lers gathered in the Concen Hall of the American Hotel in 1860 to 

watoh the moving pageant of John Brown's Harpers Ferry raid spooled 

before their eyes on twenty thousand feet of crudely pai,nted canvas 

·vicarious voyages to the arctic or down the Mississippi River were 

simulated , by the by the same cinematics. Employing a tacuc rev1~ed by 
.. 

Hollywood, one panorama ~uabt to overcome the 
r--

teliaious scruples of 

• potential viewers with an .an\mated ponrait , ~ ~he: P_flgnm's Pro8rtSS 

But many entenaaners. like one who presented I *lauah.ma a as 

entertainr.lent* to "a larae and delighted audience: ~i pensed w!th theliC 

redeeming qualities. The professional ~asoc:hist Manhew Tracy ama~ed 

his audience with an inexplicable abili tX to *run a lcmfe anto any pan of. 

has person within thfee inc~of any pa~acular spot spccal'jed by the 

audience and drink two quans of the hi&J!est ,proof brandy .wuhout 

effect. • I 

The newspaper editor . touted performances, b~ seemed to find them 

more and more frequently sally and disappolnli!'l · · In 18.5..6 he had · Jc:ad 
• I 

tlte formation of the Youna Men's ~lteracy Assoc:11tion, a debauna io<:acty . . ",. 

wh1ch sponsored lectures intended to a sist · the eriou.. youna man io 

I v· 

r 

fitting h1mself *to become a useful membc;r of society." and he had· · · • 

endorsed the creation of ·a complimentar) sub,crtptton' hbr~ry and 

readmg room. Unfonunately lhe lecture l>trie~ was forced to l:ompcte 

·- · .. 

I) Bowland's show is described in B R. 3:37. 6/23/~)9 The various 
pano_nmas are menuonC-lf. 10 B.R. ·4:6, 11/17/.Sl. 4:25. 3n9/60: .S.3. 
10/18/60: 8 lS. 612/64 On the laugh•na· gas entenainment see B R 
7 18, US/63 On the exploits of Manhcw Trai:y, see B R 1:13, 1/9/.57. 

. I. . . . .• 

) 

\ 
I 
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with livelier amusements, suitable speakers proved difficult to engage. 

and the presentations of many who were seemed "admirably adapted to 

please an audience" but they "contained but little instruction" and "few if 

any practical lessons. •I 

With the failure of the Literary Society's lecture series the 

credentials of visiting speakers grew more dubious. George Francis Train, 

the incoherent crusader for hire that William Lloyd Garrison call~d a 

---"crack-brained harlequin and lunatic," came to the village in 1872 as the 

star of "a combined circus. panorama, gymnastics, temperance address. 

pol itical oration , sermon and lesson in mathematic s." Sadly, the ' 

newspaper editor reported that Train had pandered to the lowest instincts 

of his audience as he purveyed "unwholesQm,c truths" which ridiculed 

religion, the political ijarties and society generally, and which suggested 

that wealth was auainable oflly through dishonesty.2 

There is no reason to suppose that villagers took such rantin~s 

seriously. ~ltccpt for the Irish Fenian Society, who honored hts opinions 

on Irish nationalism. :t is doubtful that many sympathized with his views. 

What is important is that increased numbers felt little compunction at 

frittering away time at amusements · that were admiuedly vain. Although / 

resistance remained, some were even prepared to patronize traveling 

theatrical troupes. As the editor wrote. in I 869, "theatrical performances 

I 

I) On the Young Men's Literary Association, sec 8 R. 1:6. I 1/21/56: 1:10, 
12/19/56. Library' B.R. 3:22, 3/II/S9. Notice of the failure of the 
lecture series 8. ~ . 15:7 11/IOno. . 

2) Notices on Train's lecture are drawn from 8 .R. 15:25, 3/14n2; 16:27, 
3!28n2. Garrison's epithet is quoted in J.C. Furnas, The Americans 
It Social History of tht United States, 1587-1914. (New Yorlc: G.P. 
Putnam. 1969}, p. 642. 

J. 
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~re somethioa new · for our\ cii,r.ens. and ·are v1ewed 1n vanous aspects 
0 v 

from dirfereot standpoints.· But he endorsed the 1ncreasinaly liberal 
'I 

outlook on such .mauers stnce. u he tolerantly wrote, · •all can not. be 
•' 

con!Semned because pan are bad .•l 

~rdjd Bcbay1or 

. · · (_ . The villaae newspaP:er prov1.ded, Jnd prov1des, a 'c'Omfniintary on 

I. 

l~al · life. that wu, ·and is, quite ,olniously edued Some events ,of hmHcd 
I 

· sian~ncanc:e arc emphasa1cd while o~he.rs arc •anqrcd or \u~prc\Scd 

Much of wb11 . 11 conuans reprcscnls an e~crcue ' 10 collec~tve. and 

individual flatt(ry. Thu, II ··~ I· 
I sourc:~ that must be .. approached Wllb 

circumspection. . At the b_c.an of th!s C:IUIIOD is the kDOwled e that 
. I 

chanJc;s in the new paper are often' changei an .the staodards or local 

repre enti\ion rather l.ban ~hanges 

pcn1'"' pamcularl) to · the repo~s 
_in the locah~y uself. Th1 ~ caimon 

of tfhcn behavlo.r, wh1cb, a;row n;orc 

numerous aDd !und after I 60 Whet,bcr such bcha1110r was •n fa t more 

frequent, or w~eth_er i_he rupon 1b1l~t) for retauoa theK IOCide.nt! had 

'snJtply 'shtf!~ from verbal sosstp to wrH!CD JOYmahun is. of course. bdd . 

. 0-
to e~tt.bh~h . 

ScttiDJ thiS question of' treads .astde. we _mus: ' apprectate the 
I . 

,_new paper·, iocn:ucd auco.tion to lbc comedy o.f the hfe !l · de$Cnbed We 
. . 

lc'll'll of a fa~er wbo bas pahcndr awaned has w1fe's ·annuli vas11 to ber 

mother. aad who theft 111t'-es ~"f.c wath lbe sen;aot aarl and strcs a 
. I 

'. 
I 
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bastard. We learn of another farmer who had come undone after various 

reverses, and who leaves his plow standing in the field, walks into the 

woods, squeezes into the orifice of a hollow log and brings an end to his 

suffering. These are not funny events, they arc, however, human events, 

events recognizable to anyone who has baulcd the urge to ravish a young 

girl or to crawl into a hole and die. It is easier to like these people with 

their foibles and crimes because they make fewer demands on our 

admiration. Curiously. this new auention to the seamy side of village 

so~iety breaths some badly needed life into our image of village women, a 

group we have suspected of being somewhat more heterogeneous and 

fall iblc than their limited representation allows. 

We hear for the first time of bibulous women. "A woman from the 

country was drunk on our streets last week," the editor wrote in 1870. "Is 

this the progress," he asked, "of 'women's rights'?" Beach had endorsed 

women's suffrage ten years earlier. Was this the other side of liberty? 

What was one to make of the Excelsor Saloon, opened on Main Street in 

1858 with separate entrances for "ladies and gentlemen who wish to 

partake of the luxuries of'\ the season." Given the mixed company. it was 

earnestly pledged "that good order and decorum shall be maintained at all 

times." I'm afraid that all village women were not sheltered by similar 

assu rances . l 

Women were beaten and women were raped. Thomas Wright. an 

Irish boatman dwelling in a "shanty" on the canal in the western part of 

I) The quote on the woman from the country is from B .R. 14:50, 9/8/70. 
Beach's endorsement of the vote for womrn appears in B .R. 4:51, 
9/27/60. The Excelsor is advertised in B.R. 3:1. 10/15/58. 

\ 
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the village, beat his wife Mariah, threw her out of the house, slammed the 

door, and went to bed. Mariah, discovered by her Irish neighbors "illy 

clad and... suffering from brutal treatment," died shortly after, a tragedy 

for which Thomas, who was found snoring in his bed, spent two years at 

Auburn Prison. A divorce was necessitated by a husband's brutality: "a 

very unpleasant affair," the newspaper reported, "and the subject of 

much talk." In general the penalty for beating one's wife was a fine of 

five dollars, the same imposed for public intoxication or smoking in the 

courtroom. I 

In 1872 the newspaper reported the rape of an eleven year old girl 
\ 

in the old peat house on Clark Street. For this "revolting" crime which, i1 

said, "seems daily on the increase." the perpetrator received a six month 

sentence in the work house. Mrs Connor. the victim in the infamous 

Brockport Rape Case. was incarcerated for over a year as. "witness against 

persons 'eed with an outrage on her JJerson." A married woman, her 

defilement had come at the han~s of young Seeley. who initially escaped 

and was later exonerated. His young accomplice, Michael McKeon. was 

convicted of the lesser ot rime ~f assault and auempted rape. McKeon was 

no sooner behind bars than Nicholas 'Stock was brought to trial for the 

seduction of Margaret Norton, and convicted by the young woman's 

testimony of "the higher crime of rape. " Jane Haggard, an English 

woman traveling on the canal, charged the captain of the packet with 

I) The death of Mariah Wright is reponed in 8 R I :24, 3/27/57; I :25, 
4/8/57. The divorce is reponed in B.R. 14:12. 12/16/69: On the fine 
for wife beating. see B.R. 15:7, 11/I'Ono. 

.- \ 
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rape; but the charge was dismissed, Miss Haggard's character being "of 

the most questionable kind." I 

The poorer a woman was the greater her chance of suffering 

violent sexual assault. Sometimes these same women drank. cursed. 

brawled in public and indulged in illicit intimacies, all of which were 

taken to reduce the culpability of their assailants. They were suspected as 

prostitutes. This last character, the "common prostitute," is also brought 

into view by the newspaper of the late 1850's. Some of these. like Ellen 

Fuller and Eliza Ann tlarp. seem to have been villagers. since they 

reappeared. boozing and brawling on the canal docks. when their three 

month sentence had been served. Others. like Lavinia Mackintosh. arc 

acknowledged transients, drifters through a grim and brutal life on the 

canal. 2 

There are other stories -the amateur abortionis t who killed his 

wife, the old married gentleman whose bastard son was born to a terrified 

young Irish girl in her father's shack beside the canal- but one grows 

numb after too many intimations of the squalor and drab banality of 

much that was ordinary in village life.3 

I) The young girl's rape is reponed in B.R. 16:20, 2/8n2: 16:21. 2/15n2. 
The Brockpon rape case is reponed in B.R. 1:6. 11/21/56; 1: 15, 
l/23/57: I :30. 4/8/57. Additional cases are reponed in B.R. I: 19. 
2/20/57; I :41. 7/24/57. 

2) Early repons of prostitution appear in B.R. 3:1. 10/15/58; 3:28. 4/22/59: 
4:37. 6/21/60; 5:34, 5130/61. 

3) The unsuccessful abonion is reported in B.R. 6: 17, 1/30/62. Frances 
Johnson's case appears in B.R. 5:35. 6/6/61. 

' 
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Several geographers have auempted to apply the terms 

and concepts of phenomenology to the idea of place, with writers 

such as Relph and Tuan tending to stand out because of the ready 

comprehensibility of their writing./ Although the meaning of 

this literature is notoriously elusive, and one suspects some of the 

authors of using the phenomenology label as a subjectivistic 

hunting licence, a bftslc unity exists in the ruognition of 

Heidegger's notiOn of the "existential state" of human "Being-in

th e-world .·~ This has been useful for criticism of the l-am

camera epistemology of positivism, b,ut it has not yielded (and can 

not, perhaps, yield) a vigorous methodological a.fternative.J 

Geographers writing In this vein are. in at least one sense. 

neo-Kantian . When used among geogP"aphers this label can 

signify ~ither a concern with description and except~o(lalism or 

an interest in "the structuring- activity of the thinking subject," 

a hough the rwo strains are i~creasingly interrwined.4· This text 

embodies both strains,. It is, to a significant degree tf not 

entirely, descriptive. and it contains a running commemary on 

the structuring ac~vity of its author In this · chapter the 

descriptive quality of the text is particularly pronounced because 

I felt that these stories mi{ht further what Entril:in described as 

"the narrative-like qualities that give struciure to our auemptS to 

capture the particular connections berween people ?Jnd places.· 

There are. however, shortcomings in thts venture which suggest 

pro'blems with Entrikin's claim that "the process of emplotment 

has ~ome similarities in function to the CtJncept of value 

I) E. C. Relph, Place and P/acelessness. (London: Pion, 19.76); Yi-fu Tuan, 
Topophilia : a $tudy of environmental perception, attitudes and values , 
(Englewood Cliffs. N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1974 ). 
2) Manin Heidegger. Being ·and Time, (London: S.M.C. Press. 1962). pp. 79-
86. - . 

3) James Bird, The Changing Worlds of Geography, (Oxford : Clarendon 
Press, 1989). p. 80. 1. 

4) R.J. Johnston ,et. al. (eds.), 1986, pp. 240-241. 

.. 
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relevance in neo-K antian argument.r concern1ng Idiographic 

concept formation •I Places art not experitt~ced as narrativtt, 

nor, as the phtnomendlogut.r maintain, are thty upenenced 

simply as _lht selllngi for narratives 

In Kant's words, •rhe classification of perctpuons 

·according to . concepts IS tire logical cJassification, that accordlnt 

to time and , spact !he. physical c!assi(i.ca!ioll •2 Each of these 

formsr-4/ classification can also be understood ' as a form of 

cof_ehensJ~'n , as an act of graspi11g togtlhtr: thin.gS l~at art, 

1101 necessarily sun together J · .4ccord/ntt ' to Rlcoeur, tilt 

physical comprdaension o/ time assumt1 1he structure of a plot 

Plots convey tht ;,.eaning of llmt, '~~>hlch othtrwut rtSISts drrtct . . . 
dtscription Ric"'~' quotes .4ugustine as saying of . tame , •1 !now · . . . 
well enough what it [llltlt/ Is, provldtd tlwt nobody asks . me: but If 

I am asktd wltaJ 1t '' and try ro' t~pla/tt , I am baff!td -4 Tltls 

bajfltmenl IS plulosophital aporia. a !tnst of b~lng at a · loss as to 

whtre • 10 ~ or wluJJ I f! ·say Thu aport a IS o~trcomt wuh a 

plot , which ;mbt>dltS tht abstraCIIOti. of llmt Ill COIICftlt tlltnU , 

and which dictatts tht llmlls ' of lnetptiQtt and cottciMSIOII 

Wlta1 thtn of space? U~td w~ btgln to fill the abstraci1on 

Willa COnC;tlt atUJ moreo'itr, • human COntent , alltmpiS at 

dtsi:rtption also pro11olt pJu!osoplucal .oporu: .S E,IJtn /urn•shtd 

· with namablt lttms, tpact prtstnts, a t on"JJdrum of ·dtscnpiton 

Tht question is ilor how far bad ont MM11 go !II a succtuu"' of 

events. but rather whert in a ·configuration, at 'Mih!Cit of tltt 

. ' 
I) Entrikin, lq$9, pp. I , I:Z 

2) Oe9rge Ki~. ·ed .4 Sourct' Book '" .Ctography. (C&Mbridle. Mus : : 
HarvaJd .Una'llermy ~e • 19,78). p. 399. 

3) PAul Ricoeur. T1mt and .Varrauu, vol . I, ti'IJU. KaU!Ieeo ~icLa.uplua 
· and David· Pellauer (Ouca&o: Uni~enity "" Chlta&o Pres • 19&4}. p 

1.59: . . . I . · 
4 ) Ricoeur. p. x1 . . · ·. 
5 ) RD. ~~k. ~e Spats•l Sepvausi Theme m Geo&rapb) ; £ co11omr c , 

•Gtotraphy .50 (1974) 1-19. 

(... , 

.. 
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coeval points, should one begin. 1 A start can be made toward the 

imposition of order with identification of a center, a territory , 

and an outer boundary, but this diagrammatic concept would 

seem to require a relatively high degree of spatial abstraction 

derived from a knowledge of maps. In order to arrive at a 

description of the mode of comprehension which transforms 

space into a human place we might construct an analogue of 

Ricoeur's description of the relation of time and narrative. As 

Ricoeur puts it, ~time becomes human to the extent that it is 

articulated through a narrative mode, and narrative attains its 

full meaning 

existence . ff2 

to the extent 

when it becomes a condition of temporal 

Space, we can tentatively propose, becomes human 

that it is articulated through the mode of place, and 

place attains its full meaning when it becomes a condition of 

spatial existence. 

As a condition of spatial existence the center of a place is 

the locus of public action. For a western family this can be a 

table, a hearth or a television. For an academic department it can 

be a coffee machine, a bank of mailboxes or a lunch table. For a 

settlement it can be a plaza, a square or a street. In Barrhes' 

words, "the center is the gathering place.'' it is Hthe place of our 

meeting with the other . .. 3 If tile center is the gathering place, 

then the edge consists of places of retreat: bedrooms. offices, 

houses , or other sites of relative or absolute solitude.4 The 

internal movement of a place is not, as with an event, a 

progression from start to finish; it is a succession of advances 

into the public center and retreats into the multiple havens of 

the private fringe . Collectively these migrations form a pulse of 

I ) H.C. Darby, "The Problem of Geographical Description,'' Transactions of 
the Institute of British Geographers 30 (1962): 1-14. 

2) Ricocur, p. 52. 
3) Banhes, 198 1, p. 96. 
4) Leonard Lutwack, The Role of Place in Literature, (Syracuse: Syracuse 

University Press, 1984), p. 45. 
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convergence and dlsJ}ersal, a ceaseless shuttle driven by the 

rapidity with which most persons satiate their gregarious and 

hermitic appetites. 

If, as Ricoeur (following Aristotle) claims, plot is the 

mimesis of an action , what form of writing provides a mimesis of 

this perpltual advance and retreat, of this endless convergence 

and dispersal? Lutwack suggests .its essential difference from 

plot when he writes that -attitudes toward earth as the place of 

man's habitation are ambivalent and not progressive'. - I Macho'r 

has described the inscription of this very ambivalence in the 

landscape itstlf. The landscapt"'f'eformers of the second half of 

the nineteenth century sought to unite the symbolic innocence 

of a pristine landscape and the symbolic sophistication of an 

improved landscape into an ambivalent symbol of "urban 

pastoralism." This, he claims, constructed a "moral geography" 

which synthesized urbanity and rusticity into a stationary 

resolution of "the personal conflict between self fulfillment and 

group Iden tification. •2 

With itl~count of the initial enthusiasm for the ,Civil 

War, this chapter provides one image ~f a rush towa'rd a public 

center and group identification. With its accounts of the 

privatization of leisure and mora~ responsibility. It _Provides 

images of retreat to a private fringe and self fulfillment . Thus it 

may be said in a purely formal sense to ref/«1 what I take to be 

the essential structure of the experience of place. As an ·act of 

comprehension it is, however, a bundle of narratives which seem 

to embody time rather than space, duration rather than 

dimension . The reason that Brockport seems to have a plot Is thiJt 

these stories describe public (in other words publicized) events 

In spatial terms they describe events' that occurred ~t some sort 

I) Lut wale, p. 18. 
2) James L. Machor. Pas1oral Cities: Urban Ideals and the Symbolic 

Landscape of America. (Madison: The University of Wiscon~in 
Press. 1987), p. 18. \ 

I, 
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of center. They de not capture the full dimensionality of the 

place, however, since a multitude of private, unpublicized .., evtntJ 
; \ I 

have beeji situated not on the m'argin, as they ~re in a place)rbut 

. beyond the margin, as they are In a norrative ·Once again. It is 

clear that Entrikin's "narrtwve·like qualities" qf place emerge 

only after radical and systematic excision. ~ plot IS a remnant 

that has survlv~d prolonged forgittlnJ 

• ·.·c 
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Vmage Beautification: 1860-1880 

The landscape tastes of the late 19th ccn&ury left an indellible mark 

on many o f the villages of upstate New York. Indeed, for many 

indiv idual~ an image of the village of I 880 provides a benchmark from 

which to gauge the error of later deviations. This image is, obviously, 

highly. selective. since it omits thr objectionable features that have been 

removed, and, being now so firmly associated with tradition. it is seldom 

recognized as the product of a conscious effort to appear up·to date. In 

Brockport during this period two of the three principal downtown 

churc~les were built; the facades of the commercial buildings received 

their ornamental encrustations; the great houses. executed in picturesque 

styles, were built, or rebuilt over older bases; working yards became 

ornamental lawns; and the; streets were cleared of rubbish anp cows. With 

its introduction of the ~\IC I idea of artistry to the older notions of 

dwelling, this change conforms to the transition between what J . B. 

Jackson termed "landscape one" and "landscap~ two." I Three features of 

the transformation. all described by Jackson. arc of particular 

importance. 

The village was, increasingly, an object to be viewed, both for 

pleasure and as a text. Its visible form was a message signifying 

something about its inhabitan&s, both collectively and as individuals. In 

I 870, the newspaper editor commended his readers. 

I) J.B. Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape, ( New Haven: Y.alc 
University Press. 1984). pp. 147-157. 
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•The recent excellent taste exhibitef! by many 
of our citizens in fining up dwelling's and stores 
so as to make them ornamental and auractive. 
shows that there is a growi'lg spirit of 
improvement among the people - a desire to 
keep apace with neighboring • villages 
characterit.ed \)y progress" 

But their effons were not. in the editor's eye. entirely successful. One 

year later he wrote: 

•This village.' as cqncerns its public 
Improvements. may prope¥fy be ranked about 
half way be.~ween the unchangeable customs 
prevalent half a century ago. and the vim and 
enterprise that characterize the oew villages in 
the far West. We are not. as a people. very 
.s trongly wedded to the past; yet we have not 
that sp1rit of progress which induces us to 
accept well tried and JUdicious improvements .... 
Wbat we need is a break:ini loose froni habits 
and customs that should have become obsolete:. 
and the ant•cipation of a better clrder of thinas 
Progress. enterprise and pubhc: spirit should be . (r- the: public's mono. • 

The vifiage would be taken. after all . as "a business communuy · -a go-

ahead community." where the employment of obsolete technology wa~ 

derided as "old fogyish." and the retention of outdated practices was 

ridiculed as "old fogyism. • I 

r 
Secondly. the villag: began to be constructed with an eye toward 

permao~ce. or at least the appearance of permanence. "While Brockpon . 
IS a beautiful village. and possesses a superior class of people, v.e do not • 

think it is /iRisf'~d." the newspaper editor ·~rote, ))is emphasis no doulit 

intended to h1ghlight~ the double meaning or the word. Public· 

I) The two extended quotes are . drawn from 8 R 1~ ;49 9/lnO; IS ; 18 · 
1{26/71 The charac:tcriutioo of 'Brockpon as a go-ahead 
community" is drawn from 8 R I .6. 11{21/56. 

•. ·. 
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\ improvements that emulated those found io Rochester were presented ' as 
\ 

··C 

·-

proof of the continued economic vitality or the village, but these same 

Improvements expressed a contradictory message of settling dow11.l 

One of the improvements which Beach 'insisted upon before: the 

village could be considued as fini~hed was adequate , fire proteet1on. 
\ f 

have argued that the abtence of a reliable fin: company was an aspect of • 

the village 'in its unfinished phase. and thus, ~ one miaht hive predicted. ' 
.• . 

the formati on Of ID effiCient fire COmpany, equipped Wllh I Steam 

powered pump, may · be taken as a sign that Ma1n St reet wh -nn!shed.ll 

This occurred 10 1871. followina ··lhe last of the old style fires. Early 

On 'he ft!Omin& Of Jan~ary ,12th a kerosene lamp Cllploded io tbe JTOCcry . . 
of Isaac Davis. a three story frame ' building 'on the .. north silie of . Market 

'Street. It spread to his house. i.6medi~tely adjacent. before ~e grocer, 

could give the alarm. Tbc" near incineration of his wife .,;d ·/daughter add 

weiJht to Da~is' ea:planauon of the fire·~ 'accidental ongin. . Drheri b) a . . 
wind <!Ut ' of the northwest the names ad\~nced eastward throuah a sc:ncs 

Of frame • tores, their . pr6greU Only . sliJhtly ~larded by I heavy blanket 

or snow. Due to Its r'e'putatipn fo'r unrel iability the fire engine. Conqner~)f .. . . . . . 
If. w_u tardily dcplo,Yed. · Althouah . u· pro ... ed unexJ)C':tedly cff,cac•ous, •ts 

performance IUS brief. :rbe· well from ,.b1cb water was be1ng dra;,.n ran · 
1 . .· 

dry and t"c mac~ine's vahu wh~r~ · irreparably cloJted . wllh a 5udd.cn 

induction of ~lu~ge. 
.. . . 

,lis lilt appurance . and · short servtee permmed the 

. -
destruction ' of· sneral . b!Jildinas. the old Methodist Church ~w a 

millinery shop and sto-..c store, among tbcm. . .... Tbe bnclt walls of tbc 

·. 
\ 

\ 
1 
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church, and the s low burning timbers of its heavy frame checked the 

eastward progress of the blaze, but it leapt to the north side of Market 

Street, consumed some small s tores. and threatened the Getty House. a 

hotel which stood on the comer. 

Fire fighting was. in accord with past custom. chaotic. It fell to the 

conscientious postmist ress, Mrs Baker. to rescue the mail from the post 

office, which occupied a store j ust west of that ignited by Davis' faulty 

lamp. Find ing her keys inoperative, Baker broke out a window, climbed 

through the jagged aperture, badly cutting her face in passage, and 

rescued the endangered mail. The town clerk was not as successful in his 

efforts to re trieve the town records from his desk in the Richards store. 

where he worked as a clerk. Clearing the office of the Temperance Times. 

a prohibitionis t paper run by some of the village women, rescuers 

actuated by panic (or perhaps, since some were liquor vendors, malice) 

dumped the trays of type into coal scuttles and pails. As usual. furniture 

was saved from the fire only to smash on the s treet below the window 

from which it was thrown. Looters exploited the confusion. and a number 

of loafing drunks who gathered in the pale January morning light to 

watch the excitement got into fights, the s ites of their battles later marked 

by bloodstains in the snow. "Owing to the lack of a 'boss' nearly enough 

wind was expended, giving and countermanding orders," the newspaper 

editor admi11ed, to have blown the fi re out. 

The blaze was finally brought under control by by a steam pumper 

dispatched, from Rochester by train. This arrived about three hours after 

the explosion. Two months later a new Silsby Steamer was tested in the 
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vi!lage. This proved "success ful in every panicular," and, breaking with 

their long habit of pars imony, villagers voted by an overwhelming 

majorily to purchase the machine. In an unprecedenled display of public 

spirit merchants and manufacturers subsidized the formation of fire 

companies. bringing to a close a long era of negligence and ensuring the 

persistence of most of the commercial structures that had been buill by 

the prospe rity that followed the Civil War.l 

Finally, the landscape began to be divided into spaces that were 

devoted to special, well defined functions. This of course parallels similar 

changes in factory and house design, where the segmentation of tasks 

brought about a segmentation of spaces. But there is a di fference. The 

novel definition of spaces within the village was not intended simply to 

expedite the now of the productive processe~ that took place there, it was 

intended Vcope with lhe social, cultural and environmental stresses that 

accompanied limited industr ialization. 

Much of this reorganiza~on was voluntary. and some of it was 

unintentional. but a s ignificant part w~ played by the vi llage trustees. 

The actions of the early trustees arc not known, the records prior to 1855 

having been lost , it is widely believed, to fire. 2 Nevertheless, it is 

reasonable to presume that their powers to write and · enforce ordinances. 

I ) The rcpon of the Market Street fire appears in B .R. 21:17 l/18n7. The
1 purchase of the steam pumper. names the · E. B. Huntley for its 

patron. the village manufacturer, sec B.R. 21:19, 2/ln7; 2 1:24. 
3/8n7. Numerous notices describe the formatio n of the new fire 
companies, of which there were soor;~ three, a number that ensures 
that a spirit of competition would stimulate their exenions in 
fighting fires. 

2) I believe that some of these records may be entombed in the 
cornerstone of the Baptist church . 
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and to r~se revenue, were quiie restricted. 
"\ I 

· In 1852 the \dianer was 

revised. but this in31rument di4 not grant the powers to tu and line that 

the Republicans. who swept into power 1n 1859, deemed necessary to run 

. the village. Th~ Republicans succuded in revisin& the ' chan.er in 1864. 

enlarging their power to raise taxes, and in adopting a new chaner, 

outlined by ~e State Legislature an II! Oenera.l Act for the . lncQrporation 

. . --
or Villa.:;es (April 20, 1872) .. 1!1(1872 I . 

Aft;r the rint elec t~n:. under the new chaner. the trustees 

executed their business w'ith - , . hitheno )Jnknown degree Of • .c~lerily.-

Some were heard to mutter that their actions were peremptory. They 

pressed forward with a program of -moral refo~ .. .- and attempted to close 

busine$.$eS on Sunday · One dissenting board m"ember was ied r;o compare 

his colleagues ~e three tai~ors of Hooley Stree~ wlto resolved they .... ere 

the people of England. Effective ~estdction~ were placed on publi.c 
~l I , 

grazing; dis~sal 1n the streets of t~e contents of stye~ .. pnvies. · ~nd ho~ 

pens; pubhc 'bonfires (except 011 the founh or July); -toui1 halooiOg.- ho.m ·. 

' blowang and other disturbances ·on Sunday and after dark, and dayhght 

bathing !" .the ca~ii.Z 

1) Some· information- about the .early vil!a&e trustees in .recorded· 1n B ,R 
19.20 2111n5 Chauncy Wb1te ' wu the . first "Republican Towo 
Supervi or, B R. 3 21, 3/4/59 The · s~ccp <?( the village cbaner 
elections by a Republican Ticltet appear~ in B.R 3:26, 4/8/59 .. 
Complaints (and some infoanation) about the cban.er of April 9, 
1852. appear in 8 R 8:20:· 2/18/64. The' rcvi:.io~s of)864 arc 
reponed in 8 R 8 34, 5n.6164 The particulars or the chancr of 
1872 arc reponed in B·R '16:32, 512172: 16·36. snon2. 

2) rhe rcwl~ of the fjrst election .under the • o~w chaner ,ait repo{ted _i n 
B R 17:33, 3120n3. The note on the unnervana celerity of .~ar . 1 acuons appears an B.R 17!43: 3127n3. For notices oo tbt ·program 
or moral reform• w: 8 (l 16:32 .. 512172: 16:35. , 5/23n2:' 16·38, · · 

. 61nn2: n 13. t2/t9rl2 · · · 

\ 
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By Their Screets Shall ye know them 

"Twas said of men in olden limes," the editor sententiously wrote in 

1859, "by their works shall ye know them, and it can with equal propriety 

be said of towns villages and cities in modem days -by their streets shall 

ye know them." The slovenly carelessness of earlier years. tolerable in 

the hopeful light of extravagant expectations, grew unacceptably ugly 

with the dimming of this glow. "The public character, the same as the 

individual character, is judged correctly by the evidence of taste and 

improvement exhibited," the editor had wriuen two years earlier. and the 

muddy ruts of the ungraded streets were a sign, not. as before, that the 

place was on its way, but that it had regrettably failed to arrive.! 

Horatio Beach undertook a campaign of street reform. His 

preferences were simple. Streets should be wide, straight and regular, 

preferably lined with trees, but not with a density of crown sufficient to 

prevent the sun from drying the mud. These opinions were neatly 

summarized in his comments on the street pattern of Boston, which he 

visited in 1860. He was appalled by "a religious liberality " he found 

running "through all sects, be they orthodox, heterodox or infidel," but he 

he reserved his strongest execrations for the street pattern. 

"My first impressions of Boston arc all summed 
up in the word disgust. My impressions were, of 
course, formed by a hasty and cursory view of 
the principal business streets in the heart of 
the city. They are pent up, curving. crooked, 
twisting, zig-zag: full of right angles, triangles, 

I) 8 .R. 3:42, 7(18/59; I :32, 4(12/57 
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oblongs and every other form of seven by nine 
"couns," "squares" and "places." 

The editor was no an admirer of the picturesque. Much more admirable 

he found "the streets of Providence, [which) by their width and 

straightness, exhibit a pleasing contrast with those of Boston."! 

Back in his newspaper office in May of the following year, Beach 

was poring over the village map. completed that spring by George 

Stevens. The map, like the street numbers that had just appeared on the 

Main Street stores, was a sign of advancement, he wrote, in "our almost 

city village," but it revealed one striking fault. "The majority of the ~st 

residences in the village arc located on the wide streets," he wrote, and 

thus it seemed 

"remarkably strange that in the recent layout 
of roadways. on the outskirts of the village, 
lanes have generally preference over streets. 
Two rod lanes arc a nuisance to the value of 
property; three rod streets arc very pleasant, 
and four rod streets arc magnificent. " 

These "lanes'' of course served the shanty towns of the burgeoning 

population of laborers. These landscapes on the outskins were temporary, 
J 

and their inhabitants use of the space was informal. It is doubtful that 

they were squatters, but niether docs it appear that they rented a well 

defined plot. Clear property lines may not have been drawn until the 

shanty's were cleared away to make room for middle class housing. One 

aspect of this infom1al usc of space was encroachment on the streets. In 

some cases shacks were erected on the right of way, but it was more 

I) B.R. 4:42, 7n6!60; 4:44, 8/9/60. 
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frequently the case that yards were c:xtended, often as much as six feet, 

into the roadway. The boldness of the appropriation varied from person 

to person and, is a consequence, so did the width of the street. I 

These irregularities were for the most part eliminated in the 1870's. 

Tl)e change ·conforms to what Jackson described as the transi tion from the 

informal usc of space, charac teristic of Europeans prior to the 

Renaissance. to the regularities and definitions prescribed by the 
-.. 

aesthetics, and the politics. of that era. 

Enough to Make a Dog Varni! 

The street.s provided the village with a "commons• and as such they 

served as the receptacle for ashes. clinkers. rubbish :md trash. "People of 

good taste do not throw rubbish in the streets and let it lie there." chided 

~editor; but, he was forced to admit, . "there' are several evidences of bad 

taste in our village." Even the well-to-do residen ts of State Street emptied 

their ash cans into t\e street, greatly impairing its s'urface for sleighing. 

When hoop skirts went out of fashion their whale bone frames went into 

the streets. J>()ssibly with the excuse that they· would !ill in the soft spots.2 

I) George Stevens' map was published by Thayer in 1861. and it wu sold to 
village "residents for $1.00. A copy of this map hangs in ' the 
Brockport Museum, and a photostat is avai!alile at the Runde! 
Library in Rochester. 'the notjce of the map's availabili\y appears 
in B.R. 5:~8. 4/18/61. Beach's comments appear in B.R. 5:11, 1/31/61. 
George Coon was ordered to remove· his sh&!JIY from Washington 
street, where it was built in the right of way. See B R 8:35, 6/2/64. 
Complaints' about the extension of yards into the streets are 
frequent, see B .~ . 12:38, 6/18/68; 16:4],' 8115n2. 

2) References to the' practice of throwing rubbish intb the streets are 
frequent. The quote appears in B R 13:34. 5/20/~9. · 
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Poorer neighborhoods probably lacked hOQJ! skins to discard. For 

residents living . over the Main Street stores there were, apparently, no 

sanitary facilities, and they used the streets, and more panicularly the •. 

alleys, as receptacles for Kfilth and other noxious substances.· The 

accumulated slop, which the village ~rustees sought without success to 

channel into the canal, stood three feet deep. Merchants were obliged to 

• discontinue ventilalton of their stores through the back door. The stink 

was Ksuch that\ the street commissioner would not supervise performance 

of the work" of carting away by wagon what turned out to be thiny two 

loads of garbage and excremenL The police constable, who had reason to 

frequent the alley in pursuit of his duties. reponed that the (ilth was 

deposited by women residing over the business · blocks. The following 

~the unlucky car man. Mr F~nklin, who .the trustees· had engaged to 

clear the swill and slops• from behind the alley running south off of Water 

Street. opined that the stink Kwas enough to make a dog vomit: and that, 
~ 

· working in the vicinity. he himself found it difricult "to keep one meal 

down a day.·!. 

Eventually this and other l~ss note~orthy a~cumuhotions were: 

channeled into tbe canal. a midden that bad lost none of its . former 

convenience. . Tbe spring thaw wo!Jid dtsclose n~Jmerous c.ucasses of 

exterminated dogs and ·cats tethered by cords to stones at the bo\tom o.r the 

canal. Thankfully, ' the subsequent inundation submerged these, wh1lc it 

I) The first notice of human waste in tbe alleys behind the ~tam Street 
stcres appears in the Trustee's minutes ·printed i'! 8 R 11 ~37 
6/13/67. The problem was most acute behin~ the COf'!'ICS and Mtnot 
blocks. on the east side of Main street adjacent to tbe canal See lJ R 
t6:3s. sn.3n2: 6:38. 6/13n2: 61l9 .. 6!20n2: t7'33. 6tsn3 . . 

.. 
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also served to "drift away the dead horses that by their stench are 

becoming an intolerable nuisance in the west part of the village." 

Throughout the boating season the canal conveyed a steady burden of 

"dead horses, hogs, cats and other brutes" discarded by the villages to the 

west. In one of these villages an unwanted infant was bound and 

similarly je!lisoncd. Cenain heany fish were said to exist in the cloacal 

depths of the canal, but they were "not sufficiently plenty to render 

fishing a pleasure, except to those having an immense amount of 

pat iencc. " I 

This did not, however, disqualify its frozen surface from serving as 

"a field for procuring icc, to those who can become oblivious to the 

existence of many an old horse that has given up the ghost, and has been 

deposited in the general receptacle for all filth." One became oblivious by 

pulling considerable stock in the supposed purification that accompanied 

freezing. 

Milkmen and )he Modem Village 

Livestock was, for the most pan, free to forage on the margins of 

village streets and in the middens of village alleys. Public grazing was 

usual in the countryside and the practice, like that of casting garbage into 

the streets, was continued in the village. The laws restricting the liberty 

of livestock, particularly during rutting season, were apparently 

'> For notices on canal pollution, sec B.R . 5:9, 12/6/60; 8:49, 9/8/64; 13:32, 
5/6/69; 16:3 1, 4!25n2; 19:30, 4/22n5. On the low fish population, 
sec s,R. 15:33. 5/l tnt. For the defense of the purity of icc 
harvested from the canal, see B.R. 17:43, 3/27n3. 
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unenforceable or reserved as instruments to secure compensation for 

victims of exceptional damage. Disregarding the prohibiting ordinance, 

vi llagers loosed thei; pigs into the street at dusk. One unruly boar 

charged a young woman bound for church and pierced her calf with his 

tusk. Although barred by state law from grazing the public roads in 1862, 

cows were freed to amble about the streets for at least another decade. The 

streets were also home to a few hundred dogs, most of them their own, and 

only, master.! 

Villagers fenced their yards with pickets, available now from the 

steam powered plaining mill, but the "half starved cows" contrived to 

"crawl through a tight board fence," and to "lift gates from their hinges," 

when the maneuver gave them access to an orchard or garden. In 1868 a 

cattle law was passed and the the roadsides were were closed. This 

provoked bitter resentment among folk accustomed to the privilege of 

public gra1.ing. One resident of Sweden, who had advocated the law and 

urged vigorous prosecution of its violators, found his prized stallion dead, 

its carotid artery severed by the razor of an anonymous protestor. Two 

others found their barns in n.lmcs. A fourth supporter of the law, living 

just to the north in the town of Hamlin, received through the mail a 

single, ominous match. Undetered, the trustees arranged a pound and 

I ) On nocturnal habits of domestic pigs, sec the 8 .R. 6:28, 4/17/62; on 
grazing cows, 8 .R. 6:34, 5/29/62; on village dogs, which numbered 
150 at the time of their mandatory licensing, see the 8 .R . 6:37. 
6/19/62; 17:48. 5n/73. 
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rounded up most of lhe stray cows. 

lnd.:pendent dogs. I 

For goo;d meas4!e they poisone~ the 
( 

\r' 

The impoundage 'of cattle was not wholly successful, and vagrant 

cows continued to lend a rustic note to the village ~cene for another five 

years until, power of the trustees was enhanced by the revised charter of 

1873. But their numbers were reduced. The village poor continued to 

unleash goats, sheep and, less~ frequently pigs. but · these beasts were 
r-. 

tolerated in a conscio~s act of c;harity. Others began to graze cQws in the 
\. . 

"village pasture" north of the canal. This had been known as the "village 

commons" or the "Circus Lot." and it had served in either c.apacity unul its 

owner, Edgar Holmes, h:~ving lost all of his assets in the Chicago fire, 

returned to his native village. In an effort to re~oup his incinerated 
( . .. 

fprtune he fenced the pasture, and divided the frontage 1nto bulldmg lots: 

It rema~a "commons" in a small sens~. however, 's ince the cow dung 

engenc1ered a mushroom crop which villagers were free · to harvest,2 

An increasing number ~f villagers chose tQ dispense. with ~ cow. 

They drove the animals from &heir yar~s and replaced them with nower 

I) For notice~ on lhe nuisance of cows in the village streets, see B R 8:28, 
4/14/64: 12:2, 10/10/67: 12:30, 4/3/68. On lhe caule law and lh~ 
dispute surrounding it, see 8 R 11:37. 6/13/67: 1.2 :39~ 6/25/68. On the 
vitlage pound, 8 R 13;36, 6/3139: B.R. 14:18. l/27nO. On lhe . 
extermination of ·dogs, see 8 R 14:43 112.1no 

2).The final warning about cow~ appears _in 8 .R 17.48, snn3: 17:49, . 
5/8n,3. On the pubhc grazuig of poor perS"On's cattle as ·a charity' 
see, 8 .R 16:36, 513,0f12: 17:44, 4f.3n3. For a mention of lhe "viilage . 
pasture• or lhe "village commons" see B R 16:.35, S/23n2: 17·35. 
6/19n3. On Edgar Holmes. see 8 .R 16· 13. 12/21nt . On the 
relocation of the ci'rcus ground, firSt' to the comer of Holley and 
Beach streets, and later to lhe end of Fayeue S~t. see '{ R 16:35; 
5/23n2: 18:48, 8!27n4. · For a nouce of mushroom hunlln& tn ,t.he 
"old pasture lot" see 8 R l9 48, 8!26ns. · · · 
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beds. This abandonment of backyard hul>bandry was made pessible by the 

Rich family of Coolie's Basin, beside the canal just to the east of the 

village. In 1867 the Rich 's began to deliver milk to village households, 

and by 1872 t~ey had over four hundred clients. In the same year that the 

Rich family opened their dairy, forty farmers in West Sweden .combined 10 ·· 

form the West Sweden Cheese Association. 1 

Although a few i!lp(viduals . flaunted the law, or .attempted Its 

circumvention by having th'eir children lead the cow down the street. at 

an unhurried pace, at the 'end of a rope, ~e problem of cows in. lbe streets 

was effectively resolved in 1!173. In fact the margins of the roads were 

suddenly overgrown with rank grass and .weeds. The restrictions against 

publi~ grazing had one further consequence. Wilh animl'l~ no longer 

free to roam~ streets many of the fences that wer:e erected to lceep 'them 

out came down. In the same year th•t the Brockport restrictions were 
.J I 

effectively enacted, . editor Beach "<tote a description 'o~ the , nea~y· v•llage 

of LeRoy: 

.. "LeRoy bas adopted a new fashion ;,.,btch ' we 
believe is · not in vogue elsewhere. Many of the 
residences have · no front fences, the yards and 
lawns being thrown open to the streets. .The; 

· fashion . is a radical innovation on old customs; 
but we are not sure that it wtll prove a pleasant · 
and popular one." 

•. 
• 

I) On the Rich dairy, see B.R, 16:22: 2{}..2{72. On the West 'Sweden ~beese 
Association. see 8 R. 11 :38, 611.0/67; 11:43, 1{25/61; 11:49, 9/S/61 1 

Orlando Cardner kept two cows. and took 200 gallons of milk to 
market. New York Stlrtc Census, 1865 ' 

' 
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However there is evidence that the innovation was copied in Brockport 

within the ycar. l 

The eviction of the cows was linked to village beautification in 

three ways. First of all, streets which contained cows, or the unavoidable 

evidence of cows, were thought to bear poor testimony to the village's 

degree of advancem~nt , a point on which residents were increasingly 

sensitive. Secondly, cows had appetites that were inimical to manicured 

lawns, which an enlarged portion of the popula!ion maintained as a sign 

of what the newspaper assured them was "good taste." Finally, because 

liquid milk was commercially available, the privilege of public grazing 

was no longer required by the middle class, who stood behind the 

beautification movcm.cnt. 

Sjgns of Public SpjriJ: S!reel Lamps. Sidewalks and Trees 
) 

Street lamps and shade trees were planted beside the streets as a 

part of this effort to enhancing their appearance. Practical reasons could 

be produced, and when taxpayers quibbled they were : but the initial 

stimulus seems to have been a desire for streets of a more pleasing and 

modem appearance. The editor began one of his endorsements of street 

lighJs with the complaint that, due to their absence, one was needlessly 

obliged to "splash through mud holes. stumble over broken planks or run 

in collision with trees and outswinging gates;" but he ended with a 

comment that may have been more to the pvint. Lamps at street 

I ) For mention of the sudden appearance of long grass on the roadsides, 
sec B.R. 17:35, 6/19n3; 18:38, 6/ltn4. Beach's comment on LeRoy 
appears in B.R. 17:45, 9/14/73. 

\ 
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intersections would "give them a cheerful appearance and at the same 

time add the the reputable fame we are gett ing abroad for our enterprise 

and public spirit." I 

The first street lamps appeared in 1860. one year after gas began to 

be produced at the gas plant in the village. The cost of construction and 

fuel was at first met by private subscriptions. The fi rst lamps were nonh 

of the canal, supplied by a line laid out to the house of Isaac Palmer, 

president of the gas works, in Clarkson. These illuminated Main Street 

where it passed the harvester works and the dubious neighborhoods of its 

employees, a fact that sugges ts a hidden mot ive of c rime control in the 

street lighting program. More were desired for the "pecuniary and moral 

~odvantagc" they offered to the village, and they began to appear in better 

pans of town by 1861.2 

Efforts to have the vill age undertake illumination o f all of its 

streets, or to pay for the gas consumed by the privately erected lamps. 

failed at first: but within a year of the lamps first appearance the village 

board was spending three hundred dollars, over half of its contingency 

fund. for gas. 3 This represented the begilming of a significant shift in 

the way the village was run. As Bellamy Partridge described the matter in 

Phelps. New York, the prevailing attitude had been that "the town had no 

I) Street lamps were first proposed in 1856. See 8 .R. I :2, 10/24/56. The 
quote appears in 8.R . 4:16, 1/26/60 

2) The lamps north of the canal are reponed in 8 .R. 4: 18, 2/9/60 
3) The initial rejection of the proposal is noted in 8 .R . 4:26. 4/5/60. The 

fact that the village is funding street lighting appears in 8 .R . 5:52, 
1013/61. 8:20, 2/25/64. 

) 
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more reason to light a man's way than it had to polish his boots or button 

his overcoat." I 

The same could be said fo_r sidewalks. Along Main Street lhese were 

paved with · local brick, but succeeding winters had left them • full of hotes 

and of a very uneven surface. • In the residential areas they were made of 

planks, . rotten for the most pan and rickety. This apparently bothered 

very few people, other lhan the newspaper editor, who fanatict~lly pushed 

for the punishment and public humiliation of those landowners, a 

daunting majority, wha failed to .,taintain or shovertheir walks. The 

( trustees made ominous noises that seem to have '-~arred no one until 

eventually, in 1869, facing a law suit brought by a woman who twisted her' 

ankle, they began reluctantly to repair the sidewalks at public expense.2 

In a move actuated by aesthetic motives the 'lrustees used the 

ertlarged regulatory powers of lhe 1864 chaner to prohibit injury to all of 

the trees which lined the roadside. ~ took care to specify that i~is 
included the use of trees as hitching posts. Shade ' trees .were planted 

along village streets, as they wer~. over the same period. planted along 
. ~ 

country• roads. Elm was preferred for its promise of graceful lines, and. 

in company witJI the, more readily germinated maple. it came to replace 

' 
the "'>ld, ill ~hapen," locu~t. These had . sprung up since 1829. when a 

'·> Bellamy Panridge, Big Family, (New' Yori: Whittlesey House, 1941). p. 
277 . 

2) Complaints and arguments over the condiuon of the side.walks are very 
common. I give hero citations only for those notices from which 
quotes or significant informaiion is drawn. The first quote, on the 
condition of Main street sidewalks comes from B .R I :2, ·10/24/56.' 
The notice on the assumption of responsi&ility for sidewalk reP.atr 
by tlie village trustees appears in 8 .R. 13:44. 7/29/69. 

I . I. 
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traveler on the canal had written that Brockport had "not a shade tree to 

be seen." "People only think of shade trees after they arc gone," this same 

traveler continued, "and they are consequently compelled to go without 

for some twenty or thirty years." Evidently the villagers had attempted to 

abbreviate this wait with the fast growing locust, a tree whose gnarled 

and vaguely sinister shape their increasingly judicious eye found 

unsatisfactory. It may be, too, that the locust came under the odium that 

Stephen Daniels has discovered attached to other quick setting trces. 1 

This boscagc ~et the village apart from "the heated walls and pavements of 

the city," and recommended it as the site for a State Normal School. Trees 

testified to the fact that the village was, in the words of F.P. Root, 

"pervaded by a healthy. moral atmosphere, and in a great measure exempt 

from the corrupting influences of a city." By 1871 residents of New York 

City were summering in Brockport. The qualities by which they were 

drawn, "bracing air and... the pleasant scenery of the surrounding 

country," were probably viewed with equivocation by village boosters. for 

whom a whiff of coal smoke was a boon sign: but it seems clear that they 

were coming to see that charm was an asset.2 

Street lights, sidewalks and shade trees were first undertaken as 

voluntary efforts on behalf of convenience and civic pride. The resulting 

improvements were irregular and subject to neglect. Responsibility for 

I) Stephen Daniels. "The Political Iconography of Woodland in later 
Georgian England," in The Iconography of Landscape. Edited by 
Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels. (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1988). 

2) On the trees, sec B.R. 8:50, 9/15/64; 12:33, 5/14/68; 15:35, 5/25nt: 15: 18 
1!26n1. Root's quote appears in B.R. 20:52 9!21n6. On the summer 
folk. see B.R. 15:41. 7/6nt: 15:44, 7!27nt. 
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each endeavor passed to the village governm ent because of the 

uniformity this would insure. 

The Nuisance of Spoas 

Technologic, economic and legislative changes succeeded in 

clearing the streets of· impend ing fences, unauthorized buildings, 

unsanitary slop and unmanageable . cows by the• middle of the 1870:S As a 

part olthis effOrt to keep the streets clear, builders wer~ no longer 

permiucd to slack, their materials in them. In addition to being a 

temporary storage space the streets were, in customary usage, a play 

space. This usc was also removed to a new, specialized space. 

A baseball game was played in Rochester in ! 821. but the spon. 

which originated in the so called " Ne~ Engl~gamc," may have been 

pursued at an eorlicr date. l II may very well have been baseball to wqich 

F.P. Root referred when he recalled..1 that tfle pioneers of Sweden, when 

they gathered to. build a bam, "would work. with all speed to ge1 the 

raising done, then to have a .ba}l play or other spon." If this is correct, it 

seems unlikely that b~seball was •novel when i~ was identified as a 

mlisance after the war, although the intensity, duration and frequency of 

play may ·have been unprecedented. 

In 1860 a meeting was held to consider formation of a "<:;ricket 

Club," although nothing follows to indicate the outcome of their 

deliberations. After the war the , enthusiasm for baseball increased. The 

~ Eclipse Bas.ebaU Club of Brockpon, which enjoyed its first victory wnh a 

•> Fischer, pp. 150-51. I. 

, . 
. ' 
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73-S4 win ove; the Amateur Baseball Club of · Albion. played on the 

recently abandoned fa1rgrounds. but, much to . the detriment or w1ndows 

and horses' nerves, other enthusiasts played in the streets. In April or 
I 

18,71, the newspaper reponed ~the baseball .nui.sance ·is .again rife here in · 

our 11 reets. • Despite an ord1nance protJibitin& ball pfoyio& wit1un. ten 

rods of a h'ouse or store>. the !luisance cont10ued. ln 1874, ·villa&e ~ys not , ' 

enrolled 1n the Nurmal School· ·~ere . denied _u~et:the field on the collc&c: 
. ' . . \ 

grounds. The newspaper . eduor took the op nunity · to rev1ve b1s call, 

one~ again i&nored, for a p•1bllc park. Uhiinatel) the: boys rented their 

own · field , a sblution that apparently . satisfied evc:ryo.,e but their 

neighb~r. a gentlemen agitat~d by the' player's' loud vu!&iriti.es, and 

dw .. en by · his indignation to chase them around the ball r.C:.·.t with 1 

pjstol ~ ... 
The other spon commonly pursued on the v•ll•&t \trc:et was horse 

• I . , 
-racma. and this toO"-leems . to hi\'C: become more frMuent after the voir. . 'f 
~hen prosperity ~!lowed men lo oi.n fast horse and place waaer . llus· 

spon was' uiUuited to . pubhc tho~ughfare~ • .since : ·It · ran dow~ pedc:str!ans 

and spooked carriaie horse·lo, and ., thi~ had caused the construction of 

.. 
I ) · F.P. 'Root's recollccuon appean 10 B .~ . '20:: 41 , 7/6{76 The · n~u;~ . 

~aarding the Criclet Club appe111 in B:R. • :41 ~ 7/19/6/J.· llie' &ames 
of the: Eclipse Bucball Club, and a nt)IICe ~ferrin& to their coevals 
the Independents are. found in B.R . . 11:37. '6/13/67:. 11:38; 6120/67. . .. 
The JUVenile spon is deplored in B.R, 11:34 •. 6/13/67: IS:30. 4(11Jn l . 
The ordinlnce ·is P.rinted in fJ R 11: 13,'. 11/19(72. The b&JJin& of. 
"'illa&e boys from the ·~rmal School &round•. and the editor' ) call 
for a pJJt. appUr in B R.:.t8 52. ~n.4n•. H1s r.·rst call for a part 
appeared in 8 R. t•:49 9/1{10 The sncvanccs of Mr.· Ta)lor. lloitosc 
pface of residence I ~ave not located', arc reponed ID .B·R l :52 . 
9/24/74 . I. . • 
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numerous driving parks throughout the region. One such track was 

staked out on the fann of John Walch near the end of Clark Street. 1 

Rowdyism 

The functions of the streets were progressively reduced, and the 

expunged functions were removed to specialized spaces in the landscape. 

This was not undertaken to facilitate an increase in the volume or the 

speed of traffic. The impetus for the project was primarily a concern for 

orderly appearance. It was. in fact. an emulation of the spatial 

segregation characteristic of cities. like Rochester, of whose prosperity 

Brockporters were (with some reservations) envious. Cities were not, 

however, without detractions. This was something that the editor noted in 

a protest against county taxes. Rochester "can not with reason call on us 

to defray the public expenses," he wrote, "which originate exclusively 

within its borders, or which are greatly augmented by the evils 

inseparable from city life. " 

Some of these expenses were, however. falling upon Brockport; and 

although it was vigorously maintained that their origins were extraneous, 

it remained indisputable that their impact was local. The "evils" 

inextricable from city life were the concomitants of industrialization and 

class formation. They were the crucial discrepancies between the 

increasingly alien life of the working class and the sentimental 

expectations of the provincial bourgeoisie. This conflict was worked out 

I) I have not recorded reports of horse races. The driving park on Clark 
Street is reported in B.R. 21:44, 7/19/77. 
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in public life and pursued in public places, which is to say the streets. 

Street life, which became increasingly hostile. provided evidence of 

diminished authority of traditional community leaders. An attitude of 

deference was replaced with an attitude of defiance, and the conspicuous 

primness- of the street improvements were belied an audible degeneracy 

in street life. 

Rowdies had been known "to roam around the streets late at night 

( wantonly destroying propeny: but their numbers had been small and 

their depredations infrequent. A rash of vandalism and debauchery 
~ 

accompanied a C)nal break, when the immobilized boatmen came ashore. 

but these revelries were borne with the assurance that their perpetrators' 

presence was temporary. Deacon Stark, a Bethel missionary who worked 

the Brockpon docks entreating the " inful boatmen" to accept a copy of 

the Bible, claimed in 1862 that their\~ been a marked improvement in 

their behavior. Brockportcrs congratulated themselves on their 

graduation from their old classification as a "hard town" o~ "bloody rows 

and brutal fights" where "battered heads and bloody noses arc neith~r few 

or far be1ween," but it seems their celebrations 'were premature. They 

were beset now by young men, flagrantly drinking and not infrequenrly 

menacing, who were fellow residents of the sedate and inoffensive 

couples that they scandalized. These bands revived the shivarce, but it was 

not. as in the original, a call from one's peers. It was a threat, no less so 

for its superficial jollity, posed by a band one did not pretend to know.l 

I) For Beach's characterization of urban life, 8. R. 13:38, 6/17/69. For the 
note of the pacification of Brockpon, see 8 .R . I :33, 4/29/57. For an 
early notice of rowdyism. sec 8 .R . 3:13, tn/59. For another rcpon 
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Gathere<l beneath the wooden awning of Harrison. King and 

Elmore, the largest grain dealers in the vi llage, on the corner of ,Maio and 

Market Streets, with a vantage on the trarfic and free shelter from the 

~lements, the village "whiu)er's association " compiled their endless 

commentary on the village, the ' nation and the contents or various bank 

accounts. . As an aid Jo their complaisant or melancholy thoughts the men 

c love long splinte rs from ,the awning pole~nd gouged the wooden 

' ( sidewalk with their knives: .They carved at the porch uoul tts scored 

an
1
d auenuated timbers sagged; unt il Hnrrison, impatient with the 

destruction but !l'indful of rights obtained through long usage, presented 

them with a shed on the narrow strip of land adJ~ent to tht stOre. l 

l 

Harrison's new porch bad hard~y .weathered when it, and his store. 

and the stpres of his neighb~ot to menti,on the whiuler's hut. b~rned 

, to the ground. It was May or 1862. The war ·was on; busmess was brisk. 

and the merchants...._jnowinw the ·brevity or booms. were ·eager to re~!Jme 

,trade. ' Th guard their rec~nt profits againft ann~aon they inves ted in 

buildings, and all were back in bus iness, more imposangly noused than 

before, by late fall. . But th~ whittl~r·s shed was not re~tored The war tbat 

enlivened business was death to loafers. ~ometime~ laterally. The 

newspaper noted their rarity. · Even those who were not enlisted in . the 

a~y were out of sight. Unwllhng to endure expressions of publac 

·-
on rowdyism, in which ~he shivaree is mentioned, see 8 R 1SA8. 
8/24/l.J. 

·. 

l) On Josiah Harrison and his business, see Peck', vol 3, p. 116: and Manin. 
p. 17 On the "whitl1er's IS$0Ciation," !>ec 8 R 1 48. · 9/ll/S7. 
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disapproval, they took refuge in obscure havens removed from the public 

eye. I 

When peace returned the loungers reappeared, but with a presence 

more intractable and obnoxious than before. There was cruelty, not to 

mention crudity, in their comments. Loud and unabashed oaths were 

more frequently heard. Young boys of indefinite parentage del ighted in 

the vulgar sbusc of respectable men. Crowds of young men gathered 

below the open windows of young ladies and debated in indiscreet detail 

the national scandal o~ Henry Ward Beecher. Young men loitered in front 

of the harvester works and on Main Street insulting the young ladies as 

they scurried, psalmody against their breast, to church. It was a game to 

spot their retreating hemlines with tobacco juice. The grounds for this 

' complaint, predictable in the wake of war, are of\9urse unverifiable, but 

the perception· that profanity was on the increase drove the trustees to 

consider measures to suppress the practice. Lewd behavior directed •( 

young wo men probably stood behind the trustee's prohibition against 

bathing in the canal during daylight hours.2 

Young boys were also perceived as increasingly unruly. They had 

taken to ringing doorbells and clubbing doors for the satisfaction of 

perturbing occupants. They loitered around the churches. har-assing the 

I) On the fire, sec B.R. 6:33, 5/22/62. On the new stores. see B.R. 1:5, 
11/6/62; 7: 12, 12/25/62. For the note on the rarity of loafers, see 
B.R. 8:35, 6/2/64. 

2) On the increase in public profanity, see B.R. 16:44, 7/25/72. On the 
young tobacco spitters, see B.R. 19:33, 5/13/75. On toe trustees 
consideration of measures to curb profanity, see B.R. 19:40, 7/1/75. 
On the prohibition against bathing in the canal, which set the fine 
at $1.00, see B.R. 17: 13, 12/19172: 20:28; 4/6/76. 
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assembling congregation. and disrupting the service. When the sexton 

wa~ dispatched to disperse them he was pelted with stones. In the evening 

they engaged in exuberant ttames like "hunt the grey," damaging not 

only the silence. but also the gardens, hedges and fences through and 

over which the game too~ them. After dark their sports were silent. They 

became a~ept at "cooning" apples and watellT'elons. coon hunting being . -
the "'ported reason for their nocturnal rambling. They · ~ rouched beside 

\.. 
the sidewalk . in shadows deepened by smashing the street lamp. and 

I 

awaited a victims with a trip wire suspended some 1nches above the · 

pavement. "The parents of such unruly lads," the newspaper editor 

suggested .. "should see that they are properly chastened and put to bed at 

dark." Boys apprehended in the branehes o~ an apple ~rec without a pnor 

invitation we~e sent to the reformatory. ¥mandatory ed,ucati~n law, 

passed in 1874, did lillie to remove urchins, from tho street In fact, as the 
~ . 

wealthy farmer F.P. Root· interpreted it, in the past 1 
' 

"parents owned · and educated their own children; 
interesting themselves personally in their. progress 
and • discipline. Now, since children have become 
property ·of the State, and tfle Suue assumes the right 
and authority to educate them, it may be that parental 
care and responsibility has been too much withdrawn, 
and that, a lillie bit of the discipline )landed do~ from 
our New England parents and enjoyed ·by the; children 
of our earliest settlers would improve the manners 
and' conduct or those or the present day .'I 

·-
. I ) On the boy's door knocking and bell ringmg and gate stealing, sec 8 R 

17:6 I0/31n2; 17: 46, 4/17n3. For one account of their depredations 
on church members. sec 8 .R. 17:15, 1/2{13. Fer censure of. their 
rambunctious play. sec 8 .R 17:47, 4!24n3. The accounts or fruit 
steeling are innumerable, 'be term "cooning" is used in 8 .R I 7:42, 
snn3. On the destructipn ·of Street lamps," see 8 .R. 14;52. 9/22!70 

._.. On the appearance or the trip wire, sec 8 R 20:50, ,9nn~. One call 
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Picket fences ,.,ere broken down. gates were unhinged and stolen. 

) . 
flowering vines were tom from their trellises. In the fashion of tbe wald 

west combatants began to throw one another throuab the plate &lass 

windows Of StOres. Tbe vandals, like those who threw the COBients or 

Thomas Comes meat market into tbe canal. "'ere waJUon. The violation or 

the recently ornamented- lawns p{ovolted a panicularly intemperate 

outcry. Tbe newspaper editor. reponina on the destruction or two 

sadewallc gates, broke outl . 
I 

\r' 
-every person finding bas propeny beina damaaed 
should b~ a law unto himself and inflict personal 
chastisement on his depredators. Let one or two . such 
miscreants be shot down wb1le at their wanton work 
and no more private pro~ny wall be destroyed.· 

Burglaries were also on the increase. presu~ably due 1~ abe aocrea ioaly 

valuable contents or houses Once actin the prescription wu draconau.2 .. . . . . 
• Agaanst bvfalars there as one safe re10edy. Shool 
them . . o per110n was ever punished . for shoottl'lg a 
bouse bu(glar. and none ever will be. It . is a rcmcd)
that cures lhe' first time that 11. as admuustcrcd " 

And the newspaper editor was not slow to 1deour)' the eulprus A the 

burslary scare mounted to a mania, with one quancr or the resideat< · 

believing that I vaolatiOD or their propcn) bad been lllempted an i ID&le 

na&ht, Vrote·3 

1 for the 'detention of fruit thieves is an 8 R • I•:SO. 9/ no . The 
observation or F .P. Rooc <{ round In 8 R. 20:4..1. 7/6(/6:: 

I) Account& or vandah'm appear (requentl). . The ..... ..,,UD de lrutliOII of 
·come5' Meat Market •s reponed in 8 R 16t.34 , S/16(12. Bcada's 
remedy appears in 8 .R. IS:II. fUBnO. . 

2) 8 R 3:31. 6/301S9 . 
3) B.R. 3·39:. 7n/S9 
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"Every person in the village who has no visible means 
of support, is under suspicion, without regard to his 
previous character. One good result of the burglaries 
will be that this class of person will be obliged to go to 
work, or be under the constant surveillance of the 
public." 

The trustees instructed the village constable to crack down on 

malefactors. He responded that it was impracticable, beyond his ability 

and, furthermore, if one took account of the number of potential 

detainees, inimical to his reelection. He requested, and was granted, a 

partner with whom he could share the daily labor of keeping the peace 

and the election time tally of grudges. but he continued to wink at the less 

bellicose drunks. "'If he saw a man going toward home and he wagged a 

little he let him go on," one of the trustees complained as he asseverated 

the instructions to discontinue the practice of lenience. and to keep the 

lock up consistently populated with no less that five or six inebriates.! 

Stages for Mourning: From Burying Ground to Cemetery 

Like the streets , the burying ground was the property of the 

corporation. which sold plots to residents for ten dollars each. In accord 

with New England tradition no particular sanctity accrued to the site.2 As 

the nomenclature suggests, . t was simply the place where corpses were 

interred. It was a field, infrequently mowed for the hay it yielded and 

studded with stones to which little attention was paid. This too was touched 

by the beautification movement. which transformed the burying ground 

I) On the constable, see B.R. 16:33. 519n2; 16:34, 5/16n2; 16:38 
6/13/72;16:47, 8/15/72. 

2) Stitgoc. p. 228. 
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into something, the editor wrote, which ~may wonhily be dignified with 

the name of 'Cemetery•.•! 

All of the plo~' in the original burying ground were sold by 1859. 

and the trustees obtained an adjacent lot to the west. The newspaper · 

editor took the opponunity to express his desire that "d.~e attention will be 

paid to make the same more attractive to the living by making it 'Conform 

somewhat to · that of other pu~lic spirited villages.· "It has suffered Crom 

long neglect, • he lamented. · but, ~e assured his read,ers. the e1-pense of 

c learing the weeds and grading the carriage w~ys and walks "would 

return its cost in the enhanced value of propeny • In the spring of the 

following year the truste.es had shade trees planted aroun6 the perimeter 

or the ground, an improvement the editor recommended maght. "be 

improved upon by selling trees in the "yard generally. which in time will 

give it· a picturesque (ad pleasant appear~ce."2 . 
At the- same iime some individuals began to tend their plots. ·Were 

this to become the 'universal practice, the editor wrote, "the cemetery 

1 would become, as it should. th.e great place for p•Jblac resort.· T-he 

insta!l"tion or a p!Jmp suggests the growang need fo~ water to irrigate 
• 

perennial plantings: The vill age board planted one hundred evergreens 
I 

in 1864, arid the bttrying ground, "gradually improved by the ~tung out 

I) The pric;e of a plot is ·given an 8 R 8:36. 6/9/64. 'In 1873 no one could be 
· found, to mow the buryang grolhld an exchange for the bay. and it 

became necessary to hire a mower. 8 R 11:35~ 6119n3 The quote is 
taken Jrom·.8R 3:~5. 8/18/59 . 

2) Notices on the enlargement appear in .8 R 3·26. 4/8159, 3.40, .1/14/59_ . 
The editors e!'joining and complimelltS appear in 8 R 3:41 : 7/21/59. 
3:43, 8/4/59;. 4:30, 5~/60 

I 
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of s hade trees 1,nd the addition o f ornamental gravestones and 

monuments," became *a pleasant place of reson in fine weather." ' 

fndeed , it may have become too pleasant. In the summer of 1875. 

Carrie Piau, "a rather good looking young lady, about seventeen years of 

age," came to the village hall cla4ming that she was raped in the ce~etery . 

She bad gone there . with her husband and his brother-in-law, she 

testified, to decorate the grave of her husband's brother. Two men, 

William Kinsella and George Wright, followed them into the graveyard. 

now well secluded behind its wall of evergreen , trees. Kinsella 

approached the pany and made a lewd proposal. Perceiving that Kinsella 

was "much larger and stronger, whik his partner was lingering aboqt at 

a distance with a cu.dgc! in his hand." Mrs Piau's companions ned. She 

was subjec~ed to '311 abrupt and violent violation. Kinsella denied. r.othing 

but the violence: Wright pleaded ignorance on account of intoxication.2 

-
When ~rough! before the coun of Oyer and Terminer in Rochester 

the jury was swayed by testimony of Mrs. Plan's ill repute, and it allowed 

Kinsella to plead, guilty to the lesser charge of assault. He was sentenced 

to one year in the penitentiary. (He returned to the village and garnered 
/ 

furth er infamy a~ a. drunk and a bully.) This bizarre episode, and the 

scenarios, themselves more bizarre. which undergird any explanation of 

its concl~sion, permit only tentativt: interpretations. However. in light of 

the complaint . registered later in the same year that the cemetery was 

"sometimes put to bad use," it seems reasonable to infer that the b'urying 

I ) B.R. 6:30. 5/1152: 8:30. 4/28/64; 8:41, 7/14/64: tl:36. 6/6/67 
2> s.R. 19:35 snms 

\ 
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ground occasionally served as the site of clandestine and illicit 

assignations. I 

In 1870, only eleven years after the last enlargement, the burying 

ground was once again full. The vacancies were filled at an accelerated 

rate as the pioneer generation came to the end of their allotted days. "Bad 

usc" may have influenced the editor when he recommended a suburban 

site for future burials, but more prominent in his mind welt 

considerations of good use. Cemeteries had begun to provided the stage 

for social rituals that were considerably more novel that that enacted by 

Mrs. Platt and Mr. Kinsella, and the beautification movement must be seen 

in light of these rituals. 

The first of these was Decoration day, first observed in 1868. After 

some initial uncertainty as to the proper date, it was decided to conform to 

national practice and place flowers on the graves of Civil War soldiers on 

May 31. By 1871 the description of the solemn procession to the cemetery 

as "the finest scene witnessed on our streets for a long time," may be 

taken to suggest the degree, albeit small , to which Decoration Day had 

replaced the Fourth of July, a holiday whose popularity was in abeyance.2 

Participation in the event was limited, not only in size, but also in 

composition. It was a day for respectable Republicans to revive memories, 

not only of fallen soldiers, but also of the party that had preserved the 

Union. This political demonstration was given concrete expression in the 

I) B.R. 19:40 7/ln5; 20:2, IOnn5. Kinsella reappears in B.R. 24:35, 
5/27/80 

2) Zelinsky, 1988, p. 74. 
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Soldier's Monument, first proposed in 1872, and finally constructed in 

1894.1 

Patterns of grieving were also changing. The grave side ceremony 

took on a religious tincture; mourning was an increasingly exclusive 

affair, limited to famil y members; and visits to what was sometimes called 

a memorial park became a standard obligation of spousal and filial piety. 

This change to private bereavement began in the large nonhero cities in 

the 1830's, and by the 1860's it had diffused to provincial sCI!ings like 

Brockport. 2 In the middle of that decade the custom of tolling the age of 

deceased citizens on the church bells was discontinued. When the family 

of E.B. Holmes erected a stone twenty-si x feet high on his plot in the 

southeast comer it was praised as "the fines t monument and best fitted up 

lot in the cemetery." Cenainly it befiued the richest man in the village. 

This precedent, and the numerous improvements, did not, however, prove 

sufficiently auractivc to Luther Gordon, the village lumberman and 

banker, when he was obliged to burv his wife in the following year. As a 

man of substance, Gordon preferred to lodge his wife's remains not with 

those who had been her neighbors, but with those who had shared her 

social c lass. She was inte rred in Roches ter's pi cturesque Mount Hope 

Cemetery, beside a pill manufacturer named Herrick, whose monument 

I) For Beach's advocacy of a suburban location administered by a 
"cemetery association," see B.R. 14:22, 2(}AnO; 14:48, 8n5nO. For 
notices regarding the first Decoration Day. see B.R . 12:34, 5n1/68; 
12:35,5/28/68; 12:36, 6/4/68. The first call for a Soldier's Monument 
appears in B.R . 16:37, 6/6n2. A document recording the results of 
thorough research on the Soldier's Monument is Margaret L. 
Johnson, "Brockpon's Search for a Soldier's Memorial," 1979, 
manuscript at the Seymour Library. Brockpon. 

2) Larkin. 104. 
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had cost six thousand dollars, a price that was greater, incidentally, than 

that of all but a handful of houses in the village of Brockpon. l 

Omamemal and Tasty Houses 

In 1871 the newspaper reponed that "our citizens arc exhibiting 

commendable enterprise and good taste in their work of remodeling , 

improving and painting thci r residences." This rash of ornamentation 

and landscaping began during the war. and it was financed in large part 

by the prosperity of the war years and the following decade. As the 

houses of the laborers grew more numerous the houses of industrialists 

and professionals grew more splendid. Obviously. both developments 

were symptomatic of a growing productive facility. the reaper works, and 

a highly inegalitarian system of rewards. Only slightly less obvious is the 

fact that prosperity heightened the role of the landscape as a medium 

through which messages of social identity and rank could be conveyed. 

The communication function of the largest residences is made 

apparent by their placement along Main Street between the business 

district and ~e railroad station. a heavily traveled stretch of road which 

was graveled in 1863. No environmental amenity recommended the 

location, which had been a swamp · known as Ostrom's Commons, a fact 

which obliged the owners of these large houses to raise their lawns. This , -1 

was anchored at the nonh by the E.B. Holmes mansion. a Greek revival 

I ) Notice of discontinuation of the practice of tolling thb age of the dead 
appears in B.R. 15 :2 1, 2/16n I. Notice is given of the Holmes 
monument in 8 R. 13 :9, 11/26/68. Notice is given of the Gordon 
monument in B.R. 14:1. 9130/69. 
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house built by Heil Brockway for his daughter, and sold four years after 

Holmes' death for eight thousand dollars. At the south stood the Ostrom 

mansion, a large halianate cube which won wide approval as an 

ornament to the village when it was constructed in 1856 at a cost of over 

twelve thousand doll ars. John C. Ostrom, a retired farmer, and "the 

wealthiest man in the town," died in 1860, leaving a house that 

temporarily exceeded the means of anyone in the village. By way of 

c~mparison the Roby house, west of the Presbyterian Churoh on Erie 

Street, which had sufficed to house the village banker in the 18~0's, sold 

for only 2,600 dollars.! 

Proximity to the Ostrom house (later the Morgan-Manning house) 

house was evidently desired. Luther Gordon, the lumber merchant and 

banker, built an hali anate mansion on the comer acros.s South Street in 

1860, and shortly after erected a "very nearly a fac simile" for Dr. 

Thatcher on the corner of College and Main. Dr. Thatcher's 

housewarming party was rudely disrupted by the gloomy and . garbled 

repor'ds that were returning from the first baule of Buil Run, a 

coincidence thet helps us to fix the time of this building. Edwin · Brockway 

built on the adjacent comer. For obvious reasons Gordon chose to live in 

a house made of wood. Ten years later he raised "one of the most 

ornamental and tasty s tructures 10 this village," a Gothic carriage hou.se 

I) B.R. 15:30 4n.On I. The Holmes mansion was1 first sold to a Mr. Griffin, 
and then to John Welch in 1871. B.R. 14:48 8n.5nO; B.R. 15:34 
5/18n I. Notice of the Ostrom mansion's erection appears in 8 . R . 
1:3, 10/31/56. Other notices of Ostrom are in B.R. 4:21, 3/1/60; 4:33, 
sn.4/60. The graveling of South Main as fllr as the railroad bridge 
is reported in B.R. 7:50, 9n.4/63 The sale of the Roby house is 
recorded in B.R. 3:24; 3/25/59. 
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Fig. II .2 Tlie villaae lumber merchant, Luther Gordon, buill th•~ h:rlianate hou'sc in 1860. The highly 
VISible! po)IIIOn on Main Streel wa~ . apparently desirable since Gordon took ~he trouble to fill a s"'ampy site 
(note the rclaimng wall) The Goth1c carnage .houses were bu1lt 1n I 870. The young trees represent one 
upect of tile villaae beaut1ficat•on ~~;~ovement 1n the 1860'~. Th1s. dra""'ng 1s adapted from the . illustration 1n 

·Evens, En\•gn · and Evens. ' 1877 ' 
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with an interior of blaclc walnut ind butternut, and a tower surmounted 
v-

by filigree~ and finials that advenised the remarkable plasticity of wood . I • 

' Every major eclectic style was patronized. although a dec,ded 
•' 

preference was shown for the ltalianate. Despite this apparent 

complexity there wu. apparently, little variety 1n the meaning of tb1s ' or 

any other motif Whether the style wu Gothic, ltalianate or secdnd 

· empire. the new,paper edttor described them as "tasty~ and "ornamental.· 

terms that were clearly · synonymous. Across the street {rom the Ostrom 

·house, whic.h had passed into the hands of ihe 1ndustnalist. Dan us . -
I 

Morgan, the meat merchant, J.A. Sleaster, was bedeckmg h1s residence 

with "new p1azzas, ponicos and remodeling of the ·place . inte,rnally.• . At 

the west end or College Street the lumber merchant, L T Underhill, who • r' . 
had madro h1s bundle building s1mple houses· for workers and clerks, bu11t 

for his own USe I modcst'Jy ·sized but om~teJy embeJitshed vi.Jia ' in' · the 

second empire ~tyle. On State Street. George Ward, who. had revealed a 

~ decorative penchant when be refurbished the ' facade <!r h_is Main Street 

store,, Llodernizid his res.idence with "a tasty· cupalo (sicJ." Th1s arne 
• . . 

1mpulse to m0dem1ie clipped the gables. orr or_ t~e old battlement style 
• J 

houses. and replaced these with a. manSard rO?f• as was the ca,i in the 

William Seymou.r house·: ·or · a hc~vy ltalianate cornice. as was the case 10 

1) On .Luther Gordon's housewarm1ng see ·B,R 4: 16. Jn.6/60. On tile 
Thatcher House. see. B.R. 4:27. 4/1U60;' S:33, sn.J/61: S·42, 1tiS/6l · 
Thatcher's obituary ap\learS ID B.R. 16:3S sn.Jn2. NotiCCI or the. 
carnage bouse and funhei. embelltsbmeots' of the Gordon hou~e 
appear '" B R 14;43 7n.tno: 14:44 msno: lS:so __ 9n'n• ' 

... 
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the bouse immediately west of Seymour's, the former residence of Ralph 

Goold, or the house of Davis Carpenter. I 

Lawns were also taken as a sign of prosperity and progressive 

thinking. In the early 1870's it became common to instantly transform 

"barren wastes." the former domain of chickens and garbage heaps. into 

lawns by sodding. Concurrently, the rauling of lawn mowers became a 

familiar sound, and propulsion of the machine, which the newspaper 

described described as "as healthful as gymnastic exercise," became an 

accepted concomitant of home ownership. In the place of wash tubs. 

lawns now sponcd decorative ums in which nowers were planted .2 

Failure to adopt the modern style cast doubt on the slacker's 

character and public spirit since. as the newspaper said in regard to 

domestic improvements, "private enterprise becomes public enterprise, at 

least in its results." As with ornamental architecture. lawn care became 

common as a result of hierarchic diffusion. Praising the lawn of D.S. 

Morgan as the finest in the village, the newspaper editor recommended it 

as "an example for others of fewer 'stamps' to emulate on a smaller scale." 

In fact, it had elsewhere suggested that residential improvements. 

whether the simple maintenance of the laborer. or the "great additions" 

of the wealthy, "are not always made lOr personal gain, but very many 

times through an interest in the growth and advancement of the place 

'> Sleastcr's improvements arc reponed in B.R. 13:10. 12/3/68. On L.T. 
Underhill's residence, sec 8 .R. 13:38. 6/17/69. On George Ward's 
residence, see B.R . 14:44 7!28nO. Dr. Carpenter's improvements arc 
reponed in B.R. 15:31 4!27nl. 

2) On sodding. see B.R. 19:37 6/IOn5. On lawn mowers, sec B.R. 14:41 
1nno: 15:36 6/lnt: 21 :37 5/3 ln7. On urns. sec B.R. 16:38 6/t3n2. 
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where they have cast their lot and generally intend to pass the remainder 

of life." I 

Of course thi s frenzy of ornamentation can be explained in tenns of 

what Thorstein Veblen called conspicuous consumption. Each is a rather 

self-satisfied display of wealth. Industrialism, which generated this 

wealth, both directly and indirectly, was not yet producing a range of 

consumer goods, as it docs today, on which this wealth could be expended. 

Today that portion of a person's disposable income that is allocated to 

display can be disbursed on automobiles, appliances or travel. With the 

exception of the last of these, which was enjoyed by the Morgans, or the 

novelist Mary Jane Holmes (who advertised her enviable peregrinations 

with regular letters to the newspaper), these were options were 

unavailable to Brockport's 19th century nouveau riche. Unable to equip 

his basement with a big screen color television, the Brockport merchant 

equipped his roof with cupola. Beyond this, the editor's comments suggest 

that these improvements were taken as a sign that their executor cared 

about the future of the village, had confidence in this future, and planed 

to participate in it. 

The Changing face of Main Street. 

Main Street was substantially rebuilt between I 860 and I 880. A 

large fi re, which dest royed sixteen business blocks in 1862, opened the 

way for much of this reconstruction. Each year during the war and 

through the succeeding boom, as the editor described it "some new 

I) B.R . 13:33 5/13/69; 16:34 5/16n2; 15:45 8/3n l. 
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bui ldings are erected and old and antiquated ones transformed into 

! tructures of modem style and attractiveness.· 

prosperity, but it was. also a sign of anxiety. I 

This was a sign of 
v 

The seedy dilapidation and the . unprepossessing utilitarianism of 

fonner years was abandone.d. The ne~ guise was urbanity, or at least its 

facsimile. ·Let us brush up Main Street• the newspaper editor wrote in ... 
I 870, "and perhaps business will. be livelier. • Older stores were described 

as "'on a lean or saggiPg in center or at comers.· and most were ~nearly 

. . ( 
ruined by leaky ro~ • The new buildings were · la~ger. more pennanent . 

and more ornate .. Oescripttons o,f the Improvements are • never detailed. but 

after 1859 there are 1nereasin.gly frequent reports of merchants tearing 

down their old tore fronts and replacing thein with facade's or grc:a~er 

elegance. M~rchants who adorned their stores r: were automauc.ally 

prais~ When the Frye brothers rebuilt in 1863,. Jhe new structure was 

acclaimed as "the nicest srorc in Western New York~ largely because. the· 

~ newspaper 'editor wrote, "it will be highly . ornamental.· The wooden 

Green Store, which had stoJd on the canaJ · ba.nk . for nearly fifty 'years. was 

hauled away and replaced · with the ornate Come:: block ·,four .years Iller. 
• I • o • " • 

• At the same ttme it was reponed that , · Mr. John ' Maul is putting a highly . . -
ornamental ·front on his hotel.·· Near the railroad the old Fanner's Ho~e • 

. . -
· a hoiel datin.g from the 1820's, wa~ • !argely· dismantled so a_ large 

. . 

• .. t . 

ornamental srructute (even1.11ally the . Getty Hou e) could · be raised on 11s 
• . I . 

sile. In .order to supp_oit a cornice;. the front eve of the old puched ·roof 

1 . . • 
) The Fire 1s,.. reponed, B.R .. 6:33, 5n.2/62. 

· ·s.R. 12:38. 6/18/68. · 

I. 

• 

The editor's q~q_te appean in 
. I 

. ·. 
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was in many cases raised. When George Ward took down the front of his 

store in 1871, he crowned the new stone wall with an "ornamental roof. " 

Not fully satisfied with the elegance of his facade, he shortly added "a 

very tasty balcony. nl 

In an effort to better display a "very tasty front," like that applied 

to Austin Hamond's store in 1870, many merchants decided to replace the 

heavy wooden porches with roll away awnings of brightly striped cloth. 

The newspaper editor was gratified by "the neat and tasty appearance 

given to Main Street by the new cloth awnings which are fast taking the 

place of the larger wooden structures that preceded them." The canopies 

were "quite showy," and wherever one replaced a homely wooden porch it 

was heralded as "a decided improvement. n2 

This building is in part explained by the merchant's desire to invest 

war profits in real estate. There was little confidence in the greenbacks 

issued by the federal government, and the merchant's experience with 

the notes of the Brockport Exchange Bank had done little to bolster their 

faith in paper currency. The extravagant ornamentation is also explained 

by steam powered tools. The village sash factory, for example, possessed a 

steam driven carving machine "by which a great amount of ornamental 

I) For the editor on brushing up Main Street, sec 8 .R. 14:34, 5!19nO. Old 
Stores are described in B .R. 12:19, 11/28/67. The first such report 
appears in B .R. 3:47, 9/1/59. The Frye brother's store is reported in 
B .R. 8:1. 10/8/63. On the Comes Block, see B.R . 11:16, 1/17/67; 11 :26, 
3/28/67. Maul's improvements are reported in B .R. I 1:43, 7/25/67. 
George Wards improvements arc reported in B.R . 15:51, 9/14/71; 
16:40, 6t21n2. 

2) Austin Hamond's improvements are reported in B.R. 14:18, 1!27nO. For 
comments on the cloth awnings, sec B.R. 14:43, 7!2 1nO; 15:33, 
5/11/71; 16:27, 3!28n2 
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work is reduced to a price but :1 lillie above plain." But there is more to it 

than this. Merchants incurred the expense of ornamental embellishments 

in order to emulate their Rochester competi tors.! 

As public champion of tht: village, the editor was invariably tetchy 

when a Rochester paper referred to Brockport as "in the country." 

Responding to a passage of disparaging irony that appeared in the 

Rochester • Democrat , Beach wrote that the introduction of street numbers 

"will be one step toward th~t city which the Democ rat speaks or." It was 

Cor backward hamlets to talk of the Gardiner Place· or the Collins Block. In 

"our almost city village," the editor wrote, stree t names and house 

numbers. with their s uggest ion of a scale. that was so vast as to be 

otherwise incomprehens ible, would add "tnuc h to the business like 

character a~e appearance o f the village."' 2 

Ot.her signs of urbanity were found in unlikely places. In 1860 the 

cdjtor wrote, "Who can longer say that Brockport is pot a 'great town'? It 

now has a daily prayer meeting~ a nightly theatrical entertajnment, ·and 

many o f the et ceteras of the larger and hard t r citie~." "The 

t.Stablishmcnt of a fi sh market and the running of an ice wagon." he la ter 

observed, "must indicate our approach to metropolitan greatness." Ten 

years later, 'when· a visitor from Rochester expressed surprise at Lhe .sight 

of an insens ible drunk being e,arted home down Main Street, 

•. 

Beach 
I 

I) A description of the sash factory and its capabilities appears i\ 8 R . 
5:41, 7/18/61. 

2) Sec, for example B.R. 12:7, 11/14/67; 12:8. 11n1161. On street 
numbering, sec B.R. 13:23, 3/18/59; 6:8, 11n8/61; 11 :12, 3n1/67 . 

. . 
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snapped back: "as if Brockport could not equal Rochester in all that is 

-good, great or 'vil."l 

Main Street was symbolic for the comm~nity , but it was not deemed 

proper that it should contain the principal architectur'lil symbol o f the 

community, the village hall. The first village hall was not on Main Street. 

Purchased in 1849, this is said to have occupied a a refurbished house 

located on . King Street. In I 855, however, E. B. Holmes sold the village a 

building on the comer of Main and King Streets. and this served as the 

public building until its demolition in 1873 after considerable objections -belt been raised over t,his allocation of retail space.2 

Only four years after it was purchased the newspaper was already 

compll;ining that the village had but ~one public building .-owned by the 

public- which in appearance would not impress a st ranger with our 

public taste and enterprise.· The second floor of the building cont.ained a· 

large room in which town and village ca.ucuses convened, balloting took 

place. a~4,.r111e more penurious churches and . social · clubs met. This 

chamber the ed itor was content to retain. It was the ground noor to 

which he objected. "The under~ portion is a perfect blank on a pro.minent 

COmer Of OUr Chief thoroughfare,.• be W!Oie io 1859, and "as SUCh a blank 

it is a deface of the otherwise unbroken line of stores· on the west side of 

. '. 
I) B.R 4:29, 4n.6/60; 4~36. 6/14/60; 15:6. I U3nO 
2) The village ball of 1849 is ~ported in Helen Dobson. Harold Dobson, and 

Thomas Dobson. "Old Sweden." edited by Mary E. Smith. Manuscrip\ 
in the Seymour Library. Brockport. The purchase of the village 
hall in 1855. for a price or $489.36. 'is reported in a historical essay · 
printed in B .R· 19:23 3/4n5. 

\ 
I 

l. 
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the street." "Can it not be improved," he questioned, "and put to some 

purpose in keeping with the spirit and business of the street?" I 

The under portion contained two bays with doors that opened onto 

Main Street, and a lock up at the rear with a door that opened onto King 

Street. One bay housed Conqueror II, the discredited fire engine; the 

other served as "a laden depository" of ladders and lumber, which were 

often borrowed and seldom returned. The lock up was simply a room "with 

strong walls and door, and a well barred window" for the detention of 

inebriates, amateur pugilists and tramps. At its back less congenial 

lodgings had been prepared for more malignant malefactors. One 

villager, who placed a value of $2,500 on the property, considered all of 

this • "a very expensive concern considering the benefit received." In 

fact, the village hall was something of a fiasco. The door giving access to 

the upper chamber was forever jamming, necessitating the adjournment 

of meetings. to the inconvenience of some and the convenience of others. 

A fire bell installed atop the roof in 1862 could never rally the firemen, 

since unrestricted access to its rope made its clanging a meaningless 

message. The key to the lock up was regularly misplaced, which was not 

so great a problem as it might seem since duplicates seem to have been 

possessed by persons from all walks of life. 2 

The first vote to sell the village hall was held in 1871. Although the 

editor emphasized that it was "not very ornamental or valuable," the 

I) 8 .R . 3:29, 4/29/59 
2) The village hall is described in B .R. 3:30, 5/6/59; 4:16, l/26/60. The lock 

up is described in 5:24, 3/21/61. The various mishaps appear in B.R. 
15:28, 4/6ni; 8:14, ln/64. 
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Fig.ll.3. The "dingy and 
dilapidated old walls" of 
the old Village Hall 
<rbove) were thought to 
wctisg~ace a prominent 
co'hfcr" of Main •Street in 
the 1870's. In an effon to 
increase; the apparent 

-....,J I urbanity of the village, 
business leaders had '!fie 
building removed in 1813. 
ll was replaced with the 
First National Banlc of 
Broclcport, "inuch the 
most \ornamtntal building 
in the village,· and 
"greatly admired by all 
lovers of the beauuful 
and the grand.". Both the 
shift from simpl•ci ty to 
ostentation, and the dis
placement of a communi
ty building by a 4u'siness 
concern, are emblemat ic 
of the village be.autifica
tion movement. 

I, 

\ 
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p~posal was rejected by, ~ wide maJOrity. · It clearty .01 under his 'kin, 
• v"' 

since one year lau:r he · was again raih~g again$! "that worse than blank 

promanent · comer" whach might "be ~cupied for busines purposes. • 

Arter a vagorous campaign 10 1873 the tnpayers were swayed, and the 

hall was demolished. It wn to be regretted • tbat contingencies bad 
, .. 

J siphoned away the build.ing fund establiihed for it replacc:mc:nt, but as 

the p td buildang was P.UIIed down the: ' editor ,. rotc: ,;.,th • ~ndc:. -~&ht glad 

are ~e that it dine~ d,ilapidated old walls wall Jor but • ; ew day' 

longer dasgrace I p~ominent · cor:ner of our· busaaess tn:,et.: I 

The Fir 1 National Bank. wi\ rai.ed on the site:' from which the 

village hall had . been removed. 

newspaper editor. commended it a 

the "~· • It's· inte~or wu replete 

etched rlu It'~ e ... lerior • . ia.unt 10 

lov~r.. or. the' beautiful and grand .•2 

As it 's wallJ were const OICted 

much the most : o'}'.amental b»ildia 
\ 

w .. b poli bed marble. rich wood 
I 

my · eye. wn ·an:atly admired by 

the 

in 

and ' 

all 

Oaspirlting . event~ \\~'ie underwa> at the' othe~ eiid or t~ block 

hov.evcr. ·A larae bric.k houK wath I" -..ell shadCd r girden to us side: had for . . 
sev.eral . d~cadu occupac:d the corner. Tbc · ror~er r~idence or ·Hetl 

,. . . ' 
Brockway, 11 had passc:il · into the band of bi son•an-law, E B. Holmu It . . ... . . 
~•s o~ a si-1e; su(ficacnt. to all_o~ CODvcrsioa intQ a tiOtei "in ' 1 61 .. Altbou~ . . . 

w.is . C(W_C!Cd, the \'alue or the. ,old bualda~g. C'llmllc:d at S3.~. 
• . . .. I 

an ob~tacle 10 the ale o f the cOmc:r._ for a fmc block .~ llui . . had "pro\:ed 

. \ 
I) 8 R.' .15:44. 7n.7nl ;. 15 .4~ . BiJnt: 16·33, 519fl2; 17·46, 4i l1n3 •.. I 
2) B.R 18:12, till tn3. 19:6. 1 I/Sn4. .. · 

. I. 

/ 

.. 
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obstacle was removed in 1870 when chemicals stored in the dagucrrean 

studio that was situated in the southern wing of the house ignited. I 

A man named Peck purchased the lol. His workmen felled the trees, 

caned away the rubble of the 'old house, and raised a three story building 

adapted for "hote l purposes" over the foundation of the old house on the 

site's nonhcm half. Meanwhile the southern half remained vacant.2 

The Methodists, who possessed the oldest and smallest church in the 

village, announced their intention to seck a site for a more commodious 

building in 1870. They sold the Market Street building, by then 

surrounded by stores. in 1875. With the belfry removed it was readily 

convened to retail space. The Methodists gave passing consideration to a-

plot on 
1 

Holley Street; but with what I assume to have been due 

considcra~QB"'"of the inconspicuousness of this s.etting \bey purchased the 

Peck lot. This purchase was immediately denounced by the editor Beach. 

who argued rather hotly tha~ "the lot should be used for business 

purposes." He argued that the church would be "a Chinese wall stopping 

the progress of business on that side of the strccL," and the business 

community seems to have agreed. "The church people should be induced 

to obtain a lot that would answer their purpose as well or better." he 

pleaded, "and then capitalist should unite and put up a business block such 

as good taste and the growing mercantile inte~est require. •3 

I) On the Brockway house, see B.R. 5:35, 6/6/61; 6:29.' 4/24/62;· 6:26. 
4/3/6214:51. 9/lsno. 

2) On the Pcclc Block, see B.R. 15:17, 1/19nJ; 16:6, 11/21'71; 16: 11, 12nf71; 
16:23. 2!29n2: 16:28. 4t4n2. · 

3) The Methodists give notice of their intention to move in B.R. 14:15. 
l/6nO: 15:15 l/5!p: 16:32. 5!2n2. On tile sale of the old church 
and its conversion into retail space. sec 8 . R. 19:36 6!3n5; 19:39 
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Whatever inducements may have been offered, the Methodist 

remained resolute in their desire to locate near the business district, as 

they pointed out at the com er stone ceremony held on August 8, !876. The 

new church was like Methodism itself, large and rather plain. Yet 

Methodism had changed, as we saw in the grievances of the Nazaritcs. 

They commanded an unprecedented prosperity. The total cost of just over 

seventeen thousand dollars was over five times that of the old church. In 

1828, building the old church had been regarded as "a grand and noble 

enterprise, the consummation of which demanded personal sacri fices," 

and payment of the debt incurred in its construction was for long a source 

of embarrassment to the relatively penurious Methodists. The property 

was even briefly repossessed in 1845. The new church was easily funded 

by subscriptions. many of them made by the numerous converts 

harvested in the energetic revivals of 1872, barely a year after the desire 

for new facilities was first expressed. Although economy was observed. 

particularly in the scaffolding. which collapsed, precipitating tWO 

painters from the north tower to their deaths, the building and its 

location were, bcl1eve, intended to communicate the fact that the 

Methodists were the economic equals of the other principal 

denominations. Thy had gained full social respectability, and thus 

brought to an end the twenty year shift which began by "throwing cold 

water" on the zeal of "the old 'backwoods' style of shouting Methodism." 

6/1.4n5. On the search for sites, see B.R. 19:51 9/16n5. On the 
controversy surrounding the Main Street location, see B.R. 20:12 
!2/16n5; 20: I 3 12/23n5. On construction of the new church, sec 
s.R. 20:46 8110n6; 21:45 7!26n7 .. 
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No doubt the Free ~cthodists, whose twenty-six members managed to build 
I 

"a plain, neat and comfonable church." on Perry Street in 1882. had 

opinions on what had been lost.l 

As it turned out, the Methodist had opponunity to regret thetr 

selection of a site. In an efro,v... 1to satisfy the villagers'. growing appetite 

,for lager beer, whieh was running to some sixty kegs a week by the mid 

1870's, Mr. Peck built a beer garden in the narrow strip of land· that lay 

between his hotel and the church in 1877. From behind its board fence 

enclosure the sound of the band was audible up and down Main Street, not 

to mention ~ithin the Methodist church. He was unmoved by the protests. 

' 
and- one can imagine the ampliOtcatory competition between hymns and 

. ( 
\_drinking songs during weeknight services.2 

A l~dscape ca-. be graded in terms of us legtbiluy , what 

Lynch described as "the ease wi~h which us pans can be 

recognized ·and can be J organized in a co.hertnt pauern •J 

Although llglbility Is JJ useful term, the definition can be 

I) On the revivals. '" whacb Rev. Copel~nd gathered 128 persons to the 
qhun:h, see 8 R. 16:28, 4/4(12; .J6:28 4/4(12. A history of ~ 
!Uethodist Church i'l Brockpon was read at the come_rstone 
ceremony. and reproduced •n 8 R 20:47 8/17(16. On the Fr~ 
Methodist'S and thetr church. sec. 8 R 26:20, 2/9/82 

2) For the figure on village. betr consumpuon, see 8 R 18:SO 9/10(14 On 
the connict with Peck's beer garden. $CC 8 R 2 I ·46 8/2177. 21 48 • 
8/16177 . . • / 

3) Kevin Lynch, Tht lnwge of the Cuy, (Cambndge, .Mass.: The Cambridge 
University Press. 1960), pp. ·2·3; Amos Rapopon, The Meaning of the 
Built Environ!Mnt A Nonlltrbol Commuolcallon Approach. 

•. 

I. 

(Beverly Hills, Sage. 1982). pp .. 70-80; John A. Jakie, The. VI,Sual 
Elements .of lAndscape , (Amhe~t. The ~niversi.ty of Massachusetts 
Press, 1987), pp. · 134-40 

\ 
I 

. -
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criticized for its representation of reading the landscape as a 

passive occupation.l In fact, Sharpe and Wallock have suggested 

that reading the landscape depends less on its legibility than it 

does on the applicability and appropriateness of the reader's 

interpretive strategy.2 Cosgrove uses the term landscape to 

describe such an interpretive strategy when he defines it as "an 

historically specific way of experiencing the world, developed 

by, and meaningful to, certain social groups:·J In using the word 

landscape to signify a ~way of experiencing the world" rather 

than the world that is experienced, Cosgrove is pushing to a 

greater extreme Mtinig's statement that Hany landscape is 

composed not only of what lies before our eyes but what lies 

within our heads . .. 4 Landscape is, therefor, an amdlgam of 

percepts. concepts and linguistic categories, and its legibility 

would seem to be a function of the compatibility and coherence of 

these components. 

Beach's reading of the village landscape, and his 

evaluation of tile various aspects of its transformation, were to 

some extent prescriptive. His endorsements were hardly 

original, however, or unusual for a village editor. Given the need 

to please his subscribers. it is doubtful tlzat these opinions were 

unpopular with a majority of his readers. In fact, Beach clarified 

and codified the landscape taste of the village elite: lie goaded 

institutions and individuals to conform to these tastes. lie scolded 

slackers, chided eccentrics , and rewarded compliance with public 

I) John R. Gold, An Introduction to Behavioral Geography, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1980). pp. 97-100. 

2) William Sharpe and Leonard Wallock, "From 'Great Town' to 'Nonplace 
Urban Realm': Reading the- Modem City," in Visions of the Modern 
City, cd. William Sharpe and Leonard Wallock. (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press. 1987). pp. 1-50. 

3) D.E. Cosgrove, Social Formation and Symbolic Landscape. (London: 
Croom Helm, 1985), p. 15. 

4) D.W. Meinig, "The Beholding Eye: Ten Versions of the Same Scene," in 
The Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes, ed. D.W. Meinig (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1979), p. 34. 
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accolades, but he did not innovate. Indeed, although a direct 

connection can not be demonstrated, every one of Beach's ideas 

reflected the program of village improvement presented by 

landscape reformers like B.G. Northrop, Donald Mitchell, Horace 

Bushnell and George Waring.l They also paralleled concurrent 

movements for urban landscape reform, with their emphasis on 

increased open space, the preservation of middle-class domestic 

values, and functional segregation. 2 

What Beach did was establish a "preferred reading" of 

changes in the village , and it was this reading which interpreted 

these changes as beautifying improvements • or uglifying 

regressions .3 Another way to put this is to say that Beach worked 

through Jais newspaper to organize and discipline what Fish has 

ca lled an "interpre ti ve community.''4 To use Gramsci's 

terminology, Beach was using persuasion to realize cultural 

hegemony. - There wue, however, and as we might expect, 

alternate readings which contested this reading.5 

Other, poorly publicized interpretive communities 

obviously existed, and some villagers were no doubt inclined by 

their circumstances to read the landscape and the various aspects 

of its transformation quite differently. To the small communiTy 

of criminals, for example, street lights were not an improvement; 

to the parsimonious, restrictions on street-side grazing were 

ha~dly a welcome change. Children and adolescents were clearly 

a community ~hose reading of the landscape was structured by 

I) J.B. Jackson, American Space: The Centennial Years, 1865-1876, ~New 
York: W.W. Nonon, 1972), pp. 37, 102-3. 

2) David Schuyler, The New Urban Landscape: The Redefinition of Ciry 
Form in Nineteenth-Century America, (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1986) . 

3) Peter Jackson, Maps of Meaning: An !Introduction to Cultural 
Geography, (London: Unwin and Hyman, 1989), p. 3 

4) Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in this Class: The Authoriry of Interpretive 
Communities, (Cambridge Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1980), P·. 
14; Stock, p. 150. 

5) Jackson, pp. 52-55. 
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unique and poorly defended interests. For example, in the 

business of play young boys had particular environmental 

preferences and territorial requirements. Because they lacked 

the adult means of satisfying those needs through purchase and 

modification, they frequently resorted to trespassing and theft of 

materials. In other words, their interests led them to read the 

landscape in terms other than those of private property. When 

Beach endorsed the idea of a park where children could play, he 

was not defending a child's interpretation (with its peculiar 

reading of the significance of boundaries), he was incorporating 

children into the f rame"'!ork of his own, dominant reading 

(where boundaries played such a conspicuous role). 

This point could be elaborated, and several hypothetical 

interpre tive communities could be suggesteti even for a 

relatively simple society such as that of Brockport. In 

conformity with Cosgrove's definition, this would mean that the 

village had not one, but rather many landscapes. Unfortuna{ely, 

the dominant interpretation of middle-class adults monopolizes 

the historical record. Recognition of this plurality poses a more 

general problem, since it points up the fact that my reading has 

created yet another landscape and it prompts questions as to the 

interests thai give this landscape a meaning for me. To use Fish's 

words, what •structure of assumptions. of practices understood to 

be relevant in relation to purposes and goals that are already in 

place· have I brought from my interpretive community? What 

"will do" as an interpretive argument?/ , 
I have also furnished a preferred reading of these 

changes. Ear.h of my "storits" effects a transform(}tion from a 

culture of contesting meanings to an, authoritative text since 

c(rtain historical meanings are obstructed by my standards of 

selection and the method of my presentation. Crapanza"o argues 

that these standards and methods provide a transcending .story 

1 . • 
) F1sh, p. 318, 338-355. 
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which subverts the event that it interprets. Such stories are 

"sacrificed," he writes. "to their rhetorical function in a literary 

discourse that is far removed from the indigenous discourse of 

their occurrence ... J 

Conc!ysjon 

Taken as a whole the village beautification movement represents a 

significant change in attitudes about the proper usc of space and the 

proper appearance of the landscape. Sometimes it sought to change 

traditional forms and usages such as public grazing, at other times it 

sought to restrain what it saw as new evils, such as rowdyism. In either 

case there was opposition, and struggles with traditionalists and 

nonconformers were necessary in order to impose what was essentially a 

middle-class vision of a modern village. Sometimes changes had 

unintended consequences. Cemetery plantings were intended to provide 

a setting for private mourning, but certain individuals used them as a 

screen behind which illicit behavior could be practiced. 

This was simply one example of a movement that was common in 

villages throughout the North as urban ideals were diffused to provincial 

populations through interpreters like Horatio Beach. Although these 

improvements were promoted as symbols of an up-to-date, forward-

looking community, they were also meant to emphasize the distinct 

vinucs of village life. Indeed, they were meant to make a vinue out of 

I) Vincent Crapanzano, "Hermes Dilemma: The Masking of Subversion in 
Ethnographic Texts," in Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of 
Ethnography, pp. ed. James Clifford and George E. Marcus 
(Berkeley. University of California Press. 1986). p. 76. 
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smallness. With this in mind it is possible to sec this movement as a 

people settling on the land scape. The aggressive environmental 

disruptions of the pioneers were from at least one point of view 

unscnling. The frenzied speculation of the early wheat trade, with its 

pitfalls of financial ruin and its frequent episodes of arson, was deeply 

unsenled. If the proponents of the village beautification movement was 

meant to express contentment with the place in which they were settled. 

they also meant to express confidence in 'its future. 

of order and tidiness on the village landscape, 

By imposing a sense 

believe that they also 

meant to express control. This can be read as a visual metaphor of the 

self-control that was such an important element in middle-class life, but it 

can also be read as a sign of anxiety over a sense that the destinies of 

individuals and communities were decreasingly self-determined. 

By 1879 the principal shareholder and president of the Johnson 

Harvester works was an absentee owner, Foster Dewey, of New York City. 

On Sunday, June 2 1, 1882, forty barrels of varnish were placed in a storage 

shed filled with scrap lumber at the west end of the Johnson Harvester 

Company's complex of shops. Around midnight, with the wind blowing 

from the west. the contents of the shed ignited, and the names were 

carried cast to the adjacent buildings. The alarm was given. and 

craftsmen who were employed by the works raced to the si te to rescue 

their tools. Two perished. Their powdery remains were identified by the 

numbered metal tags, issued by the factory for the purpose of clocking 

time, which they had carried in their pockets. 1 

I) B.R. 23:43. 7/24/29; 25:38, 6/16/81; 26:39, 6/22/82; 26:40, 6/29/82. 
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One week later, Dewey arrived on a special train from the west. 

where he had been touring with a coterie of railroad capitalists. The 

workers were paid and dismissed, and Dewey announced as extremely 

improbable any restoration of the plant or any resumption of production 

in the village. For a few weeks the company appeared to deliberate. Bids 

from various villages in the vicinity were received and appraised, and in 

July it was announced that Batavia had secured the industry with over a 

hundred thousand dollars worth of grants, loans and property. Various 

explanations of the relocation were offered. The plant's distance from the 

railroad, and the steepness of the incline by which the canal bridge was 

approached, were evident liabilities. The water power that first 

recommended the site in 1830 was now immaterial. as was proximity to the 

canal. An additional cause was the inability of the small village police 

force to control the laborers in the strike that had immediately preceded 

the fire.l 

Some of the unemployed laborers were taken on by D.S. Morgan and 

Company, which was itself overcoming the handicap of a site on the canal 

with a large addition (still standing) on the railroad. This to some extend 

dispelled the gloom and despondency that had prevailed among merchants 

and mechanics since the suspicious fire. It was, however, a temporary 

reprieve, as the second harvester works was retired in 1894, four years 

after Morgan's death. In 1900 the village purchased the site on the canal, 

which was deteriorating into a public nuisance. In the same year the 

Rochester Wheel Works purchased the si te on the railroad. Morgan's 

I) B.R. 26:42, 7/13/82·: 27:12, 12/14/82; 26:43, 7/20/82. 
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capital, which had been distributed among his sons, moved west to 

Buffalo. Some was used to construct the D.S. Morgan Building, an office 

tower on Niagara and Pearl Streets in that city, and some went into the 

Taylor Signal Company. Eventually Dayton's youngest son, Gifford, 

returned to Brockport, and began the Brockport Cold Storage Company in 

1914. 

The suspicious fire at the harvester works is the terminal 

event of this study. It is somewhat artificial, but it is at least less 

arbitrary than the turn of the century or some other accident of 

chronology. It is much easier to end a narrative than it is to 

begin one for the simple reason than inaction is easier than 

action. It also requires less justification since the reader is by 

this point tired and easily persuaded. Since nothing remains 

which can justify further claims on your time, I will simply stop. 



Chanter 12 
Putt ing Things jn Place; A Conclusion 

The village of 1880 is captured in a lithograph, drawn and 

published by H.H . Rowley & Co. of Hanford Ct. and reproduced in 1976 by 

the Seymour Library. An original hangs inside the library entrance. The 

village is depicted in panorama much as it might have appeared from a 

fifteen hund red foot vantage in the nonheast. A balloon may have been 

used, or the elevated perspective may have been extrapolated . Although 

the shadows, like church bells, debate the hour, it is about ten in the 

morning, sometime between June al)d September. The foliage is full , the 

winds are from the cast. Despite the time of day the streets arc emply, the 

only depicted human figure being a gigantic mule driver who approaches 

the village on the towpath from the cast. The only other sign of activity is 

a passenger train speeding through town from the west, its nauened 

smoke plume suggesting a velocity that will propel it past the Brockport 

depot without a stop. 

The subject is buildings configured in organized space. The 

viewer's relation to the subject is that of a question: where in thi s 

unfamiliar pattern are the familiar points - one's dwelling, one's work 

place, the haunts of one's leisure. Ban'hcs has written that such birds-eye 

views present "an immediate consumption of humanity made natural by 

the glance "ihich transforms it into space." They give the viewer "the 

world to read," things organized into a detached structure. The the image 

of the village appears fi lied with the reality. of the village, the result 

\ 
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being a "concrete abstracti on" in which "memory and sensation 

cooperate." 1 

This text is similarly synoptic. Despite its length. it is a drastic 

adumbration, a glance which ignores most of its subject and generalizes 

those parts that it recognizes. It is a consumption of the past made natural 

by the glance which transforms it into narrative. It is also a consumption 

of the place, Brockport, made natural by the language of contemporary 

historical and cultural geography. Although it may appear to consume 

the past of Brockport ip a natural manner. its actual devices are. as I have 

intermittently suggested, highly artificial. I leave open the question 

whether it was my purpose to illustrate Brockport through the medium of 

these devices, or to illustrate these devices through the medium of 

Brockport. 

A concluding chapter often provides a similar vantage, an 

overview which puts the pieces in place and consumes the text as 

paraphrase by transforming it into structure. Impatient readers 

will skip to the conclusion, and for them it functions differently , 

but for those who came the hard way it is often meant to fix their 

memory of the text in the form approved by the author. 

"Whatever you may have thought to this point," it usually 

implies, "this is what this all means." However, even a text as 

unsophisticated and 

readings depending 

empirical as this one admits 

on the reader's intentions. 

different 

To the 

examination com~nittee, for example, this text represents my 

mental and professional ability, and the account of Brockport is 

1) Roland Barthes, The Eiffel Tower and Other Mythologies, trans.Richard 
Howard (New York: Hill and Wang, 1979), pp. 3-17. 
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simply a metaphor through which they can perceive and 

evaluate these faculties . To a resident of Brockport this te~t 

represents the history of their vtllage. and my mental and 

professional ability is simply the Instrument that has made this 

accessible. To me this te~t represents the last three years, and 

every footnote and sentence is a metaphor for particular 

subjective experiences of research and composition. 

My reading of this dissertation is. as a consequence. 

distorted in a peculiar and Idiosyncratic fashion, and any 

panorama I describe should be suspect. To conclude is. first of all. 

to draw things together. My conclusion after doing this project 

is. however. that a place is too heterogeneous and incoherent to 

permit this drawing together. To conclude is. in a second sense. 

to pass judgement. This is something I can do, since the problems 

of representing a historical place were central to this inquiry. A 

number of my judgements are scattered through the dissertation, 

and I will not recapitulate those points here, but wt/1 add 

comments in three areas. First, I will comment on the means of 

used here to represent this particular place. Second, I will 

comment on the representation of places generally. Finally . I 

will comment on the use of the embedded ironic discourse These 

judgements are for the most part negative. This should not be 

taken to suggest that this contains nothing with which I am 

satisfied or in which I take pride. It simply leaves the reader free 

to discover (or not to discover) merits on their own. 

On Brockport 

It is difficult to draw conclusions about Brockport itself 

since the localiud processes that have constituted th e place 

continue and are not themselves concluded. It is possible to 

generalize about this type of village. and to specify the particular 

individuals , institutions and events by which Brockport was 

individualized. but this description of variation within the 

confines of a type is itself a form of generalization. It explains 
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the conditions under which a place assumes a distinctive 

character, but it does not exactly plumb that character. 

Insofar as Brockport has a character it can be perceived in 

two ways. First, it can be seen as a mass of minute facts. This is- to 

say that individuality is derived from something like the rather 

superficial awareness that the buildings in the village are 

positioned in one particular way and not in another. Pursuit of 

this line of thinking usually leads to a loss of any sense of 

proportion, and to a preoccupation with details of attribution and 

dating . Examples exist throughout this text. This leads to the 

conclusion that ordinary places like Brockport are simply spatial 

and conceph.cal containers filled with little facts. By extension. 

accounts of these places become literary containers filled, like 

their subjects, with facts. 

This manner of thinking has a literary consequence since, 

however obsessed he becomes. the au1hor is unlikely to assume 

that such a catalogue of information will satisfy readers who 

have no reason to share his infatuation. Throughout this account 

I have tried to make the reader care what happened in and to 

Brockport, although I am not confident of success. Indeed, I was 

burdened with the sense that I mus t make the account 

interesting , and thus I sought, perhaps unfortunately, to make it 

amusing. This led me to attempt clever phrasing, humorous 

asides and dramatiza1ions , while it discouraged tedious 

presentations of painstaking analysis . In more se lf-c ritical 

moments I am inclined to believe that the urge to entertain has 

frustrated the urge to explain and that this account is essentially 

superficial. To the extent that this is true it serves to illustrate a 

deeper issue of the relation of subject matter and style. In terms 

of style this account sometimes resembles that used by individuals 

when they narrate an episode from their own lives to an 

audience over whose attention they exercise imperfect command. 

It employs the same sorts of irony, forced hilarity and 

exaggerafed excitement to artificially stimulate an interest that I 
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feared could not be assumed naturally to exist. Unfortunately. 

like the tales of anxious raconteurs , it may as a direct 

consequence have failed to present a truly compelling subject 

The second means of probing the characur of Brockport is 

highly personal, and difficult to put into words, and thus it is 

unlikely to carry great weight in a scientific world that believes . 
that every true e:cperience is potentially . common and 

communicable. On the other hand it may be the best reason to 

undertake a study such as this one. There came a point in my 

research when I was able to, so to speak. look through the hard 
I 

surface of things. I was able to reduce the insistent presence of 

the preJ.tnt. This made synchronic reality less substantial, semi

transparent in fact, and it allowed various displaced landscapes to 

come into view. This was not an experience of tha place in the 

pa~t . which would have been nothing but another synchronic 

reality, but of the present superimposed on several past places. 

This , I believe. is as clo;e as I am likely to come to a visual image 

of the diachronic, or to a sense of places as objects in time. I 

doubt that the experience can be simulated without. packing your 

head full of all those little particular facts . 

On Places 

This study was undertaken with a particular place as its 

central organizing id4a and, as I said in the opening chapter, it 

can be read as test of the coherence of the concept of place . 

Although prolong~d study of the many facets of a place can be 
• 

profoundly rewarding , they remain, at least in my mind, fairly 

miscellaneous. . At first I put my impression of disorganization 

down to deficiencies in my own procedure for recording and 

indexing a large volume of information. Although I eventually .. 
developed some fairly rational techniques, I could not always 

compensate for my early errors. Even when I had regularized 

my procedure , I found that the problem of disorganization 

persisted. I was quite unpre~ared for th e conceptual problem 

I 
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that I would not be able simply to write about things that 

happened in Brockport. Of course it seems that this should have 

been obvious, but then everyone is wiser with hindsight. 

My solution is evident in the chapters and sections of this 

dissertation. These achieve a sort of localized organization within 

an overall structure that at one point characterize as a loose 

federation of chapters. I feel that a number of these are 

interesting, but I suspect that they would be far more interesting 

if they were part of a comparative study which showed the 

variation from place to place of a phenomenon like provincial 

revivals or the village beautification movement. What I was able 

to do was organize particular events into what I have called 

mega-events, but integration beyond this point is rather weak. 

Although it is possible that this is a personal failing. I find it 

more likely that it has to do with the concept of place, or with my 

particular concept of place, which may be too similar to location. 

This concept of place-as-container is unavoidable as long as one 

uses the particular place as the major category of organization in 

a study, and this concept necessitates an inductive methodology 

that is theoretically dangerous and practicaliy inefficient./ 

On Irony 

In the opening chapter I made reference to Feyerabend's 

"epistemological anarchism," and I used this, as it is frequelltly 

used, to excuse the idiosyncrasies of my text. Ignoring the 

paradox of an appeal to authority that is meant to justify a 

rejection of authority, would simply note that the implicit 

Hhyper-individualism" of this move should signify my sympathy 

with the humanistic geographers.2 Although they do not draw 

the connection to F eyerabend, some recent commentators on 

I) Bird, pp. 68-69 
2) Lester B. Rowntree, Kenneth E. Foote, Mona Domosh, "Cultural 

Geography," in Geography in America, eds. Cort J. WilhttOII and Gary 
Gaile (Columbus: Merrill , !989), p. 212. 
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geography have used his motto, "anything goes," to characurize 

what they perceive as a problem in cultural and human 

geography. As Dear puts it, "contemporary geography is an 

eclectic mish-mash of old and new, pertinent and irrelevant, the 

quirky and incomplete ... J Curiously, Dear recommends 

postmodernism, which he admits to be "profoundly destabilizing 

and potentially anarchic," as a remedy to this identity crisis. This 

is curious since, as Harvey puts it, the paradigmatic psychological 

state of postmodernism is schizophrenia. 2 

Although Dear begins his manifesto with a s trong 

endorsement of postmodernism he retreats by its conclusion to a 

cautious "limited relativism." He seems to agree with Harvey , who 

writes that postmodernism "takes matters too fa r:" it contains a 

denial of the possibility a coherent politics, it "avoids 

confronting the realities of political economy and ... global 

conflates "truth, authority and rhetorical 

Soja is able to adopt the term without 

power," and it 

seductiveness ... 3 

reservation because he is only concerned with "simultaneities" 

and their apparent spatiality. a restriction of interest which 

permits him to ignore the question of autlwrity.4 Each of these 

authors has (or should have) an objection to the postmodern 

position on authority. Harvey knows it, and he rejects the term . 

Dear suspects it, and he modifies the term. Soja ignores the 

problem. 

In this text I have attempted in a limited way to 

incorporate a postmodern critique of the authority of my own 

narrative. the logical conclusion of the postmodern project that 

has caused these geographers to hesitate. In line with 

1) Michael Dear, "The Postmodern challenge: reconstructing human 
geography," Transactions of the I.B.G. N.S. 13 (1988): 263; Rowntrce. 
Foote and Domosh, p. 209. 

2) Harvey, 1987, p. 53. 
3) Harvey. 1987, pp. I 16-117. 
4 ) Edward Soja, Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in 

Critical Social Theory, (London: Verso, 1989). 
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postmodernism, this critique is fractu red, unsystematic . 

inconclusive and in places somewhat whimsical. In line with 

Hayden White tile tone of this critique is ironical, what Marcus 

and Fischer describe as "the real or feigned disbelief on the part 

of the author toward the truth of his own statements ... J Various 

objections might be raised to this embedded discourse. although 

here I will anticipate only two. 

Although I have claimed to surrender some of the powers 

of what Marcus and Fischer call "rhetorical totalitarianism," it is 

possible that the maneuver is a ploy.2 As Rosa/do puts it in her 

description of the anthropologist Evans-Prichard, "the detached 

ironic observer" presents himself "in tile persona of a man 

without an axe to grind ... 3 This posture of ironic detachment 

intimates impartiality, a lack of commitment, an easy and 

commodious tolerance, and a general indifference to the course 

of events , but, since such detachment may be taken to imply 

objectiviry, it is quite possible that tile posture is deceptive . In 

his assessment of the irony of Edward Gibbon, for example, Gay 

observes that Gibbon's "splendid instrument for unmasking 

others, was at the same time 

protecting his own privacy :·4 
exposure of tile duplicities of 

an equally splendid screen for 

Where Gibbon cynically relished 

Roman officials, I have relished 

exposure of various aspects of my own writing. This is, in part, 

preemptive, since it permits me to beat my critics to the punch. 

In other words, although I have relaxed my claims to authority 

within the text, I have simultaneously staked out claims in 

strategic critical positions that surround the text . This 

I) Marcus and Fischer. pp. 13-15. 
2) Marcus and Fischer, p. 2 
3) Renato Rosaldo, "From the Door of His Tent: The Fieldworker and the 

Inquisitor," in Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of 
Ethnography, pp. ed. James Clifford and George E. Marcus (Berkeley, 
University of California Press, 1986), p. 93. 

4) Peter Gay, Sryle in History, (New York: W.W. Norton, 1974), p. 47. 
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anticipation of pountlal objectloru. It might be argued, s1mply 

achlevu a ntw form of "rhetorical totalltarianum • 

Objections might also be raistd to the technique of the 

boxed script The technique u 110t without prtctdtnct, at least in 

creative Wri ting , whut it ord111arily tokes tht form of a 

marginal gloss In fact, I first thought of the tdta wh1lt 

rtcolltcting Malcolm Lowry's 7hrough the Panama •/ I am not. 

however, aware of uamplu of It 's employment In geographical 

scholarship The boxed script Is, for the mast part, a commentary 

on tht fabrication of my representation ItS segregation is 

ptrhops best understood as what Shapin and Schaller cull a 

"literary technology" of "virtual witnessing," or "the production 

in the reader 's mind of such an image of on exptflmtntal scene 

as obvious the ntcusuy for tllhtr direct witness or 

replication • 2 Although they are dtscribing the narrative 

structure of reportS in experimental science, the notion of 

virtual witnessing is , I believe, significant htrt In divulging 

the information that appears in the boxed script I have made the 

reader privy to selected epistemological doubts a11d rhetor~col 

remedies Interesting and innovative as these may be. this 

candor routS liS own problem Specifically. my d~rut confUSion 

of literary artifice makes the reader an accomplice in thtlf own 

begull1ng 

Taken together , these objections amount to a charge of 

shirking responsibility for the text (and its interpretations) 

without surrendering authority over the text (and its 

i nterpre to lions) . 

I) Malcolm Lowry, Hear Us 0 Lord from heaven thy dwelling place. 
(Phi ladelphia: J.B. Lippincoue. 1961), pp. 29-98. 

2) Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the A~r-Pump: 
Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimental Life , (Princeton Princeton 
University Press. 1985). p. 60. 
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